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FOREWORD
Read as a 'Welcome Speech' at the opening ceremony
7 September 1992
About a year ago the Department of Anthropology, IJniversity of
Sydney, in collaboration with the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies,
Tribhuvan University, made a decision to hold an international conference
in Kathmandu on the topic of The Anthropology of Nepal: Peoples,
Problems and Processes. The primary intent of the conference planners
was that by bringing together a distinguished group of anthropologists
fiom many different countries they would thereby promote a better
understandmg of Nepalese society and culture.
As the Executive Director of the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies I
am proud to be associated with this conference, though without losing my
Inherent humility. This is, indeed, one of the few prides that will endure in
my memory for a long time to come. The conference is the first of its kmd
to be held in Nepal, and hence it is also the first time that I have had the
privilege to address such an awesome assembly of scholars. However, the
sense of my own inferiority cannot prevent me fiom welcoming you with a
heart that is characteristic of a member of a society that is not yet fully
modernised. Despite the scientific and other advances made in many parts
of the world Nepal is still a traditional, backward-looking, and to some
extent, irnpenious society. I am proud that I am its citizen and I am
proud that I mean what I say. Not meaning what you say is one of the
cultivated marks of modernisation. The process of growth in my
personality-if I have any personality at all--can be a microcosmic case
for an anthropological study of Nepalese culture.
The story of what we call anthropology in Nepal is not very old. It
began fitfully &th the research work of western scholars in the nineteenth
century. Kirkpatrick (18 11), Hamilton (18 19), Hodgson (1874), Oldfield
(1 880), Vansitartt (1894), Evi (1905), Northey and Morris (1926) and
Landon (1928) among others, did work that stretched between history and
anthropology.Their publications gave us some bright insights into the
nature and structure of Nepalese society and culture, and in so doing
provided the nucleus for the coming generations of anthropologists, both
Nepalese and foreign.

Anthropological research in the modem sense of the term began with
the scholarly work of Professor Christoph von F~rer-Haimendorfin 1953.
His comprehensive research on the Sherpas is a landmark in the evolution
of Nepalese anthropology and it greatly inspired both Nepalese and foreign
scholars. Indeed, Hairnendorf set a pattern in the anthropology of Nepal
and the subsequent rapid growth in research in all branches of the subject
can chiefly be attributed to the impact of his pioneering work.
Tribhuvan University woke up to the need to set up a Department of
Anthropology/Sociology comparatively late in its history of 32 years. On
the recommendation of Professor Ernest Gellner of the London School of
Economics, Anthropology/Sociology was introduced as a research subject
in the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies in the early 1970s. In
consonance with international experience, it became increasingly likeable
and popular, with the result that a separate teaching department was
opened in 1981 in the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences. The
dynamics of employment opportunities coupled with a comfortable
passage through the discipline drew more and more students, women far
more than men. Compared with the handfill of students in 1981, the
number of applicants seekmg M.A. admission in the Department of
Anthropology rose to 900 in 1992! It .the multiplication of young men
and women in the Department of Anthropology is a good indication of
both the popularity and utility of the subject; it seems to have a bright
future in Nepal in the hands of both native and non-native scholars.
Research into Nepal's e h c , linguistic and cultural heterogeneity is the
academic need and pleasure of both western and eastern scholars; it may
be more need than pleasure for us. And there comes a time when need
(economic), without our knowing it, gets either transformed into or mixed
with pleasure. The transformation or mixture becomes again an indication
of our love for and dedication to the subject of research and teaching.
Nepal is a heterogeneous society that still awaits anthropological
exploration. But the heterogeneity is neither so sharp nor schismatic as, for
example, in India or some other multiethnic or multi-religious nation.
Nepal's ethnic pluralism has a unique lund of cohesiveness. The separate
ethmc groups have lived for centuries in both social and emotional
closeness; they have never quarrelled on linguistic or religious issues.
Ethmc harmony has so far been an important part of our national
consciousness. However, anthropologists all over the world find, as a rule,
greater adventure in tracking the intractable societies. Despite e h c
harmony, Nepal will assuredly not fail to provide such anthropologists
with many major and challenging problems. For example, the difficulty in
detecting the underlying reasons for backwardness and economic
immobility, despite both the will of the people for development and the

scale of foreign economic assistance. I believe that problems of this kind
cannot be solved by economists alone. Ldcewise, the analysis of poverty
and development also requires anthropologists who are willing to delve
deeply into the psychological, gendic, cultural and political heritage. I
would like to take this opportunity to make a suggestion to both the native
and non-native anthropologists assembled here this afternoon to work out
joint or separate projects in order to embark upon an authentic study of
Nepal from a wide anthropological perspective. Most studies done so far
have been perfunctory and lacking in imaginative understanding of the
relationship between the ideal and the reality that should inform the
anthropology of Nepal.
Anthropologists are by their temperament and profession capable of
making observation, analysis and judgement in terms of past and modem
categories to present a holistic picture of a society in all its dimensions.
Objective analysis combined with maginative penetration into the nature
of humans and their institutions by anthropologists of creative power 'have
recently impelled Clifford Geertz and James Clifford to call anthropology
a profession of fiction-writers. I believe Nepal provides rich material still
to be manipulated by thinkers of genius on an anthropologically creative
plane. Anthropology is said to have been born of cultural encounter, and in
Nepal there are such encounters at local, national and international levels.
From the study of such encounters can come a genuine work of both
timebound and timeless nature. If Geertz and Clifford are right it will tend
towards timelessness, if the traditional anthropologists prevail it will be
limited with topical relevance in both time and space.
As I am an outsider I am not competent to make a choice between
anthropology as science and anthropology as art. So far as I understand
the needs and potential of Nepal I believe in the coexistence of both.
Anthropological discourse can be a multivocai discourse, like a work of
fiction, as easily as it can be a univocal discourse in the popular traditional
sense of social science research, empirically Ebithful within its limits.
Nepal has recently been hustled into modernity unawares. The dramatic
transition eyen on the intellectual plane has its own pain-socially and
culturally regenerative pain. We are, as it were, in the throes of change.
Local culture, national culture, biculture and transculture are idioms in the
anthropological dialectic. Owmg to the changes that have taken place in
human geography and history, modern humanity can hardly belong to a
homogeneous or isolated culture. On the contrary, we a n bombarded by
ideas, images and sounds from all cumers of the world. We are in need of
developing a global culture not by destroying local cultures, but by
strengthening and transcenhg them bough the process of transcultural
intercourse. This apparently paradoxical roIe is to be played by
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anthropologists, historians, economists and environmentalists of creative
imagination.
Nepal is made up of hills and plains-both equally important for
cultural and anthropological richness and variety. The urgent questions at
the moment vexing the rulers and planners in Nepal are the questions of
poverty, ignorance, widespread corruption and nascent e t h c egotism.
Native or foreign investigators, whether in the name of anthropology or
some other discipline, should keep in the forefront of their minds a
centripetal rather than a centrifugal attitude in investigating an essentially
syncretic social system in Nepal.
I hope that this conference is going to play a crucial role by hammering
at issues hitherto ignored both at previous conferences and seminars and in
the published works of individual scholars. This galaxy of international
celebrities will hopefully thmk out new solutions, new resolutions and new
strategies for the exploration and development of Nepal. At the same time
the seven days we are going to spend at the Hotel Vajra will, I trust,
become a memorable moment of celebration and joy for the participants.
Hard, serious, intellectual exercise and the mental state of celebration,
when they go together, make an ideal ecology for any conference.
Distinguished friends, once again I welcome you heartfully to Nepal
and to this international conference which, I am sure, is going to make
important deliberations on the anthropology of Nepal. Being a shy, modest
welcomer I myself should not say that Nepal is a beautiful country and
Kathmandu a beautiful city with a great cultural heritage. I leave it to you.
But I should say that I am proud to welcome you.

Professor D .P.Bhandan
Executive Director, Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan
University.
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Introduction and Acknowledgements
Michael Allen and RJ. Fisher
Over the past sixteen years numerous international anthropology
conferences and seminars with a focus on the whole or part of the
Himalayan region have been held in various parts of the world. Whilst the
published proceedmgs of these meetings adequately reflect the burgeoning
of scholarly interest in the west, they have failed to do so likewise for the
rapidly increasing body of research carried out by local scholars. The
reason for this is obvious enough; whilst many western scholars could
raise the funds necessary to attend meetings held in such expensive locales
as Chicago, Paris, Stockholm, Zurich, Oxford etc., only a handful of
Nepalis, Tibetans etc. could manage to attend. Accordmgly, at the
conclusion of the last of such seminars, held in Zurich in 1990, I proposed
that the next should be held in Kathmandu. A few months later I visited
Kathmandu and held preliminary &scussions with interested scholars at
the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan Universsity. An hour
later we had unanimously agreed to hold a conference, that it should focus
on the anthropology of Nepal (rather than on the whole of the Hunalayas),
and that in addition to seeking to attract hlgh quality academic
contributions it should also provide adequate scope for that large body of
both Nepalese and foreign scholars carrying out research in applied
anthropology. Hence the committee's decision to encourage contributors to
pay special attention to the kind of contribution that anthropology can
make to the understandmg of contemporary problems in social living in
Nepal.
We also agreed that the two organizing institutions should be the The
Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney, and the Centre for
Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University. Whilst I undertook the
work at the Sydney end, Mr. Nirmal Tuladhar agreed to attend to matters
in Kathmandu. I would at this point like to formally achowledge and
thank Nirmal for the cheehl and efficient manner in which he carried out
numerous organizational tasks both prior to and during the conference. He
did much to contribute to the overall success of the occassion. I would also
like to thank Dr. Bhandari, the Director of CNAS, for the alacrity and
enthusiasm with which he committed the support both of his institution and
of himself personally. Other Nepalese scholars who also made valuable
contributions to the organizational success of the confkrence include

...
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Professor Prayag Raj Sharrna, Dr. Ram Chhettri and Ms. Indra Ban.But
most of all I would like to thank Ms. Basundhara Dhungel for the
enormous support and help she gave in maintaining some order and control
over more than 18 months flow of correspondence with participating
scholars. Finally, ~twould have been quite impossible to have mounted the
conference without the help of a most generous grant fiom the WennerGren Foundation of New York.
The conference was officially opened at 4.00 pm on Monday the 7th
September by the Minister for Education, Cillture and Social Welfhre
Govind Raj Joshi and after firther welcoming speeches by Professor D. P.
Bhandari and myself, approximately 130 delegates attended a reception at
the Hotel Vajra. During the succeedmg six days a total of 54 papers were
read in sessions focussing on the following topics:
The Anthropology of Resource Management (15 papers. Convenors:
Dr. R.Chhettri and Dr. R.J. Fisher).
Medical Anthropology (6 papers. Convenor: Dr. P. Webster).
The State and the People (5 papers. Convenor: Dr. V. Kondos).
Women and Development (5 papers.Convenor: Ms. Indra Ban).
Urbanism in Nepal (1 1 papers. Convenors: Mr. A Shrestha and Dr. A.
Kondos).
General Anthropology (1 1 papers. Conveno: Professor M. Allen).
Since one of the principal aims of the conference was to encourage the
development of anthropology as a critical discipline within Nepal, it was
particularily gratifjlng for the organizers to note that 17 of the papers
were read by Nepalese scholars. But what was even more pleasing was the
very large number of additional Nepalese scholars, bureaucrats and social
workers who attended every session and who collectively made a major
contribution to the level of debate and discussion. Of the 130 delegates 73
were fiom Nepal, 18 the U.S.A., 17 Continental Europe, 10 Australia, 9
the U.K., 1 Canada, 1 New Zealand and 1 Japan.
As is invariably the case at large conferences, the original allocation of
papers to sessions has subsequently proved inadequate. Nineteen of the
papers presented are nc' included here, in most cases either because they
had been promised e1st;vvhere or were not submitted by their authors.
These were as follows:
Dyuti Bharal
Bishnu Bhandari

Aspects of Urban Development: Migrant
Women in the Carpet-Weaving Industry.
Management of National Heritage Areas.
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Graham Clarke
David Gellner
David Gellner

Ramesh Kunwar

Christian McDonaugh
Yasodha Shrestha Nee
Nakarmi
Gopal S. Nepali
A1 Pach

Joanna Pfaff-Czarnecka

W. Denis Pontius
Declan Quigley
hshikeshab Regmi
Santi Rosario

Anne de Sales
Geoffrey Samuel
Laya Prasad Upretty

xv

The State, Change and Development in the
Himalayas.
Priests, Healers and Mediums: the Gmtext
of Possession in Kathmandu Valley
Shared Culture or Oppressed Outcastes?
The Position of the Khadgi Dyahla and
Others in the Spatial and Social Order of
the Cities of Kathmandu Valley.
Women's Participation in Community
Forestry: the Nepal-Australia Community
Forest Project Experience .
A Critical Approach to the Current
Situation of Bonded Labour in the Tharu
Community of Far-Western Nepal.
The Management of a Canal Imgation
System in Dang, South-West Nepal.
Socio-Cultural Constraints of Workmg
Women in Nepal.
Democracy, E t b c i t y and Problems of
National Integration.
Gender, Culture and Disordered
Experience in a Ngh-Caste Hindu Village.
The State, Change and Development in
Nepal.
Living on the Edge of the City: Tarnang
Villagers Perspectives of the Urban
Environment.
Urban Anthropologies: the K a h m d u
Valley in Comparative Perspective.
Dhimal Society in Transition.
Birth as a Danger in South Asia: a Bengali
Case Study and it's Comparative
Implications.
The Chantal Claims for Identity: fiom
Integration to Separation.
Tibet as Part of Southeast Asia.
Social Consequences of Deforestation in
Nepal; Cases fiom the Tarai and the Hills.

The remaining 34 papers have been regrouped for publication purposes
under the following revised headings: The Anthropology of Resource
Management (10 papers); Urbanism in Nepal (6 papers); Medical
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Arrthropology (3 papers); The State and the People (3 papers); Women
and Power (5 papers); The Anthropology of Performance (5 papers);
and Problems of Identity (2 papers). The principal changes have been to
replace General Anthropology with The Anthropology of Performance
and Problems of Identity, and to rename Women and Development as
Women and Power. We will now cormnent briefly on what we see as
some of the distinguishing features, both positive and negative, of the
papers presented under each headmg.
The Anthropology of Resource Management.
This panel was by far the biggest single grouping of papers (15
presented and 10 published) in the conference. Whilst this was no doubt in
part due to the initial intent of the conference organizers to focus
specifically on the kind of contribution that anthropology can make to the
understanding and perhaps even reso'--+ionof problems in social living, it
also accurately reflects the very large number of both indigenous and
western anthropologists in Nepal engaged either directly or indirectly in
applied anthropology.
The papers reflect a variety of concerns, including cooperative labour,
the limitations of def'tions of poverty based on narrow criteria of income
and gender issues in resource management. The dominant concern is,
however, around environment and natural resources and especially
forestry. Of the ten papers here, seven deal primarily or to a significant
extent, with forests. This emphasis is clearly related to the large amount of
interest, within development agencies, in Nepal's forests, in environmental
degradation, and in Nepal's community forestry policy. As
Messerschmidt's paper shows, there are many areas to which
anthropologists have contributed to an understanding of forerst use and
management.
Within the papers there is a close connection between resource
anthropology, environmental anthropology and development anthropology.
Most of the papers published here deal with development directly or have
fairly obvious development implications. Many of the authors are, or have
been, actively involved in development.
The strong empirical emphasis noticable in most of the papers is
consistent with widespread trends in development anthropology. Altough
Messerschmidt's paper points to the potential for development
anthropology to contribute to anthropological theory, it is interesting to
consider reasons why theoretical concerns have tended to be secondary in
practice. Foremost amongst such reasons is assuredly the closeness of the
connection between the anthropology of resource management and the
development context within which it is generally practiced and funded.
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Much of the research embodied in these papers was carried out by
anthropologists workmg with development agencies or projects either in
long-term positions or on shorter term consultancies. Such agencies tend to
be concerned with empirical data rather than with what are perceived as
esoteric theoretical issues. Even the work carried out by anthropologists in
academia seems to reflect the concerns established in this 'development
context'. Thls has all lead to some very interesting findings dernonstratmg
the connections between social and cultural factors and resource use and
management. Often this work has had usefir1 practical and policy
implications.
There are, however, some worrying negative aspects also. One such
undesirable consequence (pointed out in Fisher's paper) is that the
institutional context within which development takes place (especially the
contractual nature of consultant research) may well limit the potential for
such research to challenge the economic rationalist assumptions of the
major development agencies.
Charsley (1982) made an important distinction between 'applied'
anthropology (essentially the involvment of anthropolwsts as
development practitioners or what we would call development
anthropology) and the anthropological study of the processes of
development (which we will refer to as the anthropology of development).
The papers in this collection have somethmg to offer from both of these
fields, but there are few attempts to apply an anthropological approach to
the study of the institutional context of development. However, the papers
by Om Gurung, Fisher and Messerschmidt all identie such study as a
need.
As the work of Thompson, Warburton and Hatley (1986) and Ives and
Messerli (1989) show, the environmental problems of the Himalayas are
as much institutional as anythmg else. Papers in this collection discuss the
institutional context at the local h e l , but apart from the paper by Om
Gurung, there is no study of macro-institutions (at either the national or
international level).
The papers show how rich a contribution anthropologists have made to
the understanding of local socioenvironrnental processes. It is likely that
the next stage of the anthropology of resource and environmental
management in Nepal will be an exploration of the development
institutions. The outcome of this may indeed show how much the
anthropology of development can contribute theoretically.

Urbanism in Nepal
Urbanism is a rapidly increasing feature of Nepalese social life and in
this section six contributors examine some of the key features of both its
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traditional and new forms. Whllst five of the papers focus on Kathmandu
valley, one (Sharrna) shifts attention to the development of very different
forms of urbanization found in the emergence of hill-towns in the
nineteenth century.
The Kathmandu papers discuss such diverse topics as changing
musical genres (Grandin), the semiotics of traffic behaviour (Gray),
industrialization and workers political action (Kondos et al) and changing
family and household patterns (Mahajan and Miihlich). A common
problematic touched on though nowhere hlly developed is how to
theoretically conceptualize the relationship between traditional and modem
forms of urbanization. The three principal cities of Kathmandu valley,
Kathmandu, Patan and Bhadgaon, share in common a long history of preindustrial and non-western forms of highly concentrated and complex
forms of urban living. Indeed, as a number of observers have noted, Newar
culture is essentially an urban culture-so much so that even the smallest
and most isolated of settlements replicate many of the distinguishing
features of the big cities. Yet today Kathmandu valley is the scene of
massive urbanization of a distinctively modem kind and whlch draws both
its social and cultural inspiration from a great variety of sources in
addition to the Newar.
Grandin's paper, focussing on contemporary musical forms in the city
of Kathmandu and in nearby Kirtipur town, documents some of the
growing complexity and diversity of genres found in both centres, though
most especially in Kathnlandu. Furthermore, by directly comparing the
two communities he is able to point to some of the ways in which modem
urbanism differ from the more traditional. He notes in particular a marked
move away from 'geographically organised, collectively oriented,
community-based life' to a much greater emphasis on individual autonomy
and personal networks.
Gray, though focussing on the very different topic of traffic behaviour,
is sirnilarily concerned with what such data can tell him about Kathmandu
as an urban centre that has recently undergone dramatic transformation.
His conclusion, though expressed in a very different theoretical context, is
not unlike Grandin's. If traditional Newar cities can be accurately depicted
as 'archaic7(see Levy1990) in the sense that they 'impose[s] a coherent,
eternal and immutable moral order', contemporary Kathmandu
approximates more closely to Raban's notion of a 'soft city'. The key
feature of a soft city is that is that it constitutes 'a series of discontinuous
stages where individuals can shape their selves'. However, Gray's rich and
entertaining data makes it abundantly clear that at least one key feature of
Levy's archaic city survives in modem Kathmandu traffic behaviour-the
importance of hierarchy, even if relative position within the relevant
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hierarchy is today much more keenly contested, especially at busy traffic
intersections!
Mahagan and M u i c h both examine some of the ways in which
modem forms of urbanism result in changing patkrns of famillal and
household relations-Maharjan
in a periurban Newar village in
Kathmandu valley, and Miihlich by comparing Sherpa households in Solu
Khumbu and in Bauddha. Whilst Mahqan contends that modernization
and urbanization have wrought fundamental changes in Newar h l y life,
most notably in greatly increased individualism resulting in a fhr higher
incidence of nuclear as against joint families, Milhlich tends to the view
that Sherpa households in the semi-urban context of Bauddha are
organized on fundamentally similar lines to those found in the Wtional
rural context of Solu Khurnbu.
S h d s paper stands apart from the others in that he is concerned
with neither the modem nor traditional forms of city urbanism but rather
with the much smaller urban centres that emerged as hill-towns in
nineteenth-century Nepal, in particular Champur in Koshi zone. HLS
detailed analysis of both historical and ethnographic data demonstrates in
a most interway how such Newar towns incorporate both social and
architectural features that they share in common with the larger valleybased Newar settlements, and yet other features that derive duectly from
the unique historical and environmental circumstances of both their i n i d
establishment and subsequent development. His material serves to remind
us that urbanism comes in a great variety of forms and guises.

Medical Anthropology
Medical Anthropology has loomed large in recent research in Nepal
with scholars, both local and overseas, examining such topics as
indigenous system of diagnosis and h,the social consequences of
the introduction of western medical practices, the ~latimshipbetween
religious belief and bodily health etc. Two of the papers (Acarya and
Dhungel) in this section pay particular attention to the politics of
competitive health practicers in both rural and urban contcxCs. Acarya
investigated two forms of alternative medicine practiced in Nepal-cure and indigenous healing practices. He argued that both of them provide
attractive self-help alternatives to the costly and all too fkquenly
ineffective allopathic practices currently f B v d by government health
officers. Dhungel investigated the availability of health services in the
Kavre Palanchok District., their utlization and organktion, and WIS
afExtmg patients choice. She found that most people p~fkrredfisecharging private dispensers of western medicines to the easily accessible
and free health services available at government operated health centres.
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The latter were frequently criticised for both their inefficiency and their
inability to understand the feelings and needs of local people.
Gaenszle mounts yet another, though somewhat less direct, critique of
modem westem-oriented health workers. He argues that because Rsu
healing rituals may be seen as enactments of metaphors deeply rooted in
the R;u cultural idiom, the introduction of medrcal systems with an
aetiology of illness that differs quite radically from the Rai raises serious
questions concerning the efficacy of such systems. The main body of his
paper is an elucidation of the root metaphor of a ritual journey to the place
of origin as central to the healing rite discussed.

The State and the People
Contributors to this panel were asked to address theoretical and
empirical questions dealing with statesubject relations, such as
nationalism, ethmcity, bureaucratic processes, the 'democratic movement'
and changes impelled by the revolution of 1990. These are all indeed
weighty issues and as such they constitute an exciting challenge for
anthropology to demonstrate it's capacity to illuminate the highly complex
social and cultural processes found in modem nation states.
Though five papers were presented at the conference under this heading
only three are included here. Nevertheless, these three between them
succeed in raising a number of fundamentally important issues concerning
state-subject relations.
Kondos et a1 explore the possibilies that a certain modality of action is
becoming widespread and that a new form of identity has emerged with
and from the experience of the success of the 1990 revolution. They argue
that though the form of identity, a collective form, is new, its intelligibility
rests on certain principles of an older form of knowledge. Furthermore, it
would seem that the new modality of action (with its orientations, values
and procedures) queries the emplaced form of power.
Mikesell examines some of the implications of the new local
government law for resource management, environment, the local
community and culture. He concludes that that the law will further
facilitate the ersosion of community control and stewardship of resources
and in so doing dissempower local organization and initiative. In the
second part of his paper he compares the Nepalese local government law
with the community organizations, committees, popular councils, and
people-based parties in both Chile and Brazil. Needless to say, the
Nepalese local government law fares poorly in this comparison.
Pande stands apart from all other contributors to this collection in that
he is neither an academic nor an applied anthropologist, but is rather an
idealistic politician (a Central Committee member of the United
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Marxist-Leninist Party of Nepal) who has devoted a great deal of his time
to ethnographic research into social problems in the Karnali zune. In h s
interesting paper he focuses on the continuing hgh incidence of a
customary hill W t i o n called jiiri in which a certain amount of hard cash
or chattel is paid as penalty to the prexxdmg husband of a woman by her
subsequent husband. In the first part of his paper he describes the pracbce
in some deta~l,locating it in both a wider historical and social context. But
unlike many academic anthropologists he then goes on to directly consider
the impact of such a custom on the quality of life of those involved, noting
most especially the way in which it has been used by landlords, priests,
merchants and money lenders to increase their control over cultivators. He
concludes his paper with a number of concrete recommendations designed
to ameliorate such problems.

Women and Power
Of the five papers presented under h s headmg, two (those of Utis and
Thompson) were origmally included in the conference session entitled
Women and Development (convenor Indra Ban), one (Aziz) in the
session on the State and the People, another (Gurung) in the session on
The Anthropology of Resource Managment, and the fifth (Kunreuther)
in the General Anthropology session. Because little reference was made
to development issues in any of these papers the d t o n a l committee
decided to regroup them under the more appropriate headmg of Women
and Power.
Aziz, in a follow-up study to her earlier account of the life of
Yogamaya, an early twentieth century Nepalese woman rebel and poet of
extraorchary abilities and courage, provides us with a vivid account of yet
another remarkable Nepalese woman-Durga Devi, an early actvist and
dissident in the Arun Valley region. In her paper she recounts some of the
key episodes in Durga's long career and considers how she is remembered,
and forgotten. That Durga Devi exercised very considerable power during
her turbulent life is made abundantly clear in the evidence provided by
Aziz. But what is also made clear is the manner in which her achievements
and memory have been removed from history. Aziz, in h s paper, as in her
earlier study of Yogamaya, has done much to rectifL this ommission.
Gurung's focus is on the gender dunension of rescurce management in a
hill-region and it's implications for our understanding of the ecological
crisis. In the first part of her paper she systematically documents the
nature and extent of women's participation in each of four main areas of
resource control and management-agriculture, forestry, livestock and
water. Her central contention is that it is women more than men who play
a predominant role both in managing such resources and in helping to
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maintain a balance between them. Yet despite this both government and
non-government rural development models almost wholly ignore womm's
work, howledge and potential capacities in sustauung mountain
resources. She contends that little effective advance can be made in the
design and implementation,of rural development plans until this gender
bias has been overcome.
Kunreuther turns her attention to the complex and controversial issue
of the status and power of Newar women. As in a number of preceding
studies (Kirkpatsick, Hmlton, Nepali, Allen, Gellner, Pradhan), she
focuses on ihi and ba'rh6, two elaborate rituals performed for prepubescent girls. But whereas all precedmg studies focussed on what might
be described as the orthodox and traditional versions of these rites,
Kunreuther pays special attention to recent changes, most notably the
replacement of bGrh6 with a new rite called risi pralwfja by those
Buddhist Newars who have converted to Theravada Buddhism. She
contends that risi praba'ja yet further strengthens the position of widows in
Newar society by legirnating their participation in religious rituals as nuns.
Iltis, in focussing on Swasthani textual and ritual traditions, raises
some fundamental issues concerning empowerment and its legitimation in
Hindu society and polity. The Swasthani vrata or vow is a popular
tradition practiced throughout the Kingdom of Nepal in homes by W l i e s
or publicly by women. When families perform the ritual it is the women
who are the motivators, whilst in the public arena it is again women who
go to pilgrimage locations for a whole month. Furthermore, the benefits to
be gained from the ritual are equated to those of the consecration for
kingshipthat is to say, in both rituals divine female powers are first
evoked and then imparted to individuals, homes, communities, sacred sites
and ultimately the state as well. But such powers are not restricted solely
to the traditional context of divine kingship. In her conclusion Iltis noted
that during the 1990 revolution, whilst the men debated and demonstrated,
'large groups of women mobilized themselves to perform "vratas for
democracy" at the major places of power-religious shrines-throughout
Nepal'.
Thompson explores how high-caste Hindu women in Kathmandu use
their religious activities, such as daily worship, weddings, filial rites, or
fhsthg, as forms of resistance which range from the very overt to the
extremely co&rt. She argues that though these women live socially
constrained lives many of them find latitude in their religious activities fbr
expressions of personal resistance which then have effects on their lives.
Although they appear to d o r m to Hindu ideals through their religious
activities, these women are actually able to express dissatisfbctions, show
their resistance and, in essence, not conform.
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The Anthropology of Performance
The five papers presented under tlus hcadmg, though originally
located elsewhere, have as their primary concern the documentation iuxi
analysis of performative genres-in two (van den Hoek and Korvald) the
focus is on dance in the ritual content, in one (Pettigrewmamu) an
shamanistic possession and in the remaining two (They and Sharrnal
Wegner) on music.
van den Hoek and Korvald share not only a common focus on dance,
but specifically on Newar dancdrituals of the kind known as pya'khq-in
van den Hoek's case the B h a d d d i p$Wuzm of Kathmandu and in
Korvald's the Navadurga pya'khmtz of Bhaktapur. Furthermore, both
authors also share Iltis's concern to document the centrality of a
specifically female form of transfonnative power (iabi) that is repeatedly
evoked in the ritual context to empower the Kmg, the state and society in
general. Through analyses such as these we are begmmg to lay the firm
foundations for a truly sophisticated understadmg of the complex interrelations that obtain between ritual, politics and society in the South Asian
context.
Pettigrew and Tamu provide convincing evidence that contrary to
previous expert opinion Gurung (Tamu) shamanism does indeed include an
ecstatic component in which the shaman becomes possessed. They
describe in some detail both the rituals and the social context of the Pachyu possession tradition (khhl' Wlhaba). The detailed descriptive
material provided by these authors conclusively locates Tamu shamanism
much closer to the classical h e r Asiatic Sharnanic tmbtion than
previously believed.
Tingey's aim in her interesting paper is to first describe some of
the traditional attributes and features of the piicai btija'-the ubiquitous
wedband of Nepal-and to then note some of the new musical
influences that have been incorporated into the repertoire of such bands.
She contends that though both the repertoire and the style of the parfcai
btija' has undergone substantial change, the innovations are being
accommodated within a continuing tradition.
Sharma and Wegner close the performative section with a brief
though important note on both the antiquity and contemporary
ethnography of a Bhaktapur musical group of the kind known as btija'
guthi. On the combined evidence of the contemporary musical repertoire
of the &ziti Guthi of B a w e l and of a stone insription they conclude that
'as early as the seventh century AD dhimybtija' had already acquired its
fimction as a ritual drumensemble among the Newar' .
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Problems of Identity
The two remaining papers share a common interest in what might be
described as problems of identity-in Buggeland's case the identity of a
community of Santals in a Tarai village, and in Hepbum's case 'tourists'
in Nepal.
Buggeland's main concern is to determine whether the Santals of
Nepal, lrke those found in north India, maintain a separate tribal identity
whilst at the same time actively participating in the larger context of a
caste+structured and Hindu social world. She tackles this interesting and
complex issue by focusing specifically on the Santals concept of n l i . She
contends that the Santals understand n l i differently from caste-Hindus,
as they incorporate her into their own cosmology.
Hepburn addresses the issue of how Nepalis seek to represent to
themselves a new category of humans known as 'tourists' by recordmg and
analysing the numerous stories that circulated in Nepal in response to the
publicity s u r r o u n w first the dissappearence and then the seemingly
miraculous survival of an Australian trekker called James Scott. In an
entertahmg and insightful paper she raises hdamental issues concerning
the proccesses whereby groups of people are named and presumed to be
homogeneous, and how this then serves as a basis for moral evaluation.

PART 1

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Forms of Cooperation in a Tamang Community
Ben Campbell
This is a presentation of some initial reflections on work in progress,
and should be treated as a complex of questions about a theme h c h
perhaps deserves more attention in the anthropological agenda in Nepal.
Comparative data on agricultural cooperation in Nepal is relatively thin
with some notable exceptions such as Messerschmidt (1981), T o f i
(1986), and more recently Ishii (1993). Most ethnographic monographs
contain a page or so on the subject but this is usually restricted to a few
general comments. The underdeveloped interest in cooperation, specifically
inter-household production, could be due to: the fact that it usually occurs
on an mformal, ritually unelaborated basis (March and Taqqu 1986); its
often unproblematic appearance in social life; the analyt~callyprejudicial
tendency for conceptualising households as bounded units; and inherent
problems of doing systematic fieldwork on this issue.
Why is this topic of interest? I suggest that systematic variance in the
ways in which inter-household cooperation occurs in the Merent
communities of Nepal is a key to understandmg ludcages between gender,
class and culture. Indeed, Bista in his recent book (1991) i d e n ~ e sa
disposition for cooperation as a distinguishmg feature of the relatively
egalitarian social structures of northern populations of Nepal, in contrast
to those more influenced by caste principles. He claims further that 'the
benefits of cooperative action can be very vital fixtors m the successful
development of Nepal's inner potential' (ibid: 159). On a more abstract
level, cooperation is significant in that consideration of the different social
bases on which labour can be performed provides us with a powerfbl line
of enquiry to evaluate theories of The Domestic Economy. In this respect
studies of inter-household cooperation are a logical complement to the
feminist critique of the tendency to represent households as 'natural units'.
I hope to offer an experiment in how these two interests, of cooperation as
a significant social variable, and as a theoretical springboard, can be
combined.
So what is cooperation based on? Can factors of altruism, moral
constmint, ~e~interest,
efficiency and exploitation be disentangled? In this
paper I explore the idea that different f o m of cooperative reciprocity can
be understood in terms of diverse idioms and realizations of economic
solidanty, that hinge on very difkrent operationalizations of the notion of
the household. I suggest that households are fhr from being unitary

economic entities. In a Tamang-speaking community of Rasuwa District
the organisation of the village economy was not explained for me by the
usual litany found in peasant studies discourse, that households are the
primary units of production. Rather, I found that boundaries of household
definition can be alternatively extensive or delimited, depending on the
variable emphasis placed on the social content of mutual interest in
productive exchanges.
I shall first describe the range of local categories employed in the
classification of labour relationships, then discuss their various politicalstrategic implications for the ways in which interacting households are
mutually articulated, and finally consider some comparisons with
examples of cooperation elsewhere in Nepal and further afield.
It has not been possible to include here much of the quantitative data on
which this study is based. I have included some indices of the broad
statistical parameters pertaining to the types of labour by which the fields
of nine selected households were cultivated over one year, and for contrast,
over the millet and paddy transplanting season.

The research setting
The village of Tengu is situated at 1,900 metres on the eastern slopes
of the upper Trisuli Valley. It is eight km. south of Dhunche, the
administrative and commercial centre of Rasuwa District, north-central
Nepal. In 1991 Tengu consisted of roughly 44 households and a
population of nearly 250 people. The local ja't are Ghale and Tamang, with
a very few Newar (locally called 'Bei') and Gurung ('Krung'). All these
jdt intermarry. Only at the very end of my fieldwork was there a resident
M y of b i blacksmiths. Tamang ghet is the village language, and on
this basis, together with the overall socio-cultural homogeneity emphasised
in the fact of ja't intermarriage (excludmg a m i s ) , I use the shorthand
'Tarnang' to refer to the whole village population for the purposes of this
paper.
Village agriculture is based primarily on unirrigated crops; wheat,
maize, finger-millet and potatoes, though a 2,000 metre tolerant variety of
rice known as hima'li sin was introduced in 1990. The main livestock are
hill cattle and buffalo, with some transhumant sheep and goats. Altitudes
covered by the local agro-pastoral economy range from 1,000 metres by
the banks of the Trisuli river, to over 4,000 metres around the pastures of
Naukunda. Located as it is on the Kyirong trade route through the
Himalayan cham, the village economy has historically relied on combining
subsistence with various forms of exchange. These included waged
portering for Newar merchants of Trisuli Bazaar, and barter of forest
produce, especially temperate bamboo, for grain with Bahun-Chetri
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villages half-aday's walk or more to the south (prior to the establishment
of the Langtang National Park in the 1970s). Since the opening of the road
between Trisuli Bazaar and Dhunche in the mid-1980s, the latter has
grown to be a significant local consumer
for the village eumomy,
primarily in the production of milk and alcohol for sale and tourism-related
portering. Nearly 20% of households have & t i 4 income fiom state
employment, mostly in the Nepal army and postal service.
Idioms and contexts of labour cooperation
The ways in which labour relations are described in the village are
numerous and often contain ambiguities for participants, let alone
observers. The classification presented here is a condensed simplification.
Many practical situations cannot be so easily dismembered as this
representation might suggest, and these production relationship categories
should be treated as ideal types that conform more or less to locally
conceived reality, though particular instances may well combine elements
of more than one type. One implication of this is that there is not always
that simple, clear distinction on the ground between sectors of generalid
and balanced reciprocity which underpins Sahlins' (1965) formulat~onof
the sociology of exchange.
I distinguish five major labour categories; household, h h l p , festive,
exchange and wage.
Household labour refers to that of the effective residential and
commensal groups. The important point to stress though, is the fluidity of
membership of such groups. While a husband, wife and their children
generally constitute the core of most households, temporary andlor
potentially long-term residents, such as children from other partners,
daughters-in-law who have not blly moved from their natal home, old or
single people, gothdlo animal herders, and close relatives no longer
resident in the village coming for extended visits, add and subtract to
fluctuating de facto household membership. As Guyer (198 1:98) has
mentioned in her overview of the concept of the household in &can
studies, ' h s not only makes data collection practically difficult but it
makes precise calculations of production and consumption patterns in
terms of household labour constraints...problematic'. Local idiomatic
correlates of the analytic notion of the household enable relatively open
household membership boundaries and their flexible manipulation. This is
a feature of Tamang social life used by March (1979) to contrast Tamang
and Sherpa communities. It made the definition of units for data collection
necessarily somewhat arbitrary, and at the same time prompted the
theoretical reflections discussed below.
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For the nine selected households, the mean percentage of recorded total
m u a l labour on their own fields performed by household members was
54%, with variation between 26% and 7 1%. The mean percentage of
-planting
labour by household members was 33%, with variation
between households from 9% to 57%.
Kinshi~ seems an appropriate label to describe a category of work
relationship beyond common household membership, in which stress is
given to the valuation of the social relationship between participants rather
than the labour performed. Coming across examples of this kind I would
enquire as to the basis on which work was being done and be told that no
reciprocation would be involved. The Tamang word most frequently used
to describe this basis was oleno which could be rendered as 'voluntary' in
English, lending a hand informally, and o h saying the person being
helped was seen working alone. There is no expectation of specific return,
but a snack might well be shared. In addition to oleno the kinship relation
of the people would be referred to by way of explanation to me (help was
given ani pangli, tewar pangii, literally, 'saying father's sister', or 'saying
husband's younger brother'). There was no obvious preponderance of
either cognatic or affinal relatives in thls lund of cooperation, though the
status of wife-taker (mha) carries with it a certain hierarchical expectation
to render occasional assistance unilaterally on request. A few hours' work
might be freely given, but it was not very common to find a substantial
day's work done in this way. Its occurrence was thus probably underrecorded in the survey. The nine households' mean of total annual labour
by 'kinship' was a low 2%. The highest recording of a household's
transplanting labour by 'lunship' was 11%.
Festive labour or gohdr (Nepali. 'help, assistance' Turner [1931])
operates on the principle of calling people to work as a request, summons,
or tribute. Reciprocation of the day's work may or may not be expected.
During the period of my fieldwork its occurence for regular agricultural
work was slight, and the few instances I recorded were mostly as a way of
paying interest on a loan. I was informed that gohdr as tribute used to be
given, until recent years, by each household (thuri khargar) for work on
the fields of village political leaders and the head Lama, which would seem
to be continuous with traditional tribute gven in Rana times to village
rnukhiyi as supervisors of rakam corvCe labour. During my fieldwork a
handfbl of villagers did in fact attend a gohdr request (gohdr ngweppa)
from an old Lama of a neighbouring village. He was left unable to
transplant millet without calling for help, after ejecting his adopted son and
the latter's wife, following the discovery that some gold jewellery had gone
missing.
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Gohdr is more generally used for particular tasks of rnfiequent
occurrence such as house-building or reroofing. I came across one case
when an apple and peach orchard was being planted in this way. The idea
is that people attendmg these groups can reasonably expect the caller of a
gohdr they go to to come to their own at some unspecified future time.
Two meals, the evening one consisting of rice, liberal quantities of alcohol,
and cigarettes or tobacco are provided on the day of the work. I was made
aware of the extent to which likelihood of eventual reciprocation, or
ongoing obligation as in financial indebtedness is a factor for calculation in
attendmg a gohdr, after I had gone to the Lama's mentioned above, and on
returning in the evening tired and wet fiom the monsoon rain, was
described by a friendly 'sister' as a gohdr lemba (lemba meaning 'cretin').
Even so I would suggest that like the previous ‘kinship' category it is the
social relationship between participants that is highlighted rather than the
labour itself, and carries therefore connotations of generalised reciprocity.
Those who value their own labour rather than the relationship do not
attend.
The incidence of formally summoned gohdr in the selected households'
agricultural labour profiles was virtually insignificant. The highest
recorded value was 0.32 per cent of total annual labour for one household.
The fact that the selected households included that of the most important
of the ward chairmen indicates the change in the village political economy
from the times of labour appropriation through goha'r mobilidon in the
old mukhiya' system.
Exchange labour shifts the balance away fiom the valuation of social
relationships to direct calculation of labour. A temporary group (nangba)
of people fiom different households is formed whose members work each
others' fields day by day in rotation (nangkhor). Days of work are
accumulated (pohba) and then returned @-hi).Any odd days of work not
paid off at the time of the group's dissolution (nangba sholba) are settled
by the individuals concerned. The group performs whatever job is required
by the host of the day (sa-i ne'bo/ngmo lit.'landowner'), who provides
snacks and smokes.
The word nang occurs in many contexts of the exchange economy,
implying return with a short delay, a specific notion of barter. What is
returned can be of the same nature or different but equivalent. Operatmg
on the principle that the value of combination can add up to more than the
sum of the parts (1+1>2, an 'economy of scale'), labour is exchanged for
labour to generate a group dynamic, or milk is given over for a few days to
another household before receiving back the same volume later (nye-nung;
nye = milk), in order to make available worthwhile quantities for buttexmaking. Or, standard values are exchauged, such as a day's labour fbr the
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economic entities. In a Tamang-speaking community of Rasuwa District
the organisation of the village economy was not explained for me by the
usual litany found in peasant studles discourse, that households are the
primary units of production. Rather, 1 found that boundaries of household
definition can be alternatively extensive or delimited, depending on the
variable emphasis placed on the social content of mutual interest in
productive exchanges.
I shall first describe the range of local categories employed in the
classification of labour relationships, then discuss their various politicalstrategic implications for the ways in which interacting households are
mutually articulated, and finally consider some comparisons with
examples of cooperation elsewhere in Nepal and hrther afield.
It has not been possible to include here much of the quantitative data on
which this study is based. I have included some indices of the broad
statistical parameters pertaining to the types of labour by which the fields
of nine selected households were cultivated over one year, and for contrast,
over the millet and paddy transplanting season.
The research setting
The village of Tengu is situated at 1,900 metres on the eastern slopes
of the upper Trisuli Valley. It is eight km. south of Dhunche, the
admimstrative and commercial centre of Rasuwa District, north-central
Nepal. In 1991 Tengu consisted of roughly 44 households and a
population of nearly 250 people. The local j6t are Ghale and Tamang, with
a very few Newar (locally called 'Bei') and Gurung ('Krung'). All these
jcz't intermarry. Only at the very end of my fieldwork was there a resident
family of Kami blacksmiths. Tamang ghet is the village language, and on
this basis, together with the overall socio-cultural homogeneity emphasised
in the fact of ja't intermarriage (excludmg a m i s ) , I use the shorthand
'Tamang' to refer to the whole village population for the purposes of this
paper.
Village agriculture is based primarily on unimgated crops; wheat,
maize, finger-millet and potatoes, though a 2,000 metre tolerant variety of
rice known as himdli sin was introduced in 1990. The main livestock are
hill cattle and buffalo, with some transhumant sheep and goats. Altitudes
covered by the local agro-pastoral economy range from 1,000 metres by
the banks of the Trisuli river, to over 4,000 metres around the pastures of
Naukunda. Located as it is on the Kyirong trade route through the
Himalayan cham, the village economy has historically relied on combining
subsistence with various forms of exchange. These included waged
portering for Newar merchants of Trisuli Bazaar, and barter of forest
produce, especially temperate bamboo, for grain with Bahun-Chetri
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villages half-a-day's walk or more to the south (prior to the establishment
of the Langtang National Park in the 1970s). Since the opening of the road
between Trisuli Bazaar and Dhunche in the mid-19%0s, the latter has
grown to be a significant local consumer market for the village economy,
primarily in the production of milk and alcohol for sale and tourism-related
portering. Nearly 20% of households have d t i o n a l income from state
employment, mostly in the Nepal m y and postal service.
Idioms and contexts of labour cooperation
The ways in which labour relations are described in the village are
numerous and often contain ambiguities for participants, let alone
observers. The classification presented here is a condensed simplification.
Many practical situations cannot be so easily dismembered as h s
representation might suggest, and these production relationship categories
should be treated as ideal types that d o r m more or less to locally
conceived reality, though particular instances may well combine elements
of more than one type. One implication of this is that there is not always
that simple, clear distinction on the ground between sectors of generalised
and balanced reciprocity which underpins S a h h ' (1965) formulation of
the sociology of exchange.
I distinguish five major labour categories; household, b h i p , festive,
exchange and wage.
Household labour refers to that of the effective residential and
commensal groups. The important point to stress though, is the fluidity of
membership of such groups. While a husband, wife and their children
generally constitute the core of most households, temporary and/or
potentially long-term residents, such as children from other partners,
daughters-in-law who have not fully moved from their natal home, old or
single people, gothdlo animal herders, and close relatives no longer
resident in the village coming for extended visits, add and subtract to
fluctuating de facto household membership. As Guyer (1981:98) has
mentioned in her overview of the concept of the household in African
studies, 'this not only makes data collection practically dfficult but it
makes precise calculations of production and consumption patterns in
terms of household labour constraints...problematic'. Local idiomatic
correlates of the analytic notion of the household enable relatively open
household membership boundaries and their flexible manipulation. This is
a feature of Tamang social life used by March (1979) to contrast Tarnang
and Sherpa communities. It made the definition of units for data collection
necessarily somewhat arbitrary, and at the same time prompted the
theoretical reflections dscussed below.
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For the nine selected households, the mean percentage of recorded total
annual labour on their own fields performed by household members was
54%, with variation between 26% and 71%. The mean percentage of
transplanting labour by household members was 33% with variation
between households from 9% to 57%.
Kinsb seems an appropriate label to describe a category of work
relationship beyond common household membership, in which stress is
given to the valuation of the social relationship bebveen participants rather
than the labour performed. Corning across examples of this kind I would
enquire as to the basis on which work was being done and be told that no
reciprocation would be involved. The Tamang word most frequently used
to describe this basis was oleno which could be rendered as 'voluntary' in
English, lending a hand informally, and often saying the person being
helped was seen working alone. There is no expectation of specific return,
but a snack might well be shared. In addition to oleno the kinship relation
of the people would be referred to by way of explanation to me (help was
given ani pangji, tewar pangji, literally, 'saying father's sister', or 'saying
husband's younger brother'). There was no obvious preponderance of
either c o p t i c or affinal relatives in this land of cooperation, though the
status of wife-taker (mha) carries with it a certain hierarchical expectation
to render occasional assistance unilaterally on request. A few hours' work
might be freely given, but it was not very common to find a substantial
day's work done in this way. Its occurrence was thus probably underrecorded in the survey. The nine households' mean of total annual labour
by 'kinship' was a low 2%. The highest recording of a household's
transplanting labour by 'kinship' was 11%.
Festive labour or gohiir (Nepali. 'help, assistance' Turner [1931])
operates on the principle of calling people to work as a request, summons,
or tribute. Reciprocation of the day's work may or may not be expected.
During the period of my fieldwork its occurence for regular agricultural
work was slight, and the few instances I recorded were mostly as a way of
paying interest on a loan. I was informed that gohdr as tribute used to be
given, until recent years, by each household (thuri khargar) for work on
the fields of village political leaders and the head Lama, which would seem
to be continuous with traditional tribute given in Rana times to village
rnukhiya' as supervisors of rakam corvk labour. During my fieldwork a
handful of villagers did in fact attend a gohdr request (goha'r ngweppa)
from an old Lama of a neighbouring village. He was left unable to
transplant millet without calling for help, after ejecting his adopted son and
the latter's wife, following the discovery that some gold jewellery had gone
missing.
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Gohdr is more generally used for particular tasks of infrequent
occurrence such as house-building or reroofing. I came across one case
when an apple and peach orchard was being planted in this way. The idea
is that people attendmg these groups can reasonably expect the caller of a
gohdr they go to to come to their own at some unspecified future time.
Two meals, the evening one consisting of rice, liberal quantities of alcohol,
and cigarettes or tobacco are provided on the day of the work. I was made
aware of the extent to whlch likelihood of eventual reciprocation, or
ongoing obligation as in financial indebtedness is a factor for calculation in
attending a gohdr, after I had gone to the Lama's mentioned above, and on
returning in the evening tired and wet from the monsoon rain, was
described by a friendly 'sister' as a gohdr lemba (lemba meaning 'cretin').
Even so I would suggest that like the previous 'kinship' category it is the
social relationship between participants that is highlighted rather than the
labour itself, and carries therefore connotations of generalised reciprocity.
Those who value their own labour rather than the relationship do not
attend.
The incidence of formally summoned gohdr in the selected households'
agricultural labour profiles was virtually insignificant. The hlghest
recorded value was 0.32 per cent of total annual labour for one household.
The fact that the selected households included that of the most important
of the ward chrmen indicates the change in the village political economy
from the times of labour appropriation through gohdr mobilisation in the
old rnukhiya' system.
Exchange labour shifts the balance away from the valuation of social
relationships to direct calculation of labour. A temporary group (nangba)
of people from different households is formed whose members work each
others' fields day by day in rotation (nangkhor). Days of work are
accumulated (pohbaj and then returned (@!xi). Any odd days of work not
paid off at the time of the group's dissolution (nangba sholba) are settled
by the individuals concerned. The group perfom whatever job is required
by the host of the day (sa-i ne'bo/nZmo lit.'landowner'), who provides
snacks and smokes.
The word nang occurs in many contexts of the exchange economy,
implying return with a short delay, a specific notion of barter. What is
returned can be of the same nature or m r e n t but equivalent. Operating
on the principle that the value of combination can add up to more than the
sum of the parts (1+1>2, an 'economy of scale'), labour is exchanged fbr
labour to generate a group dynamic, or milk is given over for a f;ew &ys to
another household before receiving back the same volume later (nye-nang;
nye = milk), in order to make available worthwhile quantities fbr buttermaking. Or, standard values are exchanged, such as a day's labour fir the
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draught power of a single ox (klap-nang). Many discussions of exchange
labour imply that it is a way of overcoming shortage of labour supply (e.g.
Guillet 1980), but a point which is often missed is that, if and as the
exchange is balanced out, no additional pairs of hands have been
mobilised. Rather, it pennits a more efficient management of labour, of
self-exploitation, through its collective routinisation. The greater
productive efficiency of exchange labour, as compand to the taskflexibility of household labour, is discussed in a study of Tamangs of
Salme, Nuwakot District, by Panter-Brick (1983).
Participation in these groups is seen as especially essential for the more
labour intensive tasks at the busiest times of year, particularly for all the
work involved in transplanting. Only one of the nine selected households
did more than 50% of this work by its own labour. This was an
exceptional case because the family's time was taken up by preparing for
the fheral of a 7 year old boy who died suddenly at the beginning of the
monsoon, and it could not participate in nangba at the same time. It was
the same household that received the highest percentage of 'kinship'
labour, which was assistance provided by close kin to alleviate the burden
of misfortune.
The explanations offered me for participation in nangba were often of
a motivational character. For example 'By joining nangba it is possible to
work the crops. It is not possible alone, one feels miserable'. Or again.,
'without doing work by exchange, we cannot manage. Leeches come, it
rains, but we can get the work done quickly'. Some households only joined
nangba for the most intensive jobs of transplanting and weeding,
disparaging the quality of the groups' work. One man who was perhaps a
more energetic h e r than average held the view that their work was poor,
and himself finished his maize weeding well before that of others worked
by nangba.
Some smaller groups were noticeably composed of people of near equal
working ability, occasionally strapping young men, nursing mothers or
older women, but for the larger groups formed for the busiest times people
perhaps could not be so choosy about who they joined with, and in practice
male and female, young and old were equal and substitutable (I recorded
ages of same-group membership varying fiom 11 to 72). Though I was
told that if someone was consistently slack they would not get invited to
join in. Erasmus refers to the informal sanctions of exchange labour as
being nevertheless effective: 'the quantity and quality of work given is the
measure of its return'(1956:448).
While the term nangkhor specifically denotes rotational exchange,
nangba can mean more generally any work group irrespective of the
remunerative basis for its mobilisation. This fits with the fact that work
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groups recruited on the basis of rotational exchange constitute the most
important market for wage labour during peak eeasonal labour demand.
People in need of extra labour would seek out members of nangba to
persuade them to sell their turn in the rota. The going rate was 10 rupees
for each person's seven hour day. This was a significant source of cash,
especially for households with below average landholdmgs and irregular
cash income, who continued in the nangba after their own fields had been
worked. Older villagers asserted this is not slmply a recent phenomenon.
There is thus no absolute disjuncture between cash remuneration and nonwaged reciprocity in terms of idioms and forms of mobilisation. The nine
households' mean for total annual labour performed by exchange was
29%, varying between 13% and 41%. The mean for transplanhng by
exchange was 48%, varying between 29% and 66%.
Waae labour in the sense of agricultural day-labour, rather than the
selhg of exchange group labour, is h o w n as mila and can be for cash or
grain. Theoretically a distinction in the rates paid to men and women (4
rnana of grain for a woman, 6 for a man) occurs in this form in contrast to
the equal rates paid for labour contracted through nangba groups. Only 10
per cent of the households admitted to doing mila, and in each case it was
women doing this work. If men needed cash they preferred to work for it
outside the agricultural economy, apart from ploughmg. Mila is considered
an indication of hardship and carried slightly demeaning connotations, a
phenomenon also referred to among Tamangs by To& (1986:93). I was
told that 'If you do mila people speak badly of you'. It thus represents the
extreme end of the labour spectrum with the undisguised commodifidon
of people's labour. This contrasts to the position of the labour of the
exclusively male ploughmen which is sold without such connotations. My
impression is that at least 60% of the labour entered in the survey as wage
consisted of sold nangba, indicative of not only the absence of any
underemployed day-labourers during agricultural peak intensity, but
perhaps also the lower social estimation of day-labour as compared to
selling nangba. The two households in the survey that showed the largest
proportions of bought-in labour did so for reasons of having few workers,
more than average landholdings and adequate cash income. Other
households with similar income seemed to prefer to spend money on other
things than labour if they had sufl5cient workers.
It is of course possible that if cash-generaalternatives to the use of
labour for agriculture became relatively more important for some
households, then buying labour could become indicative of structural
change in the local political+xonomy, rather than being correlated to
domestic developmental cycles, which at present I have taken it to be. An
alternative mdmg of the situation is that access to cash income is
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unevenly distributed across the village population, most notably in state
employment and in ownership of milking buffaloes, and that this income
qualitatively alters the kinds of constraints households experience in
production strategies. The crucial question in this context is whether
unequal participation in the increased intensity of commodity production,
servicing the growth of the local addstrative-bazaar town since the mid1980s will be socially reproduced over time. The nine households' mean
for proportion of total annual labour done by waged work was 15%,
ranging fiom 2% to 42%. The mean proportion of transplanting by wage
labour was 16%, ranging fiom 0% to 49%.
Political-strategic dimensions of cooperation
From the preceding section it emerges that households only perform on
average about half the labour necessary to cultivate their own fields. This
questions the supposed productive autonomy of the Domestic Economy,
and the ways in which socioeconomic integration occurs. What then are
the consequences of all these kinds of labour for the ways in which
households incorporate people and how they define their relations with
others? I want to suggest that a tension exists between practices and
idioms of households that are extensive and those that are delimited. The
extensive forms depend on structures and strategies that integrate through
asymmetrical hierarchy, and the delimited forms operate on the basis of
symmetrical mutual equality. In the following I do not want to imply an
absolute mapping of institutions and practices with exclusively either the
extensive or delimited modes. The opposition is offered here as a way of
thinking about a complex reality, that promises some explanatory mileage
down the road of enquiry into systematic connections between labour
flows, alliances created through marriage, and notions of household unity.
A summary list of the main features of the extensive mode would
include:
cultivation of continuous close ties with people who were once of
the same household;
the rhetorical use of language affirming common ancestry, such as
'of one grandfatherlgrandmother', or 'of one hearth';
playing the obligated wife-taker card to full advantage,
approximating to brideservice;
rnanying children to cross-cousips, polygyny; permanent or
temporary adoption;
calling ofgohrir labour from debtors while stressing personal ties;
giving land andfor livestock in dowry, including to classificatory
busing (clan women);
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combined herof livestock, especially sheep a
d goats, a&r
partition of land;
employing gotha'lo livestock herders to swell the clmms~clabour
pool;
and delayed trrmng of household fission.
A household that manages to sustain a combination of these
possibilities creates an organic hierarchy of social and matenal
dependencies empowered by the flows of 'symbolic capital', to use
Bourdieu's (1977) phrase.
Features of the delimited mode of household orientation include:
the balanced reciprocity of exchange labour;
assertion of the principle of interclan bilateral marriageability
(kqumbu) over the affnal status inequality between men of
different households, created by individual marriages;
equal partition of inheritance between brothers;
forrnalised financial donations from each household at public
events, especially fbnerals (gewa);
the ceremonial division of meat, or rice tormo for each household
at community rituals;
and certain informal legal institutions which ensure household
property rights, such as that of recompense for damage by stray
livestock to standmg crops, known as armol.
These concepts and practices emphasise a principle of mutually defined
structural equality in interactions b e e n independent households,
privileging rights and duties of community membership over those of the
hierarchical schemas of kinship and af£inity.
The contracting of mitlmitini relationships of ritual fiendship occurs
within the community, even between members of the same clan, and can be
seen as having an importance in both symmetrical and asymmetrical
dimensions.
When local power structures are considered the asymmetric model of
extensive domestic relations shares many of the same symbolic forms as
community authority, such as the giving of red tika' at Dam? by ward
chairmen, just as butter tika' (Tarnang mar kyappa) is given at occasions
of paying respect to people of ashyang category (father-in-law, or mother's
brother). On an economic level the households of truly powerfbl men can
accumulate sufEicient capital of dependent social relations to elevate
themselves out of the need to cultivate their fields by parbcipating as
others do in exchange labour. While no household came into this category
in the village where I was based, the sister village to the north was the
home of a man who held the position of representative to the district
assembly till 1986. His cash loans to villagers were 'reciprocated' by his

appropriation of their labour as gohdr and their best livestock. Even work
done for public projects overseen by members of this family, such as path
construction was occassionally not remunerated if personal loans to the
pmple who were recruited were outstanding. The political demise of that
farmly, (the man's youngest brother was unsuccessful in the 1991
election), has removed them from the status of labour aristocrats, and their
calls for gohdr generally go h e a d e d these days by people from the
village where I was based. Sahlins (1974: 134) wrote that 'everywhere in
the world the indigenous category for exploitation is "reciprocity"'. In this
particular comer of the world his sentiment would be appreciated by the
financially indebted villagers, who told me their fields used to go unplanted
due to having to attend 'the rich man's gohdr '.
In a recently published paper concerning Melanesia Alfred Gel1 (1992)
proposed a similar contrast to the one made here between extensive and
delimited for the conceptualisation of what he calls the Indigenous Service
Economy, as opposed to reciprocal exchange. His argument is that Sahlins'
notion of generalised reciprocity is mistaken in that intra-household
shanng is based on asymmetry of obligation, and not reciprocity.
Interlocking domestic role relationships have a systematicity that 'is not
sustained by an ethos of the mutual exchange of equivalent sacrifices, i.e.
"reciprocityW'(ibid:151). Gel1 goes on to say that the exchange economy, in
which he includes Melanesian reproductive gift exchange,
is to be understood as the means for the reformulation of the basis of
human relationships in terms other than those set by the Indigenous
Service Economy. 'Exchange' provides an escape route from a social
order in which objects are transferred, and services performed, out of
moral obligation, substituting for it one in which transfers and services
can be conceptualised in terms of the schema of the mutually
advantageous exchange of sacrifices (1992: 152).
Taking the Tamang into consideration thls concept of the Indigenous
Service Economy seems rather monolithic, as if obligations are not
problematic or negotiable. I can recall instances, for example, of domestic
disputes focused around claims of an unfair deal in the distribution of
household tasks or in the consumption of special foods. However,
contrasting aspects of household, 'kinship' and festive, as compared to
exchange labour relations, and the presence of features of bride-service,
significantly resemble Gell's dichotomy. Household labour relations are
contained within an ascriptive, kinship status hierarchy of indefinite
prolongation. Whereas exchange labour relations are characterised by:
being acephalous; having non-ascriptive membership; only continuing till
the completion of members' obligations; by being sociable events in which
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potential sexual partners are likely to meet (a fact whose importance
should not be underestimated as Tamang sexuality is 'hot' and public);
and the labour of male and female (with the srngle exception of ploughmg),
of young and old, is equal and substitutable. This represents a systematic
inversion of the internal order of domestic relations, or as Gel1 puts it 'a
reformulation of the basis of human relationships'. From thls perspectwe I
disagree entirely with Sahlms' dismissal of the importance of
interhousehold cooperation when he says,
production may be organised in diverse social forms, and sometimes at
levels higher than the household ...But the issue is not the social
composition of work. Larger working parties are in the main just so
many ways the domestic mode of production realises itself...Cooperation
remains for the most part a technical fact, without independent social
realisation on the level of economic control (1974:78).
By contrast I would argue that the formalised reciprocity of exchange
labour performs a highly significant double-act. On the one hand it
establishes a relationship of equality between participatmg households in
contrast to the hierarchical dependence generated by the bride-service
component of affinal relations, thus, if anythmg, actually a s s e w
households' rights to autonomous control of their labour, and on the other
hand, the equal basis on which participants in the groups come together
constitutes an alternative formulation of sociality to the asymmetry of
internal domestic relations.
Comparisons
This concept of coexisting forms of sociality based on symmetry and
asymmetry respectively, brings to mind ethnographic contexts which have
been similarly represented by dual models. Leach's Political systems of
Highland Burma (1954) is one, but I want to consider here the literature
on the theme of reciprocity which has permeated Andean social theory.
Nearly twenty years ago Alberti and Mayer (1974) summarise. the main
features of Andean reciprocity as having roots in Inca times, when
asymmetrical state production relations interpenetrated symmetrical,
communitarian production through the mdation of tribute collectmg
headmen. In colonial times these headmen distorted the old patterns of
reciprocity to build up extensive personal clientage, while the indigenous
population, f h d with proletarianization, retreated into the safety of
symmetrical relations of mutual aid as a survival mechanism. The authors
note how both symmetrical reciprocity and aspects of the old redistributive
reciprocity that came to be used as ideological tools for systems of
domination, continued over several centuries despite totally difE;erentsacio-
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political contexts. They argue that symmetrical relations of mutual
exchange by their very nature do not permit accumulation of wealth, which
can only come about through asymmetrical redistributive mechanisms.
These two forms are, however, not isolated but interdependent, demandmg
'a fine discrimination between those processes in which reciprocity is the
ultimate refuge of peasant society and those others in which reciprocity is
the basic mechanism that feeds relations of domination and dependence'
(1974:32, my translation).
Works on the Andes have variously argued that reciprocal labour is
persisting and not in contradiction with peripheral capitalism (Guillet
1980), or that it is in decline due to monetization and increased migration
(Mitchell 1991). Other approaches have discussed symbolic aspects of
forms of cooperation. Gose (1991) explores the tension between the
contradictory forms of organization represented by collective production
and private appropriation. Recalling aspects of the distinction I have
drawn between relations within households and those pertaining to
exchange labour he writes, 'ayni transforms gender complementarity from
a principle of individual marriage, household formation, and appropriation
into a larger, more fluid, and less domesticated productive force within the
community' (ibid:48). It exists in a coherent Andean symbolic complex
that includes the ritual kinship of compadrazgo, death and the wild, 'that
consistently emphasizes a need to transcend the individual domestic group
in a more inclusive and anonymous productive effort' (ibid:49).
A survey of some references to reciprocal labour in the literature on
Nepal suggests considerable variation in practices, reflecting particular
social and economic contexts. Starting closest to home, as it were, Toffin
(1986) describes an innovation among the Tarnangs of the western flank of
the Trisuli Valley. He says that since 1972 a more long term organization
of exchange labour into groups called goremo emerged, having leaders,
lasting right through from June till August, and selling mornings of work
to non-Tamang large landowners. Messerschdt (1981) also noted the
practice of selling turns of the groups' work. Macfarlane (personal
communication) has observed a marked decline in the incidence of
exchange labour in Gurung villages near to Pokhara, where agriculture has
declined in importance in the local economy with the influence of rising
urban property values.
Hiroshi Ishii (1993) argues that Newar farmers tend to exhibit features
of exchange labour that are more comparable to those of Tibeto-Burman
groups than the inter-caste exchanges of Parbatiya dominated communities
(specifically, of Dhading district), for whom caste-ethmc difference plays a
crucial role in the system of exchange labour in the use of attached
labourers. What has struck me, from a cursory 'survey of relevant
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literature, is that a more or less systematic variation seems to occur
batween culturally homogmaous communities and those of rnixcd-cmtc
composition. Among the latter, as described for example in Bennet
(1983:24), and Sagant (1976:253-255), the exchange labour groups called
parma, or pareli in Nepali are often based on relatively strict distinctions
between tasks and gender and age composition, with groups of men,
women and teenagers workmg separately. In these communities
agricultural wage labour is more prevalent than in the Tamang community
described in this paper, and for women it is furthermore remunerated at
half the rate as that for men. (For an idea of the range of socioeconomic
contexts compatible with exchange and festive labour see Erasmus 1956
and Moore 1975). I would argue that the difference in operation of
exchange labour in these cases relates not just to market and demographic
conditions, but also to alternative general cultural constructions of labour
and gender. Whereas Tamang women are in fact notoriously fiee from
Hindu notions of feminine propriety, and their husbands are if anconstrained by a system of quasi brideservice that is one of the fixtors
contributing to the relative gender equahty in Tamang communities,
Vivienne Kondos has referred to 'a fundamental kind of subjection' of
Parbatiya women, in that they 'are disadvantaged by the cultural
specifications of their natures and the domestic arrangements for living'.
(Kondos 1989:165).
The model developed above for considering alternative formulations of
sociality to explain the character of exchange labour for Tamangs would
need to be reappraised for the case of mixed caste social relations, but its
stress on the construction of domestic hierarchy still applies. A distinctive
feature in this constmction is that affnal status inequality between men is
reversed in Parbatiya society. Among the latter it is the de-giver who
defers to the wife-taker. Moreover, on marriage women are assumed into
the jcr't of the husband, while Tarnang women remain of their natal ja't. The
incorporation of Parbatiya women into their marital households is thus,
inspite of whatever 'danger' they represent therein, more fundamental than
for Tamang women. The force of their moral surveillance by the husband's
household extends into the extra-household relations of exchange labour,
characterised by a division accordmg to age and gender, and the
constraints of laj public shyness, in contrast to the free expression of
unappropriated sexuality often displayed by Tamang women in their
mixed-sex working environments. n e comparison between Tamang and
mixed-caste labour e x c h g e s brings to mind Acharya and Bemet's (198 1)
discussion of variance among different groups in the dichotomy between
the inside and the outside of households as economic units. In their study
the Tamang example community emerged as the one exhibiting least

gender polarity in the distribution of work and leisure time (ibid:252). I
have argued that for Tamangs the insideloutside dichotomy is structurally
sigmficant but not particularly restrictive and easily crossed, whereas in
the Parbatiya case the gender and age components of hierarchy would
seem to be common to both sides of the dichotomy.

Concluding remarks
At the beginning of this paper I claimed that patterns of inter-household
cooperation across different communities in Nepal might throw light on
Idages between gender, class and culture. Unfortunately this claim has to
remain largely hypothetical as sufficiently commensurable data is as yet
lacking for definitive conclusions to be made. There are, however, some
important different potential interpretations that can be made of
agricultural cooperation in the multiethnic society of Nepal.
I argued that exchange labour for a Tamang community enabled an
extra-household form of productive sociality to occur that obscured the,
albeit weak, hierarchies of age and gender existing withm households.
Now, if it is generally the case that exchange labour in mixed-caste
villages is characterised by division into separate groups based on gender
and age, what are the class implications? Is it that parma groups can
produce an economic 'communitas', disguising caste distinctions and
emphasising solidary interests among cultivators with similar sized
landholdings, while reproducing in public the domestic gender and age
hierarchies of the dominant castes? Or, in other cases are class differences
compounded by land-rich, participating households sending attached
labourers? It would seem that exchange labour in practice is a form of
mobilization that is highly adaptable to a variety of socioeconomic
contexts, and can both reflect and disguise them. Perhaps it is in the
possibilities of its multi-functional realizations that exchange labour gains
its currency in Nepal's agrarian society? It is based on households' needs,
but transcends their organizational limitations. It is compatible with cash
remuneration, but suppresses the appearance of commodification. And it
can produce both realities and convenient illusions of equality.
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Indigenous and Community Forestry Management
Systems: Reviewing their Strengths and Weaknesses
Ram B. Chhetri
Rwal people's knowledge and modem scientific knowledge are
complementary in their strengths and weaknesses. Combined they may
achieve what neither would alone. For such combinations, outsider
professionals have to step down off their pedestals, and sit down, listen
and learn (Chambers1983:75).

Introduction
There is a popular saying in Nepali which goes 'hriyo ban, Nepa'lko
dhan'. Literally, it means 'the green forests are the wealth of Nepal'. If
one examines the frequent slnfh in government policies and strategies in
relation to the development and conservation of forests and other natural
resources in Nepal, it appears that the value of such resources has
certainly not been underestimated by the planners and policy makers.
Similarly, it is evident fiom behaviours, practices and attitudes of the
h e r s in Nepal (who constitute more than 90% of Nepal's population)
that the natural resources, especially forests have been very important for
their subsistence. Given this, Nepal's forests, the wealth of the nation,
intrigues many. Who has the real claim on thls wealth? Who has benefitted
so fiu and who will benefit? Who should be responsible for p r o w and
managing it? What modalities would benefit both people and government
in the long term if these resources are sustained on a yield basis? The
questions are plenty without substantive answers.
The current policy and legislative provisions for forestry development
in Nepal seem to be progressive and thus may promote rural development
(see HMGMPC 1992, HMGN 1993). For instance, one of the forestry
sector's objectives in The Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-1997) has been to
'increase income and employment opportunities fiom the forestry sector
for small and marpal &lies' (HMGMPC 1992:41). As we can see,
one of the beneficiaries of the wealth of the nation (i.e: the forests) has
now been duly recognized.
Recently, the forests in Nepal have been classified into two categories
on the basis of land ownership, viz., private forest and national forest. The
latter has been further divided into five types on the basis of management
options, viz., government managed forest, protected forest, community
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forest, religious forest and leasehold forest (see HMGN 1993). At present,
community forestry, which is defined as the control, protection and
management of local forest by communities (known as user groups), has
become a major strategy in Nepal's forestry development. However, there
is a need to make forestry development programmes more effective so that
implementation moves smoothly and at a faster pace.
At this point it should also be noted that the protection and management
systems of natural resources, including forests, by local communities in
different parts of Nepal without external sponsorship-known
as
'indigenous systems' (see Fisher 1991 for a definition)-have
existed for
generations and are widely distributed in the country today. Some
~nformationon indigenous systems from field studies is available now for
all five regions of the country (see Chand and Wilson 1987, Chhetri 1993,
Chhetri and Pandey 1992 for the Far Western Region; Budhathoki 1987,
CEDA 1991 for the Mid-Western Region; Campbell et al 1987,
Messerschmidt 1990 for the Western Region; Acharya 1990, Gilmour
1990, Fisher 1989, 1991, Jackson 1990 for the Central Region and FiirerHaimendorf 1964 for the Eastern Region).
When the community forestry programme was being implemented in
the 1970s and early 1980s, the existing indigenous systems and their user
groups were overlooked and attempts were made to create 'new'
institutions. This oversight was in part due to the fact that most people
either did not know that such systems existed in the rural areas or perhaps
believed that they had been eliminzted by the Private Forest
Nationalization Act of 1957. In reality, some indigenous systems persisted
and have outlived the Act. Their existence and widespread distribution as
well as a need to build upon them while implementing community forestry
in the hills of Nepal has now been commonly acknowledged (see Baral and
Lamsal 1991, Chhetri 1993, Chhetri and Pandey 1992).
This paper maintains that there are strengths and weaknesses in the
spontaneous indigenous systems and the sponsored community forestry
projects. By combining the strengths of the two systems, sigdicant
improvements can be made in Nepal's community forestry implementation
process as well as in regard to forestry development programmes. It is
equally pertinent that the relevant behaviours, practices and norms which
are prevalent in Nepalese society be identified and concerted efforts Ilpade
to build upon and learn from them.
For such progressive change the forestry professionals and others in
forestry development programmes need to be willing to move down to the
level of the h e r s where they can understand their plight and begrn a
two-way communication. As an anthropologist, I also intend to argue that
~ p o l o g y as
, a discipline committed to a comparative approach and
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sensitivity to local customs and practices (cultural relativism), can play an
important role in highlighting these important features for the benefit of
planners, policy makers and the technical experts. In line with Chambers'
statement quoted above, I believe that 'people first' forestry can bridge the
gap between the rural people and the planners.

Sources of information
This paper is based on my field experiences in Baitadi, Achham,
Sindhu Palchok and Kabhre Palanchok Districts in the middle hills of
Nepal. Community forestry has been implemented in all four districts. The
information reported here was collected through informal group
discussions, interviewing key informants and members of forest-user
groups, and by means of observation. Whatever I have learned and
experienced as a member of Nepalese society has also been used as a
source of information.
A comparative look at the four districts in question with regard to some
relevant factorslindicators is deemed important to contextualize the
remaining discussion. In each of these four hill districts, the land area
under forests and shrublands combined is a little over 50%, while
cultivated lands, grass lands and non-cultivated inclusions seem to vary
across districts.' Although recent data are lacking, the available
information indicates that the land area under forest is not very different
across the four dstricts.
Baitadi and Achham Districts are situated in the Far-Westem w o n of
Nepal. Sindhu Palchok and Kabhre Palanchok are located in the Central
Region of Nepal. The Nepal-Australia Community Forestry Project
(NACFP), earlier known as Nepal-Australia Forestry Project (NAFP), has
been involved in providmg support with the implementation of community
forestry to these districts. To date, more than 150 user groups have taken
over the responsibility of protection and management of community
f ~ r e s t sMany
. ~ of these user groups have had indigenous systems in the
past (see filmour and Fisher 1991, Chhetri and Nurse 1992). In contrast,
some of the user groups in Sindhu Palchok and Kabhre Palanchok did not
have any forest resource left in their proximity when NACFP came to
work in the districts (see Chhetri and Jackson 1994). Plantations have been
established now and the user groups are getting used to protecting and
managing newly established forest resources as community forests.
Background: indigenous and community forestry
FA0 defined community forestry as any situation which intimately
involves local people in a forestry activity (FA0 1978:l). Given this
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definition, community forestry in Nepal has a much longer history than
commonly acknowledged. In many places in the hills of Nepal, it is
common to come across a Ban Pa'le3 or Pa'leko Ban, Ra'ni Ban, etc., all
refering to particular patches of forest or sites (which may still be under
forest cover or in some places the land may be under different use now)4
protected by the people. Moreover, there are numerous forests in Nepal
which have been referred to as forests of certain villages or ethniclcaste
groups.
External interventions and other factors may have disrupted many of
the indigenous systems and in some cases caused their disappearance (see
Chhetri 1993; Chhetri and Pandey 1992). In reality, the forests protected
under indigenous systems management are the de-j'acto community forests
protected by the local users without formal recognition fiom the
Department of Forests. The fact that such systems pre-date external
sponsorship has been one of their defining criteria? Such practices
reinforce two points. First, that the farmers in the hills have had a longer
experience with the conservation of forest resources than is generally
acknowledged. Second, that the farmers who use forest products for
subsistence are not entirely responsible for deforestation in the country
(see Acharya 1990, Bajracharya 1983, Ives and Messerli 1989). The real
causes of indiscriminate use and the resulting depletion of forest resources
are much more complex (see Metz 1991). If we accept this, it becomes
imperative that due attention be given to the existing knowledge, practices
and institutional arrangements with regard to the conservation and use of
natural resources among local communities.
Community forestry7 was introduced in Nepal in 1978 for forestry
development. It has received priority in the recent policy and legislative
statements of His Majesty's Government of Nepal (see HMGN 1988,
1993). The philosophy and practice of community forestry in Nepal entails
a handover of forests to communities (defined as user groups) so that the
responsibilities of protection and management are transferred fiom the
Department of Forests (Department of Forests) to the people. The
handover is formalized through the approval of an operational plan8 by the
Department of Forests. The operational plan in reality is a management
agreement between the user group and the Department of Forests.
The number of user groups established and formally recognized (i.e.,
through the approval of operational plans) by the Department of Forests
has been increasing as a result of the implementation of community
forestry. From the field experiences, arguments are emerging that
community forestry is a viable strategy for rural development in Nepal
(Chhetri and Jackson 1994). There have also been some attempts to
analyse the problems and thereby discuss the appropriateness of
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community forestry as a sustainable s
t
r
a
w for forestry development.
(see Bartlett et a1 1992, Chhetri and Nurse 1992, Chhetri and Baral 1992,
Chhetri et al 1993).
Anthropology and resource management
The community forestry programme being implemented in Nepal is
essentially a strategy adopted to bring about socio+xxnomic change and
development in rural societies through interventions in regard to the
management of forests. The validity of the programme is not open to
question now. However, it is crucial that the ensuing process of change
neither disregards nor causes the loss of time-honoured indigenous
knowledge as well as local cultural norms, values and practices.
Anthropologists with their sensitivity to indigenous howledge, indigenous
social structure and adaptive mechanisms used by the local people to adapt
to their environment can play a significant role here.9 How anthropologists
can contribute to social change programmes is well summarized by Dove
(1988). He writes:
The idea that the villager, the peasant, the tribesman is an expert is old
hat to anthropologists, for whom traditional societies have for long been
an object of sympathetic study; but it is not old hat to those from other
disciplines-particularly development planners-for whom traditional
societies have been primarily a subject for planned intervention and
change. The problem here is structural. It is difficult for the typical,
highly educated, and highly paid development planner to accept that a
typical, poorly educated, and p r l y paid villager knows far more about
his local economy and environment than the expert knows or is likely to
learn (Dove 1988:&7).
Robert Chambers' statement quoted at the bepmng of this paper
characterizes the attitude of anthropologists towards local people and how
outsiders should work among them. The statement by Dove above, on the
other hand, alludes to the attitudinal problems of a typical technical expert
towards the illiterate h e r s .
Anthropologists have made substantial contributions towards a better
understandmg of traditional and indigenous resource management
practices in Nepal (see Chhetri 1993, Chhetri and Pandey 1992, Fisher
1989, 1991, Filrer-Haimendorf 1964, Messerschmidt 1990, Molnar 1981).
There have been arguments in fhvour of building upon or capitabng on
the existing indigenous resource management systems and i n m o w
knowledge systems while implementing rural development programmes.
The role of anthropology in assisting natural resources mearch and
development has been very clearly discussed by an anthropolopt who in
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the past three decades has spent a number of years in Nepal doing
research, teaching at the university and working for various development
projezts (see Messerschmidt 1992 and in this collection also for
comprehensive discussions of the uses of anthropology for forestry and
agroforestry research and development).
From the discussion above, it is evident that the role of anthropology in
promoting well informed resource management has been important. I
would add that the comparative approach, which has been recognized as
one of the markers of the discipline, can be crucial for reaching a
comprehensive understandmg of the similarities and differences with
regard to various types of resource management strategies.
Strengths and weaknesses of indigenous system management and
community forestry
It should also be noted that the forests protected under indigenous
system of protection and management and their user groups are not any
different than those under community forestry programme (except that the
indigenous system user groups may not have a written operational plan).
This is why I feel that a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the
two systems can be a meaningful exercise.
One of the frequently cited w.eahessess of the indigenous systems is
the conservativeness among the users in using forest products. However,
this should not mean that they use less forest products in comparison to
community forestry user groups. Data collected on the product use pattern
suggest that the user groups of indigenous systems use other sources,
including forest@) conceived as govenunent forest, to meet their
requirements for forest products throughout the year. In other words, such
user groups may be protecting their patch of forest at the cost of another
forest(s) in the area (See Chhetri and Pandey 1992:72, Table 4). In a i d y
in the Far Western Region of Nepal, it was reported that most of the user
groups under study were dependent on government forests to hlfil their
timber requirements (see Chhetri and Pandey 1992:71).1° In the process of
handing over forest@) to a user group under the community forestry
programme, attempts are made to ensure that the members meet their
requirements of forest products from their own forests. This, of course,
raises a question as to how much forest area should be handed over to
what size (i.e., number of households) of user group. Although there are no
easy answers to such questions, the issue of equity and of handing over
sufficient forest area to a user group need to be given due attention by
those involved in implementing community forestry programmes at the
field level.
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Another problem with the ind.~genoussystems seems to be lack of a
detailed and systematic management plan. Their management may be
limited to enforcing sanctions, opening the forest at certain time intervals
for the collmon of certam products only. From the technical point of
view, there is an absence of silvicultural treatment dat achie~ng
certain biophysical goals (i.e., a concern for the protection and production
of some favoured or desirable species). The users of incbgenous systems
generally have no such practices as pruning the branches of trees (to
obtain firewood and timber for agricultural implements), thmtlmg, removal
of diseased trees (see Chhetri and Pandey 1992), and establislung or
maintammg plantations. These practices have been introduced among user
groups with community forestry programmes and many of such groups
appear to be faring quite well (see Chhetri and Nurse 1992, Chhetri and
Baral 1992).
The practice of raising user-group h d s through the sale and
distribution of forest products and managing such funds is not common
under indigenous systems of management (but see Chhetri and Pandey
1992:25 for an exception). In contrast, the user groups of community
forestry have not only generated such funds but have also been using the
money to complete some locally important projects like the constnrction of
village roads, electrification, etc. (see Chhetri and Nurse 1992). Some
forest-user groups have also managed their cash income in the form of a
revolving fund to advance loans to their members in rotation and for
justifiable needs (see Chhetri n.d.).
Undertalang plantation work, whether new or enrichment, is not
necessarily a part of indigenous system practice. In most community
forestry projects, this idea has been introduced and in fact, some user
groups in Sindhu Palchok and Kabhre Palanchok are already malang thev
own arrangements for underhkmg plantation activities (see Chhetri et al
1993). The undertalang of plantation and related developmental activities
by user groups is a positive and perhaps a sustainable pradice. This could
make the user groups self-reliant which could result in m a w the work of
forestry development more sustainable.
The user groups of indigenous systems generally do not possess a
written operational plan1 However, there is a strong sense of hamro ban
('our forest' i.e., ownership) and users are clearly defined on the basis of
locally reqpzed use rights. Bringing such user groups under the hld of
community forestry can give them a legal status and thereby save them
from any problems that could otherwise crop up. The advantages of
capitahang on the well defined user and forest boundaries and the idea of
hamro ban cannot be overstated (see Bard 1991, Chbtri 1993, Chhetri
and Pandey 1992).
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There are therefore some advantages of indigenous forest management
practices which could be useful in effective implementation of community
forestry. Identification of user groups becomes easy and correct. For
&stiDg natural forests this is fine. However, in handover of plantation
forests, the forests near urban areas and the high altitude forests, field
workers may need to adopt a different strategy (see Chhetri d a1 1993,
Pandey et a1 1993, Jackson et al 1993).
Some problbans have been identified among the community forestry
user groups (see Chhetri and Baral 1992; Chhetri et al, 1993). The
problems are of a different nature, including those that are related to the
operational plan documents. One major problem has been the identification
of users. Political boundaries (e.g., wards, VDCs12) are often used to
define user groups. Perhaps it is the transition through which community
forestry went between PF and PPF and the present day community forestry
through user groups, that enabled the ward boundaries and VDCs still to
be regarded as useful criteria. Notwithstanding their suitability in some
instances, it is now commonly agreed that villages, settlements or tols are
better suited criteria in defining user groups. The field personnel involved
in identifjmg user groups need to bring this into practice.
Some user groups seem to have become dependent on external support
for the protection of their forests (see Chhetri et al, 1993). This is of
course due to the government's policy to support the protection of
plantations until they are three years old. The government's intervention in
the form of becoming involved in protection arrangements seems to disrupt
the indigenous systems also (see Chhetri and Pandey 1992). It appears that
the user groups need to be encouraged to do the work of protection on their
own. Supporting some user groups towards protection of their forests and
not supporting others will only generate difficulties.
The field personnel of the Department of Forests still have to live with
the dual and incompatible roles of policing the forests as well as promoting
community forestry. They have to save or protect the forest fiom the
people and also try to foster people's participation in protection and
management. A ranger explained how difficult it was to cope with this
dual role. He pointed out that in 'implementing community forestry you
need to work with the rural people. For this you need to establish a rapport
which may take quite some time. However, if the same ranger has to
prosecute some one (for cutting a tree without DFO approval) fiom a
particular locality where he/she has also been working towards
implementing community forestry, the ranger's rapport erodes quickly.
This could mean that the local people may develop negative feelings
towards the philosophy and practice of community forestry itself under
such a 'paradoxical situation'.
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Whlle the community forestry programme in Nepal may be a
progressive approach to rural developmcnt, the implcmentaticm activities
are still heavily depedent on external fUndrag (i.e., fbn Qnors). This
itself can be a major factor inhibitmg an efficient and effective
implementation of community forestry in the future. It is about time tbat
the Nepal Government makes its move to sustain the community forestry
progfamme.
Community forestry has the potentral to relieve the govenunent of a lot
of responsibilities--of protecting and managing the forests by employing
forest guards, watchers, etc. This process is under way. More importantly,
the local communities (the user groups) will gradually gather fiurds
through the sale and distribution of products. This could be used by them
with m i d external support (and perhaps some advise) in some local
projects.
Sensitivity to cultural and socio-economic realities
Plurality in t e r n of e t h c , caste, language, religion and diversity in
regional and socio-economic hctors is a r d t y in Nepal. Approaches to
development in rural Nepal need to account for all these variables. It is
crucial to be sensitive to the needs of various interest groups (includmg
disadvantaged groups like Ka'rnis, Sa'rkis etc.) while not ignoring the fact
that various groups of people live together. I believe that people in the hills
of Nepal are very sensitive to their own socioeonomic and cultural
contexts while making any local level management decisions. I will
illustrate this with some examples.
Farmers from different parts of Nepal reiterate that there have been
changes in their forest product use practices in recent years in response to
changes in a number of thmgs around them. One such change in the village
context is in the practice of what is known in Nepali as Wlalrya (a stack of
firewood). When I was a child, I remember my parents being concerned
about the threat of possible firewood shortage for cooking purposes
during the summer (i.e., a time when every one is busy with agricultural
works) if a nice khaliya was not erected during the winter by &lling trees
in the forest. This practice, which used to be common in the past, is rarely
encountered in the hills of Nepal today.
Another important change is in regard to the use of dun& and bha'ta'
(slender poles). These were required to create a support for the thatch roof.
To get these poles, very often slender and straight saplings were harvested
from the forest. The implications of this for the growth of a natural forest
are obvious. Again, the use of danda and bha'fi have declined in the
villages. Moreover, in many places, people seem to have switched to using
bamboo (which is grown in the villages) instead of danda and bha'ti.

A third notable change has been the decline in khoriya farrmng (a patch
of forest or shrubland was cleared and burned for this purpose), which is
one of the types of shiftmg cultivation in practice in Nepal. Under t h s
system the land thus reclaimed was used first as a seed bed and later as a
regular farm. Often new khoriya were made after a few years. In this
process, some of the khoriya were perhaps abandoned so that natural
vegetation (shrubs or trees) could grow on the land again. However, in
many cases, people may have continued to use the land for fbmmg and
later registered it as b&ri (unirrigated farmland).
The changes that I have noted above are recent in that I myself
remember how some of the older procedures were in practice until not long
ago. These are important responses of the h e r s in the villages of Nepal
to the more complex socioeconomic changes that have been evident.
On the cultural side, there are a number of practices that deserve
mention. First of all, when forests are protected and managed by the
people (whether under indigenous system arrangements or as community
forestry), they would provide products for religious ceremonies hke
saptaha (a p i j i that is celebrated over seven days to earn religious merit),
and life-cycle ceremonies and rituals. Secondly, they also allow nonmembers of the user goups to collect Sal (Shorea robusta) leaves which
are used to make 'clean' leaf bowls and plates (duna and tapara) needed
for making offerings to the deities during rituals and ceremonies. Thirdly,
people use religious sites and objects in order to protect forests. Some of
such forests may be religious forest while others may not (see Chhetri and
Pandey 1992, Ingles 1990). Use of neja (pieces of cloth from a temple) or
tha'ro (rocks hung over the trees) are commonly seen as examples of
religious fencing (Chhetri and Pandey 1992). Fourthly, in some cases there
is a restriction put on women to enter the forest while they are
menstruating. Finally, there is an interesting concept of saran lignu which
may also be seen as a religiocultural norm for promoting proper use of
forest products like timber. Literally, the term means 'the beginning of
protection'. When the saran is operative, it is believed that harvesting of
timber should be avoided since it may be soft and also vulnerable to
attacks by mites.
Farmers in the hills make pragmatic decisions to suit their needs and
contexts. They may be conservative in terms of the utilization of forest
products but are not to the extent of making their own lives difficult. For
instance, user groups favour the idea of allowing the Kimis (blacksmiths)
with drans (anvils or workshops) to obtain charcoal fkom the forest. The
rationale is that their services are essential for the rest of the villagers,
irrespective of their cask status. If the Kdmis do not get charcoal they
cannot make or repair the agricultural implements of the fhm~ers.Fanners
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thmk that it may be against their own interest to ban the maklng of
charcoal by the Kdmis. For some one who does not have an understanding
of the realities of social life in fanrung villages, such Ko'mis would only
appear as threats to the & d t i o n of forests.
Fanners tend to make practical rulcs and regulations to allow timber
harvesting from community forests for m a h g agricultural implements

and for house construction. Farmers know what specres are usefbl for
fodder, sotter, agricultural implements, etc., and thus have some
understandrng of when to allow the collection of such products. When
h e r s make their own arrangements for the protection of local forests,
either by employing a watcher or by means of rotational watching, they
discontinue watchmg during the peak farming activities, like planting and
harvesting periods. Such an arrangement is based on the argument that no
one from the village will have time to go to the forest to collect forest
products during those periods and therefore there is a reduced chance of
any illicit use.
While making rules about forest management, farmers also seem to be
concerned to permit the taking of red soil (used in lieu of paint in the
houses), and stones or rocks (used as construction material), and access to
water holes (for h&
as well as for animals). Fmally, farmers also
know what should be planted in the community forestry area and what
should be grown on private lands. Because of the complexities regardmg
the distribution of products, they say that fodder trees and h i t trees are
difficult to manage in a community forest.

Conclusion
The presence of indigenous forest management systems suggests that
local initiatives for development were not laclung in Nepal. Such initiatives
may have had limited scope and perhaps were not able to speed up the
process of development to keep pace with the changing circumstances.
Externally sponsored programmes like community forestry may provide
direction, speed, and dnving force. However, development can only be
sustained if existing indigenous initiatives are recogmzed, mobilized and
made a part of the externally sponsored developmental programmes.
Indigenous systems of forest protection are widely distributed in Nepal
and have a much longer history than has been acknowledged in the past.
People not only h o w the importance of forest resources in their fhnmg
economy but have had a perception of hamro ban (our forest) towards
local forests. Community forestry is a viable strategy for forestry
development in the hills of Nepal, but it is imperative that proper care be
taken in identifymg the genuine users of the forest(s) before handmg over
management control.
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The attention of planners, policy makers, scholars and researchers has
been drawn to the need for conservation, protection and management or
sustainable use of natural resources. However, the need for systematic
attention to and understanding of the social and cultural
aspects-behaviours
and practices, attitudes, knowledge of rural
communities in relation to the natural resources at their disposal-has yet
to be fully acknowledged. People's participation and understanding of their
behaviours and practices are crucial.
Combining the strengths of indigenous and community forestry
practices have implications for rural development, promoting community
forestry, meeting basic needs, empowering user groups and for sustaining
forestry development. Finally, forests have multiple use for fbners. They
are not only sources of timber. Social and cultural norms, values and
sanctions reflect people's attitude towards conservation of forest resources
while forests satisfjl people's religious, social and cultural needs. The
'basic needs'of the farmers in Nepal from the forests include all kinds of
forest products like grasdfodder, firewood, leaf litter, timber, charcoal,
medicinal plants, etc. The community forestry programme should be
sensitive to all these and promote a 'people first' forestry to make the
programme more effective.

Notes

1 The total land area in Baitadi, Achham, Kabhre Palanchok and Sindhu
Palchok are 144,678 ha, 169,224 ha, 140,485 ha, and 248,097 ha respectively.
The percentage distributions by some categories are: Cultivated Lands 21.2%,
23.2%, 25.9% and 16.8%; Non-Cultivated Inclusions 12.8%, 12.2%. 17.9% and
9.0%; Grass Lands 12.9%, 8.9%, 2.7% and 7.8%; Forest Lands 40.9%, 48.8%
28.2% and 36.6%; Shrub Lands 12.0%, 3.2%, 24.4%, and 14.5%; and Other
Lands 0.2%, 3.8%, 0.9% and 15.4% for Baitadi, Achham, Kabhre Palanchok
and Sindhu Palchok respectively. If shrub lands are to be accepted as degraded
forest lands, Kabhre Palanchok has the highest percentage under this category
followed by Sindhu Palchok (both districts are not very far from Kathmandu),
and Baitadi.
2 The Forest Act of 1993 has now vested the authority of approving the
Operational Plans of the Community Forests on the District Forest OBcer. This
is done in the belief that the implementation will be speeded up. The Act is yet
to come into force.
3 Ban pile literally means a forest guard (ban=forest and pile=guard). The
term is also used by villagers to refer to forests protected by them.
4 For instance, the forest within the Institute of Forestry (IOF) Campus,
Pokhara (Tribhwan University, Nepal) was known as Ban Pile among the local
people including myself (since I also come from that locality). IOF has now
chosen to use the name Hariyo Kharka (Green Pasture, a name used by the
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missionaries for their leprosy hospital nmby) to indicate its location inutcsd of
uing tho locally papular name fir tho arua nrmrrrl uftor the b e a .
5 There are many such forests liLe Selilro Ban, Kuikako Ban,
Geunko
Ban, Bhatwadako Ban, Karkiko Ban, ctc. (KC Chhetri and Pandq l m ,
Chhetri and Nurse 1992).
6 It is to be noted that the traditional K i p t and TalukdorI systems did havc
government sponsorship.
7 The enforcement of the Private Forest Nationalization Act of 1957 is said to
have resulted in the decline of forest area as well as the fortst codtion in
certain regions of Nepal (for details, see HMG 1990, Bartlett and Malla 1992).
Forestry policy was dramatically changed in 1978 with the passing of Panchayat
Forest Rules and Panchayat Protected Forest Rules.
8 Soon the user groups will be required to have a written constitution and a
handover certificate also (see HMGN 1992).
9 An anthropologist who had worked for a Swiss project in Nepal has made a
cautionary remark that anthropologists should anticipate 'frequent hostility
towards social science and social scientist. held by many (but certainly not all)
technical personnel such as engineers, agronomists, foresters, and livestock
breeders' (Sachrer 1986:253). While Sachrer wrote this more than a decade ago,
it is disturbing to note that the feeling of hostility among planners, policy
makers and technical experts towards social scientists is yet to disappear.
Whether every one in Nepal today would acknowledge the role of an
anthropologist in providing inputs for planning, and implementation of
development programmes seems to be questionable. Let me cite some instances
to support this. In June 1992, at a seminar on community forestry in the
Himalayan Region (Sponsored by ICIMOD) held in Kathmandu, one of the
prominent Nepalese foresters warned: 'Save forestry from social scientists!' He
of course noted later that this was just a joke. But from what some of the forestry
experts have been writing more recently, it appears that not all foresters take
such statements as jokes. Some forestry experts in Nepal express apprehension
that: 'The technical environment of forestry sector has been badly polluted for
over a decade or more...Not only foresters but also forestry technical
environment is in threat. In the name of social forestry, for example, any social
scientist has become a forester' (Acharya and Ghimire 1994:4). I wonder if any
social scientist has claimed to have become a forester thus far?
10 There are community forestry user groups which also tend to do this and
therefore are not considered self-sufficient (see Chhetri et al 1993).
11 People are often heard saying that operational plans are bureaucratic
requirements and thus may not be necessary for the user groups. In contrast, I
look at an operational plan as an essential document which turns the de facto
ownership of the forest area into a de jure ownership for the user groups.
12 Village Development Council (VDC) is the local administrative and political
unit which is divided into nine wards.
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Poverty or Plenty: A Case Study of the Byansi People
of Darchula District of Far Western Nepal
Dilli R Dahal
Introduction
One indice of development is decrease in poverty. In Nepal, poverty is
commonly associated with landholdmg (NCP: 1992). Other indices are the
development of infrsrstructures such as access to roads, communication
and availability of basic social service facilities (like school, post office
and health post). These indices alone are, however, inadequate to capture
the mechanism of rural poverty, particularly in the Hunalayan region of
Nepal. This paper illustrates that, despite lack of access to sufficient
cultivable land and basic mfrastructural facilities, the Byansi of Darchula
District in the Far Western Development Region are still one of the most
prosperous groups in the whole district. This is because the conventional
measurement of 'income' is unable to capture diversity of local resources
and their cultural modes of exploitation.
This paper is organized into three sections. The first section highlights
briefly the physical setting of Darchula District as a whole. The second
section introduces Byansi in the context of the Hindu caste structural
model. Fmally, the 1- section deals with the Byansis' diverse economic
resources and their socioeconomic conditions compared to other Hindu
groups living in Darchula District.
1. Physical setting
Of the nine districts located in the Far Western Development Region,
Darchula is relatively large occupying a total of 2,322 square kilometres.
It is the northernmost district of the Mahakali Zone and one of the western
border districts of Nepal. The Mahakali river demarcates the border
between the Dharchula subdvision of Pithoragarh District, U.P. in India,
and the Darchula District of Nepal. The northern border of the district
adjoins with Tibet (Taklakot or Purang), a province of the People's
Republic of Chma. It is one of the least developed districts in terms of
basic ~nfrastructuralfacilities in the Far Western Development Region. It
is also remote, as it takes six to seven days to reach Darchula Khalanga
(district headquarters) fiom Kathmandu if one takes a flight up to
Dhangarhi or Mahendra Nagar. From India, it takes only two to three days
to reach Darchula Khalanga fiom Nepalganj; but one must obtain a
special entry permit fiom the District Magistrate Office in Pithoragarh, as
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the area north of Pithoragarh town is classified as a 'notified area' by thc
Indian government.
Administratively, the district is divided into forty-one Village
Development Committees and four dstinct garkhas (watershed divisions),
Byans, Duhu, Marma and Lekam. The Byans Garkha, the traditional
homeland of the Byansi, is located not only in the extreme northern but
also the most remote, rugged and mountainous area of the district. Many
areas of this garkha, includmg the rivers Tinkari and Narnpa, are covered
by snow for three to four months during winter (December through
March).
The population of the district, which was 42,300 in the 1961 census,
had increased to 101,614 by 1991, a growth rate of 2.66% per annum.
However, the population growth rate was only 1.2% per annum between
the 1981 and 1991 censuses.
2. The Byansi

More than 95% of the total population of the &strict are caste-Hindus,
who speak only the Nepali language. Among them, there are three distinct
hierarchical groups: highcaste Hindu groups, comprising the Brahmin,
Thakuri and Chhetri, the middle-caste Hindu groups, the Matwali Chhetri,
and the lowcaste findu groups or untouchables, such as Lohar, Pada,
Sunar, Tamata, Darji, Sarki, Koli and Chunara. The Byansi is another
distinct cultural group of the people of Darchula District, whose position,
however, is unclear in this Hindu caste hierarchical model.
The Byansi, though they have a physical appearance like the 'Bhote',
with a distinct Mongoloid fold in their eyes, and still maintain close
socioeconomic interaction with the Tibetan peoples in Taklakot and further
east, claim that they are the descendants of a Byans Rishi (a Hindu
religious teacher who wrote the Mahabharat) and are thus Hindus
(Manzardo et a1 1976). The local high-caste Hindu groups still treat them
as 'Bhote' and do not accept cooked food such as rice and lentils from
them. But the Byansi rank themselves equivalent to the 'Matwali Chhetri'
(a Chhetri group which consumes liquors and does not wear the sacred
thread) of Far Western Nepal. One of the Byansi clan names is 'Bohora',
which is also the popular clan name of the Matwali Chhetri. Animal
sacrifice is common in many of their rituals, and they celebrate major
Hindu festivals suggestihg Hindu beliefs and practices. On the other hand,
they also employ Tibetan Lamas during funerals, an indication of Buddhist
affiliation.
In India, they are called 'Sauka' and claim Rajput origins for
themselves (Raipa 1974). Both Sharma (1964) and Shrivasta (1967) treat
the Bhotias of Kumaon hills as Rajputs. Shrivasta further notes that Sauka
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Bhotiyas living in the Kumaon hills are not Buddhist in any sense.
Actually, the traditional Byans area is divided into two distinct politically
demarcated sections by the Mahakali River. Only two villages, Chhangru
(altitude 9,000 ft) and Tinkar (1 1,000 ft) are located in Nepal, whilst
seven are in India. Historically, the Mahakali River has not been a barrier
to maintenance of close socioeconomic interaction between these two
groups of Byansi. The language of the Byansi is distinct Tibeto-Burman,
not just a Tibetan dialect. However, most of the Byansi speak four
languages fluently: Byansi, Nepali, Hindi and Tibetan.
In Nepal, the Byansi are not only found in Darchula District but also in
the Bajhang and Humla Districts. It is not clear whether the Byansi are
indigenous to Darchula District. According to Schrader (1988), the Byansi
must have come from the south (India) and gradually moved north (to the
Byans area) as the southern part of the district was already occupied by
the caste-Hindus. It is difficult to estimate the total number of households
and population of the Byansi in Nepal. The census has never provided a
separate figure for them and thus their number in the Darchula District can
only be estimated (table 1).

Table 1

Estimated Households and Population of Byansi in Darchula
District by VDCs, 1991

Village
Development
Committee
1. Byans
2. Situala
3. Rapla

Est.

Settlement
1.Tinkari
2.Chhangru

Clan names
Tinkari
Aitawal,
Bohara,Lala
1.Situala
Bhujyal
2 .Dumling and Sungyal,
other areas
Thimal and
(wards 1,2,3,4
others
7,8 and 9)
Totals

h'hold
60
83

Est.
POP.
372

123

515
217
763

30 1

1867
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Though the Byansi live in three VDCs of Darchula District, only the
Byansi of Byans VDC practice transhumance pattern of migration. In
summer (April through middle of November), they live in their traditional
homeland in Byans VDC. In the winter (middle of November through
March), because of the heavy snow fall which makes life difficult, the
Byansi with their schools and livestock migrate to Darchula Khalanga, the
headquarters of the district. But it is interesting to note that the 'voters list'
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prepared by the Election Comrmssion, Kathmandu (1990), listed only two
households of Byansi in Darchula Khalanga. But over the last d&
or
so, sixty to seventy households have been pexmanently constructed by the
Byansi in Darchula Khalanga. Their settlements are popularly h o r n as
the Banga Bagar (the Chhangru people) and the Tlnkan Kheda (the
Tinkari people) areas. The Byansi engaged in a transhumance pattern of
migration which still continues today, but some people prefer to stay in
Darchula Khalanga throughout the year. Many Byansi must return to their
traditional home during the summer, not only to cultivate their fields and
worship the traditional deities, but to carry on trade to Taklakot (Purang)
after June when the snow in the Lipu Lekh can be traversed. The trade to
Taklakot is most vital for the livelihood of Byansi.
In connection with the CNAS research project on 'Development
Strategies for the Remote Areas of Nepal' (1991), a detailed household
survey of thuty-nine Byansi households was undertaken, twentyeight in
Byans VDC and eleven in Rapla VDC. My findmgs are based on these
household-level data.
3. Economy of the Byansi
The Byansi must simultaneously engage in three economic activities to
maintain their livelihood: agriculture, animal husbandry and trade.
3.1 Agriculture
In the Byans and Rapla VDCs, the traditional Byansi settlement area,
there is no khet (irrigated) land at all. According to the records of the Land
Treasury Office (Mal), Darchula (199 l), the total cultivable bhit or pakho
land in Byans VDC is 2608-13-1 ropani (193 ha). It is interesting to note
that this land is the fifth or the least productive land category of Nepal
(normally only four categories of land abbal, doyam, sim, char are found).
In Rapla, the cultivable land is the fourth category. But when we visited
the area, the land quality was not as poor as had been recorded. The
average yield of crop per ropani was quite good compared to many areas
of Darchula District (see discussion below).
The average landholdmg per household was only 10.82 ropanis (0.55
ha.), with almost half of the land owned by the highcaste Hindu groups
(see table 6). The crops grown in the area are limited by ecological fitdoors,
as all crops must be grown only during the frost-& season. The principal
crops grown in the area are buckwheat (both bitter and sweet varieties),
naked barley (uwa), small grained wheat (nappal) and potato. Vegetables
like beans, cabbage, radish and green mustard are also grown.
The cropping calendar (table 2) suggests that the cropping must be
done between June and November. Though the snow starts melting by
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April, the soil must be warm enough to allow germination. A&r April
ploughing and manuring arc undertaken simultaneously.
Table 2

Cropping Calendar in Byans VDC, 199 1

S.N

Crops

Planting month

Harvesting month

1.
2.
3.

Buckwheat @hapar)
Naked barley (uwa)
Small grainwheat
(nappa0

Last week of June
First week of June

Middle November
Late October

Table 3

Average Yield of Crops Per Ropani, 1991
--

Crops
Buckwheat
Uwa

Nappal
Potato

#I

-

Average yield per ropani ( in kg.)
45-50
5540
5540
200-250

Except in VDCs like Dhap, Lali, Uku, Tapoban, Gokuleswar and
Bhramadev, the yields are comparable to other areas of Darchula District
(table 3). The Byansi claim that crops grown can sustain them only for
four to five months of'the year. In other words, they do not produce
sufficient food grain to feed themselves. Even though the Byansi do not
grow paddy, their staples are rice and wheat. These grains are always
purchased, mostly in Darchula Khalanga, or traded for other commdties
in the middle and lower hills of the Far Western Development Region.
3.2 Animal husbandry
Livestock raising is integral to the Byansi economic system. The
domestic animals raised by the thirty-nine sample households consist of
sheep, chyangra (goat), nak or dromu (female yak), jhopu (cross between
yak and cow, both male and female), cow, horse, mule and poultry (table
4).
Almost every Byansi household raises a jhopu (but not necessarily a
yak), 1 horse, 1 mule, 3-4 sheep, 3-4 goats, 2 cows, 1 ox and 1-2
chickens. Jhopus, horses, mules, sheep and goats are considered important
animals economically, as they carry goods from one place to another. A
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~~
mule can carry a load of 80 to 100 kilograms at a time; h k e w a~jhopu
and a horse cany 60-80 kilograms; and sheep and goats carry loads of 8
to 12 kilograms, iacluchg grains, salt or other goods. But jhopua and
mules an extensively used to carry goods from Chhangru, Tinkar to
Taklakot a distance of a day. When we visited Taklakot in August 1991 a
caravan of 50-60 mules and 60-80 jhopu passed on the way to Taklakot
almost daily.

Table 4

Type and Number of Livestock in Sample Households, 1991

Types of animal
1 Yak (male)
2. Jhopu (male and female)
3. Horse
4. Mule
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sheep
Chhangra (goats)
Cow
Nak (dromu-female)

Number
2

31
40
44
107
100
82
10

Ox

39

Poultry

60

Horses are also used to carry people fiom Tinkar to Lipu Lekh and
from Taklakot to Lipu Lekh. Especially the pilgrims who go to
Mansarovar prekr to ride horses. The usual charge per person for riding a
horse was Rs.500. The Byansi also highly value horses. They use horses
for themselves to ride whde travellmg from Chhangm, Tinkar, Taklakat
and other places within Darchula District. We noticed that some horses
were valued up to Rs.30,OOO in the area. Horses, mules, sheep, goats and
jhopu are also used in t d m g exped~tionstowards the south, particularly
to the tom of Mahendranagar and Dhangarhi, and in the mid-tulls in the
Western Development Region. Sheep and goats are considered weM on
smaller trails.
The livestock are managed by the f8mily. The keeping of diverse
livestock species indicates an emphasis here on the adaptation and
exploitation of positive fi#tures of the diversity of available resouras and
various adaptations to resource hgddy. Due to this w e resource base,
transhumance is traditionally practiced as a mode of swvival and
managing scarce resources.
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3.3. Trade
The Byansi trading pattern can be discussed in two cycles: summer and
winter.
3.3.1 Summer cycle of trade
The summer cycle involves trade from the Byans area to Taklakot, a
small market town of west Tibet. The date from when the Byansi became
involved in this historical trade is not documented. Fiirer-Haimendorf
(1975) noted that Purang (Taklakot) was already a trade entrepot in
ancient days. Schrader (1988) thinks that by the fourteenth century Purang
must have been a commercial centre equally important as today. Taklakot
never remained as a market centre for the Byansi alone, but served the
populations of the Darchula, Humla and the Bajhang areas of Nepal.
The Byansi of Darchula initiate their tradmg activities in Taklakot only
in the beginning of July. As Lipu Lekh is full of snow up to the end of
June, the question of starting the trading activities around April does not
arise (Mamudo et al 1976, Schrader 1988). Beginning in July, the Byansi
start moving towards Taklakot along with their flocks of sheep, jhopu and
mules. In Taklakot, the Byansi make small temporary mud-walled, tentroofed houses, which they call rnandi. To construct the frame for the tent,
they have to carry wood all the way fiom the Tinkar areas, as wood is the
scarcest commodity in Taklakot. We noticed about 100 such houses built
by the Byansi in Taklakot.
The volume of trade between Trnkar and Taldakot is difficult to
estimate. The Nepalese Customs Office in Tinkar noted fifteen items
which were traded in Taklakot (table 5). These Custom figwres are
rnisleadmg. We believe that the flow of goods is fifteen to twenty times
more than recorded. In Darchula Khalanga, a variety of Chinese goods
obtained directly from Taklakot are available for purchase. The Byansi
themselves claim that they bring more than 200 quintals of wool from
Taklakot every year. Approximately two to three members of every family,
including girls, are involved in tradmg activities. There is a regular flow of
goods and senices between Byans and Taklakot. This means filly loaded
Byansi mules and jhopus are returning fiom Taklakot to Tinkar and
Chhangru every other day. The extent of a Byansi trader's success depends
upon his scale of investment, connections with the Chinese officials, and
the friendly relationship with the Tibetan traders.
It is m c u l t to possess Chinese currency locally. One can obtain the
currency in two ways, either by exchangmg dollars or bartering and selling
goods. As dollars are difficult to obtain for the Nepali Byansi, barter is the
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Goods Exported/Imported through Tlnkar Cwtoms Office,
1990-1991

Items Errport
1. Unrefmd sugar (big piece)
Umefmed sugar (small piece)

Ghee

Woollen cloth
5. Cotton cloth
6. Coffee
7. Dates (Chohora)
8. Ox
9. Sweets
10. Cotton thread
1 1. Incense sticks (Agarbatti)
12. Plastic bangles
13. Biscuits
14. Rubber toys
15. Artificial ornaments
Items Import
1. Shoes
2. Jacket
3. Sheep/goat
4. Cotton cloth
5. Wool

Quantity
8,580 kg.
3,200 kg.
80 kg.
400metres
1,300 metres
84 kg.
40 kg.
25
80
2 16
480
144
60 kg.

144
308

0'
50 pairs
8
715
121 metres
1,030 kg.

only means to get Chinese currency. The Byansi traders exchange wool by
supplying grains, unrefined sugar, ghee and some Indian cloth. It is
interesting to note that except for unrefined sugar and biscuits other items
sold by the Byansi in Taklakot are Indian gods. But the Byansi convince
the local Chinese authorities that goods sold here are 'Made in Nepal'.
Sometimes even animals are bartered. Byansi normally buy Tibetan horses
only in Taklakot. But we also noticed that retad sale is always done in the
Chinese currency. A lot of Tibetans purchase Indian cloth, biscuits,
bangles, artificial ornaments and unrefined sugar fiom the Byansi with
cash. The price fluctuates, but most of the items were expensive. The price
of two kilograms of unrefined sugar was ten F a n (about Rs.75) in
Taklakot in August 1991. Tons of unrefined sugar are sold in Taklakot, as
the unrefined sugar is used in
liquors. Some Byansi also earn
money by other means. As many Nepali pilgrims to Mansarovar and
Kailash do not possess Chinese currency, they purchase it through the
Byansi, paying a slightly h@er amount than the official exchange rate.
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We were also told that volumes of illegal trade in goods such as bones
and hides of tigers and panthers pass via Tinkar to Taklakot. When we
were in the field, nearly Rs.600,000 worth of bones and tiger and panther
skins were caught heading to Tinkar by the Nepali police. It is said that
these items were smuggled all the way fiom Delhi. Without the mediation
of the Byansi, it is difficult to take any goods legal or illegal over the
border via Tinkar. So some Byansi may be involved in this type of illegal
trade.
In brief, while staying three to four months in Taklakot, each Byansi
family earns Rs.5,000 to 200,000, depending upon the scale of investment.
3.3.2. Winter cycle of trade
After returning fiom Taklakot around the middle of October, some
Byansi move directly to Darchula Khalanga, staying only a few days in
Tinkar or Chhangru. Most of the Byansi engage in two types of trade in
Darchula Khalanga. Some Byansi spin wool bought fiom Taklakot and
dye and weave carpets, blankets (chutka), shawls, etc. Some bigger Byansi
merchants sell wool locally and dispatch shipments of wool to Kathmandu.
This is the real 'Tibetan wool' which is sold in Kathmandu. The Byansi
claim that previously they sold the Tibetan unprocessed wool at Rs.100 to
125 per kilogram in Kathmandu, which allowed some profit. Now,
because tons of the lower quality processed New Zealand wool are pouring
into Kathmandu every year, the Byansi are forced to sell the Tibetan wool
at a cheaper price of. Rs.84 per kilogram.
In the meantime some Byansi have also started trading expeditions
towards the south, carrying goods on their caravans of sheep, goats, mules
and jhopu. They go to Mahendranager and Dhangarhi, the two big towns
of far-western Nepal, bring salt and grains and again exchange them either
for cash or in kind in areas of the mid-hills of the Far Western
Development Region like Dadeldhura, Bajhang, Baitadi, Doti and Bajura.
In these trading expeditions, the Byansi not only sell Chinese goods
(like shoes, clothes, borax, yak tails, wool and livestock), they also provide
transportation services for the merchants of the middle hills of Far
Western Nepal. The transportation service is paid in cash according to
weight (lulogram) and the distance. A Byansi trading group (normally 3-5
members) having 100 sheep and 100 goats earns Rs. 10,000-15,000 per
month. This business starts from the middle of November and continues to
the end of March. Sheep and goats are grazed along the way, whlch
relieves the pressure fiom their own grazing areas. Transportation services
play an important role in the Byansi economy, even today. Along with
their traditional business of wool and woollen products, the men who stay
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in Darchula Khalanga run small hotels,.and the women distill alcohol and
sell it in the market areas.
In brief, the Byansi became successfUl traders in the area for the
following reasons:
1. Serious ecological constraints prevent the Byansi from surviving
through agriculture only. Diversification of available resources is the best
strategy to adapt in this harsh and fragde mountain m e . Thus, along with
raising the best livestock which adapt to the W a y a n ecosystem, the
Byansi started tradmg activities (both in the north and the south) suitable
to their environment and culture. Most importantly, animal husbandry
supports trading activities heavily.
2. The Far Western Development Region has an absolute majority of the
caste-Hindu groups, who possess little skill for business. The 'ritual
purity' of Hinduism always acted as a crippling restriction for the
development of trade (Fiirer-Haimendorf 1975). So the Byansi, through
their own ingenuity, developed trade which always favoured themselves.
This trading pattern is a monopoly of the Byansi in the whole Far Western
Region.

3. Unlike other areas of the Hrmalayan region, the Sino-Indlan War (1962)
and the 'Khampa Movement' (1974) did not affect their business. After
the Sino-Indian War, the Indian Byansi (Sauka) came under close scrutiny
in Taklakot from the Chmese officials. The Nepali Byansi also mperated
with the Nepali and the Chinese officials to trap the leader of the Kharnpa
operations. In other words, socioeconomic and political situations have
favoured the Nepali Byansi in regional trade over the years.
4. In Taklakot, the Byansi do not behave like Hindus, though they claim to
be Hindu in Khalanga. In this area, they are not dissimilar from the local
Tibetan people in tern of food, religion, language and culture. In other
. .
words, the Byansi use religion for economic m a d o n , and t .
'impression management' strategy is the key factor in becoming successll
traders over the years. In brief, the Byansi are similar to the Thakalis of
Thak Khola in tradmg activities (see Messerschmdt 1982, Manzardo
1978).
3.4. Comparative socio-economic position of the Byansi in Darchula
District
In determining the comparative socioeconomic position of Byansi in the
Darchula District as a whole (table 6), we believe that 'income' data are
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not very accurate. People always underestimate their income from 'trade'
and wage labour (either within or outside the village), possibly by as much

Table 6

Basic Socioeconomic Indicators of the Households Surveyed
in Darchula District by EthnicICaste Groups, 1991.

Basic
socioeconomic
indicators
Households in sample
Total population
Av. household size
Pop, below 15 yrs. (YO)
Literacy rate (total)
Male literacy rate
Female literacy rate
JoinVextended family
Household dependent on
agriculture
House type (stories)
Roofing (CGI sheets or
slates) in %
Skills per household
Av. land (ropani)
Av. animals
per household
Av. h'hold income (Rs)
Per. cap. income (Rs)
Av. h'hold expenditure
Per.cap. expenditure (Rs)

High-caste
Hindu
227

Byansi
39

80.6
most 2

66.7
2-3

Lowcaste
20

Total
286

food

cloth
education
health

20-30%. Nevertheless, the table indicates that per capita income of the
Byansi is 47.3% higher than that of high-caste Hindus and 230.9% higher
than the untouchables. Similarly, the Byansi have two to three storey
houses and 85-90% of them have slate roofs. The high-caste Hindus have
mostly two-storey houses and only 35-40% have slate roofs. The Byansi
raise the largest number of livestock, and if these animals are valued in
cash, a Byansi household owns Rs.80,000-150,000 worth of animals.
More than 82% of the Byansi possess some type of skill, and 71.8%
possess skills in carpet weaving etc. Among the high-caste groups, only
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28.6% have some skills and 14% possess slulls in weaving carpets, one of
the most flourishmg trades of the area. The overall literacy rate of the
Byansi is better than that of other groups. The Byansi literacy rate is
69.8% compared to 56.9% for the highcaste groups and 36% for the
untouchables. The female literacy rate of the Byansi is excellent, i.e.,
65.7% as compa.red to 32.7% for the highcaste Hmdu groups and 18%
for the untouchables. In other words, the Byansi put serious emphasis on
education, particularly of their sons and daughters. Many Byansi children
are seen in high school in Darchula Khalanga and some of the Byansi boys
and girls are seen in colleges in Pithoragarh (India) and Kathmandu. We
also noticed that one boy is currently studying an undergraduate course in
anthropology in America. Because of their investment in education, Byansi
boys and girls are not only smart in their business but many of them are
also employed in government, business and private organisations located in
various places in Nepal and India.
Because of their higher income, the per capita expenditure of the
Byansi on health, education, food and cloth is also higher than that of the
high-caste Hindus and untouchables. It is interesting to note that a Byansi
spends Rs.690 on education, Rs. 1,355 on food, and Rs.149 on health per
annum, compared to only Rs. 125, Rs.8 11 and Rs.96 on education, food
and health respectively by highcaste Hindus. In brief, the Byansi are
better off than the high-caste Hindu groups and untouchables on basic
social and economic indicators.
Conclusion
These comparative data suggest that the Byansi are the most affluent
group compared to other groups living in Darchula District. Even though
the Byansi not only own minimal but also lowquality land, landholdmg
alone is not a major criterion for assessing the poverty of people. Likewise,
simply buildmg infrastructures does not bring changes and socioeconomic
development. This study indicates that it is 'income' that eventually leads
to a better quality of life. In the case of the Byansi, their prosperity lies in
simple economic principles: they sell their productive services where the
local ecology and culture play important roles and buy items for
consumption, ultimately maximizing a better quality of life. So the best
strategy of HMG to alleviate poverty is to explore local resources in
relation to peoples' culture, not just land, and utilize the full range of
existing resources to generate better income among groups of people.
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JaAgsI Resource Use: Adaptive Strategies of h i s and
Sherpas in the Upper Arun Valley of Eastern Nepal

Ephrosine Daniggelis
Introduction
Ecological degradation in the Hunalayan mountain ecosystem is a
matter of grave concern. Reforestation projects concentrate on promotmg
fast growing fbelwood and fodder trees assuming that the needs of the
rural population will be met. l This approach does not alleviate the already
existing food supply inequalities and seasonal scarcities, but on the
contrary, aggravates the situation. For the rural popuhon the forest
contains not only trees, but includes many other vital resources, includmg
sources of food, which are often neglected in these projects.
Researchers have given nununal attention to the importance of 'minor'
forest resources for the agricultural and pastoral population living in
Nepal. Indeed, the frequently used phrase 'minor forest products or
resources' sums up well how conventional forestry circles perceive them.
'They tend to be treated as peripheral', of vital importance to local people,
'but not something that is a major concern for the forestry authorities'
(FA0 1989b:111).
The first nation-wide health survey which was conducted in Nepal in
1965- 1966 found that only eight villages (out of eighteen villages studied)
had Vitamin A intakes which were close to the estimated requirements.
Seven of these villages were located in the rural hill and mountain region
(Worth and Shah 1969). Accordmg to a 1987 UNICEF (1987:83) report.,
the prevalence of xerophthaha (a symptom of Vitamin A deficiency) was
three times higher in the Tarai than in the Western Hills. It stated that no
clear explanation for higher prevalence rates in the Tarai is currently
available. As a consequence of ths, there are two major ongoing Vitamin
A projects being conducted in the Tarai. At the National Vitamin A
workshop (1992:3-4), it was reported that high prevalence rates of
xerophthalmra are also occuring in Jumla, a mountainous district in the
Far West. In Jumla, the problem of Vitamin A deficiency has warranted
public health interventions. Further investigation is needed of ather hill and
mountain villages to determine if a similar problem exists.
This paper looks at whether villages in the hill region have more access
to wild greens, a source of Vitamin A, iron and plant protein, and other
forest foods, f i t s '(Vitamin C), seeds, nuts, roots and tubers, birds, wild
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animals, insects and honey. Even though these forest resources are rich in
nutrients, cultural studies of h e r s have neglected their importance as
food sources, especially regarding household food security issues (Ellen
1986, FA0 1989a and b, Wilson 1974).
Besides their nutritional contribution, these foods provide variety in the
diet, are an important seasonal food, and are frequently consumed between
meals by children (McElroy and Townsend 1985; Metz 1989 and Piller
1986). Wild foods, which grow naturally in the bush or forest, serve as
buffers to seasonal food shortages becoming critical risk management
resources for household food security. Community household food security
is defined as the 'access by all households at all times to enough food for
an active and healthy life' (Velarde 1990:13). The monsoon season when
food supplies are low, is also the period for peak agricultural activities.
During the monsoon an adequate food intake is of vital importance to meet
increased energy demands.
Forest resources are used not only for human food, but also for animal
fodder, medicine, building and household materials; are valued as cash and
non-cash commodities; and are essential for ritual and ceremonial
purposes (Bhattarai 1989, Diemberger 1988, Hoskins 1985, Metz 1989,
Rajbhandari 1991).
In my research I am loolung at how culture affects a population's
interaction with its environment in order to examine nutrition and foraging
in subsistence agricultural and pastoral societies as adaptive strategies.
Studying behavioural response in risky and uncertain situations, and
scheduling decisions among groups living in areas where seasonal and
annual resource fluctuation is substantial, and natural hazards often occur,
is very important (Cashdan 1990, Vayda, and McCay 1975). Time, space
and population are the variables which are being looked at in examining
strategic human behaviour. Time is important to account for seasonal and
yearly fluctuation in forest resources; space for different environments,
(for example, deforested areas); and population which consists of social
dimensions (special roles in subsistence) and ethmc differences (Bennett
1976, Ellen 1986, Hardesty 1977, Jerome, Kandel and Pelto 1980,
McElroy and Townsend 1985). No single factor is consistently limiting,
since duration, seasonal changes, disasters and technology, all have an
effect on environmental resources (Hardesty 1977, Plog, Jolly and Bates
1980). Therefore a holistic analysis is essential.
This paper is based on ten months of research in two e h c
communities, the Khurnbu Sherpa and Kulung Rai. They are being studied
to understand differences in the knowledge, use and management of forest
resources, and look at responses to problems of food security. These
populations live within the newly established Makalu-Barun National Park
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and Conservation Area in northern Sankhuwasabha. Nonotimber forest
products have been identified as a research priority in The Makalu-Barun
National Park and Conservation Area Management Plan (Shrestha,
Sherpa, Banskota and Nepah 1990: 58-59). This study will provide baseline data on patterns of forest resource use under present environmental
conditions. This is important since development projects invariably lead to
social changes that may affect the knowledge, use and management of the
forest environment and in so doing are likely to adversely affect the lives of
the rural population.

Research setting
The research setting includes the villages of Gongtala, Dobatak,
Saisima and Yangden which are located in the upper Apsuwa valley of
northern Sankhuwasabha District (see Figure 1). The popuhon of
Gongtala, Dobatak, and Saisima consists of approximately 134 Khumbu
Sherpas. Yangden has a population of about 174 Kulung Rais. There is a
school in Yangden, grades 1-5, which has an annual enrollment of about
30 students. On several occasions, however, I saw only 3-6 students at the
school. For the Sherpas the school's location, harsh weather conditions and
household labour demands usually lower the children's attendance. Natural
hazards are an ever present problem. Landslides frequently occur dunng
the monsoon season, bridges are unsafe (slippery logs) and rivers become
very high, which makes crossing dfficult.
The Sherpaj'ai relationship is symbiotic. They interact via bartering
and trade, means of reciprocity (mainly food and housing), c r d t and
labour relations, celebrations and a monthly bazaar held between the
villages. However, intermarriage between the two groups rarely occurs.
Gongtala, Dobatak, and Saisima
Gongtala is located in the upper region of the Apsuwa valley at
approximately 2250 metres. Dobatak is about 1980 metres and a one-hour
walk west of Gongtala. Saisima, 2300 metres, is a four-hour walk
northwest of Gongtala. ~ o n ~ t aDobatak,
lc
and Saisirna have 13, 4 and 4
households, respectively. A household is here defined as the basic unit of
production, distribution and consumption for the landholding and farming
unit, consisting of family members eating from a common hearth. Six
houses have stone walls which are expensive to build and are considered
'prestigious'. Other houses are made of various types of bamboo and all
roofs are made of citro (mats woven from ma'lirigo, Himalayan bamboo),
except for one which has wood planks.
Khumbu Sherpas are agropastoralists practicing mixed subsistence
agriculture of dry highland crops (barley, wheat, potatoes) on steep slopes.
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They are heavily depencht on animal husbandry to meet food d.
Large amounts of grains are required for r d u q chhang (a fbnnentcd
beverage). Chhang can be a source of income, and is also cemnondly
used in arranging marriages, setthg divorces, resolving bputes, and

conducting transactions (Diernberger 1988). Slash-and-burn agriculture is
practiced and is most apparent near the villages of Dobatak and Gongtala,
as compared to Saisima, where there is a Buddhist momstmy. At Saisirna,
one of the forests, along with the wildlife, is protected by religious
sanctions. Hunting, grazing of livestock and the collection of fuelwood and
ma'lirigo are prohibited.
Goats, sheep, cows, chauri ( y a k a w hybrid) and other high-altitude
animals are important for their dung (fertilizer), milk products, ploughmg,
wool and are often sold for pcjzs, funerals or weddings. The number of
livestock owned by households ranges from 5-59 animals. Transhumawe
is important. The high-altitude animals are taken to graze at the lekh (a
high ridge that is not perpetually snow covered), located in the uppermost
Apsuwa valley, during the monsoon season (end of June-September) and
to lower pastures in the winter months (October to May).
The period of anika'l (hunger period or madequate household food
stores) averages two-and-a-half months, and is felt most just before the
next harvest (pre-monsoon period or mid-March to mid-May). Problems of
insufficient food supplies are aggravated by wildlife damage to crops and
predation on domestic &s.
The Sherpas follow the Nyingmapa, the oldest sect of Tibetan
Buddhism. Their religious belief system has important implications for
their interaction with nature and is manifested in their daily lives. All the
Sherpa villages have la'ma's (Buddhist priests) who are responsible for
conducting ancestor rites, curing illnesses, and other ritual obligations.
The head lemd lives at Saisima where there is also a community of nuns.

Y angden
Yangden is at a lower altitude, about a one-hour waIk east of Gongtala.
Yangden consists of thirty-one Kulung Rai households which are spread
out, the highest is located at 1,500 metres. Three houses are situated near
the Apsuwa Khola river at 1,150 metres. All the houses are made of
bamboo and the roof is made of citro.
The Kulung Rais are one of the many Tibeto-Burman speaking peoples
(McDougal 1979:3). They depend mainly on mixed subsistence
agriculture, supplemented with animal husbandry. The lower elevation and
warmer climate of Yangden, compared to Gongtala, allows for a greater
diversity of cultivated crops. The main crops are corn, millet and barley.
Buckwheat, soybeans, chili, cucumber, sugar cane, and philirigi (a type of
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oil seed plant) are grown in Yangden, but are not found in Gongtala.
Therefore these crops are an important means of bartering with the
Sherpas. Seventeen households have at least one h i t tree, banana andfor
peach.
Compared to the Sherpas, the Rais own fewer livestock (ranging from
1 to 29 animals), mainly sheep, goats, cows, oxen and pigs. Sheep, the
predominant animal, are taken to the lekh during the monsoon period.
Anifil for the Yangden Rais averages six months (the Nepali months of
c h i t to bhudau, mid-March to mid-August), and varies from household to
household with livestock and land-ownership. During this time, the people
are heavily dependent on food fiom the jarigal. Members of both
comrnuniti.es use the term jarigal to refer to the forest and grassland
surrounding their villages which is inclusive of all pasture land (excludmg
high alpine meadows) up to an elevation of about 4,500 metres. 'Wild'
plants that grow in such areas are classified as jarigal resources. In other
words, jarigal plants, whilst primarily associated with a forest habitat, also
include 'wild' plants of forest origin now growing in open fields or on
pasture land without forest cover.
The Rais practice an indigenous religion minimally influenced by
Hinduism. There are three dha'mis (spirit mdurns) and eight piija'ris
(priests) who are the religious practioners for the village. Both dhdmis and
piija'ris perform rites to ensure the health for all household members and
treat illnesses. The dhimis, however, are responsible for conducting the
major rites for the village. For example, the ndgi is a snake deity
associated with water (McDougal 1979:66) and different rites are
performed and sacrifices regularly made to this ancestral deity (Gaenszle
1993). One such rite is performed just before kodo (millet) and buchwheat
are harvested to ensure that the yield will be bountiful. In 1992, in
Yangden, twenty chickens were sacrificed for the ancestral deity at the
ndgi.

Indigenous knowledge and use of the jarigal
My information concerning the Sherpa's and Rai's indigenous
knowledge, use, and management of jarigal resources was derived from a
household survey, formal and informal interviews, participant observation,
a forest species identification list and preservation of samples, a women's
health interview, a 24-hour diet recall, a food frequency checklist, and
observation of intrafamilial distribution of food.
When I asked the local people, 'What do you collect fiom the jarigal
besides fuelwood?', they expressed surprise that I was interested in their
indigenous jarigal knowledge. Yet such knowledge, though differing in
extent among social, gender and e t h c groups, constituted an important
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community resource shared by all members. The scale of the local people's
indiganour larowlodge is roflacted by the more than manty minor foreat
resources collected and identdied to date. Thirty-four are consumed by the
local population, 33 are eaten by livestock, 18 have mdcmal value, 5
serve religious and ceremonial purposes, 5 are used as buildmg matenals,
and 3 are bartered and /or traded. Among Sherpas and Rais, the same
species fills a number of different roles dependmg on which part is used,
that is, the flower, leaf, root etc. For example, toho, (arisaema P m m ) is
a plant with a yellow tuber found in the jarigal. The tuber is eaten by bears
and wild boars, used to make raksi, treat stomach ailments, eaten as bread
or added to soup, and even serves as a rain hat!
Besides classifjmg the plants, I also documented who gathered and
used these resources, with what frequency, and during which season.
Many medicinal plants are available (eighteen were named), however, only
a few are used to treat illnesses. Accessibility to the medicinal roots is
important since they are only found at the lekh, which is more than 4,500
metres in elevation. Therefore the knowledge and usage of them is
intergenerational, held mainly within one Sherpa family which takes it's
high-altitude animals to the lekh every monsoon period. An exception is
chiraito (Swertia chirata), a medicinal plant, h c h grows near Dobatak.
It is fhpently used by Rais and Sherpas to treat colds, coughs, fever and
stomach ailments. Often bamboo shoots and mushrooms are collected by
M y members, who stay at the go~h(cow shelter), and brought to the
village when they come for food supplies. The gatherers are usually
children ten years and older, or a woman, if the household has only small
children.
Issues of food security need to be kept in perspective. The use of jarigal
resources must be related to the acquisition and transformation of other
components of the diet. Therefore a seasonal calendar (fig.2) was
produced. Data was gathered from the villagers regardmg their yearly
planting and harvesbng schedule and other annual cycles which have a
major impact on their lives. The calendar illustrates the major problems
which villagers Eace and how they cope with their situation. For example,
it shows that food scarcity presents a major problem for the villagers
during the pre-monsoon period (January-June). The traditional practices
which they use to respond to the precarious food situation will be
discussed in the following sections: subsistence food resources, ingestible
plants, outside income sources, and land management practices. The type
of adaptation strategies used to cover the period of anika'l and why it is
longer for the h s , averaging six months, compared to the Sherpas twoand-a-half months, gives insight into the differences between the two
communities.
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Subsistence food resources
Historically the Rais settled in the area before the Sherpas who now
live in Gongtala, Dobatak and Saisirna. The Sherpas migrated about one
hundred years ago from the Khumbu area, bought land fiom the Rais and
are now the larger land holders. Rais are more dependent on slash a d
bum cultivation and are often seen clearing jarigal land. A large amount of
grains are needed in order to make chhang or jhurd. Rais generally have
less grain and for this reason their jhard is usually of a thrnner consistency
than the Sherpa's chhang. The 24-hour diet recall and the food frequency
revealed that the Rsus often dnnk only water between meals. h r d (the
Rai's local beverage similar to chhang, but usually of a much h e r
wnsistency) or raksi (distilled alcohol) is served only for special
celebrations. The Sherpas often dnnk chhang daily and raksi about three
times a week. The Rais or poorer Sherpa households will often work for
larger landowners in Gongtala. The type of work is gender differentiated,
women usually harvest grain crops, while the men cut trees or break
stones. Men's work is considered of greater importance as noted by the
difference in food payment, because they receive 1%2 times the amount
of food staples given to women.
Besides madequate land holdmgs, another indicator of poverty is the
number of livestock owned. The Sherpas have a greater number of
livestock per household than the Rais. Usually households experiencing
anika'l of eight months or p t e r duration own only one chicken, pig or
goat. The ownership of only a few livestock has nutritional implications
since less fertilizer is available for crops, and this influences how much is
harvested. Fewer milk products are produced which affects the amount of
protein and atllmal fat available in the diet. The Sherpas often sell or
barter butter and serkam (cheese made fiom buttermilk). A M y which
has a surplus of fertilizer will often give it to a family which has no
livestock. Then after the field is harvested, one half of the crop will go to
the family which gave the animal dung. One Rai man carried a doko (a
woven bamboo basket carried on the back by a forehead strap) of food up
to the lekh. In exchange for his labour he was given enough wool to make
one rip' (blanket). Rai men often take care of the Sherpa's sheep and as
payment, are @venchhang and food, and after one year, a sheep.
Ingestible plants
The tern ingestible plants encompasses both 'food' and 'medicinal'
plants in order to study the biocultural adaptations made by the local
people to their environment (Etkins and Ross 1991:231). Rius depend
more on jarigal food resources (wild greens, bamboo shoots, mushrooms)
than Sherpas, and their anikdl is of a longer duration. This finwas
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apparent from the 24-hour diet recall taken during the winter months. It
showed that bermang ko sag (a type of wild green) was eaten by most Rai
villagers with makai ko bhat (boiled coarsely ground corn) twice a day. In
contrast, Sherpas often had somar (referred to as rotten cheese) soup, or
cultivated radish leaves with either dhiro (a paste-like mixture made out of
boiled flour), or rice. The high-status Sherpas (those who are well-off)
consider jarigal foods low status and a 'poor person's food', and would
apologize whenever I was served sisnu (Himalayan nettle) or other jarigal
foods. Jarigal food resources are generally, but not exclusively collected
by Rai and Sherpa women. Children are often seen snacking on red bemes
(Nep. asan'; Lat. mussaenda frondosa) which grow on a bush, and red
raspberry (Nep. ainselu; Lat. rubus nurea).
Some jarigal food resources require a lot of processing, increasing the
women's work burden, but this does not decrease their importance as a
food source, especially when food supplies are low. For example, sisnu
requires a longer cooking period and more fuelwood is needed. Sisnu is
high in Vitamin A and iron. L e e green vegetables generally contain
2-7% protein (fresh leaf values) which can sipficantly contribute to
protein intake when eaten on a regular basis (Adikari and Krantz 1989).
Sisnu, together with potatoes or corn and spices, may be served as a main
course stew, or as a soup accompaniement to dhriro. Folk beliefs
concerning the intrinsic value of jarigal foods are associated with the postpartum period. Sherpa and Rai women, respectively for fifteen and five
days post-partum, restrict sisnu and other jarigal foods, because they are
considered 'too tough for the baby'. Avoidance of these foods can
considerably reduce the intake of Vitamin A, iron and other nutrients.
In case of illness, the population will let the disease 'cure itself, call in
the dhdmi, pijfiri or la'md, or may use jaributi (indigenous medicinal
plants). There are no traditional birth attendants and the health post is
rarely used, since it is a day's walk away. A visit to the health centre
means that at least two days of labour would be lost. Even when a person
is very sick, with a fever or s h n infection, he or she must still work.
Various kmds of jaributi are used by the local people to treat illnesses. On
one occasion, the Saisima la'md gave a foreigner shir timber (litsea
cubeba) to treat a stomach ailment which was caused from eating too
many potatoes and drinking too much chhang.

Income sources
Some of the Sherpas temporarily migrate to Kathmandu for
employment in the trekking industry. Last March and April, eight Sherpa
men from Gongtala (out of eleven households surveyed), had gone
trekking. In addition to their wages, the amount of baksis (a tip given by
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foreigners) can vary greatly. One Sherpa said that for a twenty-three day
trek an old Canadian man gave him 10,000 rupees (about US$200) in
baksis. The womcn and children are thus responsible for all the household
subsistence activities while the men are away.
For the Rais, sources of income are minimal.Woven bamboo products,
raksi, jhard, pigs and pig's bristles, and goats, are sold, bartered and/or
traded with the Sherpas and other neighboring populations. Bhahiri
(woven mdlirigo mats) are labour intensive. For thls reason it is usually the
old Rai men who are seen making them outside their homes. A bhaka'ri
sells for only h r t y rupees, which is little in comparison to daily treklung
wages. Since pressure on the forest for ma'lirigo has resulted in scarcity, a
few Rais have migrated to Sikkirn or other parts of Indla lookmg for work.
Jarigal products are also gathered. Chiraito, kutkr (Picrorhiza
scrophulariaejlora), a mdcinal root, or lokta (Daphne bholua), the bark
of a plant used to make paper, also provide a source of income. Usually
Rais or Tamangs come from n e i g h b o ~ gvillages and infonn the local
Sherpas or Rais of the current market price for those products which are in
demand in Hile (a market town 4-5 days walk to the south). If it seema
profitable, and agricultural demands are low, a h l y member (whoever is
free) will gather these jarigal products. They are later traded and taken to
the larger market in Hile.
The Rais borrow money from the Sherpas in Gongtala at an interest
rate of 25 per cent per annum when there are insufficient cash reserves to
buy food. Usually the money cannot be paid back. Frequent collection
trips are then made by the Sherpas to the Rai households and for years
they may receive salt or grains until the debt is hlfilled.
Resource management
The Sherpas and Rais have their own indigenous management of
resources, includmg those identified as jarigal. Chiraito grows naturally
on koriya (slash and bum) fields. When the plants are picked, the seeds
will drop and grow agam. At the present time, there is no pressure on the
resource management of chiraito. However, one Sherpa said, 'if the
market price becomes high enough, we may consider plantmg it in large
quantities'.
Whenever there is a problem regarding management of the communal
jarigal and its resources, a meeting is called. A few years ago, ma'lirigo
became scarce. Because young mdlingo is also a source of cow fodder,
there was a general concensus that all cows must graze elsewhere. Once
the ma'lirigo became mature enough and was no longer edible the
prohibition on the use of the jarigal was removed. The Rais, who are very
dependent on wuilingo for making bhaka'ri, were asked not to collect in this
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area. A ban pile (forest watchman) was chosen to impose fines on
whoever would break the agreement. Only men are in attendance at these
meebngs .
I observed a form of natural resource conservation when I accompanied
the Rais to their summer sheep shelter at the lekh. Piijis are held dsuly by
a pfijGri once a particular location is reached. The h s said that many
deutci (deities) reside in the mountain, forest, river and sky. These pfijis
are conducted for the deuta' in order to ensure their sheep's and their own
welfhre as well. The piiji is a propitiatory ritual for the deuti. It also
expresses conservation ethics since the jarigal is very important for the
Rails survival.
Summary and recommendations
This paper has shown that the jarigal consists not only of trees, but
also is the repository of many 'hidden resources'. The term jarigal includes
resources found not only in the forest, but also in areas consisting only of
shrubs with limited or no tree cover. If forestry terminology is not
culturally defined for the local population, information flow can be
adversely affected. F m e r s make decisions regardrng the use and
management of the jarigal based on their indigenous knowledge because
the jarigal is vital for their cultural survival. There is a complex
interaction between forestry and farming practices, and each community
adopts distinctive adaptive strategies. 'There are gender, social class, and
ethnic differences in jarigal resource knowledge, use and management. A
number of variables, including subsistence labour, seasonal outmigration
of men, accessibility of the resources, and market demand, account for
these differences. For example, the Rais are more dependent on jarigal
resources than are most of the Sherpas, since their anikil is of longer
duration. They are thereby economically disadvantaged, which in turn
forces them into client-patron relationships with the Sherpas.
Community forestry programs cannot work in isolation but need to link
up with other institutions and organizations in areas of health, agriculture,
and income-generation. Community forestry initiatives need to incorporate
nutritional and household food security concerns into their current
programs. The people's use and knowledge of jarigal resources, along with
the relationship between these resources and food security, should be
documented. The role of 'minor' jarigal resources must be recognized in
local food systems and their continued use supported, because they
constitute a major component for the staple food supply. Because jarigal
foods are often considered low status or famine foods, they should be
promoted within the school system and among agricultural extension
workers. A seasonal calendar can be prepared by extension workers
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together with men and women h e r s in order to determine w h pcnods
of food scarcity occur, to find out what they cummtly practice and jointly
analyze the situation.
Traditional and western medical systems can work tog*.
Many
medicinal plants are available to treat various ailments. This folk medicine
howledge needs to be retained through the generations and not become
lost. Women have a vital role regardmg forest resources, but usually are
not included in any major decision-malung outside the household. T~I.s
matter needs to be addressed by community foresters.
Most important is for foresters and other field workers to work
together with the villagers in assessing their needs. This can ensure 'a
communication channel in which information about technology and
research needs and priorities flows with equal ease in both dwections'
(Raintree 1986). Only by addressing the social issues identified by the
local people themselves and improving their socioeconomic conditions, can
conservation projects become self-summing.

Note
1. This paper is based on ten months of ongoing fieldwork which began in June
1991. The author is grateful to The National Science Foundation (Grant No.
BNS-9020186) for their financial support. The author would also like to
acknowledge and thank the following institutions and people who made this
research and writing of the paper possible. Dr. Dilli Ram Dahal, Centre For
Nepalese and Asian Studies (CNAS), The Makalu-Barun National Park and
Conservation Area Project, Dr. Tirtha Shrestha and Mr. Puskkal Prasad Regmi
for plant identification, Rama Shrestha and Ann and Peter Forbes for computer
assistance, Gerald Berrernan, Steven LeClerq, Susan Loughead, Gregory
Maskarinec and Leslie Sponsel for comments on an eiirlier draft and Ram&
Shrestha for drawing the map of my research area. The author, however,
assumes responsibility for the final paper. Lastly, to the W s and Sherpas for
sharing so much of themselves, which I will always remember!
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Indigenous Forest Management in Nepal: Why
Common Property is Not a Problem
R J. Fisher
Introduction
In recent years there has been extensive discussion w i h development
and forestry circles in Nepal about indigenous systems of forest
management. Much of the discussion has been motivated by a recognition
of the potential value of an understanding of existing forest management
practices to the Government's community forestry programme. l
Generally the literature has dealt poorly with organizational and
sociological aspects of indigenous forest management. There has been
relatively little contribution to an understanding of the way rural
populations have reached consensus on resource conservation or of the
reasons why people conform to agreements (contradicting the predictions
of the theory of the 'tragedy of the commons').
The literature has established an awareness that rural people in Nepal
do, in many cases, successfully place restrictions on the use of products
from 'common' forests and anthropologists have contributed to this
awareness. However, theoretical discussion by anthropologists has been
distorted by the failure to address the ideological assumptian underlying
'the tragedy of the commons'-that is, the assumption that economic
behaviour can be abstracted from social relations and culture.
This paper is an exploration of the implications of the emerging
howledge of indigenous systems of locally-initiated forest management
systems to theories about the management of natural resources as common
property. I argue that anthropology has a contribution, of theoretical and
practical importance, to make. Remembering the concept of
embeddedness, a fundamental concept of social anthropology, will be a
major first step.
Nepal's community forestry programme
Nepal's community forestry programme involves the transfer of
responsibility for management of forest resources to local people. As these
resources are to be managed collectively by the 'community', the
programme can be thought of as being concerned with the establishment of
state-sponsored common property regimes. Understandmg of the dynamics
of existing locally initiated forest management systems is of obvious
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practical importance, either in terms of buildmg sponsored institutions
around existing onea or in terms of applying the principles behind
successful old institutions to buildmg completely new ones.
The community forestry programme has been promoted largely on the
basis of two premises:
1. The Forest Department has not been able to control forest depletion
in any effective way due to relatively limited manpower in comparison
to a large chspersed population and the wide geographical distribution
of forest resources.
2. It has been recogmsed that some level of local responsibility for
management is the only way to achieve sustainable use of forests.
The second premise exists in the context of a common view that rural
people have been responsible for the perceived alvironmental crisis in
Nepal. Both this perception and the extent and nature of the environmental
crisis have been questioned.
Ives and Messerli (1989), in a very important reassessment of the
situation, have described the Theory of Himalayan Degradation, which
links recent population growth in the Himalayas with increased
deforestation and f l d n g in Bangladesh. They argue that the links
between the various elements of this grand theory are tenuous and that the
issue is more a matter of a variety of local environmental and economic
problems (serious for all that) rather than a massive pan-Hunalayan crisis.
I do not intend to explore the nature of this crisis here, except to note that
it has been questioned.
Extensive recent literature on indigenous forest management has shown
that rural people have made major contributions to forest conservation and
management in many areas in the absence of external support. (For
reviews of the literature on indigenous systems of forest management see
Fisher 1991 and Tamang 1990.)
Although the key bits of legislation for community forestry were put in
place in 1978, effective transfer of management has been very slow. Many
reasons have been proposed for thls poor rate of transfer (Fisher 1990).
Part of the problem has been the poor level of understanof the
organizational basis for collective action. This is evident especially in
t e r n of efforts to initiate local action through inappropriate groups of
people, that is, people without a genuine shared interest in the resource.
Another problem was the tendency of bureaucratic organizations to
confuse formal committee5 with effective organization. Since the late
1980s there has been a significant increase in the rate of transfer, partly as
a result of a focus on forest user groups (groups of people with locally
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~ c o f i s e duse-rights) as managers rathcr than the earlier emphasis on the
now abandoned Panchayats. The Panchayats operated on an inappropriate
scale, leading to a poor match between forests to be managed and the
particular group of people with an interest in seeing them managed
properly.
There are concerns w i h some elements of the Forest Department and
the foreign fundmg agencies that community forestry has been progressing
so slowly that it seems that it will never work and there is more and more
talk in policy circles about the importance of private forestry and the
privatization of forests. The alternate view is that community forestry
development, involving as it does a complex social process, will
necessarily take time. It is c e d y clear that much of the government and
project sponsored activity has been very ineffective.
The pro-privatization, anti-community forestry view is reinforced by an
almost doctrinaire belief in the notion of the tragedy of the commons.
Although the notion has been questioned, it still remains powehl and is
obviously consonant with the ideological systems which dominate the
major fundmg agencies. In fact, the whole idea of the tragedy of the
commons is something of a 'charter myth' for those whose agenda
involves a simplistic notion of privatization as the recipe for all economic
progress.
'The Tragedy of the Commons'
Since Hardin published 'The Tragedy of the Commons' in 1968,
concern with collective management of natural resources has been a major
theme of debate. Essentially Hardin's idea was very simple. He postulated
that, in the case of a resource owned in common, individuals using the
resource will each tend to exploit it in an uncontrolled way because there is
no point in one individual restricting use if others don't do the same. The
cumulative result of individuals behaving in this way is a powefil
tendency for common property resources to be overexploited. Long term
sustainable yields are lost through the pressure on all individuals to
rnaximise their share in the short term. In Hardin's view this tendency is
inevitable unless there are strong sanctions enforced to control individual
behaviour. Hardm's argument has frequently been used to argue for one of
two types of policies in regard to common property. These alternatives are
privatization of common property on the one hand, and imposition of
strong controls or sanctions on the other.
The theory of the tragedy of the commons is related to the argument
that there is an inevitable logic involved in collective action (Olson 1965).
The essential support for the argument comes from game theory which
allegedly shows that the effect of individuals maximising their gains leads
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to decreasing individual returns and a declining resource. Naturally tht
theory has not gone unchallenged and game theory haa also been used to
show that, at least in certain circumstances, indviduals can actually
benefit through cooperative behaviour.
I do not intend to discuss alternative versions of the theory at thrs point
(for a hller discussion see Ostrom 1990). For the purpose of this
discussion the important point is that debate as to the validity of the theory
has become an academic industry, largely because there are clear cases
where sustainable common propem management occurs. Much of the
debate has focused on showing how the apparently inevitable logic of the
tragedy of the commons can be circumvented in some cases. (As an aside,
not, perhaps as gratuitous as it might seem, it could be said that the
problem with common property management is that 'it's alright in practice,
but it doesn't work in theory').
Underlying the theory of the tragedy of the commons is the assumption
that humans behave as self-interested individuals motivated primarily by
the desire to maximise economic gain. Gven this assumption, the concern
with game theory as a means of exploring common property management
becomes almost inevitable. There is no doubt that the logic of Hardin is
persuasive. The fact that his model persists, despite empirical evidence
that common property can be managed sustainably, shows just how
strongly it reflects expectations based on a particular view of human
behaviour .
One way in which credibility is maintained is through &smissal of
contradictory evidence. Bromley and Chapagain (1984:871) make this
point strongly:

Observations by anthropologists that Asian villagers do cooperate on
resource-use decisions are considered quaint anecdotes of doubtrl
generality.... Economic theory says that individuals will free ride, and
therefore any data to the contrary are immediately suspect.

A more sophisticated response from supporters of the theory confronted
by evidence that common property management can exist, has been to
develop theoretical explanations (again, often based on game theory)
which show that cooperative behaviour can occur in some circumstances
where individual gains are also increased. In terms of h s approach the
hdarnental model of humans as profit maximising individuals is not
challenged. However, the key question has shfted. Recognition of the
existence of cooperative management of common property means that it is
no longer adequate to simply ask whether the best response to the tragedy
of the commons is privatization or sanctions and control. The key question
becomes-in cases where people do cooperate in the management of
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common property, what enables this cooperation?
The tragedy of the commons has been criticised for its narrow focus on
economic interests as the motivating force in human behaviour (Herring
1990, Uphoff 1992). However, even critics of the theory often recognise
the importance of its central insight, arguing nevertheless that it presents
too narrow a view of human behaviour (Uphoff 1992).
There are a number of other hndamental criticisms of the theory.
Herring (1990:91) points to two core assumptions which underly the
theory. The first, which I have already mentioned, is the notion of
'material self-interests as the motivating force in individuals' use of natural
systems'. The second is an assumed 'incapacity for social learning'. The
objection to tlus point is that individuals are able to discuss issues and to
develop rules and collaborative strategies. In other words, if resource use
is seen as a game, it is inadequate to ignore the rules of the game.
A number of writers have stressed the importance of social learning and
institution building. Bromley (1986) has pointed to the importance of
institutional arrangements in providing a framework within which
economic behaviour occurs. By an institutional arrangement he means '...a
constellation of rights and duties, and privileges and exposures.. . [which]
give rise to patterns of interaction among resource users...' (Bromley
1986598). In other words, economic behaviour occurs withm the context
of a set of largely shared expectations and cannot be seen as operating in a
vacuum.
One of the major critiques of the theory is Ostrom's (1990) book which
argues for the importance of institutional development as a basis for
collective action. Ostrom is concerned with 'how a group of principals
who are in an interdependent situation can organize and govern themselves
to obtain continuing joint benefits when all face temptations to free-ride,
shirk, or otherwise act opportunistically' (Ostrom 1990:29). Her concern
with interdependence is crucial: 'The key fact of life for coappropriators is
that they are tied together in a lattice of interdependence as long as they
continue to share a single CPR [Common Property Resource]' (Ostrom
1990:38).
Identifjmg the role of institutional arrangements has been an important
contribution to the common property debate. So, I thmk, is Ostrom's point
about interdependence. Significantly, however, neither the discussions of
institutional arrangements (by both Bromley and Ostrom) nor the notion of
interdependence presented by Ostrom, challenge the fimdamental
assumption that material self-interests are the primary motivating force.
Ostrom's emphasis in talking about interdependence seems to be primarily
in terms of managing the resource. She does not pay attention to the
embeddedness of resource management in social relationships as a whole.
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People are
in many ways; resoum managcmc~lfis just part
of this htdependencc and caoperatim ie enamaged not just by
relatively narrow economic interdepemku but by the overall
interdependence between people. I would not necessarily argue that
Ostrom does not recognise this point, but it is mtaidy not a part of her
basic argument.
Perhaps the most classic monographic study of the operations of a
particular common property management system is Wade's (1988) study
of irrigation management systems in Southern India. Wade explores in
great detail Edctors underlying the effectiveness (and ineMveness) of
collective action in hls study area and based on lengthy fieldwork.
Although Wade is not an anthropologist, his approach is very much
informed by anthropological and ethnographic methods and concepts.
Wade's subtitle is 'Economic conditions for collective action in South
India' and this subtitle highlights the theoretical assumptions underlying
his analysis. Ultimately his conclusions are in the form of a number of
'variables' which affect 'the likelihood of successful organbation'. These
variables relate to the size of the 'common-pool resources' (the smaller
and more clearly bounded the more likely is effective action); group size;
punishments for rule breakers; ease of detecting rule brealung and several
others. There is one particularly interesting addition. One variable is the
'[elxtent to which users are bound by mutual obligations: the more
concerned people are about their social reputation the better the chances of
success' (Wade 1988:216).
Wade certady shows that collective action does occur. However, the
emphasis in his analysis is on identifjmg some quite specific
circumstances which will hilitate such collective action. There is, apart
from the more or less passing reference to social reputation, little
recognition of wider systems of social relations. There is almost a sense of
paradox in showing that something quite impossible (collective action) can
occur if certain conditions apply. Cooperation remains, implicitly,
something essentially abnormal.
Uphoff, in a recent study of participatory development in Sri Lanka
(1992), presents one of the few studies of collective action which rejects
the idea that cooperation is abnormal. Uphoff achowledges the
importance of arguments which show 'how individual self-interest can
undermine the effectiveness of voluntary organizations or community
natural resource management' (1992:327). But he goes on to argue that
'[c]ollective action and common property management may not be as
illogical or irrational as Olson and Hardin suggest' (p 330).
This review of the discussion on common property management has not
been comprehensive. It is clear that common property can be managed
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under some circumstances. But it is also clear that the literature which
mpports the viability of common property (at least in some situations)
generally has not challenged the basic assumption that human behaviour
regarding resource management is ultimately motivated by a fairly narrow
form of economic self-interest. A major theoretical question s u r r o u n ~
common property management is why people conform to collectively
agreed practices when these appear to be against their short tenn economic
interests? I believe that the literature on common property as a whole has
erred in treating economic behaviour as a matter of game theory. Even
approaches which mod@ the crudest forms of game theory by insisting
that the game is played out in an institutional context (that is in the context
of agreed rules) tend to treat economic behaviour as being disembedded
from the wider context of social relations.
There have been very few anthropological studies of common property
which explicitly recognise the importance of looking at embedded social
relationships in understandmg the commons. Peters' study of common
grazing lands in Botswana is one of very few anthropological papers
which does so. She stresses that, '[wlithout a keener sense of the relations
in which individual users are embedded, we cannot penetrate the dynamic
of a commons, which is necessarily a social system' (Peters 1987:193).
Indigenous common property forest management in Nepal
Beginning with a few unpublished reports written for development
agencies (Campbell 1978, Molnar 1981) and some more substantial
published accounts (e.g. Messerschmidt 1984), there was an emerging
recognition in the 1980s that rural people in many places had developed
arrangements for the management of forests and pastures as common
property in Nepal. I do not intend to review the literature as a whole here,
but I do propose to summarise some of the main features of these systems
as taken from earlier papers.2
1. The systems were not necessarily old ('traditional'), but were often
relatively recent innovations, which developed as dynamic
responses to changing situations. A study of forest management in
Sindhu Palchok and Kabhre Palanchowk Districts (Fisher et a1
1990) found that most systems studied were initiated after the end
of the Rana Period and often within the 1980s. Evidence of more
long-lasting systems has been reported elsewhere in Nepal (see, for
example, Bard 1990), but the dynamic nature of responses is
important.
2. There is considerable variation in the form of systems. Formal
roles (ammittees, forest watchers) are not always present.
3. All effective systems, whether they have a formal structure or not,
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have an institutional base which comprisa at least sant a g r d
practices for regulating forest use.
Rules with sanctions are sometimes involved, but thtse are not
always applied in practice.
There is usually a fhirly clear group of usen. That is, use nghts are
clearly specified and recognised.
The functions of the systems range from simple protection (limited
or no use of products from a d e s w forest) to rotational
harvesting systems.
Systems, even when they are present, are not always hghly
effective in foresters' terms, but they have often led to the
regeneration of forests on previously bare land. In other words,
local efforts at common property management of forests o h
work, despite the conventional wdom.

Generally the literature has been very superficial and anecdotal, with
the exception of a few substantial studies such as Acharya's (1990) thesis
on Jirel forest management in Dolakha District. There has generally been
little concern with organization, decision-malung or with equity and the
distribution of resources.
The theoretical contribution has been particularly limited. The major
theoretical concern in common property management is with the question:
Why do people conform to collectively agreed practices (when Hardds
theory suggests they should 'free-ride')? Much of the material on Nepal
seems to treat cooperation as if it were unproblematic and largely ignores
social heterogeneity and inequality.
Accorbg to Hardm, it is the imposition of sanctions which is most
important in explaining conformity to collectively agreed practices. Rules
imposing sanctions for breaches of agreed usage practices are commonly
reported in Nepal. But statements that such rules are rarely used are also
very common. In other words, sanctions are not an adequate explanation
for why people conform.
Where anthropologists have tried to explain conformity, it has generally
been done in quite reductionist ways. The anthropologist Gabriel
Campbell, with various colleagues, has made a major contribution to the
study of indigenous systems. He has been one of the few people to attempt
analysis of the characteristics of forest management systems (as opposed
to mere reporting). His work does not always explicitly address the
question of why people conform, but there seem to be implicit theories. (It
is an interesting comment on the theoretical poverty of the anthropological
literature on common property forest management in Nepal that discussion
deals with three separate papers by Campbell; t h ~ sis evidence of how little

analytical work has been done by others.)
Arnold and Campbell (1986:437) idprotecting areas'. These include:

several 'social means for

1. The use of forest watchers who are paid in grain or cash.
2. Rotational guarchg of forests (i.e. group members take it in turn
to protect a forest).
3. Voluntary group acti~n.
4. Making use of herders mandatory (thus stopping uncontrolled
grazing fiom damaging a forest).
Although practices which help to control forest use have been
identified, there is no explicit explanation of cooperation. In hct, the
emphasis on means of guarding or watching forests seems to assume that
there is a need to guard against 'free riders'.
Campbell et a1 (1987), in a report on a survey of management systems
from Central Nepal, identifl, statistically, the occurrence of factors such
as group size, prevalence of committees and the extent to which groups
relate to ward and Panchayat boundaries. There is an implication (only
partly explicit), that particular characteristics are conducive to
management, but there is no attempt to analyse reasons for conformity.
The analysis is highly reductionist in identiwg features of systems
without reference to particular context.
Campbell and Dani (1986:36-38), in a paper which deals with resource
management across the Hunalayas, present some hypotheses about
resource management:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

The higher the resource value, the more likelihood of investment
in future needs.
The quicker and more efficient the renewability of the resource,
the greater the likelihood of sustainable use.
The higher the tenurial security of the resource to the user, the
longer the time horizon of local resource management.
The more actual users have responsibility for management
decisions over resources, the more likely the resource is to be
managed for long-term productivity at less cost to supporting
agencies.
Increased equity in distribution of resource benefits, w i b the
limits of group acceptability, encourages greater participation by
user groups.

These hypotheses ring true and represent a much more sophisticated
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theory about collective action. But, they do not attempt to address the
question of why people conform. The hypotheses rrght help to explain
why people participate in common property forest management, but do not
explain why such people might not become free-riders. There is an
underlying acceptance of a basically economic rationalist position.
Pandey and Yadama's paper 'Conditions for Local k e l Community
Forestry Action: A Theoretical Explanation' (1990) represents a
sophisticated and explicit attempt to address the conformity question. The
study is a case study of indigenous management of a forest (Hathsunde) in
D b g District. The forest is managed by the people of four villages and
the system was initiated locally. There are rules regardmg forest access
and use. These rules include fines for those who breach them.
Pandey and Yadama attempt to e x p h 'participation' primarily in
terms of Exchange Theory (Blau 1964), which they describe as 'an
attempt to move away from the more narrow exchange p e r s m v e that
only refers to economic transactions in its discussion of the exchange
relations' (Pandey and Yadama 1990:91). The crux of the way Pandey and
Yadama use Blau's theory is the importance of 'comparative expectatron'
(an assessment of the rewards minus the costs of a rehonship) and
'mutual trust ...in determining if an individual or a group engages in an
exchange relationship or not' (p 91). The essence of their analysis is that
the people involved in the management of Hattisunde forest 'trusted each
other and had fhith in the collective decision-makq process' (p 92).
The assumption underlying the analysis is that exchange can only take
place among individuals or groups who can convince each other that
exchange relationships will be rewardmg. People will enter an exchange
relationship only when rewards are expected and received.
An additional element in the analysis is Actor-System Dynamics Theory
(Burns et al 1985) which qualifies exchange theory by insisting that
exchange must be essentially equal to be meanmgfbl. The implication is
that '[slocio-economic heterogeneity in local communities is a barrier to
effective community forestry actions' (Pandey and Yadarna 1990: 93).
Pandey and Yadama give recognition to interdependence as a fktor
which can 'motivate households to join a collective action' (p 91) and pay
some attention to the importance of the overall socio+conomic context in
Eacilitating participation. Their analysis represents a very significant
advance in the understanding of indigenous forest management systems in
Nepal. However, it seems to me that people are still seen as essentially
involved as players of a game in which they balance costs and benefits.
The innovation lies in expanding our understanding of the conditions under
which the game is played. The notion of interdependence (embeddedness)
s not given central importance.
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An alternative approach
My view is that anthropologists (and others anthropologically-inclined,
such as sociologists and geographers) concerned with common property
forest management in Nepal, have accepted the premise of economic
rationalism: that people act always, unless constrahed, in terms of
calculated (and fairly narrow) economic interests.
My argument is that the effective management of common property by
a 'collective' is not the theoretical problem that it is asserted to be, simply
because the theory assumes that economic behaviour is played out as if it
were a game disembedded from social relations in general. The reason why
people conform to practices which are against their short-term economic
interest is that they have other interests besides narrowly defined economic
ones, including the desire to maintain social relationships.
I would argue that anthropologists can contribute to a greater
understanding of common property by going back, to some extent, to a key
concept of their discipline-the notion of embeddedness. Malinowski
(1926), in a long essay on anthropological jurisprudence, asked why
people conform to social rules in the absence of formal and separate legal
systems. He objected to the idea that people in 'primitive' societies are
dominated by the group. He explained cooperation in terms of reciprocity,
which occurs in the context of religious, kinship and other obligations. The
relevant point here is that a concept of 'enlightened self-interest' remains,
but the context is far more complex than a simplistic extraction of
economic activity from its social context.
A standard criticism of Malinowski is that hctionalism ignores or
understates conflict. I suggest that it is possible to recognise conflict and
inequality while utilising the concept of embeddednesss.

Case study: Mahankal Ban, Sindhu Palchok district
I would now like to analyse a case study which illustrates the
importance of broad social relationships in explaining conformity with
collective agreements. The system was studied as part of a research project
carried out under the joint auspices of the Nepal Australia Forestry Project
and the International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development
(ICIMOD). The following description is based largely on the published
report of that study (Fisher et a1 1990).3
Mahankal Ban is a mixed broadleaf forest with an area of
approximately 14 hectares. Some of the area consists of abandoned
agricultural terraces. Informants state that it was in very poor condition in
the early 1960s until protection was implemented in 1963. Since that time
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the forest regenerated and by the late 1980s a healthy forest existed.
There are a number of villagoa around the forest, but the principal
users come fiom Archale village which is situated just below the forest.
People fiom the other villages have swndary rights of access. The
management system has gone through a number of stages. At first there
was no fonnal organizational structure-that is, there was no committec
and there were no forest watchers. Subsequently a formal committee was
established and, at one stage a forest watcher was employed with money
collected fiom user group households. The same watcher was later
employed with funds provided, through the Forest Department, by the
Nepal Australia Forestry Project. The original committee lapsed about this
time.
The user group consists of two ~ategories.~
The residents of Archale
village are the primary users. There are about sixty households in the
village. All of these households are Duld Brahrmns or Dulal Chhetns.
Other people are granted swndary rights. One category of secondary
users involves people who live seasonally in goths (temporary shelters)
near the forest. People permanently resident in two other villages form
another major user category with secondary rights. The rights of access to
forest products are as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Primary users are allowed to collect grass and dry wood from the
ground. (They are not allowed to cut green timber or even dry
branches still attached to trees.) They are able to collect the fruit of
the Katus trees when it appears (every two years). This represents a
considerable source of income.
Secondary users living in goths have the same rights as primary
users during their period of residence. When living in their normal
residences they are not entitled to collect firewood.
Other secondary users are also entitled to collect grass and Katus
fruit, but are never entitled to collect firewood.
Grazing is free, but the number of livestock is small because fodder
species are not readily available (Fisher et al 1990:44).

The system heavily ernphasises protection and regeneration. Usage is
very conservative and the permitted uses aim to rninimise interference with
growth of trees and shrubs. No harvestmg of green wood is permitted,
though some illicit timber removal does, however, occur (NAFP 1990).
This takes place in the form of pruning of branches for firewood. The
evidence for this practice is so obvious that it can only be assumed that it
is tolerated as a necessary source of firewood for poorer families.
Significantly, the pruning itself supports the notion that the value of
protecting the forest has been widely accepted: the pruning has been
carefblly carried out. Branches are cut close to the trunk in such a way
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that tree growth is not damaged unduly. Thus, while the necessity of
p-g
leads to illicit use, the ethic of sadupayog (wise use) remains
evident.
On closer examination of the situation a rather subtle blend of
consensus and conflict becomes evident. It is clear that the members of the
primary user group generally subscribe to an ethic of protection for tihe
forest. Nevertheless, there is a level of dissatisfbction and conflict about
the very restrictive availability of firewood.
All of the households in the village are members of clans either of Dulal
Brahmins or Dulal Chhetris. Thus there are close kinship ties.
Nevertheless there are significant differences in wealth and power. Among
the Brahmins there are several relatively wealthy and p o w e m individuals,
belonging to one sub-lineage. One of these men was the Ward Chairman at
the time of the NAFPDCIMOD study. These individuals have been and
remain the prime movers in the protection of the forest. They have been
fairly openly criticised by some other village residents for their
unwillingness to allow less restrictive rules about forest use. Presumably
this is a problem because many people do not have much in the way of
altemative access to forest products from trees on private land.
Given a level of dissatisfaction with the limited utilisation allowed by
the rules, why did people essentially conform with the local rules
governing forest use? Although there were sanctions (such as fines)
contained in the local rules, these do not seem to have been applied
regularly, if at all. Overt enforcement, through sanctions, seems not to be
the explanation.
My argument is that to explain conformity to the rules we need to look
at the social system as a whole, including the elements of economic
interdependence and other social relationships which are less overtly
economic. Given some conflict and the fact that some element of 'cheating'
seems to be tolerated, there is strong evidence that an underlying consensus
exists about the value of forest protection. The initiation of protection in
1963, although apparently proposed and fostered by a few individuals,
seems to have achieved wide support and people speak proudly of the
effects of local efforts in recreating the forest.
The protection of Mahankal Ban has a religious element. The forest is
named after a deity and there is a small temple inside the forest. It is very
common in Nepal for small groves of forest to be protected around a
religious site, but such protection does not always (or often) extend beyond
the immediate vicinity. Thus, religious values can hardly be a sufficient
explanation for the wider protection, though they contribute to the ethic of
protection.
My interpretation is that, given the underlying conseasus (perhaps with

-
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an element of tolerance for necessary 'cheatrng'), people are so deeply
enmeshed in webs of social relationships that large-scale cheatmg would
be a very serious (possibly nearly unthinkable) step. Any individual is
linked to other vlllage residents by ties of b h i p (both descent and
rnmiage), by shared ritual obligations and concerns, and by a complex
variety of labour relations (patrondient ties, the need to obtain labour, the
need to obtain income). There are also relationships based on personal
&endship. In this context any serious breach of local norms has
potentially serious social and economic consequences for an individual.
Thls way of describing the situation mght be seen as implying that the
ixdvidual d o r m s to rules because threat of social exclusion acts as a
sort of an implicit indirect sanction. To some extent thls is true, but such
an interpretation distorts the situation by assuming that 'cheating' is
essentially more rational than conforming. It ignores the possibility that
conformity to values (which one shares) is quite a sensible dung to do in
such a system of interdependent relationships.
I do not wish to romanticise conformity by resorting to an abstract
notion of 'community'. What we have here is a notion of embedded social
relationships which is anythmg but an abstract ideal. There are clearly
many places where e&cbve common property resource management does
not exist, often, I would suggest, precisely because the combination of
shared norms about forest use and a high level of social interdependence is
not present.
There is a further sense in which romanticisation could be a risk and
this is in u n d e m t m a t q conflict and power. Clearly, in Archale, unequal
economic status and power play an important role (Fisher et al 1990). The
dominant group of Dulal Brahmins own relatively large areas of land with
comparatively large numbers of private trees. The huted access to the
forest assists 'them to command cheap labour... by providmg forest
products fiom their own land in exchange for labour' (Fisher et al 1990).
Three factors have been identified which enable them to encourage
~onforrnity:~
1.

2.

3.

As they are comparatively rich they place others in debt either by
providing loans or small gifts.
They act as brokers (interm-es)
between ~ g c r sand
officials/project people etc. To the extent that changes or bikas
[development] come to the village, it is credited to their power to
influence outsiders.
Because they are land-wealthy they provide labour opportunities.
Empluyment is implicitly conditional upon adherence to their
wishes (Fisher et a1 1990:45)
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Clearly this analysis shows that the socio-political relationships w i t h
tho village influence p p l c to conform. Thus, mnornic decision-malung
can be seen to be embedded in at least one form of social relations-that
is, patron4ient ties. Within this interpretation, it would be possible to see
the decision of an individual to conform to the rules as being based on a
calculation of economic self-interest, but only in a much broader sense
than is usually used by the game theorists. This, however, would be a
limited view because it ignores the evidence of a strong element of
consensus.
I would suggest, therefore, that in addition to the somewhat coercive
influences of the patron-client ties which exist in Archale, somehng else
must be at work and that this is the effect of interdependence in ritual,
social and economic relationships.
Conclusion
This analysis interprets human behaviour in common property
.management as an unsurprising outcome of social processes which are
well understood by anthropologists. It does so while avoiding heavily
functionalist and romanticised theories which ignore the importance of
conflict and, at the same time, avoiding the reductionist theories which
treat economic behavi~uras the sole concern of individuals in an atomistic
society.
In arguing, perhaps somewhat dramatically, that common property is
not a problem, I do not wish to suggest that common property management
is easy to implement. Rather, I am arguing that it is not difficult to
understand how it works, unless it is assumed that human beings behave
purely on the basis of calculations of narrowly economic self-interest. The
problem in understanding common property management lies in
abstracting it from its social context.
This argument has some practical and policy implications. Firstly,
efforts to set up new common property management systems are more
likely to be successful when they build on existing social relationships.
Secondly, it is important to recognise the need for external interventions to
include a process of consensus building rather than merely concentrating
on formation of new organizational structures such as committees.
It is surprising tliat antlrayologists have ignored the importance of
interdependence and embeddedness in describing cc)mmcn progerty forest
management systems in Nepal and that they seem to have accepted the
premises of the game theorists. Perhaps part of the explanation lies in the
nature of anthropological research on forestry in Nepal, where research
has been done largely through consultancies. The research agenda has been
largely set by the development agencies, which are, of course, dominated
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by eumomists. The mbeddahss of anthropological muuch in the
domhnt paradigm and institutions of development would be aa
hkmtmg topic for further mearch.
Notes
1 I would like to stress that this paper is only concemd with management of
forests by some sort of collective. It does not deal with management of private
forests.
2 Much of my account of indigenous systems of forest management arises
from work undertaken while I was working for the Nepal Australia Forestry
Project from (1987 to 1989) and previously published in a number of papers
(Fisher et a1 1990, Fisher 1989, 1991).
3 This report was first published in 1989 with a slightly diffimnt title. The
1990 version is cited as it is more accessible.
4 In the late 1980s there were attempts (by the Forest Department) to
recognise the system under the community forestry legislation. The negotiations
led to changes in the original system, including changes to the rules, use rights
and organizational features. The description in this paper deals with the period
predating this intervention. In the following discussion I will concentrate on
the primary users fkom Archale village (apart from the general description of
use rights). The extent to which the secondary users accept the legitimacy of the
system is not fully clear; nor is it clear to what extent they conform to the rules.
I simply do not have enough data to explore this meaningfully.
5 Hukum Bahadur Singh was primarily responsible for the insights that lead
to the analysis of the power relationships and their effect on conformity in
Archale. I am gratefid to him for h s subtle understanding of embeddedness.
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Historical Dynamics of Resource Degradation in the
Nepal Himalayas'
Om Gurung
Introduction
Natural resources, particularly forests and pastures, have been
decreasing and deteriorating in the Nepal I-hmalayas for decades, resulting
in many unintended and unanticipated environmental consequences. The
increasing rate of resource deterioration has not only threatened the
environmental balance and conservation of valuable natural species, but
the basic means of subsistence for the vast majority of the population.
Usually, the increasing rate of resource degradation in the Nepal
Himalayas is perceived as a result of poverty triggered by rapid population
increase (Eckholm 1976, Bishop 1990). In my paper, however, I will
examine the multiplicity of economic, political and cultural dynamics at
play in resource degradation from an ethno-historical perspective. It is my
argument that research on the multiple and complex variables at play over
a substantial historical period is essential if effective policy is to be
constructed, and few studies of thls sort exist on local regions in Nepal.
Explanations which focus on the cause-effect relations of population and
poverty throughout Nepal and outside of the specific conditions of specific
hilYmountain regions in Nepal are likely to lead to ineffective solutions. I
will focus particular attention on local cultural systems and socio-political
institutions that control resource management in village communities. My
research paper will also assess the effects of political centralization in the
history of Nepal on a local area. In short, the overall history has been
largely one of external disruptions of local control mechanisms. Hence,
resource degradation in the Nepal Himalayas should be analyzed and
understood in broad historical perspective.
Ethnographic and historical context of Nepal
Nepal is composed of numerous ethnic communities each with its
unique cultural system and socio-political institutions. Until recent
decades, communities regularly enjoyed relative autonomy and maintained
their own modes of life in which cultural systems and socio-political
institutions served as adaptive strategies to environmental conditions. For
instance, the Rais and Limbus of the Eastern hills of Nepal retained their
communal lands for years through the hpal system of land tenure. Under
this system, natural resources, such as lands and forests, were controlled
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communally by clans and distributed in accordance with Eamily
requirements (Regm~1971, Caplan 1970). Because domestic units held
only rights to use of lands, not ownership, land alienation to Avidual
households was impossible. This system helped the Rm and Lirnbu
communities maintain and regulate their relations with nature. On the one
side, this system guaranteed contmuous supplies of natural resources that
are essential for the subsistence economy of the local communities; on the
other, it constituted a mechmsm of social control to protect common
resources. Individual exploitation was kept in check and local resources
were protected from destruction by individual beneficiaries. This system
was not only equitable, but was based on a number of considerations, such
as family needs, communal responsibility, respect and welfare (Shrestha
1990). Under this system, each individual h l y could meet their basic
needs of timber, fodder and fuel-wood without destroying or degeneratmg
their resource bases. Communal ownership provided checks and balances
to prevent overharvesting by illegal means, such as stealing. It also
provided the local people with incentives and motivated them to protect
their resources.
More or less similar local control systems are reported still to be in
practice among the Gurungs and Magars of mid-west Nepal. These groups
of people have been controlling and managing their forest and pasture
resources communally through the generations with the help of traditional
riti thiti systems exercised through the council of village leaders known
as mukhiyrz's. Mukhiya's, or village leaders, often legitimated through local
social structures, were local political authorities who played key roles
historically in important domains of public activity. In local systems of
authority, village heads or mukhiya's were powefil in regard to village
activities, includmg forest and pasture management. On the day of Lohsar
(New Year Day) in the case of Gurungs aud Sri Paficami (one of the
Hindu fkstivals that Mls sometime during mid-February) in the case of
Magars, members of each household gathered at the house of the village
leader and made important decisions about communal activities, includmg
forest and pasture management. They collectively decided where to graze
cattle, where to collect fbelwood and fodder, and when to open and close
fences of forest and pasture lands. A few years ago, while I was engaged
in Development Project Evaluation and Resource Management studies in
Sikles 4 and Tara villages of mid-west Nepal, I was told by the village
people that for generations they have been managing forests and pastures
through various cultural strategies. Communal ownership and collective
use of lands and forests on rotational bases were reported as one of the
locally preferred management strategies in these communities. These
practices are considered effective, enduring and profitable. They protect
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natural resources from fragmentation resulting in degradation. Actor*
to this strategy, pasture lands are divided into many grazing zones to graze
different types of animals on a rotational basis. Thus, buffaloes are
relatively slow browsers and less adaptive to steeper areas than cows and
they are grazed separately on slope areas. T h ~ practice
s
has helped herders
provide fresh pasturage to each type of animal as well as prevent
deforestation and soil erosion caused by uninterrupted grazing. Similarly,
forests are divided into many parcels and used for timber, fuelwood and
fodder collection on a rotational basis. Those who violate the customary
rule are punished by the village leaders according to the socially approved
code of conduct. This type of practice has been historically effective for
decades in the management of natural resources at the local level (Gurung
1987).
Before the creation of the modem political nation-state in 1769, Nepal
was divided into many autonomous petty states often referred to as
principalities. With the conquest of Nuwakot in A.D. 1744 and
Kathmandu in A.D. 1769, Prithvi Narayan Shah (1722-1775), the King of
Gorkha, unified forty-seven of more than eighty autonomous petty states
to create what was to become Greater Nepal (Stiller 1973). Although
legitimated as an historical step in blocking the colonial expansion of
British-India toward Nepal, the process of unification intruded upon local
systems in significant ways and disrupted local resource management
strategies w i h Nepal. The indigenous pattens of communal life and
economy that existed in the hilVmountain regions were subjected to
penetration by dominant Hindu castes. On the one hand, the Gorkha rulers
promised to guarantee the customary rights and privileges of kipat or
communal forms of land tenure of many communities, on the other, hey
confiscated kipat or communal lands of fugitive people and granted them
to non-local settlers under other various forms of raikar, birta' and jcigir
tenure. Moreover, Gorkha rulers encouraged immigration of other
communities includmg people from Tibet and India to reclaim waste lands
and uncultivated kipat lands in many areas, even exempting taxes for four
years to new settlers. Under this policy influential high-caste groups
obtained large birta' and other forms of land holdings. The exploitative
feudal system (Bishop 1990) introduced by Shah rulers was further
consolidated by the Rana Prime Ministers beginning in A.D. 1846 with
Kunwar Jung Bahadur Rana and effectively continued until 1951. Like
their predecessors, the Rana rulers followed the policy of extraction and
repression rather than production. They regarded public resources, such as
lands and forests as profitable commodities. The commoditization of
natural resources, a central element of the great transformation to a market
economy, led to a further deterioration of forests as the Rana rulers and
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their relatives sold an immeasurable quantity of hard timber to British
India for the construction and expansion of railway lines to the Gangetic
plains of India.
The process of territorial unification and the formation of the political
nation-state benefited primarily highcaste Hindu people, a few mercantile
communities of Kathmandu valley, and some local and regonal political
elites. Since the extraction of taxes to support the ruling families and
military expenditures were the major policies of the government, more and
more lands of the hill people were converted into raikar. Moreover, the
government introduced many forms of compulsory labour obligations,
such as hulcik, rakam, jhara and bethi to construct palaces, temples,
bridges, roads, irrigation channels, transport military supplies and other
materials, reclaim waste land, and process and supply forest products. The
extraction of taxes and the introduction of compulsory labour services
placed a heavy burden on the hill population, particularly the peasantry,
resulting in progressive impoverishment of the local people (Regnu 1971).
Historically, when the state began to assume effective control over
community resources, local people found it difficult to sustain their
origlnal adaptive systems. They suffered demographic upheavals, resource
depletion, internal inequality and conflict, and increased pathologies. They
were often locked into grossly inequitable and discriminatory economic
relationships with the dominant state/society and they were reduced to
insecurity and poverty (Pradhan 1990). This created conditions of
underdevelopment resulting in poverty, inequality and exploitation that
further forced the marginal people to exploit common resources often
competitively and uninterruptedly. The environmental degradation in
Nepal is related integrally to these historical processes (Blsulue 1985).
The political consolidation of Nepal under a feudal regime through the
19th and early 20th centuries set the stages for other significant changes.
Beginning in 1943, an extensive land registration process started. The state
encouraged the conversion of waste land to taxable crop lands inhabited by
industrious but subsistence people. As a result, the dominant sections of
the population were able to acquire fertile agricultural lands and rich
forests in their names. This policy substantially aggravated the
deteriorating condition of resources. In 1957, remaining unregistered
public lands and forests were nationalized (Bajracharya 1983). This
process undermined villagers' social obligations, motivation and incentives
to protect communal resources. In 1968, all kpat lands were legally
converted into raikar. The government's policy of converting hpat lands
into raikar further accelerated the deteriorating conditions of local
resources, as many people in the hills could not register arable lands in
their names and they were forced to encroach further on forest areas.

As Regmi has mentioned, even after the political unification of Nepal,
local leaden or village headmen were entrusted with important
responsibilities until relatively recent times. Although the power of village
heads was undermined in the feudal state, they werelare the local judicial
authorities in many hill villages and werelare responsible for land
allocation and other village activities at local level. Community life
continued to be regulated by traditional customs and usages (Regmi 1971).
In 1961, when a political system called the Paficayat was introduced, the
dmhstrative power of traditional village heads was transferred to new
local officials known as Pradhh PaAca. This shift of admimstrative power
to PmWm PaAcas made traditional village heads and M t i o n a l systems
of control ineffective in important domains of public activity. These
traditional headmen, often legitimated through the positions they held in
local social structures of clans, lineages, and kin groups and assisted by
the members of the local village councils, played key roles in village
affairs. They served not only individual or community interests but a wide
array of interests of all village members irrespective of clan, lineage, kin
and caste. In local systems of authority, village heads were powerful in
regard to all village activities includmg forests and pasture management.
The introduction of the PaAcfiyat system hrther eroded villagers' incentive
to protect their forests and other local resources. The transformation of
authority also undermined the partly democratic local decision-making
process with regard to resource use and management. Thus, these
transformations created conditions for resource destruction.
Theoretical approaches to environmental degradation in Nepal
There are various theoretical approaches to explain the environmental
crisis in Nepal. Many of them share the common myth of population
growth resulting in poverty that has exerted pressure on common resources
(cf. Caplan 1970, Eckholrn 1976, Macfarlane 1976, Reiger 1978179,
Bishop 1990) thereby creating what is known as the tragedy of the
commons (Hardin 1968). These scholars argue that because of growing
population pressure, resources held in common are subject to destruction
as individuals maximize individual gain without bearing the cost.
However, the conventional theory of Himalayan resource degradation that
usually links population growth and poverty with deforestation, soil
erosion and landslide has been seriously questioned by P. Bladue (1985),
D. C. Pitt (1988), J. D. Ives and B. Messerli (1990) in recent decades.
These researchers have developed different approaches to development and
environmental management. They analyze the increasing population in an
historical and more socially complex manner than simply invoking
aggregate population parameters; for example they argue that family size
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reflects rational economic decisions. The cost-benefit ratio of extra
children is high for poor families in poor societies or societies where
resources are unequally distributed, because children contribute
economically in agricultural labour or the informal economy of the
household at an early age and continue to do so throughout their lives. Thc
environmental problems have then their origin in structural poverty among
the agrarian population (Blaikie 1985). The relationship between
population growth and resource destruction is subject to a great deal of
uncertainty (Pitt 1988). The point of analysis then should not focus on the
correlation between population and poverty, but rather on historical and
political economical variables that underlie reproductive choice (Hecht
1989). The economic and social logic of extra children suggests the
tragedy of the commons model is an oversimplification of complex
dynamics. To Ives and Messerli (1990), environmental problems are
rooted in a country's socioeconomic, particularly political framework.
Barry Commoner (1976) shares similar views. He writes that the
ecosystem has been disastrously affected by the faulty production
technology imposed upon it by an economic system for increased profit
rather than environmental compatibility or efficient use of resources.
Further, some scholars argue that environmental problems are c a d
by the introduction of new technologies that often upset the ecological
balance, because they allow for a much more rapid harvest of natural
resources (Burton 1986). For example, the introduction of the chain-saw
has linked the rural villages to market systems in many ways afFthe
stability and viability of local environment and society (I-hldyard 1987).
For others, energy crisis in rural areas and rural peoples' heavy
dependency on forests for fuelwoods have potentially devastated forests
resulting in environmental degradation (F.A.0.1 978). Fuelwoods used fbr
cooking, heating, lighting, and running local industries, such as bricksmoking, pottery-making, brewing and balung are conductive to
deforestation resulting in soil erosion, landslide, massive siltation,
draughts, floods, epidemics, seasonal famines and out-rnimon. Still,
there are others who argue that the deforestation is caused not by
fuelwoods but by food production. The clearance and conversion of forests
into agricultural lands to meet increasing food demands and pasture lands
to supply fodder for animals is the principal cause of deforestation in
Nepal (Bajracharya 1983).
Moreover, for the past few decades, the rapid and unplanned growth of
tourism has been an additional factor of resource degradation in the Nepal
Himalayas. Although tourism is usually analyzed from a market
perspective and its economic impacts appears positive most of the time,
nevertheless the social and environmental effects of tourism am most
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damaging and irreversible (Jefferies 1982, Coburn 1983). The open door
policy followed by Nepal after 1951 has attracted an unprecedented
number of foreign visitors each year. Anvlapurna Conservation Area
Project (ACAP) estimates that more than 25,000 foreign trekkers and
mountaineers a year travel in the Annapurna region, one of the most
exciting and easily accessible tourist areas in Nepal (Sherpa et a1 1989).
About the same or even greater number is reported from the Sagarmatha
region. Too many hotels have been built and too many safaris have been
permitted around the regions beyond their carrying capacities. The
construction of too many hotels has placed heavy pressure on forest
resources. Tourism has also spoilt the cultural and social environment of
the region by introducing new life-styles and wasteful consumption
patterns resulting in generation gaps and the breaking down of social
harmony. It has also affected traditional occupational structures in rural
societies. The social prestige associated with traditional occupations, such
as agriculture and animal husbandry is decreasing for the benefit of
employment in hotels and tourism sectors. It has commodltized local
resources by introducing a market economy. The tracfitional Gurung and
Sherpa hospitality has taken on a commercial dunension. Tourism has
provoked inflation of the local economy. As a result, it has been difficult
for the local people to cope with an Inflated economy. This makes it
inevitable for local people to over-exploit forest products for their
livelihood

'.

Suggested solutions
The arguments outlined above indicate multiple problems that demand
multiple solutions (Ives and Messerli 1990) to the tragedy of the
commons. The problems, however, are regarded as separate afflictions,
each to be solved in its own terms: the population problem by family
planning, deforestation by social forestry and energy crisis by finding new
sources of energy. These problems are grossly simplified and poorly
understood. Those who focus on a negative correlation between population
growth and environmental degradation suggest two solutions (1) control of
population growth; and (2) privatization or nationalization of public
resources to assure their proper management (Hardin 1968, Eckholm
1976, Vernon 1988). They argue that since resources are h t e and their
management has no technical solution, they could be managed efficiently
by internalizing costs through malung the public aspects of resources
private (Runge 1986). With property owned privately, an individual
maximizer will rationally manage resources at its best and highest use and
thus remain competitive within the market. They hrther assume that
markets are always the best means of allocating public resources and that
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competition necessarily leads to appropriate management. Others suggest
a variety of measures such as: an effective land-reform programme
(Blaikie 1985) to mitigate the accumulative possibilities of the dominant
classes, the redesign of the economic system (Commoner 1976), i. e. the
production, technology and distribution system, a hstribution of lands and
forest resources to individual users on a lease basis (Ives and Messerli
1990); social justice and political democracy (Hemngg 1990); joint or
collective ownership of public resources through property arrangement
(Acharya 1990); introduction of appropriate technology and the use of
alternate energies (F.A.O. 1978); the provisim of sufficient f d
(Bajracharya 1983), and community-forestry programmes (F.A.O. 1978,
Wallace 1983 Messerschmidt 1986, Arnold and Campbell 1986).
These studies provide suggestive information, but none of them
adequately addresses the complex social situation in the hills of Nepal.
With few exceptions, all these studies deal with macro-level analysis. A
population control and privatization of public resources model can neither
best serve the local interest nor collective goals. Empirical evidence from
several countries suggests that privatization is destructive to ecology since
it is driven by profit motives (Runge 1985). This model deprives the
disenfranchised and poor people of public resources and forces them to use
marginal resources. Such a model also overlooks local cultural systems
and social institutions that are closely associated with resource
management. In the same fishion, nationalization of forest resources does
aot necessarily overcome the problem of common property resource
management. For instance, alarmed by deforestation, the government of
Nepal nationalized all communal forests in 1957 A. D. But the result more
closely approximated the creation of de-factoopen access. Villagers whose
control of nearby forests had been removed often succumbed to the
temptation of possession by capture. The nationalization programme
undermined the local systems of authority. Further, it legally mitigated the
social obligations of village people for forest management. Deforestation
accelerated instead of decelerated. In the face of worsening conditions, the
government began to experiment in 1976 with the recreation of communal
property rights (Feeny 1990). The suggestions for the redesign of the
economic system, land reform, social justice and political democracy
appear quite progressive, yet they do not propose concrete methods of
implementation, The conservation of nature and the promotion of tourism
require that the basic needs of local people be fblfilled first: yet the
government is not able to provide by itself such needs without external
interference. Moreover, the introduction of appropriate technology and the
use of alternative energy sources have not proved successfbl because they
are neither culturally acceptable nor workable economically and

technically at community levels. Though community forestry has been
widely reported to be one of the most successfil development programmes
in Nepal, Bladue (1985) has convincingly argued that, on the contrary, it
has proven politically, culturally, ecologically and legally unsound. Thus,
these suggestive measures, such as technological change, substitution of
fuelwoods, and ecologically sensitive community forestry have only
marginal effects on the deforestation problem.
Apart from technical and economic constraints, Gilmour and Fisher
(1991) have identified two major problems associated with the community
forestry programme in Nepal; institutional incompatibility and conflicting
interests between the political arena and the bureaucracy. Nepal has
inherited a legacy of colonial-type administrative structures characterized
by a swollen bureaucracy encumbered with formalistic procedures and a
capacity to delay rather than e x p d t e both senice delivery and
programmeme implementation. The administrative bureaucracy based on a
multi-tiered topdown hierarchical model is often referred to as a machine
model structure (Bryant and Whlte 1982) and concentrates admmstrative
and financial resources at the centre, while the local organizations are
entrusted with responsibilities without authority. The blueprint approach
followed by Nepalese bureaucracy and its top-down decision-making
process often undermines local techcal, organizational and managerial
skills. This tendency inhibits effective transfer of authority to viable
village organizations (Gilmour and Fisher 1991). Also, implementation of
community forestry involves decision making at various levels. But at all
levels decisions are influenced by political and personal interests accordmg
to the participants' caste and class statuses. Additionally, the problem of
tenancy rights is associated with community forestry. Because of changing
state policies and regulations about forests and forest products, there is no
guaranteed assurance of tenancy rights even though people grow trees on
their private land. The government sometimes nationalizes the big trees
grown on private land, and sometimes even privatizes them. Moreover, the
bureaucracy lacks technically and behaviourally skilled manpower. Many
employees are often involved in briberies and other types of corrupt action.
They are not accountable by reference to their rights and duties. There is a
wide range of physical, social and cognitive gaps between the local people
and government personnel. Because the latter are status conscious and
ethnically prejudiced, they cannot adjust to the local environment. These
additional factors have directly contributed to the lirmted success of
community forestry in Nepal.
For the last few years, various development agencies (national,
binational, and multinational), such as Nepal-Australia Forestry Project,
King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, Annupuma
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Conservation Area Project, New Zealand Sagarmatha Project, have been
seelung to alleviate the environmental problems of the Nepal Himalayas.
Various schemes, such as the creation of national parks,* conservation of
nature and natural species, training and education programmes on resource
conservation and management have been initiated at the national level.
Although the initial phases of these programmes have enjoyed a great
success, the long-term results are Qfficult to p r d c t and quantify both
conceptually and practically. The first and most important reason for h s
is that these programmes are initiated, institutionalized, supported and
M e d by foreigndonor agencies, such as WWF, FAO, World Bank, and
UNDP. Therefore, the implementation of programmes has been entwined
in internal political issues at all stages of project design, implementation
and evaluation, and as a result, even the foreign advisors and researchers
often uncomfortably make positive recommendations for funding agencies
for both time extensions and area expansions of development projects. The
second reason is that more resources (time, energy and money) are
invested in physical infrastructure development and policy framework than
in actual development programmes of target groups (Blaikie 1985). Thus,
Nepal still remains a country over-advised and under-nourished
(Hancock 1989).
Possible solutions present severe difficulties (Herringg 1990) in a
country like Nepal where there are diverse socioeconomic settings.
Further, state politics and policies, poverty, population growth, national
and international politicoleconornic systems etc. pose additional problems
for those seeking effective solutions. These interrelated dynamics of
resource degradation in the Nepal Himalayas are highly complex. It is not
an isolated phenomenon. We cannot get anythmg fiom a one-to-one
relation or correlation between population and poverty; rather what is
required is a broader historical perspective in order to provide effective
solutions. In short, the whole range of degradation processes should be
analyzed and understood at several organizational levels in order to
provide effective solutions.
At the primary level, the ecological system that supports human life
and activity by providing resources should be analyzed and understood. At
the secondary level, the communities or people who make economic use of
natural resources, who possess cultural knowledge systems for their use,
and whose traditional social and political institutions serve as control
mechanisms for resource utilization and management should be
empowered for efficient management of resources. We can empower the
local communities and their institutions through educating and
disseminating environmental knowledge to local people and their leaders,
supporting and assisting their programmes, and promoting and

strengthening their institutional capacity (Uphoff 1986). Because the local
communities or people are not only a part of the problem, but are also a
part of the solution, they should be involved in all stages of planning,
decision-&g
process, benefit sharing, and implementing and evaluating
programmes. Local communities should be provided with jural-political
fonns through which they can continue to control and defend their
resources in the context of the wider nation-state. It can be done without
destroying or jeopardizing the local authority and the local system of
management.
Women and young children are responsible in our cultures for
collecting firewood and fodder, but they might not be aware of the kind of
irreversible ecological damage that their activities might cause.
Environmental ~nforrnationshould be disseminated to them through local
informal organizations and cooperative groups, such as Q'rn6toli (mothers'
group), nogar (labour-exchange cooperative group), and rodhin (youth
organization). They are indigenous forms of organization which do not
invoke powerful hierarchies of authority in order to accomplish their work.
Local legitimacy of these institutions derives from a structure which
guarantees that each member profits more or less equally from their
collective efforts (March and Taqqu 1986). These institutions are based
upon non-contractual impersonal obligations, responsibility and relations.
They are closer to intended beneficiaries than any other organizations
created by outsiders. People have considerable faith in these existing
institutions. They are compatible with the local situation and customary
relationships. Since these organizations play a major role in many
important domains of public life, they can also serve as environmental
counsellors in village society.
At the thlrd level, the regional, national and international political,
economic and historical processes should be analyzed and understood.
This chain of explanations that Blaikie (1985) calls Bottom-Up Approach
can provide better understanding of resource degradation in the Nepal
Himalayas. By studying this entire system we can propose an alternative
model that helps development planners and policy makers formulate future
plans, policies and facilitate actors to choose alternative courses of action
with regard to resource management.
Recapitulation
Let me summarize the main idea that I am trying to convey in thls
paper. My argument is that the degradation of natural resources in the
Nepal Himalayas is a result of historical processes (Bajracharya 1983,
Tucker 1987) accelerated by political transformations in recent decades. It
is not caused by a single factor, i.e. the population pressure, but by the
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interrelated dynamics of complex fictors deeply rooted in the country's
economic and political history. These facton have undenniaed the
historically effective local management systems that still continue to work,
though with reduced efficiency, in village society. Although these locally
diverse systems cannot be a universal prescription for resource
management problems, nevertheless, if they are analyzed and understood
in a broad historical perspective, they may provide better solutions to the
problems of resource degradation. Othenvise, every development effort
will merely be a futile ideal scheme, and resources will continue to
deteriorate until they finally disappear.

Notes
1 I prepared this paper in relation to my Ph D degree in anthropology from
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. I am deeply grateful to the Wenner-Gren
Foundation for Anthropological research, Cornell University and W i ~ 0 C k
International for the support they gave to my studies at Cornell. I am also
grateful to the Social Science Research Council, National Geographic Society,
World Wildlife Fund and the graduate School in Cornell University for the
support they gave to my fieldwork in both Bolivia and Nepal. My sincere thanks
are also due to Professor David Holmberg for his comments on an earlier draft
of this paper.
2 Kipat was communal land enjoyed by the Rai, Limbu, Tamang, Lepcha,
Sherpa, Sunwar, Danuwar and Majhi communities of Eastern and Western
Nepal on which the state did not levy taxes untd recent decades (Regrm 1971).
3 Riti and thiti are customary rules and regulations that work as moral binding
forces. There is a local saying that ritile bachnu thitile bachaunu, meaning live
and let live by the customary rules and regulations.
4 Sikles is one of the trachtional and extremely large (more than 600
households) Gurung villages that lies to the south of Annapurna and
Machapuchhre Himds. Gradually the village is loosing its cultural and natural
properties due to penetration of national and international forces.
5 Tara is one of the obscured parts of West Nepal. Due to difficult terrain it is
not accessible to outsiders. Fortunately, the Magars of Tara still do manage their
resources by themselves in their own ways and provide an excellent example of
a Community Resources Management System.
6 Raikar is land on which the state levies tax. Birta' and jdgir were lands
granted by the state rulers to the members of nobility, civil and military
officials, and other select groups in the society on which they depended for the
sustenance and continuance of their authority (Regmi 1971).
7 In Solukhumbu, Sherpa people who once heavily depended on a pastoral
economy supplemented by trans-Himalayan trade for their livelihood now
depend upon the sale of fuelwoods to the hotels for their subsistence (Jefferies
1982).

8 Since 1973, four National Parks (Royal Chitwan National Park, Sagarmatha
National Park,Langtang National Park and Rara National Park), three wildlife
conserves, and one Conservation Area Project in Annapurna Region have been
created in Nepal.
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People and Forests, Anthropologists and Foresters:
Recent Research at Nepal's Institute of Forestry
Donald A. Messerschmidt
The academic and the applied
Many of us, as anthropologists, have grown up in the age of
conventional descriptive and theoretical studies. Some of us still pursue
these approaches as 'academics', practicing our professional skills to
document and describe the intricacies of one or another edmc or caste
group and to forge new lrnks between the daily realities of local social
systems and the grander theoretical domains in which we write and publish
our results. What we write can usually be accessed 'on line' by computer
through any university library in the developed world. Because it is
accessible, it is often quoted and we sometimes find ourselves recognmd
for some fairly exotic and esoteric investigations.
Others of us have taken a slightly different road into 'applied'
anthropology, where we address our insights and apply standard
anthropological methods to more immediate and practical, i.e. less
academic, ends. What we do is equally descriptive, analyhcal and creative,
and I'll argue that it can be equally theoretical (if we allow it). Our most
important audiences are typically fkr removed from professional
colleagues at home. What we write more often appears in project reports,
plans and policy statements than in university libraries. It is written mostly
for developers and sometimes for and more &ely with local villagers
(there is not enough of the latter). It tends quickly to become part of the
so-called 'gray literature', and is easily lost in project files. It is usually
accessible only through personal contact with the author or the project
office, and then only while the project lasts (usually five years or less),
before the files are purged to make room for the next project.
If we need dichotomy, we can overgeneralize by saying that the
former-the academic approach-seems to have longer-lastmg qualities,
although its immdate utility may be limited or questionable; while the
latter-the applied-typically has some immediate relevance and utility,
but may be ephemeral and inaccessible in the long term. While such
dichotomies may be useful, they do not always fit reality very well. Some
of us, for example, can cl-im a stake on both roads.
There are definite traded% to both approaches. On the one hand, as
academics our insights are often inaccessible or lost to those who most
urgently need to know and use them in the host countries and villages of
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our sojourns and studies. On the other hand, as consultants and advisers
our insights may get put to good use locally and quickly (or not at all, as
the case may be!), but appear inaccessible to fellow academic
professionals because we tend to have little time to write and publish
beyond the development marketplace.
Should we be disappointed, then, to discover that what we take for
granted may be quite unknown or uninspiring to our academic colleagues,
or that the insights that we have generated, and the contributions to theory
and method that we have pioneered, may be unappreciated?
It is my aim in this paper to try to bring about a better understanding
between academic and applied anthropologists working in Nepal. More
specifically, I describe some aspects of a new double linkage--between the
applied and the academic, and between forestry and anthropology. By way
of example, I describe some recent research at Tribhuvan University's
Institute of Forestry. My main aim is to review some challenging 'new'
applications for anthropology in the field of natural resource management
and of social forestry in particular.
Forestry and natural resource management
It has taken anthropologists far too long to apply themselves to the
study of forestry and natural resources. Yet the range of possible topics,
all of them potentially as important to academic as to applied
anthropology, is most extensive indeed. The following is a select list that
irnmdately comes to mind:
forestry, includrng community (or social) forestry,
agroforestry, or f m forestry,
agriculture, including farming systems research,
livestock husbandry,
pasture management,
soil conservation and watershed management,
irrigation systems management,
wildlife management, and
park and protected area management.
Thls is truly a 'frontier'-like set of opportunities for enterprising and
creative anthropologists. Of the topics on thls list, anthropologists in Nepal
have paid the closest attention to forestry and social forestry. Agricultural
anthropology has also attracted a good deal of attention, though not so
much in Nepal as elsewhere (in Latin America, for example). In Nepal,
some of the more agricultural topics like farming systems research and
irrigation system studies tend to attract rural sociologists, agricultural
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ezaornists, and political scientists over anthropologists.

The impetw fbr anthropological fbrcstry in Nepal d a m to the late
1970s and 1980s, with the national legislation promoting the 'bandover' of
local forests to the people as 'community forestsY.lThe decade of the
1980s saw a number of donor agencies assisting His Majesty's
Govermnent to develop the slow process of turning national forests into
community forests. A more recent impetus for hdang social science with
forestry has come with the passage of the Master Plan for the Forestry
Sector, Nepal (Nepal 1989). The Master Plan sets the stage for forestry
development into the next century. Fully 46% of its budget and energies
are focussed on community and private forestry. In one stroke, so to say
(albeit in 13 cumbersome volumes), forestry is described as no longer the
private professional domain of the technical foresters: there is now
social foresters, i.e. social scientists,
room-indeed, a man&-for
especially anthropologists, to become involved.
Given the impetus for joining emthmpology and forestry (under 1978
forestry legislation which established community forestry), in the 1980s a
variety of reports were written for development projects and agencies
discussing approaches to community forestry and conservation planning.
A number of studies focussed on tracbtional forest management systems
and, more recently, on indigenous howledge of forest ecosystems. A
number of 'anthropological studies covering conservation themes, local
knowledge, and tmbtional systems of resource management have been
very recently published, or are being prepared by a new, small flock of
'resource-andcultureY~riented
anthropology researchers. Recently, too,
there have been a few studies involving anthropol~stsin the critique of
the Nepalese forest bureaucracy, policies, plans, management styles and
needs. (Selected titles are noted in the references at the end of this paper.)
It is interesting that as the appreciation for social forestry has grown,
professional foresters have begun to pay more attention to what we
anthropologists have to say. Some foresters have even struck out on their
own, without much if any training in the social sciences, enlisting our
insights and using our methods to enhance their own work with a better
understanding of what is going on in the forest, in social and cultural
terms2 This may imply that there are too few social scientists working in
forestry-which is true. There is also a certain insularity among technical
foresters, and a reluctance to invite non-biophysical scientists (llke cultural
anthropologists) to the table. Speaking personally, I have experienced the
down-side effects of this trend in my own ~ a r e e rBut
. ~ I have also pointed
out some of the positive aspects of this relationship between the hsciplines
in a piece on social forestry curriculum development in Asia
(Messerschmidt 1989).
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While the practice of community forestry largely involves sociological
strategies and perspectives, it is interesting to note that no social scientists
are employed as gazetted officers w i h n the forestry development corps.
This fact is clearly remgnised in the Master Plan, whose authors wrote
that:
There are only a few economists, and no anthropologists, sociologists or
socioeconomists [in the Ministry of Forests]. A few projects have an
overseas specialist in one of these fields, but their total number is grossly
inadequate. The success of community forestry depends on the
understanding and cooperation of the rural population... R&D involving
the "socialsciences" must be greatly expanded in support of community
forestry fieldwork and, since so little has been done so far, it is an aspect
of forestry research that must have [increased] priority (Nepal 1989:
v.8:2 1, 'Forestry Research Development Plan'. Emphasis added).
Note that even in the above statement the orientation is towards
villagers needing to understand foresters, not about the need for foresters
to understand and learn from villagers. The stated research priorities in the
plan lack much direction for encouraging sociological inputs.
Community forestry is, by definition, a fundamentally sociological
notion that is inextricably linked to the biophysical and the technical. It is
neither one nor the other, but both. Yet, the forestry establishment is so
protective of its turf that the usual first question and main criterion for
employment is whether the candidate is a forester or not. Those social
scientists who have made some impact on the forestry sector have done so
'through the back door', so to speak, on NGO and donor-funded projects,
often at the expatriate agencies' insistence. In other words, community
forestry and concern for the people-oriented nature of social forestry
development has come to Nepal despite government personnel practices,
not because of them.
Looking at natural resource studies, especially forestry, from an
anthropological perspective, I can identify at least four promising avenues
for both applied and academic research:

1. people's participation in natural resources development, including
gender and minority group issues,
2. forest management policy and practice,
3. indigenous lcnowledge of natural resources, and
4. traditional systems of organization for resource management.
Each of the four is now discussed highlighting certain anthropological
connections, with special attention to Nepal.
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1. People's participation in natural resources development, including
gender and minority group issues, especially in regard to 'user group
forestry' and 'communityforestry ', both of which are part of Nepal's
current move towards greater decentralization and the institutionalization
of local managerial authority in forestry.
There is a large literature on people's participation generally, and on
decentralized planning and management. Some of this literature has
anthropological leanings, but most of it is written and professed by
development economists, political scientists and management spec*.
These are topics that loom large in Nepal, and the opportunities are many
for anthropologists to take them on and to produce senunal studies of local
participation and the role of user groups, of community management of
forest resources, including women and minority involvement and of
decentralized planning and action, all within the context of an emerging
national democracy. So h r , however, these topics have lain virtually
untapped by anthropologists.

2. Forest management policy and practice, especially in relation to
national forest policy and practice, as well as (and perhaps in h a r e , more
so) with donor- and NGO-assisted forestry initiatives.
We have only just begun to tackle this topic as a legitimate domain of
anthropological forestry (Arnold and Campbell 1987, Burch and
Messerschmidt 1990, Campbell et al 1987, Gilmour and Fisher 1991,
Gilmour et al 1989). It involves carefilly documentmg and critically
assessing or analyzing the forestry bureaucracy itself, at various levels
from the centre (ministry and department levels) down to the regional,
district and rangers' beat levels. But, 'fbr the most part, we have little
access to this bureaucracy.
We have been aided in the study of the bureaucracy, however, by the
anthropological insights of several of our colleagues. Bista's treatise
(1991) on 'fatalism and development', for example, gives us an insightful
overview against which to examine the themes of Nepalese bureaucratic
culture (see also Macklane 1990, and Chapter 10 in Gllrnour and Fisher
1991). To date, however, nobody has attempted to describe and analyze
the forest bureaucracy in the same constructively critical way, for
example, that the anthropologist Judith Justice (1986) has done in her
study of Nepal's health bureaucracy and development.
3. Indigenous knowledge ofnatural resources, especially the critical need
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to document and use the rich knowledge that exists about local ecosystems
for locally appropriate operational planning and forest management, as
well as to district, regional, and national level policy, planning and
management. And, because we are not in the business of 'mining'
knowledge, it is critically important that we return local knowledge to the
people to help enable and empower them to adapt and respond to change.
Ethnoscience, or indigenous knowledge (IK), is one of the most
promising fields for anthropological forestry in Nepal, in all regions: the
high mountains, mid-hill and mid-montane valleys, in the Mahabharat and
Churia hills and forests, and across the entire Tarai and Inner Tarai (Dun
Valleys). Yet, it too remains virtually untapped. As well versed as many
anthropologists are in ethnoscience, especially indigenous knowledge of
botany (ethnobotany), we have tended, so far, to pay scant attention. Only
very recently have some studies of this domain come out in the literature;
much of it from foresters and social scientists working at the Institute of
Forestry (see Messerschmidt and Hammett 1993, Subedi et a1 1990 and
1993, Karki et a1 1993 and Saul in thls volume). Knowledge specific to
medicinal forest plants is perhaps the most well developed, by both
anthropologists and botanists (see Coburn 1984, DeCoursey n.d.,
Manandhar 1989, Miiller-Boker n.d., Nepal 1982a, 1982b, Pohle 1990,
Sacherer 1979, Toba 1975 and Acharya in this volume).
4. Traditional systems of organization for resource management,
especially as it relates to forests, forest resources and forest products.

Trdtiona.1 systems of organization (TSO) is a domain of considerable
interest, mostly from work conducted in the 1980s. Some of these studies
are difficult to find, however, being part of the elusive 'gray literature' of
projects long gone by (see Fisher 1989 and 1991 and Tamang 1989 for
overviews and critiques of specific titles).
One strong rationale for documenting TSOs in society in relation to
natural resources management is the potential payoff that the knowledge
and understandings of them have for incorporating local people, and using
their familiar social structures in resource management planning. One
theory of innovation in socio-cultural change says that where people see
something of themselves, their ideas, and their needs incorporated into
development and management plans they are more likely to take an active
interest in the action and to be accountable for the results (Barnett 1953).
The importance of this topic provides one of the strongest rationales for
engaging social scientists-especially anthropologists-on development
projects. The understanding and incorporation of local systems into
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development is one of the basic tenets of people's participation. It is also
often paired with the use of indigenous knowledge. Hence, this opportunity
and application articulates closely with the other three already discussed.
Given all these (and many other) enterprises at the juncture of
anthropology and forestry/natural resources, we come to the question of
how to institutionalize it in some sustainable way. Since 1989, faculty and
advisers at the Institute of Forestry have attempted to address thu critical
issue. As anyone who has ever been involved in the hkage of two
professional disciplines as disparate as anthropology and forestry will
know, the task is not easy. On the one hand, not many authropologists are
familiar enough with the science and jargon of forestry to talk
authoritatively and convinc~nglywith foresters. On the other hand, many
foresters are openly disdalnfU1 (and threatened) by the 'new' and
seemingly 'soft' approach of the soclal sciences. Nonetheless, the
professional barriers are gradually brealung down as anthropolopts learn
more about forestry and as foresters become more acquainted with and
convinced about what we do.
At the Institute of Forestry (IOF) the barriers have been broken in the
following four ways:
1. By supporting short and long-term faculty training at the juncture

behveen the social and the biophysical sciences-to enhance their ability to
teach social forestry to future generations of Nepali foresters.

2. By supporting student training in social forestry topics, both in the
classroom and in field exercises and practicals-in preparation for their
future careers in community forestry.
3. By supporting the creation of more appropriate curriculum
development which places social science and social forestry subjects on a
par with silviculture, forest mensuration, extension, dendrology and other
such 'pure' forestry subjects-to bring the institution into line with the
priorities of the forestry Master Plan and the needs of the nation. By
necessity, cumculum development also includes library resource
development.
4. By supporting the expansion and development of faculty research on
subjects new to foresters dealing with social and cultural factors in forest
management, using equally new methodologies-to better prepare M t y
for academic teaching and for innovative forestry applications.
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Recent social forestry research at the IOF
There is a strong realization among some forestry fhculty at the
institute of Forestry (IOF) that they must become better prepared in
appropriate and current methodologies for doing community forestry. T ~ N
requires doing research on relevant social forestry topics, using
appropriate and easily transferable methodologies. Many faculty members
want to be able to publish professionally, both as academics and as
applied foresters, and to teach their students methodologies which are
directly relevant, practical, readily adaptable and usefbl under isolated
field conditions.
For these reasons, IOF Project advisers, faculty and consultants fiom
other projects have been working together on the identification of relevant
social forestry research topics, appropriate sites for research and training,
and easily adaptable methodologies like rapid and participatory
appraisal. Rapid appraisal is now corning into its own as a process and a
set of tools appropriate to social forestry (Bruce 1989, Molnar 1984,
Messerschmidt 1991).
To conclude the paper, I describe below four examples of recent and
ongoing research activity at the IOF II.&UI~ anthropologically-oriented
methods with practical forestry research. These examples reflect some of
the flavour of the changes now takmg place in social forestry research and
teaching. One is through the use of rapid appraisal methodologies, which
are heavily dependent on linking ethnographic methods and perspectives to
forestry and natural resource management. Since it is not our intent to turn
foresters into anthropologists, rapid appraisal has been used to help create
sociological sensitivity and to collect relevant and useful data in the
villages and forests of Nepal. We recognize its limitations (it is only a
'starter research', for example), but we also recognize its usefulness in
bridging the sciences and in bringing foresters that much closer to
anthropology.
Examples of social forestry research using rapid appraisal
at the IOF
In the following examples, I have organized the information around
several key points: main topic, associated topics, methods, discussion,
applications, affiliations, and reports and publications. In the interest of
brevity, these points are kept short. Also for reasons of space, the various
sponsorships, affiliations and assistance fiom many international and
national agencies operating in Nepal, are not listed, although their
importance is acknowledged.
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No.1: Rural appraisal research training

Main Topic:
Training for Institute of Forestry W t y in rapid a p p d (RA) and
participatory appraisal (PA) techques for application to sad
forestry research and training.
Associated Topics:
Curriculum development at the IOF.
Organization of the IOF interdisciphary 'Social Forestry Systems
Study Group', to enhance research and tmnmg in community forestry.
Identification of 'Social Forestry Demonstration Sites' in association
with or for use by IOF faculty and students.
Preparation of ongoing research and development contract and grant
proposals to interested hnding agencies.
Methods :
Rapid appraisal (RA) and rapid dugnostic tools (RDTs), incorporatq
ethnographic and forestry research and methodologies for forestry
development fieldwork.
Discussion:
The purpose of thls training is to equip forestry researchers of Nepal
(and the South and Southeast Asian region) with practical and appropriate!
tools in support of advanced research in social forestry. One outstandmg
purpose of the rapid appraisal (RA) training at Khon Kaen University,
which several faculty at IOF have attended, is to develop centres of
expertise in Asian countries out of which the RA techniques can be applied
to policy research and to further training of foresters and natural resource
management specialists.
Applications:
Research and development in social forestry.
Training, specifically at the pre-service level (at the IOF) and for inservice (within Nepal's Department of Forests and on projects).
Advising foresters and natural resource managers on innovative
methods for application to participatory and user-group oriented
development fieldwork.
Reports and Publications:
Rayachhetri et a1 1989, Metz 1991, Messerschmidt 1991, MesserschmiQ
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and Richard 1994, Fisher 1993, Karki et a1 1993, Shrestha et a1 n. d.
No.2: A study of wood-energy flows at Pokhara, Nepal
Main Topic:
A systems analysis of woodenergy flows in a rural town and its
hinterland.
Associated Topics:
Indigenous knowledge (TK) of natural resources.
Traditional systems of organization (TSO) for wood-resource
extraction and distribution.
Micro-economics and economic strategies re: wood-energy extraction,
distribution (transport) and use.
Methods:
Rapid appraisal (RA), following the model pioneered by researchers at
Khon Kaen University, Thailand, incorporating ethnographic, socioeconomic and forestry research methodologies.
Applications:
Advising forestry authorities on policy and planning issues re: woodenergy extraction patterns, consumer demand and utilization.
Regional wood energy development policy and planning.
Curriculum development at the Institute of Forestry.
Supplementary materials development for in-service training.
Research methods training and development.
Discussion:
This study was conducted in the Pokhara area (Kaslu District, central
Nepal) following an intensive six-week training program at Khon Kaen
University, Thailand. The IOF faculty team included a forest hydrologist,
a general forester, and a statistician, and was assisted for short periods by
a forest-management specialist, a resource economist, a botanist, and a
rural sociologist (all IOF faculty members), and two senior development
anthropologists (professional consultant-trainers). The RA methods
followed the Khon Kaen University model (Grandstaff and Messerschrnidt
n.d., Khon Kaen University 1987, Panya, Lovelace et a1 1988).
This study concentrated on (a) the role of local wood-energy
entrepreneurs, (b) the acquisition and extraction of wood (from
government forest, commons and private sources), including charcoal as a
by-product and the use of commercial and industrial residues, (c) the
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transformation of woodenergy resources (especially charcoal) into usable
products, (d) the transport and distribution of wood-energy renourcea
(within and between villages and urban areas, as well as their intra-town
and intra-regional distribution), and (e) the utilization of wood fuel (for
household cooking; commercial, industrial and manufacturing uses; social
and ceremonial uses; and others, including adjustments made by users and
of stove types).
Reports and Publications:
Balla et a1 1990, 1991.
No.3: Studies of tenure on land, trees and forests, Nepal

Main Topic:
Tree and land tenure in the Tarai and Churia fills of eastern Nepal
(districts of Siraha, Saptari and Udayapur).
Associated Topics:
Traditional systems of organization (TSO) for resource planrung,
management and utilization.
Subsistence and survival strategies in the face of poverty, landlessness
and treelessness.
Socioeconomic aspects of major and minor (timber and nonotimber)
forest management, extraction and utilization.
Methods:
Rapid and participatory appraisal, incorporatmg ethnographic and
forestry research techniques.
Applications :
Advising local and regional forestry projects on development planning,
training and further research.
Advising regional and national community forestry and resource
management policy, planning and training.
Advising on improvements to forest and land use policy in general.
Advising on alternative forest and non-forest product employment and
income generating strategies.
Curriculum materials development for pre-service and in-service
training of professional foresters and natural resource managers.
Research methods training and development, generally.
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Discussion :
Two research projects are described here. One was contracted to the
IOF by FA0 and the Swedish International Development Authority
(SIDA). Another was contracted through the Nepal-German Churia Forest
Development Project (ChFDP) under auspices of GTZ, (Deutsche
Gesellschaft fir Technische Zusamrnenarbeit).
The first of these (Subedl et al 1993) was based mostly in the Tarai
districts of Siraha and Saptari, and dealt with tree and land tenure. It
examined both the rule of law (niyam, Nepali) and local customary
practices (chalan). Tenure regimes were lumped into three categories
(after Bruce 1989): private holdings, commons and government reserve.
The latter covers the Churia Forest, while the other two deal with village
private and communal lands and landed resources (e.g., private trees,
community forests, ponds, etc.).
The second study (Karki et al) was focussed mostly on the Churia
Forest of northern Saptari and Siraha Districts, as well as on the Churia
Forest of the Inner Tarai (Dun Valley) district of Udayapur. This study
augments the first study in several important ways, but principally by
more narrowly focussing the research on the forest proper (and not so
much ofi land and tree tenures in villages of the Tarai plains).
Both studies were used to train IOF faculty in rapid appraisal
techniques. In the first study, the funding agencies (FA0 and SIDA)
specifically requested the research team to critique the applicability and
usefulness of understanding tree tenure using rapid appraisal techniques
developed by John Bruce (1989).
Both studies generated a rich corpus of indigenous knowledge through
the collection and preliminary analysis of ethnobotanical data. The
findings of both studies are being used in the new community forestry
curriculum at the Institute of Forestry.
Reports and Publications
Subedi et al 1990, 1993, Karki et a1 1993.
No.4: Research on forest-user groups in rural Nepal
Main Topic:
Forest user group mobilization and factors in their success or failure.
Associated Topics:
Local user perspectives on user group management.
Local user perspectives on government, donor agency and NGO
involvement.
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The Department of Forests' roles in local user group formation and
support.
Donor agency and NGO approaches to local user group formation and
support.
Indigenous knowledge of forest resources.
Traditional systems of forest resource management.
Forest user groups as a venue for participatory democracy in action.

Methods:
Rapid and participatory appraisal, using an interdisciplinary research
team consisting of two foresters, a watershed and range management
specialist, a rural sociologist/agriculturalistand an anthropologist. The
team consisted of one woman and four men.
Applications:
Curriculum materials development focussing on case examples,
insights and methodology.
Advising the Department of Forests officers and rangers on user group
development.
Advising donor agencies, NGO and project field staff on user group
development.
Training IOF faculty in rural appraisal methods.
Discussion:
The research team visited over twenty community forest user groups in
six districts (Dang and Salyan, in the Mid-Western Development Region;
Kaski, Myagdi and Manang, in the Western Development Region; and
Dhading in the Central Development Region), augmented by interviews
and secondary source materials involving other districts and all regions of
Nepal. The research team interviewed the staff of the following forestry
development projects, representing the five development regions: Rapti
Integrated Rural Development Project, Nepal-Australia Community
Forestry Project, Integregated Hills Rural Development Project, Khosi
mils Integrated Rural Development Project, CARE/Nepalts Begnas
Tal/Rupa Tal Development Project, and Dang Development Project,
Coppice Reforestation Project, Annapurna Conservation Area Project and
Lumle Agricultural Center. Interviews were also conducted with
Department of Forests' staff, including Regional Forest Officers (RFOs),
District Forest Officers (DFOs), rangers and other field workers.
The main objectives of the study were to:
Visit community forest-user group sites and study procedures and
processes of user group mobilization, organization and support.
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Identify indicators of 'success' in various contexts.
Provide findings of fact and recommendations to guide future forest
user-group development by government field foresters, project staff and
NGOs.
Provide materials from the studies for cumculum development at the
IOF and for in-service training in departments of the Ministry of
Forests and Environment.
More specifically, the team sought to identify factors of costefectiveness, replicability and sustainability of community forest user
groups.
Tentative findings were presented at an international conference on
community forestry sponsored by the International Centre for Integrated
Mountain Development in Kathmandu (ICIMOD 992, Messerschmidt et a1
1992), in the form of 22 tentative or working hypotheses about 'what
works and why'. The hypotheses were divided into four types, according
to institutional and legal indicators (regarding the influence of the outside
agencies involved), technical indicators (regardmg biophysical variables
and skilled or scientifically informed management of forests), social
indicators (regardmg community characteristics), and economic
indicators (regardmg market influences and benefit-sharing).
The research findings have a great deal to say about local and sponsor
motivation, the role of 'incentives' and inside and outside support, the
importance of indigenous or pre-existing resource management
organization (TSOs), the role of local leadership, the relationship between
the 'maturity' of the natural resource (forest) and the 'maturity' of the
user-group itself, and the important roles of women and minority groups in
a community of users. Above all, the data indicate a high level of local
resolve and ability to manage and utilize community forests effectively.

Reports and publications:
Messerschmidt et a1 1992, Messerschmidt and Richard 1994.
Conclusions
These four examples of modem forestry research and its application to
natural resource development and community forestry training are
revealing of the tremendous potential, here realized, of combining a natural
science-forestry, with a social science-anthropology. On the forestry
side, thls innovative work has successfilly introduced technical specialists,
teachers and students at Nepal's Institute of Forestry (IOF) to the
importance of social science perspectives in their work, and forest
managers to the importance of understandmg indigenous knowledge (IK)
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and traditional systems of organization (TSO)in development pi-,
On the'social side, it has allowed anthropologiets to apply some of their
most powefil research tools and intellectual insights to the study of
natural resource management issues in villages, and has opened up new
vistas for anthropological theory and practice generally.
The issue is no longer of bridging the (false) dichotomy between the
academic and the applied, but of fitting social science theory and practice
to the practicalities of forest management and natural resource
development. Since these studies were conducted, the IOF faculty has
developed an entirely new and expanded curriculum to address community
forestry issues integrating social science concepts and methods (Morrison
et a1 1994, B u f h and Karki 1994). These studies now form part of the
case-study materials and experience necessary to assure a more
constructive approach to achieving the major challenge of the forestry
Master Plan, directly addressing some of the principal concerns of Nepal's
pioneering community and private forestry initiatives.

Notes
1 The history of community forestry in Nepal is discussed in several places.
See: Arnold and Campbell (1986), Gilmour, k n g and Hobley (1989) and
Gilmour and Fisher (1991).
2 Perhaps the best known of these in Nepal is the District Forest Ofticer
Jagdish Baral, who has published several stubes based on his observations of
forest management in the hinterland of western Nepal, and advising technical
forest development agents how to learn and utilize local indgenous knowledge
and traditional systems of forest management to do a better job. See Baral 1991,
Baral and Lamsal 1991. In this regard, it is encouraging to note the use of many
social science references in articles by Nepalese foresters contributing to the
recent Second National Community Forestry Workshop (Bank Janahri 1993).
3 For a mild example, see critical forester correspondence in reaction to my
article 'What is a Tree?' (Messerschmidt 1990).
4 There is a fifth area to wluch anthropologists of forestry should also take
note- pedagogical approaches to forestry education and training. There is great
scope for study and practice here for both applied and education
anthropologsts, especially in terms of the issues of crossdisciplinary and crosscultural education, and for the reorientation of conventional foresters to
community foresters.
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Management of Natural Resources Among the
Kulunge Rai of Eastern Nepal
Tore Nesheim
I shall in this paper address the issue of management of common
property resources among the Kulunge Rai of eastern Nepal. The Kulunge
Rai exploit a wide range of natural resources, through cultivation, ammid
husbandry and utilization of forest products. The question is, to what
extent is this exploitation managed or not. By managed utilization of
natural resources I refer to a situation where social units (e.g. households,
user groups, villages, etc.) not only harvest nature to satisfjr their
individual needs or objectives, but they also take action to prevent
depletion of these resources, or even to increase the capacity of these
resources to satis@ their needs. If a number of households exploit common
forest resources independently for their individual objectives, t h s land is
not communally managed. It is then the individual users' objectives that
determine the rate of exploitation rather than the overall objectives of the
total number of users. This need not constitute any problem as long as the
rate of exploitation is less than the rate of regeneration. The critical issues
in this context are; a) demographic growth among the number of users;
and b) the varieties of objectives satisfied through exploitation of forest
products. It is when forest offtake exceeds forest regeneration that resource
utilization becomes unsustainable.
Empirically, we h o w that such unsustainable processes do occur, and
it is the conditions which underlie such trends that Hardin tries to capture
with the phrase 'Tragedy of the Commons' (Hardin and Baden 1977). As I
understand him he does not imply that it is impossible for a collectivity of
users to manage common resources, in fact there are many examples of
this being possible, e.g. the management of Norwegian common forest.
But, as Hardin says, such management cannot be built on individual
households assumed responsibility in resource management. This
responsibility must be anchored in specific social arrangements with the
capacity to enforce restrictions on the individual's utilization of the
common resources.
When I first decided to work in Nepal I had two fields of interest:
human ecology and development work. Thus I decided to do fieldwork
within the area of a development project. CARE, an international
development organization is implementing a community development
project in Solukhumbu, eastern Nepal. The project assists communities in
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forestry, agriculture, community organization, drinking water supply and
bridge construction. Here I will only focus on their impact on forest and
forest management. I stayed in Bung, one of the Kulunge Rai villages in
the area. The Kulunge Rai can be described as occupants of an agropastoral niche, but as in the case of most of the hill populations of Nepal
we will see that they are also dependent on other income sources. In
addition to constraints set by the natural environment their niche is
influenced by socio-cultural factors, e.g. rights in different kinds of
resources, the politico-economic maintenance of these rights, demographic
and market relations, etc.

The agro-pastoral adaptation
The population of Bung is approximately 99% Rai. There are more
than 300 households in the village; only two of which are from another
ethmc group (or caste), namely Kami (blacksmith). The village is situated
on a steep hill-side at an altitude varying from 1400 to 1800 metres. It is
five days walking to the nearest motorable road so this is a remote area,
even for Nepal.
In Bung the two most important crops are maize and millet. On
irrigated land potato and maize are inter-cropped from February, and after
harvesting potato in the beginning of the monsoon, rice is transplanted into
the maize fields. A similar cropping pattern is used on rain-fed land, but
millet is transplanted instead of rice. Common for these two cropping
patterns are the large amount of time and hard work spent transplanting
rice and millet during the early phase of the monsoon. Management of the
work force will be directed towards having as many as possible of the
household members in the village at that time. A third cropping pattern is
used in the higher areas in the village. Here the most important crops are
buckwheat, barley, wheat and potato. They have different seasons, so there
is much more flexibility in terms of management of the work-force. Larger
animals stay for up to nine months of the year in pasture areas or remote
fields outside the village. This means that the households will have to have
someone almost permanently engaged in looking after animals.
The forest supplies a number of major resources. Collection of wild
foods for human consumption have some importance, and as a source for
animal food it is very important. Leaves are used in compost and as
fodder, and make up a significant part of the animal diet. There are some
privately owned fodder trees growing within the village but far from
enough to cover the need, so most of it is collected from the forest. The
forest also supplies the village with building materials, and last but not
least, with firewood. The basis for the agro-pastoral adaptation depends on
the management of these resources.
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Management of communal resources
Ever since the last areas of kip! land were converted to raikar tenure
cultivated land has been privately owned. h4anagement of legally &
locally achowledged private property is excluded from my discussion.
Pasture and forest are still to a large extent considered common property
(as if the kipat-system still existed) but as I will show, this is also
changing. Regardmg rights to communal resources, like forest, it is
particularly membership in a clan, and also to some extent membership in
a sub-tribe, that is relevant. The Rais are divided into many different tribes
(e.g. Kulunge, Thulunge and Bantawa), the tribes are divided into subtribes (e.g. Kulunge (proper), Namlunge and Pehunge), sub-tribes are
divided into branches (e.g. Chemsi and Tamsi), and the latter are divided
into clans (e.g. Tomocha, Timra and Wadiri).= After the introduction of
the panchayat-systeq3 membership in a ward could in some cases give
use-rights in forests.
At the beginning of my fieldwork I was very confused concerning rights
in forest. This, I believe, is because there have for some time been changes
in management systems. I did my fieldwork in 1991, after the revolution
that abandoned the panchayat system, but before the new political system
had been introduced on village level. It was also ddlicult to obtain reliable
information on the use of forest since the villagers' practice very often is
not in accordance with Nepalese law. The forests were nationalized in
1957 and since then people have to have permission from the forest office
to fell living trees. Subsequent forest legislation has changed the directives
of this 1957 Act, e.g. the National Forestry Plan in 1976. The latter and
later Acts gave the Panchayats the possibility of converting nationalized
forest into 'Panchayat Forest' the use of which should be controlled by the
village Panchayats. However, very little forest was in fsct converted to
'Panchayat Forest'; in Bung there are no such forests. Plans that involved
even more decentralized forest management were developed in the late
eighties but were only implemented after the 1990 revolution. But thus far
it would seem that the legal aspect has had very little influence on local
management practices-possibly because governmental presence is very
low in this area and also due to lack of understandmg of government
legislation. However, I had the opportunity to observe some local reactions
to recent legislative changes during a short visit to the village in August
1992. In what follows I will focus on the local conceptdmtion of forest
and forest management.
All of the Kulunge Rai clans have their own forest resources and until
no more than a few decades ago clans members controlled access to such
resources. This must be what the anthropologist Charles McDougal
described after having carried out fieldwork in a neighbouring Kulunge
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Rai village in 1964/65:
The Rais of Kulung have their own indigenous system of forest
conservation. The indiscriminate felling of trees is not permitted.
Although anyone resident in the locality may collect dry wood for fuel on
land held by any local clan group in order to fell a living tree--either for
construction timber or to cut and dry for fuel-it is necessary to obtain
permission from the headman of the local clan group on whose land the
tree stands, and pay a fee of Rs.2 for each tree (McDougal 1979:49).
Everyone I mentioned the 'McDougal-system' to, includmg headmen of
the local clan groups, denied that this was the present system. Some say
that this was how they did it in the past, but that it was only a symbolic
act. If one wanted to cut down a tree then one would bring a bottle of
liquor to the headman to obtain permission. The headman, or ta'lukda'r,
would not refuse. It is quite possible that a bottle of liquor was worth two
rupees 25 years ago. Today, they say that one is not supposed to cut too
many trees, but no one could really say how much too many is, nor how to
ensure that people don't cut toomuch
I identified several 'types' of forest used by the Kulunge sub-tribe in
Bung. Some forests are referred to as waDa' bon (ward forest 4). This
signifies that only members of that particular geographical unit can use
t h ~ sforest. Once a year a ward meeting was held to decide how to use the
forest. All the households in the ward had the right to send a representative
to the meeting, but as in most matters there was an informal group of men
who made the decisions. Lately this has not been working properly and
there is almost no control on the use of these forests. Some villagers said
that they stopped paying attention to the meetings years ago, others claim
that the problems are more recent and connected with the fall of the
Panchayat system.
Is it possible to say that the Panchayat system was a social
arrangement which prevented individual exploitation of at least some of the
forests? I believe that it was the ward as a territorial unit, more than the
ward as a political body, that tried to manage forest utilization, though
there is evidence that members found it difficult to enforce their decisions.
In one of the wards there is a forest that originally was registered in the
name of three members of the Tomocha clan. A few years after the
registration the forest burned. Later, when the forest regenerated, people
became interested in the area again. The Tomocha clan tried to keep it for
themselves, but other villagers threatened to tell the government about the
forest, which is falsely registered as cultivated land. Eight years ago the
ward members decided to divide it among their five constituent clans. The
forest of each clan was soon further sub-divided into individually managed
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household shares. All of the origmal forest is still officially registered in
the name of the same three men, though governmental tax, b a d on the
Mse assumption that the area is cultivated, is collected from all tht
households.
When, as in the above case, clan forests are sub-divided into
individually managed household shares, clan members can no longer cut
trees wherever they want to, but can only use their own individual shares.
These patches of forest are treated locally as if they were private, even
though legally they are not. All the separate households get equal shares,
which means that over time different demographic developments in
different households will produce variations in access to forest resources.
The Pelmunge Rai, another sub-tribe in the area, do it differently. Here
all the households have equal rights in all the forests and they have
meetings twice a year to decide how to use their forest resources.
Enforcing the decisions seems to be a problem, and I have contradictory
information as to whether or not the decisions of the meeting are respected.
As fhr as I could determine there was no discussion of dvidmg the forest.
One reason for this could be that the Pelmunge Rai own substantdly more
forest than the Kulunge Rai, so the pressure on forest resources is not very
noticeable yet.
Dividing communal forest into individually managed household shares
might be considered to be an adaptive response to pressure on resources.
The Kulunge Rsu's hlure to manage their forest resources might be a new
phenomenon due to a power vacuum after the revolution, but I believe that
it has always been organizationally difficult for them to coordinate the way
a multitude of independent households exploit communal forest resources.
It is possible that my understandmg of the political aspect of forest
management would have been different had I done fieldwork during the
Panchayat period, but I believe that the village panchayat was never very
strong and that the formal nationalization of the forest in 1957 and the
subsequent Forest Acts have had almost no impact on management
practices. So why is it so d~fficultto make collective decisions about the
use of forest resources?
I found that most aspects of village life are concentrated on the
autonomous households. This is reflected in the urge to set up separate
households as soon as possible after marriage. Nuclear family households
are the norm as well as statistically most frequent. After separating from
the fhther, the son is economically independent. No further co-operation is
required even though it is quite common for fathers and sons to be
involved in labour exchange. Apart from utilizing common resources I
could only see that the clans were important for marriage. The clans are
exogamous, but one is free to marry a member of any other clan. A
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person's network is individually built and to a very small extent defined by
prescribed statuses. One decides for oneself whether or not to co-operate
with relatives. Work parties often consist of only neighbours and mends.
People participate in each others rituals on the basis of personal
relationships.
What about the leaders of the local clan groups, the ta'lukda'rs? Charles
McDougal claimed that they were traditional leaders who were given the
power by the government tcj collect tax from their clan members. My
information indicates that there were no clan leaders before they were
given these powers approximately 50 years ago. There might have been
leaders with 'Big Man' qualities, but no formal leadership. If this is
correct, it would mean that there were no institutions on the clan level to
manage clan kipat (i.e. communal clan land). However, now the tcilukda'rs
are only tax collectors for the government-apart from that they have no
authority. The ta'lukda'rs will soon be replaced as tax collectors, possibly
after the completion of the corning cadastral survey for Solukhumbu
District.
Collective decisions are being made on an 'ad hoc' basis, and it is
important to reach consensus. I will give one example. Two clans, Timra
and Wadiri, own a forest together. Last year they decided to divide it into
two equal shares. They only managed to divide parts of the forest, and thls
year they wanted to do the rest. A time for a meeting was set, though
before the meeting was to take place there were rumours that Wadiri was
unsatisfied with last years decision and wanted to redo the division. I
attended the meeting but few people came. Thus the meeting was
rescheduled, but the same thing happened the second time. The third time
more people came, and the discussion started. They decided to redistribute
the whole forest again, but this time into household shares. It was
important for everyone to agree on h s , or else they could not do it. After
the meeting some of the younger participants set off into the forest to start
the time-consuming task of measuring up the shares. A few days later,
before the work was completed, two old men who had not attended the
meeting loudly showed their disagreement with the decision. There was no
longer any consensus. The whole thing was called off, and they are going
to try again next year. All the participants at the meeting had a say in thls,
even though the words of respected men carried more weight. The
ta'luk&rs played no special role.
'The Tragedy of the Commons' is used by Hardin to describe a
situation that might occur when people exploit a common resource. One
example of a 'PP-CC Game' (Communal Cost-Private Profit) is when it is
rational for a herd owner to invest in one extra animal, and let it graze on
communal pasture, because he gets the profit from the extra animal, while
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the cost of over-grazing is shared by everyone. This can be wad fo
illustrate the situation in Bung. It might be rational h r the individual to
take as many trets as possible became he gets the profit, while tttc cost of
deforestation is canied by all the users. 'Ibis is perceived by many of h
villagers, but of course articulated in a diffcrmt manner. D i w h g &
forest into household sham is their way of t y u g to solve
problem,
i.e. in this case privatization is part of tbe e e n o u s knowledge of how to
cope with stress.
I will give two examples that will give some idea of how some of tbe
villagers perceive the problems of managing common property. One man
told me this story:
If someone goes into the forest and sees someone else felling a tree, he

might say: 'Why are you felling that tree? You know you are not allowed
to do that.' Then the other one might reply: 'Why are you making so
much fuss about it? You are here for the same purpose, aren't you?' And
he is right, you know.
The other example is related to the joint Wadin-Timra forest. I asked a
Timra-man why he wanted to divide the forest into household shares, and
he told me this story:
Suppose that a Timra-man sees a Wadri-man felling a tree in our forest
he might tell that man that he should not do that. The Wadiri-man could
then tell the Timra-man that it is not any of his business because it is a
Wadiri-tree. Then suppose the Timra-man sees another Timra-man
felling a tree, the other Timra-man could tell him not to wony because it
is a Wadiri-tree.
My point is that even though the problem has been identified by the local
users they are unable to restrict the quantitative individual exploitation of
the common property.
Secondary economic activities
Among the Kulunge R ~ all
I sons have the right to land, and because of
this the farms are getting smaller. Today there are few households with
sufficient land and most have to have extra income in order to stay
economically viable. A common way of solving this problem is
sharecropping, which more than half of the households in my survey
practice. A lot of the households are engaged in middleman trade between
roadheads to the south and remote mountain areas to the north. Some
households with very little land may have someone almost continuously
engaged in this trade, Note that the agricultural cycle permits part of the
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labow force to leave the village most parts of the year, except during the
early stagts of the monsoon.'Half of the households earn extra income this
way. Some of the villagers work as porters for tourists. This, as in the case
of mdmg trips, is hard work, but the pay is better. It is ddficult to get
these jobs, so even though they are preferred only 20% of the households
have regular income fiom portering.
It is also quite common for men and women to leave the valley to work
somewhere else for shorter or longer periods. Lately many villagers have
been engaged in road building in Bhutan and Sikkim. Some years ago it
was more common to work as plantation workers in India. Others try to
find work closer to home so as to have the possibility of returning to Bung
during the agricultural peak seasons. Salary or pensions from the Indian
and British Army are not important in this particular area as the last
serviceman to retire was in 1965. Wage-earnings in Bung other than in
agriculture are almost nonexistent. More than 60% of the households have
at least one of the above mentioned income sources. If we include paid
f m labour, almost 90% of the households have income in addition to
what they derive from farming and sharecropping.
Conclusion
These extra sources of income have made it possible to sustain a
growing population. But for how long? Lack of land for food crops can be
compensated by purchase of grain fiom cash earnings. But an increasing
problem is the way the population growth increases the demand for forest
products to an extent that harvesting m y exceed the rate of regeneration.
Since I finished my fieldwork in 1991 there has been a local election,
but a recent visit to the area (August 1992) gave no indication as to the
effect this will have on the above-mentioned processes. What is more
important is that CARE has become engaged in establishing community
forests (under the conditions set by the new Forest Act). Forest can now be
claimed by the traditional users if they can provide a management plan that
can be accepted by the District Forest Office. That includes planting new
patches as well as looking after old forest. The staff in charge of this
operation are aware of the local conditions and are consequently capable
of forming user groups which correspond with the original users of a
certain area, whether use-rights are based on clan or ward membership.
CARE, together with the users, makes management plans, with rules and
regulations, fees and fines. Some of the rules and regulations are new but
most of them are formalizations of old ones.
If CARE had not been present in the area it would have been up to the
governmental foresters to make management plans. It is very likely that
they would not have had the capacity to make plans adapted to the area.
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Govemmcntalfo~f8&notbavetimctomaptbo~icatsd~y~of
clan, coclan, ward, co-ward use-rights and which patches of fortst
matches those rights. This is a very remote area where civil savtry to
spend as little time as possible. Wbcn it comes to makmg
plans the foresters are not trained to take indigenous lolowledge into
consideration. They are oriented to the hard sciences (forestry, natural
science) and might very well overlook local knowledge since it is nonscientific. There is also a long history of corruption among the civil
servants and the W t i o n a l users often find that their area, because of
briberies, has been registered in someone else's name.
CARE assisting the local p p l e in malung community forests is a good
short-term solution but the long-term problems are yet to be solved. As it
is, the population will continue to grow, and thereby also the number of
users of natural resources. Embracing indigenous management practices
without modifications gives no certainty of success. If we assume that the
population growth in h s area is the same as that for Nepal as a whole, the
population was half of what it is today in 1964165 when Charles
McDougal did his fieldwork. Thus the problems of managing the common
resources must have been much smaller. The indigenous management
system ( d y reserving the use of a forest for a certain group of people
with some restrictions on seasonal use) might have been sufficient then.
Those of you who are h i l i a r with the 'Tragedy of the Commons'
debate might find it interesting to note that the Kulunge R ~tried
I one of the
suggested solutions for the problem of managing commons, namely
privatization. CARE has made it possible to try one of the other solutions,
namely to klly control the use of the commons by regulations, use charges
and fines. To conclude, we could say that CARE has introduced a new
dimension in the Kulunge Rai's niche which modifies their present resource
management system. The question is whether the changes introduced are
sustainable after the international organization withdraws it's support.

Notes
1 Kipat: Rights to land were obtained by membership in a kin group. Land
could be used by members of other ethnic groups/castes but not sold to them.
Raikar: Private ownership. Land can be sold to anyone.
2 Partly derived from McDougal(1979).
3 The Panchayat-system was introduced by the King in 1960. It was a political
system with councils (panchayats) on four levels from village level to national
level (the Parliament). Members were elected on the village level. Higher level
representatives were chosen among them and by them. But the real power was
held by the King and the Palace Secretariat. The King lost most of his power in
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the 1990 revolution and the panchayats were dissolved. A multi-party
parliamentary election was held in May 1991, and local elections were held in
May 1992. Consequently, there were no formal political bodies working on the
local level when I did fieldwork. The Village Panchayats were divided into 9
territorial units (wards) with one representative each in the Village Panchayat
(Council).
4 Ward forests are forests that came under the control of the wards rather than
the clans. These were most probably forests that originally were not claimed by
any clan.
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Farming Systems with Degenerating Resources:
Experience of a Nepalese Hill Village
Tulsi Ram Pandey
Introduction
A gradual increase in the proportion of the rural population below the
poverty line combined with a higher growth of cereal crop production
compared to that of population are some seemingly paradoxical features of
Nepal's socioeconomic structure. In 1977 42.2% of the rural population
was below the absolute poverty line (NPC 1983:xiv) which increased to
43.1% in 1984185 (NRB 1988:xvi). Similarly, during the 1980s cereal
crop production increased at an average rate of 4.3% per annum (HMG
1992:24) compared to that of 2.08% for the population (CBS 1991:26).
These figures lead one to ask whether the macro information on production
growth suggests any improvement in the farming methods of subsistence
growers in rural areas. This paper attempts to delve into the issues based
on empirical data gathered from a western hill village in 1989.
It is important at the outset to delimit the boundaries of a fsrrmng
system. W e clefhung a farming system at the level of the h l y fium,
Shaner et al (1982:2) and Uphoff (1986:113-114) ignore the role of
macro-national policies in shaping farrmng conditions at the micro level.
Although Little (1985) incorporates nationallregional policies within the
purview of what constitutes a fhrmmg system he nevertheless treats, as do
the above authors, the components of such a system as discrete entities,
rather than as functionally inter-related elements. Keep~ng these
considerations in mind, for the purposes of this paper I define a f h u n g
system as a complex network of inter-relations between the farm-related
policies of government, a local community of f
m households, and the
totality of input, production and output related activities both w i b and
between such households. W i b such a system government policies
operate by defining the farmer's access to productive resources and his
needs and obligations. Within this policy context, the farm household owns
or supplies fsrm inputs, arranges labour for production and harvesting
activities, and uses farm praducts. Farm inputs include natural resources
like land, water and forest, together with technical skills embodied both in
tools and in power generation for productive purposes. Production
activities range from land preparation for cultivation, through w&g
and
harvesting of crops, to their consumption or other type of use. In
organuing the use of resources, labour and products the farm household
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may enter into leasing, hiring, sharing and exchange relations with other
n e i g h b o u ~ gf m households. But the relative balance in the farm's
resources, labour and production determines the level of employment
opportunities, degree of food self-sufficiency, and pressure on
resources-in other words, determines the degree of either productive or
degenerative use of resources. Whlle field information will be analysed
within this framework, a brief note on the demographic and resource
characteristics of the study area is relevant.
Demographic and resource characteristics of study village
The study village comprised 121 households scattered in four
castelethnic settlements consisting of 4 1 Bahuns, 39 Darnais, 17 K m s
and 24 Magars ranging from valley bottom to the top of a hill in Birgha
Archale Village Development Committee (a local level politicaYterritoria1
unit) of Syanja District. The total population was 808 of which 32% was
Bahun, 23% Magar, 35% Damai and 10% Kami. Similarly, 5 1.5% was
male and 48.5% female. In terms of age, 32.1% was below 10 years of
age, 64.7% from 10 to 65 years and the remaining 3.2% above 65 years.
Agricultural and grass-lands are the major natural resources used for
farming purposes in the area. Some of the agricultural lands in the valley
bottom are irrigated by local streams and the rest in all settlements are drylands. Like farm-lands, grass-lands are owned by individual households.
There is no forest, whether public or private, available for the use of
farmers. Forest products like fuelwood, timber and fodder are obtained
from trees grown in grass-lands or at the edge of farm-lands.
The dry-lands (ba'ri) are located mainly near homesteads in all
settlements. Inter-settlement ownership can also be observed in a number
of households. Most of the grass-lands (khrbQ'ri) are located between the
Magar and Kami settlements at the southern aspect of the hill. Some
households also own such lands in other parts of the Village Development
Committee (VDC) area. The irrigated lands (khet) are scattered at
different parts of the valley bottom along the banks of the streams. Part of
such lands are irrigable mainly in the monsoons and a part of them are
imgable throughout the year.
Characteristics of farm-related policies
The villagers working under this resource setting are not, however, free
from the influence of policies and programmes of the government.
Government policies affecting fanning practices can be classified into two
broad categories. One category consists of those related to land reform,
resettlement, forest management, institutional credit and marketing
services and the llke which determine the farmer's access to farm resources
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related to population change, social service development as in health a d
education, market network extension and the like which determine the level
of pressure upon a fanner's resources and opportunities by conditioning
his needs and obligations.
Since the 1950s, both categories of policies and programmes have been
implemented in Nepal. The crude death rate of the Nepalese population is
estiinated to have declined from 36.7 in 1954 to 13.5 in 1981 (CBS
1981:289) with its corresponchg growth from 1.6% per year in the 1950s
to above 2% per year in all subsequent decades (CBS 1991:26). The
growth of educational facilities is also phenomenal. If measured in terms
of the number of students, it rose from a total of 10,434 in 1950 (Stiller
and Yadav 1979:225) to 2,434,188 in 1986 (CBS 1988:Tables 9.2,3,4,8).
Similarly, rural interiors are gradually and increasingly exposed to
external market forces through transportation facilities.
While all of these activities have contributed to an increase in the needs
and obligations of fanners, government policies and programmes intended
to enhance their resources and opportunities have done little to improve
matters. Land reform programmes have remained unable to elmhate
disparities in landholdings. The 5% of total landholdmgs which had
accounted for about 40 % of cultivated land in 1961/62 still accounted for
about 36% in 1981182 (CBS 1986:Table 3.42).
Resettlement programmes have already found the forest frontier region
so densely settled that the size of allotted land has decreased from 33
hectares per family in the Rapti Valley Development programme in 1958
(Poudel 1980:15) to 0.03 per M y at present in certain areas (author's
personal observation in Nawalparasi district). Nepal Rastra Bank's study
in 1977 (adopted in Hamal, Bhattarai and Niraula 1987:4) had discovered
that 67% of the credit requirement for the large farmers was covered by
institutional sources compared to only 13% for the marginal f m
households. Cooperative societies theoretically supposed to provide
marketing services are, in practice, engaged in the supply of agricultural
fertiltzer and, more importantly, in the sale of consumption necessities
(Michra and Stayal 1981:87). In this context, the stagnation in the
improvement of employment opportunities has forced the farm households
either to emigrate for subsistence (e.g., Macfarlane 1976, Caplan 1970,
Hitchcock 1966, Kansakar 1982), or to reclaim margmal lands creating
environmental hazards in rural areas. These macro-national features, as
seen below, are observed also in the study area.
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Changes in ownership and use of natural resources and livestockraising
The average size of farm land owned by households in the study area
was 9.6 ropani (20 ropani equals 1 hectare), but that figure was 11.8 for
Bahuns, 17.8 for Magars, 4.9 for Damais and 3.4 for Karnis (Table 1).
Further, while most of the Bahun and Magar households owned both khet
and biri lands, most of the Damai and all of the Kami owned only k r i
land.
\
Table 1 Number of households by farm size and ethnicity
Farm size Total

Bahun

Magar

Damai

K m

1-5
6-10
11-15
1620

3 7.3
17 41.5
16 36.0
3 7.3
2 4.9
41
11.8
7.5

3 12.5
4 16.7
5 20.8
6 25.0
6 C 25.0
24
17.8
11.4

22 56.4
14 35.9
1 2.6

14 82.3
2 11.6

21plusb
Total
Mean
SD

42
37
22
9
8
12 1
9.6
9.0

34.7
30.6
18.2
7.4
6.6

---

39
4.9
2.7

--

--

-- --

--

--

--

--

17
3.4
1.6

a 20 ropani equals 1 hectare
b landownership in this interval ranges from 25 to 51 ropani among
households. Because of this variation, this interval is left open where each of the
individual cases is taken into account for the calculation of mean and standard
deviation.
c no Magar household owned farm land above 38 ropani (or 1.9 hectares).
Such a landownership pattern must have inter-generational variations
as there were only 63 parental households of current heads and these heads
already have 258 potential male inheritors. Besides family separation, 68
% of the study households (82 households) also noted changes in their
farm size and land use pattern through purchase, sale and conversion of
one type of land use to another after separation from their parental
families. Except four households whose members sold land to buy other
land for profit, the rest sold or converted land to pay old debts, to meet the
cost of their children's education andlor other contingent problems, or to
enlarge the size of inherited farms to meet food requirements. No ethnic
variation was observed in this pattern. Further, communally owned
grazing lands were also gradually sold to raise finds to run schools
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established within the past 30 years. Today, there arc virtually no BU&
lands left in the study area.
Tlzls shrinkage of kharbdri and gra~ngland has an effuct on the hgenerational pattern of livestock raising in the area. Thc average number
of livestock (buffalo, cattle and goat) owned by study households was 3.6,
though it was considerably lower than this for the Damai and Karm
households. Very fcw households reported an increase in any type of
livestock over the number of animals owned in the previous generation.
Rather, 49% noted a decrease in the number of buffdo, 82% in cattle and
90% in goat.
Changes in cropping patterns and farming technology
With such mar@ access to fhnn resources in their locality farmers
practise various patterns of cropping on their lands at different elevations.
In khet with perennial imgation rice is grown twice a year during the
summer and the winter seasons. But in khet imgable only in monsoons
fanners follow a sequential cropping pattern-such as summer paddywheat or mustard-maize-one crop followed by another throughout the
year. Corn, millet and legumes are the major crops grown in unirrigated
uplands and lowlands areas. At the onset of monsoons, especially during
April in the uplands and after mid-April in the lowlands, farmers
broadcast corn seeds. At the same time they also prepare seedbed for
millet. About one month later, those willing to grow leemes broadcast a
variety of beans, such as cowpea and the like, in the corn fields during the
first weeding. Those willing to grow millet transplant it instead of beans in
early July during the second w&g
of the corn plants. Black gram and
soyabeans can be broadcast after the transplantation of millet, either
separately or together with corn, millet and beans. In this mixed sequential
pattern of cropping, corn is harvested around the beginning of September,
with millet and legumes about a month and a half later. After harvesting
these monsoon crops firi lands in uplands areas remain fallow until the
onset of the next monsoon. But in hiri of lowland areas h e r s grow
wheat if the rains fall after the harvest.
Aside from these major crops, farmers also grow pumpkin in the
cornfields as well as legumes, spinach, radish, ludney-beans, cucumber,
chilli and other vegetables around their homesteads. A few farmers also
have a few jackhit, mango, peach, papaya and banana trees.
Farming technology for all groups of farmers is very simple as it only
entails the use of human labour and animal power. Mechanical farming is
completely unknown, chemical fertiliser is rarely used and corn seeds and
rice grown during the monsmn season (summer paddy) are of local
variety. However, winter paddy cultivated only in pererhally irrigated
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khet land and wheat grown generally in the area are of improved variety.
The introduction of winter paddy is a development only within the past 12
years. The reasons for its introduction were the prestige accorded to rice in
low imgable hill areas and the small amount of khet land among
households, as well as its gradual fragmentation. Similarly, the mixed
pattern of maize-bean cultivation in biri land has gradually shifted to the
mixed pattern of maize-millet cultivation within the past 19 years due to
the higher yield of millet compared to that of beans for the marginalised
hers.
Changes in the patterns of labour use and labour relations
The variations in cropping patterns practised in different fields together
with differences in households' access to the types and quantity of natural
resources like land requires that farming households arrange the necessary
human labour and animal power to meet such variations. To meet seasonal
pressure of labour demand, h e r s have developed among themselves
three major types of labour relations. One type is the patron-client
relationship between Bahun and non-Bahun groups of people for the
purposes of ploughmg as Bahuns do not plough farm-lands, and between
Kami and non-Kami groups of people for the preparation and mending of
iron tools as iron work is the caste occupation of Karm households.
Mutual exchange is another type practised among all households except
two Darnai and one Kami who own no land of their own. Labour exchange
can be of human labour, of human labour with animal power and of
animal labour.
Human labour exchange usually occurs among households of the same
e t h c group, though some exchange also takes place between Magar and
Bahun households. Except for the ploughmg needs of the Bahun, this kind
of labour exchange is done for all farm activities. Male and female labour
can be exchanged with each other. But ploughmg, bunding and levelling of
khet lands and threshing of rice are tasks reserved for men, whilst
transplanting paddy and millet is usually women's work.
Hiring is the thud type of labour recruitment practised among
households to meet their agricultural exigencies. Because of uncertainty of
weather and irregularity of rains farmers are compelled to finish farm
activities as soon as possible after they have begun. To speed up the work
they hire extra hands to the extent that their family labour supply is
deficient. This type of labour organization has some caste!ethmc specific
features, most notable here being the exclusive hiring-in of labour amongst
Bahun households with no hlring-out, and the reverse amongst the Damai
and Kami. This was the pattern both because of the differential
distribution of land between castes and because of the reluctance of
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Bahuns, the patrons in labour relations, to themselves engage in wagc
work, at least in their locality. h i & from the above three basic pafterns of
labour relations, maintenance of livestock is completely a houshld
business except in &hi$
raising (share holdurg). M-ce
of
inigation canals is done together by all participatmg partners.
Although the basic patterns of labour relations-patron-client, mutual
exchange and hired labour-have remained essentially the same today as
in the past, a change in agrarian labour relations can be seen in a decline in
the number of Kami households engaged in the construction and menof agricultural implements (iron tools). Nine out of seventeen Kami
households reported having ceased the construction and menof iron
tools, an occupation which either they themselves or their parental farmlies
used to perform. The major reasons for such a change were the lack of
fbelwood to produce charcoal due to the conversion of communal forests
to personal kharba'ri, as well as a decline in the demand for locally made
Karni utensils through the increased availability of imported r n a n u h r e d
implements for sale in local market.
Similarly, where there were only 9 households (7.4%) whose parents
engaged in some employment in India, 4 of them together with 52 others
(i.e. 56 households or 46.3% altogether) were engaged as such at the time
of field research. The kinds of employment most commonly sought
included military or public service, watchman, night guard, gate keeper,
hotel cleaner and driver. In addition, over the past 18 years 16 households
left the village permanently to meet their economic exigencies through the
purchase of cheaper land in the Tarai.
Changes in the use of farm products
The shrinkage of lands both through family separation and the
household's engagement in marginal areas of economic activity may
suggest some fbrther change in the patterns of use of f8rm products. Such
change, however, is not a question of subsistence versus market
production. Agricultural production from family farm activities is geared
mainly for subsistence purposes. During the twelve months period ending
September 1989, only ten of the Bahun/Magar households sold grain
which was in excess of the amount allocated for consumption purposes,
while a few households also sold ghee (purified butter) and jackhit to
neighbours in the locality. That we are here witnessing an intergenerational decline in such excess production is evident in that 22
households reported that their parental families sold more grain than they
do now, whilst the quantity of ghee available for sale was more than
double the amount currently sold.
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Conclusions
From the above analysis it can be concluded that if the ecological
patterns of the study settlements represent a region, then the farming
systems in western hill Nepal are under heavy pressure to support the
population and the labour force. The inter-generational increase in
household population and the extension of markets and social service
activities in recent decades have increased both the needs and the
obligations of f m e r s . But in response to the lack of corresponhg
improvement in their agrarian resources, technology and employment
opportunities, the size of their f m lands has been declining through sale
or h l y separation, grass-lands have been converted to farm fields for
cultivation, public grazing-lands have been changed to privately owned
gass-lands leading to a decline in animal population, and traditional caste
occupations like blacksmithing are dwindling in the face of modem market
competition. To meet the economic exigencies engendered by these
problems, f m labour from the area is emigrating either permanently to
the Tarai region or temporarily to India.
Local possibilities to improve the economic stancfing of these
households through farming are limited and depend either upon a proper
utilisation of rain-fed areas through improved irrigation or through
extension programmes and extended market facilities for the cultivation of
fruit trees. However, the Damai and Kami households also need additional
support as they own lands smaller than their Bahun and Magar
counterparts.
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Indigenous Forest Knowledge: Factors Influencing its
Social Distribution1
Rebecca Saul
Understanding the indigenous use and management of trees is an
important starting point for recognizing the roles rural people can play in
forestry development. Through experience and experimentation rural
dwellers have developed detailed and sophisticated knowledge about
natural resources, including forests and trees. The phrnase 'indigenous
technical knowledge system' has been used to describe this vast body of
information, plus the skills, technology, and practices used to harness the
environment (Castro 1990). One of the most condensed but comprehensive
definitions of ITK is found in Warren and Cashman (1988:3). They define
it as 'the sum of experience and knowledge of a given ethnic group that
forms the basis for decision-making in the face of familiar and unfamiliar
problems and challenges'.
Using ITK in development goes back to the early works of
anthropologists and geographers. More recently, however, ecologists
concerned about environmental deterioration and the issue of maintaining
environmental balance have expressed renewed interest in traditional
technologies and indigenous knowledge (Bartlett 1980). With the
emergence of increasing anthropological and agroecological studies from
the Third World, growing numbers of analysts and development
practitioners have expressed positive or laudatory views of local
knowledge and capacities. They usually characterize culture-based
knowledge and practices as effective, efficient and hnctional (Thrupp
1988).
Research and development experiences have shown that the traditional
knowledge and resource management practices of rural communities can
be an effective basis for conservation and development. 'In forestry as in
agriculture, in Nepal as elsewhere in the developing world, experience
demonstrates that the prospects of success of innovations brought in from
outside will be enhanced if they build upon indigenous knowledge'.
(Famngton and Martin 1988, cited in Metz 1991: iv).
Both my own and Tamang's (1990) literature reviews reveal, however,
that the documented knowledge about indigenous forest management in
Nepal is mostly of a superficial kind. With the exception of several recent
publications (Subedi et a1 1991, Nepali 1991, Rusten 1989, Balla et a1
1990), there is a dearth of published material that focusses specifically on
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indigenous knowledge and indigenous management systems in the hills of
Nepal. The literature generally ignores differences within communities in
terms of what is known and how much is known. In thls paper I intend to
further explore factors that influence who knows what.
When I first set out for Nepal I conceived of my project as atl
investigation of the relationship between women and the forest. It was not
long, however, before it became apparent that in order to understand this
gender specific issue I needed to ground it in a broader understanding of
the relationship between people and the forest, incluhng the full range of
socially determined patterns of knowledge concerning forest resources.
These patterns are complex, and are not always what one would have
predicted. In seelung for explanations whch might illuminate the central
problem of the relationship between local people and forest management, I
began to investigate caste, age, socioeconomic and demographic variables
and their Influence on the indigenous knowledge system.
The site for this investigation was Lahchowk village located some 16
miles north-west of Pokhara in Kaski district. As in the rest of Kaski,
agriculture is the main occupation of villagers, with rice, millet, wheat and
corn the main crops. The population of Lahchowk in 1990 was 4,143
people resident in 816 households. For the purposes of my research I
worked with the members of 93 households, the members of which
collectively constitute a distinct community or neighbourhood w i t h
Lahchowk.
Most of the neighbourhoods withm Lahchowk are defined by the
villagers in terms of caste, and only members of that caste live within that
neighbourhood. The area I worked in, however, is a multi-caste, multiethnic neighbourhood, containing Thakuri, Gurung, Thapa Magar, Newar,
Gharti-Chhetri, Sunar, Sarki and Darnai households.This allowed for indepth comparison.
On the most basic level, people know the most about the activities that
they & the most. For instance, foresters and development specialists
recognize that village women in Nepal have much knowledge about forest
resources-such
as fuelwood, fodder and mdcinal herbs-because
women are the main collectors of these products. In other words, the
gender-based division of labour is one of the factors that influences
indigenous knowledge.
In Lahchowk village men and women exploit different forest areas.
Men typically go to lower areas closer to the village for fodder and, for a
few weeks of every year, to one or two bamboo (nigd10)~growing areas
further up in the high forest. Women exploit several different forests and
numerous areas within these forests. They travel fiom low hills to high
forests as far as six hours walk above the village. Women cover a wide
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area on a much more regular, and less seasonal, basis than men. During
spring and autumn women go to the lower forests, visiting the higher
forests in winter, not only to collect firewood fodder, food and
herbs-which are almost solely a woman's responsibility-but also to cut
niga'lo for the men in the village to work with.
Women come into contact with a greater number of tree and plant
species, both spatially and seasonally. In species identification exercises
conducted with the villagers, women correctly recognized, named and
described 20-50% more forest plants than men. Both men and women
agree that women are the experts on the identification, collection, and
description of fuelwoods.
Women are also responsible for feedmg cattle. Much cattle food in the
cold season is a cooked mixture of different flours and grains, prepared
mainly by women. Forest fodder is collected by women; in Lahchowk
area, however, much of the fodder fed to cattle is collected fiom around
the home by men rather than from the forest. As a result, men know a
great deal concerning fodder trees which grow on private land, their
properties and the effects that different fodders have on cattle health and
milk production.
Apart from the several male shaman-healers, women know most about
herbs and their uses, not only because women are the most regular users of
the forest, but also because their own health and the health of their families
is their paramount concern. Women share knowledge of their home
remedies with each other and pass this knowledge down fiom generation to
generation. The medicines that men are familiar with are usually used for
both cattle and people, and the number of these are limited.
This research suggests that because women are the most regular users
of the forest, they know more in the domains of fbelwood, fodder, and
foods and herbs found in the forest than do men. This indigenous
knowledge domain includes information about the following: identification
of the species; species name; attributes in relation to common uses of the
species; and the geographic location, seasonality, and availability of the
species.
But a classification of knowledge-holders based on gender alone is far
too simplistic. One question which plagued me at the beginning of my
research was: why do many old people, who have spent twenty to forty
years going to the forest, appear to have forgotten, or lost, much of their
indigenous forest knowledge? The answer is that knowledge of this kind is
always context specific. When individuals are in a context in which a
particular kind of knowledge is irrelevant, they are likely to disclaim
possession of such knowledge-and this applies as much to temporal as to
spatial contexts. Very old women-and older men-no longer go to the
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forest. They are not responsible for forest product collection; the forest is
no longer part of their context. The idea of appropriate context conctrns
not only the context in which the researcher and the villagers are located,
or the appropriate moment in which to ask a question, it also concerns the
life context of the villager.
As I accumulated interview data, an age pattern began to emerge which
suggests that, generally, those who know the most about forests are
females between the ages of 10 and 40, and males between the ages of 10
and 25. Maximum IFK correlated with the ages of peak forest exploitation
by men and women. This interpretation was corroborated by the villagers,
one old woman stating that 'young girls know the most about the forest
because they go every day. The old people have forgotten.'
Up to now, gender and age differences have been discussed in isolation
from caste factors. But among some castes, gender-based dvision of
labour is less pronounced, and among others, more pronounced. There also
exist differences in IFK between castes. I will discuss the caste fhctor by
comparing two groups, the first group being Sunar, Sarlu and other
occupational castes and the second being the Thakuri and the higher

castes.
Sunar men's howledge of forest resources, although not on a par with
Sunar women, lags not f8r behind. Sunar men can identifl as many of the
fodder and firewood species as Sunar women can, and 70-80% of the
herbal medicines that women identifl. They are also more familiar with the
properties of different tree species than are men of other castes. There are
several reasons for this. Firstly, there is less division of labour overall
between men and women amongst the Sunar than there is in the higher
castes. A work-time allocation study revealed that among the Sunar, men
and women share much of the same work. Sunar children go to school less
regularly than do children of the higher castes. Sunar boys, therefore, are
frequently in the forest with their sisters and mothers. In addition, during
the late stages of pregnancy and in the months after a child is born-when
women cannot collect firewood-Sunar men regularly go to the forest. The
occupational castes have fewer financial resources and smaller
landholdmgs than the higher castes, and collecting firewood themselves is
often the only option for men who do not have an active female in their
household.
Secondly, Sunar men engage in charcoal malung and goldsmithng if
they remain in the village. Their work requires a detailed knowledge of the
burning properties of different woods and requires them to go to the forest
more often in search of these woods. Sunar men can identify the species of
a tree from the sight, smell and feel of the residual coals alone.
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Sarki men also know more about forests than do their higher caste
counterparts. This,as with the Sunar, is partly attributable to traditional
occupation. Sarki men work with two h d s of bamboo, the small (nigilo)
and the large (bins3), malung baskets and mats that they sell in the village.
They are also the caste most often hired for house construction, which
requires the cutting and fashioning of timber. Three out of four of the
healer-priests in the Thakuri Gaun area of Lahchowk are Sarki. Their role
as healers requires an extensive knowledge of herbs and the properties of
locally found plants.
Occupational caste women go to the forest all year round and exploit
forests close to home. This has two results. Firstly, wallung time is
reduced because they collect closer to home. Secondly, because these
women are in the forest every day they need to gather only enough
firewood for one or two days, and the pressure to collect large amounts of
heavy wood is reduced. They therefore have more time to investigate
different plants along the trail and discuss their knowledge with one
another. Occupational caste expdtions involve more socializing than high
caste fuelwood expeditions and much time is spent stopping to rest and
talk, usually about forest resources. Because occupational caste women go
to the forest all year round they are more aware of the seasonal cycles of
plants and know about many plants that high caste women do not.
The higher castes adhere more to the traditional Hindu division of
labour than do the occupational castes. They see themselves as responsible
for upholding Hindu &tions and are more conscious of these rules.
Because of their higher caste status, there is more pressure on them from
other villagers to behave correctly.
High caste women work in forest, field and home; men work in field
and business. Higher caste men are often better educated and work as
small businessmen, teachers, on the village committee, or in office jobs in
the larger towns and cities. Thakuri and Brahmin men engage less in
making baskets and mats, and if they do need nigcr'lo products, it is often
the women who collect the raw material. The wood resources that high
caste men work with-fodder trees, large bamboo and timber-are found
mainly in their own fields and only occasionally in the forest. More high
caste than occupational caste households own their own fields, and high
caste men and women are busy many months of the year working at
agricultural labour.
Higher caste women, because they exploit the forest for only five
months out of the year (due to the high agricultural labour input into their
own farm gardens and fields), must go higher up in the forest to collect
fuelwood which is larger, heavier and will last longer. These fbelwood
expeditions start out before sunrise and return in the early evening.
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Travelling to and from collection areas consumes 60-70% of their time and
they must collect wood quickly in order to be home before dark. There is
little time to sit, rest, and talk about forest resources.
Higher caste households, who usually have larger incomes than
occupational caste households, depend more on alternative sources of
fuels. Many high caste families bum residues from their own fiela, use
sawdust stoves, purchase kerosene or buy their fuelwood from others
rather than go to the forest to collect firewood. For occupational caste
families, on the other hand-who have a cash shortage but not a labour
shortage-alternative fuel sources to firewood do not make economic
sense.
In general, occupational caste women and men possess more IFK than
higher caste women and men. I-hgher caste villagers perform more labour
in their own fields and generally exploit forest resources for only five to
six months of the year, during the agricultural slack season. Occupational
caste people seldom own their own fields and, although they work as
agricultural wage labourers, they still go to the forest all year round. This
conclusion is filly supported by the data collected in Lahchowk. Sunar
men and women identified 90-100% of the sample species found in the
forest. In contrast, a group of Thakuri men and women were able to
identi@ only 65% of the species identified by the occupational castes.
Likewise, my most valuable ~nforrnantsconcerning mdcinal herbs were
an old Sarki woman and a group of young Sunar women and men.
Two general conclusions can be drawn from the above information.
Women of the occupational castes know more about forest
products-identification, species name, attributes in relation to common
uses of the species, location and availability-than do women of the higher
castes. And men of the occupational castes know more about medicinal
plants and fuelwood resources than do men in the upper castes. This can
be attributed to a less strict division of labour between men and women in
the lower castes with more boys and men participating in the collection of
forest resources; the necessity for all h l y members in poorer farmlies to
contribute labour in the forest; less time devoted to famung due to the Edct
that poorer castes own little land and, among the Karni and Sunar, the
occupational need for men to have more detailed knowledge of wood
resources.
Demography seems to have an influence on IFK. The occupational
castes in Thakuri Gaun have an average h l y size of 7.7, whereas the
higher castes have only 5.5 members per household. A larger number of
chldren increases a household's need for fuelwood and also enables the
household to exploit the labour of so many children in collecting these
resources. Consequently, school attendance is low among the occupational
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castes. Higher caste fimdies are smaller and economically have more
options; they therefbre q u i r e less fuelwood for cooking and send fewer

family members to the forest. High caste children attend school rather than
go to the firest. Observations, interviews and identification and description
that children of the occupational castes, both boys and
exercises co*
girls, generally have much more detailed knowledge of forest products than
do their counterparts in the higher castes.
Settlement pattern may also influence IFK. The occupational castes
live clustered together with only small home gardens separating one
neighbow from another. This fscilitates larger groups of women going to
the forest together and increased communication and the sharing of
knowledge between caste members. This is especially true with the Sunar
who live in a close settlement and have much caste solidarity. Higher caste
homes are further apart, separated by fields. Neighbours seem to come
together to chat less frequently than occupational caste villagers; fslmily
groups are more isolated and smaller groups of women go together on
fuel-gathering e+tions.
Talang all of the above fktors into account, a general statement may
be proposed which would aid in the prdction of
in the village are the
most lcnowledgeable concerning forests. Forest knowledge is related to the
following characteristics: female gender, adolescence to middle-age, low
economic status, low caste status (which includes demographic Wars,
settlement pattern and limited access to formal education).
We must now address the question that all applied anthropologists ask
themselGes: how can this information, collected in one village in the Nepal
hills, be applied to field research in other areas of Nepal and in other
countries? It is well known that different types, or categories, of people
possess different kinds and amounts of knowledge depending on their life
experience. Most researchers and projects, however, lack the time and the
resources to conduct indepth surveys of IFK in specific communities. But
this does not mean that development and forestry workers must enter the
research situation cold; there are predictive indicators that can serve as a
rough guideline, or a first step to identifjmg knowledgeable people. The
amount and type of an individual's indigenous forest knowledge is not
idiosyncratic; it is influenced by gender, age, caste, socioeconomic,
demographic and residential variables. These are by no means the only
kctors that Influence IFK, but they were the most prominent in my
research area. What is important for foresters and development workers to
understand is that high caste, influential, elderly or educated villagers are
not necessarily the people who know the most about forest resources and
management. Talk to these people, certainly, but do not neglect other
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groups: womm children, the m p a t i o n a l castes. In L e h c h d
oommuuity theso pooplo know meet about fbmtu.

Notes
1

This paper is based on field research undertaken as part of a Master's degree

in anthropology. The research period was fiom Sept 199 1 to March 1992.
2 nigdlo is a small species of bamboo which grows widely throughout the
middle hills. The scientific name for nigblo is Amdinaria intermedia,
3 Mns is the larger variety of bamboo found in the middle hills of Nepal. It is
known by the scientific name of D e n d r h u s strictus.
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PART 2

URBANISM IN NEPAL

Driving in a Soft City: Trafficking in Images of
Identity and Power on the Roads of Kathmandu
John Gray
While I have spent many glorious, and a few mglorious, days in
Kathmandu, this paper is my first foray into urban ethnography. I have
lived and done fieldwork mostly in Godavari village about 15 kilometres
from Kathmandu. Coming to the city has usually been for business rather
than pleasure: to stock up on provisions, renew visas, design and print
surveys, meet colleagues, organise the requisites of entering and leaving
the field, and, if time permits-as it usually can be made to-for ice
cream. All of these entailed travelling around the city so that a significant
portion of the time I have spent in Kathmandu has been in its traffic. My
experience of Kathmandu traffic since 1973 has been from varying
vehicular perspectives: as a dnver of motorscooters, motorcycles and cars,
as a passenger in buses, trucks, taxis, tempos, and rickshaws, as a
bicyclist, and as a pedestrian. Given that traffic is frenetic and that many
of the roads are narrow, without footpaths, and bounded by walls, I have
wondered why over the years I have never been involved in an accident. At
first sight, thls may appear to be an issue of merely personal significance.
However, no matter how chaotic Kathmandu traffic appears, dnmg
practices are cultural phenomena. Thus in reflecting upon my success in
avoiding accidents, I had to come to some understanding of how Nepalese
culture meaninally shapes Kathmandu traffic and how traffic patterns
emerge from the dnving practices through which Nepalese road users
constitute a dimension of their selves. I was motivated by these
understandings to write this paper. In Nepal, traffic is also largely an
urban phenomenon, shaped by the nature of the city and its streets. I begin,
therefore, with the problem of conceptualising Kathmandu.
'

Modern and postmodern approaches to the city
In his study of Bhaktapur,l Levy (1990) constructs a modernist
analysis of a city he characterises as 'archaic'. It is a city with an
overarching coherence and meaning for its residents that derives from a
Hindu moral order expressed in ritual and ceremony. He likens Bhaktapur
to a 'clockwork mechanism' (1990: 15) and its symbolic enactments to a
choreographed ballet (1990: 16-7) in whlch the decor, the spaces and the
actors performing on a civic stage are organised into a meaninghl whole.
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Bhaktapur is 'a mesocosm out of time' ('Levy 1990:28), a symbolic
ordering 'situated between the individual microcosm and the wider
universe' (Levy 1990:32), that imposes a coherent, eternal and immutable
moral order amidst an illusory and hgmented everyday world.
Bhaktapur's system of marked symbols, its mesocosm, has been a
powem device for turning accident and history into structure, for trying
to escape the contingencies and consequences of history, for trying to
capture change, to make change seem illusory within an enduring order
(Levy 1990:616).

Levy's study is the first part of a larger project of relating the symbols
and structure of urban Bhaktapur to the psychic worlds of the Nepalis who
live there. While we must wait for the next volume on the psychic worlds
of Bhaktapurians to see how he completes the project, there are in the
present work some tantalising hints of his forthcoming insights. I am
particularly drawn to a footnote (Levy 1990:689, fh11) about the problem
of self for Bhaktapurians. Levy reports that Newar informants experienced
conflicting, fluid and fragmentary defhtions of their selves, each
dependent on context. One of Levy's informants, through reference to a
conversation between Krsna and ArJuna in the Gita, described the
experience as follows:
And so, to a great extent, it seems that I am everytlung also, because
whenever I cook, I am a cook; whenever I love some girl, I am a lover;
whenever I have a son or a daughter, I am a parent, I am a father;
whenever I am with my father, I am a son; whenever I am alone with a
friend, I am a friend; whenever I am with foes, I am an enemy (Levy
1990:689).

Levy suggests that this discourse is paradigmatic of how Newars
solved the problem of shifting and fragmentary experiences of the self.
They related them to the coherent symbolic order of Hinduism '...I am
evealso...' Thus, for the people of Bhaktapur, their eternal
mesocosm of Hindu temples, deities, priests, purity and public celebrations
provides a means of overcoming the potential fluidity, discontinuity and
fragmentation of selves in an urban life composed of a variety of distinct,
but nested, social domain^.^
I would like to juxtapose Levy's analysis of Bhaktapur as an archaic
city, particularly as it relates. to the constitution of self identity, to a
postmodernist understanding of Kathmandu as a 'soft city'. The image
'soft city' is taken from Raban's (1974) account of London. Rejecting any
notion of an underlying coherency, Raban sees the city as a series of
discontinuous stages where individuals can shape their selves 'Personal
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i&ntrty has been rendered soft, fluid, endlessly open to the exercise of the
will and the haghation' (Harvey 19895):
For better or worse, [the city] invites you to remake it, to consolidate
it into a shape you can live in. You, too. Decide who you are, and the city
will again assume a fixed form around you. Decide what it is, and your
own identity will be revealed, like a map fixed by triangulation. Cities,
unlike villages and small towns, are plastic by nature. We mould them in
our images; they, in turn, shape us by the resistance they offer when we
try to impose our own personal form on them. In this sense, it seems to
me that living in the city is an art, and we need the vocabuhy of art, of
style, to describe the peculiar relation between man and material that
exists in the continual creative play of urban living (Raban 1974:1).
Such an image when applied to Kathmandu highlights a different
dimension of urban life in contemporary Nepal. The concept of 'archaic
city' motivates the people and the ethnographer to transcend the
'contingencies and accidents of history' (Levy 1990:616), the shlftmg
nature of identity (Levy 1990:689), and the illusory nature of external
reality (Levy 1990:31) with the 'hard' symbolic and moral order of
Hinduism. Alternatively, Raban's trope of the soft city entices us to
consider the possibility of discontinuity, ephemerality, and fra%mentation
in contemporary Kathmandu and to recognise that the imagined can
become reality, even if only briefly. Without adopting Raban's soft image
for the totality of Kathmandu, it does suggest that the city consists of a
variety of stages-household, work, ceremony, market, government office,
public builchg-on which people project a variety of selves as they move
through their h l y lives in the city. Each stage is a distinct context with a
distinct set of culturally understood signifiers-kinship
relations,
occupation, ritual hction, economic resources, official position,
ja't-which people use in constructing the variety of self-~rnagesto which
Levy alludes. Contrary to Raban's image of London, identity in these
domains is 'hard', less open to the free excercise of the will because it is
shaped by these 'traditional' modes of selfdefinition.
The streets of Kathmandu link these stages and thus themselves are a
distinct interstitial stage. They form a context that is 'betwixt and
between' (Turner 1967) these stages and the selves constituted in them, a
context that exists in the crevices of the mescocosm where identity is
rendered 'soft'. It is here that Nepali men-for driving is predominantly a
male activity-are more 'free to act as, and become, what they please'
(Harvey 19895). Thus one understanding of traffic in Kathmandu is
semiotic: it consists of an innumerable series of encounters in which people
driving motorised images define their selves and are confronted by the
resistance to those definitions by others engaged in the same play.
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Traffic in Kathmandu
The streets of western cities tend to be onedimensional and
functionally-specific places for the efficient and safe movement of people
and goods in motorised vehicles. The streets of Kathmandu are often
physically m o w but socially rich venues for a pastiche of s-~
discordant activities-transportation, construction, retailing, recreation
and defecation. The multi-purpose character of the streets is just one
symptom of the interstitial nature of this social context. Another is the
relative lack of named streets in the city. Socially, Kathmandu consists of
a number of neighbourhoods ({ol)where residents live, work and worship,
where they are emeshed in and their identities are shaped by those sets of
relations that characterise Nepali society-household, kinship, ja't, and
production. A quick look at maps of Kathmand~~reveals that
neighbourhoods are named but the streets connecting them are not thereby
construing the latter collectively as a socially unmarked context in which
people experience a softening of the constraints felt in other marked
domains of urban life.
Among the variety of street activities, transportation is the most
spectacular. Traffic in Kathmandu is a maelstrom of pedestrians and
animals, of two- to four-wheel vehicles of all shapes, sizes, and wlours,
powered by diesel, petrol and pedal, carrying royalty, military officers and
soldiers, government ministers, public servants, office workers, school
children, shoppers, villagers and tourists. They travel the streets
announcing their presence and demandq attention with horns, buzzers,
bells and barks, weaving to avoid the slower moving. Within the general
parametres of keeping left on the road, obeying mechanical traffic controls
and following the one-way street system, as far as I h o w there are no
written 'Rules of the Road' of which drivers must demonstrate lmowledge
as part of gaining a licence. But there are cultural rules for dnving in
Kathmandu which have more to do with practising hierarchy than with
e n s u ~ safety.
g
Two aspects of traffic in Kathmandu are central to understandmg the
cultural Rules of the Road. The first is the constant cacophony of people
sounding their vehicles' horns, buzzers, and bells. While I had been aware
that this was an ubiquitous feature of Kathmandu traffic, its centrality for
Nepalis was not evident to me until my last period of fieldwork in 1991.
One morning a 12 year-old boy rode with me from Godavari into
Kathmandu. It was one of those times when, rebelling against custom, I
did not feel like honking the horn of the car. As we passed through the
towns of Badegaun and Thaiba, the boy become increasingly restless in the
passenger seat beside me. By the time we had negotiated the narrow road
and sharp turn in Harishidh, the boy was so agitated that he blurted out,
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'horn baja'unus, horn baja'unus!' He was conveying the rule that I should
be honking the horn. He could not conceive of driving without c o m t l y
h o n h g at other vehicles and pedestrians so that they take notice of us and
move aside.
The second aspect of Kathmandu traffic is people don't look or, more
accurately, the determination of everyone to appear to be unaware of
others using the road. I have rarely seen a car or taxi driver use the rearview mirror to check what is behind hlrn before stopping, turnmg, entering
an intersection or pulling out from a parked position. Instead, the
manoeuvre is just executed, often causing other vehlcles to take evasive
action to avoid an accident. While driving a car or a motorcycle, I have
noticed how rickshaw drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians do not look
behind them when pulling out to weave around another person or anunal;
and when honked at by vehicles wanting to pass, they do not look b e M
them and are defiantly slow in pulling to the side of the road. The most
memorable incident concerned a man named Indra, the older brother of my
closest fiiend in Nepal. One day my wife and I happened to be walkmg on
the road near the T-junction at the Jai Nepal movie house. We watched
with a mixture of fascination and horror as we saw him,d r i p his jeep,
with hls wife and son as passengers, approach the T-junction hodmg
insistently. Without slowing or looking to the left and right for oncoming
traffic, he kept his eyes ahead and he turned left into the road causing
oncoming traffic to swerve suddenly to avoid the seemingly inevitable
accident.
My paper is a preliminary attempt at interpreting these two
characteristic dnving practices withtn a framework of trafiic as a semiotic
system. This involves three tasks: first, showing how Kathmandu traffic is
shaped by the hierarchical ambience of social relations and by the 'soft'
nature of the streets; second, describing how Nepalese use modes of
transportation as images in a discourse of identity construction.and how
the meanings of these images are not determined by traditional and
immutable criteria of hierarchy in kinship, jit and ritual relations; and
thlrd, portraying the streets of Kathmandu as sites where 'personal identity
pas] been rendered ... fluid, endlessly open to the exercise of the will'
(Harvey 19895) and where, as a result, people use these Images
momentarily to define and resist their hierarchical position.
Hierarchy in the streets
Hierarchy suffises social relations in Nepal. This is as true for
interactions in the street as it is for ja't (caste) interactions in a village,
m-nnu parne (respect) interactions in a household, or pija'-prusc2
(worship-blessing) interactions with divine beings. However, hierarchical
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practice in the streets is not explicitly a part of any meta-narrative of
Hinduism, and what happens there 'cannot be understood by appeal to
some overarching general theory' (Harvey 198945) such as Levy's notion
of a mesocosm. Traffic is a set of fleeting encounters in which people
attempt to define a hierarchical dunension of their self-identity though a
vehicular discourse of images, techniques and tactics. The intelligibility of
traffic derives from this intentionality.
Much like the occupational system of contemporary India described by
Beteille (1991), hierarchy in traffic is not directly based on the totalising
codes of physio-moral purity and pollution. Rather the differentiation and
ranlung of road users is based on site-specific attributes: the size of the
vehicle, and, by implication, the kinetic power needed to propel the
vehicles of different sizes.3 Accordingly, trucks and buses are at the top of
the hierarchy, followed successively by cars, tempos, motorcycles,
motorscooters, rickshaws, bicycles and pedestrian^.^ Traffic interactions
consist of negotiating the use of street space. The basic form these
interactions take is an encounter between two users wanting to travel along
the same area of the street and one 'giving way' to the other so as to avoid
an accident. In this light, the explicit issue is how users negotiate who
gives way to whom. It is the relative ranking of vehicles by size that
determines giving way and that transforms driving into a constitutive act
of hierarchy. The general rule is that the road user operating the smaller
vehicle-or no vehicle in the case of a pedestrian-giv& way to the driver
of the larger vehicle and, by doing so, the former accepts subordinate
position. Thus cars give way to trucks and buses; tempos give way to cars,
buses and trucks; motorcycles give way to three- and four-wheeled
vehicles; bicycles give way to motor vehicles, and pedestrians give way to
all powered vehicles. One has only to spend some time watching vehicles
entering the road through Maharajgunj near Sital Nivas to see how
hierarchy controls the traffic encounters at intersections. When a motor car
approaches the junction intendmg to turn left into the road towards the
city, the driver surrepticiously looks right to see what type of vehicle is
approaching. If it is a bus or truck, the driver gives way and waits until it
has passed before malung the turn. However, if it is a tempo, bicycle or
rickshaw, the dnver does not give way. Instead, without apparently
looking for oncoming traffic, he turns into the road no matter how close
the approaching vehicle is to the junction. The expectation is that the
driver of the other vehicle will defer to the manoeuvre by talung evasive
action to avoid the accident.
From both observation and sporadic questioning over many years, I
believe these cultural rules of the road are widely understood. However, in
order for them to work, particularly given the paucity of mechanical traffic

controls, a social relation of mutual and symmetrical
murt w.
D r i m of vahicles and p d e d r h a mwt roo each other erad r i a up soh
otherto calculatewho is togive way to whom. It is in- amtaxthat I
interpret the honlang that characteriscs dnving in Kathmandu. Vchiclts of
every kind have some device for malung a noise, and each type of vehicle
tends to make a distinctive sound, from the loud and piercing blares of
trucks, through the hodcmg of cars, the buzzing of motorcycles, and thc
bells of bicycles and rickshaws. As the lowest in the hierarchy, and thus
the road users that give way to all others, pedestrians have little call for
such devices. The purpose of malang noise is to announce one's presence
on the road and to indicate one's intention to travel along a particular area
of the road. Thus when approachmg a traffic encounter of any M-an
intersection, passing slower moving or stationary vehicles, pedestrians and
animals, meeting an oncoming vehicle either on a narrow road or while
passing-a driver honks5 in order to gain the attention of the others using
the road. If both parties in the encounter 'see' each other-and know each
has seen the other-ither
b - t o - k , by loolung in the rear-view mirror
or over the shoulder, then a symmetrical relation exists. They mutually
size up each other hierarchically and the encounter proceeds n o d y with
the driver of the smaller, lower-ranking vehicle gving way by stopping at
the intersection or pullmg over so that the higher ranlung vehicle can
proceed without deviating fiom its path. For bicyclists and pedestrians,
pulhg over is not just socially d&
but also physically unpleasant
because it often means having to leave the bitumen to travel through mud
or puddles in the wet season and dust or ruts in the dry season. Since the
streets of Kathmandu are crowded with vehicles and pedestrians, driving
involves continual confrontations in which honking, buzzing and ringing
are means of negotiatmg relative hierarchical position and interactional
deference. The result is the cacophony of sound that characterises traffic.
Trafficking in images of identity
Like cocks in Bali (Geertz 1973), cars in the west, and latterly in
Kathmandu, are signifiers of the self. Vance Packard (1959) suggested
that Americans sought, through the car, a status enhancement they might
not have or be able to achieve in other domains of social life. The car was
pure image, a means of fbsing fact and imagination. Stanchg before their
long-long car, [a family] disclosed proudly, 'We're not rich ... we just look
it!' (Packard 1959:273).6 What Packard failed to appreciate, and what
Nepalis do appreciate, is the dfference between attributional and
interactional bases of hierarchy (Marriott 1959). It is one thing to drive a
self-image of high rank, it is another to c o n s m a t e that position through
other people practising in traffic interactions the hierarchical claims
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inherent in vehicle's attributes of size and power. This is the basis of
understanding that other aspect of driving in Kathmandu: the
determination of people to appear to be unaware of others on the road. As
I described above, this appearance is achieved by a studied refusal of
motorists, rickshaw drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians to look behind and
around or to use rear-view minors. It is a form of interactional resistance
to the vehicular attributes that signi@ hierarchical position.
Just as hierarchy suffuses social relations, so too does the resistance of
the s u b o r h t e d , even if reversals in rank and self-identity are only
momktary; like the social consequences of winning and losing cockfights
in Bali. Since traffic encounters in the streets are hierarchical events which
entail a mutual seeing and sizing up of status attributes, one can resist the
interactional consummation of subordination by the tactic of not looking or
asymmetrical seeing. This tactic involves the dnver of the smaller vehicle
ensuring that the dnver of the larger vehicle sees him while simultaneously
appearing not to see a larger vehicle approaching. The aim of the tactic is
to force the larger vehicle to give way in a reversal of the usual pattern of
interactional deference. From the perspective of the driver of the smaller
vehicle or lower-ranking road user, the tactic can only succeed if the driver
can, by insistently honking, buzzing or ringing, get the larger vehicle to see
him.At the same time he must, by not looking anywhere but straight
ahead, convince the driver of the larger vehicle that, despite the latter's
reciprocal honking, his horn has not been heard above the other honking
and thus his vehicle has not been seen by the driver of the smaller vehicle,
rickshaw, bicyclist, or pedestrian. If the driver of the smaller vehicle is
successfbl in portraying a lack of awareness of the larger vehicle, the latter
usually gives way in order to avoid an accident.'
This stratagem is employed by most every user of the streets of
Kathmandu. Gwen the variety of vehicles and speeds at whlch they travel
the roads, traffic flow is organised by the slower ones keeping to the left.
Normally, when a road user approaches a slower moving user fiom
behind, the driver of the former steers his vehicle to the right towards the
centre of the road to overtake. However, since there are usually several
different streams of traffic flow-pedestrians the slowest, bicycles and
rickshaws moving a bit faster, and motorcycles, cars, trucks and buses
moving faster still, as well as vehicles coming head on fiom the opposite
direction-pulling to the right to overtake also potentially results in
confrontations with the flow of faster moving or oncoming vehicles with
whom giving way and hierarchical position have to be negotiated.
One practice I have often witnessed illustrates the tactic of
asymmetrical seeing and hierarchical reversal. In order for a bicycle or
rickshaw to pass a pedestrian, the rider usually has to pull right, out into
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the flow of the f8ster-moving vehicles. When makmg ttu manocum, &
bicyclist or rickshaw driver announces histher presence to the pbderrtnaa
by ringing the bell but does not look behind. The rider may be a m of
Wr-moving vehicles approachmg, honlung, and wishmg to overtake, but
by not loobehmd, he appears not to be aware. If he did loo)<b c b d
and thus socially achowledge the presence of the other vehicle, he would
have to give way because, as I described earlier, each driver would
symmetrically see and size the other. instead the bicyclist or rickshaw
driver executes the manoeuvre without waming or signaling. This usually
causes any Wr-moving vehicles approachmg from behind to give way,
and thus to defer hierarchically, in order to avoid an accident. A variation
on this tactic of asymmetrical seeing and honking was the incident I
described above involving Indra. As he approached the T-junction, he
announced his presence and intention to enter the intersection by honlung
his horn; and he expected other vehicles to take notice of him and give
way, no matter what their rank in the vehicular hierarchy. Simultaneously,
by continuing to look straight ahead, he refused to socially acknowledge
the presence and hierarchical position of other vehicles--even though they
were also honlung to announce their presence-so that he would not have
to give way should any of them be larger than his jeep. When the other
vehicles, some of which were larger than his, did defer by talung evasive
action to avoid the accident, Indra momentarily redefined his relative
position in the hierarchy.
Trafficking in images of institutional power
I now use this interpretation to explore more speculatively what may be
a hrther dimension of traffic, particularly within one category of vehicle,
the motor car. Over the past decade, Nepal has pursued rapid change
through not only increasing the pace and scale of economic development
but also transforming the system of government. One consequence is that
Nepalese people are witnessing a readering in relations between the
institutions affecting their lives. The monarchy, government, military,
foreign donor agencies, semi-government corporations, and the commercial
sector are all engaged in a process of redefining their roles in modem
Nepal. Two brief examples serve to illustrate thls process. Bista (1 99 1)
has recently documented the relation between foreign donor agencies and
the government of Nepal. He argues that the course and direction of
development is a contested arena. Foreign donor agencies, such as the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund, may exercise significant
power over the development aims and programs designed by the National
Planning Commission. He writes:
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Poor countries will have to incorporate World Bank prescriptions into
their national planning, even though they might not be in the interests
of their national development goals ... The World Bank and the IMF
serve the interests of the donor countries ... To impose the donor
countries' interests, the multilateral aid donor agencies formulate various
models, strategies, and policies of development. If countries seeassistance do not comply with these policies the forthcoming assistance
is jmpardised, including commercial loans from private banks (Bista
1991:132-3).
Such criticism of the role of foreign aid donors is increasingly being
aired in the local press. A recent article in The Independent by Mahesh
Pant, errtitled 'Foreign Aid: How Necessary?', is typical:
When the role of initiating development is assumed by the
government (with support from the donors), the first consequence is that
the government tends to be more accountable and loyal towards the
[foreign] donors than towards its own people. Secondly, the task of
transformation (which is development in real terms) tends to depend on
the bureaucrats and the development contractors (i.e. expatriate experts)
(1992:2).
Since the prodemocracy demonstrations of 1990, various sectors of
Nepalese society have been engaged in a process of redefining the relation
between the Monarchy and the Parliament of Nepal. For example, a major
issue in the drafting of the new Constitution concerned the roles of the
King and the Prime Minister in relation to the military. The Constitution
and elections of 1991 provided only the framework withrn which the
details of this redefinition are to be negotiated for many years to come.
Thus in Nepal's international and domestic relations, it is a time of fluidity
and of potential discontinuity. It is a time when the traditional political and
moral order which had defined the Kingdom is no longer unchallenged in
providing an overarching coherence for the various domestic and
international institutions with interests in Nepal. It is, to use Raban's
metaphor, a time when the identity of the nation state and the relations
between its institutions have been rendered 'soft', open to the exercise of
power by those attempting to shape the future of Nepal.
If Nepal is going through a period when it is soft, then its capital is the
principal stage where the re-definition of the Kingdom's identity is
contested. While the jockeying for dominance and dependence in this
process is occurring within official circles around the city, it may be open
to public view on the streets of Kathmandu in the encounters between the
motor cars associated with those institutions primarily involved in
planning and implementing the development of the nation. I must
emphasize the speculative nature of thls idea. It originates in the
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conjuncture of two observations and my interpretation of traffic. The first
is that licence plates are a semiotic system of differentiation and provide
another aspect of identity for drivers. Licence plates consist of different
combinations of background and letter colours. Each combination
identifies the institutional affiliation andlor social category of the owner
and thus is another dimension of personal identity portrayed by motor
vehicles. The different licence plates and the institutions or categories they
signify are as follows:
A blue background with white letters and numbers denotes the vehicles
of the donor agencies of foreign countries who provide the h d m g and
oversee the implementation of development programs so vital to
Nepal's improvement in the delivery of basic services to its citizens.
A red background with gold letters and numbers denotes the vehicles of
members of the Royal family who are the primary symbols of the State
of Nepal.
A white background with red letters and numbers denotes government
vehicles.
A yellow background with blue numbers denotes vehlcles of semigovernment corporations such as Royal Nepal Airlines, Electricity,
Water and Sewerage, and Transport who supply basic services.
A red background with white letters and numbers indicates vehcles
owned by ordrnary private citizens.
A black background with white letters and numbers denotes
commercial vehicles such as taxis.8
The second observation derives from my experience of dnving in a
section of Kathmandu, includmg the areas of Bishal Nagar, Gairidhara,
Naxal, and Bhat Bhatini, that is characterised by narrow roads with no
footpaths and a relatively high concentration of residences of foreign
embassy and donor agency personnel as well as senior public servants and
govenunent ministers. Not surprisingly, there is also a higher density of
cars on the roads with blue/white licence plates of foreign agencies and
whitdred licence plates of senior government officers. Since the bitumen is
offed too narrow for two vehicles, when cars approach each other head on,
one must pull off the bitumen-in the mud, dust or ruts-to let the other
pass. Over a period of several months, I noticed that when the car of a
foreign agency (blue backgroundwhite letters) encountered a government
car (white backgroundred letters), in most cases it was the latter that gave
way to the former.
When placed in the context of my observation and interpretation of
K a h d u traffic, this pattern of interactional deference in encounters
between foreign agency and Nepal government cars could not be explained
in t e r n of the size of the vehicles. Yet they took place in precisely those
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conditions in which, as I described above, hierarchy provides the vehicular
code for who gives way to whom. As a result, licence plam and the
institutions they signified become the markers of each driver's--or in the
case of a chauffeured car, the passenger's-personal identity. In the
present fluid state of Nepal, the significance of an institution largely
reflects the power it exercises in determining the nature and direction of
development. Thus in hierarchically calculating vehicular deference each
driver has the opportunity to express his own or to resist the other's
interpretation of the current state of relative power exercised by the
institutions signified by the cars and the licence plate they bear. If this is
the case then the pattern of giving way I observed in 1991 seems to
confirm Bista's (1991) and Pant's (1992) more scholarly and informed
analyses of institutional power relations in Nepal.
I end by returning to Raban's description of the soft city. So fiu in
using it as a way of understanhg traffic in Kathmandu, I have
emphasised its liberating dimensions. Driving in Kathmandu may reflect
the greater fieedom for personal and political expression unleashed by the
new constitution But given the history of Nepal, I must also draw
attention to Raban's realisation that there is another and more sinister side
of the soft city.
The city ... is so& amenable to the dazzling and libidinous variety of
lives, dreams, and interpretations. But the very plastic qualities which
make the city the great liberator of human identity also cause it to be
especially vulnerable to ... totalitarian nightmare (1974:8).

Notes
1 Bhaktapur is one of the three principal cities of the Kingdom of Nepal which
are all located in the Kathmandu Valley.
2 There are two comments I would like to make about Levy's approach to the
self of Bhaktapurians. First, he conveys the important insight that personhood
in Nepal is constituted by a variety of contextually specific selfd e f i n i t i o ~ o o k lover,
,
parent, child, friend, enemy. Second, in constructing
this multi-self personhood as a problem for Bhaktapurians, Levy implicitly
assumes a western and individualistic model of personhood in which there is a
central self which remains constant throughout the variety of contexts in which
people conduct their social lives.
3 The use of size as a criterion of hierarchical position in traffic resonates with
the use of size words-thulo (big) and scino (small)-for relative hierarchical
position among jcits and for the relative social importance of individuals usually
judged in terms of political andlor economic criteria.
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4 The hierarchical system of traffic may not completely escape Dumont's
model in which religion in the form of the principle of purity and irnmty,

personified in the Brahman and the Untouchable, encompasses the rankings.
Similarly, the ranlung of vehcles by size is encompassed by cows and dogs, the
former the personification of the divine female and life, the latter associated
with Yama, the god of death.
5 I am using the word 'honk' here in a generic sense of a device on any road
vehicle used to make a noise and socially announce the driver's intentions.
6 This is particularly the case in Nepal where the status of the vehicle in terms
of size and power may bear little relation to the status of the driver in terms of
more traditional criteria or ranking in family, jdt, workplace or worship.
7 One reason for this is that when an accident occurs, the witnesses usually
side with the smaller vehicle in attributing blame. This can have financial
consequences for the driver of the larger vehicle.
8 Trucks, buses, tempos and rickshaws also have this kind of licence plate.
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Nepalese Urbanism: A Musical Exploration
Ingemar Grandin
This paper will explore Nepalese urbanism in the town of Kirtipur and
the city of Kathmandu. Kirtipur, one might say, has two faces: the
traditional Newar town, and the modernizing Nepalese small town, and
both these faces can be seen in its present life (just like those well-known
drawings where, depending on the way you look at it, you will see a rabbit
or a duck, a beautihl young woman or a wnnkled grandmother).
Similarly, Kathmandu has its own two faces, though here transformed to
the magritude of a city rather than a town: it was (and still is) the Newar
Great City par excellence, and as the capital of multi-ethmc Nepal it is
today the national centre for all sorts of activities: economy,
administration, politics, broadcasting, and culture.

What is urban musical life like?
Kirtipur is a small Newar town, with some 10,000 inhabitants at the
time of my fieldwork (1985-88, denoted by the present tense in this
paper). Basically, it is a farmer's town where, according to the survey in
Herdick (1988: 120), 65% of the town's households belong to the fanner's
caste. However, due to the loss of nearly half of the farm-land when
Tribhuvan University was established, a large number of the inhabitants
have been forced to seek new sources of income.
In traditional Kirtipur, musical life is diversified and comprehensive. It
has been said by Wegner (1987:471) that in a Newar town 'with the strict
exception of the womenfolk-almost everybody seems to be a musician or
a dancer'. This applies well in Kirtipur. From a survey which I conducted
in one of the town's neighbourhoods, I established that 5 1% of males over
eleven years of age were competent in one form of music or another. This
musical competence was mostly devoted to either of two varieties of
hymn-singing ensembles, the old dipha' (213 of these males) and the more
recent bhajan (1/3), with some stray perfbrmers on dhimay (the one
among the large number of Newar drums which together with pairs of
cymbals make up the dhimuybijQ', the most ubiquitous of all Newar
percussion ensembles). These three fonns of musical ensemble are
important in the town as a whole. Thus, there are seven dhimuybcijcis, ten
dQ'phdkhalahs (many of them also performing on bzsuri flutes), and six
bhajankhalahs. Though the bhajan groups as a rule are of the 'modem'
Hindustani variety, with harmonium and tabla, they often incorporate also
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the instruments that, most likely, were used in older types of bhajan: th
combination of bell and nagad (a kettle drum played with d c b ) , or
pachima' (a Nepalese adaptation of the Indm drum called rnydailgal
pakh6vdj). Then k r e are also other varieties of percussion cnsembltir,
and three weddmg orchestras (more about these later).
These ensembles all contribute to the town's musical llfe. There is the
everyday singing of ddph6 and bhqian; there is music at jcitra's (ftstivals);
at weddmgs and bratabandhus (initiation ceremonies); at the Sarasvati
pzjds conducted by the musical societies; and at other special occasions,
such as the all-night Satya-yan
pijci.
The musical life is organised along the geographical borders of (01s
(neighbourhoods), the hierarchical borders of caste (or more accurately
conglomerates of castes), and in guthis or guthi-type societies. Musical
leaning takes place in organised tuition sessions with a guru. This, of
course, is the traditional Newar set-up of musical life.
As I said above, the life of the people of Kirtipur has changed; and so
has their musical life. To refer again to my survey, among men aged more
than 40, nearly everybody is musically competent-a competence they all
gained in their youth by taking part in the tuition sessions given by the
various types of ensemble (in fact, the only exception is a man who
belongs to a caste of occupational musicians). However, among men aged
2 6 4 0 only every other man has gained such musical competence, whereas
the others never took part in the tuition sessions. This is a sign that the
involvement in music by middlecaste men is less extensive than before.
The musical life of W p u r has also incorporated new features during
recent decades. The staging of what is referred to as ciabu' p~~
(filmtype dramas, with songs and music, most often locally written and
composed and set up with an all-rnale cast of actors) was a recurrent event
about 1958-79. Modem stage programmes (sarfgit sammelan-musical
gatherings-and above all sa'niskrtik kdryczkram, the mixed cultural
programme including songs, dances and drama) have been set up since
1963, and have become increasingly important in the town's musical lifk.
Prominent in these stage programmes are modem songs (cidhunik g i t F t h e
genre of newly written song lyrics and newly composed melodies that has
been developed above all at Radio Nepal. However, Newar folk songs-r
rather, their melodies with new lyrics-are regular components in stage
programmes which may include also, for instance, a performance by a
driphi group. From 1979 (which was, of course, an important year in the
recent political history of Nepal, see e.g. Kumar 1980, or Shaha 1982), the
love songs which had been common in such programmes were r e p l a d
with progressive songs.

Moreover, new musical agents and entrepreneurs have entered the
town's musical W: drama groups, libraries, stage-progra~nc group^.
While in Kirtipur as elsewhere the musical specialists of the traditional
occupational castes are giving up music, there is today a new breed of
musical specialists who may have started in &phi or bhujan but then
gone on to stage programmes and mudem music. In the modem stage
p-es
(unlike the traditional musical life as well as the dabu'
p y i k h d ) women take part, mainly as singers, dancers and in dramas.
Similarly, women take part also in bhujan singing, in processions at
Buddhajayantiwhen gya'm-la' Buddhist hymns are sung. Another break
with tradition is that while wedding music traditionally has been hrnished
by lowaste performers (Jvagis among the Newars, Damais among the
Nepali-speakers), the three wedding orchestras (all of the modern, m y band variety) operating in Kirtipur today are all made up entirely by
Mahagan5 (the h e r caste which is fiu from low in ritual rank). And
ijnally, with the advent of media, music is even more pervasive than
before. At a ja'tra' today, as soon as the music of a procession fades away,
the cassettes and radios take over again.
To sum up thus k,
in modem Kirtipur many traditional traits are now
undergoing change. In the middle castes, everybody making music is
giving way to specialists doing so. The strict exclusion of the womenfolk
is no longer upheld. Wedding music is no longer provided by low-status
occupational musicians on traditional instruments but by middlecaste
h e r s on western band instruments. And, W l y , geographical borders
have become decreasingly important in the organisation of the town's
musical life. A discussion of the reasons for this change is beyond the
scope of this paper (but is given in Grandm, 1989).
Let us go on to Kathmandu. For the purposes of this exploration, it is
sufficient to note that the Newar traditional musical life in about the same
way as we met it in Kirtipur is still there, though of course, as befits a
Newar Great City, in even greater complexity and refinement. As a
modem city, Kathmandu has developed a number of musical specialities
by providing resources and opportunities which are integral to its position
as the capital and national centre. This will be developed in some detail
below.
Urban resources and opportunities and musical life
In traditional Kirtipur, the access to different opportunities, different
resources is rather rigidly defined by caste. Middle castes have most
opportunities while access to musical opportunities is more restricted both
higher and lower in the hierarchy of castes. Modem Kirtipur has added a
number of new opportunities. Most of them are not distributed in a
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coDswiniDg fiishion. New resourmi include new musical r m i m
(modem mng~,non-lrls~arfolk songs), new fnma for mu^^
(stage programmes), and new patrons of music ( l i b , stage
performance groups). In &tion, the in& and c o m electronics
provide musical opportunities: to hear new music, learn new songs, and the
like. Moreover, in modem Kirtipur the pattern of distribution of
traditional opportunities is also less constrained by either caste or gender.
We have already seen instances of this in farmers operatmg ben &la's, and
women singing bhajans. Another example is that one can today meet a
Jvagi musician, not in his traditional role of an ascribed low-status
occupational performer, but as an achieved musician perforrmng on tabla,
an instrument he has chosen and learnt by his own choice, at a stage
programme and with a group of middlecaste friends. Finally, Kirtipur is
not far from Kathmandu. The opportunities of the capital are at least
physically w i t h easy reach. We will see later what thls has implied. In
modem Kathmandu, resources and opportunities are so numerous that 1
will just present a list:
Institutions and media: Radro Nepal, NTV, Sa'mskytik Sahthan, the
Academy, cassette producers, performing troupes. All these provide:
job opportunities (musical jobs, administrative but music-related jobs),
income opportunities (other than regular jobs), dissemination
opportunities, reputation opportunities (to make a name for oneself
among relevant people such as paying audiences, musical authorities,
decision makers).
Stages and auditoria provide opportunities to both reach the audence
and make a profit fiom it.
Advertisement business: composing and performing jingles dc.
Restaurant business: g itlghazal programmemes and iastriya sang it
recitals.
Tourist business: selling instruments as souvenirs, tourist-oriented
performances in hotels and at restaurants.
An important resource, not to be forgotten, is people. For instance:
good performers (for co-performances, to form musical groups with, to
make use of for recordings), people to learn fiom (teachers in various
musical traditions and on various instruments), people to teach (by having
students there is both money and reputation to be earned), people who are
important contacts (in a h i s t r a t i o n , at institutions, among artists).
Kathmandu is where the composer can find a good lyncist (and vice versa)
and a good singer, where the singer can find good songs and good
musicians, and where an artist can make those contacts that can put him in

a studio or on the stage, get him on the air, put his cassettes on the market,
or have his s o w resounding in a movie hall.
Another urban resource is relative political openness (remember that
the 'ethnographic present' in this article actually denotes the pBnctipt
era). In the voting pattern of the 1980 referendum, it was very clear that
the multi-party camp (that is, the opposition) was generally victorious in
large towns, and certarnly in the Kathmandu Valley (Baral 1983). The
reason for this, as one might suspect and as people said, is that it is easier
to hide away in the urban labyrinth, and-more importantly-that it is
harder to take action against people here (because of that same jand iakti
[peoples' power] that culminated in the 1990 revolution). Thus, in urban
locations-including
Kirtipur and Kathmandu-there
has been a
comprehensive grassroots development of intense oppositional political
work and organisation throughout the p8mGyat years. I will give one
musical example to illustrate this point. Whllst the progressive 'opera'
Simma was set up in The Academy Hall in Kathmandu, in a small rural
bazaar people said they could not even play it fiom a cassette for fear of
trouble fiom the local authorities.
Urban musical pathways, urban musical careers
How do people utilize these urban resources? There are rather wellestablished musical pathways (Finnegan's 1989 well-found metaphor) to
follow, but one can also work out one's own career. I will illustrate t h s by
a number of individual cases.
First, let us consider a musical pathway maintained by generations of
non-professional middlecaste musicians in trdtional Kirtipur. Today,
Ram Bahadur Maharjan is about 70 years old. He learned ddphd singing
at about 20, maybe earlier. Why? 'Because it is part of our culture.' Of
course, he learned this fiom a guru in a tuition session together with other
neighbourhood boys. Ram Bahadur has kept on singing diphd since then:
in the regular morningtevening performances in the diphd's resthouse; at
the monthly feasts of the dcr'pha'khalah by means of which the ensemble
financed itself; and at jcr'tris and special occasions. Today, he is himself
the diphdkhalah's guru, and has taught the present young men to sing
dipha'.
However, in traditional Kirtipur not everybody follows the well-trodden
musical pathways: some people work out their own careers. Siddhi Man
Mahajan, now in his sixties, was born and grew up in Panga, a small
town close to Kirtipur. Already in 1947, there was a radio and a record
player in his home. As a boy, he used to buy records: with Hindi film
songs, songs in Nepali and Newari, bhajan and drama. Actually, it was
his enthusiasm for drama that first drew him into music. In 1948, he
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helped teach a newly set-up bhajankhulab in Kirt~pur.He m
a
d to
Kirtipur in 1966, and is today the song gum of the bhajankhulob be
helped get established. Throughout his life, he has learnt a number of
musical instruments: &wi flutc, khl drum, (w-)
and clarinet (fim
gurus); dhimay, ndykhl and tabla drums (by himself). He has also 1and taught dance. Today, he is still interested in learning eew
instruments-'particularly modern ones', as he put it.
Another Kirbpur example is Hari MaharJan, who is also about 60
years old. Hari has learnt to perform on and has gone on to teach a number
of instruments, includmg (western) band instnunents. He is a regular
performer in the bhujankhulah of the Bagh Bhairav temple. He has helped
organise the bhujan processions at Buddhajayanti and taught the women
to sing the gya'nmdla' Buddhist hymns. He performed also himself in k
processions as well as in other bhajan processions. Hari has passed on this
devotion to music and open attitude towards various kinds of music to his
son Dev who was instrumental in establishmg the first ben ba'jd (weddq
orchestra with western band instruments) by the Mahqans (farmers) of
Kirtipur. Dev Mahqan is today the clarinet player and leader of this
orchestra (which, by the way, is organised collectively 'like a guthi' by a
number of households, which is totally unlike the Darnai ben ba'ja's 2).
Moreover, Hari and his son performed on clarinet and trumpet in the dabu'
pya'khum dramas during the 1960-70s.
Let me go on to a Kathmandu example: the lowaste Game
occupational singers and siraiigi (fiddle) performer^.^ Many Gaines have
come from various villages, most notably Batulecaur in Gandaki region, to
Kathmandu to sell sa'rafigis to tourists, but also to seek opportunities at
the radio and so on. There are a few success stories. Jhalalcman
Gandharwa (the name adopted by Batulecaur Games) drew upon an urban
opportunity typical of modem Kathmandu when he first came to the
capital to take part in a fourteen zone nation-wide lok git sommelan (that
is, a folk song gathering of people from all over Nepal) held by Radio
Nepal. He was 'discovered' by an important person (another typical
Kathmandu resource)-Dharma
Raj Thapa-the folk singer and poet who
at that time worked at the d o , and who (accordmg to Dharrna Raj
Thapa hlrnself) recruited Jhalalanan as a staff artist to the radio in 1967.
Jhalakmants songs (and even more, his sa'rarigi) have appeared many times
on the air and on many records and cassettes, and he has also represented
Nepal on several tours to foreign countries abroad (Darnal 1981-82).
Jhalakmants inclusion in thls book of portraits of foremost Nepalese
musical personalities is a sign of his success. In the context of Kathmandu
opportunities, he was able to make use of his unique abilities as an
occupational musician in a significantly new (and more profitable) way.4
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Another rural-to-urban example. Rayan and Raamesh, both in their
middle forties now, grew up in Okhaldhunga (a bazaar in the eastern hills).
Inspired by local music as well as the Nepalizing new artists who could be
heard fiom the radio at that t h e D h a n n a Ra. Thapa, Nati Kau, Shiva
Shankar, Baccu Kailash-they were musically active already in their
youth, and in their late teens they were sent to represent their area in a folk
song sammelan at Radio Nepal. While t h s strengthened their dedication to
music-they collected folk songs, and wote and composed new songs of
their own-it also made them aware of the differences between their home
bazaar (where music was not really a respectable activity) and the rich
opportunities of Kathmandu. They moved to Kathmandu, and were indeed
within a few years-and in spite of many hardships-able to find a good
teacher, to sing at Rad~oNepal, and also to be selected among those who
were sent to Calcutta to cut discs with Nepali music. Raamesh and Rayan
made a name for themselves in relevant urban circles, and found talented
people (songwriters, musicians) to work with. They formed, together with
other artists, a musicaVliterary group, Rdlphd, that toured the count'y.
Today, after nearly three decades of musical career, they are still
musically active, each in a group of their own, and they have given
numerous stage performances, produced cassettes, printed booklets with
song collections, they have co-performed with many artists, helped many
young artists shape their own musical careers and inspired still more
young musicians. Rayan has produced a successhl opera and Raamesh
has made a video movie which is promoted by a transnational cultural
organisation.
Many other Kathmandu examples could be given. The large number of
progressive artists who could work and give programmes in Kathmandu
during the paliciyat era, making use of the relative political openness of
the urban setting. People from Kathmandu itself-such as Nati Kazi
Shrestha and Shiva Shankar Manandhar-who at a young age started
singing in the newly set-up Radio Nepal and who have remained there
(more or less) ever since-some
40 years by now!-have
been
instrumental in creating the modem Nepalese song during the process.
People--such as Narayan Gopal Guruwacarya and Prem Dhoj
Pradhan-who have been able to utilize Kathmandu opportunities to make
and drsserninate music without getting really stuck in the official m d a
and institutions. And even people from Dajeeling-such
as Amber
Gurung and Gopal Yonjan-who have moved to Kathmandu to become
among the most successful artists in the modem genres6
What today is referred to as S'a'striya sarigit (classical music of North
Indian variety) has its own pathway. Here, a person learns from a guru
during a very long period and in a close relationship. After some time, he
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may start to appear in programmes under the guru's supervision. He goes
on to tie contacts and to the buildmg-up of his reputation by tdmg
chances to perform with different artists. He starts to appear in the radio
broadcast: first on a fne-lance basis, then taking part in Rad~oNepal's
yearly ihtriya sailgit competition, and finally-maybeas a staff artist.
He may get recorded-but here the pathway trodden by iGstrip safigit
artists tends to leave Kathmandu. Further reputation can be gathered by
going to India for additional studies and to take part in musical
conferences there. And then there is Europe and thc USA but only a very
few Nepalese artists have taken this last step.

Urban musical networks
Let me go on to consider specifically the personal side of urban
resources and opportunities: the social networks where musicians are
involved-together with other people.
In tmbtional Kirtipur these networks to a large extent move within the
predefined borders of neighbourhood (tol) and caste. In modem Kirtipur
there are additional networks which are not predefined, but rather formed
by individuals on a personal basis, and which include musicians as well as
other people in other areas of town, in neighbouring small towns, and in
the great cities.
Kathmandu harbours wide networks based upon personal recognition
and achieved positions rather than predefined parameters. These networks
comprise persons of different d c and caste affiliation and who may
have grown up in widely different places in Nepal, and ,are often based on
shared interests such as music, literature or politics.
Let me go on to an example that will illustrate the merent types of
network found in Kirtipur and Kathmandu, and which will, moreover,
show that these various 'levels' of network may be integrated. It is a
modem Kirtipur example of a musician who starts from a traditional
musical pathway, but then goes on to working out a career-and who
maybe also thereby contributes to the makmg of a new pathway.
Tlus musician, let's call him Bekhaman Malakar, started his musical
career some fifteen years ago in the W t i o n a l music of hi to1 and caste:
dipha' and bhujan. First, he learned & p k singing in the usual session
with a guru. Some years later, he learned to play tabla in a tuition session
organised by his neighbourhood's bhajankhalah. However, he also learned
bhajan singing and harmonium playing informally (without a guru) by
ptvticipating in the bhujan performances, picking up the hymns and the
performing skills on the harmonium in the process. Bekhaman's musical
network at this time of his career was largely confined to people within his
own neighbourhood and to people belonging to the same conglomerate of
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castes as he does himself.
However, he developed a reputation as a musical specialist. People in
various parts of the town started to call for Bekhaman when there was a
Satyanariiyan p i j i about (in this all-night p i j i there is a need for good
and committed performers who can provide the musical worship and
entertainment), when a stage programme was to be given, when new songs
were to be composed, or when people were to be taught gycinm-li hymns.
His network at this phase was expanded beyond his own neighbourhood to
people from the whole town.
It was especially through his involvement in the stage programme
activities, which were expanding at this time, that he started building up
contacts with people outside Kirtipur, both neighbouring small-town
musicians and Kathmandu artists. Today, Bekhaman is considered by
these Kathmandu artists as a person who is to be reckoned with when there
is a programme to be given, whether in Kathmandu, in rural Nepal, or in
Delhi. He is a principal local person in a nationwide cultural organisation.
Thus, his network in this phase in his career looks very much a
Kathmandu one. Still, however, he is a key musical figure in his
neighbourhood.
Urbanism and the social status of musicians
First, let us consider traditional urbanism. I will put the case somewhat
incisively: amongst rural Parbatiya occupational musicians-like the other
occupational castes-rank very low. The Brahrmns, at the other end of the
ritual hierarchy, are not supposed to even sing. Whlle music is thus of low
repute in rural Nepal, it is not at all that suspect in traditional Newar
urbanism. Here, the middle castes maintain a comprehensive and extensive
musical life. However, to be a music specialist is still a low-status
occupation. What, then, can be said of modem urbanism? I will give a few
cases.
1. Sistriya sarigit. North Indian classical music in Nepal was given a
new golden morning when the Ranas, especially Bir Shamsher, imported
prominent Indian teachers (ustid) around 1885. These Indlan artists had
students, both among the Ranas and commoners. Today, iistriya sarigit
performers are found among Brahmins, Chetris, Shresthas and other highranking castes and groups. This is an early example of music
specialisation moving drastically upwards in status. It is no longer a lowcaste affair. In the urban setting, people from hlgh castes obviously have
found music a socially profitable investment.
2. Band instruments and wedding performances. This is a more
complicated case. Among Parbatiyas, wedding music is traditionally the
task of the low-caste Damai occupational musicians. When westem-style
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band instruments were introdufcd in the Nepalese army, thir opcnsd up
new opportunities to the Damais. First, recruitment to the anny. Second,
to set up ben bijds which substitute the traditional Pailcai txijd for
weddings etc, and which-as T h e y (n.d.) has put it-'increases
the
hiring fee considerably'. Third, fiom their involvement in army music, tbe
Darnais were able to fbrther their musical competence, a -CC
whlch some have been able to profit fiom in the Radio etc: as musicians,
as arrangers, as composers. While accordmg to Boonzajer F b (1991),
wedding music because of its low-caste connotations is a safe monopoly
for the Damais (and related castes), this as we have seen does not hold in
Kirtipur where there are several ben bijds operated by middle castes. In
t h s case, then, we find both individuals utimodern urban
opportunities to move upwards; and a type of music moving upwards in
the predefined hierarchy of castes.
3. Modem genres (modem songs, radio-type folk songs, and the music
in films and gitin@ak 'operas'). This, again, is a clear-cut case. In modern
Kirtipur, the musical specialists-and this position is achieved rather than
ascribed nowadays-belong to middle and high castes. By contrast, the
tmbtional musical specialists have often given up music. In Kathmandu
the composers and singers are mostly Brahrmns, Chetris and h i g h a s k
Newars. It is clear then that in this modem urban setting, music
of music and
specialisation is highly respectable. Maybe, the in-on
literature in modem songs has contributed to this. For here, music has
been merged with a highly respectable art-form, upheld, as Hutt (199 1:15)
has observed, almost exclusively by the Brahrmns.
In sum, urbanism seems to be beneficial to the status of musicians. The
extensive musical life upheld by the middle castes in tracbtional Newar
urbanism is in sharp distinction to the rural practice of the Parbatiyas.
And while both ruralism and traditional urbanism accord low status to
musical specialists, the modernizing urban milieu has allowed music as a
speciality to move upwards most dramatically on the ladder of social
status.
Urban sophistication-and what is distinctively urban
But is there really anythJng distinctively urban about Kirtipur? Is it not
just a large village--a community of farmers singing rustic folk songs?
Let us test the musical life of the town against two criteria commonly
invoked when differentiating the genuinely urban from the rural, namely:
1. diversification, and 2. artistic sophistication.
Briefly reviewed, musical life in traditional Kirtipur is characterised
by:
Division of musical labour.
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A large number of instruments.
Numerous types of ensemble.
Numerous prescribed roles for these ensembles.
A large number of distinct genres, each with a large repertoire of
distinct items: tuta hymns, caca' hymns, da'phd hymns, bhajan hymns,
instrumental compositions, various forms of secular songs (folk songs,
narrative songs, seasonal songs).
These are certainly cases of diversification. But how about artistic
sophistication? Let us consider the case of da'phd here. This is a form of
iistriya safigit with elaborated rules for ragas and Was. Is that not a
rather astonishing form of music to be maintained by farmers in each and
every neighbourhood of a small town? The distinction between great and
little traditions, which under various names are distinctive of the musical
culture of the South Asian subcontinent (Babiracki 199l), is upheld within
a small Newar traditional town such as Kirtipur in the distinction between
dipha' (and other icistriya genres) and folk songs (see further Grandin
1989:85-6).
So there is indeed urban diversification and sophistication in the
musical life of a traditional Newar small-farmer's agro-town such as
Kirtipur. However rustic it may be considered by Great City standards,
Kirtipur is a genuinely urban locality. And after all, this is hardly
surprising: Newar culture is an urban culture where, however, agriculture
is an urban activity.*

The urban contribution to musical life
The musical diversification and sophistication distinctive of traditional
Newar as well as modem Nepalese urbanism is expensive to maintain.
Directly and indirectly, it requires a large number of man-hours. As
Myrdal has said, in his book on India: 'the fine conversations grow upon
surplus produce' (1980:23), and h s , I think, can be extended to all
cultural sophistications (cf Regmi's book Thatched Huts and Stucco
Palaces which in effect works from the same basic assumption). It is not
to overstate the point to say that urban Newar civilisation has been able to
produce a rather significant amount of surplus. How? The standard
explanations are the excellent soil of the Valley and its location as a node
in trans-Himalayan trade routes.
But there is, I thmk, one more cause. Traditional Newar urbanism is
not just ritualized space and castes distributed and ranked according to
ritual purrty (or power). It is also an efficient mode of production. The
urban organisation itself, with its diversification and division of labour, is
an excellent way of utilizing soil and trade so as to generate surplus. And
moreover, it provides ways of malung sure that part of this surplus is
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devoted to artistic purposes, includmg music.

Thb b tha urban contribution to muaic. The mrplw gcncmd in the
urban sctvp has made possible l a n d d w m e n t s to musical guthis (of
course, what made these endowments into a source of income for
perfbrrnance activities was the h e r worlollg the land and paying part of
his produce to the guthi). This surplus has made possible that all these
man-hours can bc spared for musical activity. In modan Kirtipur, some-of
these man-hours have been redirected fiom the comprehensive, extensive
musical actiwty of the middle castes to musical speclalists from the same
castes. And the organisation of soclal and economic llfe in modem
. .
Kathmandu is able to mamtam such man-hour consuming specialities as
&,strip sofigit urtdds, composers, radio artists etc. Indeed, this surplus
has provided the resources and opportunities for the artistically
sophisticated and diversified music of the Kathmandu Valley.

The musical contribution to urbanism
In urban life, whether of traditional W p u r or modem Kathmandu,
many thugs cannot be properly executed without music. Hymns,jo'tra's,
pljo's, rites of passage, indeed religion itself, political campaigns and the
parade of the election-winner, picnics, stage performancesyou
imagine any of these without music? But not only is music an integral part
of urban life, it also provides urban artistry and sophistication. Music also
helps hrther other forms of urban artistry. Dances could hardly be
conducted without music. But also literature is intimately tied to music. In
tradttional (or rather, classical) Newar urbanism, music was an important
component of drama performances, and, iis Malla (1982:90) has put it, 'it
was in the form of "songs" that classical Newari attained an appreciable
degree of articulation'. In modem urbanism, music and literature together
make up the most important new genre. Modem songs, and music are also
inevitable components in many other modem urban forms of expressive
culture: films, 'operas' (gitirmak), mixed stage performances and dance
performances. Indeed the music we meet in Kirtipur and Kathmandu is
among the things that make these places genuinely urban.
But there is still one more musical contribution to urbanism. Music
provides an encapsulation or (though I hesitate to use the term) 'symbolic
representation' of Nepalese urbanism: the roles of castes, geography and
ritual integration in traditional Newar urbanism; the dynamic, more
individualistic and achlevement-oriented character of modem urbanism. It
can clearly be argued that in traditional Newar urbanism (and probably
also in modem Nepalese urbanism), music helps maintain the efficient
urban organisation of production. For if musical life glorifies the
prevailing social order, and if music makes this social order appear as a

natural W of M, it probably also serves to uphold the diversification and
division of labour which are at the base of the mode of production. Thus
music helps create the surplus which in its turn is a prerequisite for music
itself.
Musical urbanism: conclusions
Both town and city provide a complex and elaborate fabric of resources
and opportunities. As people navigate among these resources and
opportunities maintaining traditiod pathways and making up modem
careers, they produce an extensive, diversified and artistically
sophisticated musical life. I will now conclude this musical exploration of
Nepalese urbanism by elaborating some important points.
The fundamental features of t d t i o n a l Newar urbanism, in fact, can
be ascertained by perusing only musical life: the caste-based division of
musical labour demonstrates the elaborated division of labour as
m a n i f i d in the system of castes; the tol-based ensembles make visible
the importance of organization according to geography (and the geography
of castes); the musical societies which collectively operate musical tasks
indicate the importance of guthis more generally; and finally the ways
various ensembles operate at festivals point out how ja'trcis serve to
integrate all this well-divided geographical and hierarchical space.
By considering the very different types of network promoted in
traditional and modem urbanism, respectively, an important tendency of
change in Nepalese urbanism, in the way urban life is carried on, can be
discerned. It is a trend away porn: geographically organised, collectively
oriented, community-based life where the individual's identity, status and
role is ascribed-all of which are clearly seen in traditional Newar music.
And it is a trend towards: individuals working out their identities, statuses
and roles (which thus become achieved rather than ascribed). Individuals
form networks on a personal basis, networks that transcend any predefined set-up and which indeed incorporate also spaces outside the urban
area, as a geographically defined space, in the sphere of urban living.
While traditional urban life to a certain extent was safe (since you really
had to do something to be expelled out of the ascribed status and predefined networks), new urban life is vulnerable. Networks and contacts
have to be kept up, entertained. Identities, statuses and roles have to be
continuously maintained. There are no guarantees. Failure can have dire
consequences.
The musical networks point out another important aspect of modem
urbanism: it transcends the urban borders. Kirtipur musicians build
themselves into a network of contacts that include their own
neighbourhood, the town as a whole, neighbouring towns, Kathmandu and
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Nepal. Kathmandu-based arti- collect songs and sing in *a.
M o m , they thems~lveamay have comt from a village in the fim
place, and by moving to Kathmandu and drawing upon the resources and
opportunities of this city, they have their music d.nseminated by radio and
other media which means that it feeds back into rural (and urban)
locations all over Nepal. hstriyu safigit prrformers go to Baavas to
study under new gurus; to various places in I n b to perform; to Europe
and the USA to perform; get recorded and so on. There is always a firm
urban base for all this. Musical groups are formed here by people who
may have lived in Kathmandu all their lives, or who may have moved here,
and from this urban base they then tour rural Nepal or disseminate their
music to the whole country. The role of the urban locality as a
geographical entity is to be a node, and the very base, for networks that
transcend the purely urban and integrate urban and rural.
Finally, let me suggest again that in Nepalese urbanism, traditional and
modem, music is intimately connected with the mode of prduction. The
diversification and division of labour both provides surplus labour and
directs part of it to musical activities. The organisation of musical life is
part of thls mode of production and in the end, urban Nepalese music in its
artistic sophistication and diversity helps maintain the surplus-generaurban social machinery.
There is indeed much to be learnt about Nepalese urbanism, traditional
and modem, from a study of musical life. Music makes key hcets of
urban living visible.

Notes
1 The paper draws upon research sponsored by SAREC (the Swedish Agency
for Research Cooperation with Developing Countries) and HSFR (the Swedish
Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences), whose financial
assistance is gratefidly acknowledged. In accordance with the intentions of the
paper, the space available has been devoted to a discussion of Nepalese
urbanism grounded in my empirical data rather than in the vast literature on
urbanism. Still, the presentation of empirical data has been kept short;
additional evidence can be found in Grandin (1989).
2 Cf. Boonzajer-Flaes, 1991.
3 On the Gaines, see Helffer (1977).
4 Weisethaunet (in press) presents another Gaine who has adapted
successfully to the modem urban conditions, Ram Sharan Nepali.
5 A more exhaustive presentation will be given in my forthcoming article on
Nepalese progressive singers under the paficayat era (Grandin, cs).
6 For another example of musical urbanism, a study of G u m g musicians in
the urban setting, see Moisala, 1991:33549.
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7 See H a - e n(1990) for a concise review of network theory.
8 The large number of artisan castes, curd their high etandin& bears
testimony to the diversification and the value laid upon urban sophistication in

traditional Newar urbanism.
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'For a Better Life': Industrial Workers' Grievances
and Collective Actions'
Vivienne Kondos
Alex Kondos
Indra Ban
Several weeks before the overthrow of the Panchayat system (April 9,
1990) and the establishment of a democratic form of government, factory
workers of Balaju Industrial District (B.I.D.) presented a list of 31
demands to the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, declaring that
'these demands must be granted to all workers of the valley', specifically
mentioning those working in hotels, trekkmg, printing, tanka painting,
carpet making and those engaged in the various forms of transport
includmg the rickshaw wallas and trolley pushers. They also warned that
'unless these demands are granted within fifteen days we will go on strike'.
The Ministry's response-was negative. The workers went on strike. The
Panchayat government retaliated with brute force. The police smashed the
strike, arresting and imprisoning a number of the factory workers and their
leaders.
The B.I.D. event is undoubtedly a particular expression of the nationwide economic and political discontent that had been mounting for many
years, but which intensified and fermefited during the trade blockade
imposed by India (see Shaha 1992:180). It is at the same time an index of
the increasing importance of industrialization and of the problem of equity
in the field of Nepalese industrial relations.
While industrialization has been on the Nepalese National agenda since
the early 1950s, private capital's participation remained minimal until the
late 1970s (Kondos 1987a). Prior to this, industrial production was a
government monopoly, largely dependent on foreign aid as the various
Five Year Plans for the period reveal. Today, the picture is significantly
different.
Although Nepal is still predominantly agricultural, within the last
fifteen years or so, a significant number of large-scale privately owned
mechanised manufacturing enterprises have been established (Kondos,
Kdndos and Ban 1991). Our recent study shows that this segment of the
private industrial sector involves a total of 2.5 billion rupees in fixed
capital investment (mainly machinery) concentrated in 150 of the largest
factories. The plant of any such factory is estimated as being worth Rs.10
million or more. This enormous investment is owned by about two hundred
Nepalese families who obviously would then constitute the core of Nepal's
newly established and growing industrial capitalist class. The great
majority of its members were born and raised in urban centres, principally
Kathmandu. In contrast, many of the thousands of the factory workers
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have their origins in village Nepal and have migrated as individuals, m l y
family units.They come to the urban cerxtrm kr m c h of 'a better m',
as some factory workers are wont to say.
The aim of this paper is twofold: to outline some of the f o m industnal
relations have taken and are takmg shape in Nepal; and to make
discernible some of the cultural dimensions of these relations.
The Factory and Factory Workers Act, 1959
If one is to try to comprehend what was going on, some consideration
of the Factory and Factory Workers A d of 1959 is warranted. Not only
does that Act set the legal parameters of industrial relations in Nepal as
obtained under the Panchayat system but also for the first two years after
its overthrow. It was not till 1992 that a new act (Nepal Labour Act) was
brought down.
Of interest is the fact that certain clauses of the 1959 Act indicate the
state's concern with workers' well-being. For example, Section 5, SubSection 1 stipulated that ten percent of the owners' profits were to be used
to distribute bonuses to the workers as well as provide certain Eacilities
(like transport, housing, the education of workers' children and sports).
And the A d also stated that a labour or welfare officer employed by the
factory owners and endorsed by the government was to supervise the
implementation of these requirements.
Yet there were problems. Even though the w e l k e officer was being
located as a kind of watchdog of the workers' legal rights, given the
unequal position in the workerlernployer relationship, the situation was
open to manipulation to the detriment of the worker. In short, the Act
provided opportunity for corruption.
Similar difficulties were inherent in the implementation of the Act's
rulings on the 'provident fund'. On this score, the Act stipulated that
factory owners were to organise the fund, add an equal amount to the
worker's contribution (i.e. 10% of each worker's wage) and set &IS aside
until the worker retired. While again the state assigned the operation of the
fund as the duty of the labour or welfiire officer, it provided no machinery
for monitoring its proper implementation. It is curious that the state did not
assume responsibility for the admmstration of these monies, but mstead,
left them in the control of the industrialists, since this provided opportunity
for owners to capitalise on the funds through investments, while not
providing any comparable possibility for correspondmg advantageous
spin-offs to the workers. Such arrangements also afforded ample
opportunity for abuse.
Comparable difficulties appeared with working conditions. While the
Act set out guidelines regarding minimum wages, the duration of paid
leave and daily working burs etc., it made no provision as to what should
happen in instances of the owners' non-compliance.
Given the inadequacies of the legislation and its amenability to abuse,
rulings regarding workers' stnke action then became a critical matter. With
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regard to such action, Section 52 declared:
In case workers employed in any factory...get no action to get their
legitimate demands fulfilled even though they have taken resort to other
legal means, and so want to start a strike, they shall furnish information
regarding the reasons therefore, as well as their demands to the Labour
Department and the director of the concerned factory at least fifteen days
in advance.
Therefore, according to h s ruling, all strike action had to be approved
by the state and could not occur spontaneously. Moreover, according to
Sub-section 3 of this same Section, 'In case it appears likely that the stnke
started or proposed under sub-section (1) will disturb the nation's
economic interests, His Majesty's Government may declare such strike
illegal at any time.' It is no wonder that a lot of people have assumed that
strikes were illegal during the Panchayat period.
Nor is this the only way that the government set out to control workers'
expressions of discontent. Section 52A specified that certain severe
penalties would be imposed on workers engaged in 'subversive' actions.
And what is subversive, as the above quotation indicates, is what the state
judged as antithetical to the economy or the security of the state. Whlle
these penalties bearing on the workers were clear enough, includmg fines,
imprisonment and dismissal from their place of employment, yet in the Act
there was no stipulation of criteria by which the government determined
what exactly was antithetical to the economy or threatened the security of
the state.
The state via this Act also accorded the employers the right to dismiss
workers on a number of counts after due warning. Under Section 5 1: SubSection 1 of the Act:
Any employee of the factory shall be given a warning for misconduct for
the first time. He may be kept in reserve for a week for the second time,
or may be dismissed without advance notice or without payment of
compensation due in lieu of such notice.
'Misconduct'within the Act covered a number of thmgs; 'Carelessness
in work, rioting inside the factory, or any action which violates discipline,
or instigation to others to go slow, go on strike or organize a
gherao.'(Section 51: Sub-section 2d). If go slow, going on strike or
disobedience constituted misconduct then misconduct was being made to
equate with certain expressions of discontent that were and are usually
acceptable elsewhere.
It is also a peculiar piece of legislation. First as to the possible effects
that could have risen through its determinations. It is peculiar because as
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far as owners are concerned, the Act provided legality for dismissal d
workers on grounds of politicized industrial action, the only cavcat b c l ~
the range of warnings. And so it held the possibility of inhibiting industrial
action where workers could express their particular grievances, yet this in
turn risks i n t e n s i w discontent while the grievance in question remained
unaddressed.
Secondly, the Act is peculiar because it allowed for legal stnke action
but preempted the legal manoeuvres by which this could be possible.
What we know about strike action is that one way that it becomes possible
is through reaching a consensus and a mobilization of numbers; and for
this momentum to occur there has to be collective negotiations on the
factory floor. However, if the state specifies that such developments
constitute grounds for dismissal of individual organizers, it sets up
obstacles against a critical way for mobilization etc. to occur. What this
amounts to is that the Act's grounds for specifjmg misconduct and
justifjmg dismissal of individual warkers were anomalous in allowing for
the possibility of legal strikes. In all of this one may discern that the
rulings of the Act had the potential for regulating industnal relations.
Workers' discontent to a large extent revolved around certain
consequences of the Act itself as well as with what they saw as the
employer's abuse of its provisions. This is evidenced in a range of
grievances covered by the demands outlined by the B.I.D. Edctory workers.
The demands however as one might expect go further than this. As far as
the general orientation to the legislation is concerned there is little doubt
that it was judged as antipathetic to workers-it was called a 'black labour
law' in the list of demands. So we turn to a consideration of this. In such
circumstances a tripartite committee, representing workers, management
and government, was to be formed to resolve matters, yet there was no
further guidance as to how h s might proceed. This mode has proved
ineffectual (Naidu 1990:12).
Perhaps the greatest constraint on manoeuvrability of workers to
redress their grievances was the state's ability to intervene. It assumed the
right to disqualify the legality of any strike that it deemed threatemng to
the nation's 'peace, security and economic interest'. Yet, as we saw,
nowhere did it provide criteria by which such assessments were to be
determined. This gave the government enormous leeway to act, if it so
desired, in an arbitrary hhion, pronouncing any industrial negative
expression as antithetical to national well-being.
If the state could define strikes as antithetical to the nation's well-being
without specifjmg how or why, it had the legal means for pemhmg
activists and intimidating would-be strikers. It also provided opportunity
for co-operation and collusion between the government officials and the
factory owners.
While the laws incorporated such measures for constraining the activist
potential of workers, the act appears to have been less d l g a t in
formulating or adopting measures to regulate the conduct of the employers.
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Given the possibility of state representation on the W r y floor (in the
guise of the w e k e worker), this provided an opportunity for collusian
between these individuals on the matter of the latter's noncompliance with
the relevant provisions of the Act. Given that the w e k e official was paid
out of the m
r
y owner's funds, the arrangements were not geared to
foster loyalty to the workers.
Although it is difficult to ascertain exactly what happened in such
circumstances, the general opinion m r d m g to our study (Kondos,
Kondos and Ban 1992) was that collusion occurred in a lot of instances or
otherwise the government was indifferent to the matter. Even factory
owners recognised the possibility that other factory owners indulged in
bribery and corruption, though exempting them~elves.~
Workers however
saw this practice as the norm. While both parties acknowledged that in
many instances the state simply turned a blind eye to an employer's failure
to adhere to the provisions of the Act.
Workers' discontent revolved around certain consequences of the Act
itself as well as with what they saw as the employer's abuse of its
provisions. This is evidenced in the range and type of grievances covered
by the demands outlined by the B .I.D. factory workers.
Industrial workers' grievances
Subsequent to being impelled to recognise the breadth of people's
dissatisfaction with the Panchayat system, their determination to fight, and
in some cases to die, for the revolutionary cause and the establishment of
democracy, the king set up an interim government (April 1990). This
comprised representatives from the Nepalese Congress Party, the United
Left Front as well as several Independents and King's nominees. At the
highest level the Congress Party Acting President was appointed Prime
Minister, heading the Cabinet.
It was this composite government that was confronted with a spate of
protests and industrial strikes that followed its installation, and which
spread like contagion throughout the capital especially, but was in no way
confined to it. Many of the same demands were made throughout the
kingdom. Most of the demands had already figured in the list drawn up by
the B.I.D. factory workers noted at the beginning of the paper. These
factory workers in June 1990 resubmitted their list.4 On this occasion the
list was presented to four state bodies: the Prime Minister's Department;
the Ministry of Industry; the Labour Department; and the Labour Office.
Whereas the previous submission was limited, going only to the Ministry
of Labour and Social Welfare. It would seem that the workers concerned
not only saw their grievances as constituting a state matter but also
warranting the Prime Minister's direct attention. And it was done with an
air of optimism: 'Now we have more hope of success, for this in OUR
government', as one union leader put it.
The demands all find fault with the Act as it stood-wanting either
deletions of some imperatives, or incorporations of new or more
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hvourable entitlements to the workers. At the top of the list wu Chc
demand for the right to establish independent labour unions. The
prohibition here came as part and parcel of the Pancha rulrng against the
formation of
associations of a certain size and became obsolete with
the revolution's installation of a party-based political system. Such a nght
meant that on the fixtory floor and in open view the workers could effect
and operate their own organktions (the unions). And with such an
organization at hand there could be the possibility for a more effective
pursuit of their interests in whatever guise, includmg strike action.
Since the desirability of allowing for union formation was now to be a
legal practice this matter did not figure prominently in the workers'
discussions about their grievances. What workers gave priority to in their
elaborations also have prominence in the B.I.D.list of demands.
In both contexts there was the expression of concern with economic
Eactors that have direct bearings on certain conditions of everyday living.
Chief among these were the questions of remuneration and of job security.
More specifically regardmg different h d s of remuneration. One demand
of major concern to all workers was the bid for hlgher wages. Another
issue which was frequently raised was their dissatisfktion with the
implementation, or more precisely lack of implementation, of the
'dearness' allowance, a remuneration intended to cater to inftationary costs
of basics, like food and kerosine. Another focused on the necessity for the
employers' adherence to the Act's provisions concerning bonuses, the
provident fund, and contributions to workers' housing costs. With regard
to the general issue of job security one specific desire was the necessity for
employers to reinstate workers dismissed during the previous Panchayat
regime and to provide compensation. For the Balaju factory workers in
particular thls was not some ideal but a pressing matter of immediate
import since it explicitly had in mind those Balaju workers dismissed
during the March tuxmoil when the state crushed their strike through the
deployment of the police (the incident referred to at the beginning of this
paper)
Perhaps the most unusual set on the list of demands are those relating
to the death of a worker or a worker's parent. These are:
a) If a labourer dies employment should go to a family member;
b) If a labourer dies Rs. 10,000 should be given for Kriyi;
c) If a male or female labourer's parents dte the owner provide
Rs.5,000 toward cost of Kriya' and leave permitted.
With regard to the employer's contribution towards a death ritual (the
worker's, or the worker's parent), the hct of their figuring on the list
indicates that rituals are of import, even though certain workers and union
leaders confessed that they were not optimistic about getting these two
demands accepted. Even so, their incorporation alongside the more pukka
industrial concerns shows that the separation of issues that one expects for
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the west does not hold here.
Nor is this the only way that the older expectations figure in industrial
culture. According to our research factories were not owned by individuals
but mainly by family members and sometimes long established close
friends. Further kinship also figures in the workers' fktory world: in the
advent of vacancies or the creation of new jobs, employees would make
bids for the appointment of one of their kin. Therefore it is not surprising
to find on the list the demand that a kinsperson of the dead worker should
have right of succession, filling that job vacancy. It presupposes the
understanding that an employer/employee relationship is to be a long-term
one and should involve social units and not just a discrete individual
employee. It is not an impersonal ethos, it takes reference from the
expectations of the favouritism institution (na'ta'badWpabad) where 'one
of ours' (iphne-ma'nche) is to get the job.
So, what this amounts to is that economic concerns (the possibility for
job succession, of access to h c i a l resources for death rites, as well as
work leave in the case of a parent's death), touch a cultural consciousness
and are given shape by past and very specific cultural practices. Therefore
there are certain continuities through the transplanting of these cultural
practices and expectations from the external traditional sites to the
relatively new site of the factory floor. Further, what this means in effect is
the playing out of certain old conventions in the industrial situation where
it is usually presumed that that kind of enterprise should heed impersonal
principles and follow criteria of efficiency. What such a juxtaposition will
propel remains to be seen.
So far we have noticed that certain cultural considerations appear in the
field of workers' grievances. An exploration of the ways that industrial
workers may bring pressure to bear on their employers as well as the
government in order to pave the route 'for a better life' shows further
cultural permeability.
Collective action-Nepalese style
In Nepal industrial discontent may be expressed by resorting to 2
number of techniques that have their bases in traditional culture.
In the industrial context, the deployment of what is known in Nepal as
the 'relay hunger strike', is of particular interest here. As performed at
Balaju, two workers from each factory took turns at just sitting in a tent
for twelve hours, during which time no food was taken. At the end of their
twelve hours, another batch would take their place. The affair was not
limited to these requirements (i.e. the workers' withdrawal of their labour,
and the necessity to fast) but also amalgamated a religious component.
Those about to exit were incorporated into a ritual. Women first performed
a piija', and then terminated the &air by putting red powder on the faces
of the strikers who had just finished their shift in the tent. The men's strike
action continued around the clock. Women workers eventually also
participated in the hunger strike but only during daylight hours.
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For our purposes two features of this manner of protesbng warrsome comment. The first relatea to the nature of the protest: it b M
simply done through the workers withdrawing from the W r y floor, that
is an explicitly industrial act, but also necessitated their undergoing a kind
of self-sacrifi-not
eating. This kind of self-inflicted 'ordeal' figum in
other contexts, for example when a person feels that she has been badly
treated, she may withdraw to her room and refuse to eat. Therefore it is a
means for malung known that one has been subjected to somedung that
one feels is unjustified or that one finds intolerable. Protest then is made
through self-inflicted hardship. What is interesting is that this socia
mechamsm is being deployed in the industrial context. The second feature
refers to the activity's scope. It was treated as being extendable into the
religious context. Put Merently it was not left in isolation as an explicitly
secular affair, but one that was to be ritually demarcated.
Other ways of expressing discontent are geared to harassment of
persons whose conduct is assessed as unworthy. We refer to two
techniques: shoe-garlanding (iuttih-mala) and a procedure h o w as
ghera'o, where a group of discontents encircle a victim. During the
inte~egnwna spate of shoe-garlandings were undertaken and were met
with opproprium by the establishment ( S h a m 1990:21) and continue to
erupt. The last, to our knowledge, occurred in late 1992. In the industrial
context these are generally deployed against members of management,
those assessed as having abused their positions of power, like treatmg the
workers with contempt, behaving in an authoritarian manner, and trying to
capitalize on senior status for sexual gain. These may even be imposed on
owners, or at least considered as a possibility, as happened where one
factory owner in the Tarai, accordmg to the workers, had shown his
contempt for their dignity (as with sexual harassment), a cavaher approach
to their worker circumstance (by withholding wages long overdue) and so
forth.
Both kinds of procedures for expressing industrial discontent draw on
the cultural reservoir and have been deployed in other contexts, political
and social. It is the practice of shoe-garlanding in particular which draws
on Hindu ontological conceptions and possibilities. Now where a garland
is usually made of flowers and other auspicious-making things and is
welcomed in its honouring gesture, this kind of garland (mala) comprises
just those things that are antithetical to that purpose. Because of their
polluted state and thereby polluting potential, leather shoes and sandals are
not to be worn inside temples, shrines and kitchens. So to avoid the
possible deleterious effect on person and place, these are left outside. But
in a shoe-garlanchg the tabooed things aren't avoided but deployed for the
same purpose. If the shoe-garlandmg procedure requires that a group of
men not only throw this thmg on the target but also smear his Eace (with
soot) and stuff his mouth with raw meat, then in its possible elaborations it
sets out to ontologically contaminate the body, inside and out. The effect
as people recognise is not only to 'defile' but also 'defame' the man
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concerned. It is 'a great insult' inflicted through ontological c o n w o n
(Kondos 1992:218-43).
So, despite the new context (factory production), and despite its
unequivocal secular purpose, people in these circumstances resort to
drawing on an assortment of old procedures (sometimes religiously based)
to express their grievances. Moreover the grievances articulated are not
restricted to economic factors but also include questions bearing on the
moral pride and integrity of workers. It would seem then that such
possibilities now constitute parts of the industrial workers' repertoire of
collective action.
Reaction to workers' demands and collective action
It should be recalled that industrial unrest marked the interregnum
period of government. The factory owners adamantly rejected the workers'
list of demands and vociferously condemned the strikers. The factory
owners' views were widely publicised by the media through the unanimous
voice of their Chamber of Commerce. First, they drew attention to the
mitigating circumstances that necessitated the payment of low wages, and
explained their rejection of all workers' demands.
Specifically, they took cover in the difficulties arising from the
curtailment of commercial activities propelled by the dispute with India
over the renewal of Trade and Transit Treaty; and constantly justified their
noncompliance with the demands on the grounds that if they were to yield
to them, their enterprises would no longer be commercially viable. As far
as we can determine, precise calculations demonstrating non-viability were
never presented. Nevertheless, the industrialists' mere threat of the
possibility of closing down their factories, brings attention to the worker's
dependence on them for employment and access to a monetized wage.
Secondly, and on a much broader front, the owners condemned the
strikers not only for jeopardizing factory production and for constantly
threatening the dignity of members of management and owners (especially
with the juttiko-mala procedure), but also for being the play-things of
insidious external forces, acting in opposition to public interest.
Government press releases often sided with the industrialists.
Editorials, assessing the strikes within the context of the country's
economic development, accused the workers of indulging in irresponsible
behaviour, constituting a serious threat to the maintenance of law and
order. The stnkes, according to the government, placed the realization of
the immediate and long-term objectives of the democracy movement in
grave jeopardy.
To halt the turbulence, however, the government had to respond by
taking action rather than simply engaging in rhetoric, supportive of the
industrialists' case, especially in the light of its announcement of fhture
plans to establish export processing zones (EPZ). Perhaps in order to be
seen as non-partisan, the government set up an 8-member National
Committee consisting of 2 members from each of the following
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organzations: Ministry of Industry, Labour Departma, W
*'
representatives and Chamber of Commerce, for the exprtss purpose of
considering the workers' demands. However, despite its ernplaamea of
h s structure, the government unilaterally then announced that a new
basic-wage scale was to apply, and left in abeyance the demand that the
sacked workers be reinstated and provided with compensation in the form
of back-pay.
Our discussions with workers from a number of W r i e s both in the
Valley and outside (in May and June 1990) made clear theu anger with the
government. From one disillusioned worker: 'At first we thought it was
our government. But now we find that they are not interested in the
workers'. Some also directly referred to the Ministers from the left whose
responsibility they presumed was to protect workers' interests. For
example: 'We are disillusioned with them. They are supposed to be ow
representatives. The whole interim government has failed us. They have
done nothmg to improve our circumstances'.
On the broader front workers' discussions tumed on matters of
everyday detail that were irnrnedmte and affected them p e r d y ,
especially in terms of what does and does not constitute a good life. They
even complained that factory owners had M e d to provide them with such
thmgs as uniforms and tiffi.They also talked about the madequacy of the
'dearness' allowance: 'We just can't cope with what we are getting and our
wages are hardly enough to cover the high rents that are being demanded
in Kathmandu.' Otherwise, it was the non-realization of dreams that was
evoked: 'Fifteen years ago we came to the h r y , hoping to save enough
and better ourselves. But we are still here doing the same work. N o t h q
has changed. We are hardly better off than when we first arrived.'
Factory workers' resentment of the govement's apparent disinterest
was intensified by the way it reacted to another outburst of discantent, this
time to the demands of the teaching profession. At the end of 1990-91 in
response to an enormous protest by teachers, the government immediately
recognized the 'validity' of their demands includmg the r e h t a t q of all
teachers dismissed during the 30 years of Panchayat rule, notwithstandrng
its constant complaint used in a variety of situations that the state coffers
had been depleted by the previous regime. In contrast the interim
government did not act decisively on the matter of the dismissed factory
workers' re-instatement, even though in ths context the empty coffers
argument was not applicable, since the cost would have been camed by
the factory owners.
While the factory workers were appalled at what they assessed as
discriminatory treatment, the orientation of the industrialists was different.
Such worker re-instatement, according to the B.I.D. industrialists, would
not have been possible, because other workers had been employed to take
the places of those dismissed.
Now this line of argument could also have been used in the teachers'
case but significantly was not. Of course, in defence of the government it
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might be said that since it had immediate jurisdiction over civil servants, it
was able to take more definite action whereas this would have been more
difficult in the case of private industries. Even so, one might point to the
fact that the government does have the power to take initiative and in the
new post-revolutionary milieu is expected to give direction to industrial
matters. Furthermore, if the government was admonishing workers to
behave responsibly and to recognise that economic demands cannot be
catered to overnight, yet it did not apply the same requirements to the
teachers but instead treated their demands differently, then its conduct
becomes highly questionable.
What is of interest for us here is a certain persistence of an old practice
revamped and transformed to cater to the changed circumstances. The
Nepalese State, whether under the Shaha rulers or the Rana Prime
Ministers, used the bureaucracy as its own domain for bestowing
privileges-the rulers acting as the patrons to the select. One is reminded
of the yearly pajani, when bureaucrats were appointed, reappointed or
dismissed from office (Levi 1905-8; Kondos 1984; Shaha 1982). And alsa
reminded of the way unions are organized, white collar belonging to a
Nepali Congress Party supported union, and blue to a United Left Party
supported union. It would seem then that the Congress majority in the
interim government was able to use the bureaucratic venue to bestow
favours and so win loyalty and support from those who would benefit from
its decisions.
Now while the government and the Chamber of Commerce in its public
face dismissed the workers' demands, individual employers were more
cautious. Certain employers said that the situation was delicate and
workers were now conducting themselves in far more assertive ways, and
therefore rather than accommodate to the workers' agitations had chosen to
close down their factories. In our consideration such cautionary measures
were taken malnly by the owners of smaller enterprises. Accordingly it
appears that after the revolution, orientations towards factory workers'
potential was variable. Some like the Congress Party leaders appeared to
take a dismissive orientation. On the other hand certain industrialists
assessed the workers as a force to be contended with. Then again many of
the large-scale industrialists, perhaps secure in their economic strength and
their connections with the government, continued to resist the workers'
demands, thus suggesting that they did not perceive the workers as a
formidable force. It should also be noted that in the wake of revolutionary
euphoria, any work-place disagreement, no matter how minor, would be
treated by workers as a cause for strike action. This tendency was so widespread that unions produced a booklet in comic script form to instruct
workers about the right and proper contexts requiring strike action.
Recent development: state vision and state legislation
If the government was tardy in addressing the workers' grievances, it
was active in the matter of industrial policy. At this juncture it is of
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interest to briefly consider some of the implications of two important
recent developments initiated by the current government, specifically its
industrial policy statement (I.P.S.) and its new legislation on industrial
relations, the 'Labor Act 1992'. The concem here is to indicate the general
flavour of their contents and isolate those elements which we see as having
direct bearing on the conditions of industrial workers.
According to our readmg of the new policy, announced in May 1992,
there are at least three major features. It identifies the locus of investment
for industrial development; the role of the state in that process; and the
swpe of the envisioned industrial project. The new policy specifies that
Nepal's industrialization is henceforth to depend on the efforts of private
capital, bath domestic and international. The government's role is to be one
of hilitator, '...to create an appropriate atmosphere to encourage private
sector investment' (I.P.S.:3). This involves makmg it easy for private
capital by providmg it with a number of incentives. Such incentives are to
be especially available for capitalists' participation in the E.P.Z. scheme
i.e. Export Processing Zone of production, elsewhere known as 'world
Eactories', where production is geared to the international market.
The list of incentives the Nepalese government offers private capital is
highly seductive. These provide immunity against nationalization, tariff
protection and a range of income tax exemptions. No excise duties are to
apply. And in addition the state offers special facilities flowing fiom the
so-called 'single window system'. This refers to the establishment of an
Industrial Promotion Board charged with the responsibility of
'...increasing the pace of industrialization and ensuring coordination
among the national level agencies connected with industrial development at
the policy and implementation levels' (ibid).
The objective here is to bring all negotiations to one side (the 'single
window'). In other words the Board is to shortcircuit bureaucratic delays
and associated practices of corruption that were so common in the past(
Kondos, Kondos and Ban 1991).
The composition of this all powerfbl Board is somewhat peculiar, given
the nature of the policy's objective (to establish an industrial production
especially for the international market) and given the span of participation
in the envisioned project (capitalists, workers, entrepreneurs). Out of the
thirteen members of the board ten are government officials. All of these are
of the highest rank, includmg several Ministers. The three non-government
members consist of 'a representative fiom the Federation of Chambers of
Commerce', and 'two reputed persons from the industrial, commercial and
tourism sectors'. Obviously there is nobody to represent the workers. In
other words, along with political party interests, the interests of private
capital are given a direct voice, but those of the workers are not.
In W, nowhere in the policy statement is there any proposal that is
geared to consider or advance the interests and welfare of the workers.
While the proposal that wage fixing will be tied to productivity (I.P.S.5)
might be seen as the expression of concem for the workers it is nonetheless
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ambiguous. It could be judged as providing a means for workers to
maximize their earnings through their work output, but it could also be
judged as yet another incentive for private capital because wage fixing is
not tied to worker industrial action. Such a proposal moreover risks
undermining the legitimacy of collective bargaining through union
initiatives and resorting to strike action and thereby engender a politically
docile worldorce. This would advantage industrial capital. This is not
meant to deny recognition of the government's formidable task, to get
industrial development going in a land-locked country where one
prerequisite is the enticement of international and local capital. But it is to
fecognise that the plan as it stands could adversely affect the workers if the
traditional mode for wage negotiations were dropped. This would apply
even to wage fixing by productivity because the monetary measure for
output itself is open to dispute.
If the plan for the future causes some unease so does the current Labor
Act promulgated by the newly elected government. Strike action accorhg
to this 1992 Labor Act is to take an even more circuitous and precarious
route than ascribed by the terms of the Factory and Factory Workers Act
of 1959. Under Section 74 of the current Labor Act, workers are required
first of all to state their grievances to demands in writing.' ...have the
document signed by at least 5 1 percent of their total strength, and submit it
to the General Manager through their representatives '(Sub-section 1).
Should the matter not be resolved within 21 days through negotiations
between the Manager and the workers, Sub-section 3 stipulates that, '...it
shall be settled within a period of 15 days through bilateral talks in the
presence of the Labor Officer'.
So according to the Act legal strike action cannot be taken immediately
on management's reksal to meet the worker's demands. The Act instructs
another bout of negotiations between the parties where the state's Labor
Officer acts as a kind of mediator. Nor can a strike be immediately
undertaken after that since the law stipulates the necessity to undertake
further negotiations in this case to gain the support for a 60%
endorsement.
In case workers or employees of any establishment wish to go on strike

because of their failure to settle their demands through the procedures
mentioned in Sub-Sdon 3 of Section 74, they may do so after
submitting on resolution to that effect passed by 60 percent of their total
strength through w e t ballot, as well as written notice to that effect, to
the General Manager explicitly mentioning their demands or claims, and
their justification and forwarding a notice thereof to the Labour
Department, the concerned Labour office, and the local administration
(Labour Act, 1992, Section 76).
There are a number of features that create unease. First, while only a
51 percent majority is required for the expression of a grievance, a 60
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percent majority is needed for strike action to bc legally possible. It is not
so much that the discrepancy introduces a shiA (from the stmght out
majority principle to that of a solid majority) that could be scea as
undemocratic, but that the necessity for two procedures with va.@ng
dcgrces of
would make for delays and complications. The
policy has the potential fbr generatrng a I d of activity that could be
m e s s . Perhaps it would have been preferable to demand 60% quota for
the expression of discontent so as to be able to act directly and effectively,
with no fbrther ado.
This injection of complications also figures in the required prsteps. The Act demands three phases of negotiation (with the owners; with
owners and officers; and back to Eactory floor with the workers) before the
workers are allowed to give notice of their intent to strike. And then there
is the further elaboration, the necessity to submit that intention and
justification to other bodies.
Moreover, the Act also requires that no less than three state bodies, as
well as management, have to be notified by the workers as to their strike
intent and give a justification for this. Presumably all three government
bodies have to endorse the acceptability of the projected strike. It is not
easy to M o r n what lay b e h d such requirements, especially the
notification to 'local administration'. What may be surmised is that the
local office acquires information that can be added to its records on
matters relating to its local population. Perhaps a matter of surveillance?
But whatever else, one may discern the imposition of red tape that
directly affects the manner by which workers may engage in attempts to
resolve their grievances. Gwen the 'single window' policy geared to
circumvent red tape irritations where the capitalists are concerned, the
Labor Act's demands applying to the workers on the other hand appears as
an extensive and excessive bureaucratic elaboration.
Gven that this legislation is not framed to hcilitate one means of
redressing workers' grievances, i.e. by stdung, it gives pause to wonder. Is
one to assume that the government is of the opinion that strike action is the
less preferred way of settling disputes, concurring with h e policy being
formulated by left or right-wing governments in different parts of the
world? Whether or not such considerations were relevant to the fiaming of
the legislation is a moot point.
What however can be brought to attention is what the legislation is
geared to realise. If the line of directives were to be followed these would
disallow immediate action. It effects surveillance. And prevents strikes
from erupting in unseen quarters.
State control figures more blatantly in the hrther proviso that the state
may declare a strike illegal. Whlle the Act is clear in specifjlng the
circumstances when this could occur, that is, as long as it '...appears likely
that it will create an extraordmary situation and thls disturbs the nation's
peace and security or that will affect the nation's economic
interest'(Secti0n 80). Yet it does not elaborate the criteria for judging what
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would mmtitute a disruption to peace and security and a threat to the
country's well being.
The state's reticence here is particularly unfortunate since the
attribution of strike illegality has bearings on the determination of worker
misconduct. Accordmg to the Act misconduct refers to the workers'
participation in or the inciting of others to participate in strikes declared
illegal or irregular by the state. The penalty to apply after due warning
would be the dismissal or fine of the worker(s). In such circumstances the
Act accords the owner/manager of an enterprise the right to take such
action. What such legislation then permits is the possibility for the
owners/managers to rid the place of industrial activists.
What is of interest is the way these provisos of the new 1992 legislation
connect with a particular demand made by the B.I.D. stnkers in 1990: the
demand for the reinstatement of dismissed workers. What the provisos of
the new Act amount to, though hidden in the legal verbage, is the state's
refisal to recognise the legality of that demand if it defines worker
misconduct as participation in or compelling others to participate in strikes
judged as illegal and imposes the penalty of dismissal. Under the new Act
any reinstatement of a worker dismissed on those grounds would constitute
a legal contradiction.
With regard to that demand and what it prefigured in the workers'
framework: if they were dernandmg that those dismissed for misconduct be
reinstated, then the workers were contesting the state's definition of what
should constitute 'worker misconduct' and with it 'strike illegality'.
If the workers in 1990 were contesting the justifiability and
acceptability of such definitions and if in 1992 the new government brings
down factory legislation echoing to a large extent the formulations of the
old Act, then the new government is turning its back on the workers'
desires. It is also endorsing the orientations of the old regime as these
pertain to industrial action.
Notes
1 We wish to thank the Australian Research Council for funding the research
upon which this paper is based. The research was conducted during 1990 and
1991. We are grateful also to many factory workers and their union leaders at
Balaju and elsewhere who gave freely of their time to discuss a number of
industrial matters with us.
2 According to Pant (1990:3), the most frequent acts of misconduct have been
'unauthorised absences', 'repeated lateness'. 'easy-goingness' and 'loitering'
and he sees these as 'the outcome of the conflict between the deep-rooted rural
orientation which the workers bring to the workplace and the industrial culture
which demands punctuality'.
3 For detailed accounts of the notion of corruption in Nepal see Caplan (197 1)
and Kondos (1987b).
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4 The list of demands, o r i m y submitled to the then Panchayat gwcmnmt
in March 1990 and also submitted to the interim govcmment in June 1990,
contained the following items: 1. To be allowed to establish an independent
labour union. 2. Dissolve the old black labour law and establish a new one that
looks after the interests of the workers. 3. 100% raise on old minimum wage. 4.
Those workers who have been working in fhctory for 180 days should be madc
permanent automatically and be issued with a certificate to this fleet. 5. Sackcd
workers should be re-instated with full compensation. 6. 5% of profit be kept
aside to be utilised for housing. 7. 10% bonus out of owner's profit should bt
given to workers. 8. Life i n s u r m and accident inmrranoe should be
compulsory. 9.Workers who have worked more than 5 years should be paid one
month's wage in lump sum when they leave, one and a half months wage for
5-10 years and one to two months for 10 years. 10. Provide a bus for workers'
transport to and from work If not Rs7 daily bus Eare. 11. Female workers
should be given maternity leave. 12. Wages should be increased by 50% to cater
to inflationary costs of living-that is, adjusted as dearness allowance. 13.
Leave should be like that of the government employees. 14. 15% of Provident
Fund to be taken from wages and matched by owners-both documentations to
be given to workers as record. 15.Up to secondaq education provided free for
workers' children. 16.Provide fke medication for workers' families. 17. Sports,
library, canteen and room should be provided. 18. Seven hours daily working
hours. 19. Working with dangerous machinery etc. should carry Rs20 a day
allowance. Seasonal uniforms should be provided. 20. RslO to be given as
afternoon tea allowance because of current price rise. 21. Contract work should
be abolished. 22. Pay for overtime should be doubled. 23. If a worker dies
employment should be given to a family member. 24. Stop on the spot
clarification. 25. If a worker dies Rs10,OOO should be gven towards that
worker's kriya. 26.If a worker's father or mother dies the owners should p o ~ d e
Rs5,000 toward the cost of kriya and leave permitted. 27. 75% reduction on
electricity, water and housing rental for the factory and abolish tax on raw
material and reopen closed factories. 28.In case of national industries, the land
should be registered in the name of the industrialists' companies. 29.Release all
imprisoned workers and other people. Waive warrants for arrests. 30. While
classlfjlng workers, right measures should be determined. 31. Trainees of
Balaju Mechanical Training Centre demands should be fulfilled and those of
other workers.
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Effects of Modernization on Periurban Families in
Kathmandu Valley
Keshav Lall Maharjan
Introduction
Mademization brings changes in rural, urban and periurban areas in
various ways.' They range from physical change to economic and social
changes. These changes in each of the three areas interact with each & t ~
and in turn give a certain direction to the whole process. Of the three
areas, the periurban is most liable to be affkckd by modemizttion, as it is
prone to be affected by changes in the other two areas too.
The modernization of Kathmandu valley has provided various
economic oppor&unities to the people in the periurban area in the form of
job opportunities in the secondary and tertiary sectors, and the creation of
marketa for fkm products. The construction of roads has accelerated the
sprawl of factory establishments with people starhng to commute from
urban areas and in so doing creating bed-tom with increasing
commercial activities. More and more people are engaged in non-farm jobs
either within the area or in the urban areas where they commute by more
and more easily available transportation. Farming, which becomes highly
commercial and hard-cash oriented, increas~nglyuses seasonal migrant
labourers from rural areas.
As a result, household income, along with cash income generating
household members, have increased in the settlements of this area. People
in general have become more economically affluent. Further, this area has
become a hub for immigrants worlang in newly established industries and
relay-migrants, loolung for opportunities to move to urban settlements. It
is most especially in such periurban areas that peoples of diverse ethnic
and social background interact with one another, and in so doing broaden
both their social experience and values. In this paper I will discuss some of
the consequences of both increased affluence and broadened social values.
Siddhi Ganesh development village, a typical periurban village in
Bhaktapur district lying between the cities of Kathmandu (New: Y e s ) and
Bhadgaon (New: Khopa) is taken as a survey area for the study purpose.
In outlining the principal economic and social changes brought about by
modernization in this village, I rely on data gathered through the use of
questionnaire and observation surveys, includmg a census survey of all the
households and an economic activity survey of sample households. Thts
material is discussed in the opening sections of my
In later sections
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I discuss, on the basis of case studies collected amongst Parbate Hindu
(New: m e n ) and Newar (New: New*) informants, changrng patterns of
Edmily organisation and separation. The relationship between
modernization and changes in the New* Edmily system is summanzed in
the last section.

Survey area
Siddhi Ganesh development village lies adjacent to Thimi and Bode,
two larger and older W t i o n a l New@ settlements. Manohara river, a
branch of the Bagmati, runs along the northwest border, wide the old
Kathmandu-Bhaktapur road on the south side separates the village from
h.
This village consists of two settlements, Nakadesh (New:
Nakadeh), a tradrtional NewQ settlement with a highly developed and
complicated social structure and Dhuncho, a new Khaen settlement.
Terraced paddy fields stretch between these two settlements.
Farmland in the village is not very fertile in the sense that, dhdn awal
(Nep: plain fertile lowland suitable for paddy cultivation) is less than onefourth of the total farmland. About half is dhdn doyam and dhdn sim
(Nep: comparatively infertile lowland and terrace land suitable for paddy
cultivation). The rest is p d k h (Nep: infertile terrace and upland not
suitable for paddy cultivation) and wasteland. Crops even on dhdn awal
land are destroyed in the monsoon season by f l h g of the Manohara
river.
There are 3,762 people living in the village, of which 1,941 (51.6%)
are male and 1,82 1 (48.4%) female. The number of households is 64 1 and
the average size of the family (unless mentioned, the terms household and
family are used synonymously) is 5.9, almost the same as the national
figure (5.8) (CBS:1989). These families are categorized into three types:
i) Nuclear (elementary) family, represented by a couple with or without
children. Variations are, single-member family (male or female with a
deceased partner or bachelor) and family of widow or widower with
offspring(s). There are 355 such families (55%) in the village and their
average size is 4.8 persons.
ii) Simple joint family resembling a stem family, consisting of vertical
plural couples with only one couple in one generation, often with other
offspring in second and thlrd generations. The number of such families in
the village is 198 (3 1%) and the average size, 7.8.
iii) A complicated joint family with membership thoroughly extended to
more than two generations. Many of such families include plural couples
in at least one generation and often with other offspring in each generation.
A variation on this type of family is where one or both members of the first
generation couple is deceased. Such families in the village are 88 in
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number (13%) and their average sue is 1 1.3, double the average family
size of the village. Here, we can observe the obvious fact that the h i l y
becomes more complicated as the size becomes bigger.
Among the Newah people, 52% of families are nuclear, 33% simple
joint family and 15% complicated joint family. The figures for Jyapu
(Newah farmer) are 53%, 33% and 14%, respectively: whilst for Segy&
(Newah business man) they are 44%, 37% and 19%. Of the other NewQ
sub-groups, Nay (Newiih meat seller) have least share of nuclear family,
33% and highest share of complicated joint h l y , 29%, nearly double the
figure for the Newah as a whole. The Jugi (Newah musician and tailor),
Kau (Newah ironsmith), and Nau (Newah barber), three of the lowranking occupational castes, have 64% nuclear family and 2 1%
complicated joint family.
Among the Khaen, Khatri (Brahman turned Ksatriya) families are 73%
nuclear, 23% simple joint and just 4% complicated joint. It should be
noted that these figures dffer very markedly from those for the New@
k l i e s . A similar distributional pattern (73% nuclear, 27% simple joint
and no complicated joint) was also found amongst the following three
Khaen occupational castes, the Damiii (musician and tailor), KBmi
(ironsmith), and SBrki (cobbler). Saen family types (Mongoloids fiom hill
areas, such as Tamang, Rai, Limbu and Kirati) have a similar
distributional pattern as that found amongst the Newah occupational caste
group.
Of the total population in the village, 90% live in Nakadeh, and of
these 87% are Jyapu, followed by Segyah 5%, Nay 3% and others,
inclusive of Jugi, Kau, Nau, Darnai, K m i , Sarki, Saen and MatSya (IndoAryans fiom Tarai) 5%. The remaining 10% live in Dhuncho, and of these
95% are Khaen (Khatri) and only 5% Saen

Modernization in Siddhi Ganesh village
Until the first Khaen came to settle in Dhuncho Pakho (an area believed
by Nakadeh Newiih to be visited by tigers) from the hills of Kabhre,
Nakadeh was a traditional and stable Newah settlement. The settling of
Khaen in the Dhuncho Pakho, otherwise a barren upland, and located
some distance away from Nakadeh, had but little initial impact on the
h l y lives of the Newas, and hence was of small concern to them. Taking
advantage of this NewQ attitude, many Khaen, relatives and neighburs
of the first settlers, poured in and in no time established a substantial and
expandmg Khaen settlement, i.e., Dhuncho, purchasing and sharecropping f a d a n d in and around the village. Since then, these two
settlements have grown together with day-to-day effects on each other
economically and culturally.
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Khaen buy b l y goods fiom New* shops, sharecrop their land and
hire the Earm labour. They also sell their labour, milk, vegetables and other
farm products to the New@. Many Khaen also sell organic manure to the
Jyapu fanners. They are impressed by the complicated rules and
organizing power, i.e., guthi of the New@, who perform such works as
village road and conduit construction in an organized manner. The Khaen
are also impressed by the way in which the Newah worship at the Siddhi
Ganesh temple in Nakadeh. The New@, on the other hand, are impressed
by the seemingly rational, less community bound and freer Khaen lifestyle
and try to imitate them whenever possible, as in building lone houses in
open spaces, earlier and quicker breakmg-up of joint family (will be dealt
with in detail later) and to a certain extent, speaking only the Nepali
language, even among the Newah and in the family.
The introduction of the Panchayat system in the 1960s, which put these
two settlements within the jurisdiction of a single village panchayat,
further enhanced the interaction between the two communities politically.
This also was the period when these settlements began to be affected by
modernization phenomena, especially after the paving of the KathmanduBhaktapur road. By the 1980s the impact of modernization was so strong
that all the villagers were affected in their daily lives in one way or the
other.
In the farming context, a jeepable fair-weather road was constructed
and a water conduit for gravitational flow irrigation was dug. Joint and
individual wells were dug for smaller-scale irrigation. These
~nfiastructural developments facilitated the adoption of new input
materials, such as high-yieldmg paddy seeds, vegetables (carrot, radlsh,
cabbage, Chinese cabbage, spinach, turnip), chemical fertilizers, power
tiller and even a low-lift pump for irrigation by lifting water fiom the
Manohara river. All these innovations helped in increasing both the landuse rate and the degree of flexibility in fanning methods by giving rise to
various non-trdtional cropping patterns, other than paddy-wheat, paddypotato and maize plus soyabean in upland areas. Crops cultivated in the
new cropping patterns are planted in response to demands of the urban
markets and include sequences of paddy-potato-potato, paddy-vegetablesvegetables and vegetables-vegetables-vegetables-vegetables.Because new
cropping patterns are cash-crop based they are both high-cost and highyielding, needing much more hard cash for farming but generating large
amounts of cash in return. These crops are very labour intensive and
require maximum owner labour input, resulting in a big productivity
increase. Moreover, these products are directly put into the markets in Yen
and Patan (New: Yala) by the farmers themselves, thus creating a new job
of vegetable selling.
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Due to the engagement of villagers in cash-crop fanning and other nonfarm jobs, there is a shortage of labourers in the Earm peak seasons of
paddy planting and harvesting, land preparation and harvesting of both
potato and wheat. Thls shortage is covered by the luring of seasonal
migrant labour, mainly Sien and some Khlen from adjacent hilly areas of
Kabhre.
In non-farm work, there was a substantial increase of salaried men
working at various institutions in Yen, especially among Segya, Kham
and some Jyapu. They found easy access to Yen and Khopa and started to
commute to their work places. Frequent trips to towns were made by
village businessmen. More people have cash in their hands and engage in
various kinds of petty jobs in urban areas and within the village.
Cornershops, teashops and bhatti (eating shops), mostly run by Jyapu
increased in Nakadeh. Even in Dhuncho, some Khaen are running
teashops. Poultry firming is also popular, l u ~ gin the concerned
businessmen to the vlllage. Traditional occupational workers, such as Nay,
Kau, Jugi, Damai, Shki and Kitmi are opening their workshopcum-sales
depots in and around the village.
Some carpet-weaving factories have been established in the village by
its residents. This has drawn Sfien day-labourers from as far away as
Koshi zone. There are also village-based workers employed in nearby
food, chemical and textile factories. Besides, there is a school teacher and
a Muslim bangle shopkeeper from the Tarai living in the village.
There are also people, mostly Nay and some Jyapu, who have migrated
from the village to both Pokhara and the inner Tarai, whilst some Sesyah,
Jyapu and KhIen have settled in Yen. Some young people in Dhuncho
have turned to international seasonal labour and are workmg in South
Korea and Japan. The combined impact of all these changes is that the
villagers have become more economically affluent. More individuals in
each household, including even non-household heads, are earning more
than ever before. This has increased the demand for concrete houseconstruction in the village, creating a boom in brick kiln manufacture.
Consumption expenses, especially on food, clothes, medicine and
education have increased too, causing a mushrooming of various shops (as
mentioned above), kindergartens and private primary schools in the
village.
The engagement of villagers in non-farm work in various places
necessitates the eating of meals away from home. The household head has
no means to assess these expenses or to allot an appropriate budget for
them, nor does he have the means to check the amount of income earned.
With the increase of hard-cash income from farming, those engaged in
farming also tend to have more and more meals away from home, be it a
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cup of tea at a teashop or wining and dining at a bhatti within and around
the village. Here too the household head has no means of checking these
incomes and expenses. At times, the household head hunself is prone to the
habit of eating outside. All of these behaviours are weakening the
traditional basic concept of the joint family as a co-resident, commensal
and property+wning corporation.
Social interaction between the members of the different h c groups,
Newah, KhBen, and Saen has given a new impact to the values of each. It
has specially affected the Newah youths. For them eating (earning and
spending) and living separately from other family members are no longer
regarded as special or unusual arrangements, for they have become
accustomed to observing them as regular occurrences amongst the
neighbouring Khaen and Saen. They also take eating outside as a common
practice, otherwise regarded as a first serious step to bani ienegu (a
loosening of character) by the Newah people. Thus, the Newah youths are
consciously and unconsciously giving less value to their traditional jointfamily system.

Factors affecting family type
Generally speaking, the joint family is the ideal family type in the
Indian subcontinent. The people of thls village are not unusual in this
respect. However, there are certain factors that effect the maintenance of a
joint farmly. The first is the population factor, with child mortality, birth
rate, life expectancy, state of health and hygiene being important related
factors. When the child mortality rate is high, the birth rate low, life
expectancy short and state of health and hygiene bad, the population does
not grow and the families remain small with only a few becoming joint. On
the other hand, if the birth rate is high, child mortality rate low, life
expectancy long and state of health and hygiene good, population grows
and joint W l i e s increase both in incidence and in size. Even when child
mortality is high, as is the case generally in Nepal, joint families can
increase. For there will be a tendency to give birth to more children when
mortality rate is high and if a sufficient number survive, the family will
become a big joint family. This factor is common to all the groups in the
village.
The second and perhaps most important factor is the economic, for
eating together and owning land and property together are two important
conditions of being a joint family. The nature of the family business,
especially whether farming or not, and the ability of the members to eat
together, are all relevant issues here. Having a family business or running
a retail shop in which many h l y members are needed and can work
together to earn a living, and also in which earned income and property
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cannot be divided easily among the members, together facilitate the
maintenance of joint-family arrangements.Most of the !$egY* and some of
both the Jyapu and Nay joint families are results of these b d s of
economic considerations. Similarly, joint family members are more likely
to stay together if their agricultural land is owned and farmed jointly and
the products consumed together. Farmers need to stick together to cope
with both the labour needs of peak seasons and the difficulties of natural
calamities. The joint families of Jyapu, Saen and Khatri are much
influenced by these considerations.
At times, some families remain joint when both their assets and sources
of income are so limited that separation would deteriorate their living
standard malung them unable to feed themselves. Joint farmlies of Nay, the
occupational castes and migrant Saen are of this nature. But these joint
farmlies are very vulnerable. Families of migrants and occupational castes
whose members live on their labour only, perhaps hand to mouth, tend to
be nuclear in structure, for there is a limit to their capacity to mutually
support one another.
The thud fbctor is the social, with issues such as marriage patterns,
educational level, degree of involvement in supra-farmlial soclal
organizations, and perhaps most importantly of all the kind of status
accorded joint families in particular communities, variably affkctq the
kind of h l y structure and size most Eavoured. Early marriage would
mean more children 1gto large W e s . Education and schooling tend
to raise the marriage age, thereby malang people more independent and
hence more hkely to favour the smaller family and fewer children. Factors
such as these are common to all ethnic groups in Nakadeh. Obligations to
ancestors and supra-hlial social organizations, such as the numerous
guthi amongst the New*, psychologically inspire for more sons,
consequently resulting in larger Eamilies, ideally of the joint variety.
A joint Eamily, when it becomes economically successful, gains social
status and becomes legitimate if followed by the practice of social and
religious services. People with such values jointly try to gain such
legitimacy by remaking in their joint h l i e s and supervising routine
daily matters that might otherwise lead to quarrels and hence result in
M y separation. This is specially true for the New* people and is one
of the reasons for their larger families. The NewQs regard such W e s
as jyfipim bhinpip rnanuta (people with quality and dignity) and ideally
hope to be members of such a unit.

The Newab ideal family
In general, the ideal h l y for New*s is a complicated joint M y .
For them it has the power to ensure the labow needs of the peak seasons of
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fanrung, M y business, calamities and social obligations. It is a resource
for assuring social status by economic success and becoming jyfipie
bhinpirq, performing social and religious services.
Sqle-member families or those with only old couples are rare and
only occur for short periods under conditions of severe population decline.
Otherwise, such persons are likely to live with their married daughters, or
adopt nephews. The aged are not left alone and young bachelors are nat
f o r d to live alone. Sons stay with parents even after marriage, together
with their children and grand-children. The joint family would not separate
as long as both or one of the old couples are living. They may dwell in
plural houses if one is not enough to accommodate all the members. But,
land and other properties remain joint under the old person. Thus, family
separation is slow and usually accompanied before long by the birth of
additional children.
The aged males, even after retiring from active participation in
economic activities, become advisors of various informal organizatiions
and are respected by all as thakdli cijus (aged and experienced). Females,
though not of such high status, are also much respected as thaka'li nakim
(aged and experienced) too.
Nakadeh people also share this New@ ideal family. They regard
children who have not undergone the ceremony of buscikhd (for boys) and
ihi (for girls) as infants who symbolically become adults only after kaetcf
pijci (for boys) and bcirh (for girls). They start to take part in various
activities as an adult frsm their late teens and only become a recognised
fill adult after marriage, which generally occurs before 25 at the latest.
During their 20s males start to support the parental family economically
and spiritually and continue to do so through their 30s, even after they
themselves have become parents. During their 40s they will start to take
part in family decision-making and become M y o (chief decision-maker),
i.e., family head by their 50s, allowing their parents to retire. By t h ~ time
s
younger brothers start to have their own opinions in various matters which
are incorporated as of need in managing the family. After crossing the late
50s, the family head often starts to weaken physically and psychologically,
sometimes plagued by diseases such as paratyphoid, typhoid, pneumonia,
jaundice, hepatitis, tuberculosis, ulcers and other amoebic and bacterial
diseases. Such a person, termed as jhdh womma manu (person who has
crossed the zenith), retires from active participation in family management
and devotes much time to looking after the grand and great grand-children,
representing their families in various guthi and giving opinions on the
management of the village as a thakdli ciju.
In the case of hrmers and occupational caste people females come to
the houses of their husbands after marriage and support the M y by
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doing all domestic work and

farm and occupational work. They bbcanc

lsdmd (chief houaewif;e) in thbir 50s and make duhicma in all d o m d c
e
s includmg family consumption, guest enkrbhmmt, ritual
festival obsewations, relations with neighbows and othcr day-today
afFairs. Hdmd educate the nnu brides in their family customs.A lady m y
remain hdmi symbolically even after retiring, holdrng final say in the
important domestic aff8irs, keeping keys of the vital places to herself and
advising the actual himd and other brides as a thaka'li d i m .
The old couples start to devote more of k r time to religious and
social services accordmg to their capacities until they finally pass away.
They may well begin to participate in various guthi organizations, perform
sorha i r i d d b and s'riddb (ancestral worship), pijd (deity worship)
regularly, observe yearly festivals, celebrate properly all the rites of
passage and contribute to the buildmg of degah (temple), chapcih
(community house), phalchd (rest place), roads, etc. in the locality.
The Newah family in reality
In actual social life, the joint family is liable to become vulnerable to
separation at every turning point of the family cycle. Some of the more
critical of such moments are when sons start having their own opinions,
the changing of ruiyo and himd, the jhdh wonegu (crossing zenith) of
ruiyo, or the passing away of old couples. When a h l y does finally
separate, there is likely to be considerable tension and even hostility fbr
some time. Such separations become the subject matter of gossip and
satire, contrary to the dignity and respect accorded to a successful
complicated joint family.
Thus, qs mentioned above, less than half of the farmlies of Nakadeh
NewQ are joint farmlies, rather few, considering their M y ideals. This
is most revealing in the Jyapu %lies. The reason for this seems to lie
beyond the h r s mentioned above. Disharmony between hintd and
brides and among other famtly members, the most frequently cited cause of
New& fiimily separation, is not enough explanation either. This point will
be explored further with case studies in the following sections.
Changes in family type
This section will focus on changes in farmly type in the village through
case studies of Khien and Newah (Jyipu) farmlies. The Khaen case study
is used to highlight the distinguishing features of New& %lies.
Case study of Khaen
Case 1: Wormant Mrs.K, 53, lives alone and is the mother of two
sons and two daughters. She was married 40 years before but lost her
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husband 15 ycan ago. Two dau&ters were mamed away ten yean 4 0 ,
and her sans were married five yaats ago. They each haw their children.
The two sons separated firm her four years ago soon after their marriages.
They partitioned the house into three parts and started to live as three
families with Wrent kitchens. All property except land has been divided.
Four ropanis (1 r o p n i = 0.0509ha)of land is owned by the mother and
tenanted+ut to the sons. The sons cultivate the land and the produce is
divided equally among the threz parties. The mother supports herself from
her share of the produce plus income from f h n labouring. The eldest son
is entirely devoted to f h m g , while the younger is worlung in South
Korea as an international migrant labourer and is planning to build a new
house for himself and his nuclear M y . They plan to divide the land
accordmg to law either after the death of the mother or after she starts to
live with one of the sons to spend her final days. The family cycle is
simple, one became three in due time and no grudges are held against each
other.
Case 2: Informant Mrs. S, 70, the mother of seven children, two sons
and five daughters is also living alone. Her husband passed away 14 years
ago. All children are married and the sons separated from the old couple
soon after their marriages when her husband was still alive. The three
families are living in harmony. Brides and daughters often come to help the
old lady. The sons keep water bufMoes and practice dairy fslrming in
addition to the cultivation of three ropani of land each. At the time of
separation, the house was partitioned into two for the sons. The old couple
lived in the go,th g h r (Nep. hhouse) at that time. The younger son has
moved to a new house and the elder is building another for himself. The
old lady has returned to live in the old house but separate from the elder
son's family.
Case 3: Mr. G, 20, is living with his wife and a few months old son.
The couple moved in from a remote hill village in the adjacent district of
Kabhre, in the hope of getting a job in Kathmandu with the help of
relatives in Dhuncho who had migrated earlier. He is hiring a derd (Nep.
hired-room) for Rs.150 (US$1 = RS.40) per month. He earns his living by
hlabouring, earning Rs.50 a day. He does not plan to settle in
Dhuncho, but is staying here to minimize the cost of job hunting, as the
expenses are cheaper and transport access good. He does not plan to return
to his original village in the hills where he has left behind his parents and a
younger brother.
We can deduce from these case studies that in Khaen society,
separation of family takes place at an early stage, soon after the marriage
of sons. Living, eating and divisible property is differentiated at the very
beginning of separation. Separated families do not hold grudges against
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each other and the process is simple. They believe such separation
contributes to the better use of f.hmily labour and mdcpcndencc in family
management gives them a better chance to become successll in life. Thus,
in Dhuncho, 75% of the farmlies are nucla,.
Case study of NewaQ
Case 1: informant Mr. G, 35, lives with his wife, two sons and one

daughter. He was married 13 years ago. He left his parents after having a
son about ten years ago since his wife could not get along with his mother.
His five sisters and three brothers (two unmarried and one married) are
Living with his parents. He took nohng from his parents a the time of
leaving the house. He spent the first five years living in b a ' h &red
place) within the village and earned his livelihood by sell~ngvegetables at
Thirni, Khopa and Yen. He purchases some of these vegetables from
h e r s in the village and some he produces himself by cultivatmg a
vegetable garden of 13 am (16 am = 1 ropani). He makes a net profit of
about Rs.50 to Rs.200 fiom his vegetable business. He built a new house
near the vegetable garden five years before and has not finished paying its
loan yet. Recently he has started broiler fiummg in order to make more
money and pay back the loan. He claims to be happy after leaving his
parents, for he does not have to share his eamings with other family
members and can manage t h g s on his own. Besides, he does not have to
listen to the grudges of his wife and mother against each other. Except for
his share of five ropani land, he does not hope to get an*
from his
parents. He helps his parents during peak seasons of firming.
Mr. G, instead of beanng the grudges of his mother and wife, left his
parents without talung his share of M y property. This would have been
impossible say 20 years earlier for his parents would not have been ready
to let hun separate so easily, leaving him no choice but to take th1.q~
patiently. This is possible now because he can support his wife and
children producing and selling vegetables.
Case 2: Informant Mr. R, 20, lives with his wife, son and a daughter.
When he was living with his parents, there were four brothers living
together. Two elder brothers left home each after having children. He too
left his parents three years before with his wife and son. Three separated
brothers are living in a single house but each with a different kitchen,
which they jointly built five years before. The unmarried youngest brother
lives with the parents in the old house. The reason given for leaving their
family is a clash of opinions with their father who is still young, just 48
years old. They did not take any land from their parents, for there is hardly
any to share.

Mr. R is tenanting 0.5 r o p n i of land and cultivates vegetables fbr
selling. He also purchases vegetables from other W e r s and sells them in
Bauddha (New.Khasti) and Yen. His elder brothers do not cultivate any
land but sell vegetables like himself. He sells vegetables worth anywhere
between Rs.600 to Rs.1,200 a day. He has started to represent his
conjugal M y in higher social organizations, i.e. guthi, separately from
his parents and observe f'estivals on his own. Mr. R and his brothers would
have become pemdess after separation if it were not for the opportunity to
cultivate and sell vegsl.tables on an expanchug urban market.
Case 3: Informant Mr. A, 64, lost his wife four months before and is
living alone now. He has four children, two sons and two daughters, all
married. His first son separated ten years before after becoming a father of
two children and the second one left five years before after having a son.
The reason for separation is said to be disharmony between hdmd and the
brides. Mr. A himself became jhdh w0qt.m m u five years ago and
cannot do fhmhg properly. His younger son left him at this stage. He has
divided land to his sons who bring him six rnuri (1 murl = 90.9 It) of
paddy each year for his living. He still pertbrms frczddb himself with the
help of his sons.
The old man says that ever since commercial vegetable fkrmmg became
possible in this village and people started to sell them in towns, i.e. during
the last 15 years, the young boys talk of leaving home, M y separation,
even leaving helpless old couples and younger omring. He thinks these
youths do not have any patience and do not care for traditional dues,
guthi and cultpre as a whole and tend to think that they can live without
even society. These youths with hot blood are almost foolish and his sons
are no different. Further, the brides have started to be more straightforward and rude too. It is to be seen what they will do when they
themselves become a hdmd.
Case 4: Wormant Mr. P, 31, is living with his wife, son a
d a
daughter. He was married 9 years earlier and for some time lived with his
parents and a younger brother. But his father passed away five years ago
and there was an opinion clash with his mother over who would have final
say in M y management. He separated from his mother and younger
brother two years ago. They live in a new house and Mr. P with his own
family lives in the old house.
Neighbours say behind his back that he was rude enough to oust his
mother. But Mr. P claims that he was unable to tolerate his mother
covering-up for his lazy younger brother who just did not w e about the
work and he had to do everythrng to feed the whole h l y . This was too
much for him and he decided to separate, knowing the separation would
cause division of the little land they had. He was confident he could
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support his f d y by vegetable fanrung, even though he is not educated.
He has been doing exactly that. He manages four ropanie of land and
produces only paddy in one ropuni. Another ropani is used in producing
dry chdli and the rest for commercial vegetable f b m q . He sells the
produce every morning in vegetable markets in Yen and Yah. In one trip
he sells vegetables worth Rs.500 to Rs.600 on average. Whatever remains
after seed, fertilizers, irrigation and transportation costs is his profit. His
wife and even the children help him in harvestmg, cleanmg and arranging
the vegetables for sale.
Mr. P thinks he did right by separating from his mother, although
neighbours and relatives have grudges against him. Now, his younger
brother has started to work, who otherwise would not have started yet and
his mother and younger brother are also living well on their own. Mr. P
thinks it is better for all to separate early so t-hat each h l y head can
manage their f d i e s in a way that best suits them, malung better use of
their land and labour. In this regard he points to the Dhuncho Khaen with
admiration and insists the New* must follow their ways in order to
become as successful in getting government jobs and in getting along with
other ethnic people. He adds these Khaen came from remote hills without a
pice and most of them are living better than the Newah in just 50 years.
This is good enough proof that the Khaen system is more rational and
pragmatic than that of the New*, always spealang ill of others and not
welcoming reforms. But even so, Mr. P represents the M y in guthi and
other supra-familial social organizations.
Case 5: Informant, Mr. C, 25, is living with his wife and three
daughters. He says he was an unimportant second son who was adopted by
his mother's parents at the age of six, for they had no other child than his
mother. He got married eight years earlier and had a child the following
year. But as time passed by, he and his wife did not get along with his
grandmother, the himi.So he returned to his parents family. They did not
get along with the new family either and separated four years ago. He
produces vegetables from one ropani of land and sells them in Yen and
Khasti, transporting them in a minibus owned jointly by himself and two
other persons from the village. At day time the minibus is used to transport
people as a taxi in a bus route in Kathmandu. He is independent and
makes a good living on his own. He cannot imagine going back to jointh l y living where he would have to bear so many grudges and
constraints on his b l y activities.
We went through five case studies of New* (Jyapu) families. All of
them are far removed from the Newah joint family ideal. The most
common reason given for family separation was disharmony between the
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f i l y members. But this reason is nothing new and existed since
historical times. Family separation was not so quick then, not even just one
generation earlier. Factors that contribute to the recent speedy separation
of New* M l i e s d l be discussed in the next section and conclude this
Paper.

Conclusion
The recent process of m o d e ~ t i o nof Nepal has brought big changes
in the lifestyles and living environments of people in urban, periurban and
rural areas in their natural, economic and social aspects. Those living in
periurban areas have undergone the most drastic changes, for they are also
affkkd duectly and indirectly by changes in the other two areas, in
addition to changes in their own area.
The economic aspects of modernhtion in the study village of Nakadeb
in the periurban area of Kathmandu valley are; increase in productivity of
paddy, commercialization of vegetable hnmg, easy access to the urban
centres of Yen, Yala and Khopa, more job opportunities in government
and private offices, more business opportunities, establishment of various
hctories in and around the village, and rise in demand of labour causing
seasonal migration of h labourers and long-term migration of fictory
labourers from Kabhre and other rural hill areas. All of these fktors
increased the incomes of the villagers. Many members of the fhmily other
than the head are earning some hard cash individually. Job engagements
and cash incomes in some cases necessitated and in many others lured
people to have meals outside, to live away from home, and ultimately to
separate from other family members. This loosened the t d t i o n a l bonds
of the joint family among Newa, i.e., Jyiipu. Moreover, the family head
no longer had effective control over the h l y , for the adult members
could now e m money individually and spend individually and as a result
increasingly wanted to run their family in their own way.
An important social aspect of the changes that have been occurring is
the grealy increased interaction between different ethnic groups in
various fields, thereby strongly influencing each others cultures. Through
interacting in day-to-day affairs with Dhuncho Khiien, some of the New*
Jyilpu in Nakadeb have been influenced by Khaen social customs,
includmg their family system. Young Jyiipu value the early fiunily
separation and nuclear family pattern of the Khatri in the name of greater
independence, pragmatism and superficial rationality on an individual
basis. They try to acquire this value themselves and separate early with
their M l i e s forming nuclear families. They also speak out more often
voicing their individual opinions and put more straight-out demands to the
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$mily. This weakew the -01
of the M y head in managing the family
and loosans the traditional value of living together.
The traditional value and legitimacy of the New* joint f i l y is bang
abandoned, mainly due to loss of patience and inc-on
to iniiividualism.
This individualism is aggravated by economic afnuence, economic
independence, an increase and diversification in income and expenses, a
broadening of values, more access to lnfomtion and more interaction
with peoples who have Merent values. All of these Ebctors are results of
the process of modernization which has caused the loss of patience and
made individuals think twice about their traditional values. These New*
tend to build new houses in the middle of farmland like the m e n , away
fiom congested settlements. Researchers and local scholars claim that
recently in New@ settlements in Kathmandu valley, younger people tend
to separate fiom their joint fbilies when they are able to afford a kerosine
stove for coolang in dera'. Thus, this phenomenon is not confined to the
Jyilpu of Nakadeh only.
This phenomenon, if it prevails on a long-term basis, could effect
New* society, its culture and religion. Even the h r e of New* towns
could be different. Tlus would greatly effect an important part of the
culture of the whole of Nepal.
However, modernization and its effect on h l y systems like the ones
among the New&, could be a phenomenon seen anywhere, in any ethnic
group around the world. It remains to be known how fhr such phenomena
have changed the traditional culture and society. Further, it is yet to be
seen whether thls phenomenon of h l y changes and early separation of
joint Eamily among the New* is a long-term one, headed in a constructive
direction, or the other way round. Could it be a process of Nepalization in
the broad sense? Or is it a strategic process to remain united on a longterm basis, with early amicable separation of family, but consolidation of
cooperation at supra-Mlial levels of social organization, such as guthi,
phuki and khalah?
In any case, it is essential to grasp these phenomena as changes in the
traditional culture and society of an ethmc group. This ethn~cgroup bang
New* makes it all the more important, for they have been mainly living in
Kathmandu valley, playing a vital role in cultural, social, political and
economic aspects of Nepal fiom historical times and will continue to do so
in the future.

Notes
1 In concluding this paper I benefitted fkom floor comments at the
International Conference of Anthropology in Kathmandu and various informal
talks with Professor Hiroshi Ishii, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies. I also
received advice and Wl cooperation from Tulsi Man Duwal and Krishna Kumar
Prajapati, both teachers and social workers in the village in conducting field
surveys. It is needless to mention the cooperation of villagers and informants in
sparing their time. I was aided by Binod Awale, Santosh MaharJan and Krishna
La1 Mahar~anin data collection. The field trip was financially supported by
Makita Scholarship Foundation, Japan. I would like to take this opportunity to
sincerely thank all.
2 Newari proper nouns, including the names of places and castes, are
indicated as such on first usage and are used, though without italics, wherever
they have implications for the villagers that differ from those associated with
their Nepali equivalents. Both Newari and Nepali words, other than proper
nouns, are in italics with Nepali, though not Newari indicated as such ( i.e. by
the abbreviation Nep:)
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The Household, the Householder and the
Neighbourhood in Sherpa Communities of Bauddha
and Solu
Michael Miihlich
Introduction
The intention of this paper is to show the relative importance of nuclear
and extended households in Sherpa communities. I will present data
collected in July and August 1992 on 43 Sherpa households in the
community of Bauddhanath in Kathmandu valley. Statistically it might be
noted that this number represents about 50% of Bauddhanath's Sherpa
households while the total number of Sherpa households in and around
Kathmandu is approximately 450 households.The settlement of Sherpas in
the Bauddhanath area is a relatively recent phenomenon with the arrival of
the first migrants counting back no more than about 20 years. They came
here, as the data would indicate, in two waves; the first consisting mostly
of migrants arriving from work abroad, especially in Assam, some nine to
sixteen years ago, and the second, starting about six years ago and
continuing up to the present, has migrated from Solu to engage in trade,
the carpet industry or trekking and also office work, education or religrous
activities.
Bauddhanath is a famous religious centre with a number of huge
Buddhist monasteries focussing on the ancient central stupa. Besides that
there is rapid growth taking place in the dry lands and rice fields in the
surrounding area. The carpet industry and all its requirements, such as
transportation facilities, spinning wool, restaurants etc. are foremost
amongst the attractions for most of the people who come to Bauddhanath
in order to make a living. While there was until recently a steady growth in
industry, housing for those who came in search of work or just to live by
some other means, such as small-scale businesses, is rather expensive. So
is building a house, whlch for urban workers or those coming from the
countryside is almost impossible. It is therefore no surprise to find that
Sherpas who come to Bauddha commonly try to find help from their
established relatives. Just how this works and is conceptualized amongst
the Sherpas will be a primary focus of t h ~ paper.
s
A second important concern of my paper will be to compare Sherpa
household and family relationships in Bauddha with those that prevail in
the Sherpas' home community in Solu Khumbu. Just as some of the
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younger generation in Bauddha can no longer speak the Sherpa languagt,
so too are traditional concepts that define relationships, such as the 'bone'
and 'flesh' theory (Levine 1981), giving way to more popular theories
couched in terms of 'bone' and 'milk'. But prior to accepting the
proposition that fundamental cultural as well as social change is t a h g
place in Bauddha one must first ask whether earlier ethnographic accounts
of Sherpa kinship and family relationships in Solu Khurnbu have perhaps
failed to perceive the historical specifities that may underpin the
prominence of the concepts that they recorded there. To be more precise,
we might ask whether a statistically noticeable increase in the extended
household type in the city environment of Bauddhanath is conceptually
different, in the householder's perspective, from the values underlying the
situation in Solu.

Notes on the categorization of the data
The table as shown in the appendix provides a list of the 43 households
of the sample according to two main criteria of the questionnaire used in
the survey. These are the 'type of living place' and 'the present family
pattern'. Further, they were categorized according to other criteria which
cannot be treated here.
As to the first criterion, the type of living place, it should be noted that
the period of possession of a private house was found to be not the same as
the period of residence in Bauddha. Especially households that spent a
long time in Assam (see units demarcated by * in the table) tended to
complete the building of their houses before coming to Bauddha. These
householders entrusted the actual construction to one particular Sherpa
friend, who performed this job for about 15-20 households (not all listed in
the sample). He is known as the 'Sherpa engineer'.
As to the 'present family pattern', only those households that did not
take in any kin relations, that is, only those without any siblings of the
householders or children of their siblings, were recorded as 'nuclear
households'. However, if they took in non-kin (dharma putra 'adopted
son', dharma putri 'adopted daughter' or permanent E m garne 'attached
labour' I), they were recorded as members of the nuclear household.
Listed as nuclear households, then, were those whose members share a
'common hearth', even if some of them were not hlly or juridically
separated from their parents' households (they had to pay less rent or were
not listed separately in communal ceremonial affairs, for example). On the
other hand, if the householders said that even though they lived apart from
their parents they still shared a lot of meals together, then the household
was included with that of the parents under the category of 'extended
household'.
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Households that took in a sibling's chld and cared for it have been
listed as 'lineal extended households'. I have also included in this category
one household exhibiting a polygynous feature, in that some of the chldren
of the first wife (living in Khumbu) are living together with the household
of the second wife in Bauddha.
'Lineal extended households' comprise those households whose
members live and eat together with their parents even after the latter's
marriage has ended. This category also includes those cases in which
parents only live part of the time with their adult children. This seems a
reasonable criterion when those households have not yet split up, either
juridically (succession) or in terms of property (inheritance). This
categorization is also applied when the household's head is already the son
but his parents are living permanently with hun.
Presentation of the data
All of the nine cases (see appendx) categorized as 'lateral extended
households' are either households that can easily be extended, given that
they possess a private house (six cases), or are ones that do not have other
near relations they can live with (at least not in Bauddha) and are under
pressure to establish a common household (as have households nos. 8a, 12
and 37).
All of the eight cases categorized as 'lineal extended households' (8
cases) are either those which will probably at some h r e time be handed
over to a son (nos. 5, 30 and 34) or else those in which offspring, in
mipting from Solu to Bauddha, brought their parents with them. Five of
these eight cases involve persons who live in their own house or in that of
their parents. Another household was established in the house of the
parents of the wife--an arrangement whereby the husband is referred to as
a magpa ( a residential son-in-law). In this case, however, he brought his
own parents to live with him in Bauddha. In two other cases the extension
of the household include siblings' children. Lateral and lineal extended
households, even though amounting to just 40% of all households, account
for ten out of a total of 22 'private houses'. Thus owners of houses are
proportionally somewhat more likely to have extended households.
Of the eight cases of 'nuclear households established in the house of a
near relative', three contain no children of their own. For them, inclusion
in what we may call a 'house~~mmunity'
or what the Sherpas might call a
tsali (metaphorically translated as 'joint family' by them) seems to offer
primarily the advantage of being cared for and interacting with others,
because households themselves are considered economically independent.
The connectedness of households on a social level is not necessarily
correlative with economic ties. Still,some cases might suggest this; within
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two of the house-communities, some households are related as
shareholders of a carpet business and through side jobs involving wool
spinning. Economic or work-related ties, however, are only maintained in
work-intensive fields, such as the carpet or trekking businesses. In most
cases members of households, whether house-communities or single
households, are not involved in the same kind of job or profession.
Certainly a concentration of carpet-industry activities may be noted in
Bauddha, but a more important factor than the maintenance of an
economic network in accounting for the endurance of house-communities
seems to be the already mentioned aspect of being cared for by and
interacting with people of one's own culture. 'These aspects are important
not only for the three rather intensely related house-communities that might
regard themselves as 'joint families7 (so one householder explicitly stated)
or as tsalis (the shofi form for tsenga tsali, the bilateral lunship network
among the Sherpas), but for all Sherpa households. Even in Sherpa carpet
factories it is observable that being cared for in the sense of being offered
help in times of illness and involved in ritual affairs is in fact an important
aspect of the relation between employer and employee, who nearly always
live in the same house.
We come then, to the category of 'nuclear households in their own
houses7. Besides thls category accounting for family enterprises, the
effective economic unit being the nuclear family (Fiirer-Hairnendorf
1964:39; Ortner 1978:39), one additional feature of this category is that it
facilitates the generation of surplus income through renting out flats.
Insofar as the house is not the only source of income through rent, the
status involved in being able to live in a house of one's own seems to be
heightened by taking in permanently a dharma putra/i or Ern garne. On
the other hand, for those who can sustain themselves only by letting out
flats-this sub-category contains four households, nos. 9, 10, 23 and 24 of
the total of twelve cases-there seems to be something restraining them
from talung in a him garne or a dharma putra/i. People might otherwise
say that if they can take in a servant, why don't they take in Sherpas as
boarders (for whom, as members of a traditional, redistributive society, the
rent would of course be lower). This seems obviously the fact for
household no. 10, which is among the most wealthy in the sample. Four
other households have given flats to relatives (18, 24, 28, 39). Four
households (29, 32, 35, 42) have taken in a dharma putra/i or a ka'm
garne. Household 22, that of the 'Sherpa engineer' mentioned above, is the
only one comprising two houses, the second one given over to flats for
relatives and other Sherpas.
The last category of the sample concerns six cases of 'nuclear
households in houses of non-relatives'. The members reckon the difference
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between relatedness and non-relatedness in terms of the districts they
originally came from (East nos. 2,3 and 4). They are thus not necessarily
fiom the same clan and village. One of these households lives in a
Tamang's house and is included here for reasons of d y s i s . One common
feature of all those who live in the houses of non-kin is that they belong to
the lower scale of income and wealth. In three cases, these are households
that manage small hotels or canteens, rented from Sherpas in two cases
and from a Tamang in the other. A hrther common feature of five of the
six households is that the members live and cook in one room only; in the
case of canteena the members have their beds segregated from the 'hotel'
room by a curtain. As soon as a household has a second room, it may be
said to have risen in social status. Finally, the claim of five of the six
householders that they have no relations in the locality should be assessed
in the light of the words of one canteen owner: 'When our relatives become
wealthier, they feel shame in talking with us'. It follows that those who are
rather less than equal, in Sherpa nyamchung, find no place in a closely
knit house-community that would call itself a tsali or 'joint family'.
Reasons for the importance of extended households and 'joint families'
Now what are the reasons for the importance of extended households in
Bauddha? One aspect which comes to the fbre lies in the history of the
single %lies. Twelve of the households of the sample have spent a long
time in India, especially in Assam. Eight of them have attained some
wealth through work there and we= able to build houses in Bauddha.
Some of their houses were already built before they went to live there.
They include one of the nine lateral extended households and three of the
eight lineal extended households, includrng one sixteen-member household.
The head of this household says that they have acquired the habits of the
M a n m r i ~From
. ~ a statistical viewpoint, however, only four of the twelve
households coming from Assam are extended households, which preserves
the balance with the sample's overall total of seventeen extended
households out of 43 households.
A fbrther plausible reason for the relatively high number of extended
households is that it results from the urban situation as such. Since living
space is expensive, and one has to pay between 600 and 900 rupees per
mom, the tendency would be to keep up common households as long as
possible after the marriage of a child. A hrther effect of the urban context
may be the tendency to offer accommodation to relatives who come to
Kathmandu in search of work or education.
The support of family members through the extension of the household
as an outgrowth of the urban situation seems to be a feature of all eight
cases of lineal extended households. It has to be remembered, however,
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that it is customary among Sherpas for the youngest son to stay with his
parents even after marriage. The cases of lateral extended households
found among the Sherpas may be explained only insufficiently on the basis
of emergency situations or alternatively on that of the usual concept of the
'joint family' as being made up of those who are related through a
common ancestor and having a 'common hearth'. Only in one of the nine
lateralextended cases are we confronted with the classical situation of a
household being kept undivided among the brothers of one father after the
latter's death. And only in two hrther cases do reasons of hctional
emergency seem supportable, and one of them is not even an extension of a
nuclear household but a foundation of a household by three related young
men for the purpose of setting up a trekking business.
The remaining six cases, whose common feature is that they include
siblings' children and single siblings (or also grandchildren), are significant
because there are also two households that exhibit this feature in the lineal
extended category. Further, eight of the 26 nuclear households have been
accepted into the house of a relative, in only two cases into the house of
the husband's parents. However, most of these households consider
themselves to be part of the 'joint family' of the house-community.
If we analyze households like those of the Sherpas in urban
communities, not in terms of the usual definition of nuclear and joint
family, but rather on the basis of the individual conceptuahzations
formulated by the householders themselves, then in most cases the
statistical relation will alter in favor of the extended household. This is so
because, from the perspective of the householders, relatedness in terms of
caring and interaction seems at least as important as the economic
independence of the nuclear household, the latter being quite vulnerable in
an economy like Nepal's.
Finally I would like to give some reasons why I believe that the
situation in Bauddha is not that much different from the one in Solu.

1. Although in Solu every son (except the youngest normatively) will
usually have his own house after marriage, the difference between
Bauddha and Solu is only one of scale and not really of lund (even a room
is called khang, usually meaning 'house' in Tibetan and Sherpa). Where
there is plenty of land in Solu, the sons can build their own houses on the
land originally belonging to their father (and there form an independent
economic unit). In Bauddha children receive a flat of their own, if possible,
but not necessarily, in the house of their parents.
2. The household structure in Bauddha is not much different from that of
Solu. Even in Solu we find that the household may include a sibling's child
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or grandchild-ither
for piilne (Nep. 'rearing', Sh. soab), sambhando
(Nep.'keeping up relations', Sh. trok meche) or sevd (Nep. 'service', Sh.
dalca) as a form of respect. Despite the importance for the Bauddha
Sherpas of the idiomatic change from the traditional concept of sya (flesh)
to the Nepali concept of dudh (milk) to refer to the m a t r i l d
transmission of maternal substance, the newly derived Hindu concept is
nevertheless still located in the typically Tibetan umtext of three interrelated substance codes i.e. 'bone' (ru) to refer to paternal substance
transmitted patrilineally, 'blood' (t'ag) to refer to paternal substance
transmitted matrilineally, and now the I h d ~'milk' (dudh). Though this
idiomatic change almost certainly reflects a decline in the status of women
in Baud~lha,~
as regards household composition the retention of the tnadic
substance code provides ideological support for the co-residence of all
three km categories. These concepts are thus not only a 'model of society
but also a 'model for' ordering soclal relations (even if applied
unconsciously). In Solu, however, we probably do not find cases (as in
Bauddha) of a son bringing his parents to live with him in the house of his
wife's parents.

3. The house-communities in Bauddha also contain households that arc
not closely related to the house owner. Here we have to recognize that in
well-functioning houseammunities criteria like clan and f o m r village
membership, or even common district origin, are sufficient for a person to
acquire the status of a sister or brother in certain circumstances. These
also seem to be the necessary conditions for achieving membership in a
'joint fhily', which the Sherpas call a tsali. In Solu it is at least an
impropriety to address someone of one's own neighbourhood by name
instead of a kinship term.
4. Last but not least I would like to point out a more abstract aspect.
The concept of the 'joint f8mily' was predominantly developed from the
Indian context. In India, however, the hearth, because it is a 'vessel'
(Srinivas 1952) of the fire, also expresses rather strongly their concept of
puritylimpurity. This also means that in the context of the household the
economically most important unit and the socially most important unit are
nearly identical. Thus the 'common hearth' is there of the utmost
importance. In the B u d d b context, on the other hand, it is less fire and
more water through which the value orientations of the society find
positive expression-the water-place connecting chfkrent households, ibr
example. It is their orientation towards a morality of generosity, mutual
support and reciprocity that lies at the heart of the Sherpa concept of
purity and which finds symbolic expression here. For the Sherpa such
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values are in many contexts of greater importance than the maintenance of
economically self-sufficient relations around the common hearth.
Appendix: Presentation of the data of the sample's 43 households

LATERAL EXTENDED HOUSEHOLDS
268a1215*31363741
LINEAL EXTENDED HOUSEHOLDS
5* 1 1 ~ * 1 9 ~ * ~ 3 3 3 4
-

TOTAL PERCENT
9
20.9%

8

18.6%

NUCLEAR HOUSEHOLDS IN
A RELATIVE'S HOUSE
1 13 14 16 20 21 25* 38*
NUCLEAR HOUSEHOLDS IN
THEIR OWN HOUSE
9 lo*
(22 23 @ (28 29 32*
-35 (39' 42

m*

NUCLEAR HOUSEHOLDS 1N
A NON-RELATIVE'S HOUSE
3* 4 7 8 27* 40

*

households that came fiom Assam.
households in own house.
( nuclear households that took relatives into their own house.
Notes
1 The term 'attached labour', as coined by Hiroshi Ishii at the seminar on
ant$ropology in Zilrich in 1990, is probably the most reliable translation of
Nepalese house work relations, since besides still often accounting for a
degrading relation (as told by S. Shah in his talk on domestic workers at the
SASON Conference 1992, Kathamndu) it seems that they can easily turn into
familiar ones.
2 A valuable study of the 'joint family' system among the Marwaris has been
made by Zivetz, 1992.
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3 This might be reflected in the greater retreat of women into domestic dhirs
atter marriage, though on the other hand, parents like to spend more on their
daughters' education nowadays.
4 It is also noteworthy, with reference to B. Campbell's paper (this volume),
that work relations within a house~ommunitymay be restricted through the
traditional concept of informal labour (Sh. ngalak), according to which
exchange of labour among those who are related by marriage (Nep. sumdhi~,
especially between boys and girls, is a kind of social taboo. Thus informal
labour is practically confined to households of the same patri-group, or what the
Sherpas call nangba.
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Emergence of a Hill-town: Urban Development in
Nepal's Rural Backhills
Prayag Raj Sharma
What is a hill-town?
In the present paper I propose to conduct some broad enquiries into
questions of the origins, typology and processes of administrative growth
of hill-towns in Nepal in general, and of Champur in particular. All of ttus,
I believe, should shed important light on the development of urbanization
in Nepal from the early nineteenth century through to the end of the Rana
regime in 1951, and even later.
Chainpur today, cut off and isolated from the nearest roadhead by a
two-days walk, is part of the rural milieu of the Sankhuwasabha district in
the Koshi zone. Yet it has some distinct features with respect both to its
architectural and its socio-cultural ambience, both of which serve to set it
apart from the amorphous mass of the rural settlements dominated by the
peasantry. However, from a modemistic point of view, Chainpur even now
does not have the minimum civic amenities characteristic of a modem
urban centre or town.Nevertheless, those who had helped to establish it in
the nineteenth century had intended it to function as some sort of a
servicing centre, and in building it from scratch they necessarily
incorporated some degree of planning. Such a place came to be known as a
baja'r (from the Persian ba'za'r), meaning a market.
How has Chainpur fared in all these decades since its establishment,
and how should we view its urban character today? Is it indeed justifiable
to refer to it as urban at all? Has it been left behind or by-passed by
subsequent events and in so doing lost its former urban characteristics?
However, before attempting to answer such questions let me first briefly
outline both the history and the physical features of Chainpur.
Physical features of Chainpur
Chainpur, as we h o w it today, is a small hill-baja'r settlement some
two days walk northeast of Dhankuta. It is inhabited almost entirely by
Newar migrants hailing either directly from Patan and Bhaktapur in the
Kathmandu valley, or fiom Bhojpur-Taksar, west of the Arun. The
original settlers, who probably arrived there in the early nineteenth
century, began by setting up shops and tradmg in diverse items of
household consumption, including the manufacture and sale of brass and
other metal wares in the surrounding rural areas. As such, it may be
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identified as one of the many Newar diaspora seale[trerHaimendorf 1962:27) which dot the hills of Nepal firom east to west. I b
population today consists of about 1,200 souls divided into about 2 4
households. Thus, in the manner of its colonization and dement, most
notably in the prominent part played by the mercant.de community of
Newar craftsmen, Chainpw shares many features in common wrth ather
similar settlements elsewhere in the hills of Nepal.
The bajQ'ris situated on a ridge-top along a slope at a hclght of 1,330
metres above sea level. It stretches from west to east for threequarters of
a Idlometre, consishng of a single file of houses built along one main road
forming its central axis. One offshoat settlement extends north about 200
metres as $r as the site'of Bakkswar Mahadev temple and the naatly
constructed Bodhisattva vrhara, a Buddhist monastic buildmg in the
Theravada tradition. In contrast to the rural settlements of the
surroundings, Chainpur is a compact habitation with houses mostly bult
in the typical Newar multi-storeyed terrace-style found in the major urban
centres of Kathmandu valley. The road is laid along a gentle @ent and
is paved with large flagstones marked by evenly paced intervals. There are
also well-built drains to take the run-off water during heavy rain. The
natural hollows and depressions of the hill contour along the road are
raised on embankments of dry stone masonry to maintain the smoothness
of the gmhent. The houses lining the street are up to four stories hrgh with
white-washed plaster hcades surrounding large window frames, projecting
wooden balconies and verandahs with shops and workshops on the ground
floor facing the street, frequently decorated with flower pots. At the
western end of the town there is an open ground called Tundikhel where
the weekly market (h@) is held on Fridays. Apart from these the settlement
is adorned with stucco and brick temples, a Buddhist votive stupa (New.
cibha'h) and a couple of Buddhist monasteries, all built in the accepted
architectural styles of the Hindu and Buddhist canonical texts. Like the
houses of the settlements, the religious constructions also follow the Newar
building styles seen in Kathmandu valley. At the lower locality (tol) of the
town there is a double-storeyed public resthouse (p6fi and/or paw&).This
buildmg, which is known as the Major Pati, was built in 1867 by the
Basnyat descendants of the founder of Chainpur. It is an elaborate
structure of polished bricks, tiles, carved window-fiames, pillars and
wooden beams, and is an exact replica of similar structures to be found in
Kathmandu valley. Among the temples dedicated to the Hindu deities, the
GaqeS and Bhimsen temples are, as is always the case with Hindu
Newars, especially prominent (Sharrna, Dahal and Gurung 199 1:27-31).
It is, I tlunk, clear from the evidence above that Chainpur not only
differs in numerous ways from its surrounding villages, but that most of

such diEkrences point to its close affinity with the major urban centres of
Kathmandu valley. Nevertheless, throughout most of its life the t o m has
existed without any tap-water (firstinstalled as late as 1957), electricity,
public toilets or a sewerage system. Similarly, its population has never
been either as dense or as professionally diverse as is generally the case in
either towns or cities. Indeed, in all of these respects Chainpur has not
fared any better than the peasant villages in its vicinity. The function,
character and status of the baja'r-settlement derives fiom a set of historical
circumstances that led to its origin, as also to the origins of other similar
hill-towns in Nepal. Though these settlements, in my opinion, had initially
held the nuclei of potential townships, the fact that they subsequently
failed to attain that potential was a consequence of development trends that
occurred elsewhere in Nepal in subsequent decades. I will attempt to
indicate this in the following paragraphs.
Large-scale Newar migration into the interior hills of Nepal began only
after the political expansion that occurred under the Gorkha rulers during
the nineteenth century. This new and enlarged political entity sought to
consolidate its administrative and military base in the remote hmterlands
by setting up such incipient baja'r-settlements and installing its army
garrisons near them. Those people best equipped to establish such baja'rtowns could be none other than the skilled Newar traders of the
Kathmandu valley.
The Nepali-speakmg hill-states in the pre-unification period were
basically agrarian peasant states ruled by a thin crust of upperHindus in a landed feudal set-up. In their rugged hilly tracts their
subsistence agriculture was less than prosperous, hardly producing any
surplus supportive of either trade or craftwork. The strength of these states
lay more in refining their military vocation and territorial conquest. The
Newars, by contrast, had a more developed sense of economy, and
succeeded in building up a rich civilization amidst a web of their social,
economic and artistic experience over a long span of time. Gorkha was
among the states to recognize at an early date the potential of Newar skill
in trade and building and had arranged to settle Newars in its territory
fiom the seventeenth century onwards. If the Gorkha conquest of the
Newar states had led to the all too familiar repetition of the political
annexation of the vanquished people's temtory by the victor, it also
underscored the fact that the victor's group acceded to the superiority of
much of the artistic heritage of the Newars. Newar skill and expertise was
filly acknowledged by the Gorkhas which they used in establishing a
system of civil, revenue and land administration in the outlying districts.
At the same time the Newars were quick to take advantage of the new
political framework of the Gorkha state for building up a t r h g and
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a m m c r d network aad for transporting their
war*
and other skills to the many newly accessible markets apaning up in the
interior hills of Nepal. The emergence of hill-towns was therefore a result

of a coincidence of krtuitous circumstances. The increase in the rate of
Ncwar migration outside the Kathmandu valley is then easy to understand.

The history of Chainpur
The present area of Charnpur lies in wfiat in native geographical
terminology has been called the 'Pallo Kirant' (the far Kirant region),
describing the land east of the river A m . Before, and even for some time
after, the unification of Nepal, C-ur
designated not only the town,but
also the whole area of the eastern hill tracts extendrng from the east of
Arun to the borders of Sikkim. Culturally and linguistidly it was
predominantly Limbu country, whilst politically it was defined by s fUzy
frontier over which political claims and counter-claims were made
simultaneously by the local Limbu chieftains, by the Sikkimese and even
by the Tibetans. Infbrmants at C-ur
recount how the place in former
times was called Gola Baja (Lewis and Shakya 1988:53), sigmfjmg its
Bhote or Tibetan association. Abhirnanslngh Basnyat and Partha Bhandari
first conquered h s area for Gorkha in A.D. 1774. However, it would seem
that political jurisdiction over the area had not been M y established by
that date. It is said in a document of A.D. 1791 that the Tibetans, probably
supported by the Sikkimese, incited and backed the Limbus and the
Lepchas to revolt against the Gorkhas in Champur. But the Gorkhas in a
powerfbl second campaign made a surprise attack at Siddhipur, a little
above Chainpur, and succeeded in killing an entire army of some five to
seven thousand men (Vajracharya and Nepal 1957: 52-54). The
commander of the victorious Gorkha force was Kazi Bakhtabarsmgh
Basnyat, a man who had also played a prominent part in the initial
establishment of Chainpur Bajiir. The circumstances of the foundmg of
Chainpur are recorded in detail in an inscription of A.D.1867, which was
commissioned by Bakhtabarslngh Basnyat's sons and is located in front of
Major Pati. It proceeds as follows:
In Vikram Samvat 1848 (A.D. 1791) the enemy attacked Pallo Kirant.
King Ranabahadur Shah ordered Sardar Keharsingh's son, Kazi
Bakhatbarsingh Basnyat, to lead a company of the army, kill the
enemy, and reestablish normality there. The king's command was
accepted with bowed head for due fulfilment. An army was taken out to
fight the enemy at Siddhipur. The battle was won, the enemy killed,
and peace and order reestablished. As the Kazi was spending his days
in happiness after the event, there was news for him from Kantipur city
(Kathmandu) that he had been blessed with the birth of his eldest son,
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Prasadsingh Basnyat. Having been made happy, the Kazi made
appropriate gifts and grants of titles to Umraos (i.e. officers of the local
militia appointed in strategic postings) and local gentry. He feted the
Brahmans, ascetics, bards, beggars and other guests and poor people,
gave them @ of grain and cloth, and made them happy. Next, he
resolved to donate a more enduring form of charity. So in Chainpur he
ordered a hiti (Newari term for a water spout, a common sight in
Kathmandu) and a garden. He named it Bakhatsundar hiti and
Manaraji garden. He went to have an audience with the King and
described what he had done. Pleased with the acts of the Kazi, the King
gave him his approval and conferred on the Kazi's name a land
endowment (a jagera guthi) for the sustenance of Bakhatsundar hiti
and Manaraji garden. The endowed land lay in the revenue borders
(ambal) of Chainpur market and within the four directional limits of
Chanhaudiya, Vyasikhola and Rumte. Kazi Bakhatbarsingh Basnyat
also appointed Tularam Upadhyay Gotame as custodian of the
Bakhatbarsingh hiti and Manaraji garden guthi (trust, charity) and
made him responsible for planting flowers of different kinds and for
rendering the garden beautiful. On special days, the Kazi arranged to
have rudri (recitation of excerpts from the !$uklayajurveda in praise of
Siva) performed, and Brahmans to be fed. Later, Kazi
Bakhatbarsingh's eldest son, Kazi Prasadsingh Basnyat, his middle son
Kazi Kulrnansingh Basnyat, and his youngest son Kazi Hitmansingh
Basnyat, ordered the same Brahman guthi keeper to build a public resthouse (pauwti)and set up an idol (phallic) of Bakhteswar Mahadev (to
the memory of their now deceased father) and to perform daily worship
of the deity. After that Kazi Kulmansing Basnyat and Kazi
Meghgambhirsingh Basnyat had an inscription installed affixing their
seal of approval and detailing in it the mode and items of expenditure
on income made from the guthi land, such expenses being those
incurred on daily worship and recitation of rudri to Bakhteswar
Mahadev, providing food to Brahmans, donation of ~I
inIthe
Is
month
of Baisakh (ApriVMay), expenses for the organization of festivals,
expenses for lamp oil, chanting of devotional hymns, food expenses for
singers at the Bhimsen temple, repairs and maintenance costs incurred
on temples and the public rest-house, payments for sustenance made to
masons, carpenters, temple priest, the Brahman guthi custodian, resthouse keeper, drum-beaters and banadar. (Naraharinath 1965:757-758.
Free translation by me)

The detailed citation above helps us to understand the circumstances
attendmg the foundation of the baja'r of Chalnpur at such an early date as
A.D.1791.The Basnyat family responsible for laying the kja'r's
foundation in its present form had probably never been more than absentee
landlord there. Similarly, the Brahman guthi custodian had probably never
stayed within the town limits of Chainpur, but came from one of the
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villages outside. Thus, both the planmug and initial popof
Chainpur was left entirely to Newars. Although there is no d i m mantiaa
of the Newars in the above document, one rannnt mistake their p
m
through the use of terms like hiti, and refbence to masons and carpcatcrr,
who undoubtedly must have been members of this community.Today,
Chainpw is entirely a Newar settlement cohpisclag of the Hindu Srcp@as
and Buddhist Banras (mainly S&yas). The krmer are rnerchauts, having
specialised in general trade, while the latter are mainly mamf&mm of
brass and metal wares. Therefore, the layout of chaqmr, the
constructional style of its houses, cobbled streets, its temples and Buddhist
monasteries, and its celebration of such festivals as Gaijsm, -jam
etc. clearly identify it as a modified version of a typical Kathmandu valley
Newar town.
Chainpur was regarded as having a high stmtqgc and military
importance by the Shah rulers. As a military stronghold, an m y garrkim
(kampanl tilinga) was kept nearby. This meant that a lot of prime I d had
to be set aside for the garrison's use. In addhon, the region needed a
revenue and administrative base. The first Newars to go to Chaqur must
have been civil and revenue admitllstrators, or cardakers of s t a t e - 0 4
and private lands belonging to the large landowners. The development of a
baja'r or market-place was most likely an obvious extension of the t r a d q
activities which they most keenly performed. Once established the market
must have been perceived as usefbl by the local inhabitants, as also by the
civil and military personnel quartered in its vicinity. The creation of an
early servicing centre in this hill-town was a consequential outcome.
. . .
Newar expertize must have been in high demand for rnarntarnrng land
records, for income realization fn>mthe land in the form of its produce and
for selling, accounting and properly crediting it in cash or othemise to the
accounts of the non-resident landowner. No doubt, all this is now a
hypothetical, though nonetheless still plausible, reconstruction. A short
inscription of A.D.1839 at Kharang, a fkw kilometres downhill from
Chainpur settlement, says that a Newar mint specidst (?ahin')
Sahebsingh Pradhan, from Bhaktapur Tulacche local~ty(Fol) came to
Chainpur as a g u m t a ' (agent or caretaker of land) of an apparently
absentee landowner in Kathmandu (Naraharhth 1965:760).
Champur's growth has had its ups and downs in the following decades.
Whlle it grew for a while, this process later on slowed down, and even
halted, in the administrative reorganizations held by the centre from time to
time. An even more important district centre sprang up to the south of it in
Dhankuta. It grew rapidly to become more than a district, but rather a
regional centre for the entire eastern hills. The north-south trade route
from Kirnathanka in northern Sankhuwasabha and from Taplejung regions
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that formerly passed through Chainpur, enhancing its tradmg centre, now
began to gravitate directly to Dhankuta, bypassing Chainpur completely.
Consequently, Dhankuta grew bigger, both in size and importance, than
Chainpur. Chainpur existed only as one of the smaller and minor district
centres until 1967. In this year, Chainpur suffered yet another stroke of
adverse admmstrative decision-malung by the then government under
Surya Bahadur Thapa, according to which all but one district government
office were to be shifted to a newly designated district headquarters at
Khandbari. With this, Chainpur's hopes of physical growth and its
elevation to an urban status in modem times, have been dashed to the
ground. On the contrary, Khandbari has experienced a measure of growth
and development, and has turned from being a small and obscure village
into a crowded and expanding government and business centre. Chainpur,
on the other hand, has the appearance of an empty and deserted ghost
town. Chainpur's case, however, appears to be a little different from other
ghost towns of similar circumstances in Nepal. Talking to the Inhabitants
today they appear determined to overcome whatever difficulties they may
have to contend with. There is something close to local patriotism in their
attitude towards the town and they seem to be little inclined to move away
permanently in search of better places to live. One indication of the truth
of this surmise may lie in the way the people have doggedly tried to keep
up the brass industry. Their industry and improvization in metal craftwork has brought Chainpur some recognition and secured for it an export
market.
From the 1980s on, eastern Nepal's hills have been opened up to a
prospect of new development brought forth by the construction of
motorable roads. The first major road to be built in these parts was the
British aided D h a r a n - D W t a road, which was completed in 1983. In the
following years this road was extended further north to Hile, and from
there further on to Basantapur, bringing Chainpur very close to the roadhead within one and a half-day's walking distance. Now an access road
from Basantapur to the site of the Arun 111 hydroelectric dam
construction site in Nurn has been surveyed and its alignment completed
which will put Chainpur on the road map. This has aroused fresh hope in
the minds of Chainpur natives for its development, and for malung-up its
lost opportunities in the past. In the latest political twists in the alignment
of the access road to the Arun 1 1 1 dam site, one hears, however, that the
road plan linking Chainpur with Basantapur has been abandoned, and a
more direct route to the dam construction site along the banks of the Arun
river down from Hile has been finalised instead.
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The status of Chainpur
What status can the bajdr of Champur be said to enjoy in urban
classification at this juncture? Without any road lmk, without much of a
service role to play in the development of the region, and with its
diminished role in trade and commerce, Champur has suffered a substanial
set-back. There has been no growth in it for several decades now, and time
hangs virtually still for it. Only the brass work of Chainpur has defied thls
stagnation, and does try to keep itself alive. In comparison, some other
hill-tom which came to be established in similar circumstances have
apparently k e d better than Chainpur. A stnkmg nearby example is
Dbankuta. This rapidly developing town has been fortunate enough to
receive adminstrative support for its uninterrupted growth and for securing
for itself urban stature from the begmug to t h s day. It is linked by one of
the best-constructed roads to Dharan in the foothills. It's servicing
infrastructure in t e r n of the number of government district and regional
offices, as well as those of other private and semi-private agencies, has
considerably expanded. Not surprisingly, its population has gone up. AU
this has placed Dhankuta in a relatively better situation than Champur.
But whether all this has been truly helpful for it we will consider a little
later.
Notwithstanevexythmg, Champur can be fkr fiom equated with a
common peasant village. There can be no mistalung the urban urge behind
its creation from day one. It was raised fiom a total wilderness in the hills
of the Arun basin, in the making of which one sees many proofs of
conscious and unconscious planning effort. Its character, form and
architectural elements, its order and overall alignment, all seem to
proclaim and a&m its urban character. More importantly, perhaps
Chainpur could also be seen as a radical extension of the same urban
movement developed in Kathmandu valley over the milleniwn. Not ony in
Chahpur, but also elsewhere in other similar hill-towns of Nepal, the basic
concepts of architectural planning and building seem to have been
extrapolated from the towns of the Kathmandu valley. In many hill-towns,
even the localities (too in several instances are given the same names as
those in Kathmandu valley's thee towns. In these respects, therefore, the
hill-towns might very well be seen as the transplants of a single urban
model. As to the location of the hill-towns on ridge-tops, this has probably
to do with topography, as also with strategic and climatic considerations
about which the new militant rulers might have had a greater say.
The capital cities of the three Newar states in the past-Kantipur
(Kathmandu), Lalitpur (Patan) and Bhaktapur-the real inspirational
sources of these hill-towns most fully represent Nepal's indigenous form of
urban evolution. In the whole of Nepal, only these three towns came to
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earn the name and distinction of a proper city in the eyes of the people in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (fin sahar NepdI).They were,
however, cities in a pre-modern sense. Before their transfonnation into the
metropolises of the late twentieth century, these three t o m had probably
neither been nor looked signrficantly Merent in their basic elements from
the later hill-towns, except in their aims and topography. In the case of
Kathmandu and Patan their transfomtion fiom pre-modern towns into a
modem capital city bas been favoured by history and other attendmg
circumstances. This transformation became possible, and these two cities
could proceed on their perpetual career of growth and expansion, because
of a measure of continuity and economic support they have enjoyed over
time. This urban Newar model of Kathmandu valley is indeed the only
indigenous urban model available in the hills of Nepal.
The hill-towns
Caplan, writing about Belaspur Bazaar ( a pseudonym), a hill-town of
west Nepal, has made an insightful observation that such towns constitute
'an outgrowth not of any urbanising tendencies within the local peasantry,
but of the military and administrative needs of the expanding Gorkha
empire' (Caplan 19755). The case of Chainpur serves to illustrate this
point as much as any other similarly situated town elsewhere.
Of the total number of hill-towns in Nepal, the great majority
originated in the aftermath of Gorkha political unification. Some of them,
like Banepa, Dhulikhel, Dolakha and Trisuli-Nuwakot were the
outgrowths of the Newar political period before Gorkha, being urban
centres of the pre-modern type in the late-Malla period itself. The other
hill-towns like Gorkha, Tanahun and Kaski (Pokhara) were established by
the Chaubisi rulers of these states inviting the Newars of Kathmandu
valley to settle in them. All these and subsequent hill-towns which
multiplied on the same principle provided an outlet for internal trade and
commerce, and a venue for local administration in the district. Coming
down to the Rana period, the kingdom of Nepal was divided into a total of
36 districts-an arrangement that lasted until the 1960s when they were
replaced by 75 development districts. Out of these older 36 districts, many
were located in the eastern and western hills and most contained a town
which had initially been established as a district centre. During the Rana
period these district centres were ranked into three grades according to size
and the presence of district or regional adrmtllstration located in them, as
well as by reference to the importance of their geographical position. The
smallest district achimstrative centre was called a fort (gayhi). Its very
name suggested its location on a hill-top or ridge. Some forts, as at
Caplan's Belaspur, were substantial and well-built structures, though the
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majority were little more than roughly built and improvised walled
enclosures for the use of the army. Most of these am now Wen with
scarcely a trace left. Larger than a gayhi, though also built on ridge-@s,
were those centres called gaunda. Findry, there were the largest district
centres (goswara), each with their own substantial pool of offices and
enjoying both a greater degree of admbhrative jurisdiction and a regional
treasury function (Agrawal 1976: 78).
In today's context, these hill-towns have enjoyed varying degrees of
luck in determining the circumstances of their growth and development. As
a result of periodic government reviews some of them have made a
successfbl passage into the municipal towns of today. In such
. .
circumstances some district capitals have retained their admmstntive
fbnctions along with their enhanced urban role.But all the &le
district
capitals have not met with the same fate regardmg their sustained
development over the years. Chainpur itself is a prominent example of thu
omission, for its former importance as a local administrative centre has not
only shrunk, but had almost ceased to exist by 1967. There are today a
total of 36 recognised municipal towns in Nepal. One rule of thumb in the
granting of municipal status to a settlement is the size of its population,
which should be 10,000 people or more. By h s rule, district centres lrke
Ilam, Dhankuta, Dhulikhel-Banepa, Pokhara, Tansen and SilghanDipayal, which belonged to the class of our classic hill-towns of
yesteryear, have managed to climb to the new elevated urban status. Some
other older historical hill-towns, such as Bandipur in Tanahun along with
Chainpur, have had to undergo a reverse experience and in so doing have
been compelled to stagnate.
New economic trends and new market forces that have developed in
Nepal since the 1950's have drashcally altered the pattern of urbanization
and population movement. This new trend is heralded by the increasing
construction of vehicular roads into the hills and in the plains of the Tarai.
As more roads are constructed, thls trend is gaining force all over Nepal.
The economic and marketing trends introduced by the construction of the
roads and their implications for development provide the main focus of the
book Nepal in Crisis, by Blaikie, Cameron and Seddon. They write:
A sigruficant factor in the recent development of a number of entirely
new urban centres with no administrative function is the building of

major roads. Contemporary reports certainly indicate a striking response,
in terms of population movement and migration to the building of roads
(Blaikie, Cameron and Seddon 1980: 132)

They fbrther write:
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There is, however, sufficient evidence to show that the rate of growth of
the small, new urban centres on the road is significantly greater than that
of centres off the road, of whatever size; there is also a strong indication
that larger centres on the road have grown at a greater rate than the
larger centres off the road. Many of the larger urban centres, however,
not only lie on the road, but have also experienced very considerable
expansion of the government offices and facilities located within their
boundaries. Some like Damauli (a new roadside district centre of
Tanahun district on the Prithwi highway, down at the valley bottom) did
not exist before the coming of the roads, but simultaneously experienced
a massive influx of official personnel (133).
There are also other pertinent conclusions to be drawn fiom this book.
For instance, the construction of vehicular roads has resulted in the everdeeper penetration of India's industrial markets inside Nepal. In an
increasing confirmation of this trend since the study of Blaikie et.al.,
Indians in Nepal have been coming in larger and larger numbers in the
form of semi-skilled labourers, retail and bulk traders, contractors and
transport workers. Matiy of these immigrants have been settling down in
the vicinity of the popular road-side markets. Impromptu tea-stalls s p ~ g
up on busy junctures, where foot-trails from several directions converge at
an early stage in road construction. These hutrnents gradually tend to grow
and multiply and, in time, assume the appearance of straggling shanties of
semi-permanent construction, catering primarily to bus travellers and
vehicle drivers and road-cleaners. The main items on sale are tea,
refreshments, meals and liquor. This has become a common sight on the
roads of Nepal, with many such settlements taking the form of slums in
their prevailing civic state. In the development jargon, people have called
this phenomenon 'strip-development'. Some of these road-side market
locations, when helped by favourable circumstances, get a little more
prosperous than others with more retail shops and mote variety of common
consumer goods selling in them, but, above all, serving as convenient
shopping centres for the most basic necessary items, such as salt and
kerosene, to villagers in the hills. Since the 1950s, with the introduction of
the motorable roads and eradication of malaria in the Tarai region, the
trixhtional, age-old 'north-south' pattern of trade has undergone a
complete change. The movement of people and goods now takes place
mostly in a unilinear direction, that is, it comes in only fiom the south.
The construction of roads in the hills has been marked by yet another
distinct trend. Bigger markets and larger business centres nowadays are
increasingly inclined to shift from ridge-tops to valley bottoms, where they
can find a flat strip of land, usually along the tableland. Some of the
obvious examples of this trend are presented by Trisuli-Nuwakot, which
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has now shifted to Bidur; by Bandipur, which moved down to Damauli;
and by Silgarhi h Doti, which has descended to Dipayal. If the proximity
$dor is favourable, such business has shown an even greater m c y to
move to the plains of the Tarai or the inner Tarai. Dhankuta's trade shifted
ooosi&rably to Dharan &r this market developed at thc foothills early in
the century. The decay of Bandipur set in as Newar traders of this plaoc
took their business down to Narayanghat in Chitawan valley fiom the late
1950s. The whole of the Rapti valley where Narayanghat is located was
opened for a massive programme of resettlement for the hill population of
Nepal with the eradication of malaria in the mid-1950s. Soon the east-west
highway of Nepal was conceived which cut through Narayanghat. The
same set of factors has had drastically different results for Bandipur at cme
end, and for Narayanghat at the other. Whilst one has become a ghost
town the other has been transformed into a growing and thriving business
as well as urban centre. The govement has made little attempt to alter
this trend, in fix$ it has given it its full endorsement. It has been more than
willing to accede to demands to shift the district administration centres
from ridge-tops to the valley bottom. The endorsement has rendered a
death blow to the sustainability of the traditional historical hill-towns,
which now lie in a state of neglect and inertia. For these hill-towns the
stress on road development has proved to be their complete undoing.
In all this development, Dhankuta perhaps presents yet another tragic
case. At one time during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it
rose to p r e d e n c e as a regional aclnunistrative centre, which in turn
led other hill-towns in the region to either decline in importance, or to be
totally eclipsed. Even to this day Dhankuta has continued to be an
important seat of regional and district administration. It has been made the
headquarters of the eastern development region fiom the 1970s. King
B i r e n h regularly came here to camp in winter and to oversee and
evaluate the progress of various regional development projects. Dhankuta
has also been fortunate enough to be linked by the Dharan-Dhankuta road
since 1983. Yet, despite all this continued development support, Dhankuta
today wears a Wed look. Its market looks anythmg but thriving and
pulsating with activity. Its elevation to a municipal status has earned it
many new civic amenities. But none of this has helped Dhankuta to revive.
Where could the reason for this lie? In my opinion, it is primarily a
consequence of the autodynamics of the new market forces now operative
in Nepal, which everywhere disfavours the hill-towns as new economic and
urban centres. The second factor to affect Dhankuta was the extension of
the Dharan-Dhankuta road beyond to Hile and hrther to the north and east
to Basantapur. This had the expected result of pushing the retail market
for buying basic necessities by the villagers of the interior closer to their
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doorsteps. This also enabled the Indian bulk-traders dealing in pnmary
forest products, such as in all kinds of raw Himalayan medicinal herbs, to
move up their collecting points. So, as a result of all h s , we have got
more sparkling and brisker-loolung markets developing at Hile and
Basantapur. In all this development Dhankuta seems to have unwittingly
Mlen between the proverbial two stools.

Conclusion
In the preceding paragraphs we tried to sketch out the circumstances in
which the hill-towns of Nepal came to be born, enjoy a process of growth
and then finally enter a period of decay. For their times in pre-modem
days, they could be said to have hlfilled the urbanizing urges in the remote
outback hills of Nepal. The image imparted by these urban-like centres in
the middle of Nepal's remote hills had consisted of compact settlements,
with some evidence of an orderly plan and alignment in their making, their
architectural styles and their aesthetics. Furthermore, their religious
constructions were of the urban kind that had belonged to the greater
W t i o n of Newar civilization. Trade and manufacturing had played a
major part in the makmg of their economy, and they served as venues for
the location of the government district offices. In the slow-paced tenor of
life of an earlier epoch they had probably served urban needs in an
adequate manner. But, for whatever the reasons-whether
climatic,
strategic or due to the change in the north-south trade structure typical of
Nepal prior to the 1950s, these early hill-towns have become redundant in
present-day circumstances. They have been left behind in the new race for
development. Even the better patronised of these hill-towns have not done
as well as they should have in terms of their growth and expansion. New
economic and urbanizing trends that have emerged since Nepal started in
the 1950s on the construction of an extensive network of motorable roads
throughout the kingdom have had major implications for the future size
and status of these traditional hill-towns. Flat-valley bottoms are
increasingly preferred to ridge-tops as town sites, as has also the Tarai as
against the hills. Nor are motorable roads the sole factor affecting the
future of these hill-towns. There will be a natural limit to any programme
of urbanization located in the hills, because there will be an inherent
shortage of suitable land, their ecosystems will be fiagile, and the costs of
development are likely to be prohibitively high. One can 'then, hardly do
anythmg but suggest that such hill-towns should be allowed to have only a
restricted rate of growth, and that they should be preserved more for their
heritage value as showpieces of period architecture, with their economies
lmked to the tourist related industry. How ironic changing times can indeed
be?
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PART 3

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Nature Cure and Indigenous Healing Practices in
Nepal: A Medical Anthropological Perspective
Bipin Kumar Acharya
This paper is a small contribution to the medical anthropology of Nepal
and deals with two types of alternative health care practices from both the
bio-physical and the sociocultural points of view. Medical anthropology is
still a young discipline in Nepal and so there is little published literature
available for review. This gap in study and research is especially notable
in respect to indigenous alternatives to modem medicine. In this paper, I
limit my enquiries to two forms of alternative medicine practised in
Nepal-nature cure and indigenous healing practices.
Human health needs to be understood not only from the bio-physical
point of view, but also from the social and cultural. The health of each of
us is very much influenced by our life-style, the lcind of community we live
in, and by our natural environment. It is by examining these and other
dimensions of sociocultural context that anthropology/sociology can
make a distinctive contribution to the understandmg of health issues
(Tuckett 1976:3-36).
There are, however, very few social scientists at present involved in the
study of health issues in Nepal. Both the bureaucratic and public sectors
of health care are dominated by medical professionals, such as
practitioners, trainees and technical specialists-all of them praduced and
influenced by modem medical science. The fact that social scientists,
mainly anthropologists, can contribute to our understanding of healthcare
issues by engaging in both research and applied activities is either ignored
or given very low priority. Such a dual role is, indeed, inherent in the fact
that 'health care is both in community by and community' (Bulrner
1987:37-710).
In the Nepalese context, most of the studies based on a m d c a l
anthropology point of view deal with mental health or psychiatry. The
great majority concentrate on spirit possession, faith healing and sharnanic
ecstasy, with comparatively little attention paid to other types of
alternative therapies, such as Ayurveda, nature cure, or homeopathy.
There is also a striking lack of comparative studies that focus on the
relative success or failure of these various therapies in attracting
community support or rejection.
The more 'westem-modem' medicine advances the more we also find
that trans-national companies produce chemical drugs and hospital
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instruments and the more m d c a l schools produce specialist doctors. The
inevitable consequence is that societies like Nepal are in Qnger of
becoming increasingly dependent on the whole package deal. National and
international health plans and policies are biased in favour of m&m
medicine and as a consequence traditional, folk and indrgenous health care
practices suffer in competition. Yet, keeping in mrnd that alternative health
care practices have been applied by millions of people over a long period
of time, nature cure and its relation with other indigenous healing practices
should be taken into account in both national and international health
planning.
Indigenous healing practices have been culturally accepted during all
phases of human cultural and environmental evolution. Thousands of
generations have applied their knowledge in the form of inherited cultural
and scientific legacies to the maintenance of human well-being, that is, for
good health (We1985:1). Ethnomedicine or folk medicine has its
roots deep in human culture. Humoral therapy in Latin America, Ayumeda
in the Indian subcontinent and Chinese tmhtional medicine are the best
known examples (Foster and Anderson 1978). As Khanna (1982: 1 4 )
notes, folk medicine invariably includes the specification of appropriate
food habits, methods and processes during illnesses.
Indigenous healing practices prevalent in Nepal
An ethnic community was observed in order to discover what
indigenous healing practices the people employed in response to various
health problems. I selected Danuwar village which lies about twenty
kilometres from Kathmandu. The village is situated in the southwestern
part of Lalitpur district. The information presented in this paper is based
on participant observation and both personal and group discussions with
selected informants.Two traditional indigenous healers, one a dhc5mi and
the other a jGkri, were asked about various aspects of the healrng
practices that applied in their community. Five households were observed
and the members asked about how they kept themselves healthy.
Questionnaires were also employed to collect information from both the
healers and the five households-mainly concerning their knowledge and
understandmg of health issues, food habits, nutritional status, sanitation,
physical labour, and socioeconomic status. An additional 25 respondents
were also asked questions, though solely concerning health-related issues.
Both the five households and the 25 respondents were selected for
interview on the basis of stratified random sampling.
The main findmg of my research was that people's health status, health
problems and caring practices are all very much influenced by their social
and economic status. I also found that an individual's educational
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background had major consequences for both health knowledge and health
status. A fbrther finding was that the people of Danuwar, like those of
other communities studied in Nepal, practise a wide variety of indigenous
healing methods-most notably in the use of herbal remedies, dieting,
fasting, and Ebith-healing. The people are also aware of modem allopathic
medlcine and many of them, especially women motivated by nurses and
health workers from CDHP (Community Development and Health Project)
and MSR-Centre (a non-government organisation) use contraceptives for
family planning. Natural family planning methods are not systematically
applied for the people are not informed of such methods by the health
workers.
Everyone uses herbs and medicinal plants locally available in the
treatment of most diseases and illnesses. Informants, especially the more
elderly, were well informed not only as to what herbs and plants to use,
but also how to prepare them and at what stages during an illness to use
them. By far the most common complaints were diarrhoea, cholera,
dysentery, fever, as well as lesser affiictions, such as colds, sore throats,
asthma, bronchitis, constipation, piles, collitis and ulcers. For all of these
diseases patients first sought herbal treatment fiom traditional healers, and
would only resort to either the intermediate health workers, locally called
'compounders', or the hospitals when symptoms became worse. They
would also go to folk or indigenous healers when suffering fiom mental
disorders attributed to attacks by supernatural beings-as with cases of
bhut la'geko or du1wa'-chhopuwa'.
The following are some of the herbal remedies prescribed by folk
healers: guava leaves (arnba'ko p i t ) and roots in powdered form, and
mountain ebony (koira'lo) for indigestion; a decoction of ginger (ad&),
garlic (lasun), turmeric (besa'r) and salt (nun) for colds; adhatoda vasica
(asuro) for fevers and coughs; golden raspberry (aiselc) for wounds fiom
cuts; jasmine (ia'i? for sore throats; barberry (chutro) and wildcherry (pai
yll) for worms; ham (ka'vro) for ulcers; bitter cucumber (karela') and
pricWy poppy (tcrdkal) for jaundice, and so on and so forth. Sun bath and
massage with oil are also applied in orthopaedic cases such as swelling
and ~ointpain.
From the cultural-anthropological point of view these tmbtional or
indigenous healing practices should be regarded as the products of
knowledge and experience over a long period of human history. Prior to
the introduction of modem mdcine in Nepal by the British Mission and
the establishment of Bir Hospital about 50 years ago, Nepalese
communities practised their own medical and healthcare systems. These
indigenous healing practices are still contributing to human and
environmental health.
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In Nepal human health is discussed in considerable detail in the sacred
literature of Hinduism, most notably in the Veda, Bhagavadglta,
Rcfmayana,Manhrnyiti and Upani~ad.Discussions on herbal use, heting,
sanitation and various ways of living a better lifestyle can be found there,
as well as discussions of both the physical and non-physical aspects of
human health. These ancient compendiums of medical knowledge still
merit consultation and reinterpretation for contemporary health practices.
However, by far the greater part of indigenous healing practice has never
been recorded in written form, but is rather handed down verbally fiom
generation to generation. During ancient times guru kul Sikci was
prevalent, and even today is still found in some cases. It is a system of
personal transmission of m d c a l knowledge and skill fiom teacher to pupil
w i t h a period of time appropriate to their relationship and the attainment
of the desired level of skill. From the anthropological point of view it is
important to appreciate that both the desired development of the pupil's
personality and the successfbl transmission of knowledge, experience and
behaviour fiom the teacher was thought to be due to the intimate and close
relationship between the two.
There are discussions on both dieting and fbstmg and their importance
in the Veda, Upanifad, Sus'ruta Samhiti, Caraka Samhita' and
Bhagavadgita. As Poddar (1988) noted, they all subscribe to the idea that
'we are what we eat'. In the same books we can also find discussions of
the etiology of diseases, the causes and effects of health problems and both
preventive and curative methods.
Ayurveda is one of the best known indigenous healing practices found
in most parts of the Indian subcontinent. It dates back to the Vedlc period
or even before. In two of the most famous of the Ayurvecla books, the
Caraka and the Sus'yuta, we can find discussions of most aspects of
healthy living. The contribution of Ayurveda to human health care in
Nepal is both widespread and deep-rooted, and is applied in both the
government and the non-government sectors. According to this medical
system health problems are said to be due to imbalances in the three
humors (trido.6~)-gas
(vita), bile (pitta) and phlegm (kapha).
Buddhist tantra and Lamaism also contribute to human health
knowledge. Human life-styles, ways of living, health problems and health
care are all discussed in the sacred literature as cultural and religious
phenomena interwoven in the daily lifk of the people.
But Ayurveh, Buddhlst tantra and Lamaism do not exhaust the field of
alternative medical practices found in Nepal. Medical anthropologists,
sociologists and other scholars with a social science backpund have,
whilst carrying out both theoretical and applied research, succeeded in
identifying a variety of other culturally accepted indigenous practices.
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Books and reports written by Miller (1979), Stone (1976), Peters 198l),
Devkota (1983), Gartoulla (1992), Shrestha and Lediard (1990) are the
best examples.
Spirit possession, Eaith-healing and ecstasy under shamanism (Peters
1981:79-126) are prevalent in Nepalese societies, mostly in the context of
mental distress, grief, emotional tension and so on. Shamans, known as
dhcimi-j~kri,ojhci bob,ja'nne in different communities and also those
specialists known as jyoti~i,gubhdiju, sudeni are contributing to health
care with their own knowledge and experience. They attend to the sick as a
symbol of their fsuth and in addition to performing their religious role in
worshipping the relevant supernatural or divine power, they also help the
diseased person by providmg herbal remedies with which they are f8miliar.
They often keep their knowledge secret in order to maintain their
monopoly in an i n c o m e d g profession. A practitioner becomes a guru,
a teacher, when he selects his chela or disciple to whom he will hand on
bofh his knowledge and experience.
As previously noted, the use of herbal remedies in the treatment of
disease figures prominently in indigenous healing systems. The use of
herbs at home is not only cheaper from an economic point of view, but is
also responsible for fhr fewer side or aftereffects than is the case with
chemical antibiotics. For instance, an Ayurvedic powder called
astachoorna is made from ingredients used h l y in our kitchens and is
very useful in all types of digestive disorder. Expansion of knowledge on
the use of herbs and medicinal plants for both preventive and curative
aspects of health care may contribute a good share to human health.
Because it seems easier to go to the drug store for antibiotics than to
prepare herbal remdes at home, people are becoming less tolerant during
disease and forget how much they have suffered from complicated chronic
side-effects resulting from the use of allopathic chemical drugs.
There are some other kinds of treatment for both acute and chronic
diseases which are not specifically recorded in written form but are
common practice. The use of sheet-packs during acute high fever, hot
compresses, various types of massage for joint pain, fasting, rehydration,
decoctions prepared with the help of locally available herbs and other
ingredients, and the 'Hindu Yogic System of practical Water Cure'
(Ramcharaka 1909) are all found in indigenous healing systems. There are
also a number of Nepali proverbs concerned with both bodily health and
healthy ways of living. The following is a particularly well-known
example -thora'i khde bal, dherai khde mal, which means 'light meal
produces strength and heavy meal only produces more stool'. It suggests
to us how much we should eat to keep alive but not how much to live to
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eat. Another example is from the Sanskrit-rinam kritwa ghritam pivet,
which meana 'amaume high caloryevan if you have to take loan or credit'.

A number of religious plants have bcen preserved and reproduced fmn
ancient times because of their sacred and holy natures. Such ideas and
values regardmg the plants may be attributed to their dual role in also
rnalung a si@cant contribution to human health. Camphor tree, basil,
poplar, sandalwood and elm camus seeds ( rudra'ka) are the best known
examples and in each instance it is k r sacred and holy &re that
resulted in their preservation and reproduction for good health.

Nature cure as a theory
Nature cure is also hown as naturopathy, which is an alternative
medlcal system having its own distinctive healing methods. It is a complete
revolution in the art and science of living (Lindlahr 198 1:1- 11) in which
man builds in harmony with the constructive principles of nature on the
physical, moral and spiritual planes of living. Natwe cure, or 'heding
from within' (Jussawalla 1966) deals with the human body as a
mecharurn which can repair its own broken parts through the air it
breathes, the water it drinks and the food it consumes. It is a system of
medicine that relies upon the use of only natural substances for the cure
and treatment of diseases, rather than drugs (Harrison 1986:273). The
principle aim of naturopathy is to inspire and encourage people to take an
active interest in their own health and to instruct them in the basic rules for
the preservation of health (Gala et.al. 199 1:3-38).
The philosophy of nature cure is based on science dealing with natural
laws and principles of human life, environment, health problems and
health care. The following are some of the basic assumptions of the
system: 1. Foreign toxic materials are the root cause of all diseases; 2. The
body cures itself; 3. Diseases are not our enemy but they are our friend; 4.
There is unity of diseases and unity of cure.
Nature cure as a practice
Since toxic materials are the root cause of diseases, it follows that
purification of the body is an essential element in nature cure practice.
Because of malnutrition or overnutition, lack of rest or too much rest,
excess use of drugs, mental stress and various other irregularities in our
natural life, includmg even exposure to polluted and imbalanced
ecosystems, the regular system of bodlly elimination or evacuation of toxic
materials fails to function properly and as a result acute disease appears,
and if we do not treat it systematically, the condition becomes worse
resulting in chronic disease.

Five elements universally found in nature (water, air, soil, sunlight and
skylemptync9s) are the resources most used in nature cure's principal
healing methods, as in hydrotherapy, mudtherapy, light-therapy, breathing
and fbtmg. Besides these, magnetotherapy, acupuncture, acupressure,
meditation and Yoga are used as preventive as well as curative healing
methods. The crucial and fundamental principle of this system is that
prevention is better than cure. In this sense, nature cure seems to be more
humanistic in that it makes us aware of the art of living in a naturalistic
and disciplinary manner.
Evolution of nature cure
The evolution of nature cure parallels that of human evolution. This is
because man's perception and understandmg of his life and his effort to
maintain both his physical and mental soundness is related to the natural
environment within which he lives. Mluence is a two-way process between
man and his surroundings, that is, the natural environment. Human life
and health can only be expected to improve if the individual can maintain
a balanced and horizontal relationship with the natural environment.
The systematic and scientific nature-cure practice was developed in the
nineteenth century, though Hippocrates stressed 24 centuries ago that 'Our
natures are the physicians to our diseases'. (Mod1 1989:ll). Vincent
Priessnitz, a German Silesian peasant born in Bavaria, is regarded as the
pioneer of western scientific naturopathy, whilst Mahatma Karachanda
Gandhi was the pioneer naturopath of India. He was very much influenced
by the reliability, usefulness and sustainability of nature-cure practices as
an art of living. He himself practised naturopathy and wrote a book on it.
He lived a natural life, highlighted a humane philosophy and experienced
life as inseparable from natural laws. He established a nature-cure clinic in
1946 and there are now hundreds of hospitals and clinics in both urban
and rural India. The Gandhi National Academy of Naturopathy in New
Delhi is conducting a course of nature cure up to graduate (diploma) level.
Thousands of Indian and Nepalese students are studying and practising
this health-care system.
Nature curelnaturopathy in Nepal
During my research I have collected some useful information on this
topic. First, let me discuss the methodology used for the research work.
The desk-research method was used to collect secondary data based on a
literature review. Some theoretical and practical knowledge was also
acquired during this phase of research. For primary data collection, four
clinics operating in Kathmandu valley were visited and observed. Eight
naturopaths, including two female, were personally interviewed, whilst two
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more were consulted by postal questionnaire. Those interviewed a h
participated in a number of group discussions.
All of the participants were asked to provide brief curricula vitae
their pctsonal experience of and contribution to nrturopathy.
Questions were asked to understand their personal views on human libe,
society, culture, health care and health problems, tmbtional and
indigenous healing practices, their efforts for the advancement of nature
cure, the methods and processes of naturecure practice, the etiology of
diseases, national-health paradigm, organizational context, e n v i r o n m d
issues, scope and limitations, doctor-patient relationship, pros and cons of
nature- cure philosophy and so on and so forth.
Twenty patients, includmg six females, who were visitmg naturecure
clinics for treatment, were met and interviewed. They were asked several
questions c0ncemin.gsuch matters as their perception of the level of public
awareness of naturecure methods, of the diseases concerned, of the
comparative efficacy of the various medrcal systems they applied during
their health problems, and of the way doctors behave in their deahgs with
patients.
There are some twenty naturecure clinics in various parts of Nepal.
Some naturopaths are not running clinics because they have other t h q p to
do. Those who are running clinics do so on their own account. Two
clinics-one of them provides indoor service only-are run by married
couples. Other f o m of teamwork do not seem to occur. The naturopaths
of Nepal received their formal graduate training at Indian Institutes of
Nature Cure.
An organizational structure was felt to be necessary for the progress
and development of nature cure and as a result the Nepal Yoga and Nature
Cure Association (NYNCA) was formally registered in February 1984
and the Ministry of Health and National Planning Commission approved
its application to conduct its programmes. Its first conference was held in
January 1989 in East Nepal. Besides this, the Alternative Medical
Association, Nepal has been formally organized and is currently in the
process of applying for Government registration. It includes all of the
contributors to the health sector with the exception of the allopaths, for the
association is intended to provide an alternative approach to modem
allopathic mdcine.
While studying the relationship between doctor and patient it was found
to be less hierarchical in nature cure than in modem allopathy.
Naturopaths seem more kind-hearted and fhendly than practitioners in
allopathic clinics and hospitals. Most of the patients who were interviewed
agreed that they were provided with more relevant information on health
and life-style issues by nature-cure practitioners than they were by either
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allopaths or Kavirajas. The naturopaths made them aware of the
importance of such matters as sanitation, diet, rest, tolerance and selfconfidence. Patients also felt that naturopathy would provide them with a
proper diagnosis and cure. For example, a patient might be advised to
purify his digestive organs with the help of fasting, dieting and other
therapeutic treatment methods. For this, the patient is looked after by the
naturopath regularly.
Relationship between these healing practices
Regardmg the principles and philosophy of nature cure, it seems to
have originated from a 'naturalistic' way of looking at human beings, their
life-styles, their health status and range of vision as inseparable from the
laws of nature. Nature cure views human beings as located w i t h a
system of natural and cultural evolution, and as such the two interrelate,
interact and depend on one another. Health problems are due to the
imbalanced, irregular and vertical relationship that can develop between
humans and their environment, both natural and cultural. The most
effective solution to human health problems is to create a balanced and
horizontal relationship with the natural principles of human life and the
ecosystem. Likewise, indigenous healing practices prevalent in many
communities are perceived, practised and developed during the course of
man's adaptation to his surroundings, that is, the natural environment or
the ecosystem. Whatever healing methods are concerned they are,
technically speaking, to some extent similar to one another.
Assumptions concerning health problems and their etiology are also
similar. For instance, poor sanitation, impurity and wrong foodeating
habits are thought to be the root cause of diseases. From the philosophical
point of view all indigenous healing practices are committed to human
well-being, though the methods and processes of treatment may vary
between practices. Nature cure basically uses non-chemical natural
substances for treatment and cure, whereas other indigenous healing
practices may not do so. For instance, some of the Ayurvedic syrups
include chemicals amongst their ingredients.
Discussions of both theoretical and practical aspects of health care in
nature cure can be found in the literature, whereas in the case of most
indigenous healing systems such knowledge is transmitted verbally from
one generation to the next. The degree of reliability and sustainability may
differ due to management and applicability. Nature cure assumes that all
human beings have the capability of being their own 'doctor' by learning
the art of living, though this feature may not be found in other healing
practices.
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Conclusion
From knowledge and information gathmd during & I am
convinced that both nature cure and Mgenous
p d c t 9 ue a&
to make people aware of the art of living through harmoay finahcrc prd
its laws-and in so doing constitute viable alternatives to a mainstream
national health service based on modem medicine. N m cure arsd
indigenous healing practices share a number of features in commoa and if
an integrated effort were made might perform a significant role in he&
care. Nepalese communities, disadvantaged and under-privileged, an
suffering fiom malnutrition, starvation and deprivation. Rural people,
more than 90% of the total population, have no access to modem western
medicine facilities. Chemical drugs, check-up and surgery charges are very
high and some people are suffering from side- or aftereffects of chemicals
in concentrated form. If health services were awlable to the people on a
free basis it would be an improvement, but the situation is otherwise.
Allopaths, including both registered and unregistered, currently number
1,491 (Chhalpal Weekly 2 August 1992: 1) and most of them are urbanbased. By contrast, the indigenous folk healerJpatient ratio is 1:20
(Shrestha and Lsdiard 1980). Might it not be a viable approach and
strategy to l~nkindigenous healing practices with natureare pmgmmmes
so as to constitute a sustainable self-help health service?
Nature-cure practice would seem to be developing a culture of 'rational
naturalism' amongst the people, though at the same time facing many
problems. Naturopaths are fiom time to time in a 'cold-war' like
relationship both with allopaths and with trans-national companies which
produce chemical drugs. This is because both national and international
health plans and policies are predominantly based on modem allopathy.
Nature cure would seem to be c r e a m a new value system concerning
human life and ways of living. The more crucial and fimdarnental
philosophy of nature cure seems to centre on the concepts of 'naturalism'
and 'humanism'. It sees everyone as his or her own doctor with each
practitioner capable of learning the fundamental principles and philosophy,
even without formal education. Such an approach to health care must
either eliminate or greatly reduce the inter-practitioner rivalry and
competition so distinctive of modem allopathy. Nature cure atkmpts to
create and sustain a balanced ecosystem for natural ways of living. It also
seeks to eliminate the commercialization of human health. It seeks to
love, sympathy and kindness between man and nature at a time when the
human condition is fraught with war, destruction and violence.
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The Qualitative Community Judgement: The Role of
Intermediate Health Practitioners in Nepal's Family
Health Services
Basundhara Dhungel
Introduction
Human relations and feelings are important factors in determining the
success of health services in rural areas of Nepal. Rural people, in
particular, place much importance on feeling at 'ease and comfortable' in
receiving m d c a l treatment. This paper is based on research carried out in
two villages, Dhulikhel and Kavre, in the Kavre Palanchok District to
investigate the availability of social services (health and education), their
utilization and organization, as well as the opinion of the people who use
them and the difficulties they experience in doing so. The study also
investigated whether selected socic~conomic and physical variables
(ethcity, occupation, education, household size, household income and
distance) affected people's utilization of and attitudes to these services.
Only the findings relating to health services are extracted and presented in
this paper.
This study found that most local people preferred private dispensaries',
owned by so-called s compounder^'^ to the easily accessible, free h d t h
services provided by the District Medical OfEicer (DMO) at the
government operated health centre3. The reasons most commonly given for
preferring private m d c a l practitioners were the quality of service
provided and the ability to understand the feelings and needs of local
people. Private medical practitioners were known to the people and could
get services and medicine at any time and would even visit the patient if
necessary. The private medical practitioners or 'compounders' were found
to be the most popular and regularly used in the communities studied.
There was relatively little variation in the use of private dispensaries
according to the selected socioeconomic variables. There was however
some variation in the use of the government health centre. More Taman.
Brahmin and Thakuri used the government health centre than Newar,
Chhetri and occupational castes. There was little variation in the use of
private dispensaries in relation to occupation. The reason for not
preferring the health centre was the absence or inaccessibility of medicine
and unfamiliarity with the medical personnel. The people fbund this
qualitative difference in services a significant reason for c o d the
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private medical practitioners, although these were less qualified and
patients had to pay for the medical services.
Dhulikhel is a rural and predominatly Newar town, business and trade
are the main sources of income, both income level and level of education
are comparatively high, average household size is large and there is easy
access to health services. Kawe, on the other hand, has a lower average
household income, d
y from agriculture, a scattered settlement pattern
with several ethnic groups (e.g. Brahmm, Newar, Chhetri, Thakuri,
Tarnang, as well as members of various occupational castes) lower
educational standard, and greater distances to travel to reach the health
services. The study areas are about 33 kilometres east of Kathmandu and
linked by the Arniko Highway which runs to the Tibetan Autonomous
Region of the People's Republic of Chma in the north.
The study was based on primary and secondary sources of information.
The primary sources were sample households, key dormants, healthservice personnel and researcher observation. The household was taken as
the unit of study and the household head was selected as the respondent
who answered for the entire household. A simple random-sampling
technique was used for selecting household respondents.

The need to bridge traditional and modern health services
Health services are most effective if they are compatible with the
expectations and needs of the people, the people feel free to communicate
with the personnel providing the services, and they understand the system
easily.
Justice (1983:967) found that peons, the lowest ranking workers in the
health bureaucracy, are effective in delivering health services at the local
level. This is because they understand the feelings and needs of the local
people as they are generally from the local area themselves. According to
Justice (ibid:969), health services such as dispensing mdcines, dressing
wounds and even giving injections, were performed by the peons in the
absence of trained health workers such as health aids or physicians.
Though the govenunent has made considerable efforts to make health
services accessible to rural people in order to improve their standard of
basic health care, researchers are concerned with the extent to which the
target beneficiaries actually use such services. We need to h o w more
about the peoples attitude towards them and how and to what extent they
are helping people to improve their health.
Development of the modem health senice in Nepal dates back to the
year 1950 (Wake 1980:13940). Before 1950 three kinds of health
s e ~ c e were
s
available to the people; in the tarai plain, homoeopathy; in
the hill regions traditional healers like dhdmisljGkris4; and in the valley
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region, ayurvedic v a i d p h h o were trained in both bomoecrpsthrc
allopathic medicine at the Indian Universities.
It was in 1956, vhem Nepal launched its First Five Year Plan
(1956-1961), that a health-se~ceprogramme was first included in tbt
national development programme. Yet by 1980, when the Sirrth Five Year
Plan (1980-1985) was in operation, low priority was still accorded to
health-service (Pandey 1980:104-18). Although in absolute terms tbt
health sector outlay rose by more than 14 times between the First and Fifth
Plan, the percentage allocated to the health sector actually declined to 6
percent compared with 7.6 percent in the First Plan (Pandey
1980:117-18).
In addition to the government's continued efforts to provide a better
health service, people can also obtain health care fiom trad~tionalmedical
healers, private medical practitioners and other in&enous sources. Inin rural centres and bazaars around Kathmandu and even in m e parts of
Kathmandu itself, health services are provided by w a l l e d
'compounders'. These 'compounders' are mostly trained health workers or
health inspectors who have retired £tom or quit government service and
established dispensaries in their own houses or in the same locality. Others
have worked as assistants to physicians in the city for a long period and
gained experience in Western medicine; experience which they then use to
establish their own dispensaries and treat the people in their own and
surrounding areas. These health personnel, therefore, are refirred to
throughout h s study as private medical practitioners. In general, one or
two such health personnel are available in rural bazaars wherever there are
dispensaries. For instance, two such health personnel were practicing in
Kirtipue bazaar near Kathmandu.
It was found that their services were very much appreciakd by the
community. They treated mostly water-borne diseases, respiratory diseases
and minor injuries. In complicated cases, they refer patients to the district
or regional hospital or to the traditional local healers of the area, such as
the Newari dyah mayiu7 or Parbatya devi ayeko8, whose treatment is
based upon religious and supernatural powers. The private m d c a l
practitioners of Kirtipur bazaar remarked that some people, who were
influenced by traditional beliefs and superstitions, were convinced that
illness could be attributed to Edte or to the wrath of the gods, and could
thus only be cured by local healers. Therefore, they had to take into
consideration the wishes of the patient who preferred traditional local
healers. Besides, as the private medical practitioners belong to the same
local communities, and some of them to the same kin group, they b o w
each other very well, and hence there is good coordination between
traditional local healers and the private medical practitioners. In Kavre and
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Dhulikhel, the private medical practitioners usually refer patients whom
they cannot treat to Banepa hospital9 or Kathmandu central hospital.
Various studies in recent years have shown that because of widespread
illiteracy and ignorance it is important to integrate W t i o n a l local healers
and ayurvedrc services with government health services. According to
Pandey (1980:112), the ayurvedic system is well within the nation's
economic capacity and is traditionally accepted by the people, and the
need to expand and improve the quality of these ayurvedic services has
been recognised by the government. It has been highlighted in the Sixth
Five Year Plan's policy (1980-85: 122), which emphasises that to develop
the ayurvedic system of medicine as an integral part of the health service,
the policy will be to lay particular stress on the production of drugs that
are based on local herbs and medicinal plants. Stone (1976:77) was
confident that when traditional and modem services were available sideby-side, villagers would easily combine Western medicine with traditional
practices. Such observations suggest that villagers have little difficulty
integrating Western medicine with their own tridtions on an ideological
level.
Similarly, from the study of Shrestha and Lediard (1980:8) comes the
assertion that:
our work has produced conclusive evidence that dhami-Jhankris can
play a culturally appreciated and compellingly costeffective role in
Nepal's struggle to come to grips with its populatioii crisis. And as there
so many dhami-jhankris, a well-designed strategy to mobilise them
could tap precisely the indigenous network required to reach and affect
millions of Nepalis with credible and comprehensible messages about
health and family planning.
Since the traditional local healers are quite numerous compared with
Western m d c a l practitioners, it is necessary to make a proper study of
how the traditional system can be improved and integrated into the primary
health-care delivery system. Further, Wake remarks that all of the hill
people have always turned to their dhdmis-jh;j-kris for most health service
needs. Much ethnological study has been done by Westerners in the last
twenty years on the forms of ancient shamanistic practices to be found in
Nepal. One outstanding feature coinrnon to all is their accepted role in
their own communities which new health posts find hard to duplicate
(Wake 1980:140).
With regard to the role played within the existing health services by
private m d c a l practitioners or so-called 'compounders', we need more
information on the kind of services they provide, just how and why they
are preferred by the community, and how such services might be improved
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and incorporated into the government health service. How tbcy might bc
brought into the main stream of health services could be a matter of
concern for the health planners. So Ear it must be admitted that no full
attention has been paid to this relatively small, though useful, g m p . The
role that they could play remains unclear to the government. One reason
for this might be that the government does not recognise the usefi~lnessor
the need for this group to play a significant role in the health services
because of its members limited health education kilities, lack of formal
training and lack of equipment. Despite all these shortcomings, this study
found that these private medical practitioners were considered preferable
and regularly used by the communities.
Study findings
Unlike many rural communities, those in the selected study areas had
access to eight types of health service fkilities: government health centre,
government ayurvedic centre, private medical dispensary, private
ayurvedtc shop, traditional local healers, a private hospital in the nearby
small town of Banepa, and the central government hospital in Kathmandu.
People in the study areas were farmliar with one or more types of health
facility. Treatment was provided free at the government health centre and
govenunent hospital at Kathmandu, but not at the hospital in Banepa and
by private medical dispensaries. Almost threequarters of the respondents
reported that they use only one type. Among both groups of responderrts,
the private medical practitioners or 'compounders' were found to be the
most popular.
When the reasons were sought for the differences in levels of use of the
government health centre and private m d c a l dispensaries, the respondents
answered as follows:
1) Private m d c a l practitioners or 'compounders' were local people
who were familiar to most of the population, whereas personnel of the
government health centre were mostly from outside the areas and not
h l i a r to the people.
2) The procedures in the private medical dispensaries were simple
and easy for the local people to understand and follow, while the
procedures in the government health centre were not.
3) The private medical dispensaries were well stocked with
medicines, while in the government health centre medicine was in short
supply and not available when required. Often the medicine had to be
collected by the staff of the government health centre h m the central
office, but no budget was made available for transporting this medicine,
a d the staff had to pay their o m h.
Although the semce was k e in
the governmeht health centre, in many cases patients were c~mpel.ledto
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buy prescribed mdcines from the private dispensaries. Respondents were
unhappy with this practice and complained that, having attended the
government health centre and endured lengthy waiting times, if the
medicine prescribed had to be bought in private dispensaries, there was
little point in visiting the government health centre in the first place.
4) Health services were available at all times at the private medical
dispensaries, and the private medical practitioner would even visit the
patient if needed. The service hours in the government health centre
remained rigid, even on clinic days. Patients who arrived just a few
minutes late after waking for two or three hours were turned away
untreated.
5 ) Although a District Medical Officer (DMO) is appointed to the
government health centre, he was usually on leave. Discussions with
government health personnel and local leaders have revealed that the DMO
was, therefore, very limited in scope. Another reason gleaned from
discussion was the frustration felt by the DM0 due to the lack of facilities
which a young doctor considers essential. They are hrther frustrated by
the difficulties of developing their special m d c a l interests, which require
Eacilities and equipment which are not provided in government health
centres. This opinion was also succinctly voiced by Wake when he
mentioned that Western trained doctors are frustrated if they cannot have
the Eacilities to put their training to use. A high percentage of doctors are
thus to be found in Kathmandu, and many of these act in administrative
positions (Wake 1980:142). It is difficult to say in such circumstances
how a young ambitious doctor can be expected to serve the rural
population properly. In the absence of the DMO, the health centre was run
by the senior auxiliary health workerlo and junior auxiliary health
worker.
6 ) One staff member who had been working since the establishment
of the health centre also expressed dissatisfhtion with the services it
provided. The reasons given by him were:
a) Medicine supply in the govemment health centre was insufficient
and not available when required;
b) Absence of the DMO;
c) Rigid service hours for patients, yet health staff not punctual;
The use of the government health centre and private dispensaries was
analysed in relation to the selected variables.

Ethnicity
There was some variation in the use of the government health centre
according to ethnic group, compared with the use of private dispensaries.
More Tamang, Brahmin and Thakuri used the government health centre
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than Newar, Chhetri and occupational castes. Then war relatively little
variation in use of private dispensaries by the various ahnic groups.
When comparing the number of households using the government
health centre and those using private dispensaries, the number u s q
private dispensaries was higher for all e h c groups. Furthermore,
comparing the frequency of use of the government health centre and
private dispensaries by specific h c groups, use of private d.apensaries
by Chhetri was high compared with Tamang which represented the highest
frequency of use of the government health centre.
Occupation
The largest proportion of users of the governmerrt health centre were
from hrming households. When comparing the number of households
which use the government health centre with households using private
dispensaries according to the occupations of the householders, it was
found that a higher frequency of households used private dispensaries in
all categories. The percentage differential of use of the government health
centre ranged between 33 and 60 percent, while the differential use of
private dispensaries ranged between 68 and 76 percent. The difference in
use of private dispensaries in relation to the occupation of the households
was negligible.
Household size
The f i n h g s show some relationship b e e n use of the government
health centre and private dispensaries in relation to household size. The
households in the 5-7 and 8-10 member category use the Government
health centre and private medical dispensaries more than households with
less than five and more than ten members. Comparing the use of private
dispensaries with that of the government health centre, private dispensaries
are used more by every category.
Gross income level
The highest proportion of those using the government health centre and
private dispensaries came from households whose annual gross income
ranges from Nepalese Rs. 10,000 to Rs.15,000.12 When comparing the
frequency of households using the government health centre and private
dispensaries at each level of gross annual income, a higher proportion of
those using the government health centre came from households whose
gross annual income ranges from less than Rs.5,000 to Rs.15,000, while
in the case of private dispensaries the proportion of users had an income
ranging from Rs. 10,000 to more than Rs.25,000.
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Educated members in the household
There was some variation in use of the government health centre and
private dispensaries according to the number of educated members in the
household. More households with one or two educated members use the
government health centre and private medical dispensaries than those
households without any at all.Indeed, a higher proportion of households
use private dispensaries than the government health centre in all categories
of household.
Distance
The findings reveal that distance plays a vital role in the use of the
govemment health centre. It was not possible to venfL this variable for the
use of private dispensaries because they do not maintain records. More
households situated closer to the govemment health centre use it than those
living hrther away, except in the case of households located at a distance
of 2-3 kms;thls was probably due to the mountainous topography of the
area. Many studies in different countries have shown that distance is an
important factor influencing the use of health facilities (William 1973,
Bryant 1975, Roy and Patil 1977, Stone 1980).
Policy implications
Nahar (198053) in her study of health services in rural areas of
Bangladesh, also found that a majority of the people preferred to go to the
local allopath or private dispensary rather than to the Thana Health
Centre13 provided by the government, because of the following qualitative
differences: non-availability of medicines, absence of physicians and lack
of proper care at the govemment centre. The present study in Nepal14
confirms her findings.
Despite the availability of DM0 and free treatment at the government
health centre, people preferred private dispensaries because the service
they provide meets their needs and is compatible with their social system;
i.e. easy communication, flexible service hours, Edmiliar people from the
same communities, and availability of mdcine.
The study reveals clearly the preference of the people for western-type
medicine over ayurvedic or other tradttional types of treatment. Nahar's
study also revealed a similar preference among the rural people of
Bangladesh (Nahar 1980:42).
Stone (1980:89) studying the utilization of health services in the
western part of rural Nepal found the use of health services was related to
the pattern of the recipients trade or occupation, and also partly to their
ethnicity or status level. Among the people in one of the villages a
particular 'compounder' in the market centre proved popular among
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village women returning from selling milk in the market, who would oftar
stop at his shop. Similarly, in another village where most of the i n h a b i ~
trade with another mark& centre, people used the dispensary quite
frequently. Hospital alilities were very close to these villages, but thc
report showed them to be used by only a f w households. 'Ibe people
living there were mostly Magars15 who fear that they lack the s o c d and
economic status to be treated well and with respect. In general, the people
of these areas are favourably disposed toward modem medicine, but have
complaints about service delivery and social disc-on
at sarne
modem facilities. The view that medical care, llke everytiung else, is a
function of wealth and social status is widespread (Stone 1980:89),
Health planning in the country should take into consideration these
preferences and attitudes. The long-term health plan 1975-1990
ernphasises the need to expand the technical health services in the country
and to use the existing services effectively by provichg better incentives.
It is obvious that the government is unable at this stage, and will remain so
for several more decades, to provide a health service for rural people that
would overcome the shortcomings caused by lack of resources and
infrastructure. Establishmg new hospitals and government health centres
would not improve the situation if these facilities continued to be
under-used by the people because the quality of service is poor. More
thought needs to be given to utilising available traditional and modern
health resources more effectively. To this end the health personnel of
private medical dispensaries should also be considered as technical
resources, as the services they provide meet the needs of the people.
Government policy should aim to use them to better effect in the delivery
of health care by providing them with the necessary training and
orientation to improve their quality of senice. With appropriate
management, they could conlmunicate and disseminate f h i l y health
education in order thus to help fulfil the global policy of 'Health for all by
the year 2000.' Mobilisation of community participation for primary
health care would strengthen the long-term policy of national and
international commitment to provide basic health service to everybody.
Some of the shortcomings, for example the absence of a DMO, lack of
familiarity with health personnel, rigid service hours, non-availability of
medicine when needed, are not related to lack of resources but to lack of
motivation. Efforts must be made to provide better incentives for
physicians and other government health personnel to take more interest in
work in rural areas. Improvement of hospital facilities and living
conditions as well as recognition of good service in such areas.
Furthermore, personnel from urban areas trained in Westem mdcine
seem to lack the ability to communicate with rural people and gain their
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confidence, and therefore need to be trained appropriately in order to be
accepted into thc community. At the same time, it is also important to
make the procedures in rural health service understandable so that rural
people will feel at ease when undergoing treatment at the government
health centres, hospitals and health posts. The fhct that rural people,
though poor, are willing to pay in order to receive better medical services
shows how it might be possible for the government to harness community
resources to improve the services provided. It is obvious that a poor
service, even if provided free of charge, does not satisfjr the people.
'Ibis meansthat we need a six-pronged approach to improve the health
facilities of rural people: improvement of the physical quality of private
practitioners; incorporation of such practitioners into the national health
system; provision of incentives; organization of training for govenunent
health personnel to serve rural people better; make procedures
understandable to rural people; and improvement of the availability of
medicine and medical equipment.

Notes
1 A private dispensary is a drugstore with Westem-type medicines, owned by

a private medical practitioner or a 'compounder'.
2 A popular term in Nepal for private medical practitioner.
3 The government health centre operates at the district level, and provision
for such centres came into effect under the Fifth Five Year Plan
(1975-1980).

4 Traditional healer, who is able to invoke spirits for curing illness.

Medical practitioners, either private or government, who are trained in
combined homeopathic and alleopathic medicine.
6 A small Newar settlement, about four miles from Kathmandu.
7 Female traditional healer among Newar community;treatment based on
spirit possession of the goddess.
8 Female traditional healer among Indo-Aryan group; treatment carried out
via spirit possession of the goddess.
9 Banepa hospital is a private Christian hospital in the small Newar town of
Banepa, about 28 kilometres from Kathmandu and was established by the
American Seventh Day Adventists in 1962.
10 Senior Auxiliary Health Workers are middle level health personnel
equivalent to Health Assistants with certificate level of training in public
health.
11 Junior Auxiliary Health Workers are trained village-level health personnel
working at field level.
12 US$1 = Nepalese ruppess 14.6 (June-July 1983).
13 Equivalent to district health centre provided by the government; Thana in
Bangladesh equivalent to sub-district.
5
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14 See also Dhungel 1983.
15 Magars are an indigenous hill people according to Toni Hagen'r
classification of Nepalese 'races'. They fall into the Ti-Nepalese
group,
mostly found in the north and east and also in westcentral Nepal.
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Journey to the Origin: A Root Metaphor in a
Mewahang Rai Healing Ritual
Martin Gaenszle
Metaphors in Medicine
In recent works in medical anthropology frequent use has been made of
the concept of metaphor as an analytical tool. It has been pointed out that
bodily processes, and particularly illnesses, are very often described by
metaphorical expressions-not only by lay persons (e.g. in patientdoctor
conversations) but also in the discourse of m d c a l experts (e.g. textbooks,
scientific literature). Whether these are 'dead' metaphors, like when we
speak of the body as having a kind of military immunity-system (red blood
cells, anti-bodies 'attacking' or 'fighting' intruding bacteria), or whether
these are 'living' metaphors, for example when one attempts to describe
stress symptoms by comparing the nerves with weak current cables
(Sebus/Oderwald 1991:120), in both cases a physiological process is
expressed in terms of a more tangible imagery from another (nonphysiological) domain.
So if illness is expressed metaphorically, it logically follows that the
removal of illness, healing, also is expressed in such terms (i.e. 'medicine
X strengthens the body's defences', etc.), and, as one expects, the
metaphors of healing usually correspond to the metaphors of illness. This
is also what the ethnologist observes in traditional societies: the healers
diagnose illness in the local idiom-and expel it according to the same
logic. It has been a matter of much debate whether such a metaphor of
healing is only an expression of the intention or wish to heal, or whether
such a metaphor is in fact, capable of inducing a physiological process. It
is not the place to go into this question here, but the following points
should be stressed. As Evi-Strauss has demonstrated in his well-known
article on the effectiveness of symbols (1949), it is not possible to
dissociate the expressive fbnction of symbolism from its effective fbnction,
because the symbolic structure, which is manipulated by both shamans and
psychoanalysts, influences the cognitive process of the patient, which in
turn has an effect on the body. (It may be mentioned in passing that the
case I am presenting here in fact has some similarity with that described by
Uvi-Strauss: it also deals with a rite concerned with child-birth, and it
also implies a ritual journey. But there are also differences to which I shall
come back later.) More recent research has focused on the effect of mental
images on experience (e.g. No11 1985, Fernandez 1986), and on ritual as
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performance with an cffoct on the actors' identities (Turner 1972, 1982,
Kapferer 1983). hkta.phors, it rasns, 'work' an l l c y d levels, and thcy
all, to a greater or lesser degree, play a part in the example below.
1. Ritual Journey
The phenomenon of ritual journeys is well-hwn in
~ o p o l o g yIt. has oftm been observed that among the ethnic groups in
Nepal, particularly the Bodlc speakers, the shamamc journey to the MOS
is a prominent feature of their religion, whereas in the lndlan (h&
European speaker's) folk traditions it is possession., the coming of tbt
deities to man, which predominates (Allen 1974, Hdkr 1974).3 Other than
the magical flight to the upper- or under-world in Elade's concept of
shamamsm (1964), ths journey mostly takes place in the h o d
plane.4 Two questions arise: what is the purpose of the journeys, and
where do they lead to?
One major purpose is the disposal of the soul of a deceased person.
Nicholas Allen compares various types of W c soul-guidances and comes
to the conclusion that the chanted journey of the psychopomp not only has
the same basic fbnction as a real morhrary procession but has ultrmately
evolved fiom it. Moreover, he tries to show that certain ritual journeys
which lead to a reciprocal exchange with a deity (prestation for 'soul')
may be derived fiom a prior scapegoat expulsion ritual. Particularly this
latter proposition is difficult to verify in a historical sense. However, there
is at least ethnographic evidence that the soul-guidance of the psychopomp
is sometimes analoguous to-and may have served as a model for-other
soul journeys. Among the Gurung, for example, when a client's soul has
gone astray, the shamans embark on a search journey which proceeds on
the same path as the psychopomp (Mumford 1989:171). Thus the disposal
of souls and the retrieval of souls may require a similar journey. But thls
is certainly not always the case, and generally the search journeys may
lead to various different directions.
This brings us to the second question concerning the destination of the
journeys. At first glance, there seems to be no privileged direction. The
Thulunge examples given by Allen include a journey to the south-west, one
to the east, and one to the north of the settlement (Allen 1974:7,8). Among
the Mewahang Rai there are journeys to the north and south, but also to
the northeast and north-west. Though this seems to indicate that any
direction is possible, the journeys can be clearly dvided into those -1
upstream (associated with north) and those leading downstream
(associated with south; ci. Allen 1974:20n.). Moreover, there is strong
evidence that some-if not most--of the journeys proceed along ancestral
routes. Allen assumes that the final resting place of the Thulunge death
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spirits, Kotunje, which lies to the south-west of presentday Thulunge
villages, is in fact a place where their ancestors previously lived (Allen
1974:7). He also notes that the neighbouring Rai of Okhaldhunga guide
their dead to Halesi (which lies to their southeast), a place to which also
the Kulunge to the north of it lead their dead (own inquiries). All this
conforms to Rai mythology in which unanimously the ancestors are said to
have come from the south (Allen 1976:143 ff., Gaenszle 1991:292 ff.).
The Gurung and Tamang, on the other hand, say they came fiom the north,
and in hct, that is the direction where they travel in their ritual journeys
(Mumford 1989:186 ff., HOfer 1981:106, 118, 133).
This partly explains why the image of the journey is so prevalent: it
evokes the 'history' of the ancestors and expresses an emotional
attachment to the territory ~nhabitedby them. Even though many persons
have never travelled along the path of the shaman's chant it is a journey
through real and still existent villages and localities which the audience
generally knows, if not from first hand experience, fiom stories and events
linked with them. But in any case, as has been pointed out by Desjarlais
(1989), the landscape traversed in the journey is both symbolical and
physical, 'for a symbolic matrix has been graphed on the physical
landscape', thus forming a 'healing geography' (Desjarlais 1989:291). By
manipulating images which are symbolic of personal experience, the
shaman, so Desjarlais asserts, can transform the patient's experience of
s e l f h d (290).
Also the following example deals with a journey along the path of the
ancestors' migration. But what makes the Mewahang case particularly
interesting is the fact that it is a journey to n o t h g less than the Place of
Origin itself, the place where the ancestors ultimately came into being.
Thus the rite combines two common and powerful metaphors: that of
movement along ancestral migration routes and that of origin at a
particular place. Both metaphors are important in Rai cosmology, and
their combination seems of special significance. This is why I call it a root
metaphor (I shall return to thls point later).
The Mewahang Rai, among whom I have carried out research since
1984, are one of the Eastern subtribes of the Rai. They are settled on the
Western bank of the Arun Valley, located in the Sankhuwa Sabha District.
The journey which is the object of the following discussion leads down the
Arun, and the Place of Origin, which is called khowalung, is situated
somewhere in the plains south of Rai country, often identified with the
pilgrimage place of Barachetra (varQ'haketra) close to the confluence of
the Sapta Koshi near Dharan (cf. Hamilton 1986:134, 136f.).
A short remark should be made as to the methodology. The focus of
thls study is the ritual text, i.e. the chanted words used by the two
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officiants.' This approach seems justified by the importance which the b
thcmwlvss attach to tbsir oral tradition, the m*m,
Md the heavy
emphasis on ritual Epeech which this concept implied Tbc term muddum,
it may have to be explained, includes the b d y of narratives which m u n t
the origin of the world and man in general, as well as that of the F
h in
particular: this mythology begins with tte snake deity migi which caused
the origin of the first living being, it recounts how the first marital union,
that of Somnima and Paruhang, produced the variety of nature, how the
culture hero Khakcululcpa introduced various social institutions, and how
the ancestors split up and migated up into the hills (for details see
Gaenszle 1991). But the term d u m also refers to the ritual
performances which partly enact these myths. Thus, the study of ritual
texts seems to me to be a particularly apt way to gain an understandmg of
traditional modes of thought and practice, as these texts have often
prwewed older layers of language use.
2. The rite: Ma:mangme
The spirit category of ma:rnaksi (from which the name Ma:mangme is
derived) is one of the three types of spirits which have resulted h
'inauspicious death'. Its origin is recounted in the creation myth of
Somnima and Paruhang, the creator couple mentioned above. Somnima,
after being impregnated by Paruhang (without sexual intercourse), gives
birth to the variety of natural species. Prominent among these are Tiger
and Bear (je.thd and mahila'), who eventually decide to go into the forest
and present a kind of gift of gratitudc+some meat-to their mother before
leaving. Tiger makes it clear to his mother that she should not come near
him when pickmg up the meat: 'When I shout above the path, look fbr it
below, when I shout below the path, then look for it above!' Somnima,
however, who is pregnant again at that time, ignores this advice out of
maternal love, and when she goes straight to her son, he kills her (Gaenszle
1991:265f.). Thus Somnima's death spirit became the first ma:maksi, and
ever since the mythlc matricide, which occured down at the Place of
Origin, this kind of ghost haunts pregnant women, whom the ma:mukri try
to lure into a similar kte.
Ma:mungme, to whom the rite discussed here is directed, may be
regarded as a divinrzed form of thls category, in the sense that she is
addressed by the officiants as a superhuman person. A look at the text
shows that this 'deity' is not an individual, but rather a set of types: the
various forms of maternal deaths result in different kinds of Ma:mangme
spirits (see below).
The sacrificial rite to the Ma:mangme spirits is held when a woman
develops problems during pregnancy, such as bleedtngs, pains in the
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womb, general weakness etc. In these cases the complications are
attributed to the envious actions of a Ma:mangme spirit who hae taka
away-or 'stolen'-the free-soul (lawa) of the pregnant woman. In
rather than being an act of sheer robbery, this 'tab-away' is, as will
become clear fiom the text, the result of flattering speech through which
the spirit attempts to lure the victim on its side. This, informexplained, it does out of 'love' (N. m'yi) for the living person-a selfish
love though, as it tries to assimilate the other.
The ritual is unique in that it is one of the few occasions on which a
priest (M. ngo:pa) travels all the way down to the Place of Origin.
However, it is common that a traditional Mewahang shaman (M. makpa)
embarks on such a journey as part of the ordmry cintG ('nightly
session').' He then searches for souls (lawa)which have gone astray, thus
causing illness. When going on such a journey the shaman is called a
muddummi, one doing the muddum. This perhaps is an indication that this
particular journey is an essential feature of the concept of muddum.
Moreover, the rite has to be seen in the context of death rituals and
perhaps throws some light on this domain, which seems to be somewhat
obscured by various historical influences. Today the Mewahang Rai of the
Sankhuwa Valley do not have psychopomps to guide away the souls of the
o r d w q dead to any particular place, as it is done, for example, by the
Kulunge and the Thulunge Rai. Instead the place of residence of the
ancestors is unspecific: as expressed in the annual invocation to the
ancestors, it could be K a i (Benares), or it could be vaikuNha4ne does
not know. These terms obviously point to a Hindu mfluence, and therefore
there is reason to suspect that at an earlier stage the Mewahang too may
have guided their dead out of the village territory--possibly down to
khowalung.
3. The text and its performance
The rite is performed by two officiants, the ngo:pa who takes the lead
in the incantation, and the phekuyang (assistant) who also sings, echoing
the words of the ngo:pa.
The text is sung in a steady, almost monotonous rhythm marked by the
morpheme 'ghoya'. This morpheme is semantically void and may perhaps
be seen as a marker characterizing the chant, because it does not occur in
others. The division into verses in the following examplary passages is
thus not reflected in the prosody of the incantation but was done on
semantic grounds. Likewise the text can be divided into five sections
according to its contents, though in formal terms there is no interruption.
These sections may be titled I. Address, 11. Searching the Spirit, III.
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Journey Down To the Place of Origin, IV. At the Place of Origin, V.
Return.
The incantation begins with an address to the spirits by various names,
the major name of address being the binomial term Ma:mangme Cihime.
Though the second limb of this expression (Cihime) could not be analysed
as semantically distinct, other expressions used in the address refer to
different forms of maternal death: dakbeAmerefers to spirits resulting from
the death of a woman who dies from a ma:mangme attack during
menstruation (as this is a time which particularly attracts these spirits);g
chaka:kdumme is the spirit of a woman who died when her child just
began to walk;g and chabuptime is the spirit of a woman who died when
her child was still a baby.1° The spirits are scolded for not having obeyed
('listened to') their parents when they were still living persons: it was their
ignoraning of parental advice during their pregnancy (e.g. not to go out in
the twilight etc.) which led to the unfortunate fate of these women.

pa:kha rnayen ghoya ma:kha mayen ghoya
who do not listen to the words of your father and your mother,
kha mayeno ghoya du mayeno ghoya
who do not listen to any words.

In section 11. the two officiants embark on the searching journey to look
for the captured soul:
sakekulam ghoya ca:rikulam ghoya chelam lento ghoya langlettiho
ghoya
we embark on the way, the path of our territory.
The spirits are blamed for 'luring' their victim by their flattering 'talk'.
So the officiants have to undertake the difficult job of overcoming the
spirits' resistance by using their ritual speech to appease them. They ask:

Ngewamapin ghoya wapikhapyo ghoya
up on the steep cliffs of Ngewama,
chobathamma ghoya yatham mu:ku ghoya 1ukule:ku ghoya
do you err around (there) like a boar, do you lure (the souls)?
Dongbuwami ghoya wapikhpyo ghoya yatham mu:ku ghoya
up on the steep clifi of Dongbuwa, do you err around (there)?
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'carry'.

damlu khinto ghoya damlu nento ghoya
carrying the offermgs, presenthg the offienaes,
langlettiho ghoya honengap ghoya
we proceed an the way, now.

Thus the two practitioners proceed fim one valley to the Wher, naming
particular clifEs and river sources in the upper Sisuwa-Sankhuwa Valky.
They continue over the ridge into the Apsuwa Valley through thc territory
of the Sherpa of Khembalung, down to the village of Yaphu.
It is not entirely clear fkom the text where exactly the soul was fbund.
But aRer reaching Yaphu, the journey continues stra@t downwad along
the Arun River (section III.). The river is crossed over the 'dream bridge',
1 a d q to Tmhgtar, which is the place where a promheat ancestor once
held a divination in order to find out who destroyed his sacred gourds (this
is alluded to in the text).
A r u n h n g ghoya chelam hento ghoya delam hento ghoya
requestmg the Arun to open the path,
nawalamle g h o p cephalamle g h o p pdri lettin ghoya
on the firry-way we cross over to the other side,
Tumyikhochongghoya langlettiho ghoya honengcrye g h o y
we anive up in Tumlingtar, now,
bongbi c e A mghoya salulenye ghoya pupenumho ghoya
at the Salulen pond, where the divination was held, we meet you and take
YOU along,
honengaye ghoya Soyalarnnga ghoya sakbathalam ghoya p-ri lettin
shop
now, over the Sobhaya River we cross the dream bridge, over to the other
side.

After proceeding over the Sobhaya River, one passes through Leguwa
g h t crosses the Tamur River, continues up to Dhankuta (the territory of
the Athpahare), and eventually comes down to Cham (varo'h@etra).
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Down there in the Tarai the journey leads to the Village of S~rnnima'~
death (somnisi:ma yasi:tenFthe place where the ma:maksi originated
(section IV.).
kuyalapho ghoya kucalamle ghoya
by the path of the death spirits,
ma:malamle ghoya langlettimang ghoya
by the path of Ma:mangrne we arrive,
somnisi:ma ghoya yasi:tenle ghoya
(in) the village where Somnirna has died,
Bajuhoten ghoya Thuruhoten ghoya pupetcoho ghoya honengaye ghoya
(in) the village of Bajuho and Tharuho take (the offerings) and stay, now!
At thls point the sacrificial chicken are killed and the offerings are
prepared on two winnowing trays: not the meat (which is later consumed
by the participants), but the chicken's feet, some down feathers, a certain
wild berry (M. waresu) and beer. This food unique to Ma:mangme is
offered and the spirits are asked to partake of it and stay at their proper
place.
This invitation is followed by a gesture of expelling the illnesses and
complications caused by Ma:mangme (piercing pains, birth obstruction,
head aches). The return journey then begins, following the same route as
before, back up to the home village (section V.). But this time much care is
taken to collect various kinds of mfhnt souls (chulawa 'children',
hipalawa 'babies', sagolawa 'foetuses') which might have involuntarily
followed the officiants (ths is due to the luring quality of the ritual
chants). It would be disastrous if any of the souls were left down there,
and therefore the officiants 'carry' them back up. Moreover, they block the
road by destroying the ladder of Ma:mangme, thus malang it impossible
for her and her consorts to follow them back home. The final part of the
rite is accompanied by a dance: the two officiants each beat two bhakimlo
'swords' to threaten Ma:mangme so that she will stay down where she
belongs.
The pregnant woman plays no active part in the performaace. She
mainly sits by the side, watchmg and listening.
4. Conclusions
This little example is an illustration of the persuasive power attributed
to speech in general and ritual speech in particular: just as the spirits have
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lured away the soul by 'talk', so the officiants lure them down to their
Place of Origin by their ritual incantation. It may be emphasizad at W
point that R ~ Iritual language is regarded as tbc idiom pmpcr for
communication with the ancestors. This ritual speech has a specla1
perlocutionary force: it is capable of propelling the addressee and creating
facts by the mere act of pronouncement (i.e. travelling).
The reason for the journey seems quite clear: the spirits have trespassed
into the domain of the Living, and after talung the soul-out of a desire for
lifethey still roam the wild areas of the wider village territory. So the
first part of the journey is a circling, almost a circumarnbulation, of this
territory with the aim of searching the spirit in its fhnges, thereby clearing
the area of their malevolent presence. The second part of the journey then
leads straight down to the Place of O r i p : this time the purpose is to
dispose of the spirits, to distance them by putting them at their proper
place. Thus, in more formal terms, the major journey is a spatial
separation of the' spirits from the living, and structurally resembles an
exorcism (cf. Allen 1974).
But why is it that the spirits are taken to the Place of Origin? Wouldn't
it be enough to simply chase them out of the village as is often done in
shamanistic rites? Now obviously it is considered safer to take them down
to the place where they come from, where they belong and where they can
live happily. It is not a matter of destroying them, rather the interaction of
the officiants with the spirits is characterized by politeness and empathy:
after all these are not simply evil beings but ancestral beings, relatives 'of
one's own blood'. And it is precisely for this reason, I should argue, that
the metaphor of origin is prominent here: it emphasizes the common origin
of man and the rna:maksi, i.e. their 'original unity' resulting from
Somnima's mythlcal deeds-and, in fact, from her own body.
But this primordial order of mythlc times has undergone a process of
hfferentiation which was mainly due to the migration of the ancestors up
into the hills. Thus the distance between the living and the spirits has
grown in the course of time-though their origin is the same they 'went
different ways'. But the direction of this spatialization of time is reversed,
so to say, by the ritual journey, which thus becomes a journey back into
the m y h c past. (Seen in this perspective the rite appears not only as a
distanciation of the spirits in terms of space, but also as one in terms of
time.) In any case, the order of things is restored by h s act of separation,
and the officiants take all precautions to prevent the spirits from following
back up.
As a study of the full text is not possible here, th~saccount cannot be
more than just a sketch (I plan to publish the complete tea, its translation
and analysis elsewhere.) But I hope to have demonstrated the importance
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of understadmg basic mythological concepts, such as the origin and
migration of the ancestors, in order to comprehend a simple healing ritual.
In W ,there is evidence that such a combination of ritual journey with
notions of origin is at the base of many Mewahang healing rituals. Why
then is this image so powerful?
Other than in Gvi-Strauss's example the mythlcal geography is not
directly linked with the physiological body of the patient-rather the
mythlcal geography, which is very clearly grafted on the physical
geography of the Amn Valley basin, is linked with the social, mythohistorical or ethnic self-image of the Mewahang Rai. That h s theme of
ancestral origin and migration is played on in the context of such a healing
rite, indicates the strong emotional qualities of this metaphor. Through the
enactment of the journey in a performance of words and gestures (which
may even be compared to a pilgrimage) the patient's experience is
manipulated by images of the ancestral past which build upon ordinary
images of the present. Thus linking the life-world of the living with the
world of the ancestors, the journey to the origin contributes to the
reconstitution of a spatio-temporal, transgenerational, or 'ethtllc' identity,
and it is in this sense that it may be called a 'root metaphor'. The
fundamental importance of h s notion, the grounding nature of myth, is
often misunderstood, overlooked or underestimated by outsiders, such as
health workers who usually come fiom different cultural backgrounds.

Notes
1 I am grateful for the critical comments from the panelists of the conference
and fiom members of the 'Arbeitskreis Volksreligion' (Heidelberg) with
whom I had a chance to discuss the paper. Transcription of the Mewahang
Rai language (M.)follows the conventions given in Gaenszle 1991.
2 The use of the concept of metaphor is inspired by the work of Lakoff and
Johnson 1980.
3 N. Allen, concluding his article, goes one step further and suggests that the
prominence of the ritual journey may perhaps be a typical trait of the
'ancient EastY,opposedto the emphasis on sacrificial rites by the 'IndoEuropean West' (Allen 1974:19)
4 There are exceptions: among the Kham Magar, for example, the shamanic
journey may lead to the undenvorld where the lost soul is released and
brought back up (de Sales 1991:167-169,172).
5 As the text could not be recorded in situ the following analysis is based on a
version which was chanted for my tape recording.
6 M . muddurn is cognate with the Limbu term muntfhurrz which has been
rendered as 'kirat ko veda ' by I . S. Chemjong (1961) in his translation of a
text in Limbu script. Among the Rai, however, there is (except the recent
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attempts by scholars and local elites) no written version of the mudrhmr, a d
its transmission is in principle an entirely oral one.
7 In the Sankhuwa Valley only very few Mewahang shamans who have had
Mewahang gurus are left, and Kulunge shamanism, which does not include
this journey, clearly dominates. Among the Eastern Mewahang shamans,
however, the journey to the Place of Origin is still a regular feature of the
Seances.

a metaphorical
expression of menstruation.
9 < M. cha 'child', M. ku:kma 'to walk',M. dumma 'to follow'.
10 < M. cha + M. bupma 'to gather'. The etymology is not quite dm but the
expression is said to refer to the holding of the child in one's arms.
8 < M. dakhephu 'rhododendron'. The red blossom is
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IART 4

'IHE STATE AND THE PEOPLE

~ana-Sakti(~eop1e
Power) and the 1990 Revolution in
Nepal: Some Theoretical Considerations1
Vivienne Kondos
Preamble
The success of the revolution of 1990 propelled enormous political
changes in Nepal. But it seems to me that a transformation just as
fundamental occurred in the social domain. This is the emergence of the
formation of a collective identity, a populist identity known as jand-iakri
and which exceeds what is commonly understood in the meaning of
'citizen'. The irony here is that this was not exactly part of the
revolutionary objective but crystalised in and through the bloody
confrontation. An unintended consequence, so to speak. Yet it holds the
potential for affecting relations beyond the political sphere, if thls
transformation continues to inform consciousness and serves as a basis for
action, that is, if this comes to harden into a reality for everyday living.
A consideration of the ways it emerged and what jaG-iakri may mean
are questions that will be explored in this paper. While as I have already
said, the field of revolutionary action is pertinent to the problem, I would
argue that the domain of knowledge also figures. In fact it seems to me
that not only has a discourse on the 1990 revolution entered Nepalese
culture but that that discourse resonates the terms of a new mentality.
Which is not to say that everythmg else has fallen apart.
Let me put the problem differently. Subsequent to the revolution's
success, conduct has become politicized and taken on polemical tones.
There has been a proliferation of associations, like ethnic groups, an
intensity of union activity, and movements around nondficial lang~ages.~
Mass demonstrations and strikes have become the order of the day as the
means for expressing discontent, and newsprint is burgeoning. All of these
have become possible since the lifting of prohibitions against the formation
of associations and state censorship on information. But as well, the
country has seen an eruption of activities of ambiguous status like ghera'o
(where a hostile ring of people move threateningly around the victim) and
j u t t i b mala (a procedure where the victim is garlanded with a string of
old, dirty footwear), procedures geared to intimidate and defame the target
and which have been condemned by an assortment of notables of authority
(Kondos, V.:1992). All of these indicate an assertive orientation on the
part of the individuals involved in the group activity. However, I do not
think that the assertiveness is limited to such formalized actions but may
also figure in conduct at the personal level in instances where a person of
authority makes what are assessed as undue demands and treats the
subordinate contemptuously. People in unprivileged positions are more
given to taking and showing umbrage at what they discern as

mfimgements of their rights or as violations on their intcgnty as persons
than was the case before.
If what I want to argue is that these kinds of activities are indices of a
bdamental change, the emergence of a populist self, the question then is
what are its ramifications and implications? Certain commentators
(Gaenszle et al 1991:15) discern it as a change fiom being a mere subject
to being a citizen (praja' to nagarik). While this is true, I do not thmk it
goes fhr enough. In my consideration the issue extends beyond
subjdstate relations. In a way, what I want to take up is the problem
posed by a Nepalese commentator on the revolution. He says that 'the one
and a half months long movement has left a profound mark on the
Nepalese psyche.'(Manali cited in Shaha 1990:2 10).
The direction that the paper will take is not then to chart how the
revolution occurred and ended with success, though this story will be
traversed, but it is to explore the route for the formation of this new
conception of populist self, and in so doing indicate what it might mean.
Jand-iakti is a compilation of the old words jand (people) and iakti
(energy). Sakti is the concept that at its most potent refers to the great
feminine principle that underlines the workings of the entire cosmos. It
may also be used in the husband/wife relationship when a man refers to his
wife as his iakti, the one through whom change is generated. But the word
is not restricted to such contexts but is also used to denote the specific
energy of things--eg., it is the iakti potency that works the digestive tract,
or provides the force of the motor of jet aeroplanes-and so forth.
Therefore when iakti is coupled to people, it is defining the nature of
people as energy, power, force.
The betrayals
The danger in exploring the past and reconstituting a story fiom it is
working through hind-sight. One is tempted to identie the initial steps that
unfurled the revolution. But at that time plans and protests were not the
steps of success, only dreams and hopes, steps in a perilous journey with
no guarantee of where it would lead. During this period there were I thmk
two interconnected developments which were relevant to my concern, the
emergence of the new subjectivity. First, the epic quest of making
democracy a possibility, with its personal dramas of ordeals and trials
opened the questions, 'what are we' and 'what are we capable of?' On the
other hand, there was another set of goings on in the same series of
confrontations, but coming fiom the other side. Certain unwise
manoeuvres, certain inadvertent actions, certain extreme strategies on the
Pancha government's part were so startling that they raised fundamental
questions, prompted people to ponder on the terms of their relationship
with authority and with the rights of the state. These anomalous actions
provoked a problematizing of the 'givens'.
It is the latter set that I want to start with. It was not only that the state
had engaged in measures to retain its sovereignty but that the measures
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adopted were of a kmd that totally jettisoned its integrity and proved itself
the enemy of the people. It betrayed them through the use of a war
machine; it abandoned them through the monarch's initial inaction and
reticence; and it deserted its trust to preserve the strength of the people, its
Young.
There was a betrayal of the usual statehubject relations through the use
of what might be called a 'war machme' because of the brutal potency of
the equipment used, and because of the kind of personnel deployed
(Deleuze & Guattari 1987). When the state authorities ordered police to
fire at the people, or it brought in tanks and its military forces against
unarmed subjects concerned to express their will, it turned civil relations
into a field of war. (See the pictorial depiction in T. Bonk & R. Wagle
1990; T. Bonk [ed.]1991.)
Even though the state could claim that it was confronting a law and
order situation, the unleashing of such strategies turned the indgenous
subjects into the enemy. And authorities let h g s go too far with the
deployment of another kind of strategy-the use of ambulances to move
the state's forces. It is in war that tactics of deceit and subterfuge are
justifiable (as any of the Hindu commentators of statecraft say) not in
relations with the people. And dishonour was compounded by cruelty, for
in the revolutionary turmoil the state forces prevented certain casualties
from getting to hospital. Along with the pain of the wounded, there was the
pain of having to watch helplessly.
If the state had betrayed its citizens in cerkn measures, it also
betrayed itself in others. There was also the question of the king's inaction.
While the capital was in turmoil, the king was taking a sojourn in Pokara
during the critical initial period (Shaha 1990:185-6). Just how widespread
was the dissatisfaction with the king's silence is hard to tell. And how
intensely this was felt is also a moot point. Nonetheless, for some who had
thought about the matter, the inaction at thls crucial time was seen as
undermining the claim that the king was the protector of the people,
mediating between them and the Panchas. Or at least it left room for
doubt. And it was after this that the cities expressed acute hostility to
royalty in the defamatory graffiti on urban walls.
One ofthe worst incidents may have been provoked by misadventure. It
was with an inadvertent bullet that revolutionary feeling crystallized into
an intensity of horror and shock, since the bullet hit a youth who was
doing little more than climbing a statue. Indeed a tragedy, as much for the
state as the people, for through the youth's death the state had betrayed the
traditional trust-to protect the strength (bala) of the people, the young,
through whom time continues. Not only did the news of tlus horror spread
rapidly but it agitated the public imagination. Amazement moved to
outrage.
If the state could bring in a war machine, if the palace could remain
disturbingly quiescent when intervention was needed most, if the state
could not prevent the martyrdom of the young-the state was then seen as

not only betraying the people but betraying itself to them. And that became
imprinted in public oonsciou~ness.~

Corrupting discourses.
At this time a new discourse emerged. It was new in the sense that its
object was about revolutionary activity in its various guises. In some
contexts the thematic was the project itself with an envisioned goal, and
considerations of how best to deal with these in terms of strategies and
timings, as well as reflections backs on achievements and losses so k.
One might call this the tactical genre of the emergent discourse and its
mode was of necessity clandestine. Simultaneously another genre was put
in place. Its mode was public, brazenly so given the contents of its
expression.
It is the latter cluster that is more relevant to my purposes here. A
refrain about the king and queen was composed and became so widespread
tlut children were repeating it like a nursery rhyme.4 Graffiti etched out a
flow chart not of hierarchy but of corruption, starting with the lowly
officials at the bottom and ending at the pinnacle of state. And there were
public chants demanding the execution of the then Prime Minister. The
most excessive defamatory expression occurred through the use of dogs to
represent royalty.
It seems to me that this defmtory genre is complex. To a certain
extent it was part of the revolutionary struggle, a way of voicing
discontent. For some, certain expressions reflected a widespread disillusion
with the government's performance (the flow chart of corruption). Yet with
others (like the dog venture), the judgement being expressed did not receive
endorsement across the revolutionary spectrum, but in some instances even
eliciting disapproval of the idiom used. To what extent the criticism of
royalty was endorsed by the populace at large is difficult to tell. But what
none could ignore was the fact of its audacity, for the unsayable was being
said in public. The rules of decorum, good taste and propriety were being
broken in the glaring light of day.
Moreover it seems to me that having the audacity to say the unsayable
has important repercussions, has the effect of making others wonder about
the potentials of subjecthood. Let me put the point this way. -If people
recognize that some are capable of d e w g decorum in the most extreme
way possible, they are also witnessing a shift in the way ordmry people
usually operate. The shift hardly benefited the revolutionary movement in
terms of strategy, if anythmg it could have jeopardized it, rendering it more
precarious by the possibility of provoking more reprisals. In a sense both
the defamatory song and the dog venture directed at royalty may be
understood less as strategies of the movement and more as means of
experiencing the transgressing of limits. One can hardly think of a n y b g
worse.
In my opinion, for certain people such conduct was less an attack on
royalty and geared more to the thrill of going to the limits, beyond the
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threshold. Royalty pmvides this possibility smce it
at tbc rpn. 1
draw subfor the mgmmt fmm the childrao'a c a d ~ c t'Iboy
.
hrQy
~thesi~ceaocofwhattbywcrrsayiagi.thcaongbuttby~
they were breaking the rules and they exulted in this. M
m what
counted was the brealung oftaboos. So for our p u r p wht
~ ia i m p o m
is that the discourse agamst authority o&red occasion for the particito experience doing what was forbidden by bemg able to say what w
ordinarily unsayable. To d h g e stringent taboos.

Trials of violence
After the announcement that the king recogruted the rcvolutioanry
movement's success, the country slid into what might be called an
interregnum period. Despite the apparent success or perhaps with the
success, agitation accelerated on different fronts. And all involved errtreme
kinds of action. There was the burning of police stations, certain
government offices, as well as attacks on police suspected of bang
'mobsters', all extreme acts of violence with real devastathg effkts (T.
Bonk & N. Wagle 1990; T. Bonk [ed.] 1991; Shaha 1990:219-220).
At the same time there was also the revival of sevbral traditional
procedures which also worked to effect change but of a more subtle kind. I
refer to the procedure known as gher60, where a victim is encircled and
thereby becomes a prey hounded by a pack. Another is where the victim is
polluted by contact with a string of dirty shoes which are slung anto his
body in a corrupting ritual known as 'shoe-garlandmg' (jut?& mala). A
third kind of procedure entails stuffing grass into the mouth of the victim,
thus animalizing him.
AU of these constitute an assortment of activities which are unlike those
of other modalities of action. Behre proceeding I will itemize the latter.
There is the entrenched modality known as 'fhvouritism' where one's
desires are realized through eventually tapping a source-force after a string
of subtle negotiations (that is doing chakan')to get the sourceforce on side
in bids to have one's desires hlfilled.6 It is organued around the principle
of 'intercession'. Since it is so widespread one might analytically
conceptualize it as the prevailing form of power in Foucault's sense
(1982:2 10-15). Also entrenched, but workmg imperceptibly because its
style is clandestine, is another modality of action that I call 'chicanery'
(Kondos, V. 1984). This entails acts of secrecy, of sabotage,
prevarications, pretence and a play with illusion. The actor has to be
clever, chulak, otherwise the whole &r Mls apart. Its principle of
organization is elusiveness. There is also a 'modality of authority' where
conduct is being regulated to a greater or lesser extent. One responds to
demands by some sort of accommodation-by obedience, attempts at
negotiation. The principle of organization is makmg do. And fioally,
protest-a form of action that entails the antithesis of authority since it is
geared to challenge the authority itself.
The forms of violent protests that I have referred to are obviously
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divergent. Unlike chicanery they engage in a frontal attack, there's n o k
secretive about them. Unlike intercession, where the negotiator seeks
other's help through a series of diplomatic acts, flattery and gift, the
protests seek to do violence in some way: to wound the body of its victim,
or take its life, to violate the dignity of the man targeted for attack, or
destroy the appurtenances of those in authority, or the sites of their
operations, their offices or homes or cars. And in so doing the protests
render actual alterations.
Now, according to certain commentaries such endeavours were
approached as occasions for people to reveal their outrage at the
reprehensible conduct of the notable person or official in question, that
they would no longer tolerate indignities, or submissively accept corrupt
practices, or let untoward violence, like police brutalities, or counterinsurgency extremes, go unnoticed. For example:
During the night of the 22 April some vigilante groups rounded up
and held captive people whom they considered to be acting suspiciously,
and next morning excited mobs attacked these people's prisoners.
According to RS.S. five persons were beaten to death in these attacks,
and a crowd took a round of the city with two dead bodies and six injured
persons on a push cart (Shaha 1990:220-1).
Such action meant accusation and punishment in one hit. But that is the
way of popular justice which has no pretence about the desire for revenge,
and dares to take the law into its own hands (Foucault in Gordon [ed.]
1980:8-9).
If the occasion is a trial for the accused it is also a trial for the accuser.
What is being put in abeyance is one's ordinariness, if factory worker,
student, voter, to1 resident, clerk, or whoever take it upon themselves to
preside over these make-shift courts of justice. Such persons are
demonstrating to themselves and to others that they are capable of more
than the hum-drum, by assuming the roles of accuser/judge/executioner.
But the outbursts were regarded by those in authority, especially the
party leaders of the interim government, with suspicion and concern
(Shaha 1990:220-4). Even though for some, popular justice was at stake
in this interregnum period, but for others it was a case of subjects taking
the law into their own hands and therefore to be judged as highly irregular
(1990:21).' However, what the condemnation ignores is that popular
justice does not act in terms of the strictures of the juridico-legal system.
Its rationality does not depend on legal principles. Popular justice accuses
and judges accorclmg to what it perceives as uncalled for behaviour. Some
theoretical approaches refer to this kind of irregular conduct as due to a
taste of blood, emerging spontaneously from the social turmoil, thus
implying that such actions are to be conceptualized as nothing less than
mere mob behaviour or acts of personal revenge. And, in Nepal, any
disturbance may also be seen as a devious strategy of reactionary forces,
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as certain politicians judged the situation at the time. While I would
deny such possibilities, what is significant in the Nepalese mterd is that
many selections were not arbitrary-those targeted for attack were not
only those regarded as being mandale mobsters but many were men of
public stature renowned for 'corruption', or some other offence llke
encouragement of police brutality. In which cases popular judce was at
stake.
The question that then arises is just how popular was popular justice.
Analysts of Nepal (and offen elsewhere) both local and foreign may
attribute such outbursts to the instigation of those in positions of authority
(party leaders, union bosses, wealthy men and even opponents set to
discredit one's cause). While it would be foolhardy to ignore the possibility
of the attractiveness of money in mobilizing paid protestors and also to
ignore the possibility of instances of party bosses' authority in garnering
certain followers' oMence, yet I think it would also be unwise to
constantly portray populist action as n o w more than the carrying out of
notables' instructions. Such theses end up conceptuallzmg the actors as
being essentially manipulable, unthhkmg stooges of those in positions of
power and status. Where obedience does in fact occur thrs may be due to
the followers' recognition of the moral and political need to act in that way.
Compliance need not arise from the followers' automatic obedience to
leaders' demands. And what may also complicate matters is that s o ~ e s
those in authority condemn such irregular conduct, assessing it as a
counter-productive strategy, incriminating the peqe$rators as the violators
of the victim's dignity. Such happened with shoe-garlandmg where certain
union leaders condemned thrs as an assault on the target's dignity and
prohibited its future occurrence. In such instances it was the workers
themselves who would vent a desire to express their contempt for the
figure of authority. So one has, I thdc, to allow for variability.
Therefore, as to the question of the configuration of the actors'
orientation to the trials of popular justice, whether in the extreme forms of
bodily violence, or the cases of violating other's dlgnity, one recognizes the
complexities obtaining. Undoubtedly the situation was heterogeneous.
While for some there was the matter of giving vent to the feeling of moral
outrage, but for all involved there would have been the experience of
e f f d g a popular form of justice: acting as punisher.
With both experiences the effect was a taste of power. And it is thrs
form of experience which has the potential to disengage other kinds of
identifications: of lowliness, inferiority, of dependence, of impotence or
being without access to a pukka source-force, and so forth. And if s e d i t y
is the face of fear, confidence is the face of power.
Memories of the ordeals of confrontation.
It is necessary at this point to back-track to the period before the
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announcement of the revolution's success (9th April). Irrespective of what
else was going on, there was one kind of activity that I think has come to
constitute the revolution-these are the direct confrontations between
people and the state. And of these, the show of mass resistance to the
government on April 6th has become exemplary. While this occasion was
critical to the progress of the revolution, it also afforded an opportunity for
an anomalous experience. And this confrontation like the others has
provided the ingredrents for a new discourse.
In testimony after testimony participants relate how they were carried
along by the momentum of motion, how they were aware of the thousands
of others pouring in from all directions, and tell how the question of fear
didn't enter their minds, and were only aware of excitement, theirs and
everybody else's:
All the groups were to meet in front of King Mahendragsstatue in Darbar
Marg and then move towards the palace. I was walking along the
pavement with my friends from college. We saw other friends and asked
them to join the procession. Everybody was excited. Even the observers

got excited and joined the procession.
When we arrived in front of the cinema hall, the police stopped us. The
police were in riot gear and carrying sticks. They told us that we couldn't
proceed further and that we had to go back. This discouraged our morale,
and the excitement disappeared but when we saw more and more people
coming from behind this helped to restore our excitement.
We decided to move forward. We just didn't care about police
bashing...... The police inspector was asking the crowd not to proceed
further.... We in the crowd didn't know that the army was stationed in
Darbar Marg. The people didn't listen to the inspector and pushed the
police aside and moved on.
We all met up in front of the Bangalore coffee house, at the comer of
Darbar Marg. Two lines of police were deployed there with their sticks.
The third line was formed of riot police. The fourth, the m y . The police
started to stop the crowd. Half of the shops were open and the people in
them were cheering the crowd and supporting them openly.
I was in the front line. Despite the police's efforts to stop us we weren't
going to be stopped. We were too excited and we weren't scared of the
police at all at that moment.

From testimonies such as thls one may abstract several features of this
kind of action. First, action moved through feelings, at this point in time, in
spite of the particular reasons any individual had to join the mass
demonstration. Secondly, there was a registering of some kind of
contagion, being transmitted by the intensity of feelings surging up fiom
the swarms around. Thirdly, there was a disregard of the usual cautionary
measure. One finds this indifference in phrases like 'I just didn't care'.
Fourthly, there was no co+rdination in the organization at such moments,
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but a case where the mass was fbllowing its own momentum.
Now if these are all extremcs (intensity in fetling, swarms of people, an
acute disregard for caution, acting with a mass momentum), then the kind
of experience b e h engendered by this kind of action could be called
'anomalous', at the edges of the regularities of everyday living (hlcuzc &
hattari 1987).
Moreover, it is also worth noticing how the possibilities opened up by
such confrontations against state force diverge fiom the possibilities of the
chicaning modality of action where effort is also d u d at defyrng the
rules. If one is to be clever it is necessary that one not be overwhelmed by
intense affects, whereas with the struggle modality such feelings take over.
Secondly with chicaning, calculation is a major part of the exercise unlike
the confrontation where people at the critical moment just don't care. With
chalak one seeks to rninimise risks, whereas risks didn't enter as a
consideration in the turmoil of confrontation. Thirdly, the ingenuity of
devising strategies of the chalak m&ty
contrast with the selfabandonment in the push to confront the state's war machine head-on.
Fourthly, while chicaning involves the individual or group in sectional
interests, the confrontational struggle is a venture where the stakes concern
the masses.
If there was the thnll of trymg to make a revolution happen on that
fatekl day, the forward push was brought to a halt when the state's troops
opened fire. As reports make plau~,exprience shifted register, going fiorn
exIdaration to panic and fight.
The turn of events however, should not foreclose a consideration of the
possible way the actors were orienbng themselves vis-a-vis each other and
vis-a-vis the state before that moment and aftewards. The fhilure at one
point in time does not deny the experience of having been able to push
towards the palace, to decry its continuing support of the discdted
regime and to dare to try to bring down the Pancha government. In
retrospect the individuals concerned focus less on their failure and more on
their success in getting so Ear. They relate their particular exploits and
their particular circumstances. I should add here that what is less vocal in
the discourse are references fiom those who hedged their bets and were
reluctant to act. But with regard to those who had participated in any of
the struggles, if their refleztions on their own actions indicate a pride in
themselves, even surprise, then they are now j u m themselves as
capable of extraordinary achievement, as c e d y remarkable, of the stufF
that makes history.
There are however two caveats that require emphasis. Frrst, one has to
be wary of hind-sight and a tendency to read into the g o i o g s q the procisc
figwings that were only shaped later. Before the anuouncement of the
revolution's success certain experiences would have started to tear down
the pertinences of old definitions bearing on the populace and would have
gone some way in a destabilization of the givens. But exactly what this
amounted to would have as ye$ been unformulated. So one cannot say that
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a consciousness of a new kind of collective subjectivity had by then
become consolidated. The second point of analytic caution relates to the
problem of variation. It would be foolhardy not to recognize that actions
across the field were diverse. Ttus holds whether one considers the
different occasions, the uprising in Patan or the terrible march down the
streets of Kathmandu or the smaller skirmishes, or the diversity w i h any
one kind of mobilization that occurred throughout thls period. The
attempts at generating a revolution did not constitute a unitary
phenomenon. However, what links these personal dramas, or so I would
argue, is the principle of transgression, that is, the venturing beyond the
limits of the known, the familiar and the usual. The field of disparate and
diverse actions undertaken by the mass of individuals takes on a regularity.
There was also the matter of sequences. As we know, what followed
the turbulent confrontations at Darbar Square in front of the palace was
the night of darkness, when the state imposed a curfew and saturated the
city with its military. This is one man's response to the affhir:
It is terrible. The streets are green, green with the colour of the military.

No noises and no movement. We are afraid. We don't know how long it
will last...What will happen. And when night comes there will be no
lights. The curfew is indefinite.
His tone resonates terror, a terror of the unknown. And in a sense the
night of waiting constitutes another kind of ordeal, now framed by the state
to determine total inaction on the part of the populace. To have to wait
while not knowing even what one was waiting for is I think as terrifjmg as
the confrontational engagements where tension at least finds a momentum
in action. Mobilization was of course out of the question. Even the
manoeuvres of the modality of favouritism were out of bounds. And for
the populace it would have been risky to engage in any cleverness if the
streets were green with the military. My point is thls: in such
circumstances, if the state was forcing the individual subjects to
experience the tension of waiting and register a sense of a h 1 impotence
during those longfshort hours, then it had abandoned its responsibility to
uphold the 'happiness' of the subjects as proclaimed in the preamble of the
operative Nepalese constitution (196 1:1).
However, in this what is important is the paradoxical twist to the
proceedings. While the troops and the curfew put the movement in
jeopardy, at the same time this black strategy was also confirming the
movement's rationale. It made plain that the democratic movement was
necessary because the regime was not only demonstrably oppressive, but
also indifferent to the masses' desires and demands.
But before long, the message from the king announced the success of
the revolution. With h s , the ordeal took a new turning. The &om
eventuated as the people's triumph. In this way the announcement
recogmzed the population's capacity to be effective in getting the state to
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&m a d establish a pa@' system. And recqptioa of this potc~cyW
articulated in tho -m of a new ooaoopt, jaru9-dakti, 'pboplbpowm'.
'Ibt naming moreover gave a concept to frame the assorted expiof
tbe multitude.
With ngard to tbc question of the emergence of the new conocptian of
the populace as jarui-iakti, as we how, some have dmposed it as
amstitutq a shift h n being mere subjezts to becoming free c i k . Yd
this only focuses on one kind of self, real though it is. If we turn to the
chorus chanted during the celebrations, ttus time we find the recognition of
another.'Down with Panchayat system! Hang Mansh Man! This is the
People's victory! We will save. the country! We have won democracy!'
(Shaha 1990:211).
If it attributes the just finabed revolutionary victory to the people, and
attributes the country's firture well-being to the people, it is also
articdatmg a recognition of the people as a force, a force capable of bang
eiktive against formidable odds. It was that force which acquired the
name of 'jarui-iakti '.
Jarui-iakti is that kind of capability that is currently operabng in the
emergent though popular modality of action that one might call
intey~entionist.It includes the assorbnent of activities mentioned at the
outset of the paper, like the various kinds of demonstrations whose object
is to make known one's discontent with rules and policy that come from
above. It also includes the operation of the procedures of shoe-garlaming
etc., where there's a concern to e f f i popular justice immediately against
those who would violate the integrity of subordinates. But in both sets
there's a concern with justice. It is unlike the entrenched authority, where
the locus of power lies in the advantageous positioning in the hierarchy. It
is unlike chicanery where the objective is to subvert the emplaced power
through one's cleverness. It is also unlike the fhvouring scenario where the
individual seeks the power of the source-force, to intercede on its behalf. In
this new modality the source of power is the people. This is also
recogwed in the preamble to the 1990 Nepalese Constit~tion.~
But it is not only the people's specific capability that is at issue here. In
Nepalese theorizing what one can do is intimately linked to what one is. In
other words one cannot have one without the other-a particular being has
its commensurate capability. This proposition permeates many everyday
practices (like choice of foods regarded as capable of inducing desirable
effects; like avoidances to be followed since contact with an impure
polluted object is regarded as having the capacity to pollute those who
touch it and so forth). At the esoteric level the idea is expressed in the
axiom: the effect is existent in the cause. And it figures in explanations
about the ways things develop according to the doctrine of karmaphala.
Therefore we might conclude that not only does the term jand-iakti relate
to a force that emanates from the Nepalese people, but also to a conception
of the nature of this demotic collectivity. If this is so, then a new ontology
has emerged.
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And it seems to me that iakti power manifests in a range of assorted
refirsals, most notably a refbsal to be treated dismissively, or to be
submissive. A new recalcitrance is denying the popularity of servility and
docility yet to assume that this demotic assertiveness takes reference from
the values of 'human rights', part of the discourse of liberal democracy,
would I think miss the specificity of the Nepalese experience and the
Hindu conceptions that infonn it. From the Nepalese perspective rights are
understood as emerging from power and are not, as the liberal democrat
might put it, the source of power. That is on the broad front, even though
certain intellectuals heed humanism's reverberations. JaM-iakti is
singularly Nepali.
Of course it might be said that the time of exuberance is over and
people-power no longer amounts to much. I am not convinced of h s
argument. To be sure the conventional modalities of action haven't been
thrown out but continue to flourish. Yet alongside the older instituted
modalities, the assorted strategies of the interventionist are extensively
operating, accelerated by the mood of defiance. Furthennore, with regard
to conceptions of self, what can't be easily erased are the individual
experiences stored through memory, providing the ground for the jaruiiakti consciousness; nor can the history of the dramas now fixed in texts
and photographs, whether at the personal or wider level.
The following comment provides an instance of this new
mentality, which will not tolerate what it sees as abuse of power and
violation of ordinary people's integrity:
If we can bring democracy, don't you think we can handle this man who
has abused his power. He withholds wages and makes us come to his
house to collect our pay. And he harasses the women. Democracy came
from the actions of ordinary people...jarui-Sakti.We'll show him that we
can't be pushed around. We are planning to give him a garland of shoes.

This kind of statement indicates a recognition of the existence of a
particular kind of collectivity and a consciousness of its particular
potential, where there is an orientation of confidence in that potential. TO
my mind all of thls distinguishes the new ontology from that of the past.
Which is not to say that rebellious attitudes were not caught up in the first
revolution of 1951; nor to deny the underground efforts that were evoked
when king Mahendra imposed the Panchayat system and reestablished the
institution of absolute monarchical rule. To be sure clandestine strategies
and a revolutionary spirit pertained in those quarters. But whatever fonn
of consciousness this took and whatever tenn was used to identi@ the
spirit of such fragmented groupings, these were not identical with the
concept janii-sbkti, or so I would argue. Jan&s'akti emerged in the
experience of the 1990 revolution and is specific to that.
It was formed out of a number of specific processes of which the
following at least were relevant. The first condition of possibility: with the
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series of state betrayah there was for the populace the p r o b l e m af
givens. In v i o w the inviolable and p m in doubt
what should alwap be able to be t a b for granted (ie., that the state is nd
the enemy of the people, evem if governments arc oompt and tyrannical)
the e&ct was to upset the terms of the codc
on subject/relations. If the series of betrayals extended the movement bey&
the
confines of those who had hitherto been committed ad
the
commitment of those already ded~catedto the revolutionary m a n
irrevocable scenario of 'us' and 'them'-it also created the possibility of
transforming the situation into a people's issue with politico-moral
resonances.
If the threshold of tolerance was breached in this context another lund
of threshold figured in the assorted expressions of the subversive
discourse. The experiments in publicly saying the unsayable, and with thrs
the exultation in transgression, meant new demotic possibilities. With the
ordeals of confrontation which sent shudders of violence throughout the
kingdom, there came the display of what the masses could do. Dreams,
aspirations and hopes transformed into startling realities and possibilities.
By a certain stage however, all that had happened had not as yet
consolidated an-.
For thls stage one may only
what had been I d
. note
.
loose from these goings-on: that the state had incnmrniited any modicum of
integrity that might have hitherto xmnained, and that the opportunity to
transgress limits had been taken by some; and others again had been able
to destabilize the might of the state.
What assembled these experiences and consolidated them into the new
ontological conception? Obviously recognition of the populace's
revolutionary success played its part. But this by itself could not have
determined the terms of that conception. Here I think certain cultural
guide-lines were relevant (and continue to be). It is these which frame the
way memory casts its considerations of what one and others had done, of
what the people were capable of, and of what was the nature of that
collective entity. There, as elsewhere, to be able to do somethmg in
particular also means that one has the nature correspondmg with that
capability.
As for the eruptions of violence after the revolution. When it was the
case of putting popular justice into effect and on show and subjthe
notables and state agents to its trials and judgemnts, these instances may
be understood as both a replay of the revolutionary attack on the regime's
worst agents as well as an expression of the populace's now installed and
recupised potcncy. Or they may be assessed as constituW@ a law and
order problem-people just going wild. But either way, such extreme
activities had been canied along by the momentum of the revolutionary
sucoess. It was that which gave the ground for the spate of these wild
outbursts. A h h e s s through success in the use of violence
be
COntagIous.
What is important for the argument is the recofition that certain
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thresholds had been crossed. The old threshold of the populace's toleration
vis-a-vis certain kinds of conduct by state agents and people of privilege,
and the old threshold of the possibilities of demotic action had been
breached. Fear and docility were no long able to mai~tainthe extensive
strangleholds they once had.
Whether or not the encumbents of the new democratic regime now
ernplaced as the lords of the right or left recognise or heed such changes is
a moot point. Others, however, are certainly alert to the transformation. As
one Nepali commentator assesses the change in populist self-orientation:
'people just won't take things lying down any more'.

Notes
1 My presence in Kathmandu in 1989, 1990 and 1991 was made possible by
an Australian Research Council grant for three years. It was initially earmarked
for a project focusing on industrial relations, state legislation bearing on these,
the role of cultural knowledges in the factory context, and considerations of the
possibility of social change. The timing for this study was opportune since it
enabled me to shift attention to examine some aspects of the changes effected by
the democratic revolution of 1990. I would like to thank Indra Ban, the research
assistant of the project, for her invaluable contribution along many fionts. I
would also like to acknowledge my appreciation of the exciting discussions with
a number of people, but especially A. Shrestha, P.R Sharma, J. Sakya, K.
Sakya, G. Ban, R Sharrna, O.P. Subedhi and the late K.S. Rana.Needless to
add they are not responsible for the argument I outline.
2 That there has been a radical change in the orientations of certain people is
borne out by Fisher's current ethnographic work. In a personal communication
at the conference he related how members of the oncecalled 'tribal' or 'ethnic'
groups have become highly politicized. They have formed associations known
as 'jand-jdtis' which translates as 'nationalities' where objectives are to further
their own causes and not take matters of 'discrimination' lying down, as once
they did. According to my research carried out before the revolution such
groupings wsre formed in a clandestine manner and meetings took place in
secret. One such formation called itself the 'Magurailis' (comprising Magars,
Gunmgs, Rais and Limbus) and held meetings in Patan above the premises of
an international agency, apparently unbeknown to that organization.
3 The list of betrayals is not exhaustive. Nor is it necessary for my argument
that such reprehensible conduct occurred but that it was believed so. This would
apply to a string of mooted events. For example, the general public was
electrified by reports that certain Patan plicemen had brutally assaulted women
activists. Given that the state not only inscribes rape as a criminal act but also
legally allows the woman to kill the attacker to prevent its occurrence, it is
understandable that the public was both morally outraged by the accounts and
also felt that the state had abandoned care of its principles.

~ a n i - S a k t i ( ~ e oPower)
~ l e and the 1990 Revolution
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4 A rough translation:
Birendra the thief,
quit the country.
Pampa Devi-ugh l ugh1
Pampa Devi is the Queen's nickname.
5 Shaha (1990: 198) elaborates:
At other times dogs with cardboard crowns tied to the heads
released: a bitch with a large name tag, Aiswarya, was sent into tk s~
first, then several males with Birendra name tags were sent after her.
6 Various aspects of the institution of 'favouritism'have been examined in the
literature onhe topic. See for example D.B. Bista 1991; Caplan 1971; A. Kondos
1987; V. Kondos 1984. The considerations being taken here for conceptualizing
different lines of action have been prompted by the general theoretical
guidelines provided by Deleuze & Guattari (1987). For conceptualizing different
forms of power I have turned to Foucault. Despite the idiosyncratic style of the
co-authors, their approach on this score is comparable to that of Foucault.
7 The question of the variability in people's assessment of populist violence is
elaborated in my forthcoming article.
8 With regard to the question of what was happening outside Kathrnandu
Valley. Shaha's detailed analysis indicates that agitation was erupting
throughout the country (1990: 190-192). Verbal accounts confirm this. Dr Don
Messersmidt, an anthropologist working in Nepal, was outside Kathmandu at
the time of the disturbances and only drove back on the fateful day. In a
statement at the conference he said that his experiences support the general
slant that I am proposing: that in other parts of the country there was a sense of
betrayal, a mood of defiance and a determination to fight what people saw as
reactionary forces. With regard to the question of the awareness of 'peoplepower' he concurs that this should not be restricted to the urban population.
9 It states:
Whereas, We are convinced that in the independent and sovereign Nepal,
the source of sovereign authority is inherent in the people, and, therefore,
We have, from time to time, made known Our desire to conduct the
government of the country in consonance with the popular will;
And whereas, in keeping with the desire of the Nepalese people
expressed through the recent people's movement to bring about
constitutional changes, We are further inspired by the objective of
obtaining to the Nepalese people justice social, political and economic, to
be available long into the hture.
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The New Local Government Law: Diluted Raksi in an
Old Bottle
Stephen L. Mikesell l
For more than forty years the popular movement . . . fought for
enforcement of legal rights, participated in elections, and tried to elect
mayors and deputies. . . . The People . . finally realized that they had
been spinning and unravelling, like spiders, for over forty years.
-Salvador Cayetano Carpio
Salvadoran guemlla leader, 1982
Introduction
Much of the legislation that was implemented in Nepal in the name of
state stewardship of resources over the last four decades actually extended
bureaucratic structures downwards into the communities, neutralized local
organizations and initiatives, and made human and natural community
resources more easily accessible to exploitation by powerful, narrow
interests, both within and without the community. In the last three decades,
the growth of widespread, effective popular initiatives throughout the
world-including liberation theology, popular committees and councils,
culture circles, Delegates of the Word-and parties which are based on
such initiatives-such as the Workers Party of Brazil-that have arisen to
confront exploitation and repression have encouraged international donors
to rethink their support for bureaucratically implemented plans and
introduce initiatives to conceptualize, if not effectively implement, their aid
goals in terms of community participation and self management of
resources.
Within Nepal, government planners and non-government sectors have
not remained ignorant of this shift in the metaphors that hold the key to
development aid. The new local government law has appropriated this
terminology, showcasing words such as 'participation', 'autonomy',
'decentralization' and 'development'. However, despite its participatory
rhetoric, the local government law was humedly introduced and passed
late in the spring 1992 parliamentary session, precluding any substantial
public airing or discussion. Close analysis of the logic of this new law and
the projected form of its implementation shows that the participatory
terminology is mere window dressing for a law that devolves no new
substantial governmental powers to the people, while reintroducing
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institutions that extend bureaucratic control fbrther into the villages. The
law gives with one hand but actually takes with the other. Where a
mechanism is set up to effect high-sounding objectives in one part of the
law, an office or agency is created in another that takes away the power or
negates the attempt. The law seems to be driven more by the ulterior
motive of extending central control into the villages and urban
neighbourhoods and centralizing power than any sort of internal logic of
working for the purposes that it expounds. The poorly constructed circular
reasoning and false logic needed to effect this end without discarding the
metaphors and appearances of democracy make the law obtuse and
difficult to understand, particularly for the lay persons who it is supposed
to serve. As far as control over resources in particular, the character of the
law will ensure that the erosion of local control will not only continue as
before, but be fbrther facilitated.
Looking at the law, the local government consists of 'Village and
Municipal Development Committees' headed by committee chairmen. The
members of the committees are elected by adult suffrage, but they have no
governmental powers-neither
legislative, executive, administrative,
official nor judicial. Though the law exalts participation, its purpose seems
to preclude people fiom participating. The law talks of 'planning', but the
plans to be are already drawn up by the Planning Commission and central
government. It talks of 'execution', but the execution and control of local
administration are camed out by secretaries neither elected nor nominated
by elected representatives at the local level; rather, they are appointed by
the central government. It talks of 'participation', but the activities are to
be carried out by elites and the powerful, not by common citizens. The
only thing that committees can do is sell off village properties, which leads
to the question of whether this is the true purpose of the law.
If any committee attempts to step fiom the narrow path set for it by the
law and tries to implement the goals rhetorically claimed by it
(participation, planning, execution, autonomy, etc.), then that committee
becomes liable to dissolution, according to the clause that the central
government has the prerogative to suspend or dissolve any committee, for
example, for abuse of authority. This clause indeed not only negates any
sort of government functions locally, given the restrictions and
qualifications of the law, it suppresses political plurality at the local level.
Preamble: high-sounding words, false promises
To start with, the preamble of the new law for local government states
that the goal of the village, municipality and district development
committees is to 'maximize people's participation'. However, though this
is a local government law, the next words are not participation in
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government, but 'in development activities'. As clearly evidenced by mt
logic and mechanisms instituted by the law, these 'development activitim'
are still to be defined and implemented fiom above, not fiom within the
communities. 'Participation' will be seen to mean that people accept and
go along with thls implementation, not decide upon or shape it.
The preambles of the municipality and district laws further spece
provision of local autonomy to the people. However, as will be
demonstrated, the laws are crafted in order to protect against autonomous
action. Further recognizing donor priorities, the village law in particular
specifies that it is to usher the development of local level leadership, 'under
the naive assumption that one can promote the community by trainrng its
leaders-as if it were the parts that promote the whole and not the whole
which, in being promoted, promotes the parts' (Freire 1972:112).
The Committees: a new form of bureaucracy
The municipal and village development committees are not governing
bodies in which people legislate local laws or control their adnurustration.
What constitutes the domain of the activities of the committees is already
predetermined. The functions of the village development committea are
defined according to a list of the national ministerial pordblios: (1)
education and culture, (2) health and population, (3) agriculture and
imgation, (4) forest, environment and energy, (5) dnnlung water, (6)
works and transport, (7) social welfhre and (8) miscellany. The functions
of the municipalities are similar. Of course the functions of the key
ministries-finance,
planning, justice, home, defense, foreign and
palace--are omitted.
It seems that the development committees are little more than a new
level of bureaucracy which has incorporated f o m d electoral components
to extend the various ministerial powers down to the local levels. The law
just means that the function of local government is to carry out programs
already determined in the ministries, n o w more. This is a repeat of the
'decentralization' under the previous constitution, using even the same
term. In contrast, a law aimed at participation would define its function as
enabling participation, of giving the powers of legislation, planning,
administration and execution over to the people. It would encourage people
to invent their own solutions according to their needs and capabilities as
experienced at the local level. It would not limit the functions just to
facilitating plans, policy and legislation imposed by the central govement
and party in power.
Powers that are not powers
A list of powers in the Village Development Committex~Law makes it
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seem that the powers of government are being handed over to the people.
But these are not 'powers' of governance, they are just procedural rules.

Since the local governments have no powers in substance, there is
obviously no power in the procedures.
1. 'Power' to make committees: a procedural rule.
The first of these procedural 'powers' is the 'power to form necessary
sub-committees'. These committees are specified to consist of 'local
) representatives, and
intelligentsia, Non-Government Organization 0
social workers' who will be nominated by the development committee. In
other words, now the real meaning of 'participation' is disclosed.
Participation means that only local elites and contracting NGOs can
participate. If you are not educated, do not belong to an NGO, or are not a
social worker, then you cannot participate, make decisions or act for
yourself. Furthermore, this participation is controlled through nomination
by the committee. This then means that villagers will not be able to
participate, especially neither women nor the poor.
2.'Power' of the Secretary: The Other Hand Takes Back What the First
Gave.
The second power, the 'powers and fbnctions of the village
development committee secretary', is a real power, but one that has been
removed fiom the elected development committee, not given to it. The
section on 'administrative staff and recruitment' (discussed below)
determines that the adrmnistrative secretary is appointed by the central
government. All the powers of execution and implementation are then
given over to this secretary, which effectively means that the central
government not only determines what the development committee does, as
discussed above, but then goes ahead and does it itself.
The extent of the development committee's dependence upon the
secretaries has been demonstrated months after the election in the inability
of many opposition dominated committees to form due to failure or
disinterest of the ruling party in nominating the local secretaries. The
government is using this mechanism in opposition-held village
development committees to immobilize them and implement its programs
fiom above.
For both the Village Development Committee and the municipality, the
various powers of the secretary include, first, the execution of the
decisions of the village committee or town development program. Thus the
executive function of government goes to someone nominated by the
central government. Recall above that decision malung was not one of the
functions given to the development committee; its role was merely to
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and policy mode by the central government. Within
municipality specifically, the mayor's role, in contrast to that of tbs
secretary, is limited to the 'arrangement' of the execution, not
itself; and furthermore, t h ~ s'arrangement' is not of legi~latron,but d
'development'.
maintains the
Second, within the village committee, the secm r d s of NGOs and projects implemented. Within the municiphes, hc
furthermore, third, takes overall responsibility for the Internal
administration. Within the village committee, the seem, fourrh,
investigates complaints filed with the Village Development Cornrnh,
and, fifth, records vital statistics on birth, marriage, death and registratron.
It is strange that a law that proposes autonomy, participation and
decentralization places executive, admirustrative, investigatory and official
bctions at the local level into the hands of an official appointed by t
k
central government in the form of the secretary. Sinoc legislative power,
policy and phnmng were also never given to the vrllagt a d municipal
development cornmi-,
it is ddiicult to understand how thae commi#ee9
constitute a local govemment at all. From the point of view of tht citizens,
they are merely powerless and insubstantial extensions of the central
government into the vrllage level. From the point of view of the rulmg
party and associated international interests, the amnittees extend power
locally but do not devolve this power, which makes the canmittem into a
tool to W e r the process of duummg the local level and exposing it to
exploitation.
In contrast to the secretaries, the elected chairmen a d mayors of the
development cornmihave basically no power. Given the manner in
it
which the pradhan pmchas abused power in the previous
may have been prudent not to give autbonty to locally el& individuals.
But turning over the powers of government to secretaries, who are
centrally nominated g o v e m officials with the same lack of
8ccountability, neither solves the problem of dmmdbg the patronage
that has continued to plague the post-&ma em and c h a a a k
development cum tnummti0na.l corporate expansion gemrally, nor does it
establish an elected government that represeats and is accountable to
cmstituency. To do this, the powers should mide in the cunmhes
shouldbasedinoanmunity
themselves, and the co&
oqpmidons, either E o d y w i t h the-og
strudurcs or thmush
democratic initiatives within the parties or communities or bdh.
execute plan-

Plam without planning
Invicwofthepowcrl*isnessoftheldg~mdtbeirfail~rt
to enftanchise the people in practice, me must ask what nmnbg p-
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can have if people cannot carry out the plans. Indeed, the sections of the
law on the formulation and execution of plans are just meaningless
formulas and contradictory statements to make it seem that nothing is
something.
The law determines that local planning, of both the village and
municipal committees, 'must adhere to the instructions given by the
government and National Planning Commission in respect to plan
formulation and implementation'. The section on 'guidance' says that the
village development committee must comply with the National P l q
Commission on plan formulation and execution. In other words, if the
committees could formulate and execute plans (which they cannot), these
must be those of the central government. It is evident that planning means
planning by the central government and compliance of the villagers with
the central government planning and directives.
Furthermore, though the village committees cannot formulate their own
plans, the law states that the plans should give priority to 'income
generation, agricultural productivity, indigenous resource utilization and
the interest of backward classes and women'. In other words, the priorities
and conceptualization of the planning have already been predetermined, as
set out by the planning commission and current international funding
priorities and jargons. Finally, before selection of the plans (which cannot
be formulated anyway), feasibility studies must be undertaken, leading at
the very least to a bureaucratic nightmare, and also ensuring that only
those who can afford feasibility studies will select plans (nothmg is said
about implementation) and leaving the possibility for sabotage of any
unacceptable plan through interpretations of feasibility. Feasibility studies
are artifacts of central planners who have little conception of local level
realities; if development were actually being carried out through active
local participation and decision makmg, such feasibility studies should be
unnecessary, as the process is on-going and intimately tied to people's
daily practice. The statement on 'execution' of the plans merely delimits
the sources of resources for 'execution', which as seen above, is actually
camed out by the government nominated secretary.
'Participation' of bosses, bureaucrats and party sponsors
Having observed that the plans, as they are, originate fiom the central
government, we also find that they are to be implemented not by the
development committees or their constituencies, but by non-government
organizations (NGOs). The municipal directive is similar to the village
one, as follows:
The Village Development Committee should encourage the non-
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governmental organisation to idenw, implement and evaluate
development activities. The NGOs should undertake the local level
activities in coordination with the Village Development Committee. The
Village Development Committee can implement local development
activities only through non-govenunental organisation.

If the local governments are supposedly based on popular participation,
why do they need to utilize non-government organizations to implement
their development activities? Remembering that the village development
committee secretary controls registration, he (and through him the central
government) controls the official recognition of NGOs. In this way, even
though reference to NGOs seems to provide a means of implementation
separate from the government, the government hereby exerts its control
over identification, implementation and evaluation of development
activities. It also defines the form of the NGO organization through the
requirements of registration, whereas a popularly based organization will
be shaped according to the situation it was created to address.
Furthermore, a direct lmkage between NGOs, the government and
international interests already exists.
To wit, the international agencies, which have been underwriting the
expansion of the Nepalese bureaucracy for the last forty years through
development loans and aid, have recently discovered that the client
bureaucracies which they themselves created take on their own
autonomous existences and interests and fail to respond to the needs either
of their own people (not the agencies' primary concern) or of the
international banking, industrial, commercial and aid bureaucracy interests
(which is their concern). The latest agency and donor strategy, therefore,
has been to shift aid fhds to NGOs through which the international
agencies and other interests create, intentionally and unintentionally, an
urban client class hopehlly directly dependent upon and subservient to
themselves and no one else. The rapid and enthusiastic growth of NGOs in
the urban areas following the 1990 political realignment provides evidence
of this process.
A study under a prominent international institute has found that in
Nepal this client class is the same one that controls the top positions in the
government and staffs the local offices of the international organizations
and agen~ies.~
Indeed, the heads of the two NGO umbrella associations are
brothers of the ministers of Finance and Planning. The policy developed by
the finance minister's brother's NGO umbrella group even found its way
into the finance minister's speech on NGO policy last year. The inbred
group of people controlling the government, the bureaucracy, international
offices and the parties, even the leadership of the opposition, have
opportunistically utilized this international strategy to extend their
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domestic politicaleconomic control. Thus the emphasis on NGOs as the
implementing agency in the new local government law is of no surprise,
since the same people who wrote and voted on the law will be those who
benefit. Placing implementation into the hands of the NGOs has little to do
with creating popular participation or e m p o w e m t ; it has everythmg to
do with extending the ruling class cum international influence and control
into the villages in yet another form, with even more destruction of local
community institutions and of the resources they contr01.~
(Subsequent to the original presentation of this paper we have found
that the government is systematically by-passing opposition controlled
elected committees and disbursing government and international donor
funds directly to NGOs loyal to the ruling party. As predicted, some truly
grassroots NGOs are reporting that they are finding registry difficult*.g.
no action taken on an untouchable sweepers' organization in Bhaktapur).

Development Committee Fund: theft of the community resource
Since the plans do not originate in the communities, except in a limited
and constrained manner, and the people are not designated as the
implementing agent, the resources for implementation are going to have to
come either fiom outside or through alienation of existing resources from
popular control. The law lists HMG grants (without specifjmg the manner
of allocation), various kinds of taxes including fines, tolls, fees and octrois,
proceeds from income generating activities, and most ominously from the
perspective of resource stewardship, proceeds from the sale of community
and municipal properties.
Given the unrepresentativeness, powerlessness, ersatz participation and
lack of accountability of the local governments, it is unlikely that the
village and municipal development committees can ensure utilization of
funds or sustainability and stewardship of resources in the interest of local
communities any better than in the past. Given the commitment of the
present government to international interests (FIPD 1992), it can only be
worse. There is no mechanism in the local government law to make the
committees answerable to or controlled by their constituencies. Putting
control of the sale of village or municipal properties into the hands of the
development committee means that this group of basically unaccountable
people and, to even a greater degree, the powerful elements that gain
control of the committees will easily be able to dispossess the community.
Soon all the communal resources of the villages and municipalities will be
sold away fiom them, with the rural and urban populations becoming more
impoverished and powerless than before. Community forests, water
resources, plots of land and so forth will soon become private property,
and the development committee members will become rich off of the bribes
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and profits on an even worse scale than in prewious years, w h thir
power was limited to a greater degree. adestruction of rural society,
agriculture, forests and industry will be completed. The developmmt of
popular organizations may change all h,of course, but not without a
struggle.
Administration and staff recruitment
HMG appoints the village development committee secretary. Olven that
the secretary controls the fbnctions of the village and municipal
development committees, this means that the government and therein the
ruling party returns the powers and control of these committees to itself.
Judicial powers with no teeth
What legal recourse do the development committees have over abuse of
powers, especially by the various individuals and interests who have
monopolized power up to now? The judicial authority of both the village
and municipal development committees entails a specific, extremely
limited set of jurisdictions.
The village committee figures purely as a conciliator without any
b o n h g jurisdiction; actual jurisdiction belongs to the courts of the central
government. The complaints to the village committee are limited to
insignificant management problems carried out withm communities
through consensual processes anyway: (1) encroachment of roads, (2)
borderline disputes, (3) farm wages, (4) pond and protection of public
property, (5) various use rights, (6) cattle grazing, grass and firewood.
The municipality committee's jurisdiction allows it to punish tax
defaulters and those encroaching upon roads, but no crimes beyond these,
particularly not those that conflict with ruling class behaviours or
interests, for example, embezzlement, bribery, or procedures for malung
complaints and claims against landowners, contractors, hlgher offices and
authorities, and so forth.
It seemed that the writers of the laws looked hard for h g s that would
have no significance just so the committees would have an appearance of
judicial content when they really have none. Basically, by specifjmg these
minor processes, even these are being effectively removed from popular
control rather than having somethmg more sipficant placed back into this
control.
Ultimate powers mean no powers
More important than the non-existent judicial power of the development
committees is their accountability to their constituencies. As for the
panchayats prior to the recent popular initiative and political revisions
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(called the 'People's Movement' to designate the revision in terms of the
initiative shut down by its settlement), the drafters of this law seem to have
assumed that the formal election of committee members provides sufficient
accountability. This is untrue, however, as elections have to do rather with
legitimacy, that is, establishing acceptance of and at least 'a minimum of
voluntary compliance' with a particular order or acquiescence to it (Weber
1978c:212). Elections in themselves do not guarantee accountability,
which requires that people can recall officials or countermand their orders
and actions. The only accountability imposed on the local governments by
the law is accountability to the central government, in terms of the 'right
of the govement and District Development Committee in relation to the
Village Development Committee' to 'suspend and dissolve the
committees'. If the members of the local government attempt to depart
from the narrow guidelines specified by the law, which have been shown
throughout to ensure that the people have no power, then the central
govement has the authority to suspend the local committees at its
pleasure. This does not show a great deal of commitment to the promotion
of autonomy specified in the preamble of the law.
District council and district development committees: illogical indirect
representation.
Now turning from the local level to the district one, essentially
everything said here for the local governments can be said as well for the
district councils and district development committees, except that the
control of the central government at the district level is even more direct.
Since many of the district level fbnctions are in the interaction of the
district councils and development committees with the village and
municipal committees, the district council and executive committee
become another means by which centralized control is brought to these
levels. The following specific observations may be made.
The members of the District Council are selected from the village and
municipal development committees, but as determined by their offices
within these committees-i.e., chairman and vice chairman-and not by
election from them. The district executive committee is elected, again from
the local development committees, but there is no provision for making the
members of either the district committee or council accountable to the
villages or municipalities, just as there was no provision for making the
latter accountable to the citizens. The only accountability is imposed on
the committee and council from above, as in the case of the local
committees, by the central government. Thus the whole law is merely
jemocracy in form, not in substance.
Furthermore, there is a basic contradiction in that the members of the
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District Executive Committee-which submits policy and budgds to the
council-are also members of the council. It is dfficult to per&ve the
logic of the entire set-up, except just to create somedung that stems
democratic in form when there is none in substance. If the council was
democratic itself, the executive committee-or temporary committees
formed for dealing with particular problems-could be selected directly
fiom it by the council members to carry out the actual work, whlch then
could be voted upon. There would be no need for all these various
manipulations and complexities.
The initiatives for the District Council all come fiom the Executive
Committee, thus the latter must be analyzed in order to ascertain the
substance of the powers of both. The executive committee secretary, llke
those of the village and municipality, has broad powers, including
executive, supervisory, admmstrative and evaluative powers, and
hrthermore he is directly linked to the ministries. Thls again ensures that
the central government will be able to exert itself in the workings at the
district level as at the local levels. As if there were not enough controls on
the village committees, this district secretary also supervises the village
committees, lessening their autonomy still further.5
It seems like just a bunch of rnanoeuwes to lend an appearance of
representation and divisions of power, as there is no logical basis for the
whole structure according to the goals set out in the preamble, of
'providing autonomy to the local people' and 'maximizing people's
participation to institutionalize multiparty democracy'. Obviously, the
district government does nothing to provide autonomy, except for the
personal autonomy of officials and elected representatives-andthose who
control them-by their lack of real accountability.
Conclusion
The key shortcoming of multi-party democracy is a lack of democracy
internally withm the parties, so that even the formal democracy of the
government institutions is co+pted by the forces represented by the ruling
party and shaped according to their needs. Candidates are selected by
party bosses (chairman, general secretaries, 'supreme leaders' e t ~ . ) The
.~
candidates, who are screened through the internal selection processes of
the parties, then become the means that offices, contracts, monopolies and
other privileges are awarded to the bosses, bureaucrats and sponsors.
Since the candidates were selected through the party mechanisms, they
have little practical accountability to the people who elect them. Rather
than being the representatives of the people, they are their 'chosen
masters'. Election promises are purely rhetorical, lacking substance; they
are meant to imbue the masses with the notion of the party's power and
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confidence of victory and convince them of the leaders' charismatic
qualifications and the promise of a politically mediated 'salvation'. The
electoral provisions constitute the rules of the game for 'peaceful' contests
which underwrite continuing violence (economic, political, police, sexual
etc.) against the masses of poor, underprivileged and otherwise
'colonialized' peoples. The party bosses, be they communist or socialist,
conservative or liberal, tend to combine against popular claims made
against the parties-preferably in the name of democracy-in order to
protect their own privileges and positions, the privileges and benefits of
their party bureaucrats, and the interests of the parties' rich and powefil
sponsors. Unless the constituencies of the parties can exert themselves
through popular organizations, multi-party democracy will continue to
represent the power of money through a dictatorship by the various
interests controlling the party in power.
Peoples' participation, which is neither an essential nor even common
feature of multi-party democracy, necessitates that workers, peasants,
women, squatters etc. build their own organizations from below in their
places of activity: the work place, community, squatter settlements, and
urban slums. Such popular organizations are by no means the governmentsponsored mass organizations conceived in the previous constitution. They
are also not the donor driven NGOs of the present one. They emerge rather
from issues, problems, and perspectives experienced at the grassroots
level, with their own approaches and ways of addressing problems that
extend from the situations of the individuals involved. Historically, among
the colonized peoples throughout the world (where colonization is taken in
a broad sense, including 'internal colonialization', as found in the
American ghettoes or amongst European 'guest' workers, the working
class, and women as the 'last colony'), community levels of organization
arise when avenues to other forms of political expression are closed, as in
single-party states, or when people feel that they cannot express
themselves through existing multi-party structures-but also where they
have begun to build a critical understanding of their situation. These
conditions have led to a flourishing of grass-roots organizations in Central
and South America, the Philippines, Indonesia, parts of India and
Pakistan, and even among some colonialized peoplcs within the United
States and Europe, including guest or migrant workers and ~mmigrants,
American Indians (AIM), Afroamcricans (Black Panthers), Hispanics,
gays and lesbians and feminists.
When people have organized themsclves in groups, thcy becomc
accustomed to dialoguc and working togethcr to constructively confront
their situation. Such organization conscquently has the potential to create a
true 'democratic culture' unattainable by internally undemocratic parties
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in single or multiparty systems. The Brazilian and Chilean examples
contain elements identified by Max Weber (1978b:1127-8) that were
found, for example, in early Athenian democracy and the early British
House of Commons, which actually made representative democracy
democratic in substance and not just in form. These were based on popular
assemblies with full participation of the citizens, as described for the
Workers' Party of Brazil and the Slum Dwellers Committee of Chile
(Alves 199la-b; Leiva and Petras 1987; see also Mikesell 1992). 'If thls
principle is radically applied, the elected person is fonnally the agent and
hence the servant of his voters, not their chosen master, just like in a
system of direct democracy'(Weber 1978b:1 127-8).
Since working together with neighbours and fellow workers
necessitates listening to them and respecting their views, people organized
in thls way tend to respect and recognize others with diverse views or
differing needs. They more easily perceive the broader implications and
commonality of their situation and struggle. Such movements consequently
tend to counter the hatred, sectarianism, intolerance and narrow
nationalism that continues to be a tool of power even within multiparty
democracy (Alavi 1989). This sense of human solidarity, dialogue and
purpose develops across national borders as well, as groups communicate
and recognize common condtions and problems. In a world in which
production, commerce, finance, recruitment of labour and communication
of ideas have become fully global, grass-roots organization and popular
participation originating fiom the community and workplace seem to offer
the best potential for bringing people together to deal with social and
environmental problems that know no boundaries.
The intention of the top-down government and planning as represented
by Nepal's present local government law, whatever its pretensions and
rhetoric, is to hinder such democratic development. Without real
alternatives from the people, it will open doors to demagoguery and hrther
development of narrow sectarianisms. However, the frustration arising
fiom the old alternatives offered by the parties, and the increasingly broad
communication and participation of the Nepalese worlung class in world
markets and a world community, in contrast to the parochial nationalist
pretensions and transnational corporate loyalties of the powefil ruling
groups, may encourage the oppressed peoples of Nepal to search for new
ways of expressing themselves through organization, unity, dialogue,
reflection, solidarity and taking action and the future into their own hands.
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Notes
1 See Mikesell (1992) for a different version of this paper which includes
comparison with the Brazilian Workers Party described by Alves (199 1a-b).
2 Burbach and Flynn (1984).
3 Personal discussion and observation with N. K. Shrestha, who did a study on
NGOs under the Winrock Foundation. It might be added that through their
positions and influence in international agency offices, these people often
shuttle aid funds into their own family NGOs. The foreign staff of these
agencies are easily misled in all kinds of situations through their superficial
understanding of the whole state of affairs, their tendency to see things
according to their own biases and prejudices, to recruit and fund according to
English proficiency and western-type criteria, their position as outsiders forcing
them to operate in a superficially 'traditional' social and cultural context created
for profiting from foreigners, their inability to interact in the villages and work
with villagers for extended periods rather than for them, an4 their failure to
understand all the forms of deception, including chakari, glossy but superficial
project reports and NGO publications, flattery, dressing up the offices to make
them lmk busy and so forth ad nauseam.
4 According to Gervasi (199 1-92:4-9), through the course of the last 30 years,
over one-hundred million dollars was spent annually to build such NGOs in the
Soviet Union to destroy the possibility of any popular alternative by co+pting
the party bureaucrats and bosses and other emergent and ruling class interests
and forcing the Soviet Union to open fully to Transnational Corporate and
banking interests by making this class into the immediate beneficiaries of such a
process. According to minimum figures, in the 1980s the National Endowment
for Democracy (also operating in Nepal, Nicaragua, Costa Rica etc.) was
spending $5 million, the CIA $80 million, and businesses, private organizations
and other governments were spending another $15 million to support pro'democracy' NGOs in the Soviet Union.
This strategy is summed up by an influential Washington journalist, David
Ignatius: 'Preparing the ground for last month's triumph (the fall of the Soviet
Union) was a network of overt operatives who during the past 10 years have
quietly been changing the rules of international politics. They have been doing
in public what the CIA used to do in private-providing money and moral
support for prodemocracy groups, training resistance fighters, working to
subvert communist rule' (Ignatius 1991).
Presently, USAID is initiating a similar, $3.5 million 'Democracy Project'
in Nepal, to implement initiatives at the local level both directly through the
agency and through NGOs. Sklar and Berlet (1991-92: 12) report that according
to the original secret National Security Decision Directive NSDD 77, 'Project
Democracy' is based on the position that 'Public diplomacy . . . is comprised of
those actions of the U.S. Government designed to generate support for our
national security objectives. . . . When legislation was introduced to authorize
Project Democracy in February 1983, administration officials promised
Congress that the CIA would not be involved. . . . Actually, CIA footprints are
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all over Project Demacracy, from NED to the Iran-Contra mans'.
5 A charity health projact introduced with much b t h by the & l o w ,
U.S.A. based organintion Helping Hands in the Bandipur VDC, Tanahm
District, on October 17, 1992, demonstrates how the local VDCs may be bypassed if they are not controlled by the ruling party. The project was openad
with a dedication by the Prime Minister, who had oome along with the N@tsc
founder of Helping Hands in a helicopter for the purpose. All the proceedings
were carried out by the district leadership of the Congress Party in conoert with
large Bandipur businessmen now residing in Narayanghat, Bimal Nagar,
Damauli and Kathmandu. This group, furthermore, discussed how it would
develop Bandipur into a tourist center, initiate a district-wide l i b old h d t h
campaign in order to undermine the opposition iduence among the people, and
reopen the slate mines. (Three slate mines had been operating in Bandipur in
the control of three large absentee business houses-two Congress and one
communist. The communist VDC had closed down the former two mines as
these were dumping their affluent into the fields of communist farmers. In
revenge, the district development committee closed the other mine, leaving a
hundred Sarki families and people in many Gurung and Magar villages
unemployed jl* before the Dasai holiday). Neither the present residents of
Bandipur, who consist for the most part of Magars, Gunrngs and Sarkis, nor the
government that they elected were included in the planning and discussion of
Bandipur's future. The chairman of the VDC related that since the centrally
appointed Congress Secretary controlled all the functions of the local
government, it was totally immobilized. Similar experiences have been related
to me by the members of other opposition VDCs.
6 Max Weber (1978a-b: 1123-3 3) observed these characteristics in American
politics and predicted them in the nascent Soviet Union. Weber described
parties as bureaucratic organizations which are controlled by party bosses and
bureaucrats. On the one hand, the party bosses (call them 'chairmen', 'general
secretaries', 'supreme leaders' etc.) usually make their claim for leadership on
the basis of some real or constructed charismatic qualities such as embodied by
creation of cults around rhetorical promises of some future utopia, mystification
of the party origins, attribution of the source of the present form of government
(e.g., Ganesh Man Singh being called the 'Father of Democracy') and so forth.
On the other hand, the party and government bureaucrats have a substantial
interest in obtaining offices and other opportunities. They jw their positions,
privileges and usurpation of governmental hctions from the people by
reference to their expertise, educational certification, position in the party
hierarchy based on past work and promotions, business qualifications and so
forth, just as previous rulers made claims based upon purity of lineage and birth.
The party bureaucrats control party policies through their systematically
maintained relations with ward leaders, cadres and other influential members,
and their control over the official operations and functions necessary for
running the party machine, such as voters' lists, files and so forth. The
candidates are their tools, who award government contracts, tax farming
monopolies and other privileges to party sponsors (e.g. businessmen, foreign
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agencies etc.), fattening the r t s o m of the party.
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Serial Marriage Contract Custom (Ja'ri)of Nepal
Surendra Pande
An introduction to Humla district
Humla, the second largest district of Nepal, lies in Karnali zone.
Thirty-four thousand six hundred and forty people live in an area of 6,13 1
square miles. The district is on the northwestern boundary of Nepal and is
situated at an altitude of 5,000 to 24,064 ft. Humla is one of the remotest
districts in Nepal. It has neither road transportation nor telephone service.
Up to the ancient period Tibetan kings used to rule over the area, but with
the commencement of the medieval era, Khas kings extended their control
over the region. Mostly Brahmins, Chhetris, Thakuris, Budha, Bhote and
untouchables live in the region.
The meaning of jari
We understand ja'ri as a customary tradition in which a certain amount
of hard cash or chattel is paid as penalty to the precedmg husband of a
woman by her subsequent husband, whether the woman marries by choice
or arrangement. The subsequent husband is known as the ja'r, and the
former husband is called either the husband of the divorcee or simply the
former husband (sa'dhu).
This ja'ri custom in Nepal is extremely old. Previously, those who
indulged in adulterous unions were punished according to caste rules.
Before 1950 a man had a legal right to kill an adulterer, apart from the
various kinds of punishments. Such a type of legal right to kill the
adulterer was clearly formalized in the Muluki Ain or civil code
promulgated by King Surendra Bikram Shah in 1852.
With the political change in 1950-5 1, which ended the 104 year Rana
oligarchy, the legal right to kill the adulterer was brought to an end. While
the law of the land has been amended from time to time and it has banned
many archaic practices, old adultery customs still exist, particularly in the
Karnali Zone and the hilly or mountainous districts of the mid-westem and
far-western development regions.
The marriage system
Marriages are arranged for boys and girls by the time they are five
years old. The marriages are arranged through a matchmaker, who goes to
ask for the girl from her parents. If the parents agree to give their
daughter, the boy's father takes a castrated goat to the paternal home of the
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girl. In &tion, he must carry some unleavened bread, a wooden veucl af
curd, a silver win, a black glass bead, and eo forth. The
hands over all these item to the paternal home of the girl. The relatives of
the parents of the girl distribute them among themselves and the whole
village. The black glass bead is then placed on the neck of the g ~ l .
Thereafter the h a r e son-in-law must go to work t i l l q bu, future frtherin-law's land along with that of lus own family.
The relatives of the boy go to the girl's house to arrange the day for the
marriage. The marriage must take place w i t h eight or ten to f i h or
twenty years from when the marriage was arranged. The marriage will be
concluded within the month of November to December of that year.
Otherwise it will be delayed until the next Dasain.
According to the jiri system the future son-in-law must work for many
years in his &re father-in-law's house. Consequently the former has the
intention to collect on that investment. The j6ri system is supported by the
social belief that the girl must return the glass bead if she marries another
boy after already being engaged. Otherwise, the deity will turn against the
family and fbture generations will perish.

The dbami custom
The residents of both the Humla District and the Karnali Zone as a
whole worship Masto, Madino, Bhavani (goddess) and Lamaism. The
people of Karnali say that originally twelve brothers of Masto and their
nine Bhaviini sisters came into that region. These nine sisters are called
Navadurga Bhavani. In the same way four brothers of Madiino came into
Humla. The brothers of Masto and Madano are all seen as founders of
sixteen clan-like rituaYreligious segments. A person inherits membership
in a particular Masto through his or her father. When a woman marries
she moves to the Masto or Madano of her husband. In every village there
are small temples which belong to one of the m s t o s or Madhos.
Individuals worship at their corresponding s h e . The worshippers of each
Masto or Mrrdiino include all social classes and castes, includ~ng
untouchables. Mas!o and Bhavani are accepted by the people of the entire
area of the Karnali Zone, whereas the Madtino is only accepted by some of
the village people in the Humla, Mugu and Bajura districts. Besides
appearing in villages, each Masto and Mad&o has its main temple
according to where the founder brother or sister settled. Accorto
Gagan Bahadur Bhandari, who observes the Mahabai deity located in
Ulikot District residmg in Jumla Kartikswami Pipal Gaun, the names and
places of the twelve brother Miistos and nine sister Bhavimis are as
follows:
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Eldest
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth

Eldest
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

Mastos

Location

B u a u Masto
Tharpa Masto
Kawa Masto
Ukhadi Masto
Luwachadi Masto
Da&e Masto
Sunlrgaun Masto
Ulasilo Masto
Dhandar Masto
Kurmi Masto
Dhudhesilo
Babiro Masto

Bumu Gauc, Jumla District
Tharpa Gaun, Mugu District
Khatyad Kawa Gaun, Mugu District
Ukhadi Gaun, Garjyankot Jumla
Jumla Dhapa, Jumla District
Tike Gaun, Kalikot District
Tatopani, Jumla District
Kurchi Gaun, Achham District
Dhandar Gaun, Bajura District
Sinja Dhachu Gaun, Jwnla District
Thirpu Sunawada, Kalikot District
Tatopani Babira Gaun, Jumla District

Bhavanis

Location

Mlika
mlika
Thigelli
Pugeli
Tripuri Sundafi
Nadoi Bhagavati
Chimara Malika
Bhurchula Malika
Khesa Mlika

Bajura Leka
Bajura Leka
Kalikot Sipakhana
a l i k o t Phoigaun
Dolpa Tripurakot
T m t i Jumla
Garjyankot Jumla
Hanku Jumla
Khatyad M U ~ U

Although the people are certain of the numbers of ancestral founders,
these names cannot be reproduced with complete certainty, because
different Mastos and their assistants are found to give various names
through conversation and enquiry. The name of Kanaka Sundari located in
Jumla Sinja is not mentioned in the above list of names of the sisters of
Bhavini. But the history of t h s goddess is found in Bhagavati temple in
the famous Kanaka Sundari attached to the history of the Khas Kingdom
of Sinja.
Among the four brothers of Madano are the eldest, Guru, the second
eldest, Gyaljan, the third eldest, Mekhchand and the youngest,
mnikhchand. Their temples are all located in Launthi and Shree Nagar in
Hurnla District. In addition to Gura (Lama), Kailas (Lama), Mahabai
(Lama), Mahadev (Lama), Jalpadevi (Bhavani), countless Masto, Bhavmand departed souls are worshipped by all the Khas. The branches and subbranches extend endlessly.
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There are different divisions of labour and branches of Masto, -0,
departed souls and so forth. For example, if there is a quarrel over l d
people used to go to the d k m i of Gura. Each Maslo, Ma&o and some
other lunds of deity have their own dhmi, da'ngH ('assistants' to the
dhcfmi) and ba'hcfn ('guards'), whereas the nine m a n i M 0 1 l s of the
goddess Durga have only one priest. The work of the d h i is to be
possessed and then give social justice, the &ngri to manage tbc affairs of
the dhrfmi, and the ba'hn carries out work accordq to the orders of ttrc
dhcfmi. The ba'hcfns have Merent d h i s and branch.
possession, the dhdmis must show evidence of doing magic, for instam,
drinking from boiling oil being poured into the religious bell,
a
barley yellow seedling meant for Dasah immediately grow, or puttrng k
fire in the bell which is said to produce vita 'impression'.
The son of the dingri will generally take over his W
s
responsibilities following the latter's death. If the d h i or his &En
should die, then the worshippers gather together and begrn to becaw
possessed together. The one capable of producing the vita will be installed
as the next dhmi. At the ceremony of rnstallation the drsngri, after twice
dipping a religious bell in a mixture of ground chi and water, presses
it against the new dhc'uni's forehead.
Ifthe d h m i is not mstalled, the dhcfmi of another brother will go to the
more senior dhdmi of Kawa or Th&pa for a decision. But the d h i k m
Th-a used to go to the d k m i of Bumu. There is a custom to refer to the
senior most dhcfmi of Bumu as 'old', of Th*
as 'lang', and of Kawii as
'minister'. It is unneceswy to go more deeply into it here.
People used to look with confidence to the Maslo, Madiino, goddesses,
departed souls and so forth. The dhcfmis have an influential and lucrative
position to maintam, and they sustain the ja'ri system by promdgatmg the
belief that the whole family and sugenerations will perish if the
instructions and decisions of the Masto, MadBno, goddesses, departed
souls and so forth are not abided by.
Historically, the Masto and Bhavihi seem to have purely Khas origins,
as those who worship Masfo wear the sacred thread, while those who
worship the Madeno do not wear it. The Madtino has many elements of
Lamaism, which indicates origins prior to Khas entry into Nepal. The
second eldest Madiino, named Gyaljan, still speaks the language of the
Lama community of Karnali when he becomes possessed, though at other
times he speaks Khas (Nepali).
Girl-frisking custom (chhotti khelnepmw
To begin with, chho~teis understood to be a young boy and cWro?.H to
be a young girl. The epithalamium (&gal), hand-clapping songs
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(chindchari), slanting dance (deuda), tambourine dance (hudkya),tailors'
dance and so forth are the prevailing and fbnous songs of H u d a District.
Among them, the slanting dance and song are played through different
patterns according to the time and the festival. Much traditional and
classical influence is found in the prevalent song and dance. Love, tragedy,
satire and the history of genealogy ( h l y tradition) are mainly expressed
while performing the slanting dance. Especially young boys and girls
previously sang the song by going to the byre at night to be engaged in
marriage bondage by commencing love affairs in the old tradition found
there. In this way the system of singing a song by gathering boys and girls
is called 'girl-frisking'. ax-1-frisking activity is not only socially accepted
by the father or mother but it has also remained part and parcel of the
social tradition. Only recently has there been a decrease in it's occurence.
Marriage is no longer arranged for girls in childhood. Young boys and
girls today tend to marry as a result of falling in love in the course of girlfisking. This supports the continuation of the jQ'ri custom. The person
who gets married in that way must pay the jdri compensation.

Headman custom (thalu prathi)
The land-management act has been enforced in sixty-three out of
seventy-five districts in Nepal. The old custom of revenue fhmhg is still
maintained in the other twelve districts due to the failure to implement the
land-management act in those districts. This custom remains prevalent in
Humla. There is no scientific measurement of land, and the people are
victimized along with atrocities of the headmen because of the legal
procedures in which those headmen collect the revenue from the people
and hand it over to the government. Due to the existence of this headman
custom, the jQ'ri system also continues to be practised.
Educational situation
The situation of education in Nepal is very poor. Only 32% of the total
population is literate. That of Humla is even worse. Nowadays there are
only four secondary schools, fifteen lower secondary schools and 54
primary schools in Hwnla. According to one survey, it was found that by
November 1991, only three persons had passed the graduate level, eleven
the certificate level and 170 the SLC. This is another reason for the
continuation of the jdri system.
Methodology and findings
A case-study approach complemented with interviews and literature
review was undertaken during the period of August to October 1991,
covering jdri marriages engaged mostly between 1987 to 1991. Altogether
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61 cases of ja'ri rmmiages were selected for the study from f i k V i l b
Development Committees W C s ) out of a total of 26 VDCs of Humla,
After processhg, only 49 completed questionnaires were d y d .
The data revealed that the amount of penalty money paid by the jdr to
the previous husband ranged from Rs.2,500 to 60,000. Moat of the ja'm
were from the age group of 2 1 to 30 years. Representing four-fifths of the
cases, Chhetris and Thakuris outnumbered other caste groups. Lcss than
one-tenth were among the B r a h m and Tarnangs, and very fm cases
(only 3) were among the occupational castes.
Looking into the issue of who has the authority to fix the mount of
ja'ri payments, it was found that for 36 cases (73.5%) the headman (chief
of the village and contractual tax collector) and the Pancha (previous
elected representative at the district and central levels) had acted as
authorities; for seven cases. (14.3%) the authority had been the dhdmi
(traditional religious practitioner); and for five cases (2%) the dhdmi and
first husband themselves had decided together. Additional investigation
showed that in six cases ja'ri money was paid to the promised husband (in
pre-ammged marriage situations) by the betrothed's husband. An unusual
situation was discovered in a particular case. Under the pretext of causing
a woman to run away from her husband, two young men were charged Rs.
6,000 each in the fonn of ja'ri, and the woman was persuaded to go with
another lnforrnal husband. In another peculiar case, the beneficiary of the
ja'ri system was the fbther of the wife who received Rs. 20,000 from her
husband and took his daughter back.
Several reasons were given by the respondents for their ja'ri marriages.
The main reason was simply that having no wife, they contracted a ja'ri
marriage. Some men said the reason was due to their first childless
marriage, some others to the failure by the first wife to conceive a male
child. A previously married man gave no particular reason for contracting
a new ja'ri marriage.
Sources of income to pay ja'ri money were also investigated in the
study. The majority of men who contracted ja'ri marriages borrowed
money from headmen, merchants and moneylenders of the village at 2025% rates of interest. Some other men pledged their land to the
Agricultural Development Bank in order to obtain a loan. It was
discovered that the ADB is trying to put some such lands up for auction,
due to the debtors' failure to pay back their loans in time.
In order to collect the (sometimes huge) amount of money for the
payment of ja'ri marriage, some young men had to give up their land to
moneylenders. Now landless they must engage in daily wage labour or
portering to earn their living. Amrit Bhandari, aged 36, from Thehe
Village Development Committee, had to spend all his income until 1990 to
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pay for his jdri marriage c o d in 1978. At present hc Lives in a
miserable condition; he is a peon at the District Development Committee
office,and he s a r s h m severe asthma. In order to find out the cause of
his illness, he had previously consulted a dhimi who told him that his
asthma was a h r m of punishment by the god for his fidure to pay back all
the debts to the moneylender. As a reaction, he gave all his salary to the
d h i and moneylender over a long period. He did not seem to be aware
that he had been tenibly cheated by the dhimi; mstead, he was puzzled,
and he complained about the god's severe punishment and unwillingness to
k l pleased with him.
The study revealed that superstition and innocence among the rural folk
created a suitable environment for the dhimis, traditional leaders and
politicians to exploit the jars. It was reported that a former Assistant
Minister, a former district panchayat chairman and a former district
development committee chairman had all been involved in fiwng the
amounts for the jiri payment, and that they had accepted bribe money to
do so. Dhimis too received gdts for having played the part of 'judges' in
fixing the amount of jiri payments, and they played an important role in
settling related matters.
In response to the questions 'Why did you pay ja'ri money? Weren't you
aware of any court and legal procedures with regard to the ja'ri system?'
the respondents answered that although they knew the law, they felt
compelled to pay the ja'ri money because they were &aid of the dhimi's
and headmen's reactions should they not do so. Some other men answered
that they had no knowledge of the law and the possibility of going to court,
while others who did have knowledge replied that they had preferred not to
go to court because it would have been too expensive and time-consuming.
Only two cases of ja'ri marriage were reported and settled at the police
station and in court.2 In another case, a ja'r was forced to go abroad
because he was unable to manage an agreement with the first husband of
his wife over the amount of ja'ri he had to pay.
Recent activism against the jariand results
The People's Movement in 1990 brought an end to the thirty-year
partyless Panchayat system. The end of the old polity and restoration of
democratic rights brought about a new vigilance in the people throughout
the country. In accordance with this condition, the conscious youths in
Hurnla District made a decision to take action against the headmen of the
villages, exploitation by the exploiters, and the backward culture. In this
regard, a congregation of the youths from four village panchayats in
Humla (Shree Nagar, Maila, Lauthi and Jaira) took place in March, 1990.
The congregation constituted a 'Ja'ri Struggle Committee' (JM Birodhi
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Samiti) of twenty-nine members for the purpose of edmg the fine for jdd
practice in the future and to work against anybody who engaged in SU&
activity or work.
Following thc f E , d c m of the committee jiri incichta stqrped
temporarily. But after some time, Gauri Shankar Jaishi h m W - P a l m
vdhge eloped with Jayadhan Jaishi's wife. Thereupon a headman of that
Muage and his abettors went to collect the jiri payment. In response the
committee sent a group of people to prevent the collection of the fine.
Again some persons went to collect the fine after 24 days, but thy
returned empty handed due to the protest of the same committee again. T h
third time the headman collected Rs.24.000 by sen~ndividualssecretly
and thmdmq the new husband with the supernatural retribution of the
dhimi. After having found out about h s , forty-five persons went to the
new husband's house. But he feigned that he had not paid the j6ri
compensation. After a long crossexamiaation, he confessed the amount
that he had paid. After that, the team reached the house of the former
husband by taking away the four persons in Edvour of the second husband.
The former husband immediately handed over the money, and the team
returned.
After some days, the headman instigated the former husband to
formulate a complaint that he had been looted at the police station. The
case was subsequently transferred to the district administrative office in
Humla. In addition to the second husband, three youths were summoned by
the h c t addstrative office to be present. Some months later the
amount was handed over in front of the police after a letter was sent by the
district administrative office to the temporary police station in Kawadl,
and the anti-ja'ri committee asked them to hand over Rs.24,000 to the
second husband. But the case so Ear has not been decided.
After some time, the former husband, at the instigation of the dhimi
went to the deity in front of the Kailash dhimi in Damaiwfida. The d k i
was secretly called to the house of the second husband and given a woollen
carpet. The dhdmi returned with one woollen carpet and by sena
religious bell and a rosary he sent news along with the fixed date by telling
the second husband that he must make immediate payment of ja'ri. Later
on, that headman and the dhimi himself compelled the second husband to
make a payment of Rs.13,000 to the former husband in compensation,
Rs.3,000 to the headman as a gift or prestation, and a woollen carpet to
the dhimi in prestation as well.
At the same place again, another man married somebody else's wife in
July, 1990. Influenced by the activity of the committee the second husband
rehsed to pay the j&i compensation. In retribution, a l o o m case of
Rs.61,OOO was instituted against him in the office of the district police in
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Humla. The case was shifted to the district court due to an inability to
findhe it. The disputing parties, who had reached a stalemate, were
required to repeatedly return to the court on fixed dates with the case still
penuntil as late as November 1991. At last an understandrng of a
bond of reconciliation of Rs.5,000 was reached through conversation
between the two parties of the former and subsequent husbands. This
campaign against payment of ja'ri had thus produced some complexities
mentioned below.
1.

There was no desire for the big headmen to accept stoppage of the
jcfri payment all of a sudden without preparation, publicity and
struggle. Fui-thermore, contdctions were even expressed in a
split between the individuals of the old and new generations.

2.

In the past, the Panchas, headmen and dhimis on their own and in
collusion used to encourage the breakup of mamages. Due to the
backward consciousness of the people, their influence continues
even now. If the headmen were unable to collect the compensation
themselves, they put forward the dhmis.

3.

The understandmg among different political parties could not be
maintained for eradicating the ja'ri custom as a social evil. The
indirect assistance provided by members of some parties to the
person collecting ja'ri payment has created a serious obstruction in
the anti-ja'ri campaign.

4.

There was a strong desire among the people to get assistance from
the government and concerned bodies after tlle fall of the
Panchayat system and establishment of the democratic one. But
contrary to the new spirit, the CDO, police office and so forth
helped the ja'ri-collecting side and abused the youths who were
against ja'ri. Due to this, the anti-ja'ri campaign did not make a
great impact.

5.

The headmen instigated the wives of those youths who were
engaged in the anti-jciri campaign to leave their husbands. Due to
this, divisions appeared among the youths. Those whose wives had
left them were themselves pleased to demand ja'ri payment from
the new husbands.

Conclusions and suggestions
1.
The existing ja'ri payment system has been used by various
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landlord groups, d k m i priests, merchants and moneyledas to
victimize or get control over the land of the cultivabm.
2.

The growing desire of youths to marry accorchg to their amr
choice as against the traditional child-marriage system (arrsllgcd
by the parents) has contributed to the persistence of the jcSrf
system, as the youths are penalized with ja'ri payments.

3.

Once marriage is contracted, the husband has to work in hls
father-in-law's house. If his wife goes with an informal husband,
the jGri money to be paid by the latter is calculated according to
the length of the period the first husband has worked in the htherin-law's house. m s arrangement has encouraged the -on
of the ja'ri system.

4.

Failure by the Panchayat system to engage in constructive
activities so as to remove the oppressive conditions of the people,
and the Panchas' exploitation of the people by systematically
makmg ja'ri payments their source of income for personal benefit
have definitely promoted the j&ri system.

5.

Because of the deprivation fiom education and communication
outside their local areas, the people in Humla District are being
prevented fiom intercourse with other cultures, alternatives and
opportunities. Emancipation and social awareness are thus
hampered, also encouraging the ja'ri system.

6.

The lack of a prudent yet resolute action to eradicate the jdri
system by the respective lawenforcing agencies and
administrations, their negligence in enforcing the existing laws,
and their personal exploitation of such a system through the
appropriation of ja'ri money with the help of dhdmis and headmen
all keep the ja'ri system functioning.

The following steps should be taken into consideration for the solution to
the ja'ri problem:
1.

Strong attempts must be made to remove the superstition found in
the people towards the dhrimi, departed soul and so forth. For that,
a widespread discussion must be launched among the people, and
people's consciousness must be raised through a Literacy campaign
and publishing of books and magazines.
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2.

Initiatian must be taken towards putting different kinds of pressure
on the government to provide employment through creation of
services such as education and health care.

3.

Work must be done which gives first priority to providing the
facility of &ads and communication.

4.

It is necessary to take concrete actions against marriage, religious
rites, superstition and bad conduct for increasing social
awakening. Pressure must be put on the government and the
concerned bodies to legislate against the system of arranged child
marriage.

5.

The party being victimized by the ja'ri problem must be provided
legal service.

6.

Activities must be conducted by making a concrete understanding
regarding the removal of the ja'ri custom among the different
political parties, NGOs, government bodies and local residents.

7.

An on the spot survey must be carried out on a wide scale to
prepare concrete data of the impact of ja'ri on the people.

Notes
1 Sharma (1982) mentioned that the j8ri system has prevailed for a relatively
long time even in the Karnali Pradesh area.
2 These cases were settled according to the following existing law: if there is
no legal separ~itionfrom the first husband, the 'new' husband is prosecutable
with a term of imprisonment of up to two months or a fine of Rs. 1,000 to 2,000
or both.
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PART 5

WOMEN AND POWER

Durga Devi: A Woman's Tale from the Arun River
Valley
Barbara Nimri Aziz
The course of my work in Nepal has been rich in research orperienm.
My first decade of investigations in the country's rural areas, I c o n d u d
along the same lines as other men and women students. I considered my&
an honorary man; I was privy to male councils; I had male teachefs and
assistants, male translators and cooks, male professors and s u p e d r s .
Years after I was already hmiliar with Nepal, I had an opportunity to
return for further research. By then, my views had changed. I now
considered myself a privileged co-woman and I entered my field work with
a new respect for women as teachers and companions.
When I arrived in the Arun River Valley in Nepal in 1981, I had
already begun to question the gender biases in anthropology which I
myself naively imbibed as a student and then applied in my research up to
that time. Now, I told myself, there is so much more to be learned through
women, and as a woman myself, I had a special opportunity. I resolved to
spend more time with women, listen more carefully to them, consider them
my teachers, and remember how in the past they were often my best
sources, carell in their reports, precise in their details. Realize, I said,
that they too are carriers of tradition beyond the hearth and the nursery. If
I did not know this fiom my university trammg, I saw abundant evidence
for it in the lives of women I met in the many communities of Asia where I
lived. These women were the h e r s , the managers, the protectors, the
talkers and often, the opinion makers. I Bad had g o d experiences with
Buddhlst nuns ten years earlier when I worked among Tibetans; much of
the insights I gained about their culture, includrng Buddhism, I learned
from these women.
So when I arrived in East Nepal to learn about Hindu places of
pilgrimage in the area in 198 1, I gladly took up residence at a community
of women ascetics on thz banks of the great and awesome Arun River.
Within minutes, I fell in with the women there and after a few hours I
became privy to a history of women that I pursued, under their gudance,
with great enthusiasm. I abandoned the plan of documthe
pilgrimage practices of Hindus here. My research on these women became
the real pilgrimage.

East Nepal is well known for its political dissidents. In recent times,
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compared to the western region, here one saw open political revolt against
local Brahman and Kathmandu valley authority. It was most manifest in
the Limbu people's rebellions of the first half of thls century. Today, it
continues in a tmbtion of opposition politics. People of the eastern regions
of Bhojpur and Biratnagar pride themselves in their leadership against the
power of the central government. Whether Communist or Congress party
followers, inhabitants of the region are at home with dissent. Nepal's first
democratically elected Prime-Minister, B. P. Koirala and Communist party
leader of the 1980s Madan Bhandari originated in the east. So did earlier
dissidents and reformers Shadananda Upadaya, the twins Lalcman and
Ram, Vishnu Maya Majhini and Yogi Karananda.
The Palace in Kathmandu has never been able to completely win the
solid support of eastern populations. Indeed, those in power have at times
conducted purges and mercilessly squashed dissent in the area, often
accusing local leaders of conspiring with nearby India against Kathmandu.
Where dissent exists, often the entire community-women as well as
men-participate. Indeed, women play an active role in politics in the
eastern hills and plains of Nepal, as elsewhere across the nation. Within
the royal palace, inside party organizations, on university campuses, in the
underground press, in poetry and beyond, women's voices are raised. This
is acknowledged, but not highlighted. Yes, women are seen as participants;
but they are not remembered as leaders. Just as across most of the world,
here too, they do not stand out in history. Neither do they appear to
contribute anythmg unique in terms of dissent and reform.
That however, is a myth, as the recent body of excellent reviews of
history undertaken by women shows. What we know of Nepal's past may
also be a revisionist history, a deliberate mysoginist view of women in this
nation perpetuated by a generally patriarchal definition of what and who is
important in the national consciousness, reinforced by a generally western
patriarchal academy which decides how to prioritize the events and people
in Nepal's history. This I illustrated in my report (Aziz 1993:19-29) of the
historical memory of the rebel and poet, Yogamaya, earlier in the century,
a woman of extraordinary abilities and courage, not just a woman leader
but a person of exceptional mastery.
Here, I give an account of yet another remarkable Nepali woman. She,
like Yogamaya, was a woman of the Arun Valley region of east Nepal.
Like her predecessor and many eastern peoples, Durga Devi was also a
dissident, a remarkable woman, remembered locally but not in local
history. She was an activist but not an historical figure; she was
progressive but not part of a movement. This essay is then a hrther
example of what outstanding women Nepal produced in this century and
how that same patriarchal process of 'history-making' also tried to
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obliterate her h m the record.
As thia esisy celebrates this modemday thinker and campaipa, it
also examines the way culture and history recast her character so that her
achievements were not remembered and she did not become a heroine,
neither for thccoming generation of Nepalis searchmg their past for
courage and promise, nor for women worldwide desperate for m p l e s of
what they have achieved and can once again accomplish.
Everywhere and at any time women are strong. We know this. What we
often do not know is our vital role in shaping a tradition of dismt. So my
purpose in writing about women like Durga Devi is not simply to say, 'we
were there too'. For I agree with my Nepalese colleagues who point out
that Durga Devi was rnargmlized and forgotten not just because she was
a woman but because she was also a dissident. Her anonymity is a feature
of political history in general that depreciated and diminished most of the
women and men who challenged central authority. Kathmandu and other
urban power centres prevail, reinforced by media and scholarship which
tend to ignore or minimize the vitality of any local dissent whether it is led
by women or by men.
Durga Devi's story reveals a colourfhl lady with a social mission and a
powerfbl sense of justice. Her story, as we shall see, also illustrates
specific processes in history, that is, the recordmg of history. First it
demonstrates by example that women are in the leadership of iut1cu1ab.q
opposition. Second, we see in this example precisely how women face a
double obstacle in overcoming the prejudice of historians and winning the
respect of successive generations. Third, women are dismissed not by their
followers, but by the modem academy which is blatantly biased. (Th~sis a
kind of cultural imperialism, a Europeandehed standard of priorites .) Let
us fiice it. Most history is still written according to the 'great man'
standard; it is barely more than military history. Fourth, this case shows
how a woman wamor like Durga is isolated from other women leaders and
how ttus in turn inhibits the emergence of any t d t i o n of women leaders.
Women do not become models of leadership, not even models of dissent,
even though most of us personally know women-relatives, teachers, or
neighbours-whose lives were not only unconventional but often rebellious
and courageous. Whatever we may feel as young admirers, those women
warriors however, become characterized in unflattering terms-foolish,
eccentric, a bit 'off. Difficult to explain away otherwise, these women are
ridiculed by their own culture, by the grown-ups and teachers on whom the
young rely for verification of their heroes and heroines. O u ~ a n h g
women are often unable to gain legitimization. They dies as eccentrics.
Whatever fine qualities they may have had die with them. Rarely does their
memory endure; their force and appeal do not become part of a tradition.
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What influence they may have gained usually ends with their death.
And in the case of political, intellectual leadership, this process of
forgetting women heroes augments the stren& of patriliny that readily
finds space for men. Yet, despite forces working against women like these
Nepalese ladies and others like them, traces can often be found. When 1
moved in with that community of women lodged at a temple on the banks
of the Arun River, only a few hours passed before I heard the names of
two outstandmg local leaders: one was Shakti Yogarnaya. The other was
Durga Devi.
Durga Devi, I was d o m e d , had purchased thls riverside stretch of
land and donated it to the temple community. Was Durga Devi an ascetic
leader like Yogamaya? Was she a pious local lady who donated her wealth
to a diety or teacher to win some blessing? Was she a visionary whose
enlightenment came at t h ~ site?
s
In fact, Durga Devi spent very little time at this place. Moreover, she
was neither saintly nor pious-in many ways, as we shall see, she was
distinctly iconoclastic. She used neither poetry nor scholarship. But she
was learned in one field, land-law, and, related to this she was an advocate
for peasants' and women's rights. Combined with her legal expertise,
Durga Devi was an outspoken critic, and a determined challenger of
wrongdoing. This is striking in itself. To find anyone with thls skill and
energy moving through the villages of east Nepal is exciting.
But ten years later nobody was singing poems dedicated to Durga Devi.
No local school teachers devoted a history lesson to thls accomplished
lady. No one debated her theories. No monument was dedicated to her. Not
at all. The opposite was the case. I learned details of her work only after
considerable effort overcoming public distaste for the woman and then
trying to understand what lay behind the controversy surrounchg Durga
Devils name and career. To make sense of all the contrdctory fragments
of information was not an easy task. My inquiry into her character and my
understanding of her achievments faced a host of obstacles.
However, fiom the beginning I had the good fortune to meet a woman
at the temple, MalDidi. For 25 years, as her companion and cook, MalDidi
lived with Durga Devi and was thus able to provide for me an intimate
perspective on the dissident. It is important to have this alternate
information since, so fierce were Durga's challenges to authority and the
local power brokers-all of them men-that she generated a lot of enmity.
Her behaviour prejudiced people's opinion of her while she was alive, then
it coloured their memory of her after she died.
Eventually, however, a clear picture emerges. I intend to include a
detailed but not comprehensive biographical sketch of Durga Devi as a
chapter of a book I am writing about women of the Arun Valley. This
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short article will serve merely to introduce her and discuss issues of the
historiography of women, as I see it.
Today in east Nepal, and in the places where she worked, Durga Devi's
name is rarely mentioned. When it does come up, k r e will be
embarrassed silence, then some unflattering comments will be muttered.
'She was bold,' people will agree. Most will quickly conclude that she was
crazy. Many will chuckle or smirk and some may begin to e n t e h any
gathered listeners with anecdotes of episodes she was involved in. There is
a general embarrassment when recalling her; the subject will soon be
changed.
I was fortunate enough to learn first-hand about Durga from people
who loved her, and who h e w her motives and her early history. These are
women from the temple community of Manakamana whch Durga
supported. From MalDidi and other women there and from some of the
people Durga helped, an exciting portrait of a remarkable woman emerges.
Durga was born in Palikot village, on the west shore of the Arun hver,
not faf beyond its steep bank. Her father, I was told, was her legal mentor
and friend. From early in her life, Durga's character and interests were
formed during her close association with this man, although apart from
some sketchy anecdotes of their travels together, we do not know much
about him and we have few personal details of their bond. HIS name was
Ser Bahadur, who along with his brother Bir Bahadur was a local landlord
who accumulated considerable wealth winning court cases, many of which
had to do with land claims. Neither men were exemplary figures, and they
may have even abused the law. There is no evidence also that they were
beneficent men, Robin Hood-type heroes who took from the rich to help
the poor, as Durga would.
I learned little about Durga's mother. I heard one story that Ser married
her by capture. It is said he became enraptured when he caught sight of her
on a trail, and there and then made off with her. To seal his right, it is
rumoured he informed her temfied companion that he would pay the fine,
and he dutiful!^ sent it to her husband.
Ser and this lady had one son, then Durga Devi, then another daughter.
It seems the boy was a sickly child, and his relationship with his father
was not strong. Durga was the favourite chld of her father, but this was
not at the expense of her own fondness for her brother and eventually h s
widow as well. Later she would defend h s land-rights. Indeed, the first
account we have of Durga's boldness was a plea for that brother. Although
the boy was not with her at the time, Durga's action may have won h his
release from jail in hel- spontaneous confrontation with the then dictator,
the Rana Prime Minister. That was in the 1930s, before the ascension of
the present Shah dynasty to power. Durga, as the story goes, was visiting
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Kathmandu with her parents. In the street, fortuitously, near where the
W l y found themselves one morning, the Prime Minister's horse-drawn
entourage approached. Durga, although barely 10 then, lunged at the
horses pulling the ruler's camiage, grabbing the harness of one of the big
animals: 'My brother,' she yelled towards the cabin, 'free hlm, he is
innocent.' It seems the brother, although young, was implicated in a
serious dispute and held in jail in the east. As far as his sister was
concerned, he was totally innocent. Perhaps her father Ser was in the
capital to plead his son's case, we do not h o w . After this incident in the
street the family was warned they would be fortunate to get away
unpunished for this child's impudence. No words were exchanged between
the ruler and the startled family, and they departed for their home in the
hills. When they reached the Arun Valley weeks later the family found the
boy fieed! It was the kind of drama and victory that would become
characteristic of Durga and we would see comparable episodes later in her
active life in the hills.
Some things about Durga's family were very conventional despite these
episodes. Accordmg to custom, for example, young Durga was married at
an early age to a lad, also a child, in Marwa village, north of Khadabari,
the present-day capital of Sanqua-Sabha district. Mama lies across the
Arun River valley from Palikot. It was common for children to be married
and also not unusual for co-habitation to be delayed until they are in their
teens. But Durga's husband died not long after the betrothal. This left her a
child-widow; for she had not yet reached nine. In Hindu tradition, a widow
is a widow, whatever her age. And, as was then common, high-caste
widows (Brahman and Chhetri; Durga was Chhetri) should not remarry.
Durga's family observed this convention. However, because dowry had
been exchanged she would, as a widow hold rights in her deceased
husband's house.
Sometimes young widows do not stay long in their husband's house.
They are childless, and, without a son to secure their status and look after
them, widowed daughters-in-law find this environment inhospitable. After
all it is a house of strangers. Little Durga however had strong bonds with
her husband's house from the beginning. Not that her relationship there
was trouble-free. Indeed the Mama house would eventually become the
scene of a bitter legal dispute centred around her. That happened after her
husband's brothers grew up and received their own wives into the house.
Meanwhile, Durga stayed at her mditighar Pallkot. During the years
following her boy-husband's death, she lived with her mother and father.
Some people remember her then, a small figure, astride a horse, en route,
with her father and uncle, to the courts. By then she knew how to write,
and she learned to read legal papers connected with the two older men's
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land-claims and their other business. From a young age, therefore, this girl
acted as a kind of assistant to her &her accompanying him in his forays
and keeping his legal satchel with her.
Through these excursions and her work with her father, courtrooms and
judicial procedures became Eamiliar-probably here, she developed h a
dislike of law officials and her distrust of bureaucrats in general. Her
teacher and companion, Ser Bahadur, was not a community notable or a
reformer, as his daughter would become. As fir as we can tell, he was an
ambitious man and seemed to have been frequently engaged at local m u m
in pursuit of his own interests.
Durga's later court battles were not all selfless either. She began her
career as a campaigner fighting for her rights in her husband's land, and
many years later, she pursued legal action on behalf of her brother's widow
to keep the control of her lands out of the hands of their cousins. How
much she modeled these after her father's experience we do not know, but
Durga's actions were marked by fierce legal battles and physical
confrontations.
These she began in the village of her marriage, Marwa. Durga's father
died in Palikhet and after that she left to return to Marwa to live and assert
her rights as the eldest son's widow. She was about 16. There she found
another ally, her s a u , her mother-in-law. From this obviously exceptional
and fair-minded woman Durga may have acquired her strong feminist
interest and commitment. Sisu was extraorhry, first of all in her mere
embracing of this cluldless budri (daughter-in-law). In normal
circumstances, this relationship between a new bride and her mother-inlaw is a strained one. The older woman generally favours her son and only
embraces his wife after grandsons are born. Even then, the life of a buiri
(son's wife) is not an easy one. One often hears unhappy accounts of s6sus
mistreatment of their sons' wives.This sisu, however, was from the outset
fond of her first daughter-in-law. Moreover, it seems she favoured Durga,
not only over the other buiri who had birthed grandsons into the house,
but also over her own sons.
This she declared by a number of unusual acts of solidarity with the
younger woman. When her sons attempted to marry Durga off and rid the
house of her, the sisu warned her bMri of the plan and together they
forestalled the plot. Next, she handed over to her widowed daughter-inlaw, the deed to her share of the family property. (This allowed the keenminded Durga, perhaps revengeful over the foiled plot to oust her, to
secure her ownerslup rights through the courts.) The relationslup between
the older woman and Durga was almost a romance, defylng all convention.
It demonstrates how, when this solidarity exists, much can be
accomplished. The womens' long-lasting bond is worthy of a novel. Durga
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and her s&u remained friends and allies until the death of the older
woman. Those last days again provided a dramatic and public declaration
of their special tie, and a final insult to the woman's sons. For, when her
S&U was dying, Durga and not the sons of the house, carried the frail body
fiom Marwa down to the Arun River and performed the iridddhu (Hindu
funerary rites customarily conducted by the deceased's son) on the banks
of the sacred waters.
The court case through which Durga fought to keep her land took many
years to complete and was recalled years afterwards because of the
physical confrontations between her and her brother-in-law in the streets of
Khadbari. There was a knife attack against Durga by her nephew, assault
charges, and other outbursts which the local people found shocking as well
as embarrassing and funny. Because of the hostility Durga Qd not live in
Mama during the dispute. She moved to Malta village southeast of
Chainpur to be away fiom the townspeople and their gossip. She regularly
visited Chainpur and Khadbari in connection with her court case.
In the village of Malta she occupied herself with the problems of others,
whenever she learned of injustices. Villagers, learning about Durga's work,
went to her with requests for assistance and intervention in their family
and other disputes. In some instances, befriending children, Durga learned
about a woman's mistreatment and went to her aid. She seemed to seek out
opportunities to act as an advocate for those she felt were wronged. In
some cases she helped prepare legal briefs. Often however, she simply
confronted the wrongdoer. Stories are recounted how Durga marched
straight away to the farm or shop of the culprit, with the plaintif following,
and demanded justice. She used confrontation and public ridicule as a
means of winning the rights of her wards. I was told how she would amve
with the sack of adulterated grain at the door of the cheater, displaying the
stones in it for all to see, then demand compensation, using the crowd who
were by then gathered around as her jury.
lhch people were generally targets of Durga's attacks. And the poor,
women as well as men, were her dependents. It was said that on market
day in Khadbari town, Durga would pounce on the grain bins of a
merchant and grab hls measure; if it had a false bottom, as was often the
case, she smashed the vessel on the pavement, and called the police to
arrest the shopkeeper. As one might expect, these kinds of episodes did not
make her popular with shopkeepers. Nor with the police who were never
inclined to confront rich merchants, themselves often political bosses.
Durga was also unpopular with government officials for the way she
publicly scolded them. Her shouts rolled down the street; her loud
admonishments of their bad habits were heard across the town and down
the row of government offices. In one instance, she is said to have kicked a
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judge. Clerks sought a hiding place when they heard she was approaching.
Or they pretended the office was closed,
Naturally some of her enemies also retaliated by trying to hamass her,
misplacing her files, demanding additional signatures, and introducing
procedural rules-anything to undermine her efforts. In her confrontations
with officials, she did not mind humiliating these men. If she left feeling
that she and justice had prevailed, she should also hear their churlish,
mumbling promises of retaliation. She became the subject of their jokes
and ridicule in return. Men with whom I spoke with only remembered
Durga Devi as a 'troublesome7 person: this was the kindest remark they
could offer. Young people who knew her by reputation, knew only
unflattering stories about Durga. Laughing, they volunteer that she was 'a
crazy woman.' According to reports, she looked 'mad.' They describe her
as a tiny person, her head (shaven, as customary for a widow) wrapped in
a kind of turban, walking down the road with her 12thi, or pole, in her fist.
They say she also carried in her waistband a khukri, which she
occassionally brandished at her foes. (This is the curved Nepali knife
carried by troops and sometimes unsheathed by brawling men.) And
although Durga was short in stature, she possessed, and used, a booming
vo1ce.
Older townspeople and villagers, whether or not they liked Durga,
cannot deny her sense of righteousness and her selfless efforts on behalf of
others. T h ~ sthey do not relay to the young however. Young Nepalese of
the area, even though they did not know her, they know the myth and recall
Durga with derisive remarks. Generally they do not pursue questions about
her work. Regrettably, I think, they find nothing appealing about her.
From the controversial remarks they hear, any curiosity is dampened.
Indeed, after she died, there was no controversy; she was merely
dismissed.
Few if any people speak about Durga's legal accomplishments.
Occasionally, someone will privately provide details of Durga's advocacy
work on their behalf. She d d what they dared not; she knew the law and
could guide a complaint through the court. Or she demanded compensation
on someone's behalf. Her threats were often effective since as they came to
know her tactics, people acquiesed, if for no other reason than to avoid
further public recriminations from Durga, or a costly legal case.
When Durga Devi won her property in Marwa, and even though she
and her sGsu remained close, she could not stay there. For a few years she
spent more time in Pal~kot,at her m-itighar where her brother's widow
lived and would need her help. Oddly enough, thls woman, also a widow,
also without sons, now found herself being pressured to give up her and
her brother's property to their uncle's sons. Ber, the brother of Ser Bahadur
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had 6 sons, and they were now demanding equal shares in the combine.
property of the two brothers.
Durga took up her sister-in-law's defense in what would become
another lengthy and bitter dispute. After the nephews physically tried to
beat up Durga and her sister-in-law and steal the land deed, they were
firther charged with assault. The case was filed at Bhojpur district court.
Eventually, I was told, the 6 brothers lost their case and in shame,
abandoned the area, leaving Durga and her brother's widow in control of
an immense amount of property.
Finally we have an even more dramatic episode, an example of Durga's
compassion and her solidarity with women. It is a modem-day feminist
story. It concerns Durga's defense of a young deaf child in Khadbari.
Abandoned by her family, h s child, barely 13 years old, lived a beggar's
life in the town, fed from the back kitchens of sympathetic householders.
One day it was discovered she was pregnant. The town was shocked, but
Durga was outraged. She set to work with her own investigation.
local policeman, it
Eventually she was able to identi@ the man-a
seems-who raped the child. Durga publicly made h s lcnown and
demanded his arrest. Before the man could be summoned, he had
disappeared from Khadbari, posted to a distant part of the country.
Had Durga been younger, she might have gone in pursuit. But she was
over 50 by this time. In any case, she turned her attention to the pregnant
girl. She paid a local family to take care of her, and when the baby was
born, Durga also provided an ample allowance for the mother and child for
years to follow. Later, arranged by Durga, the girl was sent to school and
still lived in Kladbari with her mother at the time of my visit there in
1983.
In many ways, Durga can be celebrated as a feminist. She built strong
alliances with other women. She fought for women's land rights; she
insisted that as a woman she should not be prevented from defending
herself legally and physically, or for example conducting the funerary rites
for her father or mother-in-law, if that was what she determined; she
insulted the educated young clerks-almost all of them were men-who
became indolent and corrupt in their government positions; she defended
the honour of the deaf child. And she supported those ascetic women at
Manakamana temple, donating hnds so they could buy land and build
their community of widows. In general, apart from her father and brother,
Durga seemed hostile to men. She publicly expressed her dislike of many
men; she spared nothing in her claims against her brothers-in-law. But in
her activist work for those who came seeking help, she did not distinguish.
There are many cases of men who came to her for assistance whom she
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helped.
Durga's example and her achievements are very different from those of
Yogamaya. The yogi, Shakti Yogamaya, some 30 or 40 years earlier,was
a revolutionary. Whereas Yogamaya sought to overturn society and install
a new rule of justice, Durga sought only to have the law as it was encoded,
respected. Durga did not assault the law or seek to change it. She fought
those who abused the law. Whereas Yogamaya confronted a system as
corrupt and inherently unequal, Durga confronted corrupt individuals.
Whereas Yogamaya was a poet, Durga was pedantic. She was practical
and pragmatic. She sought immediate social action. Whereas Yogamaya
defied social conventions by daring to support widow remarriage and
intercaste unions, Durga was conservative and followed these rules
unquestioningly. Indeed it was said she criticized Yogamaya for those
practices and she sought to disassociate herself from Yogamaya's antiBrahmanical movement when she became the sponsor of the community of
women at Manakamana. She did not sing the anti-Brahrnanical and antiregime hazurbani poems composed by the rebel yogi either.
And Durga, although she was sought after by besieged peasants, had no
group following. She was very much a loner, working and living away
from others. She made no attempt to gather people around her or to set up
a school or centre to instruct people in matters of their rights. Her manner
was another kind of dtstinction. Her response to injustice was bold and
direct. It appears that she was often successfbl. But there are different
kinds of success.
By the time of Durga's death in 1973, she was undisputed victor in
several court cases. Her admirers called her Jeti (Victor) Devi. Khadbari
merchants were feafil of her and fearing her disclosures and accusations,
they may have cheated less when she was nearby. Clerks too grudgingly
did their office work while Durga stood over them.
Twenty years have passed since Durga's death. She took her last breath
by the lapping waters of the Arun, surrounded by her friends, giving her
final orders to her contemptuous enemies, her husband's family whom she
had summoned to the riverside. Of her legacy, doubtless those whom she
had assisted missed her, Her achievements were considerable. But most
people did not mourn her.
What I thlnk is significant in this story is Durga's image as a model of
social change and dissent. It is an inglorious one. She has had no chance to
inspire the young, or to establish a tradition of leadership because of how
she was unremembered. If her tactics were not always wise, and
sometimes outright counterproductive, at least her principles were models.
Few will argue that the things she sought to change did not cry for reform.
I
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Every socially-minded person in Nepal tries to offer ways to curb
corruption. Most women seek the courage to apply their legal land-rights
as well. Most women also aspire to become literate.
Durga could be a model for them. Yet she is not.
One reason for this obfuscation lies in her iconoclastic style. Another
reason, I would argue, is to be found simply in her gender. The same h d
of iconoclasm in a man might be tolerated and even championed. This is
the stuff of traditions and myths that later inspire and create social and
political movements. Women are seen hfferently. Women heretics llke
Durga and Yogamaya before her are dismissed with cruel psychological
labels. Hushes or chuckles accompany their memory, further hastening
their disappearance, not just from that life, but from hlstory. One wonders
how many hundreds and thousands more like them passed through hlstory
without a trace.
Meanwhile we can see, I hope, what can still be salvaged from tracings
left by the bank of a roaring river. If history books make no mention of
them, other women will remember. And perhaps we are learning how to
read history conceived and framed by men, to remark on their omissions
and biases and find out what lies in them.
Women's studies as a discipline has in the last twenty years entered an
exciting period. Many of us grew up in the time when university education
was dominated by men, with the major ideas originating in these learned
circles passed to us by men. (I am not talking about the early ecclesiastical
universities but about modem day campuses in thls half of the 20th
century.) Finally, over the last two decades, we have begun to break down
the system and to build new models.
Thanks to a driven, creative community of women scholars and writers
and a large body of new feminist research, we reject the definitions of
history we had once uncritically accepted. We are going back to reexamine what and how we were taught. We are finding new documents
which have hitherto been excluded from history; we are defining new
standards for what is significant; we are looking at our women ancestors
and reassessing all those renowned men to see if indeed the celebrity of
that man was not derived in large measure from the women around him, or
was wrongly attributed to him and not her. Which is not to reject men. Not
at all. We are assessing and redefining standards by which importance is
assigned to any person or event or process.
Today, rethinlung our notions about women as informants and
authorities, we stop viewing women's comments as gossip, as emotional,
idle talk, and we cease viewing women in simply biological (or family)
roles. This is an exciting process for every woman-scholar and reader
today; we are participating in remaking our own history, our memories of
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the past and also the way history will be determined. We are able to see
our very selves and our mothers not simply as individuals but as historical
figures in our culture and in our civilization. This happens to any people
moving out of cultural subjugation.
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Gender Dimension of Eco-crisis and Resodrce
Management in Nepal
Sumitra Manandhar Gurung
Introduction
The ecological crisis in the hill areas of Nepal began in the 1950s and
as landslides and soil erosion increased progressively since the 1960s,
deforestation was, and still is, most commonly cited by scholars and other
environmental experts as the principal cause of the crisis. Other
professionals in general tend to separate gender issues from the other
components of resource management in order to simplifL their work,
instead of seeking to understand such issues holistically, inclusive of
gender. For example, time as a resource is rarely given much importance.
Yet even the most superficial acquaintance with work practices in the hill
regions would establish that women invariably work longer hours than
men. Furthermore, the greater part of the hill region's cultivated dry
terraces, which in recent decades have began to face severe and chronic
soil erosion, are currently and reluctantly being managed by women, a
typical phenomenon of hill culture where both caste and gender differences
determine variations in work participation and resource management. Yet
despite the importance of the gender factor, it has been consistently
ignored in the government's approach to the hill region's ecological crisis.
Though such a crisis is undoubtedly a consequence of improper
management of natural resources, such management is itself a multidimensional phenomenon associated with physical, cultural, socioeconomic and political aspects-includmg
most importantly gender
discrimination in work allocation, access to dormation, wealth and
participation in decision-malung processes.
Research in the mountain areas has not attempted to qualifjr or quantifjl
women's vs. men's efficiency in the use of resources. General observations
in the field of agriculture, forestry and livestock, the key elements of
subsistence economy, indicate that currently women play a major role.
Increasing evidence highlights not only the intensive role that women play
in determining how natural resources are used in the home and farm, but
also the direct impact on women caused by any loss or degradation of
natural resources. Similarly, when women are affected it drectly impacts
on the sustainability of land and thereby ecological degradation, because
women play a significant role in integrating agriculture, forestry, livestock,
and maintaining a balance in land and household.
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In thls paper I aim to focus on the gender dimension of resource
management in a hill region and it's implications for our understanding of
the ecological crisis. The paper stresses the need to understand the ongoing processes of local adaptation in the hill areas by responsible
authorities in order to refonnulate rural development policies and translate
them into practical action. I also point out the wrong or inappropriate
approaches adopted by the government or other agencies in the
management of natural resources, for they have consistently ignored the
important gender dimension of the problem.
The material presented here is based on intensive fieldwork in the
Kakani area in the middle hills where I investigated the responses of three
cultural groups to landslide and erosional hazards (Gurung 1988). 1 have
also incorporated in my discussion add~tionaland wider observations I
have made on the region over the four years subsequent to my fieldwork.
Context of middle hill region
The intricate relationship between ecological crisis and resource
management fiom a gender perspective has to be understood fiom the
nature of subsistence firming in the hill region. A cursory look at the ficts
and figures of Nepal shows that 74 to 79% of the total land has a slope of
various degrees (CEDA 198 1). Erosional rates show 1-10 tonskalyear in
natural conditions; 20 to 50 tonskalyear under human use; up to 200 to
500 tons/ha/year in severely eroded and gullied lands and the reasonable
erosion is 10 to 20 tonshdyear (CEDA 1989). Landslides increase by a
Eactor of 1.35 in density and are progressively increasing. Subsistence
agriculture is practiced throughout the country irrespective of slope or
erosional rates. Ninety-six per cent of women are employed in agriculture
(Maskey and Poudyal n.d.) and they carry out 50 to 80% of hwork
dependmg on ecological region. Women's income supplies more than 50%
of household needs and hence is crucial for the M l y ' s survival.
Gender differences in resource management
Agriculture. Land stability is critical to the people. Hence land use in
the mountains is varied and based on indigenous knowledge of vegetation,
soil micro-systems and crop requirements. Major characteristics of the lull
and mountainous region, where there are striking differences in genderbased labour contribution, are the dry and wet-terrace management and
land-use patterns. Female labour contributions on dry lands is eight to tenfolds higher than that of men in field preparation and ploughmg including
crop sowing, clod breaking, w h g , harvesting, manure supply and food
processing (Gurung 1988). Women, by virtue of their continuous presence,
are regularly involved in seed selection, multiculture soil improvement
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through manure supply and harvesting of crops for increased production of
biomass for animals and human beings. Time allocation studies have
indicated that 70 to 80% of field labour is performed by women (Mies
1986). In the hills of Nepal, the total recorded work time for women is
between 150 and 180% to that of men (Kumar and Hochkiss 1988).
Despite women's efforts in maintaining dry terraces through soil
improvement and crop management, soil erosion, landslides and floods
continue to be major problems for a majority of households (58%). A
desirable solution to this problem is to change the land-use pattern to wet
terracing in which men and women contribute approximately equal
amounts of labour, e.g. in land preparation, irrigation, land maintenance
(during the monsoon) and crop-harvest activities (Gurung 1988). Such wet
terraces, which have negligible soil loss, are ecologically stable and yield
substantially higher production of paddy and wheat. However, lack of
collective efforts on the part of men and development programmes, in
changing the land-use pattern through supply of water, has left large
portions of the hills in poor condition. Instead, changes such as the
introduction of cash-crops undermine trdtional agricultural knowledge of
women and marginalise them, allowing men to enjoy the cash earned
through women's hard labour. Classic examples are the negative effects of
cash-cropping on women in Himachal Pradesh (ICIMOD 1986, Mies
1986, Lappe and Collins 1986, Bandyopadhyay and Shiva 1986).
Forestry. Forests are indispensable as a life-support system of the
mountain regions, where agriculture, livestock and vegetation influence the
ecology of the area and the lives of the local population. Although use of
fuel for cooking varies between regions, households are estimated to
consume about 3,198 kg (Molnar 1987) of wood per annum. Research in
the Himalayan region shows that women are primarily responsible for the
collection of fuel, fodder and water for both the human and animal
population. However, over the past thirty years, Himalayan forests have
declined by 40 % and the highest deforestation rate is that of Nepal (3.9%
per year) (Dankelman and Davidson 1988). Kumar and Hotchkiss' (1988)
study of hours spent in collecting a standard load of fuelwood (in an
examination of the effects of deforestation of agricultural output, food
consumption and nutritional status of children in the hills of Nepal)
indicated that women work, in general, for 8- 10 hours a day. When access
to forest resources decreases by 1.0%, consumption decreases by 0.3%,
but total time spent on collection increases by 0.6%. For sites where
deforestation is greatest, the time required to collect a standard load of
fuelwood is 75% higher than in areas of low deforestation, or-to put it
differently, there is a 45% increase in the time spent for fbelwood
collection (Kurnar and Hotchkiss 1988). As fuelwood becomes scarce,
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women ration &el for coolung, use more crop residues and try to minimizc
on both time and fuel.
Livestock In the mountainous regions, livestock is kept for many
purposes such as dairy and meat products, draft power, source of organic
manure and to recycle biomass and kitchen waste for greater productivity
of small farms. Livestock acts as a dung-machtne by consuming 60% of
the digestible protein and 64% of non-protein nitrogen nutrients which
would have little value if they were not passed through animals (ILEIA
Newsletter 1987). As such, households in the hills keep an average number
of five goats and two cows, oxen or buffaloes that require a minimum of
two to three loads of fodder duly (Gurung 1988). Seventy-four per cent of
livestock activities are done by women. The depletion of resources has
proportionally increased women's burden in collecting fodder and leaf
litter. Studies indicate that women spend more time in collection activities
at sites where deforestation has been severe. For the same amount of
cropped area, the time spent on agricultural labour was 40% less (Kumar
and Hotchkiss 1988).
The economic situation of f m farmlies worsens with continued
deforestation and livestock productivity suffers from decreased
consumption of fodder. Mahat's research (1987) estimated a 50% fodder
deficit in the hills if the livestock was properly maintained and 20% deficit
when accounting for minimal maintenance of livestock. Under such
circumstances, farming households are making several changes in order to
adjust to the situation. Reducing the number of livestock, changing the
types of animals kept by cattle holders by either replacing buffaloes for
cows or by replacing them with goats are some examples. Stall tethering of
livestock (instead of open grazing), redistribution of livestock for grazing
on different plots of land, increase in livestock sheds are some options tried
out by different households in the hllls. The influencing factors include
&stance and density of forest and grazing land, amount of fodder and feed
available; and most importantly, amount of female labour available to
tether the animals. Although the World Bank (1987) notes that the
livestock population is greater than needed for Nepal, livestock holdings
remain small and management methods vary amongst various cultural
groups (Fox 1987, Gurung 1988). Most farmers in the Kakani area believe
that without proper government intervention in the local farming system,
the only way to substantially improve crop yields from available land to
feed the growing population, is to spend more time in manure production
and terrace improvements (Gurung 1988). Likewise, in a village around
Kakani area, it has become customary to assign each bride a livestock
shed (with one or two buffaloes and sometimes oxen) located in one of the
family-owned plots away from home. It is then the responsibility of the
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women to care and tend to the livestock, as well as the neighboring land.
This practice increases the productivity of the land, while reducing
women's labour in transporting fodder and manure to and from the shed.
Water. Though water collection appears an isolated problem, it is
integrally related to the work efficiency of women in mountainous and
non-mountainous areas, where women are dependent on water for
multifarious tasks, both w i h and outside the household. Where a potable
water supply does not exist and women are left on their own in arranging
for needed water, the effect on the overall subsistence system is:
a high proportion of women's energy is spent on water collection,
with consequent high opportunity costs in relation to other activities;
contamination of drrnking water, foods and equipment and a
corresponding increase in morbidity and mortality among women,
men and particularly infants and children;
inefficient use of water resources, and low productivity in
agriculture and small-scale industries, etc.
Women apply traditionally gained knowledge and skills in deciding
upon sources of water for collecting, transporting and storing to meet
domestic and farm requirements. Studies show that water sources managed
by women themselves are maintained better and are more reliable than
development project installed water systems in rural areas (Shrestha 1987,
Dankelman and Davidson 1988). Case studies in several parts of the world
show that women have managed water from traditional times and how
change in water manazement affects their lives (Dankelman and Davidson
1988).
All of these resources are highly interrelated and any change in one
component is certain to affect the others.

Relationship between gender and ecological crisis
It is common knowledge that a greater percentage of hill lands are
cultivated as dry terraces or one in which irrigation is not facilitated. In
order to irrigate the lands men would have to give up their time from
playing cards, gossiping at teashops and being involved in politics whlch
are commonly held practices-especially among high-caste groups such as
Brahmin and Chhetri. In the absence of irrigation when lands are
cultivated as bciri with sloping terraces, surface erosion is the rule and not
the exception. Farmers say that about 3 to 4 inches of fertile soil gets
washed away during the monsoon when soil is loose from ploughing. It is
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then the duty of women to replenish the soil by literally refilling with
compost for the next crop. The distribution of parcels of hiri land in
different duections and various &stances severely taxes women's time
canyiag compost as well as having anythmg to do with its preparation,
especially among the Brahmins and Chhetris. This is always a woman's
task, a task which every woman hates to do but finds no alternative.
Women in the hill regions invariably admit that they can replenish much
less compost than is ideally required to make the land productive because
of the distance to the fields and the volume of manure they can produce.
The closer fields gets more manure than the ones at a distance.
Consequently the stability and productivity of the hill lands would be
a f f d . It not only affects the people's health and well b e q but also
contributes to the ecological crisis.
Viewed from the perspective of livestock and manure production too,
Hindu culture has its negative effect on the ecology. High-caste groups
such as the Brahmin and Chhetri need cows for their dung to purifjr their
household and kitchen every day. Compared to bufldo, cattle produce less
manure and milk but require grazing. Hence for the same amount of time
spent by women they get less output from cattle. Besides the fiwt that the
cattle had to be placed next to their households for easy access to dung.
This means that women had to spend greater amounts of time in moving
the biomass from the forest and the compost to the fields. Other h c
groups show a greater share of thls work by their male members in the
Ehmily. Besides, the frequency of locating the a
d shed closer to their
fields also lessens the time put into tethering livestock. Thus more than
women of other groups, Hindu women are literally more tied to anunals
than to their husbands. Perhaps t
b is why the tethering of livestock is
called 'animal husbandry'!
While the Hindu caste women are supposed to provide greater amounts
of daily manual labour in the fhrm, livestock tethering, collecting water
and fodder, culturally they are also discriminated against in the provision
of nutrition or adequate food. Comparative studies of the health status of
Brahmins and Chhetris with that of the members other caste and ethnic
groups show that the former have remarkably poorer health condtions.
This results in a higher frequency of still births, maternal mortality and
other health problems. Further to this, the food habits and diets of
Brahmins restrict the intake of animal protein, onions, garlic, to name a
few which are essential to a healthy life. The poor health condition of both
males and females has its own implication in the efficient management of
resources and the land.
Ownership of land is another factor that influences the productivity as
well as the stability of land. In spite of the fact that women spend their

lifetime in the fields sacrificing their rights to basic needs, they are not the
rightful owners of land. Among other ethnic groups, women are also
known to inherit and own land which provides them with the incentive to
stabilize the land and use it for intensive farming. Among B r a h s and
Chhetris this seemingly happens quite rarely. While privatization and landto-the-tillers is stressed, access of land to women is yet to be discussed,
which could have a significant impact on the ecology and the economy of
the household. It need not be stressed that the most effective incentive is to
rightfully own what one produces.
These are some examples of gender discrimination among the h d u
castes which have directly or indirectly influenced the hill ecology.
Observations in various parts of the hills indicate that many of these issues
stated above are less pronounced among other e h c groups and therefore
have less negative impact. This would also need to be established through
hrther research.
M

Wrong approach of government and development programs
Government as well as the designers of various development programs
are more than responsible for strengthening the gender discrimination
which has continued to affect the ecology of the hills. This has been done
continuously and repeatedly in two different ways:

1. Government plans and policies designed by male archtects, national or
international, were not aware of the balanced roles of men and women
in all spheres of life and thus have crushed the indigenous organisation
system where both groups have defined roles in decision-making
processes.
2. When new intervention programmes were devised to handle land
degradation, better management of watersheds, improving agriculture,
breeding more productive livestock and their care, introducing hybrid
and ecologically viable fodder plants, inventing new technologies to
process food, installing water-supply schemes etc. etc.-the fact that
women are as much and at times more involved in these issues than
men was absolutely ignored. None of the outreach programmes ever
questioned whether they were doing the right thing and if they were
happy about the outcome-at least not until very recently when
international pressure was generated to do so. In the meantime, women
have silently watched as development programmes came and went as
they continue to do their work in their own trahtional ways, some of
which are not as efficient as the modem techniques. Yet it has always
been men who have the prerogative to be involved in the programmes
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meant to better manage resources.
Indicators of this imbalance are many. Literacy rates are often quoted
but the number of women attendmg training on various programmes useful
for their work, ratio of men and women in users committees, development
projects, policy-making bodles, etc etc will horrify any observer by their
drast~cunder-representation. Let alone participate in local or national
politics, recent figures show that only on 1% of women in the rural areas
h o w their local politician and 91% of women have never participated in
village development meetings (local Newspaper, Jana Munch, September
3, 1992).

Conclusion
Clearly, resources in the mountain regions are hlghly interconnected
and interdependent and women, more than men, play a predominant role in
managmg resources and helping to maintain the balance needed to sustain
livelihood. We can learn little if the study of resource management is
separated from the gender perspective. The established male-biased model
of development has basically neglected women's work, knowledge and
potential capacities in sustaining mountain areas. Feminist views on
developmentfor rather than of women show that women's issues have been
singled out as 'Women in Development' (as in this conference) and they
have been labelled 'ignorant', 'backward', to become objects to which
somethmg must be done. When women are especially targeted and treated
as a separate problem their real needs are decontextualized and distorted.
This creates an artificial separation of women from men. The ecological
crisis in Nepal has not yet been analysed from a gender perspective and
therefore national or international efforts will prove to be of little use as
long as male views and values predominate in development pardgms.
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Newar Traditions in a Changing Culture: An Analysis
of Two Prepubescent Rituals for Girls
Laura Kunreutber
The Newars distmgush themselves fiom the domrnant BrahmanChhetri culture in the performance of two rituals called Ihi and Mrha'.
These rituals address two critical junctures in the lives of women, in
particular those which most dramatically involve their sexuality and their
relations with men. While ihi and ba'rha' reflect the mfluence of Hindu
patriarchal responses to widowhood and menarche, they also provide a
ritual ernbodment of a distinctly Newari attitude towards women.
Recent comparisons between Newar and BrahmadChhetri
practices have been under dispute. Newar kinship practices closely
resemble the patrilineal 'North Indian Brahrnamc system' in which the
\Ivlfe leaves her family for the home of the husband's kin. Despite this
common patrilocal trdtion, Newar women generally maintain intimate
and even vital ties to their natal home (Pradhan 1981). In comparison to
BrahmanIChhetri women, Newar women consider themselves less
oppressed. The most stdung statistical reflection of this is the relatively
fiee position Newar women have in marriage (Pradhan 1981). Bina
Pradhan's study of low-caste Newar women from the village of Bulu
depicts divorce as a relatively easy practice commonly initiated by the wife
(ibid.). On the other hand, David Gellner's work with high-caste Newars of
Lalitpur suggests that the elevated status of women observed in Pradhan's
project may only apply to low-caste Newars. His own observations show
that 'high-caste Newar women certainly do suffer considerable stigma,
both fiom widowhood and from divorce'(Ge1lner 1991: 117). It seems
likely that social dependency upon Brahman culture and hfferences in
caste level do create marked behavioural variations between village and
urban Newar populations (see also Lewis 1988 for Newar migration
patterns).
Most Newar grls partake in both ihi and ba'rhd before marriage. Ihi is
a mock-marriage ceremony, performed when girls are between the ages of
five and eight years old. At h s time the girls are betrothed to a god in the
form of a be1 fruit. Lynn Bennet (1983) describes the sacred quality of
young girls worshipped among high-caste Hindu Nepalis. These groups
demand a child bride in accordance with their ideal of pre-menstrual and
vir@ purity. The Newars conform with these h d u values in the ihi
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ceremony in so fhr as it constitutes a pre-pubescent marriage to an
immortal god.
Ba'rha' occurs a few years after ihi and is a modified version of the
BdmadChhetri menarche ritual. In both cases, the girls are secluded in a
dark room for twelve days away from contact with men or the rays of the
sun. In contrast to the Brahman/Chhetri ritual, Newars most commonly
perform ba'rha' in groups of three or four girls prior to puberty. Several
theorists postulate that this symbolic menarche rite tempers the polluting
aspects of menstruation throughout a Newar woman's life (Allen 1982,
Pradhan 1981, Levy 1990).
Both ihi and ba'rh.6 conform to Brahmanic influence and pressure. At
the same time, the rituals can be interpreted as sanctioning a freedom for
Newari women more typical among other Nepali &c group (see also
Iltis 1985 for another analysis of Newar women's ritual). These tensions
support David Gellner's trichotomous model for studying the Newars in
relation to the broader South Asian region (Gellner 1990). According to
Gellner's model, Newars occupy a separate category of beliefs which
retains its integrity while reacting with the 'Tribal system' common among
hill people and the 'Northern Indian Brahmanic system'. Ihi and ba'rk
ritualize these opposing influences. Furthermore, the resolution found in
these two Newari rituals is fluid and has undergone some significant
developments in recent years. In the account that follows I will first
describe some of the key features of ihi and bcirhd as I observed them in
two different populations of Newars, and then proceed to indicate some
important changes that have occurred in recent years-most especially
changes in the continuing tension between the opposing 'Tribal' and
'Brahmamc'influences.
Ihi--mock-marriage ceremony
All of the diacritical components of a traditional Hindu marriage are
properly executed in an ihi ceremony. The most significant event in any
Hindu marriage, the kanycida'n ceremony, is also an important part of ihi.
In the kanya'dcin rite (which literally means 'giving of the virgin'), the
father binds together the hands of his daughter with her husband's. The
father gains religious merit (punya) in the act of kanyfidfin. According to
the sacred Hindu text Brahmapurcina: 'The father should give his
daughter to a handsome husband while she is still a child; there he attains
his goal'. (Brahrnapura'm, cited in Pandey 1969:189). In ihi, the girl's
hands are bound to the be1 fruit, representing her union with the deity. In
contrast with a 'proper' BrahmanlChhetri marriage, the Newars do not
repeat the kany8dfin rite in her subsequent marriage to her mortal spouse.
This difference, expressed as the girl's true union to the god, may serve as
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ritual judication for the freer relationship between a Newar wife and her
hwband (Levy 1990:122).
The be1 h i t represents both a deity (most commonly Visnu or
Kurnh) and a symbol of the girl's future husband. In accordance with
Hindu law, the two are interchangeable, as stated in the Laws of Manu:
'...[Tlhe virtuous wife should ever worship her lord [husband] as a God'
(Laws of Manu cited in Pandey 1969:182). Throughout the ceremony,
friends and relatives tease the girl that the size and shape of her be1 h i t
will deternine the appearance of her future husband: 'However beautiful
your be1 is, that is how beautiful your husband will be,' they cry as the
priest presents the girl with her h i t . When I asked what would happen
should the be1 break, one woman replied confidently: 'The be1 never
breaks. Does Visnu God ever die?!' This statement expresses the most
important implication of the deity marriage; a ritual insurance against
widowhood.
The mythlcal origin of ihi makes the aim of mediating the stigma of
widowhood explicit. Traditionally, widows in Hindu society are ostracized
to such an extent that they are unable to get remarried, participate in any
religious ceremonies, and are condemned to wearing whlte clothmg and no
jewellery. A Bhaktapur legend describes how ihi was created because of
the goddess Pfiwati's pity for the women of Nepal, in particular the
widows:
One day as Pmati was walking through the Valley she heard an old
woman crying. Parvati asked her why she was crying. 'My husband is
dead. A husband is necessary for a woman; without a husband a
woman's life is terrible.' Parvati pitied her and asked Siva for a boon.
'Can you do something for the women of my natal home so that they will
not become widows?' Siva answered, 'Narayana and I will arrange it so
that there will no longer be any widows in Nepal.' Thus the Newars were
given the Ihi ceremony. (Levy 1990: 666).
Apparent in this story is the ambivalent nature of the ihi ritual. Newar
women without husbands are still considered inauspicious. Siva alleviates
the stigma of widowhood through a symbolic marriage which provides
Newar women with an eternal husband. Ihi also conforms with the b d u
ideal of child marriage because of its performance before puberty. Allen
proposes that: '.. .mock-marriages are performed in order to provide some
kind of overt commitment to the orthodox Brahmanical purity ideal prior
to the establishment of unorthodox sexual relations' (Allen 1982:196).
Practically speaking, the ritual allows Newars to postpone marriage until
after adolescence. Furthermore, Newar widows hypothetically should be
able to remarry without stigma.
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Many Newar women are also ambivalent as to whether or not they
should d o r m with traditional Hindu marital ideals. The twenty-five
Newari women I talked with all remained skeptical as to whether they
should actualize the hypothetical freedom granted through an ihi
ceremony. Eighteen of them asserted that the reason why Newars
performed ihi was to avoid widowhood. These same respondents, however,
had difficulty identifjmg widows they h e w who had remarried.
I conducted part of my research in the village of Terathum, where I
interviewed some fifteen Hindu Newari villagers, all of them Shresthas and
inclubg four unmarried widows who had completed ihi as children. All
of them agreed that they would upset the Brahmans in the area by
remarrying. When I pursued the same issue among both Hindu and
Budclhlst Newars in Kathmandu, I was faced with nearly the same
responses. One widow from Kathmandu stated that a Newar widow does
not believe herself to be inauspicious, but at the same time will not
remarry because she wants to conform to the established n o m of her
community. Perhaps much of this ambiguity results from the
predominance of Hindu ideals apparent in the laws and regulations of the
state of Nepal.

BBrha tayegu-the Newari mock-menstrual rite
Ba'rhd, performed a few years after ihi, reiterates many of these same
ambivalent messages. There are two forms of the birhd ritual: ba'rhrz'
cwa(n)gu and birhd tayegu. Both rituals require that the girls be secluded
for twelve days in a dark room away from contact with men and sunlight.
The ritual seclusion counteracts a dangerous contaminating power the girls
possess during menstruation, threatening men in particular (Bennett 1978).
Both forms of ba'rhd also suggest a transition between virgin girlhood and
active sexuality, thus echoing menarche rites in many different societies.
Ba'rhd cwa(n)gu is almost identical to the traditional Hindu rite
performed at the actual time of the girl's first menses. This form of ba'rhrz'
is most commonly performed by Brahman Newars in the Kathmandu
Valley (Levy 1990). 1 will focus on ba'rhd tayegu, which is conducted
several years prior to menstruation for groups of three or four girls, and
has become the more popular version. The explicit connection between
polluting menstrual blood and ritual seclusion remains more nebulous in
bdrhd tayegu. The form and important symbols, however, parallel the
BrahmdChhetri rite so that its implications appear to be similar.
Beginning on the fourth day of ba'rhd tayegu (the day menstruating
women cleanse themselves), the girls apply a purifying creme (ko cheka)
which is then removed and formed into a small image representing the god
Ganes'a. This action copies that of the goddess Pa'rvati who gave birth to
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Gamia in just this manner. One interpretation of this action may be that
the girls play out their fkture role as procreative mothers.
The other presence in the room is a mysterious ghost called khya'. The
khyd acts as both protector and disciplinarian to the girls, and the ghost is
never seen unless angered. Most of the girls I spoke with feared the khya',
though some claimed that he was a white Newari god who protected them
in a dark room. (It is interesting to note that all of the girls agreed that the
khyi is male.) Accordmg to two of Allen's young female mforrnants the
khya' may go so far as to '...lie on top of the girls (Allen 1982:193) thus
evoking clear sexual imp1ications.I Allen interprets the khya' as a
deflowering agent, symbolizing incipient sexuality.
The twelve days of lirninality symbolically transform the girls into
sexual and procreative women. On the twelfth day, the girls are brought
out of the room under a dark cloth which protects them from the sunlight.
Once the cloth is removed, the girls fbce the sky and their dangerous
powers are extinguished through the rays of the sun. A series of purifjmg
pij& and offerings follow this procedure, including the important hairparting ceremony. Traditionally, thls rite concludes a mamage ceremony
and may symbolize the beginning of a girl's sexual relations with her
husband (Campbell 1976:92). In the rites I observed, the eldest female of
the father's family placed a strip of red vermilion (called sindur) in the
centre part of the girl's hair. The sexual implications of this action in
ba'rhd tayegu are not explicit because a female applies the sindur and the
girls are pre-adolescent. Nonetheless, Robert Levy asserts that: '...the
implication of incipient sexual passions, if not active sexuality, is still
there.' (Levy 1990: 672).
Bdrhd tuyegu redirects the emphasis away from the contaminatmg
powers of menstruating women, because of its performance for prepubescent girls who are treated with the utmost respect. In contrast to the
negative sentiments of Brahrnan/Chhe~girls, who at the time of their
confinement often feel fear and confusion (Bennett 1978), one Newar girl
described her experience to me enthusiastically: 'We have lots of fun
(moja auncha). Friends come and we play games all day, eat and don't
have to do any work.' Although men are considered in danger of the
polluting powers of these girls, the women of the household and close
friends are exempt and make a point of visiting the girls regularly. The
girls are treated royally and given sweet foods and milk to eat. As one
woman claimed: 'It is considered bad luck not to give the girls what they
want at this time.' As in ihi, then, ba'rhi tayegu can be interpreted as a rite
that provides the Newars with a symbolic rather than an actual
commitment to orthodox Hindu beliefs concerning female ontology and the
status of women.
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Changes in the rituals
I observed changes in both Ihi and ba'rhd which reflect differences in
geographic, economic and religious backgrounds of two separate Newar
populations I studied. In the village of Terathum, for instance, I saw the
two rituals combined into one short seclusion rite of four days, with the
marriage to the be1 fruit occurring on the fourth day. These Newars
introduced a new procedure they called the kanyi&n, but which more
resembled the 'foot washing' ceremony (goDha dhune) performed in a
traditional Hindu marriage. After coming out of the ba'rhd room, the
relatives washed the feet of these girls in a brass bowl and then tossed
them gold coins. Bennett asserts that: 'By participating in the foot wasceremony [friends and relatives] receive some of the religious merit which
the brides' parents get by doing the kanyidin' (Bennett 1983:82). This
change suggests the influence of Brahmans, who make up a majority of the
population in this village. In addition, the alterations were probably due to
economic constraints that made it difficult for the daughters to be absent
fiom labour for such a long period of time. 'Four days are the most
important. It is very hard for our daughters to stay longer than that in one
room,' the father of the girls stated, thus indicating that the change might
also relate to the girls own well-being.
One of the most interesting changes I encountered is practiced by a
relatively small population of Buddhlst Newars who have actually
replaced ba'rha' with a new rite called risi prabGja. Risi praba'ja presents
a striking example of the incipient development of a new gender ideology.
One of its major divergences fiom birhd is that it remains separate and
seemingly unconnected to menstruation. The girls are secluded for twelve
days in a Newar Buddhist nunnery. They are not forbidden to see the sun
or men. There are severe restrictions on what the girls can eat. They are
permitted only one meal of rice before twelve noon, and then only liquids
or uncooked foods without milk. The girls wear special maroon robes
throughout their stay which strongly resemble the robes given to boys on
their initiation rite bare chuyegu. In many ways ri,ri prabtija echoes the
concept behind bare chuyegu, when Buddhist boys experience the life of
an ascetic before passing onto adulthood.
Dharrnakirti Nunnery is one of the primary locations where rifi
prabcflia is practiced. One of the head nuns at Dhannakirti explained to me
that r i ~ prabija
i
had been implemented when these Newars felt the
meaning in ba'rhd was lost: 'The girls in ba'rhd play all day and never
learn what it means to be restricted.' As the nuns at Dharrnalurti assert,
r i ~prabija,
i
teaches the girls the virtues of separation and restraint, which
they believe to be the primary purpose of birhd.
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Rip' prabcfja has been practiced in the Kathmandu area for
approximately seventeen years now after a movement of Themvada
Buddhism became increasingly influential among a select group of
Buddhist Newars. Over 2,000 Newar girls have participated in the rite
instead of bcfrhi. The Newars who partake in this new movement reject
many of the rituals which have either clear Mahayma or W u overtones,
as is the case with both forms of &r&. In lieu of these rituals, they have
created their own rites which emphasize education through Theravada
Buddhlst doctrine. The invention of rip' prabdja proposes that religious
education is fundamental in the development of both boys and girls. The
new meanings recognize girls not merely in connection to their bodies, but
as individuals who also have a spiritual and educational need.
This new movement has also expanded the boundaries for widows by
giving them new opportunities. Many of the widowed women involved in
the Theravada changes become nuns, and devote themselves to religious
study. As Kloppenberg describes '..their religious activities comprise of
mdtation, study s f the canonical texts, recitation of texts, puja, preachmg
and teaching' (Kloppenberg 1977:316). One of the major taboos
preventing widows from participating in religious piij6s is thus eliminated
with this newly felt encouragement. At the same time, however, widows
are still expected to remain celibate as nuns, therefore conforming with the
stigma of widow remarriage.
Conclusion
It is interesting to note that these same Buddhist Newars who pedorm
ri,si prabiju continue with the practice of ihi, regardless of the many
Hindu implications of the rituaL2 In contrast to berhd, all the Newars I
interviewed considered ihi to be the one distinctly Newari ritual. The
performance of this mock-marriage ceremony reasserts their identity as
N e ~ a r sIn
. ~the wealthier communities of Kathmandu, the emphasis of ihi
is on the feast (bhoj) held at the end of the ceremony. These events could
be interpreted as examples of 'conspicuous consumption7 when families
are willing to go into debt in order to meet the expectations of their peers.
After examining these rituals in detail many questions still remained:
are Newar women in fact treated differently than other Nepali women? are
they granted more autonomy in their house and their marriage? And if so,
how is this freedom recowzed? Measuring relative status and degrees of
autonomy between culture groups is hlghly problematic. Previous research
and statistical data (Allen 1982, Levy 1990, Pradhan 1981) indicates that
Newar women do enjoy relatively more autonomy in comparison to highcaste b d u women. According to Pradhan's study of the Newar women of
Bulu 'Women ...can remarry without any social stigma or loss of status,
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and in the sample there are three older women who had married four times'
(Pradhan 198 1:7 1). Of Pradhan's sample of forty-six low-caste village
women, however, there were seven widowed women, none of whom
remarried. Throughout my fieldwork I encountered no instance of widow
remarriage. Furthermore, I saw no significant difference in the observation
of menstrual taboos between Newars and their BrahrnanIChhetri
contemporaries, as both Pradhan and Allen suggest. Part of this
discrepancy may relate to the fact that most of my fieldwork was done in a
village highly populated by Brahmans and Chhetris. In Kathmandu,
however, where the majority of Newars, both Hindu and Buddhist, reside,
my findmgs were quite similar.
Another hypothesis regarding Newar women's apparent freedom relates
to their strong bonds to their natal home. According to recent research
conducted in two Tarnang villages by Thomas Fricke, William Axinn and
Arland Thornton, women's autonom; directly correlates with frequent
visits to the natal home (Fricke et al 1993). Newar women also generally
maintain a close connection to their natal homes (Pradhan 1981). The
Newars tendency to marry later, which is ritually sanctioned in the
performance of ihi and bdrhd, perhaps further strengthens their bonds to
their natal home and devalues the importance of the husband and his
family. In contrast, however, Gellner's study among the high-caste Newars
of Lalitpur maintains that: 'A high-caste woman is not supposed to visit
her natal home without being invited, and if she stays the night she should
not return to her husband's home without being invited back' (Gellner
1989:116). These differences regardmg Newar women's autonomy most
probably result from the variations in caste hierarchy and residential locale
(village versus urban) among Newar populations.
In conclusion, I would like to suggest that my observations of ihi and
bdrhd provide support for Gellner's trichotomous model, especially
regarding caste variations within the Newar community. According to this
model, the 'Newar system' of beliefs is influenced by, but remains
separate from, both the 'Tribal system' and the 'North Indian Brahmanic
system', each forming one point of a triangle. One of the most crucial
findmgs of my research is the wide diversity of attitudes and perceptions
towards women w i h different Newar communities. This I attribute to
the caste hierarchy as well as economic, geographic and religious
differences. For example, the performance of rip' prabdja by Buddhist
Newars gives an entirely different meaning to the ritual of ba'rha'.
Accordmg to Gellner's model, these Buddhist Newars occupy a space
closer to the 'Tribal system' which he describes as compatible with both
Hindu and Buddhist ideology. On the other side of the triangle, the village
Newars who are highly influenced by the predominant Brahman
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population have incorporated the 'foot washing' ceremony to worship the
virginal girl. This expresses an important ideal in the 'North Indian
Brahmanic system' of beliefs. These variations reflect a complex hstory
of the Newar people who have incorporated aspects of both Hinduism and
Buddhism into their ideology, and whose origins still remain an issue of
dispute.
Notes
1 I recently learned about an expression in Newari, khydkatyaey, which
literally means 'when a khyd lies on top of you' (Tuladhar, personal

communication). This expression is not used exclusively in the bdrhd room, but
for anyone who awakes from a deep sleep and momentarily experiences a
paralysis of the whole body. The state is perhaps more probable in a room whch
is continually dark, like the bdrhd room, but also creates doubt for the sexual
interpretation of the expression for bdrhd girls.
2 Dharmakirti nunnery has reportedly instituted a new ritual to replace ihi; my
future research will investigate this development.
3 There are populations of lowcaste, village Newars who do not perform ihi.
Further research is necessary to determine what ethnic identity markers exist in
these Newar populations.
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Women, Hindu Kings, and Goddesses in Newar
Representations of Geopolitical Space
Linda Iltis
Ancient Hindu texts and royal inscriptions seem to tell us little about
living traditions, whde descriptions of current ceremonies are equally
uninformative about historical continuities and deeper meanings. Texts and
rituals together, however, provide depth and new insights, as in the case of
the annual rituals of state that involve people and goddesses in periodic relegitimation of the king, and annual women's rituals of individual personal
merit, which reassert and redefine the autonomy, self-power, and self-rule
of individual people, homes, communities, and ultimately the state as well.
One such ritual, the month-long vrata or vow called Swasthiini, is a
popular tradition practiced throughout the Kingdom of Nepal, in homes by
f h i h e s or publicly by women. The current 30chapter-long narrative text
recited as the core of the ritual, is based on local religious historical
accounts as well as Hindu PurQa stories, all of which emphasize the
power of the sacred Himalayan landscape and its associated gods and
goddesses. The stories also focus on the power and stability of indrviduals,
who are redefined through SiVrata, which promotes the stability of
home, fhmily, and place. The goddess Swasthiini, whose name means
'one's own place' is an abstract goddess of the place of the Humlayas but
specifically of the nationlstate of Nepal.
Representations of the goddess Swappearing in the vrata text,
the S w a s t h i Vrata Kat& include: MahZunaya, Sati Devi, wife of
Mahadeva who dwells in the Himalayas; PWati, the pious daughter of
Himalaya Raja and Gomii, a seven-yearald Nepalese Brahman girl, who
becomes the first human being in the world of mortals to perform the
Swasthm- Vrata.
In ritual practice, Swasthani also represented by her physical book or
manuscript, and by the syllable 'om' written in the center of an eightpetalled lotus ma&la containing the Asp Mfit~lcft,or eight goddesses
who prominently protect, define and demarcate places w i t h the Newar
religious world. Sets of surroundmg Asp Matrkii shrines were established
by kings to protect their kingdoms from drsasters, and they supported
public performances of Swasthmi Vrata for the well-being of the state.
Currently the government still provides financial support for the public
Vrata, and a blessing from it is still presented to the Kmg.
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But royal support notwithstanding, vratas cannot happen without
voluntary commitment and support fiom individuals, families and
communities. A kmg could not hire a single Brahman priest to do a
Swasthani vrata on h s behalf, as he might a fire sacrifice. The merit
accrued fiom a vrata comes fiom the many women who actually do the
vrata and the fruits go to them, and only secondarily, if they wish, to their
designated beneficiary.
Royal patronage of sacred places and their associated gods and
goddesses was expected of a good Hindu Kmg. But the agency of the king
was almost always effected through human representatives and
intermediaries in specific local contexts, whch requires an interactive
relationship between king, people and places. The Asta Matrkii goddess
shrines that define and protect communities and kingdom, though
occasionally renovated by a king, are regularly sustained, managed and
honored by women and men of a local community. Royal patronage is
realized only indirectly through a community's or individual's ongoing
involvement with sacred places that they are directly in charge of.
The Newars, who are the majority ethnic group in the Kathmandu
Valley, are responsible for the spread of popularity of the written text of
Swasthilni Vrata Katha and its associated ritual practice to other nonNewar ethnic groups in Nepal. The current published 400-page editions, in
both Newari and Nepali vernaculars, are greatly expanded fiom the
earliest available 8-folio palm-leaf manuscript form, which contained only
one locally-based story, the story of Goma. It is doubtful that there ever
was an 'authoritative' version of Swasthftni, as the different editions
compete with one another on the basis of their individuality and inclusion
of unique material. The earliest available Swasthani manuscript yet found,
among over 600 Swasthani MSS catalogued, is dated 1573 A.D (NGMPP
#B 13/42). The scribe, Sri Jayantadeva, inscribed the text in Newari script
on palm-leaf, and the language is S a n ~ k r i t . ~
This 16th-century version of the narrative verse tells the story about the
seven-yearald Brahman girl bride, Goma Bhattini. She is cursed by
Mahadeva to marry an eighty-year-old man. Siva~arma,who never returns
home fiom a begging trip. Goma bears his son, Navariija. Eventually the
son abandons Goma to search for his father. But Goma performs
Swasthiini Vrata to overcome her own misery and to bring about the return
of her son. Through her actions, her son not only returns, but he is also
selected as the new king by the god Hanhara e m b d e d in an elephant. The
ra'ja'bhis'ekha royal consecration of the king is conducted by Goma herself,
who pours the water over her son's head. Goma's consecration of her son
as king is a successfbl completion of her own Swasthiini Vrata ritual
actions. She extends the merit earned from her own actions in her own
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place to her own son in his transformed place, and fedefines herself as tbt
queen mother.
From the perspective of the new kmg,his mother's actiofls have helped
to mdedke his own sense of place as his personal @ d m . He has
wandered in search of his fhther, the patriarch of his Earmly. But the h i t s
of the Swasthiini ritual performed by his own mother has expanded lus
territory, transforming his own home into a kmgdom with himself at the
centre as sovereign ruler.
But why should a Brahman, a member of the Hindu priest caste,
become a kmg; and why should a presumably 'inauspicious' widow
become a queen, capable of perfbrming a consecration ritual?
The symbolism of Swathimi for Nepah women and their families in the
context of a Hindu Kingdom is that each individual can and should gain
optimum power of self by worshipping the goddess of own place and by
being centred at the focal point of their own microcosmic kmgdom. The
place of one's own home is the source of strength for realization of that
home as a sacred lungdom. Thus, individuals who are religiously
motivated can participate in r e d e m themselves, and their own lungship
and place of religious sovereignty.
This symbolic construct suggests that the idea of vira'jmn
or
sovereignty in a nation-state lungdom is perhaps ultimately a symbolic
projection of sovereignty in the lungdom of the home. The stability of
family and home is largely the responsibility of auspicious women,
especially young women and wives who are religiously motivated. For a
head of a Hindu Kingdom, stability of the state is often defined and
sustained through identification with a central protective goddess. The
relationship of a kingdom to a kmg is even characterized by the great
Sanskrit poet, Mlidlsa, in RaghuvarqSa, as that of a hastaghini, a 'goer
into the hand o f , which is another name for the bride given in marriage,
which involves placing the hand of the bride into the hand of the groom,
with an unction. The gift of kingdom to king implies a giver of still higher
rank and authority, which resembles the parent-in-law to son-in-law
relationship found in Nepali society. The consensus of the people,
regarding their assessment of the would-be-lung's religous character, is
what makes them the givers or endorsers of his position.
In Nepalese society and in Swasthiini, the perfect son-in-law is
symbolically identified with the god Visnu or NWyQa, and referred to as
a Jwain NmyQa, or son-in-law NiMywa. The head of a Hindu
Kingdom, through elaborate ra'ja'bhis'ekha consecration rituals also
becomes a 'walking NiIrlyQa'. Like a son-in-law, he is indebted to lus 'inlaws', the people of the nation, at all times for receiving the g A of the
kingdom, and he is responsible to the in-law farmly (again the people of the
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nation) for the care and well-being of that gift. Gerard TofEin, in an
important study of the identification of the King of Nepal with
VigpuMmyiina, has noted the seeming incongruity that the king of Nepal,
while said by some to be a form of Vignu, is never actually treated as
such.4 Interpreting the king as the idealizedldeified perfect son-in-law
N m y h a who receives the kingdom as his bride, rather than as a literal
god incamate, would seem to resolve thls contradiction.
But, what, then, does a son-in-law have to do with the power of place?
I would suggest the power of place is accrued through his relationship to a
f d e Sakti, (goddess andlor wife), who herself is identified with specific
places.
,
Just as a home is not a home without both husband and wife, royal
consecration also requires a rnalelfemale couple for success. Although
King Birendra became the de facto ruler of Nepal at his father's death, his
consecration and coronation took place only after his marriage. While
alliance with an earthly wife is thus necessary for gaining the throne,
alliance with a goddess is required for keeping it. The king of Nepal must
tdtionally be affiliated with the Living Goddess KumM of central
Kathmandu, who annually relegitimizes the power of the king. The current
consensus of Nepalese people is that women and goddesses are directly
linked to power and well-being of places, ranging from home to kingdom.
Patrilocal and patriarchal ideas aside, husbands or kings, both symbolic
Jwain NkByBnas, are powerless without their female Sakti, or symbolic
connection to power of place.
Goddesses and wives are symbolically linked to their environmental,
physical place, be it a home or a town. In his study of Kingship (1927: 99112) Hocart suggests that a lung's marriage is essential for symbolic
association with the earth. The royal consecration in Nepal involves a
Vedic mrttikasndruz or earth bath, which, according to Nepal's news m d a
as cited by Michael Witzel, was symbolic of the 'king's awareness and
affhty with the environ~nent'~
and also in recognition of 'our attachment
to the soil'.4 Th, Asta Matrka goddesses who define the local landscape
are worshipped by the king during the coronation. And the king is also
referred to as bhupati or 'lord/husband of the earth'. But in daily life, most
of the ritual links of king and people to the Nepalese environment and soil
are actualized through goddess shrines and rituals.
Pitha shrines of goddesses are honored annually, in rituals celebrating
victory, protection and unity and continuity of lineages and communities.
The Asta Matrka goddesses, Kumari, Taleju, DurgZt Bhavani and Kali all
protect the kingdom and its places. The goddess Bhadrakali and her
counterpart, Pachali Bhairava, in a ritual sword exchange ceremony,
called Khadgasiddhi, help to renew the sbkti and the enlightened wisdom
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and power of the lung in the form of a personal sword. The sword itself is
symbolically embedded in the lungdom's landscape, for it f o m the
symbolic plan for the urban layout of the capital city of K a h d u . Tht
points of tlx sword's shape are marked by the shnnes of the territorially
significant Aga M
3
w
i goddesses.
The S w a s t h i Vrata Katha is now recited on Radio and TV during the
month of mgh, and new films such as Tilhari claim to be based an
Swasthilni stories. But for generations, Swasthhi recitation has been a
popular family ritual accessible across caste and ethnic boundaries. We
can easily argue that Swasthm- is the most widely-shared religious
howledge base of all the ritual traditions in the nation of Nepal. Whether
a family chooses to just recite the text,or a woman vows to complete the
full vrata, with fasting and bathmg, many families are Earmliar with the
stories and the h i t s expected to be earned.
But the women of a M y are the motivators for doing this ritual.
Because the vow of daily fhstmg and bathing lasts an entire month, it is
highly meritorious. In the public vrata, Newar women may go to a
pilgrimage location for a whole month to Sali Nadi (in S W u ) or
elsewhere in Bhaktapur and Dhulikhel.
The benefits to be gained are equated to those of the consecration for
kingship (rajasap) and the royal V d c horse sacrifice (dvamadha). Even
in the oldest Swasthani manuscript available the association with these
royal rituals is clearly mentioned. 'Ra'jasii~'vamedhdbhycim
h i t s of royal consecration and
y a t p h a l a r p a m ~ ~ t d d ~ t a-' m('The
'
royal horse sacrifice will be bestowed').
For the public Swasthiini Vrata (in Sgnkhu and Bhaktapur), young
boys carry straw-pierced copper pots called sahasradhdra with an image
of Nwyaqa. This elaborate unction device produces a 1000-waterdroplet
offering when the women pour sacred river water over it. Thls abhiiekhalike sub-ritual consecrates the territory of pilgrimage towns and
communities visited by the Swasthw- Vrata preceptors. M. Witzel (1987:
421, 439, describes a similar 100 water droplet unction vvlth waters from
1001 pitchers that is part of Nepalese royal abhiiekha consecration rites.
On the final full moon day of Swasthani m e , an as'varnedha yajiio'
fire sacrifice culminates in the pilgrim's realization of goddess Swasth&ni
through their own power of self and place. This ritual is so named after the
ancient Vedic royal horse sacrifice, which allowed a horse to roam freely
in order to determine the true boundaries of the kingdom. The pilgrims of
Swasthiini also seek to define their own kingdom by undertaking the
Swasththani vow, travelhg freely throughout the kingdom, on pilgrimage,
and becoming the symbolic successors to the kings who sponsored the
horse sacrifice in V d c times.6
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Conclusion:
In this brief survey of Swasthhi textual and ritual traditions, I have
suggested the presence of an implicit model of Hindu Kingship grounded in
concepts of the home and family, based on the power of places vitalized by
the goddesses who inhabit them, and actualized by the women who
transmit that power to home and kingdom alike. I have represented the
kingship in interactive terms, rather than as a cold and alien cosmic
despotism, and advocated replacing literal interpretations of the lung's
divinity with the more down-to-earth symbolism of the relationship of inlaws. Parts of the interpretation presented here support the views of Shelly
Errington (1989) based on research on Hindu Kingdoms in Southeast Asia,
particularly her emphases on the centrality of religious symbolism for
understanding royal power, and her stress on personal relationships rather
than territorial contiguity as the foundation of the state. We seem to agree
that the Hindu Kingdom is an interactive and interpersonal entity in which
symbolism plays a powefil role.
The continuing force of symbolic interaction was seen as recently as
1990, when the people of Nepal effected major democratic changes in their
government. While men debated and demonstrated, large groups of women
mobilized themselves to perform 'vratas for democracy' at the major
places of power-religious shrines-throughout Nepal. This alone proved
to be a most effective show of non-violent power. No Nepalese citizen can
think of ruining a woman's vrata. Such large inter-community social
movements that are fashioned and symbolically constructed from
established ritual networks, may ultimately have more power and political
effect than even the lung hlmself.
In suggesting these interpretations, I am not attempting to obscure real
oppression of women with matriarchal myth, or to endorse an organic
model wherein the parts of society h c t i o n to harmoniously sustain the
central organism. Recent repression in Nepal, to say nothmg of studies in
other regions, would obviously call such a position into serious question.
The idea of the 'body politic' may be reflected in the propaganda edicts of
former kings of Nepal, but these do not circumscribe the shifting popular
perceptions of kingship and ritual construction of identity and place. The
rituals persist and change as do the people who perform them, and their
experience reflects outward, injecting renewed vitality into the ongoing
reconceptualization and reconstitution of the Hindu state.
Although some scholars would assert that the symbolic meaning and
power of the rituals of state have been lost due to increasing separation of
polity and economy, I would suggest that the meaning of state rituals for
individuals has only deepened with age. Rituals of the king actually are
elaborated forms inspired from rituals of person, self, and home.
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Regardless of surface appearances, in the minds of individuals and
communities, the power and sovereignty of the Hindu kmg stretched only
as far as his community support, which was effected through rituals of
interdependence. Autonomy of a community, alienated by a non-religious
king, could be expressed symbolically in rituals, wherein the idea of
sovereignty is transferable to whomever the ritual actors choose to
endorse. No one, not even a deified h g , can police such mental
reconstructions.

Notes
1 For a complete translation and description of Swasthaniirata Katha and
associated rituals see Iltis (1985, in press). For another discussion of kings,
power and goddesses, see also Gupt. and Gombrich (1986.
2 For a thorough historical overview of S w d - manuscript traditions see
also Tamot (1991). See also a facsimilie of this Newari manuscript with
devanagari transliteration published together with a current Sanskrit prose
version with Nepali translation by A. Sharma (1992).
3 See Tofin (1986: 75).
4 Kedar Man (K.D.?) Singh, A royal affair on the roof of the world.The Rising
Nepal, 2120175 (from the Far Eastern Review) Cited in Michael Witzel, (1987:
426).
5 Ram Raj Poudyal, Long live the King. The Rising Nepal, 2/16/75, cited in
Witzel(1987: 426).
6 For an illustration and further discussion of this see also Juju and Shrestha
(1985: 38-47). For futher bscussion of ritual dance Cramas and their
relationship to royalty see Lltis 1987, 1991, 1990a, 1990b, in press.
7 J. Gonda describes the term svastyayana in Vedic literature, meaning
auspicious progress, and notes its usage in the context of a vrata and aivamedha
yajiia'. (Gonda 1989: 179):
The stanzas RV. 6, 54, 9 and 6, 49, 8 are as VS. 34, 41 and 42 used as
invitatory and oblatory mantras, when those who are performing a horse
sacrifice have to prepare an oblation for Hw.They are appropriate,
because the former contains the word vrata 'rule of conduct, observance
of institutions, customs, holy practices, meritorious acts of devotion etc.',
which in SB. 13, 4, 1, 15 is explained as virya 'manly virtue and
energy', so that the stanza enables the sacrificer to gain the secure vurya,
and other the word pathan 'path', by which 'he produced (karoti)
successfid progress (svastyayana, in the literal sense of the word) for the
horse' that after this sacrifice is led up in order to undertake a year-long
wandering.
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'There are Many Words to Describe Their Anger':
Ritual and Resistance Among High-Caste Hindu
Women in Kathmandu'
Julia J. Thompson
Nepal has been undergoing rapid social change since the collapse of the
autocratic and conservative Rana regime in 1951. Some 40 years later, when
the 'people's revolution' of 1990 led to the reestablishment of parliamentary
democracy, the pace of change yet further accelerated. Global cultural flows
are also bringing Nepalese people into increasing contact with the outside
world in unprecedented ways (see Appadurai 1990). Yet despite these
changes, in Kathmandu many Brahmin and Chhetri women appear to lead
traditional lives. Women still smear red powder (sidur) in their hair parting
to signifj their married status as their foremothers have done for hundreds of
years. They wear the expensive and confining saris2 which demonstrate their
adherence to Hindu models of decorum and modesty. They wear trdtional
coloured glass beads and delicately tinkling bangles to notifj others in the
household of their quiet presence and of their dedication to their husbands. In
addition, late twentieth-century Brahmm and Chhetri, or Parbatya3 women
use ritual as a strategy to resist entrapment in traditional Hindu gender
models. The increasing cross-cultural literature on women and resistance
demonstrates that these are not isolated incidents; similar phenomena are
occurring on world-wide basis. For example, Beduin women use their poetry
as forms of resistance to express personal feelings that violate their moral
code (Abu-Lughod 1986), female Malaysian factory workers become
possessed by spirits on the shop floors of factories in response to the
pressures of industrialization (Ong 1987), Somalian women become
possessed by spirits to protest against male dominance (Lewis 1971); and
Oriental women in Jerusalem oppose the fences erected by authorities which
prevent them from lighting candles on the holy ancestral tombs by throwing
unlit candles through holes in the fences (Sered 1990). Brahmm and Chhetri
women appear to conform to Hindu ideals through their participation in
various religious activities, but in their daily worship, weddings, fasting and
fherals they are able to express their resistance, demonstrate
dissatisfactions, and, in essence, not conform.
I witnessed a woman go to visit her lover on the way to the temple. I
heard stories of women refusing to fast for their husbands when they were
mistreated. I watched a new bride resist the dominant Hindu symbolism
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ernbedded in her own wcdchg. And, I saw a woman use her parent's h e r d
rituals as a firm of resistance against traditional gender models and a site
for social ~riticism.~
To understand the importance of these f o m of
resistance for high-caste women, we cannot merely examine the spcclfics
that prompt them to resist. We must recopze the personal and social
contexts of these acts as constructed in ongoing social relationships, and also
pay attention to issues of who the audience is for these resistances and to
women's own motivations. I must point out that it is not easy for women to
resist, in hct it is extremely difficult and can be very dangerous. Women
face threats ranging from criticism and gossip to beatings or worse if they
are discovered or dissapproved of.
Women's resistances are clearly diagnostic of the power relations in
which they are embedded (Abu-Lughod 1990). Nepal remains the only
official Hindu kingdom in the world, but as a constitutional monarchy
undergoing democratic changes in the political system, the importance of the
dominant state ideology which reinforced Hindu traditions has been reduced.
These recent changes are beginning to tramform the conservative W u
traditions that regulated society with a correspondmg impact on the lives of
women, especially in urban centers. These women are among the first to
experience new models of gender, morality, and power; and, they are often
trying to accommodate these modem models into their traditional belief
systems through resistances.
In their research on Parbatya in the Kathmandu Valley Bennett (1976,
1981, 1983), Gray (1982, 1983, 1989, 1991) and Kondos (1982, 1989,
1991) describe traditional highcaste Hindu ideals for women. These ideals
dictate that women should be shy, patient, good, sequestered, devoted,
fhiffil, restrained and as the oft quoted book of Manu states, women must
always be dependent upon a man, be it her father, husband or son. Bennett
sees these models become actualized for women through a series of what she
terms 'choices' a highHindu woman must make in her daily activities;
choices between obedience and defiance, duty and self-indulgence, harmony
and contentiousness, the good of the joint family and the good of oneself,
between purity and pollution, between strict observance of d h r m a and
laxness, between sexual restraint and indulgence, and between being a
fhiffil wife and an unfhiffil one (Bennett 1983:3 13). h many ways this
'eitherlor' dichotomous model is too constraining to allow us to understand
the 'mutliple, responsive roles' Hindu women may create for themselves
w i h these ideological h e w o r k s (Fbheja and Gold 1994:360.
Other researchers have outlined the different structural restraints within
Parbatya households and the various legal and social consequences of these
structures for women (Kondos 19890). According to Kondos there are six
different ways women can manoeuvre around and between the rules 'that
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constrain and subjugate them'. These include chicanery, suicide, returning to
their parent's home, elopement, divorce or separation, and becoming
economicalk$ independent ( 1989:182-184). Except perhaps for chicanery,
these are drastic measures that require a woman to leave her husband's home
and as a result suffer potentially harsh consequences. Parbatya women say
the performance of ritual is an important aspect of their dharma; even if they
do not have strong religious faith, it is their dharma to perform rituals and
other religious activities for the benefit of the whole household. Women
often have leeway w i h the structure of rituals to use them for their own
purposes despite not having such flexibility in other realms of life. For the
Parbatya woman who wants to remain within her home and still somehow
manoeuvre around these restraints, religion is one forum in which she can do
this and still remain-although questionably-within the bounds of cultural
acceptance.
In the academic writing on resistance there is, as Abu-Lughod suggests
(1990), a tendency to over-romanticize the term, and not to define what we
mean it. At one extreme are the debates about defhtions of resistance
during the Nazi movement (Craig 1992) which argue that we can only call
sometlung resistance when it is large scale and meant to transform society.
At the other extreme are those (such as Abu-Lughod 1990, Okely 1991 and
Scott 1990) who envision resistance as an individual response to particular
situations either momentarily or over the course of a lifetime. Somewhere in
between are those who see resistance as an interplay between the public and
private, the overt and covert, the personal and the social. For example, Scott
conceives of resistance as divided into public and hidden transcripts whose
analysis helps us to understand relations between the powerless and the
powerful (1990). Comaroff sees resistance as an interplay between
subordinate and dominant powers where the subordinate both 'acquiesce yet
protest, reproduce yet seek to transform their predicament '(1 985: 1).
These arguments over definitions and configurations of resistance often
fail to take into account the full range of possibilities surroundng these acts.
In this paper I use the term resistance to mean something which withstands
the actions or effects of others, as a force that opposes another, including
protest, defiance and nonconformity. Resistance can be a large-scale,
organized and self-aware act intended to achieve broad social change with a
large audience of both observers and participants. Or it can be a small
personal act with a limited audience where the performer may be unaware of
the wider social implications of herthis action. Because of shifting social
contexts, self-definitions of resistance are important. Whether organized or
personal, unaware or aware, the high-caste Hindu women with whom I
worked imbue these acts with meaning and intentionality. I define resistance
broadly in order not to detract from or undervalue the difficulty of carrying
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out such actions, and to show, like Lcpowsky (1990), that calling p
tradition can itself be a fonn of resistance.
As women in Kathmandu told me, there are many Nepalese words to
describe their anger and different types of resistance includ~ng:satydgraha,
pratika'r gGrnu, kin dekkunu, birodh and pratirodh. SatyLfgraha is passive
resistance of the type Gandh hvoured. It can be a large orgamad hunger
strike, such as those supporting labour reforms. Although not commonly
used in this way, I was also told that satyigraha can be applied to situations
when a single woman refuses to eat, drink, or even talk for extended periods
as a means of exerting pressure on others w i h her household when she has
no other alternatives available to her. This is a very personal form of
resistance and not usually related to situations beyond a woman's own
household. &in dekhaunu (to show pride) is when a woman demonstrates
her superiority over her husband by refusing to do anythmg for him,
includmg not cooking his meals, caring for his children, or attendmg to other
duties. A woman is said to sb'n dekhaunu when she has had a large dowry
and married beneath what she perceives to be her social standmg, or when
she is not accorded what she perceives to be her proper ranlung in her
household. The audience for this can include both her husband's household
and her parent's. There is a negative connotation associated with this type of
resistance; women use $in dekhaunu to describe other women, but almost
never themselves.
Pratika'r ga'rnu means to def), or to be defiant. Some of the smaller acts
of resistance a woman might engage in, such as going to have tea with
friends Instead of going to a temple or even more serious acts such as
refbsing to fast for one's husband are considered pratikdr. For women, these
acts are generally more socially conscious than satyigraha or fin
dekhaunu, and are based on action, while satyigraha and sb'n dekhaunu are
based on inaction. Women who pratika'r girnu have an audience that
extends beyond the household to include fhends and those in unrelated
households. Birodh is opposition, resistance, hostility, or to go against
somethg or someone. It is stronger than pratihir and is usually applied to
types of resistance that are somewhat public and self aware. Those who
perform birodh have some possibility of transforming society even If only on
a small scale. Pratirodh is opposition, resistance, obstruction or defiance.
The stories I tell below, of hgh-caste Hrndu women's religous resistances,
demonstrate the range of activities whch can be defined as resistance and
the limits of each type in transforming a woman's life situation.
Besides the large-scale political protests whch surrounded the democracy
movement, most of the forms of resistance I have witnessed in Kathmandu
are embedded w i h women's religious activities and are used to protest
against their personal life situations. Parbatya women are able to gain
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latitude, and resist those who constrain their lives in such religious activities
as their daily worship. For example, many women have lives which are
physically restricted; they are not normally allowed to go outside their
houses or compounds without good reason. One way to socialize with
friends, which is usually not allowed, is to have the 'good reason' of visiting
a temple to get darian (to see the deity and receive a blessing) on the day of
the week associated with that deity or to perform a special ritual. Of course,
these trips are very rarely made by women alone, and the trip is more
socially acceptable if a woman has appropriate companions, often other
women, providing the guise for socializing with friends which would. not
normally be permitted. The women do worship once they reach the temple,
but the stronger motivation for many of these outings is wanting to be with
friends.
A young woman I call Maya5 is outgoing, lively and because she works
outside her home she enjoys greater fie.-dom to go out alone than most other
Parbatya women. As Kondos notes, becoming economically independent is
one way a woman may manoeuvre around some of the constraints in her life
(1989: 184). Maya's activities are still carefully watched by her in-laws
though, and often they place phone calls to determine if Maya is where she
has said she will be. In spite of this, on Mondays on the way to the holy
Hindu temple of PaSupati, Maya often stops to have tea with fhends. On
Tuesday evenings, on the way home from visiting any of the numerous
temples in Kathmandu, she visits her lover, being carefbl to bring home a
blessing from GaneS to prove her pilgrimage. On some Saturdays, she lures
a taxi, picks up her lover and dnves out to DakSin Kali, an important
sacrificial spot nestled in the jungle, to make offerings and to make love.
These are very covert forms of resisting (pratikQ'rga'rnu), of doing things in
direct opposition to what her family, and Hindu tradition, have deemed
appropriate for her.
Another woman, Kumari, has been mhrried to Krishna for many years.
Kumari lives a very trdtional life despite the fact that she, lrke Maya, also
works outside the home. Her marriage is typical of many in Kathmandu in
that it was arranged and she lives in Knshna's house in a joint family.
Krishna has had many girlfriends throughout their marriage, coming and
going as he pleases, and spendmg the money Kumari earns without
consulting her. Kumari told me to use the name Knshna for her husband in
my telling of this story to highlight the parallels between her husband's
behaviour and that of Krishna, the playful god of love.
Throughout her life, Kumari has observed Tij and Rsi Pancami, two
festivals for women which occur each year in the fall. In Kathmandu, women
spend these days fasting, bathrng and doing special rituals at home, at Pa4
upati, and at a confluence of holy rivers to ensure the long life and
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prosperity of their husbands and to purify theinselves of the sins thcy may
have accrued due to menstrual pollution over the past year.6 kc a young
woman, Kurnari, like many unmarried women, also went to Pdupati on Tij
and celebrated Rsi Pancami in the hope of accruing enough merit so that thc
deities would bless her with a good husband.
When Kumari fasts for Krishna on special ritual days or celebrates
certain rituals for his benefit, he often buys her jewels, saris, gold, or other
gifts to express his pleasure at her religious devotedness to his well-being.
Last year, however, while wallung home on Tij, Kurnari told me that one
year she and Krishna had a large argument about his girlfriend and in
response to what she perceived to be his ill-treatment of her, she refused to
fist for him on Tij. Despite Kumari's own religious beliefs, when faced with
the mistreatment she felt she was suffering in her relationship with Krishna,
she decided to make a stand against him. Knshna became very angry in
response to Kumari's refbsal to fast, and to retaliate he gave one of Kumari's
saris to his mistress. To give someone a piece of clothing is a symbol of
intimacy; a woman should not accept clothing from someone with whom she
is not intimate. By giving one of Kumari's saris to his girlfriend Krishna was
not only depriving Kumari of something he would have given her under other
circumstances, but also signifjmg his intimacy with his mistress.
The next year Kumari again refused to fast for Krishna because his
objectionable behaviour continued. Kumari chose not to fast rather than to
protest silently or not to protest at all. In the process, Kurnari was able to
bring Krishna's unacceptable behaviour to the attention of others in the
household. By such means she was then able to widen her potential audience
for her complaints about Knshna and gain support from her in-laws, despite
this technical violation of her dharma as a married woman. Krishna's mother
sided with Kumari in all of this, supporting her in her refusal to fast and
later on confronting the girlfriend with Kumari to get the disputed sari back.
In telling me thls story, Kumari's emphasis was on how she stood up to
Krishna's behaviour by using his own religious beliefs and desires against
him.By couching her resistance to Krishna's treatment of her in terms of the
Tij festival, Kumari was able to successfully make her point about h s
behaviour without going outside the bounds of acceptable behaviour as
defined by her in-laws.
Another example involves a marnage I attended. At Hmdu weddrngs
there are a series of games which the bride and groom play with each other
under the wedding canopy, including a dice game (pa'se), and one in whch
the bridal couple compete to see who can be the first to feed the other curd
off a brass plate (ma'hur khuwiunu), not unlike the traditional cake feedmg
and smashing at some western weddings. Many women say that the winner
of these games will determine the sex of the couple's first child; if the groom
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wins the child will be a girl, if the bride wins then the child will be a boy. In
addition, women say that these games are about relations of power and
dominance. That is, if the bride wins, she will be the more powerful in their
new relationship and be able to dominate him easily, while the groom
winning means opposite will occur.
There is some contradiction here. If the bride wins then their first-born
child will be a boy which is the social, cultural, and often personal ideal.
And, it is expected that the bride will win and is often helped by her friends
and relatives to do so. Another ideal is also present: new brides are supposed
to be shy and docile and the groom would lose some amount of honour in
front of the wedding guests and his family if his wife were to win these
games. In addition, weddings are frequently traumatic events for the bride;
women often tell me that they remember very little of their own weddings
and had to be led around through the different rituals. So, even though the
couple may desire a first-born son, and due to the potential trauma of the
event, what can direct a bride's behaviour at her wedchg is the ideal of the
shy and reticent bride whlle the other potential power struggle between the
wife and husband gets played down.
This bride though, who, at her own request I call Parvati, competed
heartily with her groom in these wedding games. Parvati had what is termed
an 'arranged marriage' to a high-caste elite family which had previously
been quite powefil and their wedding was an elaborate affair. She wanted
to demonstrate, as she told me, not just to her new in-laws but to the guests
as well, that she was not going to be submissive to her new husband.
Initially, when it became evident that Parvati was trying to win these
wedding games the guests were laughmg along with what they interpreted to
be her joking. This was also evident during the mdhur khuwa'une which
turned into a small throwing match with the curd ending up all over the faces
of the wedding couple. This is all very much within the realm of acceptable
behaviour at weddings; sometimes if the bride and groom have known each
other they make jokes during the wedding and the guests laugh and tease
them in return.
Parvati continued and intensified her resistance to her expected
submissive position in another portion of the ceremony, when the couple is
finally officially mamed and the bride and groom must switch seats (thau
same). Initially the bride sits on the groom's right-hand side signifying her
higher status as an unmamed virgin. Once mamed though, the bride is
considered to be of lower status than the groom and must move to his lefthand side.'When the time came for them to switch seats, Parvati would not
move from her cushion. Indeed, initially the groom rose and asked her
politely to move. She would not. The guests began to laugh along with the
bride. Then the groom tried to gently move Parvati to the other cushion by
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position of authority; meanwhile the guests laughed louder and began to
make comments about what they thought was the bride's johng. Finally, thc
groom tried to forcibly move Parvati by picking her up, but she made herself
as heavy as possible and it took hun several attempts before he fimlly
dragged her to the other cushon. By this time, the crowd's laughter was
mixed with a few disgruntled comments leadrng me to believe that Parvati
had carried her 'jolung' too far. Of course, the distinctions among acceptable
behaviour, joking and resistance is o h unclear in these situations. It is
nonnal for women to compete at m
e and m-hur khuwdune during their
weddmgs, and to resist changmg to the lower status cushon during t h u
same. In this case, I later heard some of the female guests comment that
they thought Parvati had gone too far and was being too forward for a bride
at her own wedding. In interviews with Parvati both before and after the
wed-,
she told me she was attempting to make a very public statement
about her new relationship with the groom and her position as a new bride in
his house through her over-competitiveness and resistance at her wed-.
Just as Parvati resisted the traditional ideals of wife and daughter-in-law
at her own wedding, Indira Rana made a very public and pointed statement
about her role as a daughter and her position as a woman in Nepalese
society at her mother's fbneral. Indira is a high level government official
whose life and work are linked to efforts to brmg about social change. At
hert wish, I have disguised Indira's identity because of the amount of
publicity this incident received in the local press (cf. Asrnita' 1992, Pandey
1992, Suruchi 1992), and because as she says, the story is true. Indira is an
exceptional woman by any standards. She has never married despite strong
social pressures. She belie-~esthat if she had married her career would have
suffered because she would have had to make sacrifices for the benefit of her
husband and his f h i l y . Indira is a lawyer, feminist, member of the Nepal
Law Reform Commission, and current Secretary of His Majesty's
Government of Nepal's (HMGN) Judicial Council, the first woman to ever
hold this position and the highest-ranking nonelected woman in government.
In 1965, Indira was the first woman to join HMGN as a lawyer and has
been with HMG/N in various capacities ever since.
Inch's mother died in November, 1992. As Indra has supported, cared
for and lived with her mother throughout her life, she took the virtually
u n p d e r i t e d responsibdity of performing the necessary thirteen day
fheral rituals and duties (Ej-kriya'). Traditionally, a son is essential, as I
stated above, not just to support parents in their old age, but also to perform
the Ej-kriya'.8 In addition, a man's performance of these rites is closely
linked to his inheritance of the family property. The man who does these
rites is usually the main inheritor and people tell me of the confusion which
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often results when someone other than a son performs the kdj-kriyi (cf.
Asmite 1992; Bennett 1983:95). The confbsion concerns the issue of
whether or not this person now has a stake in the inheritance. Women rarely
take part in the kdj-kriyi except as bystanders. They are not even allowed to
go with the funeral procession which takes the body from the house to the
cremation ground; they must say goodbye to the deceased from the doorway
of their house.
Yet, when her mother died, Indira took it upon herself to wa1;k barefoot
from her own house to the funeral grounds (ghats) at PaSupati, light the
fimeral pyre, wear the white unstitched clothes of mourning, and shave her
head entirely. In doing these rituals Indira was even more stringent and
conservative than many people currently are, demonstrating both her
commitment to the memory and well-being of her mother's soul and to the
public statement she was making about the role of daughters in Parbatya
society.
Indira states that since she has cared for her mother for all these years
without the assistance of her brothers, because she is unmarried, and
because she built her house on the piece of property which was to be her
mother's, she should be entitled to a share of the family's ancestral property.
Instead, she says, her elder brother is trying to cheat her out of the piece of
property which is legally hers, as he cheated her mother out of hers. In
describing this to me, Indira makes the explicit link between her care of her
mother, performance of the kdj-kriya', and her rights to the property. Why
should her brothers get the property of their parents she asks, when they
have not fblfilled their duties to the parents? Indira insisted on performing
the kdj-kriya' to show people that a daughter is perfectly capable of doing
these rituals and as such should also then inherit equally as a son. As local
newspapers reported, Indira's performance of her mother's kdj-kriya' was one
which resisted traditional gender ideals (Asmiti 1992, Pandey 1992, Sunrchi
1992) while conforming to traditional ritual requirements.
This is not the first time that Indira has been vocal about women's
position in Nepalese society. As a member of the Nepal Law Refom
Commission, and to bring about radical social change for women in the legal
reform of women's property rights, Indira has worked very hard to convince
the other Commission members that women should have equal property
rights. Her efforts included completing a survey, writing reports, and
lobbying with other social activists and government officials. Unfortunately,
she has been faced with overwhelming opposition in terns of both
traditionalism and fatalism in trying to make these constitutional changes
(Thompson n.d.), the same forces against which other high-caste women are
also resisting. hdira is trying to unifL the various factionalized women's
groups to pressure the government to make progress on women's rights
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before Jnternational Women's Day in March, 1993 (cf. Raaa 1992).
Unfortunately, accordrng to Indira, this has not yet occurred.
In tlus newly democratic environment through these acts of resistan=,
Parvati, Indira and other high-caste Hindu women identie tbansclvcs in
some ways with modem gender models but framed w i t h traditional HrnQ
rituals. They resist dominant symbols while at the same tLne thcy comply
with other cultural forces and social pressures. Sometimes the audiences artd
motivation for resisting are personal and not meant to affect an*
bcyd
the individual woman's life or household, as we saw with Maya's clantrips and Kumari's refusals. These forms of resistance are more widespread,
but al;so more hidden, than other acts of resistance which are
fbr
wider audiences such as when they are displayed at wedand funerals.
Both weddings and funerals are precarious f i r s , being in many ways the
embodiment of cultural ideals and the arenas when relations of power arc
expressed through displays of wealth and hierarchy, attendance and the
elaboration of the rituals. To exhibit resistant behaviour at one of these rites
is a strong statement for those both within and outside the M y . In my
research, I have found that these larger displays of resistance were not as
prevalent prior to the political changes in Nepal which affirmed the idea of
the ability of individuals to affect their own life situations. Accordmg to both
Parvati and Indira they would not have gotten away with such statements
before democracy, especially since they both belong to elite farmlies. But
after democracy and with the reduction of the power of these elites, they
were able to make these public declarations.
Of course, there is not necessarily a relationship between these fonns of
religious resistance and the consequent lives of these particular women
(Lynn Bennett, personal communication, 1992), even though the &kt of the
resistances may have wide-ranging social consequences. Because a woman
does not fast for her husband at Tij does not mean that as a result he will
feel compelled to treat her any better, as we saw when Krishna gave his
mistress one of Kurnari's saris and continued to see his mistress. In the same
way, a bride's resistance to standard interpretations of wedding symbolism
does not mean she will not have difficulties with issues of domination and
power after her marriage. Nor will a woman be assured her share of the
ancestral property because she performs the necessary Ej-kriyi for her
parents.
High-caste Hindu women actively construct their relationships with
others in reference to existmg power relations and social structures. The
women I describe here use forms of resistance which reflect inteqmonal
relations within families, d d between women and men the very same power
relationships established by Parbatya traditions which are beginning to be
questioned and even challenged as a result of recent social changes. Within
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their religious activities women are able to have some control in the contexts
in which they find themselves most closely embedded. What some of these
women hope is that even if their own lives are not transformed by these
resistances, that both their anger and their defiance may have repercussions
in wider social spheres and help to make their daughters' lives different.

Notes
1 My research in Kathmandu, from October 1990 through June 1993, has been
made possible by a Grant-in-Aid of Research from Sigma XI, The Scientdic
Research Society, and by a Fulbright-Hays Award from the Institute of
International Education. I am grateful to them for their support and confidence in
my research. The following people have helped me in innumerable ways. First, I
must thank my Nepalese friends who have so kindly opened up their hearts,
homes and lives to me; without their patience and willingness none of this would
have been possible. Maria Lepowsky and Kirin Narayan helped me to rethink and
refine this article in important ways. Earlier versions of this article were presented
in 1992 at the international conference on The Anthropology of Nepal: People,
Problems and Processes, and at the 91st Annual Meeting of the American
Anthropological Association; the participants at both conferences provided me
with challenging suggestions, comments and criticisms. Sharon Hepburn has been
an invaluable friend and ally making my life in Nepal rich. And finally I must
thank my husband Todd Greentree. Without his support, criticism, personal
commitment and our ongoing conversations, my work would not be what it is. Of
course, I alone am responsible for the contents of this article.
2 Saris usually consist of eight or nine metres of material and can cost more than
a month's salary depending on quality. The sari is 'a symbol of sophistication,
education and higher class. The class is distinguished by the quality of the dress
material'. In addition, when arranging a srai a woman's range of motion and
movement is restricted. One cannot run easily, sit is some positions (such as crosslegged), or perform some activities without a certsin amount of Wculty. The
graceful wearing of a sari is indeed an art.
3 For a discussion of caste identities and relations in Nepal, see Acharya and
Bennett (198 l), Bennett (1983), Bista (1987), Doherty (1974), Fisher (1978),
Filrer-Haimendorf (1960, 1966, 197l), Kondos (1982), and Levine (1987).
4. I have interviewed over 100 women and have documented many cases of selfdefined resistance during my fieldwork. For example, I interviewed a woman who
continued to publish a radical Nepali magazine despite the anger of her husband
and in-laws. Because she would not stop this work she was thrown out of her
husand's house, lost contact with her children, was unable to return to her to her
parent's home, and had her jewelry and property taken from her. This woman felt
so strongly anout the importance of this magazine that she was willing to lose her
social standing and respectability in order to keep the magazine alive. In regard to
women taking lovers, despite prevalent beliefs to the contrary, it is common for
women in Kathmandu to take lovers either temporarily or on a long-term basis. I
must point out that this is done only under the greatest secrecy and with much
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risk. I have also documented two other cases of women performing their parents
krlyd, one which occumd e c v d y e r n before Ladin h ' r , and one h
six months after ( see Rising Nepal 1993:s). There does not
to bt any
particular form of n x h n c c which is most wdespread. What is widespread is that
women often live dift5cult lives, by their own reackoning, and will try by
whatever, means available, to ease their burdens.
5 I have changed the names and suitably disguised the identities of these women
in order to prote!ct their anonymity. In most cases, I am using names which my
informants themselves have asked me to usc.
6 Early discussions of tfj and rsi poncami include Andtmn (1971), Bcnnd
(1976, 1983) and Bouillier (1982). For recent work which criticizes the highbias of this earlier work see Ahearn (1991), Skinner (1 99 1) and Skinner et al; (in
P=).
7 See B e ~ e t t(1983) for a detailed description and symbolic analysis of this
phenomenon.
8 See &mett (1983:92-107) for an ideal depiction of the highcaste Hindu
funeral rituals.
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PART 6

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PERFORMANCE

The Death of the Divine Dancers: The Conclusion of
the Bhadrakali pyakhdm in Kathmandu
Bert van den Hoek
Introduction
Divine dances (New: dyah pycikham) performed by members of the
Gathu (Gardeners) caste are staged fiom four centres in the Kathmandu
Valley: Kirtipur, Kathmandu, Theco and Bhaktapur. The dancing groups
all go on tour and the areas of their performances, which together cover a
large part of the Valley, in some cases overlap. Yet the dances of the four
groups take place independently of each other and follow different cycles.
The twelve-yearly cycle of the Kirtipur dyah pya'khum coincides with that
of the Bhadrakiili pya'khum in Kathmandu, and only in thls case the two
groups may, in principle, assist each other. Whether the Gathu dances are
performed in a twelve-yearly cycle, or annually-as in Bhaktapur, they
have one feature in common: the divine dancers die at the end of their
performance. Surviving them are the gurus (teachers), the (six) musicians
who accompany and lead the group. The actual performance starts at the
concludmg day (Vijayii DaSami) of the great autumn festival Dasain in
Sept/Oct and ends at Bhala Bhala Astami around the end of June, all
depending on the lunar calendar.
Prior to their dances the performers are empowered in several stages,
the first of which consists of giving a pledge and 'lifting the divinities',
(New: gamam thanegu), fiom their permanent seat (pitha) more than two
months before the first performance. A local etymology of the caste-name
Gathu is derived from this act gam (< Skt. g a ) ~+ thaw (static form of
the verb 'to lift'), the lifting of the g a p of gods in order to incorporate
them. The names of the gods are somewhat different in each of the four
groups but the g a p (the divine group) always includes a form of the
goddess Kfili and her male counterpart Bhairava as the main divinities, as
well as the indispensable and crucial god GqeS and the lion and tigerfbced attendants Siqhini and Vyiighini. The rest of the g a p is made up
of the mdtyka's, the mostly eight goddesses whose seats of power (pith)
surround Newar towns and villages. In the Gathu pycikham of Kathmandu
the names of those goddesses are, with some colloquial variations, given
as: Mahiilaksmi, Indrfini, Bhadrakali, Vfiriihi, Vaisnavi, Kaumari (mostly
pronounced Kurniiri), Rudriini and Brahrniini. Most often those eight
goddesses are, besides being the main divinities of their own piths, also
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represented together in each one of those s h e s , as a row or dermcircle
of stone images on both si&s of the main divinity-and M, arc Oagd,
Bhrava and the attendants Sirqhini and Vyiighini. The pi*
'of
Bhadrakali, which is an open-air shrine south-west of Kathmandu's old
city, thus includes stone representations of all the divinities which are lifted
fiom there to be embded by the Gathu dancers.
One month after their first pledge the dancers receive their ghamgala',
the jingling bracelets worn below the knees, whch are distinct for each of
the divinities. From that moment onwards, they are already considered to
be divinely empowered or possessed when they practice their dance
wearing these ghamgalis. Yet it will take another six weeks before they
receive their most distinctive feature: the masks which show the faces of
the gods and which will be worn during all public performances. The
masks have also to be empowered before belng joined to the dancers who,
at least partly, possess the Sakti, the power of the dvinities, already. The
junction is made through a fire-sacrifice on the eve, or in real terms, the
morning of their first performance as masked dancers. The homa or firesacrifice is the jiva nya'sa, the inserting of life into masks and dancers
together. The masks are again central in the finalepisode when the iakti
abandons the dancers, that is, when the gods die. The final disjunction is
not brought about by a homa, but by a cremation in which the masks are
burned in a way similar to dead persons.
Whlle the period of the dance performances stretches over eight and a
half months, all ceremonies together, starting fiom the first pledge on the
day of Gatha Mugah, take nearly eleven months of the lunar calendar.
Taking the wearing of the ghamgala' as a startmg point, the period of
divine empowerment continues for almost ten months. It may therefore
seem inappropriate to concentrate upon the very end of it all. Even though
it would be quite impossible to include within the scope of one article the
full course of life of Kathmandu's divine dancers, it is more obvious to
start at the beginning or at the time of the full birth of divinity. For then,
through the elaborate fire-sacrifice, the only ceremony which is not
performed by the Gathu themselves but by a Buddhist (Vajdarya) priest,
the power is generated which turns thirteen papier-mache masks into
representations of the divinities portrayed, and the wearers of the
masks-who are all male-into the embodiment of these gods and
goddesses. The genesis of the divine dancers must of course be touched
upon, for without knowing how their hkti is generated, it is not possible to
formulate what exactly is relinquished at their death. In the night of their
death-whether the tern 'death' is fully applicable will be considered
further on-a fire will again be lit. This time however it is a fimeral pyre
on the banks of the Bagmati river in which all masks are to be cremated.
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The cremation of the masks should follow the death of the gods on Bhala
Bhala Aspmi: in 1992 it happened on the 23rd of June or rather in the
e&ly morning of the 24th.
The next Bhadrakiili dances will start only 11 years later, but the same
society of Gathu will stage the similar Pacali Bhairava dances (which also
follow a twelve-yearly cycle) after eight years. The twelve-yearly cycles of
divine dances in Kathmandu resemble the better documented (Gutschow
1987, Levy 1987) annual Navadurga dances of Bhaktapur, both with
regard to the nature and the course of life of the divinities embodied and
with regard to the caste of the performers, the Gathu ( also called Mali or
M a l W a , part of their traditional profession being to make and sell flower
garlands for worship). The end of the affair, the cremation of the divine
masks, however, is done in secret in Bhaktapur whereas it is a public event
in Kathmandu as well as Kirtipur. That is one of the more trivial reasons
to concentrate here on the final ceremony. In its highlights, the Gathu
pydkham of Kirtipur exactly coincides with Kathmandu's Bhadrakali
pydkham. As if an epidemic rages through the Valley, all divinities
ernbodled pass away in the night of Bhala Bhala Aspmi, which is always
close to dakiyiyana, the summer solstice, and to the onset of the
monsoon.
Interesting similes already present themselves: the Sun's southward turn
marks its journey to the realm of Yama, the god of death. Furthermore, if
the first stage of divine empowerment, rather than the actual
commencement of the dances, is taken as the point of departure, their
whole enactment lasts over nine months, an incubation period as it were, of
which the rains appear to be the fruitful consequence. Let us not, however,
start the interpretation before having gathered the facts. Death, so much
can be said, is as important in the whole sequence as is the genesis of the
dancing gods. While the genesis of these gods is a long and complicated
process, however, their death and subsequent cremation take place within
the spell of one protracted night. In that respect the demise of the dancers
sharply contrasts with that of human beings. In the latter case the
mortuary rites and their aftermath constitute a process which is more
elaborate and complicated than the rituals surroundmg birth.
Generally speaking, both the birth and the death of gods contain a
mystery. Death is exceptional in the divine realm and birth is more o h
than not miraculous. The eccentric genesis of GaqeS and the generation of
Draupadi from the sacrificial fire are popular examples. The Adityas, the
main Vedic gods, are accordmg to the Yajurvedic M a i m - Sarqhim born
from the remnants of a sacrificial porridge (odana) eaten by the goddess
Aditi. When Aditi reversed the sequence and ate the porridge herself before
sacrificing it, m n d a , the progenitor of Yama, was born (M.S.
1,6,12).
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One might speak in this regard of 'the birth of death' for Yama was thc
first to die in this world-a fact quite unobtrusively introdud in M
n
w
i
Sar&itA itself. To mitigate the grief of Yami, Yama's twin sistcr and lover,
the gods created night.
By his dying Yama became the ancestor of another race, mmhd,
without however, losing his divinity. Yama is one of the Vedic gods who,
like Indra, is still actively worshipped in Nepal. Under his own name,
Yama or Yamaraja, he is especially revered during Svanti (T*) at the
turn of the lunar year. As Mahabla or Bhairava he enjoys a preeminent
position in the religion of Nepal. In Bhaktapur's Gtii yritr~,the yearly
festival of the dead, a straw effigy of Bhairava is carried along with the
effigies for the dead of Taumadhl quarter, to be disposed of at Mash gh&?
along the Hanurnante river.
Yet, even though the mortal aspect of Yama can be tracked down to the
most ancient texts, and even if the mortality of Bhairava as the god of
death can be alluded upon, death remains an exception in the realm of the
gods. Gods and men have many things in common and cannot be
distinguished from each other in terms of good and evil, superiority and
inferiority, not even in terms of power: great sacrificers, ascetics and
tantrics among men have been able to match the gods. The distinctive
feature of the gods appears to be exactly their immortality, which makes
them revered among men, but which at the same time excludes them from
the way to salvation that is open to mortals alone-with the exception of
the great Gods Siva and Visnu who came to embody the universe itself. To
sum up this bird'seye view of sources: the death of a god is contrary to the
essence of a divine being, yet it occurs. Likewise, immortality is contrary
to the very dehtion of man as a mortal creature, yet it is constantly
aspired for and sometimes achieved. The fence between gods and men is
not completely closed and it is on the interface of their respectwe domains
that the mystery play of the divine dancers may be situated.
The social setting
To account for the fact that the Gathu performers can, albeit very
temporarily, assume a divine nature and like gods (as it is said) acquire
exemption from death pollution, one needs to go one step beyond the
performance of the divine dances themselves. The special power of the
Gathu primarily derives from the divine sound they produce by the grace
of Nftsadyah, the god of music and dance. The Gathu are the only ones
who by their music can set into motion the procession image of the
reluctant god Pacali Bhrava (a brass jar heavy with liquor and festive
foods) in his nightly ya'trci from the Pacali p i t h to the Hanuman Dhoka
palace in the centre of town.The B h W l i and Pacali Bhairava dances,
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in both of which Pacali Bhairava is the main god (New: mu' dyah ) can be
considered an extension of the musical performance. All the divine
characters of the dances belong to the families of the four principal
musicians. Bhairava, GaneS, R u W - and Siqhini belong to the M y of
the ndyo (eldest) and his brother who is the nvaku' (second eldest) of the
guthi (New: socio-religious association). They play a homed drum (khiy)
and homed cymbals (clzusya) respectively. The roles of B h a m l i ,
Kurniri, Indrkyi and Vyaghini fall to the family of the player of the
smaller cymbals, whilst Varahi, Vaisnavi, Brahrnani and Mahalak+mi are
assigned to the family of the musician who plays a special kind of cymbals
(babhu). Those families may invite somebody of another Gathu family to
perfom in the dances but, reversely, it is impossible for anybody outside
their circle to claim a part in the divine drama.
There are two masks, which do not require additional performers: one
is Svet B h r a v a , who is considered an aspect of the main Bhairava, and is
enacted by the Pacali Bhairava dancer after an intricate and secret change
of masks. The other is Mahalaksmi who completes the circle of eight
goddesses (a~famdtykd),but who has a singular appearance as a very
small mask that is carried on a stick ahead of the masked dancer^.^ There
are also two more musicians, who play the pvamga', a pipe which is only
blown at critical moments and passages. The horn blowers cannot claim
roles in the drama, but they are included in the si-guthi (New: death
society) of the Gathu performers, which consists of the six musicians, the
Bhairava and Bhadr&li dancers and one additional member. The si-guthi
does not coincide with the group of divine performers but its composition
appears to be closely related to the authority over and the formation of the
dancing team.
The whole team of people engaged in the dances is called. khalah (New:
family), a term which is also applied to individual members of the team
when they are spoken about without distinction. The six guru-musicians
also constitute the backbone of the si-guthi of the Tarharq Gathu. Another
si-guthi of Gathu, called Cirhm (small as opposed to big) belongs to the
area of Kalimfiti, south of Kathmandu proper, and is not involved in the
dances. The task of the si-guthi in its strictest sense is that of a funeral
association which takes care of the cremation of community members who
die. In this context the khim player and chusya' player are the ndyo (eldest)
and the nvaku' (second eldest) of the Tarhm Gathu si-guthi, which has,
like all si-guthis of the different communities in Kathmandu, a yearly
sacrifice and feast (New: si ka'h bhvay) of its own. Up to 1992 the Tarhm
Gathu si-guthi built a temporary shed of wood and straw, a custom which
was once common among all si-guthis, but which has been gradually
abandoned by most of them. S-guthi feasts are not accessible to outsiders,
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but, as the d y o told, the musicians play on that occasion the very music
which accompanies the divine dancers-also in years that the dances art
not performed. The power of the musicians does not abandon them until
the moment of their physical death. The B h h k f i l i and Bharrava members
of the si-guthi fulfill, by serving beer from a pitra (bowl) and by doing
p i j i (worship) of the other guthi members, a task which they also have in
the context of the masked dances. They do not, however, perform their
dance during the si-guthi feast.
In years that either the Bhadrahli or Pacali B h r a v a pHkham is
performed, the khalah includes, in addition to the six musicians and eleven
dancers, a number of other members, all of whom are, confusmgly, also
called ndyo. Among those ndyo are three mu' ruiyo, who are the attendants
of the three main deities Bhairava, B W 1 i and Vwhi, and who are
called dhampami, &tipvami, and mipvami ndyo respectively (ths
designation of the order of ruiyos occurs in the given context only). The
remaining ndyo include a variable number of children (New: rnuca' rziyo,
in 1992 only two), tawhimha ndyo (a 'big' ndyo, in charge of the
maha'pa'tra [drinking bowl]) and the betrapa'la, the 'lord of the area' (a
sacrificial stone in sacred sites which is often identified with Bhairava), as
well as a variable number of cidhimha rziyo ('small' ndyo, in 1992 only
one). In 1992 the khalah had, with 24 members in total, a mrnunal
composition.
Apart from attendmg to the divinities, those ruiyo must also be capable
of replacing any one of them in case of need: they are fully sanctified,
trained and also exempted from death pollution like the dancers are.
Likewise exempted from death pollution are five ladies, who carry the
essential items of worship to the places where dances and other ceremonies
are performed. They are together called Paiicakurnari and belong to the
families of the guru-musicians, but they are not considered to be members
of the khalah. After the final ceremonies the whole team disbands; it is
only the si-guthi which remains, thus showing the intrinsic relationship
between the dancing M l y and the death society. Here, as in other cases
(Van den Hoek and Shrestha 1992:64-65) the si-guthi proves to be more
than a funeral association. In the case of the Gathu the double function of
the si-guthi harbours a contradiction. Because the khalah as a whole
cannot be touched by death pollution, the si-guthi, which consists of the
musicians and three central figures in the team, cannot function as a
funeral association. Strictly speakmg this prohibition extends to the
cremation of the divine masks themselves. The dancers are relieved from
divine possession shortly after the gods that are in them die, but their
sanctity remains until biccih pfijci, a last act of worship in the Bhadrakdi
temple. It is only then that they 'return' the mohani (charm in the form of
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a soot mark on the fbrehead) which they received at the start of their
performince. Thorefbn, the other (CIrhaq) sl-guthi should come to build
the pyre and watch over the cremation of the masks. In return for this
service, the nondancing Gathu si-guthi is to receive one of the dresses of
the divine dancers, to be used as a shroud (New: devam) in their funeral
services, as well as a ritual meal and feast. The latter aspect of the
relationship has been badly maintained, the chief guru (khim player) and
na'yo of the Tarhaq si-guthi confessed, and the exchange belongs to the
past. In a kind of conflation, the dancers themselves have to build the pyre
and to watch over the cremation of their alter-egos nowadays. The only
noticeable exchange between the two guthis was in the part of the goddess
Ru-i,
performed by a member of the Cirhaq guthi-but he, it was
explained, had shifted to Cirharp from the Tarhaq guthi to which he
o r i g d l y belonged. There is also, the chief guru noted, a tinge of
democracy in the air, by which the 'small' guthi and even a recently splitoff segment (degraded because of a low-caste marriage wittun their ranks)
could eventually be reintegrated into the one Gathu si-guthi which
supposedly existed in Kathmandu in days bygone.

The build-up of divine power
The activities of the Gathu start four days before Gathi Mugah cabe,
the day before the new moon in Sravan (JuVAug) when, in a spectacular
way, the inhabitants of the Valley's towns expel the evil spirits which had
been given a temporary refuge there during the rice-planting season. The
Gathu do not see a special link between this festival and the start of their
activities, except for the fact that it is an auspicious day to start an
enterprise like theirs. Four days before Gatha Mugah cabe they send gvay
d6m consisting of rice, a coin and the papbetelnut itself) to the king of
Nepal to notifL him of the advent of the dances. On Gatha Mugah each
dancer brings a basket ( New: kalah ) with items for worship (pu'ja',to the
Bhadrakfili pitha and offers this kalah pcjd to the divinity whom he is to
embody in the dances. The most significant item in the offering is kisali, a
plate of husked rice, a coin and betelnut, similar in composition to the
ghay-dQ'mand commonly indicating a pledge or a bond. Besides the kisali,
each of them offers a raw egg and sarnui baji (New: a ritual dish of five
ingredients: beaten rice mixed with puffed rice, burnt meat, black soya
beans, raw ginger and liquor) and some other customary pu'ja' items llke
flowers, lights, incense, rice, tika'-powder. The uncommon thmg is that all
items offered are then taken back again, and put in cotton bags. The bags
are camed by each of the dancers to the place of their instruction (New:
a'khdchey, a house for practicing music and dance) in Vatu quarter, in the
Northern.part of Kathmandu. The particular Q'khdcherqis also a godhouse
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(Nm:d p k h e ~ of
) N W y l b , the

god of music and dance,
dukes ars mom often in the o j m air. a h those h i d e the city itself.

A sacrificial goat together with a brass plate (New:b h h ) of p w
items is also dedicated to BhadraUili and thm, with tbc
paid
intact and the goat still alive, carried to the Nasady@cherp in Vatu. Tbc
b t a h p ~ j dbelongs, as usual, to the whole group of participants, and SO
does the goat, the sacrifice of which will only be executed in front of
N~sadyfi.The first sacrifice thus involves a rare and perhaps unique shifi:
it is given a consecration (sanJFalpa) in fiont of BhadrakBli, the
protagonist of the coming dances, but it is executed in front of the god who
is thought to bestow the divine grace of music and dance. The question to
whom the goat is sacrificed hence gives rise to some uncertainty. The
ritual connection is complex. The placing of the offerings for the
respective divinities by the dancers who are to embody them, and the goat
sacrifice that is consecrated to Blmhkiili by and for the whole g a y , are
part of the process of 'lifting the gads' and 'drawing the gods along' (New:
d p h thanegu and dyah sa'legu). The gods, in other words, are supposed
to follow the sacrifice, not automatically, but by the tantric powers of the
gurus. They are reduplicated in the Nasadyacherq which, on the south
and west-hcing walls, has a row of nails from whlch eventually the divine
masks will be hung-but only after the start of the dances.
On Gatha Mug@ q e itself, each of the dancers hangs his cotton bag
with the assembled kalah p i j i items from the nail which corresponds to
the divinity in the Bhadtakiili pitha to whom he has at first offered the
pij6. In this way the gods are transferred to the Nlsadyfichem inside
town, where they remain in rest for a full month. The dancers will only
take their respective bags with piji remnants from the nails on the day
before the next new moon, PaiijldZin c@e. The nails with the bags are, on
Gatha Mugah, all sprinkled with the blood of the goat sacrificed in front of
NZisady*. The significant part of the sacrificed goat, the head, is divided
into eight parts (New: si) and distributed among the members of the siguthi which includes the performers of Bhairava and Ajirnii, but not any of
the other dancers. By lifting the gods from the gum (New: dyah gamam
thanegu) at the pitha, and drawing then into the Nlsadyahchem, (New:
dyah sa'legu), the goat sacrificed in front of Nasadyah is in essence
sacrificed to the dvinities to whom it was first consecrated: Bhadrakali
and her gana.
In the month to come the dancers will start exercising in the a'khdchep
the house of practice, on subsequent Saturdays. The a ' k h i which already
had a permanent shrine of NZisadyah, has now also been turned into a lund
of repository of the divine powers represented in the Bhadrakali pitha. The
dancers themselves do not as yet have any divine attributes or ornaments,
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and exercise in their o r d m q dress. The musical instruments which
accompany them are all duplicates of the real ones that are to be used
during the divine dances. The real ones will be brought out, worshipped
and taken into use only two days before the start of the actual
performance, more than two months later. The build-up of divine power in
the dancers proceeds more gradually.
One month after dyah sa'legu at a ceremony called ghamgala' svanegu
(New) they receive their ghamgala', the pieces of cloth set with small bells
which are worn around the legs just above the calves, and which produce a
jingling sound. Ghamgala' are a sigmficant attribute of all divine dancers
in the Kathmandu Valley: by wearing them the dancers partake in the
divinity they embody or who, reversely, possesses them. The ghamgala'
worn by the eleven Gathu dancers in Kathmandu are seen as distinct from
each other, signifjlng the divinity to whom they belong. On the day of
Paiijadan they are together worshipped in the shrine of Nasadyah. For thls
worship, the dedication of their ghamgala', the dancers take the bags with
the one-month-old pijd remnants from the respective nails on the wall. The
eggs included in the kalah pija' offered at the BhadralcAi pitha are broken
only now and sacrificed before Nasady*. Together with these remnants of
the dyah sa'legu pija', a bufMo is sacrificed.
After putting on their ghamgala', the five main divinities among the
dancers, GaneS, Kurnari, Vaiihi, Ajima and Bhairava drink the blood of
the buffalo fresh from the carotid artery. Dnnlung the blood straight from
the vein of a sacrificial victim--buffalo, goat, duck, or cock-is a
prominent and o h recurring feature of the Gathu pya'kham. During the
performances all dancers partake except Rudrayaqi, who, remarkably, is a
vegetarian. At the time of ghamgala' svanegu only the five main gods are
allowed to wear their bracelets. The ~thersmay take the ghamgala' with
them but they have to wait till the next cahre (New: fourteenth day of a
lunar fortnight) before putting them on. Even then, however, they are not
sufficiently empowered to drink the blood of a victim. Curiously, the five
main dancers appear to be not sufficiently empowered either: on the
occasion of ghamgala' svanegu, as well as on the next occasion that they
drink the blood of a buffalo sacrificed, they faint immediately. The main
guru, the m-yo of the si-guthi, has to sprinkle them with purified water
(New: nilah) before they can regain consciousness. The miyo himself, after
giving it some thought, offered two subsequent but opposite explanations
for this phenomenon: firstly, that the dancers faint because the gods are not
present in them there and then, secondly, that they are overpowered by the
gods t a h g possession of them. Common to both explanations is that the
dancers are not yet hlly prepared to take the sacrificial blood in a selfcontrolled way. They are revived with nilah and a piece of raw buffdo
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meat in what seems to be a homeopathic treatment. Evihtly, h fish
blood possesssa a lifb-powor which the piece of raw flesh either hac n q or
has, but only to a limited extent.
Togethcr with their ghamgaln', the dancers receive a pair of red
trousers which they are to wear during the subsequent rehearsals and
during the dances themselves. Their fill dress, the robes in the colours of
the respective divinities, is, hke the divine masks, to be worn only in th
real performance. After ghmgaln' svanegu, the members have fortnightly
sessions in one of the satah (New: pilgrim shelter) which surround tbt
BhadralcAi pi*.
In contrast with their weekly rehearsals in the a ' k - , &
Nasadyabchen) in Vatu quarter, they put on their ghmgaln' during those
cahre sessions. The next ritual landmark comes more than one month after
the ghamgaln' svanegu ceremony, on the seventh of Dawn, Mahisaptami.
Nasady*, in the form of a kalaia, is generally k q t in the ndyo's house
but for the time of the dances it is brought to Nasadyachenj and placed in
a brass-plated wooden frame. On Mahasaptmi five dancers of the team go
to collect water fiom five different tirthas to fill the Nasady& kalda.
Bha-li
goes to fetch water from the firth which includes the ghif
where, in the end, the masks of the gods will also be cremated:
IGlarnocana tirtha. Bhairava goes to Tekudhobhb tirth at the
confluence of the Bigmati and Bisnumati rivers (where the divine masks
are cremated in the case of the Pacali Bhrava dances), V W i collects
water from Sankhamula f i r t h at the confluence of the Bagmati and
M a n o m . Kuman and GaneS collect water fiom the Rajatirtha on the
Bagmati, and from the confluence of Bhaa Khusi and the Bi~purnati
(Nirmal tirtha) respectively. A clear order of precedence is manifest here,
for these tirthas are the principal confluences surroundmg Kathmandu,
and the deities fetchmg water there are the principal members of the
thirteen-member garja. All five gvampa (New: small earthen water jars)
are emptied into the Nasadya kalaia, for which a goat is sacrificed the
following day, Mahaaspimi, the eighth day of Dasain. Parts of the head of
the sacrifice are assigned to the si-guthi members in hierarchical order,
while the meat is shared as prascrda by the whole team.
Mahhavami is the crucial day in the build-up of power. After keeping
a fast for the whole day the dancers and the Paiicakumm set out for the
Bhadrakali p i t h at night. The seven main dancers walk in sequence
carrying the tools and attributes of the gods in the gaw whereas the
Paiicakumari carry the ingrdents for the piijG in the Bhadrakfili pitha that
night. This p u p includes the sacrifice of two buffaloes that are slaughtered
in front of three pots containing bau (food for the departed and the ghosts,
which is later strewn around the pitha). The first buffdo sacrifice is
dedicated to the g a p of gods in the p i t h , the second one to the dancers

representing them. The blood of the latter is drunk by the main gods of the
group : Bhairava, B h a d r ~ l i Viirahi,
,
KaurnBri and Gave$, who are still
without masks, in the process of becoming divine rather than being fully
so. As at ghamgala' svanegu, the five dancers faint after dnnlung the
buffalo blood and have to be restored to consciousness by the ndyo.
Before the masks will h a l l y be collected from the Citrakar's (Painter's)
home all dancers go to collect water from Kalamocana, the site whlch, at
the end, this time as well as twelve years ago, is the cremation ground for
the masks. Since the ashes of the cremated masks are swept into the river
it is tempting to see in this otherwise unexplainable excursion an effort to
close the circle, to recover the seed of the last rites (antye~ti)for the
divinities' rebirth. The power of the divine host, to be sure, is permanently
stored in the stones which represent the g a p in the Bhadr&li pith. The
trick is, as it were, to loosen that power and turn it fiom a static
disposition into the dynamic iakti required by the dancing troupe. The
water collected is smashed over the m a d a l a stone in front of the entrance
to the pitha.
The masks, on the other hand, which lie ready in a room of the
Citriddir's house, do not as yet have any power of their own. They are
made from a mixture of pressed paper, jute and starch, which, when it is
still kneadable, is put into an earthen mould, fiom where it is, once
stiffened, drawn out again. Then the whole process of fashioning, painting
and decorating the masks follows, in which the maker has to work
according to precept, but can nevertheless allow himself a limited amount
of artistic freedom. As the work is done by one man who uses existing
earthen moulds, it is socially and perhaps also symbolically, simpler than
the shaping of the Navadurga masks in Bhaktapur. In the latter case the
process followed seems to suggest that all elements together, earth, water,
fire and air, are contained by the final products, which thus have a sacred
value of their own already and which are, in contrast to those in
Kathmandu, exhibited and adrmred by the citizens before their
consecration (Gutschow and Basukala: 140-145).
The Kathmandu dance group comes to collect the masks in the dead of
night and performs puja' in the Citrakar's house. The piiji for the masks
includes secret mantras, and not even the Citrakar is allowed to witness it.
In the Kathmandu pyikham, in contrast to that of Bhaktapur, this is one of
the rare examples of a secret ceremony. The two other secret occasions
wlll be treated below. After the secret pija' for the masks they are carried
to the Bhadrakali pitha and placed before the corresponding stone figures.
The masks have by now acquired their divine power but their consecration
by no means marks the end of that night's ceremonies. The multi-faceted
procedure may be related to the fact that not one but two entities have to
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be empowered before they can bc joined to constitute the single body of the
divine dancer or the dancing divinity. Such a build-up is confimed by the
last rites 111 whlch those powers have to be dissected again.
The remaining ceremony in the on-going sequence takes place in the
morning of the concluding day of Dasain, Vijaya DaSami, when an
elaborate homa is conducted by a Vajracarya priest in fiont of the p i t h .
The homa (fire sacrifice) has a standard part which consists of oblations
of various grains and ghee into the fire. The concluding pan is generally of
a more esoteric nature, and in this case included the offering of seleded
parts of the sacrificed buffaloes into the sacrificial fire: pieces of the lungs,
the heart, the intestines and the meat? During the first part of the homa,
the fire needs to be surrounded only by the miyo and the five main divine
characters who had just before drunk the blood from the vein of the
buffalo sacrificed: Bhairava, Bhadrakali, Varahi, Kauman and GaneS, in
addition, of course, to the V a j f i w a officiant. In the concluding part of
the homa and at the distribution of prascida by the Vajfidrya, the whole
g a F of dancers is to surround the hornakugh, the temporary fire-pit
made of bricks. For, as the niyo explained, it is fiom the sacrificial fire
that the i a h is born which enables the dancers to wear the divine masks
and thereby to embody the deities themselves. During the last episode the
dancers are connected with each other and with the masks in the pi& by a
cotton thread which also passes the kulaiu in front of the fire through
which the Vajficwa has evoked and transferred the divinities. As in the
case of the brass statues of deities which also have to be empowered by a
fire-sacrifice prior to a procession through their realm,4 the homa for the
divine dancers can be considered to precede the extended yitrci of the
deities e m b d e d by them.
To sum up the present section: the power of the divine dancers is built
up by water, (to fdl the Nasadyah kulaia and to wet the stone m a w l a in
front of the B W l i picha), by joining the masks to their p i h doubles
after a secret pfijci, and finally by fire sacrifice out of which the 8ukti of
the dancing divinities is born. The whole sequence is repeated during
Piih&iicaip in March, during the atmual festival of Bhadrakali (and the
procession statues of other deities from her gaw), albeit on a somewhat
reduced scale. At that time the C i t d is asked to fhshion the cracks
which the masks may have incurred, after which the secret piijci for the
masks must be repeated as well as the homa that generates the Sakh for the
dancers to wear them. On this intermediate occasion all rituals are carried
out inside the Nasadyahchem.
After the masks and the dancers have both been empowered they
remain to be joined to each other. This junction is made in half-secrecy,
immediately prior to the first appearance of the dancing gods. Full secrecy
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is hard to obtain amidst the crowds which by that time surround the open
Bhadrakall p i m . It has meanwhile become Vijay0 DaSarni evening. After
the rituals of navami night and, by extension, the homa of dudami
morning, the dancers could enjoy only little rest before they had to start
their first performance.

The manifestation and exchange of power
To obtain a certain degrw of secrecy, a curtain is drawn around the
dancers assembled in the pitha and a smoke-screen is formed by burning a
particular smoky kind of incense (New: guqzgu). Behind the screen the
Gage8 performer applies to the forehead of the dancers a previously
prepared soot mark (New: mohni) which constitutes the final touch
before the masks are lifted, handed over, and with the assistance of the
other khalah members, put on by the dancers. A salient feature is that
Bhairava, in addition to his mask, receives (with a ruzmaskcr'ra) a metal
snake, which was previously attached to the Niisadyah kalm'a (also
present in the pitha). Like Bhairava himself the serpent is also called Aju,
grandfather or ancestor. The serpent, which-unless killed-is commonly
considered immortal, may hold an important clue. Since ancient times (e.g
Paficavimsa B r m a n a XXV 15,4) serpents are imagined to gain rebirth
by creeping out of their old skin without properly dying. The serpent which
will adorn Pacali Bhairava's neck is said to be particularly powerful. A
ndyo who once tried to replace the old metal snake by a bright new silver
one, was subsequently haunted by nightmares. Kathmandu Valley, once a
serpent kingdom, is full of serpent symbolism; yet the particular
identification in name between the serpent Aju and the god who, so to
speak, dies without dying, or is reborn like he was before, is a telling detail
in the context of the transient but recurrent manifestation of the divine
dancers.
Another striking detail is that, at the moment when all masked dancers
set out from the pitha, Bhadr&li herself remains seated for a while with
her stone double, as if the one is reluctant to go or the other is reluctant to
release the iakti required. A parallel will again be found during the funeral
episode of the divine dancers treated below, in which, reversely, the
Bhairava dancer cannot relinquish his i a h . It is generally understood that
in the twelve-yearly cycle of the Pacali Bhairava dances, Pacali is the
most important deity, while in the twelve-yearly cycle of Bhadrakiili
dances the goddess Bhadr&li is preeminent. This shift in preeminence
might be contested on numerous grounds, but it is confirmed by the first
grand act of the dancers, a meeting with the king of Nepal. In the Pacali
cycle it is the god, commonly called Aju, who exchanges swords with the
king, while in the Bhad.~&li cycle it is the goddess, commonly called
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Ajima, who has the honour to exchange swords with the @.Pasall Aju
and Lumarl AjimH are the two main plthos of Kathmandu K-,
&
lower (Southern) part of the city, and it is sometimes said that the two
gods are husband and wife. The difference between the Pacali and k
Bhadraktili dances seems to concern a shift in locality-from an &-in
the Northern part of town to one in the S o u t h part, and from
Kftlamocana g k ? to Teku gfit-rather than a change in the dance
performance itself.
The Gathu ndyo's records mention lWna Malla af Bhaktapur, who
vanquished the Thakuri lungs of Kathmandu in 605 N.S. (1484 A.D.), as
the king who established the sword exchange. On the one hand, that date
may be too early to account for the present situation, on the other hand, it
may be too late to account for the sword exchange as such.5 It might be
that the first Malla kings of Kathmandu wished to sustain relations with
the different parts of the city that was internally divided before becoming a
kingdom in itself. The shifting preeminence of Bhadraldi and P a d
B h r a v a is accompanied by a shift in the colour of the Bhadrakali's mask:
In the Pacali dances she is red (the usual colour of Kali), in the B M ?
dances she is blue, as if she has assumed the colour of her counterpart
Bhrava.
Another current explanation has it that blue is the colour of B h a W l i
in her Vatu dyakhem in the Northern part of Kathmandu. The name Vatu
is even thought to derive from the colour of the goddess (New:vacu, blue).
For Bhadrakali is the only ma'tykcz' goddess having two dya&heqts, the
other one being in Teb&l in the Southern part of the city. The colour
contrast would thus reflect the recurrent distinction between the Upper
(New: Thane) and the Lower (New: Kvane) part of town.This explanation
is in accordance with the fact that the death of the gods occurs in the
Northern part of the city in the case of the B h a W l i dances and in the
Southern part in the case of the Pacali Bhairava dances. Likewise,the first
real dance performance of the B h a W l i pyikham takes place in the
Upper part and the first dance of the Pacab pyikhaqt in the Lower part of
town. As will be seen below several dress items which remain as prascida
of the dances, are given to the Vatu dyakhem after the BhadrakiUi
pyikham and to the Tebahal dyakhenz. equally related to the Bhadrakslli
pifha-in the case of the Pacali Bhairava dances. Pacah B b v a himself
has no permanent dyakhem: the residence of his procession image
currently shifts among twelve Jyiipu (Farmers) families.
The sword-exchange between BhadmkZili and the kmg, as it happens
today, need not be elaborated upon here. As a major event it is recorded in
books on culture, tourist guides (although it is nowadays very hard to
approach the scene), newspaper articles and, more recently, also in Nepal
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Television broadcasts. From Bhadrakali pitha the masked dancers follow a
more or less straight route to Makhan Tol, passing Martyrs Gate, New
Road Gate, Pyukha, Vatu and Indrachowk. The lung's sword was brought
to Makhan from the other direction, Hanuman Dhoka, by a sword-carrying
party (Khadga ycitrG) which goes out every year in the night of Vijaya
DaSami. The king himself arrived and left without any sword: the sword
whch is ritually exchanged belongs to his predecessors, the Malla lungs.
Bhadrakali and the lung exchange their swords three times back and forth.
It is no exchange in the real sense of the word: each party keeps his own
sword. Yet the result of the transaction is, accordmg to the Gathu, that the
lung is provided with s b h , divine power. The king is, to put it in human
terms, empowered through h s Gardeners in what constitutes a major event
in the ritual calendar. After the event is over, the Khadga yGtrci continues
its own way while the Gathu return to the Nasadyahcherq.
One feature which is most characteristic of the dancers in the whole
period to follow is strikingly absent in their first encounter. The Gathu
dancers, in their own words, go only where sacrifice awaits them. Yet,
when received by the lung of Nepal, the &vine dancers had to go without
sacrifice, a procedure whlch contrasts to their reception, a few weeks later,
by the Thakii Juju, the ritual 'lung' and patrdn of the Pacali Bhairava
festival in South Kathmandu. What makes the difference? The Thakii Juju
is entitled to participate in the Khadga ycitrG, but not to carry the king's
sword (which is, quite prosaically, carried by a graduated officer) nor to
exchange h s own or any other sword with Bhadrakali. A tentative
interpretation of the role of the lung of Nepal will be given in the
concluding section of this articles6
The full exploits of the divine host cannot be followed here. Twice
more they will visit the area of Hanurnan Dhoka, but on those occasions
they perform in Nasalchowk, inside the palace compound. In addition, they
have thirty more destinations, in the Upper (Thane) and the Lower town
(Kvane) of Kathmandu, but also in other parts of the Valley. However,
they will only go where they are provided for (i.e with sacrifice), a
condition which led to the dropping of 10 out of the 31 projected
destinations. The relationship with the dancing teams of Kirtipur and
Bhaktapur is peculiar. If need be, the Gathu dancers of Kirtipur and
Kathmandu can assist each other and even exchange dancers. Such a
relationship is non-existent with Bhaktapur. The Kathmandu dancers do
however visit the court of Bhaktapur, as well as that of Patan. The
Kirtipur dancers visit Hanuman Dhoka, but their visit is not returned by
the dancers of Kathmandu. The contours of a hierarchy emerge, in which
Bhaktapur is most self-contained and in which Kirtipur is subordinate to
Kathmandu.
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The day after their sword exchange with the lung of Ncpal, on G-I,
the d a n m make a round of Kathmdu city. They follow the cwnc rartab
as KuxniifI does in the celebrated fiesbval of lndra ycr'trd, but & in drat
they do not split their tour into a Southcrn (Kvane) and a Nortbcrn (lbm~)
part. la many respects, the exploits of the Gathu d a n m are more
supralocal than any other of Kathmandu's ydtrds. At the samt time t h ~
Gathu dancers dedicate three of their performances to their inspirator,
Nilsady* alone, in front of his dyukhem. The first of these, on the
thirkntb day ( t r a y d i ) of Dasain, is also .the first dance in the true
sense of the word, includmg as it does the group's dramatic repertoirt.7
The last dance before their dexruse is similar to this £kst one and for our
present purposes, a short-cut will be made to that last performance before
the finaldance of death.

The last waltz (belakha)
To describe the repertoire of the last dance, which lasted the whole day
and night of A s l a m n a Dvitiya (June 17th) would require another
article. Instead attention will be focussed here on the sacrificial aspects of
the performance. Only one dramatic episode will be recounted as an
example that compares well with the Bhaktapur Navadurga and with the
Kirtipur pya'kham, suggestmg an origmal scenario common to all. The
repertoire, it should be noted, is to a large extent standardized and the
sequence of the solo performances and the dramatic exchanges of the
masked dancers do not, in this last ciance, differ fiom the shows whlch
have been given before at other places. Most other performances, however,
have a patron who invites the gaw to perform, such as the Kvane Thakfi
Juju in the courtyard of his lciyku (New: palace). Like the first dance on
the th~rteenthday of Dasain, the last performance is not sponsored by a
patron, but totally dedtcated to Nasadyahchem and the god humelf. For
the major evening performance not only the god's kalaia but also the
decorated wooden frame will be brought out from the dyahchey and
placed at the Vatu thoroughfare, facing Southwest, just as it &d when
standing inside the dyakhem. The immobile Nasadya, a square space cut
in the wall of the dyakhem faces South however. The masks themselves
are, when they are not worn by the dancers, hung fiom the two walls of the
dyahchem which face South and West. There is no prohibition on entenng
the dyakhem, not even when the dancers change their human dresses for
the divine ones. Only just before the major performance a curtain is drawn
around them, in the same way that it was done at the begin the
Bhadrakali pitha, to allow for a moment of secrecy in whch w e $ gives
the mohuni mark to himself and to the g a p as a whole.
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During the Wormance the musicians are located in a pi#i opposite the
dya@hem fbcing North. The dances are enacted between this
and the
dyabhem in fbll view of the Nasadya kalaia. Early evening the Pacali
Bhaifava dancer worships Nasady* and continues doing pi.&for the
musicians and the other dancers and members of the team. Apart fiom
giving the customary piji and tihi, Pacali serves, left-handedly, an egg to
Niisady& and all dancers except the vegetarian Rudrani, who is given
some milky paste on the mouth of her mask. The other dancers have to lift
their masks a bit to suck their raw eggs. Pacali himself is served by the
dhvampvami ndyo, his special attendant.
In a sequence which is standard for other performances as well, a hegoat is subsequently dedicated (samkalpa) to Nfisady* and killed with a
h f e by Pacali, who passes the corpse on to the other dancers (except, of
course, Ru-i)
who suck the blood fiom its neck, with Pacali himself
taking the last turn. Pacali appears to be the host or yajamdna of the
divine troupe. The head of the goat is then severed and put in front of
Niisadyah, while the corpse is carried away inside the dyakheqz. In a
grand feast the next day hundreds of invitees will get a tiny piece of the
goat's meat as p r a s a . In addition to the si-guthi, this time three other
members of the dancing team partake of the (sub-) divided shares in the
head of the sacnfice.
Two more acts of distribution conclude the sacrificial session. Varahi
throws, again left-handedly, sarnai baji to the bystanders and Bhadrwli
serves rice beer (New:thom) to the dancers. A duck, which is
unobtrusively brought and placed in the pa'ti with the musicians, will play
a crucial role later that night. After that the general public is given
opportunity to worship the Bhadrakiili gaqu, which they do with offerings
of light, incense, ~ika'powder, paddy, foods like sarnai baji, sweat bread,
bananas and other h i t s , as well as with gifts of cloth and money. The
programme will later resume in a much lighter form with Simhini and
Vyaghini (New: Simbfi and Dhuniba) performing humorous sketches and
chasing the children-who enjoy everythmg except being caught. The
musician who plays the babhu cymbals recites by heart the accompanying
stories.
Meanwhile Bhadrakiili was invited for a private reception in a house
nearby. S t a n h g motionless like a statue she first received the welcoming
cerernony'(New: lasakusa) at the gate. Pacali Bhairava was also privately
received in another house. When the night programme was about to start
the first great thunderstorm of the monsoon broke out and everybody took
refbge in the Nasadyahcheq which thereby got the ambiance of an
overcrowded bar. Amidst the bustle the small mask of Svet Bhairava,
which is covered with a whlte cloth while attached to the wall, was
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inconspicuously lifted and carried away. So&
later the d u ~ r
mentioned a h was brought in decapitated, ard thrown in N M y g ' a
cavity. What had happened in-between was the transformation of Pacall or
Kiila (Black) Bhairava into the peaceful vegetarian form of Svet (White)
Bhairava, a procedure so secret that not even the other dancers may attend
it. The musicians and foremost the ndyo conduct the secret ceremony,
which does not take place in Nasadyahcherq but in the almost adjoining
Bhadrakiilidyahcheq. Nothing could be heard however, because on this
occasion no music but only mantras are uttered. As the n6yo e x p h e d
later, Bhairava in his fierce form as Pacali bites the neck of the duck in the
sanctum of Bhadrakhli, the fenced space in whlch five brass procession
statues of Bhaclrakfili are kept.
After he has sucked the duck's blood the transformation of Bhsurava
starts. He takes off his fierce mask but is not allowed to see for hlmself the
other part of his identity, which is Svet Bhairava, considered to be
Mahadeva or more specifically, PaSupaWth. The Svet Bhairava mask is
put on his face while it is still covered with cloth, accompanied by mantras
which effect the transfoxmation. No explanation could be obtained as to
the reasons why Pacali Bhairava may not see h s double or, to cast it into a
single image, why Svet Bhairava cannot behold his own self. Here, finally,
emerges a secret in the true sense of the word because the mystery cannot
be resolved. One may, however, turn it the other way around: the fact that
Siva can have such contrasting aspects as Pasupbath and Pacali
Bhairava is taken for granted mostly, without acknowledging the conflict
present in that double identity. In the Bhadrakli pyikham then, we come
across one of the rare cases, archaic or original, in which the problem
appears to have been given shape, by hiding the one part of Siva's identity
from the other. Still, one would expect the dramatic expression of it to be
just the reverse. Just as Rudrani averts her eyes when a victim is
slaughtered, being unable to stand the sight, so one would expect Svet
Bhairava to be unable to h c e his terrible alterego. As it is enacted
however, the bloodthirsty Pacali is denied the vision of h s own peaceful,
transcendental form. That the two masks of the god do indeed share the
same identity, and not only the same dancer, will become clear from the
dying scene.
Perhaps the vision of his peaceful self would dissolve the very powers
that sustain Pacali and h s insatiable thirst for blood. Svet Bhrava, his
other self, is also exactly hls opposite, whch is made very clear by the
standard act whch he performs. Coming out of Bhadrakali d y a k h e v Svet
Bhairava is still veiled with a white cloth, which is tom away by GaqeS
and Kaurnari. Here and further on in the drama, the superior form of
Bhairava is teased and challenged by the other members of the divine host.
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After a series of acts with all other members of the gaw, Indxfiyapl gives
him beer to drmk, something Svet Bhairava is not used to, so he gets sick.
InWyaqI, then offers to cure hlm, for she is the doctor of the gaw. But
this time she does not succeed and Svet Bhaimva has to vomit, chrtymg his
clothes, which he then goes to wash in the river. Washing his clothes he
catches a fish-thanks ta the thunderstorm the fish could be hidden in one
of the pools of water in the street and appeared as a real surprise, suddenly
floundering in the hands of Svet Bhairava who, unexpectedly, starts to
cook it. Not for himself however, but for his teasing companions Siniba
and Dhumba, who came on the stage while Indrayaqi retreated. Suddenly
he stops, calling: 'Why should I cook something for you which I do not eat
myself?' (the accompanying words are spoken by the reciter among the
musicians).
The scene enacted by the Svet Bhairava of the Navadurga in Bhaktapur
aid described by Levy (1987: 127) likewise involves the catching of a fish,
but gives no indication of the brahmaca'ri character of the god or of the
mystery of his double identity. The fish caught by Svet Bhairava also
appears in the Kirtipur repertoire, thus pointing tc; a common source of the
three dances-perhaps a textual one. A text on the Bhadrakali pya'kham
kept by the Gathu is not accessible to outsiders, and it is not clear whether
it contains a detailed screenplay. The scene just described appears to be
humorous, yet the ruiyo, when asked about it, strongly denied that it is a
comedy. The serious portent is more important than the fun, the mystery
more important than the entertainment.
Svet Bhairava dances only a few times: three times in front of
Nasadyahcherp, one time in Nasalchowk of Hanuman Dhoka in the
presence of the king of Nepal, and one time at Indrachowk at the request of
the locality. During the Hanurnan Dhoka performance the Bhairava dancer
was ill and was therefore replaced by the nvaku (second eldest) of the siguthi, who had himself performed the Bhairava role in the Pacali dances
four years earlier. More interesting and noteworthy is that the
transformation of Bhairava and the appearance of Svet Bhairava in the last
dance was also performed by the nvaku, who is also the chusya' musician
and who, evidently, has a permanent capacity to fulfill this principal role.
The reason why he replaced the present Bhairava dancer is also stnking:
while only a few spectators (and most of them belonging to the khulah
itself) were present in the dead of night, the nvakfi took up this crucial role
at the request of the public ! It was certainly a wondefil performance.
The Bhadrakali and the Navadurga pya'kham have been called 'fertility
cults' and the deities 'protective divinities' on the basis of very little
evidence pointing in that direction. When not propitiated with sacrifice, the
divine host poses a threat rather than offering a shelter. The borderline
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b a r n demonic and divine forces is particularly hard to draw in Ncpal,
when even the ghosts expelled from the towns at GatM Mugab
addressed as 'Bhudy*', ghost-god. Yet one may discern in the Bhadrakali
g a w one definitely benevolent character and one definitely malevolent
character. The benevolent Svet Bhrava, who mysteriously springs from
the ambivalent Bhrava, can also be consulted with regard to progeny. In
principle, every god can be asked for good fortune and progeny, but Svd
Bhairava's role is more specific than that. One may privately rcquest Sv*
Bhairava to come to one's own house or quarter, whch he will do only
after midnight and going about veiled. On these occasions, four of which
occurred during the last Bhadrakilli pycikharn, Svet Bhairava is
accompanied by GaqeS and Kumari, one of whom will, at their destination,
draw the veil from Svet Bhairava's mask-as in the drama. If it is GaqeS
who pulls it off the family will be blessed with the birth of a son, if it is
Kum&i a daughter is more likely to be born. Although t h ~ sact is related to
progeny, it rather seems a theatrical way of prdcting the sex of an unborn
child than a fertility cult.
The features of the malevolent character that will be staged next,
ironically (but quite incidentally, it was said) resemble those of Svet
Bhairava, especially it's curled moustache. The bad character is Daitya,
the demon whose sole fbnction it is to be beaten by Bhadrakiili. Daitya is
not a mask like the others but a wooden shield with on one side hls portrait
and on the other side a handle by which Bhadrakali can grip it. Daitya is
placed in front of Nasadyah. Before Bhadrakli's turn comes there is a
sudden appearance of Pacali Bhairava, shortly after Svet Bhairava left the
stage. Apparently the reverse transformation does not involve the mystery
and does not require the sacrifice and secret ceremony necessary for
changing Pacali into Svet Bhairava. The mask of the latter is again
covered with the white veil and hung from the wall of Niisadyatpheq
where it will remain until it is taken for cremation.
Pacali performs a wild sword dance as if to assert his fierce side again
and then sits down to receive dabimi (i.e.money) and to distribute a
five-coloured thread ( New: pas&i ) as prascida. While Pacali brandished
his sword into the void, Bhadraklili subsequently pitches into her Daitya
enemy quite literally, wildly hewing the wooden image with her sword.
Daitya cannot hit back and is, after being beaten, carelessly thrown before
NBsadyah again. Pacali and Bhadrakali together make a grand finale,
whirling around each other, and then, with Bhadraklli giving a namasfira
towards Niisadyah, retreating into the dyahchev. The whole g a w once
more comes out and walks a little westward to announce their departure to
the gods around (New: dyah lha'yega), and thereby the performance is
finished-it was about three in the morning.
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The next day about 600 people enjoyed a feast at Vatu square in which
pieces of the goat sacrificed the previous night were included. In addition
to the goat a buffalo ought to be sacrificzd on the same occasion. The
buffalo was indeed sacrificed and its blood sucked by the dancers, but only
next day in order to have the meat served fresh at the feast. On the one
hand, the dancers say that blood, liquor and food eaten by them in their
&vine form leaves them as soon as they put off their masks; on the other
hand, this particular buffalo was, like the two buffaloes at the start,
sacrificed and its blood sucked by the dancers without masks. Hence,
divine power can be attributed to both the masks and the consecrated
persons wearing them, and the two components of divinity can apparently
be separated. Likewise, the mask of Bhairava was in the last dance worn
by somebody other than the one thereto designated.
As will be seen in the next section, the complexity of the divine dancers
or the dancing divinities' identity is 5irther revealed at death and in the
funeral rites. The intricacy notwithstanding, a clear hierarchy can be
observed between the two components of divinity in the lifetime of the
dancers. The masks, hung from the walls of the Ngsadyahchen), can be
worshipped without their human embodiments. The consecrated dancers,
by contrast, cannot be worshipped without their masks. In the composition
of divinity, the masks are the encompassing aspect. The only ones who can
be worshipped as they are, without masks, are the musicians - who, as
was related above, constitute the very source and origin of the Gathus'
power to embody the divinities.

The death of the gods
The gods are to die at a place tellingly called Jamabahil- the Cloister
of Death. The same baha'l is held to be the original site of Seto
Matsyendranfith (Manandhar:72) as well as a resting place of the goddess
BhadraEli at the time of her advent to Kathmandu. The courtyard of
Jarnabaha1 is presently surrounded by office buildings of Tribhuvan
University in the quarter which is as a whole called Jamal. The public that
turned up to witness the death of the divine dancers was massive,
especially when compared to the few spectators at their last dance - but, I
was told, nothing compared to the turn-up in Kirtipur where the whole
population bade farewell to their divine dancers. Before the dancers set out
for Jamal, the public could still worship them in front of NBsadyahcheq,
and again, at Indrachowk, where the dancers whirled around in their dyah
l h y e g u to &fig Bhairava and then remained seated for a while opposite
that temple. From there the dancers went straight to Jamal via Asan and
KarnalBchi.
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It turned out that a whole sequence of danm war yet to bc performed
before the moment of dying c a m . A small retreat in J a m a b a l , where jm
as in N~sadyapcheq,the masks could be attached to the walk, provd to
be .invaluable in another respect. For, when the perfonnancc was about to
start, the second great shower of the monsoon broke out, dekyb
eve-g
but midung the natural symbolism in the dancers demise
altogether convincing. The setting of the stage with regard to the cardinal
directions was equal to that in Vatu: the musicians facing North and
Niisady& k i n g West, with the small mask of MahiilwrnI oa a stick to
the left of the musicians. The divine dancers all ma& b r last
appearance, GaqeS to start with. After solo performances of Brahmw,
Rudriiqi and Kaumari the complete gaya made a last whirling dance
together. At its conclusion Pacali worshipped NBsady* and the musicians,
and did pu'ja' of the dancers (with the sacrifice of eggs) such as described
above. Then, suddenly, a duck was released from the the second floor of
the house of the eldest of Kathmandu's Vajdciiryas. As usual with cocks
and ducks, it was caught by Kaumh- who bit its throat, but did not pass it
on to the other divinities. Instead, the standard procedure concludes with
V W i throwing samai baji towards the public in all directions, and
Bhaddiili serving beer to the gaya.
Then, from the house of the oldest Vajfidhya, the parhng meal is
brought, si ja' in Newari, which literally means the food of death.* It
consists of flattened rice mixed with yoghurt (dhau baji) and granulated
sugar added to it. It is said that the same kind of death-meal is served to
those under the sentence of death just before their execution. Bhairava,
BhadWli and V m i sit together around the tripod on which the
ceremonial plate (New: thdy bhu') with death-food is placed. The other
dancers sit on small banks at a few yards distance. Bhairava, apparently,
is the master of death, initiating with the uttering of a mantra the eating of
the si ja'. Bhairava, B h a a l i and Vgrshi, sharrng the si ja', throw some
of it behind their backs in the direction of the other dancers. Thereupon, all
at once, the dancers fall dead and are immdately lifted by the team of
assistants. The surprise eff& is tremendous. AAer their elaborate parting
dance the death of the divine host occurs in a split second, without any
agony. By comparison, the dancers of Kirtipur stumble along for a while
after eating their si ja' and fdl dead one by one.
The stiffened corpses of the Bhadrakili g a w are at once carried out of
the compound of Jarnabahal. The procession of the dead bodies follows t
k
same route as the one by which the living gods came. Nay (Butcher)
musicians precede the procession but do not yet play their characteristic
fimeral music. One of the most hcinatmg aspects is that PaCali comes
back to life thnce. His first resurrection occurs at Asan where Pacali is
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supposed to drink fiom a red-painted tap which is turned upside down
(akhah hitl) and which, at least at present, contains no water. PacalT comes
into motion very slowly to the accompaniment of the Gathu musicians, but
then, in a crescendo, accelerates his pace to end up in a few moments of
ecstatic dance from which he falls stonedead again. The dance of the dead
god which takes hardly more than a minute, is repeated in front of &S
B h r a v a at Indrachowk and in front of the Nasadyahcherq at Vatu. His
dramatic resurrections are, it was explained, the result of the fact that
Pacali as the main god of the g a w is so powerful that his tya'ga, his
abandonment of iakti, cannot be effected at once.
Pacali's double, Svet Bhairava, was left b e h d at Vatu and thus did not
share the si ja'. Yet he is supposed to have died at the time of Pacali's
death, exactly because the two of them share the same identity. After
Pacali's final resurrection, the mask of Svet Bhairava was taken fiom
Nasadyahche~and put underneath Pacali's mask, sometlung which must
have been done so furtively that I could not witness it. Likewise the
wooden shield representing Daitya is put underneath the mask of, tellingly,
his slayer Bhadrakali. He will also be cremated together with Bhadrafili
and the other gods, something which once again indicates the fusion of
good and evil, or more specifically, the fundamental afkity between the
goddess and the demon slain by her.
From Vatu the procession proceeds along the same road by which, at
their first appearance, the dancers went for their meeting with the king of
Nepal. The Bhadrakali p i t h is this time the terminal point for the dancers
in their divine composition. At the gate of the pith the masks are
separated from the dancers' bodies and placed again in front of their
respective stone representations, but now stripped of flowers and other
decorations. This is the moment of dissection: after the removal of their
masks the faces of the dancers are covered with the white cloth which they
first wore as a turban (New: pheta') to support their masks. As dead bodies
they are carried around the p i t h and then taken into retreat at the second
floor of the buildmg adjoining the pith. In the room from which they once
started their long enterprise the dancers are laid down in a row, their faces
covered by the white cloth as a shroud. For a moment it seems as if not the
divinities, but the dancers embodying them have died. Shortly after,
though, the dancers are brought to life by the ndyo with holy water (nilah)
and accompanying mantras. Those restored to life however are not the
same any more as those who died. As divine dancers they died indeed and
were hence covered with shrouds. At their revival they take off their
decorations and most significantly, the ghmgala' which marked the
divinity of their human bodies. Under the guidance of the ndyo, they
subsequently worship the other part of their former divine identity, the
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masks in the pith. In the prijri and goat-sacrifice which follows, rhc
masks definitely relinquish the power that had so long b m stored in them
to the immobile stones of the p i ! h . The decorations are removed fiom the
masks like they were fiom the dancers but in contrast to the dancers they
are not restored to life. It is for the srmsks that the last rites will be
performed. The play with life and death is intricate: the dancers
immediately resurrect but in another identity, whle the masks cannot be
reborn until the cycle of twelve years has passed. But then, unlike the
dancers, they will be recreated and revived in the same identity which they,
time and time again, relinquish at their death.
The cremation and its aftermath
The blood of the goat-sacrifice whch is part of the final pfiji for the
masks is sprinkled over both the masks and the stone representations of the
gods. Daitya and Svet Bhairava however remain invisible behind the
masks of Pacali and Bhadrakali, as if both of them share in the identity of
the protagonists of the divine host. After a break during which the dancers
in their room receive a fikd and pras& fiom the M y o , they come out to
lift the masks, covering them with the pieces of white cloth that in the
preceding episode covered the faces of their own dead bodies-a sublime
dramatic reversal. Death, whch at first touched the &vine dancers in their
totality, and which was subsequently split, as it were, between the masks
and the bodles of the dancers, is now concentrated in the masks alone, the
divine and encompassing component of the entity which passed away.
From this moment onwards, the Nay musicians start their true funeral
music. Preceded by the Nasadyah kalas'a and the now covered mask of
Mahalaksmi, the dancers carry their veiled masks to Eilarnocana gha't,
still walking in their usual sequence with GqeS at the tail end. In that
sequence the masks will also be deposited on the funeral pyre.9
At mlamocana gha'l just beyond the pi!h of Pacali, discussion arose
about where to bum the masks. The ashes of the cremated masks are
considered to be particularly powefil and should not fall into the hands of
witches. The cremation platform was considered too accessible and
therefore too risky a place to bum the masks. It was finally decided to
perform the cremation off the Bagmati banks, on a tiny island at the
confluence with the Tukua rivulet, just big enough to accommodate the
dancers and their retinue. The pyre was built up of seven layers of wood
on which the masks were put over each other, with GqeS last. The
Nlsady* kalaia could not be burnt of course, but its contents, the waters
collected fiom five tirthas, were released into the Bagmati river, as were
the flowers ,and the greenery adorning it. The helas'a which was later
casually taken along when the group departed, was hardly el-r
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any more: it seemed just an ordinary metal water vessel, be it small and
dented. The cremation itself could not be as solemn as perhaps it should
be, because of the splashing and hubbub that accompanied wading through
the muddy Bagmati and climbing up and down its slippery banks. But it
was performed accordmg to rule, that is, apart from the already mentioned
fact that the other Gathu si-guthi, whch was to build the pyre and to
complete the burning after it had been set to fire, did not turn up.
The now unmasked Bhairava, also one of the nine members of the
dancers' si-guthi, made, with the burning straw torch in h s hand, three
rounds of the pyre, which, among the other divine masks, contained two of
his former selves. Just as the chief mourner in human cremations often is,
he was supported in his circumambulation, in this case by the dhvampvami
yo. After the pyre was lit by him, the dancers sat around it until all
masks were reduced to ashes, which took a long time. The divine masks
proper burned quickly, but not the solid wooden shield of Daitya. At dawn
the dancers were still squatting around the fire, waiting for Daitya to bum
to ashes. At last, in fbll daylight, the ashes of the gods, including the
resistant Daitya,could ultimately be swept into the Bagmati. After that the
group left the tiny island, splashmg through the muddy waters, and, being
freed from divinity, chattering and laughmg like other mortals.
Still four days later, a bica'h piija' was performed at Bhadrakali pitha to
bid a final farewell to the deities of the g a p there. As the bica'h pija' is a
customary feature at the conclusion of every ya'tra' and since the Gathu on
that occasion were no longer different fiom ordinary human beings, its
description will be left out here. One interesting detail, though, is that by
preparing and applying a mohuni (soot) tika' at the conclusion of bica'h
pfija', the dancers and members of the group, in their own words, return the
mohuni tika' which they took after the homa and the pija' initiating the
Bhadrakiili p-wikham. A few other details of the aftermath of the divine
dances are'worth mentioning. The cremation as such left no prusfda, but
prascida of the dances had already been given Oika', flowers and a red
thread) by the ndyo in Niisadyacheq at the great feast the day after
beldkh, the last dance. Yet one special p r a s a a could only be given after
the completion of the last rites: threads fiom the garments of the divine
dancers were distributed among the public to be used in amulets to avert
evil, especially for children. Not all the garments of the gods were tom to
pieces. One of them, it was already mentioned, is indtionally given to the
Gathu si-guthi who used to complete the cremation of the masks.The most
valuable dresses are kept by the dancers' own si-guthi to be used as a
devam, a shroud with which the deceased is covered just before cremation,
but which is not usually burnt with him. When the ndyo of the Gathu siguthi dies, however, the devaw is to be burnt with him.
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are the single most cxparh itan in tbc
BhadrakAli p y d k h a ~ .Of the total mount of Rs, 380,000 which W
Majesty's Government provided for all ingredients, attributes, sacrifices
and feasts which the Gathu have to finance by themselves (for which there
is no other patron) Rs. 100,000 was spent on garments, which m a t be
used for the purpose again. The panther skins worn by Bhairava and
Bhadddlli are directly supplied by the Palace. Bhrava's panther-skin
dress will go to the rufyo of the dancers, while a panther skin which is used
as a seat for the gods in the dances will go to the BhadraLBli @yo (New:
sword carrier at Dasain) of Vatu d y a k h e y ; in the case of the alternate
Pacali Bhairava pyikam it goes to Bhadrabli's Southern d y a k h y in
Tebahiil. As a tail end, and not to make the list exhaustive, it may be
mentioned that Sinlbii and Dhurnbii are entitled to keep their tails of yak
hair themselves. The yak tad from B h a W l T s headdress goes to the
Dhirnay players,1° who on several occasions head the procession of the
Bha-li
dancers-the Gathu musicians themselves are always in the
rear.
The material remains of the divine host thus dissolve. The dissolution
of the divine dancers themselves, to summarize the essence of it, consisted
of two parts. The dancers die together with their masks, but are revived in
a different quality, as the human beings which they were before their
divine life and death took off. The masks, on the other hand, are not
revived and will be reborn only twelve years later. The death, cremation
and rebvth of the gods shows a fundamental difference from that of men.
The cremation itself is similar but the hrther mortuary rites and the
subsequent S'rWhas are absent. Most important of all, the gods are
reborn in the same identity which they left at their death, something which
hardly if ever occurs to men. The gods of the Bhadrakfili pya'khm, it must
be concluded, do indeed die in their earthly manifestations, but their death
resembles that of Yarna himself, whose secret seems to be that, in dying,
he remains essentially the same as he was before. In a distant way it
resembles the serpents who vanquished death through their (self)sacrifice,ll while, at a closer view, the serpent Aju worn around Bhairava's
( ~ j u ' s neck
)
might point to that same feat.
dressts of the gods

Conclusion: The Gathu py8kham in the ritual structure of Kathmandu
So far little has been said about the separate characters of the divine
host, whence they come, who they are and what they pursue. Within the
broader network of Kathmandu's divine world, the gods of the g a F
manifest themselves on at least three different levels, one of which has
already elaborately been accounted for by Gutschow and Bajracharya
(1976) and by Gutschow (1982:120-122). The eight goddesses can be
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conceived of as the a~fam-t&iwhich, at least ideally, surround the city,
the valley and the kingdom of Nepal according to the points of the
compass. This static point of view, which is embodied in the shape of a
madala, is complete in itself and does not require any action of the sort
that is manifested in the Bhadrahli pya'kham. The protagonists of the
divine drama, Pacali Bhairava and Bhadrakali, have their pithus, their
seats of power, on the outskirts of old Kathmandu, but their origin lies
elsewhere.
At the level of the Bhadrakali pydkham the imaginary circle
surrounding Kathmandu is not closed or static at all. Pacali B h r a v a once
was a king of Pharping in the south of the Valley, who fell in love with a
Nay girl in Kathmandu and who, when found out, was forced to go into
hiding at the site of his present pitha at Teku. Bhadrakiili was discovered
as a small child by a farmer in Tupiya, a village north of Kathmandu in
the neighbourhood of Budhanilakantha. The childless farmer wished to
adopt the child found by him, and laid it to rest in the shade while he
finished his work. When he returned to the site the baby girl had
disappeared however and instead he saw a bright light (jyoti) shining fiom
the bushes. There and then he had the true vision (dariana) of the Goddess
BhadrakZtli who changed into a child again after expressing her wish to be
installed in Kathmandu. On the way to Kathmandu the farmer and the
Goddess took rest in Jamal, the place where, in the twelve-yearly cycle of
the Bhadrakali pydkham, the gods die.
The divhe dancers are also obliged to visit Bhadraklli's place of origin,
and proceed fiom there in a long march to Gokarna and Sankhu. If they
fail to do so (as they did in 1992), they should, following their death and
the bica'h p6ji in Kathmandu, visit Tupiya and perform a. bama' (apology)
pu'ja' at the modest Bhadrakali temple which adjoins the paddy field where
the farmer once found the godly child. This year they did k a m a pija',
accompanied by a goat sacrifice and followed by a feast, on the fourth of
July 1992, barely a month fiom the next Gatha Mugah cabe, whlch
marked the beginning of their enterprise the year before. It is the very last
ritual of the protracted farewell ceremonies, the climax of which, their
collective death and funeral rites, is striking by its shortness.
The external origins attributed to the two main deities of Kathmandu's
Gathu pya'kham already give an indication of the event's supralocal
significance, for which, however, more conclusive evidence can be
adduced. Let us first look at the second level on which the gaqu of
dvinities manifests itself. In contrast to the static ma&ala representation
in which each of the mdtrkds is designated a fixed position, each and every
pitha around Kathmandu in fact harbours the whole gaqu. The pitha of
Pacali Bhairava, by exception dedicated to a male divinity, nevertheless
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contains the dani-circle of stones repthe ~ ~ ~ ~ - in
t rthef -.i s
way that they arc represented in the other p l w s of Kathmandu. From the
dynamic, social point of view, the p i t h s surroundrng Knthmaadu are mt

of equal importance. Among them, Pacali Bhavava has an important H t r i
during Dasain, but his move through the city remains confined to his
Southern domain of town (see Gutschow's map, 1982:134). 'Ibt god&=
of the most prominent p i t h s of the city, however, cover the gr*l1*rt area
of the city in their respective )dtris-which
are left unrecorded in
Gutschow's survey of procession routes. They are BhadrakBli, more
popularly called Lumari Ajimil, and Indrfini, more popularly called Luti
AjimH. Bha-li,
as we have seen, has her pirho Southeast of the city
proper, while 1n-i
has her seat Northwest of it, on the banks of the B i ~ q
m i . The crossing diagonal from Southwest to Northeast approximately
coincides with the ritual division of the city in an Upper (Thane) and a
Lower (Kvane) part. Both goddesses, who are considered elder
(BhadrakHli) and younger (IndrBni) sisters, but who are at the same time
conceived of as antagonists, ostentatiously cross the dividmg line into each
others' territories. The image of Kathmandu as a ritualized battlefield and
a sacrificial arena is given due attention in another article (van den Hoek
1993).
The exploits of the Gathu dancers, which cover a vaster domain and
transcend the Thane-Kvane division of the city itself,l2 express the image
of a ritualized war-path. The exchange of swords with the king prepares
both sides for the sacrifices to come: the king for the real war-path which
he may choose to follow and in which he may be either the victor or the
victim, the dancers for their sacrificial march which, as it were, runs
parallel to that of the king. Both of them start their move at the time that
the harvest is being collected or ripetzlng in the fields-the appropriate
time for war and sacrifice-and both have to be back at the onset of the
rains. Although the Gathu are said to take sacrifice at random (and this
threat extends to human beings) if they are not properly provided for, their
battle-field is a symbolic one and their exploits are ldcewise ritualrzed.
Every sacrifice, however, including that of war itself, delivers its spoils or
h i t s , and from that point of view the Gathu do indeed have a generative
power. The nature of that power, which is born from sacrifice-like the
divinities themselves-would however be flattened out by labeling the
divine dancers 'protective' or 'fertility' gods. Casting such a stereotype on
a most intriguing performance deprives it of its depth and unmistakable
suspense.
The passage of the di-ine dancers through life and death, culminating
in what might be termed the sacrifice of their own selves, opens up the
fence between gods and men a little bit. The delicate play with life and
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death alludes to the secret of the Lord of Death himself who died but yet
remained, both in his own divinity and in all mortals a l i k e f o r Death is
the divinity in Man.

Notes
Thanks are due to the Netherlands Organisation for Scienfic Research
(NWO) which provided me with a grant to attend the International Conference
on the Anthropology of Nepal from 7-14 September 1992 in Kathmandu, and to
witness the concluding events of the Bhadrakali pydkhum that were the subject
of the paper presented. I could witness only the start and the conclusion of the
divine dances, and I am most gratefu) to my friend and research companion
Balgopal Shrestha, who recorded some of the performances in-between. Due to
other Dasain obligations we arrived on the spot only after the completion of the
homa on the initial day (Vijaya DaSami) of the dances. Information on the
build-up of the divine power was collected in interviews with the members of
the Gathu group themselves. We are especially grateful to the Myo, Laksrni
Narayan Mali, and to the nvaku, Prithu Narayan Mali and to the svakii, Dhana
Bahadur Mali, of the Gathu si-guthi, for sharing their knowledge with us, and
thus providing the invaluable background information on the course of the
divine drama. We express our heartfelt thanks to Prem Man Citrakar, one of
Kathmandu's greatest artists, for inviting us to witness the subsequent stages in
his creation of the divine masks. Finally I wish to thank the Centre for Nepal
and Asian Studies for supporting my research on the ritual structure of
Kathmandu by granting me affiliation to the Centre.
1 Surprisingly, death and cremation do not feature in the yearly Theco dances,
nor in their twelve-yearly special performance, which is preceded by a yet to be
witnessed serpent sacrifice (sarpa homa).
2 Cf. the special form of Mahalaksmi in the Navadurga dances of Bhaktapur
(Gutschow and Basukala 1987: 137)
3 The heads of the buffaloes are not (as they often are, see note 4) committed
to the sacrificial fire, but put in front of Bhadrakali in the pith. They are later
to be divided as si (shares in the head of the sacrifice) among 18 members of
the dyah pydkham khalah, which includes the 9 si-guthi members. As a rule,
the si of goat sacrifices are distributed only among the si-guthi members, but
the goats sacrificed during the pydkhum provide 12 parts of si (by dividing the
nose in two, the tongue in 3 parts) which are served to three members of the
dancing team in addition to the si-guthi members.
4 For a general treatment of this and other aspects of fire sacrifice see Van
den Hoek 1992.
5 In this regard the paper by Linda Iltis (1988) on the Harasiddhi pydkham is
most illuminating.
6 For a general view of kingship and divinity in Nepal see van den Hoek
1990.
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7 The intermediate performance for Nasady&cheq (the m e d a)
tab
place with PhhiIncalpe after the rejuvenation of the mado and the rn
empowerment of the &vine dancers.
8 In the cycle of Pacali Bhairava dances the duck is released in tht same wey
by a Rajopiidhaya Brahmin, who also supplies the' si jd.
9 ~he'sequenceis 1. The Niisadye kulda 2. The U a h a b I nask carried
on a stick 3. S U - 4. Vyaghkd 5. lndrant 6. Pacali Bhairava (Aju) 7.
Bhadrakall (Ajha) 8. V&9. V a i $ ~ v i10. Ka11. BrahmapT 12.
Rudragi 13. GapeS. In Kirtipur GapeS, also the last one in the sequena then,
kindles the fire before dying himself. As the eldest son of Bhairava it is his duty
to light his father's pyre.
10 Yak tails adorn the long decorated poles (New: dhunyd munyd) with which
acrobatic feats are performed and which on the way are swayed in front of the
Dhimay musicians.
11 See van den Hoek and Shrestha 1992: 60-62,7 1.
12 The shifting of residence in keeping with the BhadraLalI resp. the Pacall
pycikham however, indicates an inner spatial distribution, as docs the allotment
of Bhadralrsllfs panther skin to either the Vatu or the Tebahal dyakhem. If
really pressed to the point, the Gathu may ascribe the Pacali pycikkhq more to
Kvane and the Bhadrakali pyikhammore to Thane, without however givrng it
any more siguficance than a mere shift of their sojourn. The dances
themselves, in their view, transcend local divisions, and do both have the same
range and power of action. Thls view is supported by the Eact that I n W , the
sister and antagonist of BhadraLali, who belongs to Thane in the spatial
distribution of the city and has a ya'trd of her own, is, at the level of the
Bhadrakali pycikham a member of the ga* embodied by the dancers.
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The Dancing Gods of Bhaktapur And Their Audience
Tordis Kowald
This article is about how some Newars from Bhalaapur and nearby
villages relate to and express their experience with their town's most
famous and celebrated dance-the Navadurga' pwkhay. The
material is based on observations of the staged dance-drama and the
interacting audience, as well as stories people tell about it.
Navadurga' pya'kham is a dance-drama that has existed in this form
since the 16th century, but it might even be older (Gutschow 1987:137).
The name Navadurga' refers to the dance-drama's characters. The Hindu
goddess Durgi is involved in at least seven of her nine aspects. There are
additional characters making a total of 12 dancing roles.The Navadurgd
pya'kham is in part related to the great Hindu tradition, through for
instance the Dasai festival, as well as being a drama with distinct local
'make-up' and content. Pya'kham is a Newari word meaning a drama, a
play and/or dance (Sresthacharya 1981:47). I will continue to refer to it as
a dance, drama or dance-drama, as it contains both elements. People's
usage of pya'khm seem to emphasize the dancing and entertaining side.
When explaining to me the difference between Navadurga' pydkhaq~and
other dance-dramas of Bhaktapur, it was stressed that the others were
only 'pyikham'. This was explained as meaning that they would not 'pay
respect' to the other dance-groups, implying that they would not worship
them. The Navudurga' p y i k h m , on the other hand, includes a presence of
the divine as the animators are regarded as possessed by the deities they
represent. This dance-drama thus has a highly religious aspect.
Bhaktapur is the third in size and population of the three ancient
Newar cities of what today is called Kathmandu Valley. According to the
1974 census, 99% of Bhaktapur's population of approximately 40,000
individuals were Newar (Levy 1990:35,75). The Newars constitute a
distinct ethnic community whose ancestors are assumed to have lived in
the valley for almost 2,000 years, though today many also reside in other
towns of Nepal. In religion they are either Buddhist or Hindu, in
language they speak Newari, a Tibeto-Bmese language with many
loanwords fiom Sanskrit, whilst in social organisation they are members
of an hierarchically structured caste system, not unlike similar systems
found throughout north India, though with its own distinct features.
My fieldwork began by focussing on the masks the Navadurga'
pya'kham use, and continued with a gradual deepening relationship with
the mask-maker of the Chitrakar thar and his family, who, for the last 20
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to 30 years, have made the Navadurgd masks.' The importance of this
work is obvious to the Bhaktapurians, as it is the masks that are the main
object of worship, either during the dances, or when they are kept in the
Navadurga' god-house.2 A Bhaktapurian said, while commenting on the
dance-drama, that without the masks nobody would believe in the
dancers' dance. As the dances were staged, my fascination grew for the
usage of these masks, and generally for the activities surrounding this
dance-drama.
The dancers, musicians and organisers of the dances are all recruited
from the Gatha tharS3The Gathas occupation is gardening, growing,
collecting and selling flowers. Both Gatha and Chitrakar belong to a
group of several low ranking thar. According to Levy, there are 10 such
endogamous groups in Bhaktapur (Levy 1990:82). In addition to the two
mentioned groups, there are several others that have different tasks to
fulfill to contribute to a perfect staging of the dance-drama. Of these the
Gatha is the group investing most time, effort, attention and money in the
dance-drama. The duty to dance is every year redistributed between the
Gatha households, according to old rules of inheritance. Of the estimated
70-75 households, some 10-15 families are not included in the dancing
any more, a sanction used to exclude people who marry outside the thar.
All the roles are held by men, except for one. The female role consists of
leading the worship of the Navadurga' deities.
For those who in this manner are professionally involved, it also
means sharing in secret and esoteric knowledge. Though this is not
atypical for Hinduism in general, it is especially marked for those
practices influenced by the Tantric tradition. The gods in the Navadurgd
ensemble are considered Tantric gods. In the myths, as well as how
people appear to experience them, they are dangerous gods. They require
worship that includes 'offering of blood', i.e. animal sacrifice. The
Gathas involved in the dancing have to have some Tantric knowledge, as
well as having to strictly follow the rules relating to these gods, e.g.
food-avoidance at the time of dancing, otherwise the gods could be
dangerous, even for the dancers. The dangerous and Tantric aspect is
emphasised in the myths about the origin of these dances. According to
these, it was only a priest with excellent Tantric skills who could control
the Navadurga' deities, at the time when they were roaming about in the
forest eating anybody passing by.
These secret components set the Navadurga' pya'kham apart from other
dance-dramas in Bhaktapur. In addition to the secret and highly religious
aspect, the Navadurga' pya'kham differs from the other dance-groups in
several other matters. The style of dance, masks and costumes are
obviously part of the same tradition, while the story and role-list differ.
In addition, the number of plays staged is much higher for the Navadurgd
pya'kham than for the other ensembles. There are also differences when it

canas to the h e a l organisation of the recruited chum. Still, rbc
diffarencc is not total, u d l have a strongly entemirhg side to thcm.
But, for the audience, in the N d u r g d pthe antcrtainment offers
elements of fright. The dancedrama is not only for fun, as it has a
potentially dangerous side.
The observations of the diverse activities around the Navadwgd
m m , guided me onto the public part of the performances. The
audience constitute a large, complex and important participating goup.
Turning to them I tried to trace some aspects of the meaning this dancedrama has for them. It seems rather apparent that it is also in contad with
the audience that the meaning and importance of the drama emerges, both
for the dancers and the audience, though the meaning to some extent
differs. Even though these dances have very esoteric sides, it is still
important for the performers what the audience think and say about the
dances as well as do with them. There is an ongoing process of
transformation of meaning that is created and recreated in the dancers
close contact with the interacting audience.

The stage, characters, dance and drama
The Navadurga' pya'kham is staged in an annually repeated sequence,
with approxhately eight months of dancing and four months without
any performances. The fixed performances are staged in 21 different
localities of Bhaktapur, and in 12 other Newar towns and village^.^ The
dance-cycle is finished dramatically, the power being withdrawn from the
masks before burning them in an esoteric ritual. The mask-maker thus
makes a new set of masks every year.
There are several events during the year that could be regarded as the
beginning of the dancing season, depending on the focus. I will start with
what appears as the public beginning. In the late afternoon of the ninth
day of the Dasai celebration (SeptemberIOctober), the new set of 13
masks used in the Navadurga' pya'kham, are displayed for the first time
for the coming dancing season. They are displayed in the backyard of the
mask-maker's house. Many Bhaktapurians now come to worship the
Navadurga' thus manife~ted.~
In the following and tenth day of Dasai, the dancers come to 'steal'
the masks away. Later in the afternoon, the masks are handed over to the
seasons dancers in a public ritual beside the BrahrnQi shrine. On this
occasion many Bhaktapurians find their way out to this shrine, situated
just outside the town. The place is crowded. People are pressing, and
pushing, in order to see. The atmosphere is at the same time solemn, as
well as filled with excitement, flirting and coy play, particularly among
the young. There is music and talk, from all comers. The dancers now
wear their particular black mark, tikd, on their forehead. This signifies
that the deities are possessing them again. People say that half of the soul

is the dancer's, and the other half is the god's. With an intensity and
fwour, people stretch out their hands to touch the masks, a typical
worshipping gesture that shows respect, as if something is thereby
transferred from the gods to themselves. As the dancers reach the edge of
the town and just before proceeding into the centre again, they perform a
masked dance publicly for the first time in the season. Then follows eight
days of particular dances and rituals. After this the Navadurgci pydkham
start their annual round, visiting the various localities of the town in a
fixed sequence. For this regular program, the dancers, with the masks, are
out of the Navadurgi godhouse for a little more than 24 hours. In
addition they receive special invitations to come and bestow their
blessing in private households. The performances generally include
receiving worship and more entertaining dance sequences. For further
details I refer to the works of Bgsukala and Gutschow (1987), and Levy
(1987). These activities continue until Bhagasti (June) which is a day
approximately at the onset of the rainy season. The power of the
Navadurgci is ritually withdrawn and the masks are burnt in an esoteric
ritual at Brahma'qi Pttha, where the masks initially were handed over to
the dancers.
The dance-drama is acted out on street level, in the town's squares and
courtyards and usually close to a temple. Towards the east the stage is
framed by the palanquin housing the image of MahBlakSmi. The goddess
Mahiilak~miis sometimes refered to as the lineage-god of the gods in the
Navadurga' group. Towards the south the three musicians are seated on
the ground on straw--one plays a double-headed drum, the second small
cymbals, and the third, while reciting some texts, plays on even smaller
cymbals.
The dancers and musicians enter the selected locality in an ordered
procession. The three to four leaders and other helpers from the same
thar also join. The female leader worships the Navadurgi-masks and
instruments before they leave their god-house, herself often staying
behind. The dancers, now animated by the gods that are the figures of the
dance-drama, are appropriately dressed up. They either wear the masks in
front of their faces, or cany them on the side of their heads. Their
costumes are in vivid colours of red, black and white, as well as yellow
and green. In the night when entering an area, they parade through it,
stopping at certain places, dancing short sequences and then sitting down
to receive the worship of the neighbourhood's people. After this they
settle in a certain square, where the MahBlak~mipalanquin has amved
beforehand. There is usually a room or veranda in a backyard or by a
temple, where they keep their things and where the dancers take a nap, if
necessary. They also keep their costumes and masks here, while not
engaged in performing a dance or receiving worship. The following
night, after the Navadurga' pyikham program is over, they all return to

thdr godhouse, in the same procession as they came in. Sanetimu thy
will be taken to their g o d h o w by m e of the people of the pniculrr
area they have been visiting. The audience thus see their guests rafely
home, bringing light, incense and other worshipping-ma~l,as well as
a band of local musicians.
Both in the dances and during worship, some of the dance-dram
figures appear to get more attention than others. 'Ibis is particularly true
of Bhairava, Mahakali and Sveta Bhairava. Both dancers and audience
will claim that all of the deities represented in the drama are important.
The audience can number anything from virtually none, to 4-500. At
some of the late night performances, the audience are only a few,
randomly passing by and not lingering. During the day and early
evcning, the audience tend to come and go. Some just pass by, saluting
the gods. Others stay for a while, watching whole dance-sequences,
worshipping the gods, chatting with neighbours. Children roam about,
playing with each other, talking with the dancers, or watching the
Navadurga' dances intensely and as close up as they can get.

One sequence: ny; Iakegu: 'to go fishing'
The most spectacular dance sequence is when Sveta Bhairava 'goes
fishing'. It is called n$ l&gu in Newari, and people often use dus term
to refer to the whole afternoon of different dances after this key one is
performed. I have picked this one out of several rather different dances,
because it seems to draw the most audience. It also serves as a reference
to the stories that I eventually will turn to.
When Sveta Bhairava goes fishing, he tries to catch somebody from
the audience. It is the older boys and young men who play the part of the
fish. They shout and tease Sveta Bhairava, while he is chasing them
around in the area. The audience is obviously enjoying this, as they often
try to persuade the Sveta Bhairava dancer to do more than the
compulsory three rounds. On the other hand, if someone does get caught
(which does not always happen), it is regarded as not only inauspicious
for the young man, but also for his household. Then the person will be
dragged back onto the stage, and have to pay an offering to the image of
Mahllakvmi. The younger 'fish' sometimes cry loudly from fright.
At this point the drama seems to cross a boundary between a godly
world and a human, as people get more directly involved. Then, if they
get caught, the 'game' gets serious and misfortune threatens. This
signifies that this particular drama has a powerful godly aspect. Its theme
is also one of disrespect, which is enacted within the drama itself when
Sveta Bhairava shows disrespect to the still more powerful goddess
Mahiikiili. Sveta Bhairava has then to offer several gifts to please
Mahiikdi
With this dramatic theme in mind, I will now turn to the audience and
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the stories they tell of Navadurga', and how ordinary people's failure to
show appropriate respect, has, as in the drama itself, severe
consequences.

The stories
The meaning of the drama is not only something self-contained in the
performance, it is also something that participants, including the
audience, comment upon and take as a reference for the way they
interpret events in the world. These comments function on several levels,
serving to indoctrinate ideology which regulates daily social life. These
aspects of meaning are experienced in stories which connect the drama to
events in people's lives. These stories thus constitute an important source
that I have drawn upon in order to grasp some aspects of the drama's
meaning. I find these narratives valuable also because they serve as a
source of information as to how people interpret both their experiences in
daily life and their ideas about the Navadurga' as representing a
supernatural realm. Both the myths and the religious exegeses concerning
the Navadurga' are interesting enough, but they give only a certain type
of insight, showing what a religious specialist, whether as priest or
astrologer, might be expected to know, as well as giving a wider context.
They give little information, though, about ordinary peoples experience
of the Navadurga' pya'khapz. The following stories are accounts of
incidents people relate to the presence of Navadurga' in their masked and
dancing manifestations. By presenting a few of these accounts I will try
to demonstrate important socio-cultural themes which are part of the
drama's complex of meaning.
A shopkeeper in Bhaktapur was the first person to tell me one of these
stories about Navadurga' pya'khum, explaining their power and greatness.
He asked if I had heard of the great fire in Banepa. I had not, so he told
his story.
The Navadurga' p y c i k h had been in Banepa, as it had every year.
When Sveta Bhairava was dancing his nyz lcikegu, the young men were
teasing his character too much. They went too far, and made Sveta
Bhairava furious. He angrily tore his bangles off, throwing them away. A
few days later, after Navadurga' had returned to Bhaktapur, a fire broke
out in Banepa. The shopkeeper visited Banepa right after the fire. There
he saw the devastating results of the fire: many of the houses in the old
bazaar had burned down. But the strange thing was that in between, some
houses had been spared. The ultimate explanation of this was that the fire
had been caused by the enraged Navadurga' due to the intolerable
behaviour of certain young men. The fire had actually only broken out in
the houses where these mischievous youths had been living. Later many
other people told me similar stories of the fire in Banepa, invariably
connecting it with Navadurga'. Some of the stories being more elaborate
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than this one.
There are also other stories. They consist of several elements that
make them related. The Navadurgd pycikham are performing their danced
and rituals and receiving worship. Then someone is insulting them (either
dancers, characters or both). This eventually results in problems for the
bad-mannered person, like acute illness, vomiting of blood, fire andtor
accidental and sudden death. These events are often related to historical
facts, in some way or other. In sum the narratives demonstrate the power
of the Navadurgd gods. As far as I understand, people relate to these
stories, not only as entertaining, but also regard them as a demonstration,
even proof, of a godly power that can turn into a dangerous one,
boomeranging back onto unfaithful devotees.
The function or effect of these stories is also to give force to the moral
proposition that it is better to follow the tradition if you want to succeed.
If instead you show disrespect for authorities, like elders or gods, you
will harvest misfortune. These stories are thus congruent with the
problem of discipline, which can be accentuated when times are
changing. The dancers position is, as mentioned, ambiguous, for they are
of low wordly rank yet at the same time admired and even feared as the
vehicles for powerful deities. Stories such as the above can benefit the
dancers in their struggle for awe and authority. They can also help in
generally convincing people about the power of the different deities.
There is a related story of disrespect and miracles, dated some 100
years back, when the Navadurgd reportedly stopped going to
Kathmandu. The event takes place at the time of the Prime Minister Jang
Bahadur Rana. In the story he is described as cruel. This Prime Minister
said that these gods (the Navadurga') are 'only drinking and eating gods',
an accusation implying greediness, which is rather negative. He told the
citizens of Kathmandu that they should feed the NavadurgG with as much
food and drinks as they could (in order to test their divine capacities).
The Navadurga' ate and drank, and the people could not believe what
they saw: they drank all the beer and liquor of the city, and were just
about to empty the river. Jang Bahadur realising his mistake, begged the
Navadurga' to stop and to go back to Bhaktapur and never to visit
Kathmandu again.
The Navadurga' stopped going to Kathmandu, and this is the reason
given. On the other hand, there is no such story of how they stopped
going, for instance, to Gokharna, a Newar village to the north of
Kathmandu and north-west of Bhaktapur. The last time they went there
seemed to have been in 1987. The dancers themselves explained that
they had stopped going because they did not feel welcome there-and
they felt that way because the people had failed to m g e the
government financed worship that should be offered to the Navadurga'
pyikham annually.
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This leads us to ask how stories like these can develop. In seeking for
some understanding I will now refer to an event that occurred in 1991,
during my fieldwork. I did not witness it myself, as I entered the scene
only the day after the event.
The Navadurgd were visiting N111, yet another Newar village, about 3
hours walk from Bhaktapur. Here the sweeper community have a
tradition of receiving Navadurgd with music and dance. They also offer a
piglet, which is described as the favourite sacrifice to give to the
Navadurga'. The dance-drama's myth of origin explained why. There are
two ways of presenting this little pig. On this occasion it should be let
loose, so that the masked gods will have to catch it. This is great fun,
particularly for the participating audience. What they do on such an
occasion is to run in between the godly figures, to snatch the piglet from
them and thus in this manner prolong the game of hunting. This year, the
piglet, by mistake, was handed over directly to the ensemble's leading
character, Bhairava. The audience thus lost a very spectacular bit of the
entertainment. This grew into a conflict, ending with a big fight, where
one man from the sweepers' community was killed.
Already the second day after the incident and before the Navadurga'
dancers returned to Bhaktapur, I was told the story by a Bhalctapur
woman. When I asked, she would not connect it with the Navadurga'
directly, as in other stories she had told me. Instead she was worried
about the now fatherless children. Later on, I was told about the events
by some Nilla residents. In their version they especially stressed the
importance of obeying the dancing deities. It was not the incorrect giving
of the piglet that preoccupied the tellers, but that the person who had died
had been advised by the MahiWli dancer to go home and stay out of
trouble. By not obeying MahBkali, he had been unfortunate and lost his
life.
Maybe the above mentioned incident will be related to the Navadurga'
later on, just like the Banepa-fire. Also here, a real life tragedy is linked
with the presence of the Navadurga'. Both the violent results and the
realistic aspect, make it a very powerful range of stories.
These dramatic and violent results seem congruent with the nature of
tantric gods like Navadurga'. In Bhaktapur they are not only regarded as
beneficial, protective, but also dangerous. In these stories their anger
does not seem to be arbitrary. Reasons are always found for their anger.
The same theme is treated in the dance itself, when everybody can see
how impossibly and rudely Sveta Bhairava is behaving to MahBkilli.
The stories can also be regarded as a part of the Navadurga' dancers
own struggle to be convincing. Through the dances and rituals they
depict gods. Putting on the masks, they are transformed and possessed by
the gods, which might be interpreted as contradictory to the fact that the
, dancers are recruited from a low status group. In Newari Hinduism this is
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not any obvious contradiction. Still, I think, the dancers an quite
vulnerable to criticism. Here again the audience plays a part. They n l m
to these dancing gods in many ways, e.g. by telling the mentioned stories
and gossiping, by worshipping the gods, by addressing the dancers in
polite and honorific terms on these dancing occasions, by presenting
offerings accompanied with prayers for help, for instance in getting a son
or even for a daughter, for succeeding in their business, or for general
well-being, avoiding d i m e . Still the dancers are often enough criticised,
mainly for being greedy. Besides people say they do not dance as they
should. They take shortcuts. They tall< when they should not. Somettmea
people also express their opinions of the dancers more private
affairs-that they have so and so much land and money, but just waste it
dnnicmg. And so on. But on aslung for instance when the changes in the
dances started to occur, the answer could be: 'a hundred years ago'. That
is, it is a complaint which started not necessarily in their own time, but
could be an inherited complaint. All these hugs, again, are part of an
ongoing debate about what the Navadurga' are, as well as what the dancers
positions are.

Conclusion
I regard these narratives as an important intake that enables me to
understand some of the meaning the dance-drarna carries. It seems that
most people lcnow about some of the incidents connected to the
Navadurga' pya'khum. That is, people do not 'need to have any special
knowledge about these gods to tell these stories. I found this interesting
because often when trying to talk with people about Navadurga' pyikham,
they were shy, said they did not how, and that I rather ought to talk with
the astrologer, the priest or the headmaster of the school, etc. The
narratives provide evidence that a certain type of howledge is widely
distributed. For instance, the myths of origin of the Navadurga' p H & h q ,
or the stories related to the different sequences in the dances, are forms of
knowledge that most people do not have in detail. By contrast, the
stories of the kind discussed above are part of a widely distributed oral
tradition that is reproduced independently of a formal training. They are
not part of the ritual specialists' esoteric knowledge. What seems
apparent, is that most people, regardless of their position in society,
somehow seem to relate to the events portrayed in the stories. They are
more 'egalitarian' in kind, as they seem more evenly distributed
throughout the hierarchical social system. Paying attention to these
stories I have tried to avoid getting only the specialists well formulated
knowledge, in an attempt to try to grasp how people relate to Navdurgci.
The Nuvudurgo' p@khom is facing a deteriorating economic situation.
as funds are withering away. Such a situation can have devastating
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effects on the performance. Apart from such problems it seems like the
duty to dance is an opportunity to acquire fame, make friends and gather
esteem, outside as well as inside the dancers' own community. Playing
the part of some of the characters can even result in the earning of a few
extra rupees, which is always welcome for this rather poor group in
Bhaktapur. What worries me is that the reproduction of such a rich
cultural complex of meanings in the large social universe of Kathmandu
Valley has to rely mostly on peoples' casual goodwill and their ability to
supply the dances and cover the necessary expenses for arranging the
dance-drama. Newar cultural traditions will probably be modified in the
encounter with a changing global-economic situation and socio-cultural
environment, where other values and new lifestyles are impinging on
them. As for instance, the growing consumption of mass media products
like TV, radio, movies, videos and so on. The people of Bhaktapur are
participants in a changing society. The audience as well as the dancers
have to relate to these changes and they have to cope with it. This can be
symbolically expressed in many ways, e.g. in the Navadurga' dances.
Although there are strong restrictions on altering the actual performance
itself, I think it reasonable to assume that the meanings people derive
from these performances are indeed changing.

Notes
1 When I use the term thar I refer to the same social units that, for example,
G. S. Nepali referred to as 'castes'. For a more precise distinction between these
two terms see Levy (1990:73).
2 A 'god-house', called dyahche" in Newari, functions as both a temple and
requisite storehouse.
3 The usage of Newari or Nepali names depends on context. It seems common
to use Nepali names in the larger Nepali society. In this article I will use the
names as mostly done in Bhaktapur. The painter-group was quite consistent in
using their Nepali name Chitrakar rather than the Newari name Pil. On the
other hand, the gardener thar used the Newari name for themselves Gatha.
Their Nepali name is Banmala. While most Bhaktapurians use these two names
in the same manner, the Gatha insisted on Pii for the painters.
4 This number is for the season of 1990-91. The number should in principle
not vary, but some of the earlier visited places have lately been omitted.
Compare Basukala and Gutschow (1987:147).
5 The gods and goddesses that are represented with a mask in the Navadurgd
pyikham are: Mahadev (the only 'blind' mask and it is not worn in front of the
face of any dancer); GaneS, Brahrnaqi, MaheSvari, Kumari, Bhadrakali, ViWihi,
Balakurnari, Siha, Bhairava, Duh~, and Sveta Bhairava (usually not
participating in the processions). They are listed in. the order the masks are
displayed in the mask-makers' backyard on the ninth day of Dasai. -
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Tamu Shamanistic Possession (Khhlye Khhaba): Some
Preliminary Ethnographic Observations
Judith Pettigrew and Yarjung Kromchhain Tamu (Gurung)l
Accordmg to the Oxford English Dictionary (197 1:2248), a person who
is possessed is 'mhabited and controlled by a demon or spirit'. Jones
(1976:l) writing with reference to Nepal suggests that spirit possession
can be defined as 'an altered state of consciousness on the part of an
individual as a result of what is perceived or believed to be the
incorporation of an alien form with vital and spiritual attributes, e.g, the
spirit of a superhuman form such as a witch, sorcerer, god, goddess or
other religious divinity'. Possession has received considerable attention
within the anthropological literature (Crapanzano & Garrison 1977,
Bourguignon 1973, Hitchcock and Jones 1976, Lewis 1971, 1986). Debate
has centred on such divergent issues as the sociological functions of
possession (Lewis 1971); the psychopathology of altered states of
consciousness (Devereux 1956); cultural meaning (Obeyesekere 1977);
demography and comparison (Bourguignon 1973). Lewis (197 1:32)
classifies possession into two distinct categories, 'peripheral7 and 'central7
possession. Peripheral possession is most commonly manifested by women
in societies where they are denied access to positions of power and
authority. In these circumstances possession provides an outlet for covert
manipulation. 'Central' possession reinforces public morality, power and
authority and accordmg to Lewis exists primarily in small-scale fluid
societies which survive in circumstances of extreme physical hardship or
political oppression. 'Central' possession involves possession by either
ancestor spirits or deities and is frequently associated with shamanic
religions.
Jones (1976:3) suggests that the term 'central' possession is not
applicable in a South Asian context where cults which can be classified as
being of the 'central' possession type are evident in highly stratified
societies. He considers that four types of spirit possession can be identified
in Nepal-reincarnate possession, tutelary possession, oracular possession
and peripheral possession. On the basis of an article by Messerschrmdt
(1976:208) Jones suggests that reincarnate possession is present in Gurung
society. The classification is based on the inhabitation or possession of the
bodies of sacrificial animals by the deceased during the three-day
memorial celebration the pai lava.2 Gurung (Tamu) shamarum is
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characttrizcd as bang devoid of an ecstatic element-Tm shamans &
not become p s e s d (McHugh 1991:469, McsacrschrniQ 1976:201,
PignMc 1966:293). Aithougb Tamu shamanism clearly incorporatcp q
dement3 of classic Inner h i a n s-ritual
parap-in,
ornithological symbohsm, soul travel etc., its lack of an ecstatic M t i m
. . . .
was a
factor. Recent research however, contradicts' this
premise-there is a tradition of possession in Tamu society both within tbe
shamanistic tradition of the Pachyu and within lay society ( M h
1993).3

The purpose of this paper is to undertake a prehmary examination of
the nature and form of possession (Rhhlye k h h a b ~ as
) ~ mtegrated into the
Pa+
tradition. Tamu religion incorporates two pre-Buddhist
indigenous shamanistic traditions-those of the Pachyu and the KhhlyepiI
(also called Lhyauxi or Ghyapri) ritual experts. The tradition of the Pachyu predates that of the Khhlyepri. W e khhlye Rhhaba is an i m p o r t .
concept within the Pachyu W t i o n , it does not appear to be of
si@cance for the Khhlyepit A small number of (mostly elderly)
Khhlyepri, however, do become possessed. We suggest that the nature of
the KhhlypiS (they are prirnanly death specialists and not healers) is in
part responsible for the lack of an ecstatic kuIition. More importantly,
however, the greater loss of ritual repertoire which is evident amongst the
KhhlyepA makes it difficult to make an accurate judgement about the
presence or absence of an ecstatic tradition.
Pa-chyu serve their communities as both priests and curers. A learned
Pa-chyu will h o w more than 50 rituals and have an accompanying
repertoire of over 100 myths @ye). The rituals that a Pa-chyu is called
upon to perform are diverse and include such rites as the saymg of a ngo
(mantra) for someone who has a headache; the perfbrrning of a 12-hour
curing for a chronically ill person; a ritual to protect a house from evil; or
the memorial service, the p i lava. The Pa-chyu tracbtion is hlla.1, with
sons learning from their fathers or another older male relative. Although
the Pachyu tmbtion is male it incorporates many female principles
(including items of clothing and the required presence of chomi rhimai,
'sisters', at certain dangerous rituals to protect their brother Pachyus).
Female possession occurs in Tamu society in association with the dance,
the ghadz syeba; it is not, however withm the scope of this paper to
discuss this tradition.
During rituals (ttzhe'mai) the Paehyu confronts and battles with the
forces which have caused illness or misfortune such as witches, wizards
(pumi/pumsyo) ghosts (momai) and the spirits of those who have died
accidentally (bayo, and c W r a mho). In his battle against evil the Pachyu
employs many different forces-including mantras (ngo), gods, porcupine
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qullls (tdsimhru), and bows and arrows (me thhale lhiba). For the
purposes of this paper only the assistance that the Pa-chyu gets from gods
will be discussed. These include an unspecified number of area gods, those
gods which inhabit a certain geographical area, Sildo Khhlye, Naldo
Khhlye in addition to the main gdgoddess Khhlyesondi Phhreysondi
While these gods are accessed by all Pachyu's, the god Pakrain
Khhlyesondi Phhreysondi-the name that Khhlyesondi Phhreysondi takes
when it is called from the Himalayas during thhenmai--only inhabits the
bodies of certain people. This is referred to as khhlye khhaba which
literally means 'the god has caughtfcaptured' the person. The entrance of
the god is manifested by extreme shaking throughout the body, a state
which is called th-harava. A person who is khhlye khhaba may be either a
Pa-chyu or a lay person, usually a member of a f h i l y which has a phai lu
chohn, a small personal shrine in their home which is inhabited by the
gods of their ancestors and the main Tamu god Khhlyesondi Phhreysondi.
Khhlye khhaba occurs when a Pa-chyu needs the assistance of the god
Pakrain to help him repel a witch attack etc. during a thhe'. Pakrain is
called using a combination of techniques includmg the recitation of certain
pye and drumming. When Pakrain enters the body of the Pa-chyu the d m
rhythm changes and a special khhlye khhaba rhythm is played
accompanied by the recitation of particularly powefil ngo. A khhlye
khhaba person in the audience will, if given a drum, automatically join the
Pa-chyu in drumming the khhlye khhaba rhythm. Khhlye khhaba ends
when the malevolent has been overcome. During thhsmai, ph-hru-mar' (a
mixture of burning herbs) is always present as a pure offering to the god
which assists a person leave the state of th-harava. Other withdrawal
techques include pouring 'gold water' (mara kyu) over heads and hands.
Khhlye khhaba manifests itself in different forms.
The khhlye khhaba of an experienced Pa-chyu is much more controlled
than that of a non Pa-chyu. A lay person frequently becomes khhlye
khhaba at an early stage in the thhe' which may indicate that they also
become possessed by another god, as Pakrain should not enter their body
until he/she is specifically called. A lay person may also have difficulty
leaving the khhlye khhaba state while a Pa-chyu on the other hand
becomes khhlye khhaba at a certain prescribed time and can exit much
more fluently. There is very much a sense of the Pa-chyu being master of
his possession and the spectator being mastered by it.
Khhlye khhaba can be initiated without the assistance of the drum
rhythm and the recitation of the pye, for example, in the case of a sudden
witch attack. In such an emergency Pakrain is accessed using very
powerful ngo. Th-harava also occurs if a person who becomes khhlye
khhaba eats buffalo meat or pork5 and could also occur if a Pa-chyu says
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the pye which are recited during t h u m i to call the god. The prohibition
against eating b m o meat is complex. It may be related to an m i c
internal conflict between the northern Tamu culture and the buffalo as a
representative of a southern culture, a culture with whom the Tarnumai out
of necessity interact but are culturally at variance with. The reasom for
the prohibition agamst eating pork are less clear but a similar explanation
to that given to explain the prohibition against eating buffalo meat appears
to be plausible. Wild pig can be eaten.
A Pachyu is either khhlye khhaba or khhlye afihaba. A Pa+
who
is khhlye khhaba has a considerable advantage over a Pa-chyu who is not
khhi'ye khhaba, since he has the added protection of a god who actually
inhabits his body. This is particularly important in the more dangerous
thMmai. Furthemore, a khhlye khhaba Pachyu is better able to see
spirits, witches and other supernatural phenomena while he is th-harava.
Khhlye khhaba is primarily evident in the most dangerous thhens such as
the p h i lu, the mhosi ti&, and in the extremely dangerous bayo thh?
which would be difficult for a khhlye akhhaba Pachyu to perform.
There is a difference of status between Pa-chyu's who become khhlye
khhaba and those who do not. The question 'do you become khhlye
khhaba?' is a sensitive one. That there should be a distinction is
understandable; it is obviously a great honour to have a god enter your
body. Khhlye khhaba however, is only one factor that dstinguishes
status-the number of ngo, thh2mai and pye contained withrn a Pa-chyu's
repertoire are also indicators of power and therefore status. A khhlye
khhaba Pa-chyu, however, does command special respect, it is he who at
the end of a thhd will be given the head of the sacrificed goat and extra rice
to take home. Furthermore, a young khhlye khhaba Pachyu will be
considered to be of higher status than an older and more experienced
khhlye akhhaba Paehyu. In a Pachyu family usually only one or two Pachyu's in each generation will be khhlye khhaba.. An apprentice Pa-chyu
strives to become khhlye khhaba by studylng the pye. The test of whether
or not a Pa-chyu becomes possessed takes place in the phai lu, a ritual
held in the home of a h l y who keep a phai lu chohn and have a trdtion
of khhlye khhaba.
A person who is khhlye khhaba usually becomes th-haruva for the first
time during late childhood or early adolescence. At a p h i lu the sons of
the house sit together, which makes the identification of a th-harava
member easy. When a young boy of a Pa-chyu clan is identified as khhlye
khhaba he is frequently placed under considerable pressure to take up the
profession of a Pachyu if he has not already done so. Society thus not
only recognizes possession but actively supports it.
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Having established the presence of possession associated with the
Tamu shaman the Pachyu, the question then remains as to why
anthropologists who have worked closely with the Tamumai in the past
were not aware of the presence of an ecstatic W t i o n . There are several
possible reasons. It has been suggestad that the inclusion of khhlye khhaba
in the Pachyu's repertoire is a recent innovation borrowed from the dhimi
jzkri tradition. If one accepts this reason, then it could be expected that
only some Pachyus would become possessed, yet the tradition is well
k n o w throughout Tamu country (the districts of Kaski, Lamjung, Parbat,
Tanahun and Syanja). Khhlye khhaba appears to have deep cultural
ernbeddedness. It is not exclusively a Pa-chyu trachtion but is primarily
associated with the keeping of a phai lu chohn. Furthermore the legendary
Pa-chyu referred to in the myths were khhlye khhaba.
Anthropologists may have overlooked khhlye khhaba because it occurs
relatively mfiequently. In the past, apparently, it was a more common
phenomenon. A generation ago, accordmg to the second author's father, as
many as 12 or 13 khhlye khhaba Pa-chyu's would be present at a phai lu.
The rarity of th-harava Pa-chyus today can be explained by an overall
decrease in the number of practising Pa-chyus, but, most significantly it
can be attributed to the loss of ritual repertoire. Many Pa-chyu families
have lost their method of calling Pakrain as well as having lost their full
compliment of pye and ngo.
In terms of rituals, th-harava in its full-blown sense is really only seen
in the phai lu. Phai lus are relatively rare occurrences, being held in a p h i
lu owner's home only once a year and not at all during the three-year
period following a family death. It is therefore quite possible that the
anthropologists who worked among the Tamumai in the past did not in the
course of their fieldwork encounter a th-harava Pa-chyu.
Finally, two methodological issues. Tamu shamanism was first studied
by Pignkde (1966) who did not identifjr possession as a component of the
Pa-chyu's repertoire. T h ~ sperspective was confirmed by Macfarlane
(1976) whose Pa-chyu informant was a khhlye khhaba, and by
Messerschdt (1976) who worked primarily with Khhlyepris. Thus a
general theory evolved which was supported by a substantial body of
literature. It was not until 1990 that a chance occurrence suggested that
the issue had been prematurely closed and was in need of re-evaluation. A
less important methodological issue which nevertheless merits attention is
that while information in Tamu society is not necessarily withheld it may
not be volunteered as it may not be seen as relevant. It is not difficult to
explain why the existence of khhlye khhaba was overlooked given the
relatively small number of khhlye khhaba Pa-chyus, the small number of
thhe'rnai that it occurs in, and the denial in the literature of its existence.
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To conclude, possession is a significant element of the Tamu shamanic
tradition of the Pa-chyu. The identification of wn ecstatic tradition in T m u
society is of considerable importance, both culturally and lustnidly.
Tamu shamanism is obviously much closer to the classical Inner Asiatic
S W c t r d t i o n than previously believed, the type of tradition which
has evolved from the geographical region from whlch the Tamu claim their
origins. Considerable research, hstorical reconstruction and examhation
of surviving texts needs to be undertaken before khhlye khhaba and its
interwoven religious, social and cultural links can be hlly understood.
Further investigation will undoubtedly throw light on other issues which
are presently only partly explicable, such as why women in the context of
the ghada" syeba dance become th-harava and do not become possessed
within the context of the Pachyu's perfbrrnance and the p h i lu; why
inconsistent food prohibitions exist (one can dnnk buffalo milk and keep a
buffalo but not eat buffalo meat); and why there is a presence of khhlye
khhaba within the Pa-chyu tmhtion, but apparently not in the Khhlyepil.

Notes
1 We would like to thank the Frederick Williamson Memorial Trust Fund
and the University of Cambridge for financial support. We are also grateful to
Professor Alan Macfarlane of the Cambridge University Department of Social
Anthropology, who provided important feedback and advice; and to Humphrey
Hinton of Cambridge University Department of Social Anthropology, who
provided technological assistance.
2 Gurung words have been spelt phonetically.
3 The presence of possession in Tamu society was first identified by Professor
Alan Macfarlane in 1990 while doing collaborative research with the second
author who is a practising khhlye khhaba Pa-chyu.
4 The term khhlye khhaba means the 'god has caught, captured, covered'. It
is to be distinguished from the word khaba which means 'to come'. When
Pakrain Khhlyesondi Phhreysondi inhabits the body of a khhlye khhaba person
he/she protects their body by 'covering them like a shadow'.
5 According to our observations and the experiences of the second author thharava results following the consumption of buffalo meat or pork regardless of
whether the person is conscious of having consumed meat or not.
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The Paficai Bag: Reflections on Social Change in
Traditional Nepalese Music
Carol Tingey
When Nepal opened her borders in 1950, 'modem time marched in,
accompanied by radio and cinemas' (Bake 1959:316), and a tide of
cultural change began. My aim in this paper will be to present the pailcai
biji-the ubiquitous wedding band of Nepal-as a traditional institution
in the throes of such change. The material presented here is the result of
fieldwork carried out mainly in Gorkha during 1987-88.
The paficai h j i , a mixed ensemble of wind instruments, drums and
cymbals is a common feature of village life throughout much of Nepal.
The ensemble is found, with regional variation, across the country fiom
east to west and fiom the Tarai in the south to the mid-altitude dwellers of
the Himalayan foothills, wherever Indo-Nepalese castes have settled. Only
amongst the high-altitude dwellers, such as the Sherpas and Tibetan
peoples of the northern border, is the ensemble not in use.
Paricai ba'ji is played exclusively by a caste of professional
musicians-the Darnii-whose name is taken from the large kettledrum
which characterizes the band, the dam-hd. Their supplementary caste
occupation is tailoring. As one of the Indo-Nepalese artisan castes, the
Darnai have an extremely depressed social status, being the outcastes of
society, from whom food and water may not be accepted, and contact with
whom demands ritual purification. Despite their untouchability, the Darnii
are thought to be auspicious (saguni) and as both tailors and musicians
they provide indispensible ritual services.
The uses of the paticai b i j i are diverse. It is a hdamental
requirement for all Hindu rites of passage such as weddings and the sacred
thread investiture ceremony for young high-caste boys. It plays for the
calendrical cycle of festivals and leads processions of all sorts, and serves
a very great percentage of the population. Although a large proportion of
its repertoire is purely secular entertainment music (e.g. folk-song tunes,
film music), the contexts in which the paricai ba'ja' plays are always sacred
or semi-sacred in character and the ensemble is fblfilling a ritual duty.
The question of the function of the ensemble is a complex one.
Certainly, in all contexts it appears to have an auspicious role (Tingey, in
press), but it also acts as a signaller (e.g. to announce the departure of the
bride) and as a status symbol-a family's economic standing may be
determined by the number of musicians playing for their son's wed-.
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Traditionally, the repertoire included a whole range of context-specific
items, related to particular seasons, times of the day, or ritual activities
(Tingey 1990:120-23 8). Many of these were in a rhapsodic improvisatory
style in which only the structural outline was predetermined, leaving the
musician free to develop and embellish the material. However, most of
these items are no longer played and the repertoire has become much more
'popular' in character.

New musical influences
With the advent of W o Nepal in 1950, a new genre of music was
introduced to the people that hsed Nepali folk-song idioms with Hindi
film music elements to produce a type of Nepali national light music which
Anderson and Mitchell describe as 'sufficiently distinctive to serve
unequivocally as a symbol of national identity' (1978:252). The popularity
of adhunik git (modem songs) and r d o lok git (folksongs) is probably
due to their simple 'follcsy' melodles which are accompanied typically by a
mixed ensemble of Nepali and Western instruments. The subject matter of
adhunik git and radio lok git is generally love and other human emotions,
and patriotism.
Radio Nepal is the most p o w e h l m d u m of communication in Nepal,
broadcasting for about twelve hours each day and reaching at least 55% of
the population, including people in remote villages that may be a week's
walk from the nearest town or may be cut off for several months of the
inter.^ The Shaha government capitalized on this to promote national
integration and allegiance, presenting in Nepali and, according to the
Government statistics for 1986, devoting 63.9% of music broadcasting to
Nepalese music, of which only 0.8% was devoted to songs in minority
languages. Indian (mostly film) music accounted for another 34%
(Grandm 1989: 132) .3 New government broadcasting policy may be more
liberal with regard to the music of minority groups. In addition, cassette
tapes of Nepali light music are available in bazaars across the country,
reflecting the spread of the cassette player, and Grandin estimates that as
many as 20,000 copies (incluhg pirate copies) of popular tapes are
distributed (1989:137). Patrons like to hear modem songs at their
weddings, and a paricai bQ'jimust be able to reproduce these in order to
remain popular. It is hardly surprising that adhunik git have been
absorbed into the paricai bdjQ'repertoire.
As with the advent of radio, the cinema was a post-Rana introduction
to Nepal, but it met with such an enthusiastic response that just six years
after the collapse of the Rana regime there were no less than eleven
cinemas in Kathmandu and Hindi film music has been a hit ever since. In
1962 Nepalese film production was inaugurated (Grandin 1989:113) with
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films based on Indian models and an ample sprinklmg of musical numbers.
Qutside the Valley, cinema itself has not had a direct impact until very
recently, but the music of the film industry is carried to people across the
country via M o Nepal. When people of the hlls have to go to the
Kathmandu Valley or to the Tarai, they often treat themselves to a trip to
one of the cinemas whilst they are there and in many places entrepreneurs
are presenting hired videos in their homes, using generator power, to eager
audiences. With the spread of electricity, h s type of presentation could
become an increasing trend and the mass culture of the film industry and
its music will reach hrther into the hills. Already, in 1986-88 one of the
most popular items in paAcai bija' repertoires across the country was the
title song of the Nepali film Krrsume rumdl.
A third source of new musical material for paricai ba'ja's is the m y ,
for which Damai are the trdtional bandsmen. When Darnai m y band
recruits return home they take with them their experience of formal
military musical training and new items inevitably make their appearance
in p a k a i bija' repertoires. These are known popularly as paltan nayd
ba'kya, or 'new army (platoon) tunes', and they exhlbit a typically
military-style rhythrmc accompaniment (Tingey, in press: Ch.8). Paltan
naya' btikya, once incorporated, tend to become primary processional
music of the paiicai ba'ja'.
The 'modernization' of the repertoire may be seen as a combination of
conscious and unconscious processes on the part of the musicians. For
younger musicians, the process is a conscious one-they can win
popularity among their peers by demonstrating an ability to play the latest
film hits and adhunik git (modem songs) imitated from Radlo Nepal
broadcasts. As there is no prestige value attached to knowledge of
traditional items of repertoire, there is no incentive to learn them.There is
not such a clear-cut distinction to be made with regard to older musicians
who know (at least some of) the traditional repertoire. Musicians rely on
their memories to recall their store of melodies and they improvise a
medley of tunes as items come to mind. Far fiom bang consciously
suppressed, it seems more likely that sporadically played traditional items
are recalled less readily, as they are crushed out fiom minds saturated with
the latest Radio Nepal numbers.
An unequivocally conscious modernizing process is the adoption of
Western band instruments. This desire for a 'modem' ensemble is not a
recent one, as its precursor was the Westernization of the Nepalese m y
band by Bhimsen Thapa more than a century ago (Boonzayer 1991).
Bands of Western instruments (ben ba'ja' and ensemble) were in use in
Kathmandu for weddmg processions before 1950, but it appears to have
been the prerogative of the Ranas, Shahas and military disnitaries
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(Grandin 1989:107). However, by the mid- 1 9 5 0 the
~ ~ ben Mja' was firmly
established in the Valley. During weddmg seasons, throughout *e
Kathmandu Valley, varied combinations of clarinets, trumpets, comets,
horns, trombones, euphoniums, snare and bass drums, cymbals and
maraccas, played by uniformed bandsmen constitute the marriage bands.
This type of band corresponds exactly in instrumentation, performance
style, presentation and function with the dgrezi bdid (English band)
favoured in Uttar Pradesh (Henry 1973:213-19) and found across India.
Accordmg to grand^^, ben ba'ja' made their appearance in Kirtipur about
thirty to forty years ago, and gradually supplanted the traditional band.
The last wedding to employ the old style (Newar) paiicai bdjcr' took place
twenty years ago (Grandin 1989:109). The bulk of ben bdja' repertoire
seems to be Nepali and Hindi film hits, and adhunik git from Radio
Nepal, but some Newar songs and marigal dhun (auspicious tunes for
weddings) have been retained.
The bye& (band) or sarkcr'rko ba'ja' (government ensemble) was carried
to garrison towns all over Nepal during the Rana period, but in the hills
communities have been slower in adopting the new-style band. It has not
superseded the paiicai ba'ja' as it has in the Kathmandu Valley, and it is
used mostly as a supplement to, rather than a replacement of, the paiicai
ba'ja', the ultimate ostentation. Availability and purchase cost of band
instruments are sigdcant factors retardmg the adoption of the bye& by
rural Damai and their repair involves not only expense, but a trip to the
Kathmandu Valley to a specialist repair shop.
It seems that the byend does not pose an immediate threat to the
continued existence of the paiicai biji. However, as an official ensemble
and the superlative of wedding musics, with all its cosmopolitan
associations, its desirability may well be in excess of its availability.
The impact of the economy
New musical influences are not the only contributors to changes in the
paiicai ba'ja' tradition. Economic factors too, are affecting the trdtion.
Invariably, socially depressed groups in Nepal have limited access to land,
so that ritual low status and poverty have always been closely related
(Seddon 1979:77). In Gorkha, Damai land-holhgs are minimal. None of
the damai households has irrigated land fiber) for growing rice, and most
do not have dry fields (biri) apart from the small plots immediately
surrounhg their homes.
Most Damiii rely on the tradtional patronage system-bili ghar b!i
a-for their livelihoods. They work for a number of patrons, makmg and
mendmg clothes, sometimes engaging in fieldwork and providing paficai
ba'ji music at any life-cycle rites and pijis celebrated by the patron's
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household. In return, they receive payment in crops after each harvest. A
nwey anid out in Gorkba in 1987 (Tingey, in prtse: A p w x 11)
showed that the f
w paid to Darnhi were seldom sufficient to maet a
fhmily's needs and supplementary cash incomes had become essential.
Furthermore, some of the younger generation of h r k h a Darnhi
expressed dissatisfaction with the W t i o n a l system of patronage, tMung
it antiquated and insufficient. They are in need of cash with which to
purchase all the accoutrements of modem life: rabos, stereo cassette
players, watches and other consumer goods. Ideally, farmlies would like to
have at least one son in the army or police band, or employed by Gorkha
Darbar or another temple to play ritual music. The main source of cash
income for those working within the t d t i o n a l system is playing for
weddmgs, when they may expect to receive a fee of Rs.50 to 100, but for
young Darnai there are insufficient opportunities and money for them to
realize their desires. They are abandoning the patronage system to tailor
fiom small workshops in the baja'rs, attached to Newar cloth merchants,
who pass them trade in return for a levy.
There is an increasing trend for sons to migrate, at least temporarily, to
the big towns of the Tarai and Kathmandu Valley, lured by the promise of
better rates for their work. When workmg away fiom their village
environments, these young men usually give up playing music and
concentrate exclusively on tailoring, often learning to reproduce the latest
Western fashions. In the Tarai towns to the south of Gorkha (e.g.
Narayanghat and Hetauda) there is a notable dearth of able musicians.
Thus, a groom coming fiom Narayanghat to marry in Gorkha, and
wanting a trdtional paticai bcijci for his wedding procession had to rely
on a band fiom the bride's locality, which travelled ten kilometres by coach
to meet the groom's party and accompany it back to the bride's house.
Thus, the monetization of Nepalese village economy is having a
significant impact on the functioning of the paficai ba'jci. Young Darnai
desire cash, and are prepared to move (at least temporarily) to urban
centres where they have greater earning power as tailors. Playing music is
not as lucrative as the business of tailoring western-style shirts, suits and
children's clothes, and if a young Darnai can earn a satisfactory income
fiom sewing, he may feel disinclined to expend effort in providmg music
for w e d h g processions for comparatively small return^.^
Status awareness
An economic strength of the Darnai and Newar kusle has always been
that they alone could provide the auspicious music essential for certain
rituals. Today, this exclusivity seems threatened. Grandin reports that in
the Valley town of Kirtipur, the provision of marriage procession music by
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new-style bands utilizing Western band instruments @en h j d ) is no
longor the axclusive domain of the Dam0i or Kusla musicians, but has
been taken up as a lucrative occupation by mid-caste Newars. Jyapu
( h e r s ) comprise three of the town's bands, the members of two of which
were trained by a resident Darnai musician, who has also instructed
Newars fiom surrounding villages in the technique of playing ben h j a .
One of these groups was established about hrteen years ago and is run as
a co-operative business (Grmdm 1989: 108- 11). Similarly, in the Newar
settlements of Panauti and Pyangau, members of the Nay (butcher) and
Jyapu castes have taken up the profession of playing ben b i j i ( T o e
1984:410, 136). This implies that the caste restrictions and social stigma
associated with playing paficai &ji do not necessarily apply to the
playing of Western instruments. In Kirtipur an interesting social situation
has developed as most of the traditional musicians have given up their
caste profession, and it has been taken up by others, in other words,
ascribed musicians are being replaced by achieved musicians.
Tewari reports that in Uttar Pradesh, Western-style bands are run as
commercial enterprises:
often under the direction of an upper caste manager who arranges
everything including fees, transportation, uniforms and wages for the
musicians. The musicians are usually.... .the former village folk
musicians. They are pleased with the status which comes in playing in
such a band. (Tewari 1974:19)
These musicians have exchanged their patron-client relationships for an
arrangement in which they are the employees of a business concern. In this
way, they have lost their autonomy, but apparently, have gained prestige
fiom participating in a modem-style band.
In urban settings, access to education and a heightened status
consciousness amongst young Damai influence the attitudes towards music
rnakmg, and some Damai choose to avoid the social stigma associated with
the playing of the pan'cai b i j i instruments. In the Nepalese hills, village
Damai seem to be less concerned with their social standing than are their
urbanized counterparts. They may aspire to an enhanced status among
their peers by knowing the latest film hlts, but do not have great
aspirations beyond the bounds of their caste. However, in a limited way, as
far as caste restriction allows, education opens doors to other means of
livelihood. If a sufficient number of young, urbanized Damai return to
their rural families with a new social awareness, they could well militate
against their traditional tailor-musician role, or at least attempt a
restructuring of the economic organization of the paiicai b i j i along
commercial lines.
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For the higher caste patrons of the band, a primary fUnctKn of the
pailcai ba'ja' appears to be to act as a status symbol, the social aad
economic stadmg of the patrons being reflected not by the quality of
musicianship of a celebrated player or by the appeal or propitiousness of
the repertoire, but by the size and type of the bands that play at their sons'
weddings. Tewari mentions that in Uttar Pradesh this has become so
important that the type of band that will play at the wedis one of the
points for discussion during marriage negotiations ( 1974: 19).
Status symbols are temporary reflections of current fashions. Once
popularized, they cease to function as status symbols and some novel
replacement succeeds. Hence, modernism is demanded of the piicai bijd
in the form of the latest radro hit and Westem-style band instruments. In a
society in which traditional values are changing, an ensemble like the
p a k a i ba'ja' faces tough competition. The Ratna R e c o r w Company in
Kathmandu has produced a cassette of traditional paiicai ba'ja' music
which they claim to have 'issued as a low-cost alternative to hiring a live
orchestra' (Grandm 1989: 135).5 One might have expected h s not to have
been a commercial success, bearing in mind the prestige value of a live
p a k a i ba'ja'. However, Nepalis are renowned for their love of consumer
goods.6 The portable stereo cassette player has replaced the wrist watch as
a major status symbol so that patrons may not actually 'lose face' by
having a cassette tape instead of a band. The cassette does not appear to
have replaced the wedding band, but certsunly it is in use in other
processions such as those of pafica ba'li and phu'lko doli offerings.
Conclusion
From the material presented here it seems that the pan'cai b i j i is
undergoing a dramatic transformation. But is h s really the case, or does
the trdtion have the capacity to accommodate the musical and economic
changes without undermining the essential nature of the music?
The successfUl transmission of a musical culture is dependent on three
principal determinants:

1. The nature of the music.
2. The expectations (musical and social) of the musicians who are
the culture-bearers of the musical tradition.
3. The fbnctional sipficance of the music-as understood by the
musicians and by the society they serve.
An analysis of the data under these three headings may clarifj, the
situation.
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1. The nature of the music
Regarding the nature of the sound of parfcai bdjd, two complementary
trends can be identified-the absorption of new material and the
simplification and popularization of the repertoire. When cfilmi and
adhunik git are assimilated by the paricai bija' they become
indistinguishable in style fiom other items of the popular repertoire-their
m e l d e s are simply used as the bases of new pieces played in the
trdtional way. Quite apart from its popularity as a film hit, the song
Klcsume ruMl has probably retained its central place in the pan'cai ba'ji
repertoire because its melodic structure lies easily under the fingers of
flute (sahanai) players. Items taken from the army-the paltan nayd
ba'kyas-are more obtrusive additions to the repertoire, as they retain
somethmg of their military flavour, especially in their r h y t h c
accompaniments.
The assimilation of new, popular material seems to be going hand-inhand with a simplification of the repertoire. The rhapsodic improvisatory
style that is characteristic of the traditional repertoire is infrequently heard
fiom contemporary sahanai players. Today, the emphasis is on short,
catchy melodies that are strung together in endless series of repetitions,
their rhythms coinciding with and reinforcing the rhythrmc pulse, rather
than evading it or pulling against it as in the melismatic improvisatory
style. This implies a standardization or popularization of the musical
language. Nett1 believes that such processes are typical of musics that
have become receptive to new cultural inputs, for 'standardization and
simplification may release energy... (that can be spent on the absorption of
new musical ideas)' (1978: 131). Increasingly, music of the popular
repertoire is played in place of older, context-related items, and many of
these traditional pieces have not entered the repertoires of the younger
generation of Darnai. Modem radio and film songs have become more
popular with both patrons and musicians than the traditional home-spun
pan'cai ba'ja' repertoire.
2. Expectations of musicians
The parochial outlook of rural Damai has been considerably widened
by their changing work patterns involving tailoring in the cities and by the
radio which brings Kathmandu culture to village environments. Younger
musicians seem to be receptive to modem ideas, both musical and socioeconomic. With the monetization of the economy, commercialism is
beginning to play a role in the organization of village music.
Together with the other occupational castes, the Damai represent the
bottom of both the economic and the social scales. In their myths of origin,
they acknowledge material rewards as compensation for their low social
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standing, but today, the remuneration is no longer commensurate. Unless
the monetary returns are increased and/or their social status is enhanced,
with the alleviation of some of the stigma associated with their caste
profession, young Darnai may choose not to become active musically.

3. Functional significance of the music
Essentially, the padcai ba'ja' is a processional band that provides
auspicious music during ritual journeys. Parlcai bdjd processions have
several functions-they link together through music, areas of ritual
significance; they facilitate the auspicious passage of humans and deities
from one ritual space to another; they symbolize the transition from one
human stage of life to the next. Journeys, whether physical or symbolic,
can be dangerous undertalungs. The paticai bdja' provides an auspicious
environment in which ritual subjects may move with confidence.
In the hills of Central Nepal, the paficai biijd still plays in the
established contexts and functions in the trdtional way, despite the
modernization and popularization of the repertoire. If the auspicious basis
of the paticai ba'ja' has not been undermined by the loss of much of the
traditional context-related repertoire, the question arises of whether new
musical items, such as filmi and adhunik git, once incorporated into the
paticai ba'jii repertoire, are invested with an auspicious quality, simply due
to their performance context andlor the auspicious musical genre.
The symbolic statements made by paticai ba'jd music have not changed
for the public at large, because people's musical perception is minimal.
Patrons were found to have scant knowledge of the band and were ignorant
of the existence of an auspicious context-related repertoire. They do not
share the musicians' knowledge of particular items being appropriate to
certain situations or times, and they do not distinguish between pieces,
unless they recognize a popular number from the radio or cinema. Thus
for patrons, merely the sound of the partcai ba'ja' fulfills the auspicious
requirement.
Whilst bygone generations of musicians had the specialist knowledge
that designated items of repertoire were particularly auspicious if played in
certain contexts, only a fraction of this expertise has been passed on to the
young musicians of today. For young Damai, as for their patrons, all
paficai ba'ja' music is auspicious. The decline in value for musicians of this
specialist knowledge is, perhaps, the most significant catalyst in the
modernization of the pan'cai b d j i repertoire.
Henry found that in Uttar Pradesh, despite the complete transformation
of the traditional weddiilg band into the a'grezi ba'id, it was still regarded
as auspicious (1973:2 14). So far, musical change in the poficai ba'ja'
tradition seems to equate with other types of cultural innovation--e.g. it
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has become customary for the groom to sport sunglasses and a new pair of
'Warrior' training shoes, and in Tarai and Valley towns a car has replaced
the trdtional litter. These are superficial innovations which have by no
means impinged upon the ethos of the weddmg. The whole style and
repertoire of the Central Nepalese paficai bdjd is changing, due to the
broader horizons of Nepalese village experience, but innovations are being
accommodated within a continuing tradition, the essential nature of which
remains unaffected.
Notes
1 See Grandin( 1989: 125-9) for a discussion of modem songs.
2 Recent statistics for radio broadcasting and consumption, and the impact of
cinema and the other media in Nepal are provided in Grandin( 1989:114ff,
136ff ).
3 Statistics for 1986 from a Nepal Government source.
4 Similarly, Grandin found that 'performing music is not profitable for the
kusleof Kirtipur.' (1989:109).
5 Ratna cassettes R C. Vivaha dhun.
6 Newars joke that whilst they spend all their money on feasting, the Nepalis
spend all theirs on material things.
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The Baa Guthiof Badikhel
Nutan Dhar Sharma and Gert-Matthias Wegner
In search of ancient sources of Newar music our attention was drawn
to the Lele stone inscription of Sivadeva and Aqsuvarma, dated samvat
526 (Licchavi period, ca.604 AD). The stone tablet stands in a little
garden south of the main road of Lele's Majha tol. The Sanskrit inscription
has been published in Abhilekh Samgraha, vol. 1, pp.29-31 (1961), and
translated and commented upon by JoSi (1973), Vajracthya (1973), and
Regnu (1983).
The inscription mentions a vzditra g a ~ t h i k a(in
' Nepali ba'ja' g q h i [a
group of musicians]), endowed with a land donation of ten ma'niki. It
reads, 'yih md 12 va'ditra gae~hika'na'mma' 10 . . . rasp ma' 40 pradi
pagaythika' na'rnmd 8 arccc? gaus/hika'~mY(line11 fiom the Lele
inscription). According to Vajracarya .(1973:284-89) the Licchavi
gauslhika's are communal institutions similar to the guthis of the Malla
period, and those of today.
The ancient name of Lele was Lembati drariga (= Lembapi fort),
indicating the existence of several smaller settlements in the, vicinity (ibid.:
2 18-2 1). Badikhel is a village situated behind a small ridge north of Lele,
inhabited by a mixed population of Pahari and Bahun-Chetri. According to
Acarya (1978: 12) Pahafi are descendants of the Newar (Firm)
settling in
the Kathmandu Valley before the Licchavi conquered it.
During his survey of BaQikhel, Sharma (unpublished:10) discovered
the existence of three unusual guthis with names similar to those
mentioned in the Lele inscription, e.g. ba'ja' guthi, Indra guthi, and pat&
(= flag) guthi. To our howledge, guthis of these names are not found in
other places of the Kathmandu Valley. Newar music guthis are never
called bija' guthi or hdra guthi, but are named after the type of music
they support, e.g. dkpha' khalah dhimay khalah, bhajan khalab etc. This
coincidence strongly supports the view that these Badikhel guthis are
indeed descended from those mentioned in the Lele inscription.
We visited Badikhel and interviewed the members of the bijc? guthi.
The leader (thaka'li) of thls music group is Puma Bahadur Pahari. He
plays the sacred drum (in Pahari: guru dhemd) representing Nas&dy&
the Newar god of music and dance. As there is no Nasab shrine in
Badikhel, this drum is worshipped during a Nasab p i j i which includes
sacrificing a cock to the music god.
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The ensemble consists of five drums (dhemd),two pain of cymbals
(bhdflh), and one bronze disc (tdttdl) which broke recently. The drums
are repaired by a drum maker (Kulu) from Sun-,
Patan, who receives
thrteen p-thi of rice per year and participates in a ritual feast ( b h v ~ )
during Caitra fill moon. Accordmg to Puma BahHdur, during the Rana
period the group had in their possession four ropani of land at a place
called HarramiSla, from which they got two mun' rice per year to cover
their expenses. This land was lost during the 1963 land reform.
During the Buddhlst processional month (grilG) the group takes a h l y
round of the ritual village circuit (pradakfina). This happens in the early
morning around 6.00 a.m. On the day after new moon the group proceeds
to Bungamati to play at the shrines of Burigadyab and Bhailadyi-4. On
their return to BaQikhel the group plays invocations for their village gods
before proceeding to the houses of the four spokesmen (mukhiya') who
receive musical offerings. During Mgsir and AsBm there are two ritual
offerings (chema' pije) at the shrines of GaqeS and Devi, where the whole
village gathers and the dhemd group plays.
During Caitra full moon these two gods are carried around the village
on the pradabina route and the musicians precede the gods. The
drwnrmng repertoire consists of the following pieces:

1.

Dyablfiygu, the invocation of the music god, must be played at

the beginning and at the end of every music perfbrmance. This
piece is also used to invoke other gods, for example when an
offering has been completed.

2.

L;j- dhemd thdyagu is played whle wallung from one locality to

another.
3.

Calni is played while staying at a locality for some time, for
example when waiting for the completion of an offering.

4.

Dyah c&uligu is played while circulating around a god

5.

Y i h riya'g iyu is played exclusively while accompanying the gods
Devi and GaqeS during their ja'tra'.

6.

KhukEyhu dhemd thdyagu is played for special entertainment

amidst large gatherings of people.
The following transcription shows:
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the Badikhel puca'hdhgu dyahlhdygu
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the cica'hdhgu dyahlhdygu of the Bhaktapur dhirnayba'ja'l
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With the exception of the encircled section the two pieces are almost
identical in structure. The tempo, however, differs considerably. The Bad
ikhel group plays at about half the speed of most of the Bhaktapur groups.
Though only the tailpieces of the two invocations have been transcribed
here, the similarities are so striking, that one can say that both the versions
must have evolved from the same source. The Bhaktapur version of the
complete invocation certainly is more elegant and convincing from the
structural point of view. It would be too early to decide which is the older
and which is the modified one. Only a comparative study of the dhimay
repertoire of various Newar settlements could answer this question. At the
first glance, the Badikhel repertoire appears to be far more archaic than
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the Bhaktapur pieces which reveal a richer variety of patterns and more
advanced structural forms.
However, if we accept the above conclusions about the origin of the
b6jcr' guthi of Badikhel, we can state that as early as the seventh century
AD dhimayba'ja' had already acquired its function as a r i d drumming
ensemble among the Newar. No doubt, in those days Lembati drariga
must have had a variety of musical trdtions, of which the Badikhel
dhimayba'jd is the sole survivor.

Note
1 See Wegner 1986
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PART 7

PROBLEMS OF IDENTITY

Kali Worship Among the Santals
Hinduization and Ethnic Boundaries

of

Nepal:

Anne Buggeland
The Santalsl, who constitute the largest tribal community in India,
belong to the Austro-Asiatic linguistic group. They live in small
communities scattered over an enormous area from Orissa to Nepal, from
Blhar to the Sylhet &strict in Bangladesh. They reproduce their distinct
cultural features throughout this area, even though they neither have a
Santal-wide political nor ritual organization, nor a holy scripture to relate
to.
The well known Indian anthropologist Surajit Slnha (1978: 125) once
asked: 'Why are the Santals so many' ? Thls question arises from the fact
that there are scattered communities of Santals in many places in small
pockets among different kinds of majority groups (e.g. findus of different
kinds, Muslims in Bangladesh). As 'the others' whom the Santals confront
are very different, one would expect cultural differentiation to emerge
among the Santals. This, of course, also happens, but the striking thing is
rather the similarity among Santals in the different pockets (Haaland
1991). I am concerned with processes affecting this similarity.
Many tribal groups in India have become caste-Hindus, either through
the process of Sanskritization and/or Rajputization. Why haven't the
Santals? They have always lived among caste-Hindus and cannot be
understood separately, but only in interaction with this tradition. They do
have ideas and practices that are exclusively Santal, but they also share a
vast amount of ideas, symbols and practices with caste-Hmdus and other
tribal groups. The Santals' identity maintenance can therefore not be fully
explained by either their distinct language or by various cultural or social
factors leadmg to interaction boundaries. I shall try to throw some light on
processes involved in the maintenance of Santal identity by some case
material related to the worship of Kali, a goddess worshipped all over
South Asia. What does the Santals' Kili-worship imply? Is it an indication
of Hinduization? By exploring the Santals concept of KaIi, I shall argue
that Santals understand her differently from caste-Hmdus, as they
incorporate her into their own cosmology. Instead of weakening the
distinct Santal identity, their Gli worship actually serves to underpin their
unique identity. Perhaps the surprising uniformity of Santal culture might
be partly understood by this ability to 'translate' symbols and practices of
the majority groups into their own cosmology?
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The m e w of KiiIi is not embedded in f i l i herself. To understand
the meaning we have to refer to the persons who employ the symbol and to
the context where it is used. To understand Santal G l i worship I therefore
find it necessary to explore Santal-cosmology and see how this is made
relevant for the way Santals experience and interpret this goddess. But
before this, let me give a short introduction to the Santals in Nepal.
Santals of Nepal
My case refers to the Jhapa district in Nepal where I did fieldwork in a
Santal village for eight months in 1991192. According to the Census report
of 1981 there are about 24,000 SantalsISatars living in the eastern Tarai,
in Jhapa and Morang districts. There was continuous immigration of
Santals into this area fiom around 1870 until about 1960. Though a few
succeeded in buylng land, as late-comers to the area the majority of
Santals had no choice but to cultivate the land of established owners, such
as Rajbansi2, hilldwelling absentee landlords, army men, or Indian
businessmen. The Land Reform Act of 1964 secured the rights of these
tenants so that they became permanent occupants (Dahal 1983:10).
Furthermore, should the tenancy arrangement be terminated the tenants
could claim 25% of the land they had cultivated. But when people fiom the
hills, mainly Brahmans, Chhetris, Rais and Limbus, began to settle in this
part of the Tarai about 25 years ago, land became scarce. Due to
precarious citizenship and the hill people's method of giving 'drink and
credit', many Santals lost their own land and also the land they expected to
get according to the Land Reform Act.
Today most of them are landless. Their villages are reduced to
settlements of less than ten houses, and many have moved to India. Still, in
each Santal village there is a Marijhi (headman), a priest and a messenger.
These have their specific assignments in seasonal festivals and life-cycle
rituals. They also act as the village representatives in marriage
negotiations and inter-village dispute settlements. The hearing of internal
disputes and decision-making is done by the village council where all men
in the village attend and decisions are made by consensus.
Besides their village organization, their marriage regulations are also a
factor strengthening their internal solidarity. They are divided into twelve
clans, each differentiated by name: Hgmbr~m,Kisku, Hgsdak, etc. These
clans are not territorially based, but because those with the same name are
considered 'brothers' and 'sisters' the clans are strictly exogamous. There
is also a strong preference for village exogamy. These two forms of
exogamy ensure a wide dispersion of Santals through the proliferation of
family networks, both within the region and across the border into Inda.
The Santals in Nepal are therefore not an isolated group, but through
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family bonds and labour migration they maintain close contact with
Santals in India.
Santals live in a world inhabited by all lunds of spirits (boriga). The
boriga cosmology is expressed and indoctrinated in a wide set of life-cycle
and seasonal rituals. In the middle of the village is a Mafijhi than, a shnne
for the Mqfijhi hayam, the old headman. Some say it is the spirit of the
first headman of the village, others that it is the spirit of the original Santal
headman, or even of the first man. But all are agreed that Mafijhi haram is
now the head of the village boriga community. Just at the outskirt of the
village there is a sacred grove, Jahgr than, where the headman, on behalf
of the villagers, sacrifices to the village boriga. These boriga, Jahgr era,
Marari Buru and MQyEkoturuiko are common to all Santals.
Each family worships both its own family and its lineage boriga. The
father of the house sacrifices to these boriga alone inside their house at the
great harvest festival called S~hrae.The father might also sacrifice to
other boriga or Hindu deities.
Santals concept of goddess Kali
In Hindu iconography Kiili is portrayed with the most frightening
appearance. She is black and wears a garland of human heads, earrings of
infant corpses, and snakes around her neck. Her tongue is smeared with
blood. By her wild and destructive behaviour she threatens cosmic
stability, and only Siva is able to calm her down. Usually she is without a
male consort, but when she is, she is the wife of Siva. She is also
sometimes described as the fierce aspect of other goddesses, such as Sita
or Parvati (Kinsley 1988:1 16). Kiiri is the most popular goddess in Bengal,
and her influence extends to the eastern part of Nepal.
The Santals in Jhapa are aware that Kari is of Hindu-origin, and many
would stress that they actually don't need to give her offerings. When I
asked directly who Kiili is, it was also generally recognised that she is the
sister of the other Hindu goddesses: Devi (Durgii), Manasa (Bisahari),
Lukhi (Laxsmi) and Saraswati. One old village priest could give more
background information:
Anthropologist: 'Who art; Kall, Devi and Manasa 1'
Santal: 'They came after the fight between Rama and Ravana (giant).
They are the successors of Ravana who brought them to India from
Lanka to have them worshipped here. They went to diku-side (Hindu
side) to be worshipped by Hindus. They are in the village where Marari
Buru took them into the boriga community. Marali Buru is the boss; he
can command them. They make disturbances, but Santals don't need to
sacrifice to them. But nowadays many Santals give them offerings.'
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To Santals IGfi is a boriga like all other boriga. They don't seem to set
any significant difference between their Santal specific boriga and the
h d u gods and goddesses, which they also call boriga. They used to say:
'We (Santals and other castesltribes) have the same boriga, but we
worship differently'. The most stnlung difference in their way of worslup
is that the Santals don't use unages, neither pictures nor statues. They
clean a fixed spot on the ground and worslup by pounng water or rice
beer,, smearing vermillion and sacrificing pigeons, hens, or bananas and
sweets. The villagers also stressed that they hdn't need any other castes,
and especially not the Brahmans, to worship. 'We don't need Brahmans,
we do the worshipping ourselves'.
In Jhapa very few hill people worship GIi. Where I stayed it was the
Rajbansis who organized the Kgli festival (mela) by the aIi temple once
a year, usually in October. Santals would attend the festival, but mostly
they would sacrifice at home and not by the temple.
Kali boriga cases
Why do Santals sacrifice to a l i ? In the following I will present
different explanations given by the villagers.
The villagers have to sacrifice to the boriga who inhabit the area which
the villagers own around the village. Kiifi may be in thls area and so may
Devi, but she is usually not in the Santals' area. Just at the outskirts of the
village area there may be Jungle-boriga, Tiger-boriga and many others.
The villagers enjoyed telling the story of how they discovered that they
had Kafi-boriga in the area. The story says that the wife of a barber once,
by accident, defecated in Ufi's place. So naturally GIi became very
angry. The woman's eyes rolled, her tongue came out (like fiIi), and she
fell unconscious. The Mqfijhi was brought to the place where she fell. He
gave offerings and she became well again. After that they placed a stick in
the ground where thls had happened, as a shrine, and every year when it is
time for Kali worship, the Mpdjhi sacrifices to her.
When a boriga is in the area it might be considered to be the real
landowner. This part of an interview with the Mqrljhi's brother is
illustrative:
S: 'If a boriga is a rnalik, owner, of an area and you don't sacnfice to it,
then it will become angry. In this area we have to gve to UlT. There is a

shrine beside the pond. And the Rajbansis beside the bamboo plantation
have Devi (Durga) as boriga, so they give (sacrifice) in Durga worship.
Once in a neighbouring village there were Santals who cultivated the
land of a Paharia (one from the hillside). They asked the Paharia for
money to buy pigeons and ducks. The Paharia said: "What will you do?"
They replied: "Oh, there is a boriga in the area. We have to satisfy him".
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He said: "Where is the boriga? Show me, I want to see it". But where
will you show him a boriga? It was during Kall festival ten years back
when there was jungle all around. The Paharia refused to give them
money. One day he went on horseback through the jungle to see if his
paddy fields were about to ripen. While returning he was caught by a
tiger and carried into the jungle. The horse managed to escape and it
reached Rajbansitola. There they recognised it and they searched for the
Paharia, but they found only his stick.'
A: 'Was it because he didn't give money to buy pigeons?'
S: 'Yes, and from then onwards the Paharias started believing in it. And
Santals bought sweets and bananas and sacrificed and prayed "Let
nothing happen to us", and so we were saved.'
A: 'How do you worship?'
S: 'We give offerings, like sweets, after washing. Suppose here we are
the owner of the land and there is another owner, that is a boriga owner.
So it is not just to neglect that boriga owner, and that's why everyone
makes sacrifices in their own area. People who cut the jungle also used to
fall sick and were not able to fell the trees. So they sacrificed chicken,
goat, hen or pig and then they were again able to cut the jungle'.

When there is a m l i boriga in the area the Mqfijhi gives offerings on
behalf of the village. 'You take somethmg, or you get something, so
naturally you have to give something back'. This transactional relation
with the boriga seems to form the basis of much of the seasonal worship
connected with the agricultural cycle.
But the boriga are also greedy and can therefore be manipulated.
People can order them to harm other people. Below is a part of an
interview with the ManasB-guru of the village:
A: 'Can any boriga command other boriga?'
S: 'No, they don't command each other. Yes, if someone asks a boriga to
cause harm to others, then the boriga will eat. If the borigas would eat
people by themselves then they would have eaten all the people. Like if
we two are enemies, and I know something or I have a boriga. Then I
can call the boriga and ask it to cause you harm and then you will fall
sick and you may even die. That is how boriga eat people. They don't eat
people by themselves. Lf they would have eaten by themselves then no
one would exist.'
A: 'And if you and I have the same boriga, then?'
S: 'Then I'll ask another boriga to cause you harm. '
A: 'Have you tried?'
S: 'Why should I cause harm to people? It's not good to bring harm to
people. '
A: 'And if you tell the boriga to cause harm and the boriga refuses?'
S: 'If he gets offerings then surely he will do what I want. Like if you
promise to give him a goat or a hen then surely the boriga will do harm
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to get offerings.'
This way the boriga can bring illness and misfortune, but the real cause
is that someone is manipulating the boriga. Tlus is usually aributed to
women as witches.
Kali can cause illness, but she can just as well be used for protection
against sichess caused by other boriga. The Marijhi had G l i as his
tutelary boriga, not to do harm, but because he had got it from hls father.
His father had probably once given a promise to G l i in order to get well
from sickness. 'You make a promise to a boriga that if you get well then
you will give him offerings. That boriga will then stop the boriga who is
harrmng you '.
To prevent misfortune occurring I therefore thought it would be smart
to have a powerful boriga like KiiIi or maybe many boriga. But the
problem is that the boriga will expect offerings again. Our neighbour
explained: 'When you are poor, how can you have many boriga? It's time
for Kiili worship and you can not afford to sacrifice. Then you fall sick
and the ohja tells you; 'that is because you didn't sacrifice'.
Eili demands blood-sacrifice, like pigeons or a goat, and this is
expensive for landless people. Manasa is a smaller boriga, but as she only
demands bananas and sweets, she is a popular goddess among the landless.
The Mqhjhi used to be a very wealthy man, and maybe being a Mi
worshipper has added to his prestige. Today he is poor, but stdl he would
defend his sacrifices to Kali: 'If I don't give to Eili the whole village will
be struck by misfortune'.
Once a year household heads feed their lineage and house boriga.
People were reluctant to tell which additional boriga they gave offbrings
to, but it is my impression that it is not that common to give to UIi or
Manasa.
Though most people did not offer to m l i , the ohja (healer) would
generally have either mIi or Manasa as their personal boriga. In times of
sickness (maybe to avoid having another boriga to feed), people would call
for an ohja to come. Through ritual he can see if and which boriga is
causing the illness. Then the ill person has to give the ohja what he needs
for offerings, like pigeons or hens. The ohja then gives offerings to his
own boriga so that they will stop the boriga who is causing the illness. The
ohja therefore need very powerful boriga.
In the neighbouring Santal villages nearly all the old men work as ohja.
Beside heahg they will pass on their sacred howledge in their own
villages. Evexy year, before the great fishval D u l , they s ~ thed
t e a c h the young men mantras, songs and also some jungle medicine.
Santals are known fbr their great knowledge of plants for medicine, but in
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Nepal, unfortunately, much of this knowledge has been lost. To become an
ohja it is necessary to learn the mantras by heart. But as the mantras don't
work alone, the ohja also needs the help of a boriga. The usual definition
of a mantra is a sacred formula that when recited correctly has an effect in
itself. But Santals think differently about it. A boriga does not have to
obey the mantra. It's not the mantra-knowing ohja that boriga must obey,
but the ohja acting as a representative of certain boriga. This boriga,
whose name is secret, the ohja gets from his teacher (gum) when he is
initiated into his position (Bodding 1925). As well as these secret boriga,
the ohja use either Kari or M a n a ~ a . ~

Conclusion
I suggest that one of the factors underlying the surprising uniformity
among the Santals which Sinha refered to has to be sought in the specific
ways Santals incorporate symbols and ideas (e.g. Kftli) from other cultural
traditions in their boriga cosmology.
Santals worship Hindu deities and attend the great Hindu festivals. I
have presented cases to show how they talk of goddess Gli as a boriga
and sacrifice to her the same way and with the same intention as they
sacrifice to other boriga. As symbols and activities originating in the
Hindu tradition seem to have a different meaning to Santals than to casteHindus, the use of these among the Santals should not necessarily be taken
to indicate Hinduization, but be considered as a part of the Santal
cosmology. So overt similarity in symbolic forms does not necessarily
imply shared cultural meaning. The interconnection between little
traditions and great tradition is thus complicated. Though elements from
the Hindu great tradition are clearly made use of as vehicles of symbolic
expression, the content of these vehicles nevertheless are filled with
meaning from the Santal-specific tradition.

1 Santals are in Nepal known by the name Satar, but in this article I have used
the term Santal, because this is the name they are generally known by, Many
Santals in Nepal stressed that they are Santals and corrected me if I called them
Satars.
2 Tarai ethnographers usually distinguish between three groups; indigenous
people, Madesies and Paharias. The SatarISantals are usually grouped together
with Tharus, Dhimal, Meche and Rajbansis in the category of indigenous
people. Madesies, which actually means lowlander, refers to immigrants from
India. Paharias are the people from the lulls who have settled in the Tarai as a
result of the Paharization-policy in Nepal.
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3 I was surprised to find how similar the Santal communities in Nepal arc to
Santal communities in India, both those I visited myself (in Bihar) and thotic I
know through literature (we c.g. Oram 1965). For atudies of the borfga
cosmology, see Bodding (1925). and for Kali worship in Bengal, see CarrinBouez (199047).
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The Case of the Missing Trekker: Moral Geography
and Miraculous Survival. And Rodney King
Sharon Hepburn
This story is about identity, so I'll start by clarifyrng my own. The
conference program lists my name along with the note 'USA'. Does that
indicate where I'm from, or does it point to what I am; does it indicate that
I'm from America, or that I am an American? I did indeed once live in the
USA for three years. But the government of that country called me a
resident ahen, which is all I could be as I have citizenship of Canada,
Great Britain, and Ireland. So although it's true that I'm presently attached
to an American university, am I 'from America'? Doubtful.
But am I 'American'? Well, maybe I am. As I walk down the street in
Kathmandu, I hear children call out 'am-ri-can7, and adults often call me
this too. In England, also, I'm often called an American, and my objections
that I'm C a n d a n , and even English for Heaven's sake, are dismissed both
because of my accent, and because of the belief, commonly held by most
people outside Canada, that Canadians and Americans are just the same.
So I'm certainly called an American; so maybe I am one. But my American
identity doesn't end there. Beyond my resident alien identity, I have another
identity: I am a white. Arriving back in Seattle in the USA last summer, on
the way to Canada-and consciously feeling very glad to temporarily cast
off my am-ri-can identity-I was sitting outside a shop and two male
persons 'of colour' came by and said: 'Hey white girl, hey whitey. Bit pale
aren't you? Better get out in the sun a bit'. I didn't reply; we peace-loving
Canadians h o w how dangerous Americans can be.
So I'm an am-ri-can here in Nepal, and a whitey American in the USA.
Had I been in Los Angeles last spring, because I am this thing that I am
called, because I am 'whitey', some people might have felt justified in
putting a bullet in me, or might have felt justified in dragging me from a
truck and smashing my skull. But I'm getting ahead in my story here. So as
for my identity, let's say, O.K., in some contexts I am an American,
because that is what I am called.
Having clarified my identity, now on to the other two main characters
in this story, Rodney King and James Scott, two people who miraculously
survived in two different moral landscapes.
First, Rodney King.
Rodney Kmg lives in Los Angeles. He is identified by many people as a
black, or as a person of colour. In 1991, King was brutally beaten-or
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justifiably restrained, dependmg on your point of vim-by
four
policemen, who some people would call whim. This w a ~video taped by a
hidden observer and t h s recording became the main evidence in the
eventual td,
in which four policemen were accused of beating and
otherwise mistreating King; they were judged by a jury of twelve people
called whites. The video showed Kmg being kicked and receiving 56 blows
with night-sticks. Some say he struggled; some say he passively submittad.
The jury acquitted the police on all counts but one. This verhct prompted
anumnent, disbelief, and a week of rioting, looting, arson, and violence in
Los Angeles and some other American cities.
The third and main character in this story-and now we begin it-is
James Scott. He is an Australian tourist who went missing in Helambhu,
north of Ka-du,
in December 1992; he was found, 42 days later, alive
but almost dead.
The details of Scott's story as he told it, to whom he told it, and for how
much money, and the question of whether that version is true or a h o w
are not what I'm going to talk about. While Scott's story as he told it was
in the makmg, people were telling stories about him. During the search
they were telling stories about what could have happened to him; later,
after the rescue, they told stories about how he actually managed to
survive. The story-tellers are people in and fiom Helambhu, and people
living, as I was, in Kathmandu. There will be nothing surprising in these
stories. They are stories we all hear everyday, whether we're living in
Brisbane, Australia (as Scott is now), in the USA, Europe, or in Nepal.
These are stories about difference and morality. They are about drawing
lines between Merent kinds of people; between ourselves and those
people we call strangers down the road. And they are about making moral
judgments based on these distinctions. What is striking-and
not
surprising-is that morality is shifhng, and is relative to who is spealung
and to how they situate themselves with respect to others in the local moral
geography. It is also not surprising that the epicenter of morality always
seems to be just where the story-teller, ethrucally speakmg, is standing.
So what did happen to Scott, according to the account he himself gave,
which appeared in the international press?2 Scott and Tim Hooper, another
Australian m d c a l student, were waiting to begin a training post in a
Kathmandu hospital, and decided to set off on a trek to Helambhu. On the
way they met some Germans who told them that the Helambhu trek was a
'grandfather trek', especially compared to where they had come from,
which was the Gosa~nkunda Lakes. Taken by the idea of greater
adventure, Scott set off upwirds towards Gosadcunda with Mark, another
Australian he had met on the trail, while his classmate turned back due to
problems with his leg. Scott and his companion walked upwards to
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Ghopte, a small cluster of tea houses at the base of the final ascent to the
pass. They spent the night there, and woke up to find a dusting of snow on
the pound. This gave them pause to consider the sense in continuing, but
they decided to keep ascendmg regardless. Conditions deteriorated, the sky
became overcast, snow came down heavily, and visibility was severely
reduced. Mark decided to continue, but Scott decided to retreat to safer
ground. And that was when his trouble began. The track was now covered
with snow and he wandered down the wrong side of a creek. Finally he
came upon vegetation and took this as a sign that he had reached lower
terrain; full of hope, he continued to bushwhack, eventually descended a
gully, climbed a rock face, and repeatedly went forward because he
couldn't retreat. Eventually he reached a waterfall he couldn't cross and
because there was no means of retreat, he found a rock under which he
lived for the next six weeks. That's how he went missing.
How did he survive? According to the newspaper account, the practical
steps he took to stay alive were to keep himself dry (thereby warding off
hypothermia and frostbite), eat his remaining food (two chocolate bars),
and melt snow for water. He eventually lost 56 pounds; nevertheless,
because of his high level of fitness, and effort, and hope, he survived.
But I heard quite different accounts in Kathmandu that winter, and then
later, in Helambhu, after Scott was found. Many of these are dependent on
the story-teller's perception of ethmcity in Helambhu, which 1'11 now
describe. Helambhu is a small area on the southern slopes of the main
Hunalayan range. The area is divided by ridges and rivers. At the top of
the ridges are people who are culturally related to the northerly dwelling
people of Nepal and Tibet. Further down the ridges are peoplehere
mostly called Tarnang-who, like many people living in the middle-hills
throughout Nepal, have varying degrees of affinity to the Tibetan Buddhlst
north and to the Hindu south; in Helambhu this means, respectively, the
Buddhist ridges, and the predominantly Hindu (Brahmin, Chetri, and
Newar) valley bottoms and bazaars.
At the top of the ridges people call themselves Sherpa, Helambhu
Sherpa, 'pure' Sherpa (claiming a relationship to Solu-Khumbhu
Sherpas), Lama, Lama-Tamang, Lama-Sherpa, or Yolmo. People on the
slopes below the ridges are more likely to refer to themselves and be called
by the name Tamang. However, as Graham Clarke (1980a:26; 1980b)
says, in describing the Helambhu of the mid- 1970s, 'one group's Tamang
is another group's Lama', and he describes the contextuality of these e b c
labels. Clarke also points out that the upper and middledwelling peoples
ascribe morality accordmg to a combination of 'lamaness', wealth and
altitude, such that morality usually resides in your group and all the people
who live higher than you. This pattern holds true today, as we shall see.
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But there is another pattern of relevance to my story that Clarke does"?
describe, and that requires flipping the whole moral geography upside
down and looking at it from the viewpoint of the B r h , Chetri and
Newar valley dwellers. For them, as we shall see, morality is clearly in the
valleys, not up on the ridges.
Around the time Scott went missing, 1 was planning a fieldtrip to
Helambhu and discussing possible itineraries with people in Kathmandu.
The subject of James Scott invariably came up and as people talked about
what might have happened to him, they punctuated their musmgs with
advice and warnings about where I should and shouldn't go. In almost all
cases, the explanations and advice were based on the speaker's perception
ofthe ethnic landscape, and their moral evaluation of the people living in
it, whether or not they had actually been to Helambhu. Not surprismgly,
that perception had a strong relationship to the ethmcity of the speaker.
Let's start with the people related to those who live at the bottom of the
valleys; that is, the Brahmins, Chetris, and Newars. 'Lmk', they told me,
'don't go to Helambhu. Just a lot of Bhoted up there. Look what happened
to that tourist.' 'What happened?' I asked. 'Lots of Bhotes up there; they
lie and cheat and probably got him.Lots of thieves up there and they lcnow
Tourists4 have lots of money. Probably someone up there tricked htm,
maybe a lodgeawner; all lodges are run by Bhotes up there. Those wild
men! Maybe they led him off the path; they probably offered to show him
a short cut and then out with the knife! !!' Stories fiom Brahrmns, Chetris,
and Newars, tended to be of this kind, with very few suggestmg anclose to what actually did happen. Very few people warned 'be careful if
you go, it's dangerous, you might fall off a cliff, you might lose your way,
and you might get lost in the snow like that Australian boy'.
This evaluation by the Brahrmns, Chetris, and Newars, of the
dangerous nature of the people, as opposed to the dangerous nature of the
terrain, carried into friendly advice about the route I should take: 'This
side of the Siva Puri7-a ridge on the northern rim of the Kathmandu
Valley, which can be crossed as a route into Helambhu-'is fine, just
some Brahmin villages; nowill happen to you thereY,they assured
me. 'But on the other side, there's Bhotes who come down into the j d e ,
and many people have been attacked and robbed there. Never walk alone
there, and take a good safe guide with you7. We can all guess the
ca.~te/etbnicityof the kind of guide these people had in mind. Newar stories
tended to be along the same lines as these, with the ammendm that I
should watch out in those Brahmin villages as the people there were bound
to be sly and cunning ( c a l m ) .
Moving now to the tops of the ridges, in tern of the ethnic affiliation
of the story-kUer, thc general pattern described by Clarke holds trw. From
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the point of view of people classifjang themselves with the people on the
ridges, morality is thick at the top and thins out as you come down the
mountain. Although Clarke doesn't include the Hmdus in his description,
loolang from the top of the ridge, morality hits rock bottom at the valley
,bottom. From the point of view of all the people called some version of
Lama-Sherpa-Tamang-Yoho-Bhote, aside from Siva Puri-the Brahmin
side of Siva Puri, that is-you're relatively safe in Helambhu. Relatively.
And the degree of relative safety depends, again, on who you're talking to.
And here the contextuality of identity becomes important. A man from a
'pure' Sherpa village-that is, one who considers that his village is next
door kin to Solu-Khurnbu Sherpas-suggested that I head straight for his
village, because the rest would not be interesting: 'Just a lot of Nepali
villages', he said. But in doing so he was pointing on the map to what
would usually be called Tamang and Sherpa villages. This man thought
that Scott may have been tricked 'by Nepalis'. His moral geography
divided his village from Helambhu, and put it in a category with
people-morally superior people--to the north, and separated it from what
he called 'the Nepalis', which included all the other Helambhu people.
The people who called themselves Helambhu Sherpas, or Lama people,
did indeed see themselves as the local repositories of moral value. It was
safe for me to walk up on the ridges in Helambhu, they said, because
'nothing will happen to you up there. There's only Sherpas living up there,
and Sherpas don't steal and won't hurt you'. And it was story-tellers most
closely linked ethcally with the people on the ridges who most often
hypothesized about Scott's possible physical misfortune. One man, a iodge
owner who called himself Helambhu Sherpa, summed it up after Scott was
found: 'How many stories there were! Some said he fell off a cliff; some
said he fell in a river; some say he went up over the pass and got lost in the
snow'. I never heard anyone up on the ridges or related e h c a l l y to that
area suggest that 'those Bhotes probably got him'; neither did they seem to
consider the possibility that 'one of us Sherpas might have got him'.
What of the people called Tamang? These people are caught in the
middle of both scales of moral value. They are Bhotes to the people down
and south, and a morally inferior group to the people up and north. My
own quest on this trip was to find Tamang thangka (religious scroll)
painters and peoples' reactions on hearing my plans clearly show these
opposing attitudes towards these people in the middle. Sherpas warned that
the Tamang would steal from me and lie to me, and 'where would you
stay?!' they asked with concern. 'And besides which,' they pointed out
with (mistaken) certainty, 'Tamang can't paint'. People on the B r a h m Chetri-Newar end of the spectrum mostly had the attitude that 'well, if it's
your job, you'll have to do itY.However, when it came to talking about
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what h a p p e d to Scott, the people called Tamang themselves closed ranks
with the people up the hill, considering mostly the possibility of physical
misfortune.
What did the Tourists t h d ? Many favoured a h d of explanation in
which Scott 'probably got lost and fell off a cliff or something'. Many
talked of 'shepherd huts' where he may have been taken or given shelter.
Nepalis sometimes suggested thls possibility, with varying degrees of
confidence in the likelihood of surviving such a fate; th~sdepends, of
course, on who was talking, and who else they thought might be in the hut.
Most tourists also allowed that Scott may have been robbed or murdered,
but not a single person suggested the caste or ethnicity of the possible
attacker. If anydung, tourists seemed to think that because he was in a
'Tibetan' area, anyone who came across him would surely help him. One
even suggested that he might have found a 'Tibetan shaman', and was
apprenticing 'like Carlos Castenadas, lucky guy'. Nobody ever suggested
that another tourist might have hurt Scott. Maybe, like everyone else in
Helambhu, they considered that we tourists are safest among our own
people.
How did Scott survive 42 days without food in freezing temperatures?
Stories to account for this miraculous survival were often p r e f k d by a
statement of wonder such as 'we would have died', or 'within a day our
flesh would be eaten by the ice, or the cold'. Such statements recognize the
extraordinariness of the survival; they alsc+becauso they are cast in terms
of 'us' and 'we', as opposed to 'him'-imply some essential difference
between Nepalis and Tourists. The Nepali man who first contacted Scott
said 'James Scott, you are a god'. He may have thought Scott was a god.
He may have thought Scott had the power and strength of a god. We don't
h o w : however, thls posited connection between Scott and anythmg to do
with dharma, or religion, or the supernatural, was rare; in fact, such a
connection was argued against. For example, some people made an
exception to the 'we would have died' maxim, by citing the case of sadhus
(Hmdu ascetics) who regularly walk over the pass in rags, and barefoot,
and survive precisely because they are s a d h ~ sBut
. ~ they did not in general
attribute Scott's survival to anof the sort: sadhus and Tourists are
different. One woman did suggest that Scott was divinely strengthened or
protected. She told me that he probably was praying to, or rather
perfbrming rites for, the god of the Gosainkund range, and so had his
protection; furthermore, although she didn't get the facts quite right, she
said that Scott had just been over the pass and had performed the
appropriate ritual observances and taken darshan (the viewing of the deity
which brings positive consequences), and so had the protection gained in
that way.Her s p e a k o n was quickly overridden by a porter who told
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her-this woman who had served tourists for 15 years-a few h g s
about Tourists. The porter's principle point was that 'no, Tourists don't go
to take darshan, they go to take pictures'. 'Just pictures! Why', she asked,
'go all that way, and eat all that du:kha(suffering), if not to take darshan?'
No, they just take pictures', he assured her. An ex-Indian army officer
offered that 'maybe he was practicing his own Christian dharma, and he
described how he'd seen Christian churches in India, of many kinds, where
some lit lamps and burnt incense and some did not. 'No lamps7, she said
scorhlly and dismissively, 'what kind of dharma is that?' And that was
the end of that. No-one else suggested dharma as the means of Scott's
survival.
A Nepali would probably die in such conditions and if a Nepali did
survive it could be attributed to dharma, and to supernatural power and
protection. A Tourist might survive, but, from the viewpoint of many
Nepalis, a Tourist would not have access to divine help.
Whereas a Nepali's special strength might come from dharma-which
Tourists don't have-where does the Tourists' special strength come from,
that might make a Tourist like a god, but which Nepalis don't have access
to?
Not surprisingly, given the wide-spread linguistic and cultural
preoccupation here in Nepal with people eating and being eaten, our
strength comes from special thmgs we eat. Whlle the flesh of both Tourists
and Nepalis can be eaten by the snow or eaten by the ice, and both
Tourists and Nepalis can 'eat' a whole lot of suffering in such situations,
the Tourist can literally, and very effectively, eat back. What we can eat
back with are thmgs of biEs (development, progress). In common usage,
the label 'Tourist' in Nepal does not mean what it does in western
countries. There, a tourist is someone who has other primary, more lasting
identities, who goes on vacation and temporarily assumes the role 'tourist7.
In Nepal, the term 'Tourist' comes closer to identiflmg a kind of person
rather than a role; the term is most commonly used to indicate 'white
person from a developed country', and so refers to embassy personnel, aid
agency workers, people on vacation, and even anthropologists, and
semantically encompasses the notion of biEs. Scott also was a special
kind of Tourist in that he was, and was widely known to be, a medical
student.
The special foods which people thought Scott had with him, that he
could eat back with, were associated with bifis. They were thought of as
thrngs that Tourists usually have access to because they are white people
from developed countries; he was also thought to have some specialized
things which Tourist doetors have access to. The specialized h g s many
people suggested he had were 'special medicines' and 'special injections',
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'because he is a doctor'. But these special doctor-related tlungs were
merely more powerfbl versions of the life sustaining potions we regular
Tourists have. These potions fall into three categories. First, the special
medicines. 'You all have them', a porter told me, 'for e v e w g . Tourins
all have medicines for everydung: for darrhea, muscle pain, cold and for
when you have no food'. A tablet for everyhng; medicated survival. And
reference was often made to the bags we carried, with all h d s of
medicine, for very different thmgs. As one man said, 'Tourists won't give
us medicine and they say it's because they can't tell exactly what h d to
use, so there are exact kinds of medicine for everythmg, includmg for when
there's no food and when there's no heat'. The second category of
consumables identified is 'vitamins'. Again, sometlung we're all known to
have and true, they do provide nutrients, but their efficacy was greatly
exaggerated: 'You can go for weeks without food if you have these', was
the consensus. One noted that 'Tourists don't even have to eat da'l bhdt',
because of the strength of vitamins, a telling statement as da'l bhdt-lentils
and rice-is the daily food of many Nepalis and the word 'rice' is often
synonymous with the word 'food'. Third, many people didn't believe or
hadn't heard about Scott's two chocolate bars, and they attribute his
survival to his having stocked up on 'trekker's food'. Many seemed to
make an association between trekker's food, the qualities of bik& , and the
power of science; it's another variation on the 'special mdcines' theme.
Here, the food discussed was meusli: 'Oh, he probably had muesli with
hm,'suggested one. 'What's that?' asked another. 'They all eat it, they
bring it with them, it's like ciurci (beaten rice, a popular snack) but has
other things in it too, lots of different thmgs, all mixed together. I don't
know what they all are. All trekkers eat it'. And, again, that most telling
comparison was made, the comparison with Nepali da'l bhdt: 'One small
bowl is like three mountains of rice. Just on that they can walk.' 'Where
can you get it?' 'Just in foreigners' stores, in Kathmandu. They don't sell
it in Nepali stores'.
When Nepalis talk about how Scott went missing, his particular
characteristics as a kind of person are not important; what is important is
the kind of person who's tallang and how they relate themselves to, and
evaluate, people of other named ethnicities in Nepal. When some Nepalis,
particularly those in Helambhu, talk about how Scott survived, it is his
characteristics as a kind of person, a bikcrsit person, a developed person,
which are important. Instead of diversely comparing themselves to each
other, in this context these Nepalis see themselves as similar, in opposition
to something different, that is, to people h m the developed world.
The opposition is clear: Nepalis have dharma, Tourists don't; Tourists
have access to bib, and the p d u c t s of b i k , and Nepalh don't. 'l'h
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sounds like the dichotomies of the enchanted versus disenchanted world.
And I wonder, is there a Nepali translation of Weber circulating in the
hills? But the dichotomies don't really hold up here, as they don't in 19th
century Europe. Nepalis can easily believe in the power and efficacy of
physical substance to overcome misfortune, and Tourists can believe in the
power of the 'enchanted7 world. Scott, as we know, didn't have any of
these special foods or medicines, and he would certainly be as incredulous
as you and I regardmg the ability of any drug or vitamin alone to nourish
him for 42 days. But what he may have had was faith, dharma, grace; put
it how you wish. I say 'may' because I'm not sure: I haven't spoken to
Scott. In the newspaper accounts, he tells how a vision of life he saw in a
dream halted his eventual attempt to kill h s e l f by not drinking. He and
his sister both claim to have witnessed a miracle. On his return to Patan
hospital he asked for a Bible and to have it read to him.5 At his
engagement party, which he describes as a wider celebration of his
sunival, as also an opportunity to thank all those who helped him, he says
there will be ministers to pray, and he thanks people for their prayers
because he knows it helps.
Still the dichotomy holds: Nepalis have dharma and no bikcls, Tourists
have no dharma and lots of bikds. An opposition is made; separation and
difference. And, yet, this is based on relatively little information, much of
it incorrect and misunderstood. How many of these people have talked to
Tourists, after all? And, I wonder, how much do the people called Lama
know about the people called B r a h n and vice versa? Obviously some
h g s are different, but, to be specific, on what basis or knowledge does
someone claim that someone they call Tamang is more likely to kill a
Tourist than someone they call a Newar is?
Conceptually separating people, assuming differences between groups
and homogeneity within groups, and evaluating those differences in moral
terms is ubiquitous world-wide. And, because we move through and to
new moral landscapes, what we are called, by people who may never have
spoken to us, and how we are judged, changes. Whatever else we might be,
we have an identity in what we are called; this identity changes, or is
changed for us, without our doing anything, and even sometimes without
our knowing it. Just as we actively construct the social-moral geography
around us, so we, too, fit into geographies that other people construct.
While in the Helambhu landscape, Scott was, for the people around
him, a Tourist. He was something different from them, and a symbol of the
perceived characteristics of the developed, modem world. That was the
identity they gave to him. But he was found, removed from Helambhu,
spent a short time in Patan hospital, and was then moved through Bangkok
to Australia. Along the way, as he moved through and to different moral
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landscapes, his identity changed from James Scott., 'Tourist' and all that
implies, to James Scutt, 'brother' and ' e u ~ v o r ' ,James Scott, 'medical
student', James Scott, 'fiance', and even James Scott, 'the iceman'.
One identity, James Scott 'the fraud', emerged while he was a patient in
Patan Hospital, and, I believebased on recent conversations with
'Tourist' informants from Australia-this identity still persists. Nobody
believes him, it seems, and here many Nepali and Australians are in
concert in thinlung about what kind of a person Scott is. W e the people
in Helambhu were tallung about Scott as a Tourist who had access to the
b g s of bikds, many Nepalis living in Kathmandu-a place of lots of
bikds-were tallung about Scott as a person who had planned the whole
episode in order to make h e l f a fortune, as a person who cheated the
Nepali media of the story, as a person who just wasn't very nice.
Furthermore, sometimes I heard that he was a Tourist like all the othem,
that is, a Tourist who tried to cheat Nepalis: h s time he was cheabq
them out of a story. The author of an item titled 'Scott the Stoic or Jamm
the Joker' in the February 19, 1992 edition of The Rising Nepal (the
government owned daily English language paper), c o m p h that the press
wasn't given the story, and that Scott was '...scooted away home.. .through
the backdoor of Patan Hospital...' without giving '...any digestible
explanation for this endurance feat...' and neither did his '...frosty
spokespersons'. The author hcetiously suggests that Scott was found first
by a 'svelte, sexy she-yeti', who 'kept hun aliie with yak meat and snug
embrace', and then suggests that Scott might be keeping his tale quiet until
he gets '...a hefty cheque from some tabloid Down Under.' As I've said,
many people in Australia agree with this last suggestion.
The identity 'James Scott, the Fraud.,' which began here by Nepalis
feeling cheated by a foreigner, stayed with hun as he moved into a &rent
moral landscape, that of Australia. Having reached his homeland, it was
no longer only, or even specifically, his characteristics as a resident of a
developed country that mark him. Rather, it is the specific identities I've
listed-brother, fiaud, fianck, iceman-along with more general i-es
such as those of class, race, and ethcity, which mark him in this new
moral-social-landscape.
James Scott was an Australian. For my narrative it would have been
tidler had he been an American. So let's just pretend for a moment that he
was. He could have been, and there are certainly many American tad
who travel through Helambhu. He could have been an American, and after
his ordeal, he could have been returning to America last May, and he could
have been flying to Los Angeles. And what would he have been then?
James Scott...what? Part of your identity is what people who have ncva
spoken to you call you. Scott's fbther is a profssor of biology, his sister b
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a veterinarian, he himself is a medical student, and the family owns a farm.
And they are white. We can safely say he is a middle (or upper-middle)
class, landed, professional white. A whitey, a white boy; maybe he's a bit
pale and needs to get out in the sun a bit. And this, for some people in the
new moral landscape he was entering, would have been his most
important characteristic. As his plane flew into Los Angeles, amid the
smoke of fires, no-one around would really be thinking of James Scott as a
person who has access to muesli and vitamins. And many people, when he
drove out into the night, would not thuzk of him as someone's brother,
someone's son, someone's fiance. They would not thlnk of him as someone
who had just struggled to stay alive for 42 days without food, someone
who had recently resisted the desire to suicide. Many would not think of
him as someone who prayed and hoped for a fbture. For many he wouldn't
have even been a fraud, or 'the iceman', or someone who might have been
held in the snug embrace of a she-yeti. He would simply be called white by
people who had never spoken to him and who had no knowledge of what
else he might be, or what he might do, and who had no knowledge about
what he, as a particular white, might think. And as he drove out into the
night, simply being a person called white could have been seen by some
others as just cause to shoot hun, or maybe pull him from his car and
smash his skull.
Optional ending
So what was going on in the streets that night, and the next, and still
now? Carving categories out of contexts, drawing difference and
separation, assuming homogeneity, and evaluation: a moral geography in
action.
And is this wisdom, or is this madness, or is thls something we just
have to do? Maybe we-we people called andfor calling ourselves Sherpa,
Tamang, Brahmin, Tourist, American, Black, White, Newar, Madeshi,
and even we people called Am-ri-can-should ask 'What are the lines that
we are drawing every day, around other people, and are we wise or are we
mad?' And, what we might be more motivated to consider, maybe we
should ask 'What are the categories that other people are drawing around
us every day, and are they wise or are they mad?' And when you all-all
you other kinds of people out there-answer these questions, I hope that
you are as wise, and as moral, as we Tourists surely would be.
Notes
1 This research was financially assisted by the following agencies: the
National Science Foundation@octoral Dissertation Improvement Grant No.
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BNS-9100365); the Joint Committee on South Asia of the Soclal Science
Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies with fun&
provided by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; the Social Science and
Humanities Research Council of Canada; and the Cornell Graduate School and
Center for International Studies.
2 The story as told by James Scott to Eric Bailey appeared in an British
newspaper, The Daily Telegraph, among others. Unless otherwise noted, all
details of what actually happened to Scott are taken from The Daily Telegraph
editions of Febuary 22 and 29, and March 7, 1992.
3 The term 'Bhote' is used both as an ethnic designation, and to imply
unclemess and impurity.
4. Throughout this essay I use 'tourist' when speaAung from the western point
of view, when the word comes closer to indicating a role. I use 'Tourist' when
speakmg in terms of the local category, when the word comes closer to
indicating an ethnicity.
5 N w n e talked about porters in that way,though they too walk wer the high
passes in rags and M b o t , and carry heavy loads besides.
6 This is the only piece of information about what really happened to Scott,
that didn't come from the newspapers: but it is common knowledge among staff
members in Patan Hospital.
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